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For Joan Weitzner Levine

Those friends thou hast, and their adoption tried,

Grapple them unto thy soul with hoops of steel.

—Hamlet
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CONVENTIONS OF REFERENCE

I have reprinted both the 1609 Quarto Sonnets and a modernized ver-
sion of my own. All editors repunctuate according to their own under-

standing of the connection among the lines and quatrains of a given son-
net. While considering, and often adopting, the choices made by such
editors as Booth and Evans, I have finally followed my own best under-
standing of the articulation of a sonnet in modernizing its punctuation.
The emendations in my modernized sonnets are chosen from emenda-
tions already proposed by others. In each dubious case, my comments ex-
plain my choice among available emendations. Because some of Shake-
speare’s linguistic play depends on Quarto spelling, I specify whenever an
interpretive remark requires reference to the Quarto. Otherwise, it can be
assumed that whatever I say in the Commentary is as true of the Quarto
as of the modern text.

In the comment on each sonnet, I aim to disclose some of the sonnet’s
significant features—imaginative, structural, semantic, syntactic, phone-
mic, graphic—and to point out their cooperation in a mimetic aesthetic
result. That is, I assume that the features of these poems are designed to
cooperate with, reinforce, meaningfully contradict, and play with one an-
other. I also assume that such interplay has a psychologically mimetic end
(to enact, by linguistic means, moves engaged in by the human heart and
mind). I assume, too, that all of this play and enacting would be of no use
unless the result were aesthetic novelty with respect to lyric tradition—by
which I mean that something striking, memorable, beautiful, disturbing,
surprising, etc. has been created.

Though many of the Sonnets play (often in blasphemous or subversive
ways) with ideas central to their culture, I assume that a poem is not an es-
say, and that its paraphrasable propositional content is merely the
jumping-off place for its real work. As I say in my Introduction, I do not
regard as literary criticism any set of remarks about a poem which would
be equally true of its paraphrasable propositional content. The poetics
from which Shakespeare’s sonnets issue is not the only poetics from which
poems can be constructed, but the Aristotelian conventions about the
unity of the literary work seem to apply particularly well to a form so
tightly structured as the Shakespearean sonnet. However, there are ways
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in which most of the sonnets are self-contradicting, as I will say below;
and the sequence itself, with its two main subsequences and its several
subsubsequences, is a powerful dispersive structure. Nonetheless, it
would be absurd to believe that Shakespeare, the most hyperconscious of
writers, was inscribing lines and words in a given sonnet more or less at
random. Since another set of words would have done equally well to
transmit the propositional or paraphrasable content of the poem, content
by itself (as it is usually defined) cannot possibly be the guide at work in
determining the author’s choice of words and syntactic features. If at first
I seem excessive in finding orders and structurings, I hope readers will be-
come convinced of the existence of such structurings as they read further
in the Commentary.

My comments vary in length. Some amount to small essays on the
sonnet in question (a temptation not to be resisted in the case of the most
complex poems, such as 73, 116, and 129). Others are brief sketches of lin-
guistic features that would need to be accounted for in any critical exami-
nation of the sonnet. In the past, I have often wished, as I was reading a
poem, that I could know what another reader had noticed in it; and I leave
a record here of what one person has remarked so that others can com-
pare their own noticings with mine. In such a way, we may advance our
understanding of Shakespeare’s procedures as a working poet—that is, as
a master of aesthetic strategy. In no case does my commentary exhaust
any given sonnet. These are sketches, not completions. And yet, since the
sonnets are still the least investigated, aesthetically speaking, of Shake-
speare’s works, there is room for a first sketch of the salient stylistic self-
presentation of each of these poems.

I have not followed a single expository scheme for each sonnet. For
variety’s sake, I have taken up different aesthetic problems at different
times; and I have deliberately changed topics for the first twenty sonnets,
so that anyone reading straight on would find many of Shakespeare’s con-
cerns raised early. After that, I have let each sonnet dictate what seemed
most essential to discuss. I cannot pretend to understand all the sonnets
equally well; some still elude me (and my instinct in such cases is to think
I have not found the spring that will open the box, rather than to judge
that Shakespeare had nothing interesting in mind).

At the end of each sonnet-commentary, I have consistently pointed
out what I call (for want of a better name) the Couplet Tie—the words
appearing in the body of the sonnet (ll. 1–12) which are repeated in the
couplet (ll. 13–14). By “words” I really mean “a word and its variants”; for
example, in this context, live, lives, and outlive count as the same “word.”
Shakespeare expended real effort in creating verbal connections between
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the body of a sonnet and its couplet, and the words he chose to reiterate
in this way are almost always thematically highly significant ones. (It is
this repetition which has caused some readers—who seem to read only for
theme—to assert that the couplets are superflous; but see my comments
on the problem of the Shakespearean couplet in the Introduction.) After
giving the root version of each word of the Couplet Tie, I print, in brack-
ets, the variants in which it appears: live [outlive] [-s]. If the root word itself
does not appear in the poem, I print it in brackets: if, for instance, “being”
and “been” were the Couplet Tie, I would print [be] [-ing] [been]. After
each Couplet Tie “word,” I print in parentheses the line numbers in
which it appears.

Often, Shakespeare used a more complex form of repetition than the
Couplet Tie. He frequently firmly connected the four units of his son-
net—three quatrains and a couplet (Q1, Q2, Q3, and C, in my abbreviated
form of reference)—by repeating in each of these units a single “word” (as
defined above). That single “word” appears (at least) four times in the
sonnet, (at least) once in each part. In sonnet 7, for instance, Q1 contains
the word looks, Q2 the word looks again, Q3 the word look, and C the word
unlooked-on. I call the root word that is so used—in this case, the root
word look—a key word, and register it at the end of my commentary,
preceding the Couplet Tie (which of course contains it). It is easy for an
author writing a sonnet to use a given word in Q1, and still fairly easy in
Q2; but as the vortex of meaning and development tightens, Q3 puts a
greater demand on ingenuity to insert the word; and C—with only two
lines to work within instead of four, and with closure necessary—is the
hardest of all.

Sometimes Shakespeare plays games with his key word. In sonnet
55 (Not marble nor the gilded monuments), we find outlive in Q1, living in
Q2, and live in C. Though we began by thinking (as we read the octave
and couplet) that we might be about to find the fourth use that would
make live a key word, we are momentarily “disappointed” as we look
back on Q3 and find no mention of anything “living” or “outliving” any-
thing else:

’Gainst death and all oblivious enmity
Shall you pace forth; your praise shall still find room
Even in the eyes of all posterity
That wear this world out to the ending doom.

It is only on a second reading that we notice, with distinct amusement, the
“tucked-away” key word live in oblivious, making the pattern phoneti-
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cally (if not graphically) complete in all four units of the poem. There are
other such instances (e.g., 106, where instead of praise in a fourth appear-
ance, for instance, we find press). The most complex such game occurs in
105, where the key word one appears (sometimes in phonemic, sometimes
in graphic, form) twice in each of the four units. Without a sense of Shake-
speare’s wish to put the key word into each of the three quatrains and
the couplet, one misses the ingenuity of oblivious in 55 and of expressed in
106, and one does not see the reason for their location in their respective
poems.

Once a potential key word has been spotted in three of the mem-
bers of a given sonnet, one feels it “ought” to appear in the fourth. When
it doesn’t, one suspects that the expected word has been designedly sup-
pressed in the part where it is missing. I register here, in addition to
any key word, the existence (when it occurs) of a defective key

word, because I think we are meant to notice the absence of the expected
word; it is, I find, almost always thematically relevant that the word is
“suppressed” in the quatrain or couplet where we (alerted by its appear-
ance in each of the other three units of the poem) have supposed it would
appear. See Appendixes 1 and 2, on key words and defective key

words.
Throughout, I have italicized phrases from the Sonnets in order to

avoid a page littered with quotation marks. Any word here italicized
comes directly from the sonnet in question. I have occasionally, for syn-
tactic coherence, rearranged the words of a phrase: discussing the line O
how much more doth beauty beauteous seem (sonnet 54), I might say, “The
speaker says that beauty seem[s] beauteous when accompanied by truth.”
The convention of italicizing is meant to indicate that these words actu-
ally occur in the poem, even if not in this order, whereas in my sentence
the word “accompanied” does not form part of the poem. Usually, how-
ever, I keep the cited words in the order in which they appear in the son-
net. On the occasions when I wish to summarize quickly the plot of a son-
net, or quote a string of connected phrases, I have omitted the usual
ellipses signifying omission and the virgules signifying line-breaks. Of
147, for instance, I might write, “The speaker says, in rapid succession,
My love is as a fever, reason hath left me, past cure I am.” This choice, too, is
made to avoid excess punctuational distraction.

Sometimes, when I wish to make a point about a single word and that
word alone, I enclose the relevant line of the sonnet in quotation marks
and italicize only the word which is the object of attention. I might say,
“In writing ‘But thy eternal summer shall not fade,’ Shakespeare attaches
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to an innately demarcated concept—a season (summer)—a word (eternal)
cognitively inapplicable to it.” In this way, I sequester the word eternal
from the rest of its line, in order to make a point about it. When I wish to
indicate how Shakespeare might alternatively have written a given line
(though he did not), I use italics within brackets: [But thy delightful summer
shall not wane].

In many cases in the Commentary, I have resorted to a diagram of
some feature of a sonnet so that it can be grasped at a glance. These pat-
terns can be phonetic (see 126), syntactic (129), relational (144), or concep-
tual (43)—but they always have ideational import, on which the specific
commentary usually remarks. I know that diagrams are offensive to some
readers, who feel that algebra is being substituted for explanatory lan-
guage; but the density of Shakespeare’s sonnet-structure is often so dense
that it can be best untangled through giving a separate diagram for each
subordinate structure. (One structure—say, a logical one—may divide up
the sonnet in three parts: eight lines for a thesis, four lines for an antithe-
sis, two lines for a synthesis. A second structure visible in the same son-
net—say, a pronominal one—may divide up the sonnet in two parts: six
lines of reflection, eight lines of direct address. Yet a third structure in the
same sonnet—say, a change from religious to secular diction—may divide
up the sonnet into two entirely different parts: twelve lines of the relig-
ious, two lines of the secular. Each of these structures may need a separate
map to demonstrate its own inner complexity.) Irritated readers can skip
my schemes, and simply read the Commentary without them. But the
shorthand of a scheme has often been useful to me, and I include dia-
grams for those to whom they appeal. In diagrams, when I want to refer
to line numbers, I place them in parentheses: (4–6) means “lines 4 through
6 of the sonnet.” When I want to sum up the number of lines devoted to a
certain topic, in order to show its proportional space in the sonnet, I at-
tach in the diagram the number unbracketed, placing it beside the portion
of the diagram to which it refers.

Diagrams sometimes entail abbreviations. I use, as I have said above,
the abbreviations Q1, Q2, Q3, and C for the four units of each sonnet; the
abbreviation Quarto for the 1609 Sonnets; and occasionally the abbrevia-
tions ym for the young man of the poems, and S for the speaker of the
poems. I usually refer to the person uttering the sonnet as “the speaker,”
but when he represents himself in the poem as a poet, I sometimes call
him “the poet.” When I refer to “Shakespeare,” I mean the author who
invented the text spoken by the fictive speaker, and who structured and
ornamented that text for his own aesthetic ends. “Shakespeare” stands al-
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ways in an ironic relation to the fictive speaker, since the written poem ex-
ists on a plane other than the temporal “now” of the imagined speaker’s
moment.

In printing compound words—e.g., myself—I have used sometimes
the two-word form my self, sometimes the compound one, as the sense of
the sonnet seems to require. My self is the separable self objectified; myself
can substitute for “I” or “me.”

I use the acute accent for stress, the grave accent to show an e that is
pronounced. And I have used boldface to emphasize one portion of an
italicized word.

Biblical quotations are taken from the Geneva Bible, since the
Authorized Version was published after the Sonnets appeared.
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And I’ll be sworn upon’t that he loves her;
For here’s a paper written in his hand,
A halting sonnet of his own pure brain.

—William Shakespeare, Much
Ado about Nothing, v, iv, 85–87

There lives within the very flame of love
A kind of wick or snuff that will abate it.

—William Shakespeare,
Hamlet, iv, vii, 114–115

Through torrid entrances, past icy poles
A hand moves on the page!
Sheets that mock lust and thorns that scribble hate
Are lifted from torn flesh with human rue.

—Hart Crane, “To Shakespeare”

I neer found so many beauties in the sonnets—they seem to be
full of fine things said unintentionally—in the intensity of work-
ing out conceits.

—John Keats to J. H. Reynolds,
22 November 1817

Our talking about poetry is a part of, an extension of, our experi-
ence of it, and as a good deal of thinking has gone to the making
of poetry, so a good deal may well go to the study of it.

—T. S. Eliot, The Use of Poetry and
the Use of Criticism

When Shakespeare wrote, “Two loves I have,” reader, he was
not kidding.

—John Berryman,
The Freedom of the Poet





INTRODUCTION

There are indeed a sort of underlying auxiliars to the difficulty of work,
call’d Commentators and Critics, who wou’d frighten many people by
their number and bulk, and perplex our progress under pretense of for-
tifying their author.

—Alexander Pope to Joseph Addison, 1714

In fact, every poem has the right to ask for a new poetics. This is cre-
ated only once to express the contents, also given only once, of a poem.

—Anna Swir, quoted by Czeslaw Milosz
in his introduction to Talking to My Body,
by Anna Swir

Writing on the Sonnets

Before I begin to describe my own intentions in commenting on Shake-
speare’s Sonnets, I must say a few prefatory words. I intend this work for
those who already know the Sonnets, or who have beside them the sort of
lexical annotation found in the current editions (for example, those of
Booth, Kerrigan, or Evans). A brief account of the reception history of
the Sonnets can be found in these editions, as well as a more comprehen-
sive bibliography than I can offer here. The older reception history in
Hyder Rollins’ Variorum Sonnets is still the most complete—and the most
sobering to anyone hazarding a new addition to that history. Perhaps to-
tal immersion in the Sonnets—that is to say, in Shakespeare’s mind—is
a mildly deranging experience to anyone, and I cannot hope, I suppose,
to escape the obsessive features characterizing Shakespearean sonnet crit-
icism.

How are the Sonnets being written about nowadays? And why should I
add another book to those already available? I want to do so because I ad-
mire the Sonnets, and wish to defend the high value I put on them, since
they are being written about these days with considerable jaundice.1 The
spheres from which most of the current criticisms are generated are social
and psychological ones. Contemporary emphasis on the participation of
literature in a social matrix balks at acknowledging how lyric, though it
may refer to the social, remains the genre that directs its mimesis toward
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the performance of the mind in solitary speech. Because lyric is intended
to be voiceable by anyone reading it, in its normative form it deliberately
strips away most social specification (age, regional location, sex, class,
even race). A social reading is better directed at a novel or a play: the ab-
straction desired by the writer of, and the willing reader of, normative
lyric frustrates the mind that wants social fictions or biographical revela-
tions.

Even the best sociopsychological critic to write on the Sonnets, Eve
Sedgwick, says “Shakespeare’s Sonnets seem to offer a single, discursive,
deeply felt narrative of the dangers and vicissitudes of one male homoso-
cial adventure” [49]; “It is here that one most wishes the Sonnets were a novel,
that readers have most treated it as a novel, and that we are, instead, going
to bring the Sonnets’ preoccupation to bear on real novels” [46] (italics
mine). The persistent wish to turn the sequence into a novel (or a drama)
speaks to the interests of the sociopsychological critic, whose aim is less to
inquire into the successful carrying-out of a literary project than to inves-
tigate the representation of gender relations. It is perhaps a tribute to
Shakespeare’s “reality-effect” that “one most wishes the Sonnets were a
novel,” but it does no good to act as if these lyrics were either a novel or a
documentary of a lived life.

Other critics (Barrell, Marotti, Kernan) have brought the Sonnets into
the realm of the social by drawing analogies between the language of
the poetry and the language of solicitations addressed to patrons and re-
questing patronage. This is a reasonable semantic (if not poetic) investi-
gation, and reminds us that lyric language in any given epoch draws on
all available sociolects of that epoch. The Sonnets, however (as Kernan
makes clear), go far outside the originating discourse: no patron was ever
addressed qua patron in language like that of sonnet 20 (A woman’s face
with Nature’s own hand painted). Aesthetically speaking, it is what a lyric
does with its borrowed social languages—i.e., how it casts them into new
permutational and combinatorial forms—that is important. Shakespeare
is unusually rich in his borrowings of diction and formulas from patron-
age, from religion, from law, from courtship, from diplomacy, from as-
tronomy, and so on; but he tends to be a blasphemer in all of these realms.
He was a master subverter of the languages he borrowed, and the point of
literary interest is not the fact of his borrowings but how he turned them
inside out. (See, in the commentary, sonnets 20, 33, 105, 135, or 144.)2 One
of Shakespeare’s most frequent means of subversion is the total redefini-
tion, within a single sonnet, of a word initially borrowed from a defined
social realm (such as state in sonnet 33); there is no social discourse which
he does not interrogate and ironize.

{ 2 }
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The sonnets have also been investigated by psychoanalytically minded
critics, of whom the most formidable was the late Joel Fineman. Fineman,
fundamentally disappointed by the Young Man sonnets, much preferred
the Dark Lady sequence, where “difference” (read: the Lacanian Sym-
bolic) replaces “sameness” (read: the Lacanian Imaginary).3 Anyone who
prizes drama above other genres delights in conflict, the structural princi-
ple of drama; and for Shakespeareans the Dark Lady sequence is, give or
take a few details, a proto-sketch for a drama rather like Othello, with its
jealousy, its sexuality, its ambiguous “darkness,” its betrayals, and so on. It
is much harder to imagine the Young Man sequence as a play. Yet, if one
judges not by the criteria proper to drama but by those appropriate to
lyric—“How well does the structure of this poem mimic the structure of
thinking?” and “How well does the linguistic play of the poem embody
that structural mimesis?”—Shakespeare’s first subsequence is at least as
good as (and in my view better than) the second. A psychological view of
the Sonnets (whether psychoanalytically oriented or not) stresses motiva-
tion, will, and other characterological features, and above all needs a story
on which to hang motivation. The “story” of the Sonnets continues to fas-
cinate readers, but lyric is both more and less than story. And, in any case,
the story of the Sonnets will always exhibit those “gaps” and that “indeter-
minacy” [Kuin, 251] intrinsic to the sonnet sequence as a genre. A coher-
ent psychological account of the Sonnets is what the Sonnets exist to frus-
trate. They do not fully reward psychological criticism (or gender
criticism, motivated by many of the same characterological aims) any
more than they do political criticism. Too much of their activity escapes
the large sieves of both psychology and politics, disciplines not much con-
cerned to examine the basic means of lyric: subgenre, structure, syntax,
and linguistic play.

The true “actors” in lyric are words, not “dramatic persons”; and the
drama of any lyric is constituted by the successive entrances of new sets of
words, or new stylistic arrangements (grammatic, syntactical, phonetic)
which are visibly in conflict with previous arrangements used with refer-
ence to the “same” situation. (See, for example, my comments on sonnet
73 or sonnet 116.) Thus, the introduction of a new linguistic strategy is, in
a sonnet, as interruptive and interesting as the entrance of a new character
in a play. And any internal change in topic (from autumn to twilight to
glowing fire in sonnet 73, for instance) or any change in syntactic struc-
ture (say, from parallel placement of items to chiastic placement) are
among the strategies which—because they mimic changes of mind—con-
stitute vivid drama within the lyric genre. Read in the light of these lyric
criteria, the first subsequence is fully as dramatic (in the form proper to
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lyric) as the second. The art of seeing drama in linguistic action proper
(action that may be as simple as the grammatical change in a given pas-
sage from nouns to verbals and back again—see sonnet 129) is an art that
has lapsed, even in interpreters whose criteria appear to be literary rather
than political or psychological.4

What, then, am I attempting in the Commentary below? Chiefly, a
supplement to the accounts of the Sonnets in current editions (Ingram and
Redpath, Booth,5 Kerrigan, Evans) and in the books of the last thirty
years (notably those by Leishman, Melchiori, Trousdale, Booth, Dubrow,
Fineman, Vickers, de Grazia, Roche, Pequigney, Sedgwick, Weiser, and
Martin). These editorial and critical accounts do not, to my mind, pay
enough attention to the sonnets as poems—that is, as a writer’s projects
invented to amuse and challenge his own capacity for inventing artworks.
Formal mimeses of the mind and heart in action are of course representa-
tive of human reality, but it is not enough to show that the moves of their
language “chart . . . the ways we may be affected, morally and emotionally,
by our own rhetoric” [Dubrow, 213]. A poem must be beautiful, too, ex-
hibiting the double beauty that Stevens called “the poetry of the idea” and
“the poetry of the words.” That is, the theme must be freshly imagined,
the genre must be renewed, and the words must surprise and satisfy from
the point of view of proportion, musicality, and lexical vivacity.

The Architecture of the Sonnet

What, then, is a Shakespearean sonnet and what can we say about it as a
poem? Here is a sonnet of which every word was written by Shakespeare:

O how I faint when I of you do write,
Knowing a better spirit doth use your name,
And in the praise thereof spends all his might,
To make me tongue-tied speaking of your fame.
I never saw that you did painting need,
And therefore to your fair no painting set;
I found, or thought I found, you did exceed
The barren tender of a poet’s debt.
Lean penury within that pen doth dwell,
That to his subject lends not some small glory,
But he that writes of you, if he can tell
That you are you, so dignifies his story.
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You still shall live—such virtue hath my pen—
Where breath most breathes, even in the mouths of men.

(sonnets 80, 83, 84, 81)

This pastiche, however, is not “a Shakespearean sonnet,” even though it is
composed of three quatrains and a couplet in iambic pentameter, and
even though it rehearses, in the familiar tones of adoration, humility, and
boast, familiar themes of the poet’s inadequacy, the young man’s excel-
lence, and the rivalries of poets. It is not a Shakespearean sonnet because
it shows no structural coherence, no logical development, and no unity of
play. It is, in the sense in which I use the term, not even a “poem,” because
it is not engaged in the fundamental act of a Shakespearean poem, which
is to unfold itself in a developing dynamic of thought and feeling marked
by a unifying play of mind and language. No such development or unify-
ing play is visible in these fourteen lines.

Next, for purposes of comparison, consider this genuine sonnet, writ-
ten by Shakespeare, which serves as the epilogue to Henry V:

Thus far with rough, and all-unable pen,
Our bending author hath pursued the story,

In little room confining mighty men,
Mangling by starts the full course of their glory.

Small time: but in that small, most greatly lived
This star of England. Fortune made his sword;

By which, the world’s best garden he achieved;
And of it left his son imperial lord.

Henry the Sixth, in infant bands crowned king
Of France and England, did this king succeed;

Whose state so many had the managing,
That they lost France, and made his England bleed:

Which oft our stage hath shown; and for their sake,
In your fair minds let this acceptance take.

Though we recognize the Shakespearean rhyme-scheme, this poem is
nothing like the poems published in the 1609 Sonnets. Those are inward,
meditative, and lyrical; this is outward, expository, and narrative. Nothing
in this Commentary would illuminate the sonnet from Henry V (or the
comparable expository ones opening Acts I and II of Romeo and Juliet).
Even the sonnets uttered within plays by dramatic characters (Romeo and
Juliet, Longaville, Berowne) are shaped by the themes of the drama and
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by the actions taking place on the stage; they do not show the successive
intellectual position-taking that is such a striking feature of the Sonnets.

Here, for instance, is Berowne’s charming sonnet repudiating “fig-
ures pedantical” in favor of plainness in language. It is evident that it is a
reiterative sonnet: each of its four units repeats the same antirhetorical
stance. Berowne’s outburst, because it is chiefly reiterative, lacks those dy-
namic reversals of thought and feeling indispensable to the true Shake-
spearean sonnet:

O, never will I trust to speeches penned,
Nor to the motion of a schoolboy’s tongue,
Nor never come in vizard to my friend,
Nor woo in rhyme, like a blind harper’s song!
Taffeta phrases, silken terms precise,
Three-piled hyperboles, spruce affectation,
Figures pedantical—these summer flies
Have blown me full of maggot ostentation.
I do forswear them; and I here protest
By this white glove (how white the hand, God knows!)
Henceforth my wooing mind shall be expressed
In russet yeas and honest kersey noes.
And to begin, wench—so God help me, law!—
My love to thee is sound, sans crack or flaw.

(Love’s Labor’s Lost, v, ii, 405–419)

The essential function of such a sonnet is to advance the plot and repre-
sent Berowne’s repentance.

There is, on the other hand, a real evolution in the inventive
dialogue-sonnet of Romeo and Juliet, but it is an evolution of dramatic
interaction rather than of inward psychic reevaluation:

Romeo
If I profane with my unworthiest hand

This holy shrine, the gentle sin is this:
My lips, two blushing pilgrims, ready stand

To smooth that rough touch with a tender kiss.

Juliet
Good pilgrim, you do wrong your hand too much,

Which mannerly devotion shows in this;
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For saints have hands that pilgrims’ hands do touch,
And palm to palm is holy palmers’ kiss.

Romeo
Have not saints lips, and holy palmers too?

Juliet
Ay, pilgrim, lips that they must use in prayer.

Romeo
O, then, dear saint, let lips do what hands do!
They pray; grant thou, lest faith turn to despair.

Juliet
Saints do not move, though grant for prayers’ sake.

Romeo
Then move not while my prayer’s effect I take.

(Romeo and Juliet i, v, 95–108)

Precisely because he was a dramatist by temperament and by training,
Shakespeare could, in the 1609 Quarto, turn the external dramatic enact-
ment we see here into the interior meditative drama of lyric. Because the
drama of the 1609 poems has less to do with their themes than with the
way those themes are stylistically dramatized through grammar, syntax,
and word choice, any treatment of the Sonnets that focuses chiefly on their
themes loses almost all of their aesthetic richness.

Consider, for instance, what is left of a genuine Shakespearean sonnet
when its themes are preserved but its language is altered. Here is Shake-
speare’s sonnet 29, followed by George Santayana’s “translation” of it into
modern English:

When in disgrace with Fortune and men’s eyes,
I all alone beweep my outcast state,
And trouble deaf heaven with my bootless cries,
And look upon myself and curse my fate,
Wishing me like to one more rich in hope,
Featured like him, like him with friends possessed,
Desiring this man’s art, and that man’s scope,
With what I most enjoy contented least;
Yet in these thoughts myself almost despising,
Haply I think on thee, and then my state
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(Like to the lark at break of day arising
From sullen earth) sings hymns at heaven’s gate,

For thy sweet love rememb’red such wealth brings,
That then I scorn to change my state with kings.

When times are hard and old friends fall away
And all alone I lose my hope and pluck,
Doubting if God can hear me when I pray,
And brood upon myself and curse my luck,
Envying some stranger for his handsome face,
His wit, his wealth, his chances, or his friends,
Desiring this man’s brains and that man’s place,
And vexed with all I have that makes amends,
Yet in these thoughts myself almost despising,—
By chance I think of you; and then my mind,
Like music from deep sullen murmurs rising
To peals and raptures, leaves the earth behind;

For if you care for me, what need I care
To own the world or be a millionaire?

In spite of its resemblance to the original in theme, sentiments, and
rhyme, this is not a Shakespearean sonnet. “The experiment,” says Santa-
yana in The Genteel Tradition, “is meant only to make evident how much
old finery there is in our literary baggage” [70–71]. It is the “old finery” as
well as the internal psychological dynamic (retained in Santayana’s ver-
sion) that makes a Shakespeare sonnet what it is. It is not theme as such
(since, as is evident, much Shakespearean thematic material is present in
my opening collage-pastiche or in Santayana’s “translation”). Because a
comprehension of the internal logic and the “old finery” of Elizabethan
lyric has now almost vanished, I have written this Commentary to restore
them to view as they appear in Shakespeare’s Sonnets. I hope, of course,
that the logic and the finery will be relished as soon as seen.

The modernist lyric aesthetic has been, on the whole, hostile to finery
of Shakespeare’s sort. One of the more bizarre moments in the reception
history of the Sonnets occurred when the English poet Basil Bunting went
to study with Ezra Pound at the “Ezuversity” in Rapallo.6 The task Pound
set the young Bunting was to go through Shakespeare’s Sonnets correcting
the inversions, and removing all the “superfluous words.” There is a spirit
of beginner’s bravado in Bunting’s compliance: sonnet 87, for instance, is
briskly reduced to a mere two lines;
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Farewell! Thou art too dear for my possessing;
And like enough thou know’st thy estimate.

That says it all, if one accepts the Poundian aesthetic. But perhaps more
instructive with respect to modern distaste for Elizabethan rhetoric is a
somewhat less mutilated sonnet. Here is Shakespeare’s original sonnet 30:

When to the sessions of sweet silent thought
I summon up remembrance of things past,
I sigh the lack of many a thing I sought,
And with old woes new wail my dear time’s waste:
Then can I drown an eye, unus’d to flow,
For precious friends hid in death’s dateless night,
And weep afresh love’s long since cancell’d woe,
And moan th’expense of many a vanish’d sight:
Then can I grieve at grievances foregone,
And heavily from woe to woe tell o’er
The sad account of fore-bemoanèd moan,
Which I new pay as if not paid before.

But if the while I think on thee, dear friend,
All losses are restor’d, and sorrows end.

(Quoted from Bunting’s copy)

And here it is after Bunting’s blue-penciling:

When I summon up remembrance of things past
To the sessions of silent thought,
I sigh the lack of many a thing I sought,
And wail time’s waste:
I can drown an eye
For precious friends hid in dateless night,
And weep afresh love’s long since cancell’d woe,
And many a vanish’d sight:
I can tell o’er
The sad account
As if not paid before.
But if I think on thee,
All losses are restor’d.

My transcription lacks of course what a facsimile reproduction would
convey—how much the youthful Bunting enjoyed the literary vandalism
of crossing out, with heavy pen-strokes, such a large number of “super-
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fluous” words, how he reveled in “correcting,” with his loops and arrows,
Shakespeare’s old-fashioned syntactic inversions. Nothing could better
clarify twentieth-century impatience with copia, apparent reduplication,
and elaboration. Naturally, the entire implicit aesthetic of the Renais-
sance poem, and its cunning enactment of its woe as the lines unwind, is
lost in Bunting’s version (see my description in the Commentary of the
necessary and functional nature of all that Bunting deletes).

The logical termination of the modernist reduction in a comic-
populist mode may be seen in George Starbuck’s witty 1986 Space-Saver
Sonnets, where sonnet 29, reduced to its (slightly tampered-with) rhyme
scheme, becomes:

The Sessions

To
think.

Lou,
Dink,
and
Miss
Land-
is,
dead.

You
do
stead-
y
me.

It is in the hope of showing that Shakespeare’s sonnets contain more
than is to be found in their translations or reductions or paraphrases that I
have compiled this Commentary.

“A Verbal Contraption”

Shakespeare is a poet who matches technique to content in a stunningly
exemplary way, and his poems deserve to be asked the two questions for-
mulated by Auden in The Dyer’s Hand:

The questions which interest me most when reading a poem are
two. The first is technical: “Here is a verbal contraption. How
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does it work?” The second is, in the broadest sense, moral: “What
kind of a guy inhabits this poem? What is his notion of the good
life or the good place? His notion of the Evil One? What does he
conceal from the reader? What does he conceal even from him-
self?” [50–51].

Like any poet, Auden knows that the second question cannot be re-
sponded to correctly until the first has been answered. It is the workings
of the verbal construct that give evidence of the moral stance of the poet.
Auden here separates the technical from the moral, and perhaps believes
that the answer about the “verbal contraption” must be distinct from the
answer about personality, ethics, and what we would now call “uncon-
scious” and “deconstructive” moments in the poem. I believe that the
deepest insights into the moral world of the poem, and into its construc-
tive and deconstructive energies, come precisely from understanding it as
a contraption made of “words,” by which I mean not only the semantic
units we call “words” but all the language games in which words can par-
ticipate. Because many essays on the sonnets attempt moral and ethical
discussion without any close understanding of how the poems are put to-
gether, I have emphasized in this Commentary the total “contraption-
ness” of any given sonnet as the first necessary level of understanding. I
hope that my comments on the famous “moral” sonnets (such as 66, 94,
116, 129) will not disappoint readers who are looking for Shakespeare’s
“notion of the good life . . . the Evil One” and so on. As to what Shake-
speare may conceal from the reader, or even from himself, such a su-
premely conscious writer conceals, it seems to me, very little.

I regret the absence, except in occasional cases below, of metrical
commentary.7 I don’t doubt that a careful examination of Shakespeare’s
prosody in the sonnets (which can’t be separated from a study of phrasal
segmentation in the lines) would reveal repeated patterns of substantial
interest. But that would make another book, and one that I (not yet hav-
ing found an acceptably subtle and yet communicable theory of scansion)
am not competent to write. I have tried to notice exceptional moments of
prosodic originality that occur outside the common practices of prosodic
variation (such as reversed initial feet).

To arrive at the understandings proposed in my Commentary, I found
it necessary to learn the Sonnets by heart. I would often think I “knew” a
sonnet; but then, scanning it in memory, I would find lacunae. Those gaps
made me realize that some pieces of the whole must not yet have been in-
tegrated into my understanding of the intent of the work, since I was able
to forget them. The recovery of the missing pieces always brought with it
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a further understanding of the design of that sonnet, and made me aware
of what I had not initially perceived about the function of those words.
No pianist or violinist would omit to learn a sonata by heart before inter-
preting it in public performance, but the equal habit of knowing poetry
by heart before interpreting it has been lost. I first memorized many of
the Sonnets (from my mother’s copy) in the heartfelt way of youth, and I
hope I have not lost that “heartfelt” sense of the poems. But I have since
learned to love in a more conscious way Shakespeare’s elated variety of in-
vention, his ironic capacity, his astonishing refinement of technique, and,
above all, the reach of his skeptical imaginative intent. I hope in this
Commentary to illustrate these qualities, as well as, from time to time, the
pathos, reflectiveness, and moral urgency already well described by previ-
ous readers.

Evidence and Import

This Commentary consists primarily of what might be called “evidential”
criticism: that is, I wanted to write down remarks for which I attempt to
supply instant and sufficient linguistic evidence. This, like all Platonic
aims, must be imperfectly achieved, but I’ve tried to remember it at every
point. There must of course be conjecture and speculation in divining the
poetic laws which are being obeyed by a particular series of words, but I
have given the reasons for my conjectures in as plain a way as I could find.
One can write convincing evidential criticism only on fairly short texts (in
longer texts, the permutations become too numerous). The Sonnets are
ideal for such a purpose; and they deserve detailed and particular com-
mentary because they comprise a virtual anthology of lyric possibility—in
the poet’s choice of subgenres, in arrangements of words, in tone, in dra-
matic modeling of the inner life, in speech-acts. In every case, I wanted
to delineate whatever the given sonnet offered that seemed aesthetically
most provocative: if there is an interesting change of address, it will be re-
marked, while a predictable change of address may not be commented on
at all. The presence of unexpected (or inexplicable) words will be dwelt
on; other words may go unnoticed. I have tried to point out problems that
I have not been able to solve to my own satisfaction.

I come to Shakespeare’s Sonnets as a critic of lyric poetry, interested
in how successful poems are put together, ideationally, structurally, and
linguistically; or, to put it another way, what ideational and structural
and linguistic acts by a poet result in a successful poem. The brilliant be-
ginnings in this direction by William Empson (on individual words and
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images), Winifred Nowottny (on formal arrangement), Stephen Booth
(on overlapping structures), and Brian Vickers and Heather Dubrow (on
rhetorical figuration) suggest that such efforts are particularly rewarding.
Inevitably, rather few sonnets have been examined in detail, since critics
tend to dwell on the most famous ten or fifteen out of the total 154; in
fact, the Sonnets represent the largest tract of unexamined Shakespearean
lines left open to scrutiny. As A. Nejgebauer remarked in his recapitula-
tion (in the 1962 Shakespeare Survey) of work on the Sonnets: “Criticism of
the sonnets will not stand comparison with that of the plays. . . . It has
largely been amateurish and misplaced. . . . As regards the use of lan-
guage, stanzaic structure, metre, tropes, and imagery, these demand the
full tilth and husbandry of criticism.” [18] Nejgebauer’s complaint could
not be made with quite the same vehemence today, largely because of Ste-
phen Booth’s massive intervention with his Essay on Shakespeare’s Sonnets
(1969) and his provocative edition of the Sonnets (1977). Yet Booth’s critical
stance—that the critic, helpless before the plurisignification of language
and overlapping of multiple structures visible in a Shakespearean sonnet,
must be satisfied with irresolution with respect to its fundamental ge-
stalt—seems to me too ready a surrender to hermeneutic suspicion.

On the other hand, the wish of interpreters of poems to arrive at
something they call “meaning” seems to me misguided. However impor-
tant “meaning” may be to a theological hermeneutic practice eager to
convey accurately the Word of God, it cannot have that importance in
lyric. Lyric poetry, especially highly conventionalized lyric of the sort
represented by the Sonnets, has almost no significant freight of “meaning”
at all, in our ordinary sense of the word. “I have insomnia because I am far
away from you” is the gist of one sonnet; “Even though Nature wishes to
prolong your life, Time will eventually demand that she render you to
death” is the “meaning” of another. These are not taxing or original ideas,
any more than other lyric “meanings” (“My love is like a rose,” “London
in the quiet of dawn is as beautiful as any rural scene,” etc.). Very few lyr-
ics offer the sort of philosophical depth that stimulates meaning-seekers
in long, complex, and self-contradicting texts like Shakespeare’s plays or
Dostoevsky’s novels. In an effort to make lyrics more meaning-full, even
linguistically minded critics try to load every rift with ore, inventing and
multiplying ambiguities, plural meanings, and puns as if in a desperate at-
tempt to add adult interest to what they would otherwise regard as banal
sentiment. This is Booth’s path, and it is also that of Joseph Pequigney,
who would read the words of the Sonnets as an elaborate code referring to
homosexual activity. Somehow, Shakespeare’s words and images (most
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of the latter, taken singly, fully conventional) do not seem interesting
enough as “meaning” to scholarly critics; and so an argument for addi-
tional “ambiguous” import is presented, if only to prop up Shakespeare’s
reputation. The poet Frank O’Hara had a better sense for the essential se-
mantic emptiness of love lyrics when he represented them (in his poem
“Blocks”) as “saying” “I need you, you need me, yum yum.” The appeal of
lyric lies elsewhere than in its paraphrasable statement. Where, then, does
the charm of lyric lie? The answers given in this Commentary are as vari-
ous as the sonnets examined, since Shakespeare almost never repeats a
strategy. However, they can be summed up in the phrase “the arrange-
ment of statement.” Form is content-as-arranged; content is form-as-
deployed.

The Dramatis Personae

The new broom sweeping clean in Margreta de Grazia’s Shakespeare Ver-
batim has cleared away the early editorial contextualizing of the Sonnets by
Benson, Malone, and others; the construction of a story “behind” the se-
quence has been rebuked by critics pointing out how few of the sonnets
include gendered pronouns; and the new purity of anti-intentional criti-
cism (stemming in part from the postmodern wish to dispense with “the
author function”) is salutary as a defense against the search for biographi-
cal origins of the Sonnets. Still, there is a factual minimum account of
Shakespeare’s compositional acts in any given poem on which all readers
of a text must agree. In my comment on each sonnet, I give this minimal
account (of Shakespeare’s lexical, grammatical, syntactic, and sequential
choices) on which any interpretation must found itself. Even such a mini-
mal narrative is not a simple one. Any commentator must—given Shake-
speare’s frequent authorial irony—make a division between Shakespeare
the author and his fictive self, whom we name the speaker of the sonnets.
Yet often the two are designedly blurred, since the fictive self, too, is
an author. It is difficult, as well, to settle on a word for the object of
the speaker’s affections. Each word prejudices the case. The “beloved”?
The “object”? The “friend”? The “lover”? The “mistress”? The “young
man”? The “dark lady”? I use whatever seems best suited to the sonnet at
hand, and aim at some variety of reference to avoid boredom.

I have also decided, in the interests of common sense, to hold to the
convention which assumes that the order of the sonnets as we have them
is Shakespearean. In this convention, we take the first 126 sonnets as
ones concerning a young man, and the rest as ones concerning a dark-
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haired and dark-eyed woman; I therefore say “him” or “her” in my sen-
tences about the love-object in ungendered sonnets according to the sub-
sequence in which they occur. I say “Shakespeare” when I mean “the
writer of these poems.” I say “the speaker” when I mean the fictive person
uttering the poem; and I sometimes say “the poet” when the fictional
speaker identifies himself in the sonnet as a poet. Though the terms “dark
lady” and “mistress” are now offensive to some modern ears, the blunt
word “woman,” used of the tormenting betrayer of the second cycle, of-
ten rings false to the historical language-conventions of the Sonnets them-
selves.

The Sonnets raise powerful sexual anxieties not only by representing a
sexual triangle (as other sequences, European and English, did not) but
by making the speaker’s erotic relationships unusual ones. Though most
reviewers found unconvincing Pequigney’s insistence on a concealed lin-
guistic code of homosexual acts, over time there has evolved—in the work
of Blackmur, Sedgwick, Pequigney, Stallybrass, and others—an increasing
willingness to admit, about the first subsequence, that its controlling mo-
tive is sexual infatuation. (The motive of sexual desire has never been
doubted in the second subsequence.) The infatuation of the speaker with
the young man is so entirely an infatuation of the eye—which makes a fet-
ish of the beloved’s countenance rather than of his entire body—that gaz-
ing is this infatuation’s chief (and perhaps best and only) form of inter-
course. Shakespeare’s insistence on the eye as the chief sexual organ is
everywhere present in the Sonnets, as in the plays:

Tell me where is fancy bred,
Or in the heart, or in the head?
How begot, how nourishèd?

Reply, reply.
It is engend’red in the eyes
With gazing fed, and fancy dies
In the cradle where it lies.
(The Merchant of Venice, iii, ii, 63ff.)

I don’t mean to slight the aura of privilege surrounding the young man as
an enhancement of his beauty; but everything in the sonnets suggests that
it was the youth’s beauty of countenance (remarked upon, and attractive
to others) which caused the helpless attachment recorded in the poems.
Shakespeare was, after all, a man subdued to the aesthetic.

The perplexing case of the second subsequence seems to contradict
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what I have just said. If the speaker is so susceptible to conventional
beauty, how is it he becomes entangled with a woman colour’d ill? Freud
describes, in an essay called “A Special Type of Choice of Object Made by
Men” (1910), the case of men who can be sexually aroused (when the ob-
ject is a woman) only by a woman known to be promiscuous. Though the
Sonnets can’t offer conclusive proof of such a leaning in the speaker, it
is suggestive that the speaker repeatedly and obsessively dwells on the
promiscuity of his mistress, and that he remains baffled, almost until the
end of this subsequence, by her power to arouse him. A psychoanalytic ar-
gument can be made that in having intercourse with a woman who has
betrayed him with the young man, the speaker is in effect having vicari-
ously that homosexual intercourse which he desires (but is frustrated of )
in sonnet 20; and the meeting of the author’s and the young man’s “wills”
in the woman’s “will” supports such an argument. Yet one feels that evi-
dence from literature is not the same as evidence from life; and it is cer-
tain that the speaker never introduces a self-analysis of the latter motive
(vicarious homosexual intercourse), while he does understand, eventually,
that it is precisely the promiscuity of his mistress that is the prerequisite
for his own troubling sexual arousal in her presence. It is this latter under-
standing which causes the anguished self-division (the perjur’d I of which
Fineman makes so much) in the second subsequence.

Because two different causes of sexual passion—homosexual infatua-
tion consummated in the eye’s intercourse with an image, and hetero-
sexual infatuation consummated in the penis’ intercourse within the bay
where all men ride—are so idiosyncratically present together in Shake-
speare’s speaker, it seems at first extraordinary that they should have been
euphemized by so many commentators into conventional friendship and
conventional (if adulterous) heterosexual practice. But the reason these
passions were susceptible to such euphemizing is that the feelings attached
to fetishistic or anomalous sexual attraction are identical to the feelings
attached to more conventional sexual practice, and it is essential feelings,
not love-objects, which are traced in lyric.

Allegations of misogyny have arisen with respect to Shakespeare’s
speaker’s discourse about his mistress and about false women (sonnet 20) in
general. There is a philosophical impropriety in anachronistic reproaches
to speakers of earlier centuries whose theological, ethical, and socially
regulative concepts are alien to ours. But such accusations make us ask
ourselves how we conceive an author’s duty as a writer of lyric. As I see it,
the poet’s duty is to create aesthetically convincing representations of
feelings felt and thoughts thought. Readers have certainly found the feel-
ings and thoughts of Shakespeare’s speaker with respect to his mistress
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convincingly represented. Whether or not we believe that such should
have been the speaker’s feelings and thoughts is entirely irrelevant to the
aesthetic success of the poem, as irrelevant as whether the fictive speaker
should have found himself sexually aroused by the knowledge that his mis-
tress was promiscuous. Whether he should have experienced self-loathing
once he discovered the motive for his arousal is equally irrelevant. What
is important, for the advance of the representational powers of lyric as
it historically evolved, is that Shakespeare discovered a newly complex
system of expression, unprecedented in the Renaissance lyric, through
which he could, accurately and convincingly, represent and enact that
arousal and that self-loathing—just as he had found strategic ways in the
first subsequence to represent and enact his speaker’s abject infatuation
with a beautiful face. The ethics of lyric writing lies in the accuracy of
its representation of inner life, and in that alone. Shakespeare’s duty as
a poet of the inner life was not to be fair to women but to be accurate in
the representation of the feelings of his speaker. If the fictive speaker is a
man tormented by his self-enslavement to a flagrantly unfaithful mistress,
we can scarcely expect from him, at this moment, a judiciousness about
women. The “poetic justice” of the sequence comes in the objectivity
of Shakespeare’s representation of his speaker in all his irrationality and
wildness of language.

The Art of the Sonnets, and the Speaker They Create

With respect to the Sonnets—a text now almost four hundred years
old—what can a commentary offer that is new? It can, I think, approach
the sonnets, as I have chosen to do, from the vantage point of the poet
who wrote them, asking the questions that a poet would ask about any
poem. What was the aesthetic challenge for Shakespeare in writing these
poems, of confining himself (with a few exceptions) to a single architec-
tural form? (I set aside, as not of essential importance, the money or privi-
leges he may have earned from his writing.) A writer of Shakespeare’s se-
riousness writes from internal necessity—to do the best he can under his
commission (if he was commissioned) and to perfect his art. What is the
inner agenda of the Sonnets? What are their compositional motivations?
What does a writer gain from working, over and over, in one subgenre?
My brief answer is that Shakespeare learned to find strategies to enact
feeling in form, feelings in forms, multiplying both to a superlative degree
through 154 poems. No poet has ever found more linguistic forms by
which to replicate human responses than Shakespeare in the Sonnets.

Shakespeare comes late in the sonnet tradition, and he is challenged
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by that very fact to a display of virtuosity, since he is competing against
great predecessors. His thematic originality in his dramatis personae makes
the sequence new in Western lyric. Though the sharing of the speaker by
the young man and the lady, and the sharing of the young man by the lady
and the rival poet, could in other hands become the material of farce, the
“plot” is treated by Shakespeare elegiacally, sardonically, ironically, and
tragically, making the Sonnets a repository of relationships and moods
wholly without peer in the sonnet tradition. However, thematic original-
ity alone never yet made a memorable artwork. Nor did psychological
depth—though that is at least a prerequisite for lyric profundity.

No sufficient description exists in the critical literature of how Shake-
speare makes his speaker “real.” (The speaker is the only “person” interi-
orized in the Sonnets, though there are other dramatis personae.) The act of
the lyric is to offer its reader a script to say. The words of a poem are not
“overheard” (as in the formulations of J. S. Mill and T. S. Eliot); this
would make the reader an eavesdropping voyeur of the writer’s sensa-
tions. Nor is the poet “speaking to himself” without reference to a reader
(if so, there would be no need to write the poem down, and all communi-
cative action would be absent). While the social genres “build in” the
reader either as listener (to a narrator of a novel) or as audience (to a play),
the private literary genres—such as the Psalms, or prayers printed in
prayer books, or secular lyrics—are scripted for repeated personal recita-
tion. One is to utter them as one’s own words, not as the words of another.
Shakespeare’s sonnets, with their unequaled idiomatic language-contours
(written, after all, by a master in dramatic speech who shaped that speech
into what C. S. Lewis called their lyric cantabile), are preeminently utter-
ances for us to utter as ours. It is indispensable, then, if we are to be made
to want to enter the lyric script, that the voice offered for our use be “be-
lievable” to us, resembling a “real voice” coming from a “real mind” like
our own.

It is hard to achieve such “realness.” Many lyrics are content with a
very generalized and transient voice, one of no determinate length of life
or depth of memory. In a drama, the passage of time and the interlocking
of the web of events in which a character participates allow for a gradual
deepening of the constructed personality of even minor characters. But
Shakespeare must render his sonnet-speaker convincing in a mere four-
teen lines. He is helped, to this end, by the fact that a “thick description”
of his speaker accretes as the sequence progresses; but since few readers
read the sequence straight through, the demand for evident “realness” in
each poem, even were it to stand alone in an anthology, remains. The
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Sonnets cannot be “dramatic” in the ordinary sense because in them, as in
every lyric of a normative sort, there is only one authorized voice. True
drama requires at least two voices (so that even Beckett’s monologues of-
ten include an offstage voice, or a tape of a voice, to fulfill this require-
ment). Some feminist critics, mistaking lyric for a social genre, have taken
offense that the women who figure as dramatis personae within sonnet se-
quences are “silenced,” meaning that they are not allowed to expostulate
or reply. In that (mistaken) sense one would have to see all addressees in
lyric as “silenced” (God by George Herbert, Robert Browning by E. B.
Browning) since no addressee, in normative lyric, is given a counter and
equal voice responding to that of the speaker.8 Since the person uttering
a lyric is always represented as alone with his thoughts, his imagined
addressee can by definition never be present. The lyric (in contrast to
the dramatic monologue, where there is always a listener present in the
room), gives us the mind alone with itself. Lyric can present no “other” as
alive and listening or responding in the same room as the solitary speaker.
(One of Herbert’s witty genre-inventions, depending on this very genre-
constraint, was to assert that since God is everywhere, God could be pres-
ent in the room even in the speaker’s “solitariness” and could thus offer a
reply, as God the Father does in “The Collar” and as Jesus does in “Dia-
logue.”)

Shakespeare’s speaker, alone with his thoughts, is the greatest achieve-
ment, imaginatively speaking, of the sequence. He is given “depth” of
character in each individual sonnet by several compositional strategies on
Shakespeare’s part. These will be more fully described and demonstrated
in the individual commentaries below, but in brief they are:

1. Temporal. The establishment of several retreating “panels” of time,
representing episodes or epochs in the speaker’s past, gives him a continu-
ous, nontransient existence and a continuity of memory. (See, for exam-
ple, sonnet 30, When to the sessions of sweet silent thought.)

2. Emotional. The reflection, within the same poem, of sharply con-
flicting moods with respect to the same topic (see, e.g., sonnet 148, O me!
what eyes hath love put in my head). This can be abetted by contradictory or
at least nonhomogeneous discourses rendering a topic complicated (see,
e.g., sonnet 125, Wer’t aught to me I bore the canopy). The volatility of
moods in the speaker (symbolized by the famous lark at break of day arising
of sonnet 29) suggests a flexibility—even an instability—of response ver-
bally “guaranteeing” the presence of passion.

3. Semantic. The speaker’s mind has a great number of compartments
of discourse (theological, legal, alchemical, medicinal, political, aesthetic,
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etc.). These compartments are semipervious to each other, and the osmo-
sis between them is directed by an invisible discourse-master, who stands
for the intellectual imagination.

4. Conceptual. The speaker resorts to many incompatible models of ex-
istence (described in detail in the commentary) even within the same
poem; for example, sonnet 60 first describes life as a homogeneous
steady-state succession of identical waves/minutes (a stoic model); then as
a sharply delineated rise-and-eclipse of a sun (a tragic model); and next as
a series of incessant violent extinctions (a brutal model). These models,
unreconciled, convey a disturbing cognitive dissonance, one which is, in a
philosophical sense, intolerable. The alert and observant mind that con-
structs these models asserts the “truth” of each for a particular occasion or
aspect of life, but finds no “supramodel” under which they can be intelli-
gibly grouped, and by which they can be intelligibly contained. In this
way, the mind of the speaker is represented as one in the grip of philo-
sophical conflict.

5. Philosophical. The speaker is a rebel against received ideas. He is well
aware of the received topoi of his culture, but he subjects them to interro-
gation, as he counters neo-Platonic courtly love with Pauline marital love
(116), or the Christian Trinity with the Platonic Triad (105), or analo-
gizes sacred hermeneutics to literary tradition (106). No topics are more
sharply scrutinized than those we now subsume under the phrase “gender
relations”: the speaker interrogates androgyny of appearance by evoking a
comic myth of Nature’s own dissatisfaction with her creation (20); he
criticizes hyperbolic praise of female beauty in 130; he condones adultery
throughout the “will” sonnets and elsewhere (and sees adultery as less
criminal than adulterated discourse, e.g., in 152). This is not even to men-
tion the interrogations of “love” and “lust” in 116 and 129 (sonnets of
which the moral substance has not been properly understood because
they have not been described in formal terms). No received idea of sexu-
ality goes uninvestigated; and the thoroughly unconventional sexual at-
tachments represented in both parts of the sequence stand as profound (if
sometimes unwilling) critiques of the ideals of heterosexual desire, chas-
tity, continence, marital fidelity, and respect for the character of one’s
sexual partner. What “ought to be” in the way of gender relations (by
Christian and civic standards) is represented as an ideal in the “marriage
sonnets” with which the sequence opens, but never takes on existential or
“realist” lived validation. Shakespeare’s awareness of norms is as complete
as his depiction, in his speaker, of experiential violation of those norms.

6. Perceptual. The speaker is also given depth by the things he notices,
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from damask roses to the odor of marjoram to a canopy of state. Though
the sonnets are always openly drifting toward emblematic or allegorical
language, they are plucked back (except in extreme cases like 66) into the
perceptual, as their symbolic rose is distilled into “real” perfume (54) or as
an emblematic April is burned by hot June (104). The speaker stands poised
between a medieval emblematic tendency and a more modern empirical
posture; within his moral and philosophical systems, he savors the tang of
the “sensual feast.”

7. Dramatic. The speaker indirectly quotes his antagonist. Though no
one but the speaker “speaks” in a lyric, Shakespeare exploits the useful-
ness of having the speaker, in private, quote in indirect discourse some-
thing one or the other of the dramatis personae previously said. Many of
the sonnets (e.g., 76 and 116) have been misunderstood because they have
been thought to be free-standing statements on the speaker’s part rather
than replies to the antagonist’s implicitly quoted words. Again, I support
this statement below in detail; but one can see what a difference it makes
to interpretation whether in sonnet 76 the poet-speaker means to criticize
his own verse—“Why is my verse so barren of new pride?”—or whether
he is repeating, by quoting, an anterior criticism by the young man: “Why
[you ask] is my verse so [in your words] ‘barren of new pride’?” In the (of-
ten bitter) give-and-take of prior-criticism-answered-by-the-speaker (in
such rebuttal-sonnets as 105,117,151, and the previously mentioned 76 and
116), we come closest, in the sonnets, to Shakespeare the dramatist.

More could be said of the strategies that create a credible speaker
with a complex and imaginative mind (a mind which we take on as our
own when stepping into the voice); but I want to pass on to the greatest
strength of the sonnets as “contraptions,” their multiple armatures. Booth
sees these “overlapping structures” as a principle of irresoluble indetermi-
nacy; I, by contrast, see them as mutually reinforcing, and therefore as
principles of authorial instruction.

Organizing Structures

When lyric poems are boring, it is frequently because they possess only
one organizing structure, which reveals itself unchanged each time the
poem is read. If the poet has decided to employ a single structure (in, say,
a small two-part song such as “When daisies pied and violets blue”), then
the poem needs some other principle of interest to sustain rereading (in
that song, a copious set of aspects—vegetative, human, and avian—of
the spring). Shakespeare abounds in such discourse-variety, and that in
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part sustains rereadings of the sonnets; but I have found that rereading is
even better sustained by his wonderful fertility in structural complexity.
The Shakespearean sonnet form, though not invented by Shakespeare, is
manipulated by him in ways unknown to his predecessors. Because it has
four parts—three isomorphic ones (the quatrains) and one anomalous one
(the couplet), it is far more flexible than the two-part Italian sonnet. The
four units of the Shakespearean sonnet can be set in any number of logical
relations to one another:

successive and equal;
hierarchical;
contrastive;
analogous;
logically contradictory;
successively “louder” or “softer.”

This list is merely suggestive, and by no means exhaustive. The four
“pieces” of any given sonnet may also be distinguished from one another
by changes of agency (“I do this; you do that”), of rhetorical address
(“O Muse”; “O beloved”), of grammatical form (a set of nouns in one
quatrain, a set of adjectives in another), or of discursive texture (as the de-
scriptive changes to the philosophical), or of speech act (as denunciation
changes to exhortation). Each of these has its own poetic import and ef-
fect. The four “pieces” of the sonnet may be distinguished, again, by dif-
ferent phonemic clusters or metrical effects. Booth rightly remarks on the
presence of such patternings, but he refuses to establish hierarchy among
them, or to subordinate minor ones to major ones, as I think one can of-
ten do.

I take it that a Shakespearean sonnet is fundamentally structured by an
evolving inner emotional dynamic, as the fictive speaker is shown to “see
more,” “change his mind,” “pass from description to analysis,” “move
from negative refutation to positive refutation,” and so on. There can be
a surprisingly large number of such “moves” in any one sonnet. The im-
pression of an evolving dynamic within the speaker’s mind and heart is of
course created by a large “law of form” obeyed by the words in each son-
net. Other observable structural patterns play a subordinate role to this
largest one. In its Shakespearean incarnation, the sonnet is a system in
motion, never immobile for long, and with several subsystems going their
way within the whole.

The chief defect in critical readings of the Sonnets has been the critics’
propensity to take the first line of a sonnet as a “topic sentence” which
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the rest of the poem merely illustrates and reiterates (a model visible
in Berowne’s sonnet quoted above). Only in the plays does Shakespeare
write nondramatic sonnets in this expository mode. In his lyrics, he sees
structure itself as motion, as a composer of music would imagine it. Once
the dynamic curve of a given sonnet is perceived, the lesser structuring
principles “fall into place” beneath it. See, e.g., my commentary on 129
for a textbook example of a trajectory of changing feelings in the speaker
about a single topic (lust); it is the patterns and underpatterns of the son-
net that enable us to see the way those feelings change. If the feeling were
unchanging, the patterns would also remain invariable. The crucial rule
of thumb in understanding any lyric is that every significant change of lin-
guistic pattern represents a motivated change in feeling in the speaker.
Or, to put it differently, if we sense a change of feeling in the speaker, we
must look to see whether, and how, it is stylistically “guaranteed.” Unless
it is deflected by some new intensity, the poem continues by inertia in its
original groove.

I deliberately do not dwell in this Commentary on Shakespeare’s im-
agery as such, since it is a topic on which good criticism has long existed.
Although large allegorical images (beauty’s rose) are relatively stable in the
Sonnets, imagery is meaningful only in context; it cannot be assigned se-
cure symbolic import except with respect to the poem in which it occurs.
The point, e.g., of the fire in sonnet 73 (That time of year) is that it is a
stratified image: the glowing of the fire lies upon the ashes of youth. The
previous images in the sonnet have been linear ones (time of year and twi-
light) referring to an extension in time (a year, a day), rather than superpo-
sition in space. By itself, the image “fire” does not call up the notion of
stratification, nor does it in the other sonnets in which it appears; but in
this poem, because of the poet’s desire for variance from a previously es-
tablished linear structure, the fire is called upon to play this spatial role,
by which youth appears as exhausted subpositioned ashes rather than as
an idyllic era (the sweet birds; sunset) lost at an earlier point in a timeline.
Previous thematic commentators have often missed such contextual de-
termination of imagistic meaning.

In trying to see the chief aesthetic “game” being played in each son-
net, I depart from the isolated registering of figures—a paradox here, an
antimetabole there—to which the practice of word-by-word or phrase-
by-phrase commentary inevitably leads. I wish to point out instead the
larger imaginative or structural patterns in which such rhetorical figures
take on functional (by contrast to purely decorative) significance. I do not
intend, by this procedure, to minimize the sonnets’ ornamental “excess”
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(so reprehensible to Pound); no art is more pointedly ornamental (see
Puttenham) than the Renaissance lyric. Yet Shakespeare is happiest when
an ornamental flourish can be seen to have a necessary poetic function.
His changes in discursive texture, and his frequent consciousness of ety-
mological roots as he plays on Anglo-Saxon and Latin versions of the
“same” meaning (“with my extern the outward honoring”), all become
more striking when incorporated into a general and dynamic theory of
the poem. (Rather than invoke the terms of Renaissance rhetoric, which
do not convey much to the modern reader, I use ordinary language to de-
scribe Shakespeare’s rhetorical figuration.)

To give an illustration: I myself find no real functional significance in
Shakespeare’s alliteration when the speaker says that in the swart complex-
ioned night, / When sparkling stars twire not, thou [the young man] gildst

the even. Such phonetic effects seem to have a purely decorative intent.
But an alliterative “meaning-string”—such as sonnet 25’s favour, fortune,
triumph, favourites, fair, frown, painful, famousèd, fÀght (an emendation),
foiled, and forgot—encapsulates the argument of the poem in little, and
helps to create and sustain that argument as it unfolds. Grammar and syn-
tax, too, can be functionally significant to argument; see, for instance, the
way in which 66 uses phrases of agency, or the way in which 129 uses its
many verbals. In his edition of the Sonnets, Booth leaves it up to the reader
to construct the poem; I have hoped to help the reader actively to that
construction by laying out evidence that no interpretation can afford to
ignore. Any number of interpretations, guided by any number of inter-
ests, can be built on the same foundation of evidence; but an interpreta-
tion ignoring that evidence can never be a defensible one.

I believe that anyone seriously contemplating the interior structures
and interrelations of these sonnets is bound to conclude that many were
composed in the order in which they are arranged. However, given the
poems’ variation in aesthetic success, it seems probable that some son-
nets—perhaps written in youth (as Andrew Gurr suggested of the te-
trameter sonnet 145, with its pun on “Hathaway”) or composed before the
occurrence of the triangular plot—were inserted ad libitum for publica-
tion. (I am inclined to believe Katherine Duncan-Jones’s argument that
the Sonnets may have been an authorized printing.) The more trifling son-
nets—those that place ornament above imaginative gesture, or fanciful-
ness above depth (such as 4, 6, 7, 9, 145, 153, and 154)—do seem to be less
experienced trial-pieces. The greater sonnets achieve an effortless combi-
nation of imaginative reach with high technical invention (18, 73, 124, 138),
or a quintessence of grace (104, 106, 132), or a power of dramatic conden-
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sation (121, 147) that we have come to call “Shakespearean,” even if, as
Kent Hieatt (1991) has persuasively shown, they were composed in groups
over time.

The speaker of Shakespeare’s sonnets scorns the consolations of
Christianity—an afterlife in heaven for himself, a Christian resurrection
of his body after death—as fully as he refuses (except in a few sonnets)
the learned adornment of classical references—a staple of the continental
sonnet. The sonnets stand as the record of a mind working out posi-
tions without the help of any pantheon or any systematic doctrine. Shake-
speare’s speaker often considers, in rapid succession, any number of intel-
lectual or ideological positions, but he does not move among them at
random. To the contrary: in the first quatrain of any given sonnet he has a
wide epistemological field in which to play, but in the second quatrain he
generally queries or contradicts or subverts his first position (together
with its discourse-field). By the third quatrain, he must (usually) advance
to his subtlest or most comprehensive or most truthful position (Q3
therefore taking on, in the Shakespearean sonnet, the role of the sestet in
the Petrarchan sonnet). And the couplet—placed not as resolution (which
is the function of Q3) but as coda—can then stand in any number of rela-
tions (summarizing, ironic, expansive) to the preceding argument. The
gradually straitened possibilities as the speaker advances in his considera-
tions give the Shakespearean sonnet a funnel-shape, narrowing in Q3 to a
vortex of condensed perceptual and intellectual force, and either con-
stricting or expanding that vortex via the couplet.

The Couplet

The Shakespearean couplet has often been a stumbling block to readers.
Rosalie Colie’s helpful distinction (in Shakespeare’s Living Art) between
the mel (honey) of love-poetry and the sal (salt) of epigram—a genre con-
ventionally used for satiric purposes—represents a real insight into the
mind of Shakespeare’s speaker: the speaker is a person who wishes to ana-
lyze and summarize his experience as well as to describe and enact it. The
distance from one’s own experience necessitated by an analytic stance is
symbolized most fully by the couplet, whereas the empathetic perception
necessary to display one’s state of mind is symbolized by the quatrains.
In speaking about the relation of quatrain to couplet, one must distin-
guish the fictive speaker (even when he represents himself as a poet) from
Shakespeare the author. The fictive speaker gradually becomes, over the
course of the poem, more analytic about his situation (and therefore more
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distanced from his first self-pathos) until he finally reaches the couplet, in
which he often expresses a self-ironizing turn:

For thee watch I, whilst thou dost wake elsewhere,
From me far off, with others all too near.

(sonnet 61)

This we can genuinely call intrapsychic irony in the fictive speaker. But
the author, who is arranging the whole poem, has from the moment of
conception a relation of irony to his fictive persona. The persona lives in
the “real time” of the poem, in which he feels, thinks, and changes his
mind; the author has planned the whole evolution of the poem before
writing the first line, and “knows” conceptually the gyrations which he
plans to represent taking place over time in his fictive speaker. There is
thus a perpetual ironizing of the living temporality of the speaker by the
coordinating spatial overview of the author. Although the speaker seems
“spontaneous” in his utterance, the cunning arrangements of the utter-
ance belong primarily to Shakespeare (even if dramatically ascribed to the
speaker). It is at the moment of the couplet that the view of the speaker
and the view of the author come nearest to convergence.

One of Shakespeare’s strategies for the couplet which has disap-
pointed some readers is the turn of the speaker to the consensus gentium,
either via a known proverb or via a discourse which resembles the charac-
teristic idiom of proverb:

For sweetest things turn sourest by their deeds;
Lilies that fester smell far worse than weeds.

(sonnet 94)

Such a turn toward the proverbial always represents the speaker’s despair
at solving by himself, in personally formulated language, the conundrum
presented by the sonnet. “I don’t know; what does the common wisdom
say about this situation?” Unless one senses the reason for the speaker’s
turn to the proverbial, and of course “hears” the proverbial tone lurking
“under” the “personal” language of the speaker, one is at a loss to know
how to utter the couplet. It should be uttered with implied quotation
marks around each of its proverbial sayings:

For [as everyone says] “Sweetest things turn sourest by their
deeds”;

[And it is also said] “Lilies that fester smell far worse than
weeds.”
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The “meaning” carried by such a turn to the consensus gentium is that the
speaker has run out, absolutely, of things to say from his own heart. He
has to turn to old saws to console himself in his rejection, and to warn the
young man that no good can come of his infidelities.

It might be thought that the couplet is the likeliest place for prover-
bial expression. Yet, knowing that the proverbial implies that the speaker
“gives up” on the conundrum as insoluble, we are glad to see the displace-
ment upward of proverbial closure into the body of the poem. I insert
the mental quotation marks and emphasis implied by the following
displaced-upward “closures”:

[Everyone knows that] “It is a greater grief
To bear love’s wrong than hate’s known injury.”

(sonnet 40)

No marvel then that I mistake my view,
“The sun itself sees not till heaven clears.”

(sonnet 148)

When proverbial matter—implying a desire for unquestionable clo-
sure—is displaced upward into Q3, it makes room for a new departure
in the couplet, such as the fresh sensual address in sonnet 40 (Lascivious
grace, etc.). Or, as in 148, the upward displacement of the proverbial idiom
into lines 11–12 can enable a change of reference from third-person love
(meaning successively “Cupid” or “the experience of love” or “emblem-
atic Love”) to a more mordantly “aware” second-person use of love in the
couplet to mean the dark lady (a meaning certified by the obscenely pun-
ning adjective “cunning”):

O me! what eyes hath love put in my head
. . . . .

love doth well denote
Love’s eye is not so true as all men’s: no,
. . . . .

No marvel then though I mistake my view;
The sun itself sees not till heaven clears.

O cunning love, with tears thou keep’st me blind,
Lest eyes well seeing thy foul faults should find.
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A reader alert to the way that boilerplate idiom, when it is found in the
couplet (as black as hell, as dark as night, sonnet 147), carries the speaker’s
despair of a solution, and who sees how in other sonnets the speaker finds
a “way out” by displacing despair from the couplet to a few lines above
(thereby providing room in the couplet for a fresh view), will not find
couplets of either sort uninteresting.

Readers intent only on the propositional statement made by the cou-
plet have often found it redundant. When one looks at what a given cou-
plet permits by way of functional agency, one sees more. A telling com-
ment on the couplet was made by Jan Kott in his introduction to Jerzy
Sito’s edition of the Sonnets: “The closing couplet of each sonnet is ad-
dressed directly to the protagonist [by himself ]. It is almost spoken. It is
an actor’s line.” While this is not true of the couplets in all the sonnets,
Kott’s remark shows us a critic perceiving a crucial tonal difference be-
tween the body of the sonnet and the couplet, even if what they “say” is
“the same.” A theory of interpretation that is interested only in the para-
phrasable “meaning” of a poem tends to find Shakespeare’s couplets unin-
teresting; but such a theory merely betrays its own inadequacy. It is more
productive to look for what Shakespeare might have had in mind to make
his couplets “work” than to assume that, because they “restate” semanti-
cally the body of the sonnet, they are superfluous. Poetically speaking,
Shakespeare was not given to idle superfluity. In the Commentary follow-
ing, I have pointed out, for each sonnet, the significant words from the
body of the poem that are repeated in the couplet, calling the aggregate of
such words the Couplet Tie. These words are usually thematically cen-
tral, and to see Shakespeare’s careful reiteration of them is to be directed
in one’s interpretation by them. There are very few sonnets that do not
exhibit such a Couplet Tie. Shakespeare clearly depended on this device
not only to point up the thematic intensities of a sonnet, but also to show
how the same words take on different emotional import as the poem pro-
gresses.

Reading the Sonnets

Shakespeare encourages alertness in his reader. Because he is especially
occupied with literary consolidation (resuming the topics, the images, the
consecrated adjectives, and the repertoire of tones of previous sonnet-
eers), one can miss his subversive moves: the “shocking” elements of the
sonnets in both subsequences; the parodies, by indirect quotation, of
Petrarchan praise in sonnets 21 and 130 (though the latter has been some-
times read as denigration of the mistress, it is no such thing); the satire on
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learned language (78, 85); on sycophantic poets (79) and newfangled poets
(76); the revisionism with respect to Christian views of lust (129) and con-
tinence (94) and with respect to Petrarchan views of love (116); the query-
ing of eternizing boasts (122), of the Platonic conventions (95), of dra-
matic plot (144), of enumerative praise (84), of “idolatry” (105), of the
Lord’s Prayer (108) and of love-pursuit (143). That is, readers of the son-
nets find themselves encountering—and voicing—both the most conven-
tional images (rose, time, fair, stars, love) and the most unsettling state-
ments. Many quatrains, taken singly, could well be called conventional,
and paraphrases of them by critics make them sound stultifying. What is
not conventional is the sonnet’s (invisibly predicated) set of relations—of
the quatrains to one another and to the couplet; of the words and images
to one another; of the individual grammatical and syntactic units to one
another. Even though the appearance of logic is often smoothly main-
tained by a string of logical connectives (When . . . When . . . Then), some
disruptive or contradictory force will enter the poem to pull one quatrain
in two directions at once—toward its antecedent quatrain by one set of
words, toward its consequent by another; toward the couplet by its tem-
porality; toward a preceding quatrain by its spatiality. Since quatrains of-
ten participate in several patterns simultaneously, their true “meaning” is
chartable only by charting their pattern-sets.

Though antithesis is Shakespeare’s major figure for constructing the
world in the sonnets, it is safe to say that the ever antithetically minded
Shakespeare permitted his antitheses to breed and bring to birth a third
thing (see sonnet 66). His second preferred figure, chiasmus, contends in
the sonnets against the “natural” formulation of a sentence (linear, tem-
poral, ongoing). Chiasmus refuses to let a phrase or a sentence dilate
“naturally”: instead, it makes the syntax round on itself. Not “Least con-
tented with what I most enjoy” (the linear or parallel formation), but
rather With what I most enjoy contented least (the chiastic formulation). The
chiastic formulation always implies an analytic moment in the speaker.
“Spontaneous” moments say things “naturally”; but when the speaker has
had time to think things out and judge them, he speaks chiastically. Con-
sumed with that which it was nourished by—where consumed and nourished
bracket that and which—is a formulation that simply could not occur in Q1
or Q2 of 73. The first two quatrains of that sonnet are the epitome of line-
arity, as phrase follows phrase in a “natural” imitation of life’s gradual
leakage:

In me thou seest the twilight of such day
As after sunset fadeth in the west,
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Which by and by black night doth take away,
Death’s second self that seals up all in rest.

On this narrative of pathos, there supervenes the superb analytic moment
of Q3: the stratified fire does not fade, it glows; and the analytic law of
consumption and nourishment refuses a linear statement of itself: “As
the fire was nourished by heat, so it is consumed by heat”. Between the
glowing fire and the physical law, however, there is one line of linear
“leakage”: As the death-bed whereon it must expire. If that were the last line
of the poem, the speaker’s stoic resolve could be said to have left him, and
he would have submitted to a “natural” dying fall. But he pulls himself up
from that moment of expiring linearity into his great chiastic law, that we
die from the very same vital heat which has nourished us in life. It is (as
this example shows) always worth noting whether a Shakespearean state-
ment is being made “linearly,” in a first-order experiential and “spontane-
ous” way, or whether it is being made chiastically, in a second-order ana-
lytic way. These represent very different stances within the speaker.

Strategies of Unfolding

One of the strategies making many sonnets odd is that the utterances
of the speaker are being generated by invisible strings “behind” the
poem—the concurrent deducible actions or remarks of an implied other.
Such poems are like the rebuttal sonnets mentioned earlier, except that
the invisible prompt is not an earlier speech-act by another but rather
a series of actions or speech-acts which are, imaginatively speaking, in
process while the sonnet is being uttered. (See my comments on 34, which
explain why the changes of metaphor in the poem—storm, rain, slave,
physic, cross, pearl, ransom—are not inexplicable or unintelligible.) And
then there are the “shadow-poems” (as I think of them), where one can
deduce, from the speaker’s actual statements, what he would really like to
say to the young man (in the case of the “slavery” sonnet, 57) or to the
mistress (in, say, 138) if he could speak clearly.

Yet another recurrent strategy for Shakespeare is to “mix up” the or-
der of narration so that it departs from the normal way in which such an
event would be unfolded. It would be “normal” to say, “He abandoned
me; and what did that feel like? It felt like seeing the sun go behind a
cloud.” In “normal” narration, the literal event is recounted first, and
then a metaphor is sought to explain what the narrator felt like. But in
sonnet 33 (Full many a glorious morning have I seen), the metaphor—not
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perceived as such because not introduced by “Just as”—precedes the lit-
eral event. After seeing the sunny landscape clouded, and thinking we
have been admitted to the literal level of the poem, we hear Even so my sun
one early morn did shine. In order to understand such a poem, we must ask
why the poet has rearranged the normal order of narration. In 97, for ex-
ample, it would be “normal” to state literal perception first, and let an
emotional contradiction follow—to say, “It was summertime, and yet it
seemed like winter to me with you away.” Instead, the poet puts the
speaker’s emotional perception ahead of his sense-perception: “How like
a winter hath my absence been / From thee. . . ! / And yet this time re-
moved was summer’s time.” Similarly, the very peculiar order of narration
in 62 (Sin of self-love) has to be both noticed and interpreted.

I want to say a word here about Shakespeare’s fancifulness. It ought
not surprise us that the author of A Midsummer Night’s Dream might also
be fanciful in his poems. Modern readers have shown little admiration for
the sonnets that play with the convention of the contest between eye and
heart (such as 46 or 47) or the sonnet about flowers stealing their odor and
hue from the young man (99, The forward violet), or the sonnets of elabo-
rate wordplay (43, When most I wink), or the more whimsical complimen-
tary sonnets, such as 78 (So oft have I invoked thee). Such sonnets may be
fanciful, but they are not frivolous, as I hope to have shown in the Com-
mentary. Read from the right angle, so to speak, they can be very beauti-
ful, or at least delightful; and in them, as elsewhere, Shakespeare is in-
venting some game or other and playing it out to its conclusion in deft
and surprising ways.

Shakespeare the Writer

The purpose of my Commentary is to point out strategies of the sort I
have been enumerating—strategies that make the speaker credible, that
generate an evolutionary dynamic, that suggest interaction among the
linguistic ingredients of the lines, that “use” the couplet, that beguile by
fancifulness, and so on. There are hundreds of such strategies in the son-
nets, since Shakespeare rarely amuses himself the same way twice. He is a
poet acutely conscious of grammatical and syntactic possibility as one of
the ingredients in “invention,” and he routinely, but not idly, varies tense,
mood, subject-position, and clause-patterns in order to make conceptual
or rhetorical points. These differentia contribute to our sense that his
mind was discriminating as well as copious. His inventories are some-
times exhaustive (as he reels off the forms of prognostication in sonnet 14,
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or the forms of social trespass by lust till action in 129) but at other times
rigidly repetitive (as in the implication, by the almost invariant organiza-
tion of 66, that the anatomy of evil is less complex than the world would
like to believe). In any given case of enumeration in the Sonnets, an im-
plicit table of organization is constructed, frequently through the “places”
of logic (“who,” “where,” “when,” “in what manner,” “by what means,”
“with what aid,” etc.). Items may then be further accumulated, contrasted,
subtracted, and so forth, either from this table of organization or from an-
other organizational grid superimposed on it as a corrective (as love and
its obligations are superimposed on the masque of social evil in 66). A for-
midable intellectual command of phenomena (both physical and moral),
of means (both human and cosmic), of categories (both quotidian and
philosophical), and of discourses (both learned and popular) lies behind
the Sonnets in the person of their invisible author. It is this intellectual
command which accounts for the Sonnets’ serene and unfaltering air of
poetic resource, even (or perhaps especially) in the moments of the speak-
er’s greatest psychological distraction. Though I cannot hope to have
caught all of Shakespeare’s strategies, or to have understood them all
properly, or to have assigned them their proper weight with respect to
one another, I do hope that I will have shown Shakespeare as a poet con-
stantly inventing new permutations of internal form, designed to match
what he was recording—the permutations of emotional response.

Sometimes I have not been sure of the “game” of a given sonnet, but I
am happy to ask others to try their wits after me. There is always some-
thing cryptographic in Shakespeare’s sonnet-surfaces—sometimes liter-
ally so, as in the anagrams of 7, or as in the play on vile and evil in 121, but
more often merely an oddness that catches the eye and begs explanation.
The obviousness of the Sonnets’ “content”—love, jealousy, time’s depre-
dations—simply leaves readers obscurely conscious that their reactions to
these poems exceed the rather commonplace matter they have under-
stood. Poetry is not generally in the matter of its utterance philosophical;
but it is philosophical insofar as its dynamic (when well constructed) rep-
resents in abstract or “geometric” form one or several of the infinite
curves of human response. Shakespeare’s Sonnets are philosophical insofar
as they display interrelationships among their parts which, as they unfold,
trace a conflict in human cognitive and affective motions. The surface of
any poem is what John Ashbery calls its “visible core” (“Self-Portrait in a
Convex Mirror”), and I have tried, by examining the surfaces of these po-
ems as a writer would see and interpret them, to make the core visible.
And though my main concern has been to show the unifying forces in
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each sonnet, the whole sequence displays, when taken as a single object,
dispersive gaps and uncertainties between its individual units. It is on just
such large uncertainties that the smaller certainties of single sonnets float
and collide.

Shakespeare the Poet

What sort of poet is Shakespeare, as we meet him at work composing son-
nets? The answer generated by each sonnet, or even by each part of a son-
net, is a particular one. Consider for a moment sonnet 54:

O how much more doth beauty beauteous seem
By that sweet ornament which truth doth give!
The rose looks fair, but fairer we it deem
For that sweet odour which doth in it live.
The canker blooms have full as deep a dye
As the perfumèd tincture of the roses,
Hang on such thorns, and play as wantonly,
When summer’s breath their maskèd buds discloses;
But for their virtue only is their show,
They live unwooed, and unrespected fade,
Die to themselves. Sweet roses do not so,
Of their sweet deaths are sweetest odours made:

And so of you, beauteous and lovely youth,
When that shall vade, my verse distils your truth.

“What sort of poet?” “A poet of deep sensuous relish,” one might say af-
ter reading the second quatrain of 54, with its play of deep-dyed maskèd
rosebuds. Yet, reading the first two lines of the same sonnet, one might
have said that the author was a metaphysical homilist, discoursing on
truth and beauty. And, reading the couplet of the same poem (as generally
emended), we might simply say: “This is a love-poet.” Looking to the
third quatrain, seeing the roses used as figures of human vice and virtue,
we might see the author as a writer of ethical emblems, contrasting inner
virtue to outward show. And yet each of these descriptions is inadequate.
A poet of pure sensuous relish would not have needed to insert the moral
pointer of wanton play into his descriptive attention to the roses. A meta-
physical homilist would not have referred to truth as an ornament to
beauty. A love-poet does not, unless he is also a poet of moral emphasis,
give death-warnings to his beloved. An emblematic poet usually cancels
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from the interpretation of his emblem the lingering sensual overtones
which Shakespeare retains in the word unwooed and the repetition sweet
. . . sweet . . . sweetest. What is always unsettling in Shakespeare is the
way that he places only a very permeable osmotic membrane between
the compartments holding his separate languages—pictorial description,
philosophical analysis, emblematic application, erotic pleading—and lets
words “leak ” from one compartment to the other in each direction.
Rather than creating “full-fledged” metaphor, this practice creates a con-
stant fluidity of reference, which produces not so much the standard dis-
ruptive effect of catachresis (“mixed metaphor”) as an almost unnoticed
rejuvenation of diction at each moment. The most famous example of this
unexampled fluidity arrives in sonnet 60:

Nativity, once in the main of light,
Crawls to maturity, wherewith being crowned,
Crookèd eclipses ’gainst his glory fight.

This passage, in which Shakespeare allows free passage of language
from compartment to compartment, behaves as though the discourses
of astrology, seamanship, astronomy, child development, political theory,
deformity, religion, and warfare were (or could be) one. Such freedom of
lexical range suggests forcefully an ur-language (occurring in time after
the Kristevan chora but before even the imaginary in the Lacanian order
of things) in which these discourses were all one, before what Blake would
call their fall into division. As Shakespeare performs their resurrection
into unity, we recognize most fully that this heady mix of discourses is
(as with the peculiar interfusion of spaniels and candy once noticed by
Caroline Spurgeon) Shakespeare’s “native language” when his powers of
expression are most on their mettle.

And yet there is no “ambiguity” in this passage. A lesser poet would
have clung to one or two chief discourses: “Man, once born onto the
earth, crawls to maturity, but at that very moment falls, finding his
strength failing him”; or “Our sun, once in its dawn of light, ascends to its
zenith, whereupon crooked eclipses obscure it.” The inertial tendency of
language to remain within the discourse-category into which it has first
launched itself seems grandly abrogated by Shakespeare. Yet we know he
was aware of that inertial tendency because he exploited it magisterially;
every time a discourse shifts, it is (he lets us know) because the mind has
shifted its angle of vision. Unpacked, the three lines above from sonnet 60
show us that the speaker first thinks of a child’s horoscope, cast at birth;
then he thinks of dawn as an image for the beginning of human life, be-
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cause the life-span seems but a day; then he reverts to the biological real-
ity of the crawling infant; then he likens the human being to a king (a dau-
phin perhaps in adolescence, but crowned when he reaches maturity);
then (knowing the necessity of human fate) he leaves the image of a king
behind (since the uncrowning of a king is contingent—on, say, a revolu-
tion—but death is a necessary event) and returns to the natural world. We
assume the speaker will predict, as his emblem of necessity (as he does
in 73), the darkness of night overtaking the sun that rose at dawn; but in-
stead, feeling the “wrongness” of death’s striking down a human being
just at maturity, the poet shows nature in its “wicked” guise, as the eclipse
“wrongfully” obscuring the sun in the “glory” of his noon. Yet, remem-
bering how death is not without struggle, the speaker shows the man be-
ing “fought against,” not simply blotted out, by the dark. If we do not see
each of these shifts in discourse as evidence of a change of mental direc-
tion by the speaker, and seek the motivation for each change of direction,
we will not participate in the activity of the poem as its surface instructs us
to do.

In conceptual matters, Shakespeare displays an exceptionally firm
sense of categories (logical, philosophical, religious), together with a will-
ingness to let them succeed each other in total aspectual contradiction.
Within the process of invention itself, as I have said above, his mind oper-
ates always by antithesis. As soon as he thinks one thing, he thinks of
something that is different from it (though perhaps assimilable to it under
a larger rubric). If one believes, as I do, that in many of the sonnets suc-
cessive quatrains “correct” each other, and that in the “philosophical”
sonnets Q3 generally offers an ampler, subtler, or truer view of the prob-
lem than those voiced in Q1 or Q2, then it is true to say that these aspec-
tual contradictions—like those offered by 60 as it presents models of life
that are successively stoic, tragic, and brutal—are ranked hierarchically
and climactically with respect to their “truth-value.” The stratified erotic
fire in Q3 of sonnet 73 (That time of year) is therefore a “truer” picture of
human life (Consumed with that which it was nourished by) than the earlier
“pathetic” autumnal tree or the subsequent “rest-awaiting” twilight. And
yet Q1 and Q2 are not repudiated as untrue: in 73, the whole question of
how we picture our life has been thrice answered (once physically, once
emblematically, and once philosophically). If the third formulation is bet-
ter than the others, because intellectually more comprehensive (no villain
robs us of life, we die of having lived, and our calor vitae, even in old age,
makes us “glowing” rather than “ruined” or “fading”), it does not invali-
date the psychological “truth” of the two earlier models. The proffering
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and hierarchizing of several conceptual models at once is, as I see it,
Shakespeare’s main intellectual and poetic achievement in the Sonnets.

Yet conceptual models, though necessary for the architectonics of po-
ems, do not guarantee poetic interest. Although the conceptual models
(“conceits”) govern the working-out of compositional order, they do not
repress other poetic energies, but rather act to stimulate them. As Keats
put it (in a letter to J. H. Reynolds of November 22, 1817): “I neer found
so many beauties in the sonnets—they seem to be full of fine things said
unintentionally—in the intensity of working out conceits.” The passage
that drew this comment from Keats (Q2 of sonnet 12) struck him so pow-
erfully, we may suppose, because its theme—one that never failed to move
him—was the consuming of beautiful and benevolent nature by death (“Is
this to be borne?” Keats wrote in the margin; “Hark ye!”):

When lofty trees I see barren of leaves,
Which erst from heat did canopy the herd,
And summer’s green all girded up in sheaves
Borne on the bier with white and bristly beard . . .

Even transfixed as he was by Shakespeare’s theme of autumnal mortality,
what Keats comments on is the “fine things” said (as if unintentionally) as
the conception is worked out. Here, Shakespeare’s metaphorical “leak-
ages” occur in the words barren, canopy, green, girded up, bier, and beard,
which “replace,” with anthropomorphic emphasis, plausible words either
more literal or more abstractly all-embracing, such as shed, shade, corn,
gathered into, wagon, and awn. Here (with apologies) is a “literal” version
of the quatrain:

When lofty trees I see have shed the leaves
Which erst from sultry heat did shade the fawn,
And summer’s corn all gathered into sheaves,
Borne on the wain with white and bristly awn . . .

One can see the lessening of pathos in such a formulation.
But it was not merely the anthropomorphic reference in the meta-

phorical leakages that so affected Keats. I believe he was also moved by
the apparently gratuitous insertion of herd (perhaps conceived “in the in-
tensity of working out” the rhyme for beard, a word necessary to the bier-
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deathbed scene underlying the close of the quatrain). The trees at the
opening of the quatrain are not only beautiful in their foliage, they are
also virtuous (if unconsciously so) in the benefit they confer on the herd
by their canopy (the Shakespeare Concordance shows that Shakespeare
uses herd to mean flock rather than shepherd). That Shakespeare had the
virtue as well as the beauty of the trees in mind is proved by the summary
in line 11, “sweets and beauties do themselves forsake,” in which the only
conceptual antecedent in the sonnet for sweets is the charitable trees. In
the sonnets, while beauty is used of appearance, sweet is used of substance
and virtue. To Keats, the fact that Shakespeare wanted his trees kind as
well as beautiful answered to his deepest wish that his “Presider” (as he
called Shakespeare) be as exemplary in breadth of vision as in talent of
execution.

The complex effect of this single quatrain, as it evoked Keats’s com-
ment on Shakespeare’s procedures in writing, suggests that many, if not
all, of the sonnets deserve close and writerly scrutiny, more than I can give
in my much-reduced comments below. I regret not being able to write
at more length about the successive emotional tonalities of the Sonnets,
from abjectness to solitary triumph, from perplexity to self-loathing, from
comedy to pathos—but tribute to their tonal variety has been a staple of
criticism, and is not likely to go unobserved by any reader.

Of course this Commentary is not intended to be read straight
through. I think of it as a work that those interested in the Sonnets, or stu-
dents of the lyric, or poets hungry for resource, may want to browse in.
The elation of seeing what Shakespeare is up to is, I hope, a contagious
feeling. I have included a recording of some of the Sonnets read aloud be-
cause the three readings available on tape are done by actors who, so
far as I can judge, did not invest much time in studying the texts, and
who therefore speak the lines with constant mis-emphases, destroying the
meaning of many of the sonnets by not observing inner antitheses and
parallels. Though I am acutely conscious that for both textual and acous-
tic reasons the ideal reading of the sonnets would be done by a male voice,
in another sense a helpful reading-aloud can be done by one who sees the
allure de la phrase in each poem, and has thought about how the poem de-
velops intellectually and tonally. With the aim of being useful to a reader
who wants (reasonably enough) to hear the sonnets as well as to read
them and think about them, I have recorded a selection of the Sonnets as
best I could. I did not want to deprive Shakespeare of his full voice, one
still alive throughout the world after almost four centuries.
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Notes

1. The most recent book considering them in some detail—Christopher
Martin’s Policy in Love: Lyric and Public in Ovid, Petrarch and Shakespeare (Pittsburgh:
Duquesne University Press, 1994)—may serve to prove my assertion. Here are
some quotations:

On the initial seventeen sonnets: “[The poet’s] rigid alignment with a legiti-
mizing community exhausts the technical resources of his discourse as it exposes
the emotional sterility of the conventions in which he invests” [134–135].

“While the procreation subsequence’s tight focus insures coherence, it simulta-
neously threatens a monotony that has also taken its toll on the poetry’s modern
audience. Even Wordsworth . . . was put off by a general ‘sameness,’ a feature most
damagingly concentrated in this introductory series” [145].

“Lars Engle is right to suggest that the initial quatrain:

[From fairest creatures we desire increase,
That thereby beauty’s rose might never die,
But as the riper should by time decease
His tender heir might bear his memory . . .]

‘might be the voice-over of a Sierra Club film in which California condors soar
over their eggless nest’” [148].

“The poet betrays himself [in the early sonnets] as one uneager to focus on hu-
man beings in any precise manner, much less upon the potentially messy emotions
which join them to one another. . . . Questions of detail make him nervous, and he
would just as soon stick to the homey blur of abstracted tradition” [148].

“On sonnets 124 (“If my dear love were but the child of state”) and 125 (“Were’t
aught to me I bore the canopy”): “Posing as sonnets about discovery and liberation,
these poems are overtaken by a spirit of persecution and resentment. . . . He resorts
to a fantasy isolation . . . He lapses, moreover, by the final couplet’s arch renuncia-
tion [“Hence, thou suborned informer! A true soul / When most impeached stands
least in thy control”], from anxious vigilance to paranoia” [175].

2. Because of Shakespeare’s subversion of any discourse he adapts, it seems to
me inadequate to suggest, as John Barrell does, that sonnet 29 (“When in disgrace
with fortune and men’s eyes”) “may be actively concealing . . . a meaning that
runs like this: ‘when I’m pushed for money, with all the degradation that poverty
involves, I sometimes remember you, and you’re always good for a couple of quid’”
[30]. Barrell prefers to conceive of Shakespeare as attempting the language of tran-
scendent love, but unable to achieve it, “because the historical moment he seeks to
transcend is represented by a discourse [of patronage] whose nature and func-
tion is to contaminate the very language by which that assertion of transcendence
must try to find expression. For me, the pathos of the poem—I can repeat here my
earlier point—is that the narrator can find no words to assert the transcendent
power of true love, which cannot be interpreted as making a request for a couple of
quid” [42].
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A poet is not quite so helpless before his discourses as Barrell believes. In the
first place, the very playfulness of the poem (see my comments below on the chias-
mus “most enjoy contented least” and the puns on “state”) prevents its being an ac-
tual speech-act of either “transcendent love” or “a request for a couple of quid.”
The sonnet, taken entire, is a fictional speech-act, of which the intent is to mimic
the motions of the mind when it rises from low to high. In mimicking, in the oc-
tave, the movement of the mind in agitated depression and, in the sestet, the move-
ment of the mind in relieved elation, the sonnet is fulfilling its purpose as a lyric.
Shakespeare’s skill in such psychological mimicry ensures the continuing power of
the poem. A poet (as the contrast between octave and sestet shows) is the master of
his discourses, not (as in Barrell’s scenario) their helpless performer.

3. According to Fineman’s theory, the object of desire as mirror image cannot
generate dramatic conflict, and so the poetry of the speaker’s same-sex object-
relation remains mired in narcissism; but when the object of desire changes gender,
and is no longer worshipfully desired but rather is abhorred, a fruitful dissonance
arises that generates a new subjectivity. Fineman’s more extravagant claims for the
historical newness of the subject-position in the Dark Lady sequence have gener-
ally not been adopted; but his psychoanalytic criterion of value for poetry—that
“difference” is better than “sameness”—has apparently gone unquestioned. It is
naturally typical of Shakespeareans to prefer drama to lyric: after all, they became
Shakespeareans because they were drawn to drama. And Fineman’s book on the
Sonnets was not fundamentally concerned with lyric, any more than his essay on
The Rape of Lucrece was about complaint; both were prefatory, in their concern with
character and will, to the book on Shakespeare’s plays he did not live, alas, to write.

4. One editor of the Sonnets, John Kerrigan, betrays his restricted criterion of
lyric value—chiefly, that metaphor is necessary for a good poem—as he writes of
sonnet 105 that it is “scrupulously and Shakespearianly dull, but it is dull nonethe-
less. . . . The text is stripped of metaphor. . . . The result is a poem which, for all its
charm [unspecified by Kerrigan] (and integrity), lacks the compelling excitement of
a metaphoric sonnet such as 60, ‘Like as the waves make toward the pebbled shore.’
In so far as Shakespeare exceeds the Erasmian copia, shunning ‘variation’ for the
sake of tautologous recurrence, his verse palls” [29]. See my commentary on sonnet
105 for a demonstration of how interesting the poem becomes once one admits cri-
teria for lyric excellence besides the presence or absence of metaphor (though 105 is
also one continued metaphor comparing erotic worship to Christian worship, and
blasphemously equating them).

To take another instance of Kerrigan’s misreading (springing from his lack of
interest in linguistic variation), I cite his description of sonnet 129 (“Th’expense of
spirit in a waste of shame”). He, like other critics preceding him, takes a single-
minded expository view of the poem, as though it were a self-consistent sermon:
“While 116 deals with Love complexly, however, questioning the absolute which it
erects, 129 describes and enacts with single-minded, though cynically quibbling,
forcefulness the distemperature of phallocentric lust. Fitful and fretting, such a
passion squanders the moral powers along with the semen, committing both to a
‘waste of shame’ and ‘shameful waist.’ . . . It goads men towards satisfaction,
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yet, once sated in the irrational frenzy of orgasm, it is queasy, woeful, and full of re-
morse. . . . Lust is fixated by the moment: yearning towards emission, it lies sullied
and futile in its wake, sourly foretasting hell, with nothing to hope for but further
‘pursuit.’ Its imaginative field is vorticose, centripetal, obsessive” [56]. Such a pas-
sage allows for no change of mind in the course of the poem—but if there is one
thing the poem does mimic, it is successive changes of mind in the cycle of desire,
changes of mind impossible in a homiletic diatribe such as Kerrigan represents the
sonnet to be (see my comments on 129).

5. Every writer on the Sonnets owes gratitude to Stephen Booth’s giant edition,
which spells out in more detail the principles guiding his critical book on the Son-
nets. Yet in stressing the richness of implication of Shakespeare’s language over
the firmness of implied authorial instruction, Booth gives up on the possibility of
reliable internal guides for interpretation. Of course every interpretive act brings
special interests to the poem, so that a psychoanalytic interpretation foregrounds
aspects that a historical interpretation may overlook. But any respectable account
of a poem ought to have considered closely its chief formal features. A set of re-
marks on a poem which would be equally true of a prose paraphrase of that poem is
not, by my standards, interpretation at all. Commentary on the propositional con-
tent of the poem is something entirely different from the interpretation of a poem,
which must take into account the poem’s linguistic strategies as well as its proposi-
tional statements.

The extent of authorial instruction retrievable from a text is also disputed. Yet
authorial instruction is embedded, for instance, in the mere fact that one metaphor
follows another. Sonnet 73 would have to be interpreted differently if we were
given the twilight in quatrain 1, the fire in quatrain 2, and the autumn in quat-
rain 3. Shakespeare’s arrangement of his metaphors is both cognitively and mor-
ally meaningful; quatrains cannot be reordered at will. Authorial instruction is
also embedded in smaller units of every sonnet. To give one instance, it can
be found in the parallels drawn between one part of the poem and another. The
grammatical parallel linking the four “moral nouns”—expense, spirit, waste, and
shame—that open sonnet 129 to the four “emotional” nouns—bliss, woe, joy, and
dream—replacing them in its sestet is an “authorial instruction” telling us to notice
the contrast between the two sets, and to infer a change of mind in the speaker who
is uttering them about one and the same experience.

Any account of a poem ought to contemplate such implicit authorial instruc-
tions. Booth gives up too easily on interpretation. Even in the richness of Shake-
speare’s language, we are not left afloat on an uninterpretable set of “ideational
static,” not when the formal features of the Sonnets are there to guide us. It was her
awareness of those formal features that made the late Winifred Nowottny the best
guide to the sequence; it is a matter of deep regret to me that she did not complete
the Arden edition which she had undertaken, and left only a few brilliant essays as
tokens of that effort. It is equally a matter for rejoicing that the new Arden Sonnets
will soon appear, edited by Katherine Duncan-Jones.

6. The tale of Pound, Bunting, and Shakespeare’s Sonnets is contained in Mas-
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simo Bacigalupo’s Pound in Rapallo. Bunting’s reductions are quoted from a xerox of
his copy of Shakespeare’s Sonnets, kindly sent to me by Professor Bacigalupo of the
University of Genoa.

7. The best account of Shakespeare’s metrical practice is to be found in George
T. Wright, Shakespeare’s Metrical Art, 75–90; but see my critique of his scansion of
116 in my comments on that sonnet.

8. I do not include eclogues, debate-poems, etc. in the definition of normative
single-speaker lyric. Such poems are constructed against the norm, and derive
their originality from bringing into the public (dramatic) arena of shared speech
thoughts that in normative lyric remain intrapsychic.
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From fairest creatures we desire increase,
That thereby beauty’s rose might never die,
But as the riper should by time decease,
His tender heir might bear his memory:
But thou, contracted to thine own bright eyes,
Feed’st thy light’s flame with self-substantial fuel,
Making a famine where abundance lies,
Thyself thy foe, to thy sweet self too cruel.
Thou that art now the world’s fresh ornament,
And only herald to the gaudy spring,
Within thine own bud buriest thy content,
And, tender churl, mak’st waste in niggarding:

Pity the world, or else this glutton be,
To eat the world’s due, by the grave and thee.
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When god saw his creatures, he commanded them to increase
and multiply. Shakespeare, in this first sonnet of the sequence,

suggests we have internalized the paradisal command in an aestheticized
form: From fairest creatures we desire increase. The sonnet begins, so to
speak, in the desire for an Eden where beauty’s rose will never die; but the
fall quickly arrives with decease (where we expect, by parallel with increase,
the milder decrease). Unless the young man pities the world, and consents
to his own increase, even a successively self-renewing Eden is unavailable.

Here we first meet the Shakespearean speaker, and begin to be ac-
quainted with his range of tones. He can speak philosophically, or rise
to an urgent vocative, or can turn to a diction drawn from “common
sense” (aphorisms, epigrams, proverbs, and biblical tags). All are in play
throughout the sequence: the sorrowing disinterestedness of his philo-
sophical voice, the increasingly interested passion of his direct address,
and the pathos of his frequent invoking of common wisdom in the hope
of persuading a recalcitrant addressee. The different rhetorical moments
of this sonnet (generalizing reflection, reproach, injunction, prophecy)
are permeable to one another’s metaphors, so that the rose of philosophi-
cal reflection yields the bud of direct address, and the famine of address
yields the glutton who, in epigram, eats the world’s due. The reappearance
of a previous metaphor in a moment of different rhetoricity makes us be-
lieve that behind all the speaker’s instances of particular rhetorical usage
there lies in his mind a storehouse or bank of fundamental images to be
drawn on. We are thereby made to believe throughout the sequence in
the sustained and real existential being of the speaker.

We are also educated in the speaker’s culture—here, in such stock
figures as the medieval Rose of beauty, gluttony as one of the seven deadly
sins, an allusion to Isaiah [32.5], the command from Genesis to increase
and multiply, the dynastic obligation to produce heirs, and so on. Our
education continues throughout the sequence, until the speaker’s mind
creates our own. With rare exceptions, the speaker draws on the common
coin of his culture. It is not to his imagery in itself that an aesthetic in-
quiry must look, but rather to his juxtapositions that test one image
against another for adequacy.
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There are two distinguishing features in this originating (but perhaps
late-composed) sonnet, both of which we might not expect in such a brief
poem: the first is the sheer abundance of values, images, and concepts im-
portant in the sequence which are called into play, and the second is the
number of significant words brought to our attention. Such a wide sweep
leads me to think that the sonnet may have been deliberately composed
late, as a “preface” to the others. The sonnet can be seen, in sum, as an in-
dex to the rest of the sonnets, or as a diapason of the notes of the se-
quence. A quick enumeration of values considered by the speaker as axio-
matic and self-evidently good would include beauty, increase, inheritance,
memory, light, abundance, sweetness, freshness, ornament, springtime,
tenderness, and the world’s rights. The salient images include fair crea-
tures, the rose, bright eyes, flame and light, fuel, famine, abundance, foe,
ornament, herald, spring, bud, burial, and (the oxymoronic) tender churl.
The concepts—because Shakespeare’s mind works by contrastive taxon-
omy—tend to be summoned in pairs: increase and decease, ripening and
dying; beauty and immortality versus memory and inheritance; expan-
sion and contraction; inner spirit (eyes) and outward show (bud); self-
consumption and dispersal, famine and abundance, hoarding and waste;
gluttony, debt. This sonnet is unusual in bringing into play such a pleth-
ora of conceptual material; it seems a self-conscious groundwork laid for
the rest of an edifice. Words appearing here which will take on special
resonance in the sequence are numerous: fair, beauty, ripe, time, tender, heir,
bear, memory, bright, eyes, feed, light, flame, self, substance, make, abundance,
foe, sweet, cruel, world, fresh, ornament, spring, bud, bury, content, waste, pity,
eat, due, and grave.

In short, we may say that this sonnet makes an aesthetic investment in
profusion. Its indexing function for the sequence allows it to be seen as a
packed bud from which many subsequent petals will spring. It is a sonnet
that best bears rereading in the context of the sequence, when one is pre-
pared to hear to the full the resonance of all its concepts, values, im-
ages, and words. Since its aesthetic display is intended to evoke profusion,
the poem enacts its own reproach to the niggardliness it describes; as the
heralding bud of the sequence, it displays the same potential for self-
replicating increase as natural creatures. But Shakespeare will abandon
this easy parallel between aesthetic and natural increase in favor of a dif-
ferent aesthetic, that of distillation. The style of profusion will soon alter-
nate with a style of metaphysical wit and concentration.

Shakespeare’s commitment to profusion in this sonnet is visible as
well in the way in which two alternate readings, one inorganic and one or-
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ganic, are given of the young man’s refusal to breed: he is a candle con-
tracted to the flame of his bright eyes; or he is a rose refusing to unfold his
bud. The first symbolizes the refusal of the spirit; the second, the refusal
of the flesh. The first creates famine; the second, waste. The juxtaposing
of two incompatible categories—here, the inorganic and the organic—
is one of Shakespeare’s most reliable techniques for provoking thought
in the reader. When two incompatible categories are combined in the
same metaphor—“a candle which refuses to bud forth”—we say we have
mixed metaphor, or catachresis, a figure which vigorously calls attention
to itself. Shakespeare’s use of metaphors from incompatible categories ap-
plied to the same object (here, the young man) does not immediately call
attention to itself; it can pass almost unnoticed. Yet the candle-value (light
and heat should be diffused as a social good, not consumed only by the
candle) derives perhaps from a New Testament source (hiding one’s light
under a bushel), and is in any case parabolic and moral in import. But the
organic metaphor (Thou . . . Within thine own bud buriest thy content),
though offered as a moral reproach, suggests a weakness of a biological
sort, such as we infer in a bud that does not blossom, perhaps because it
cannot. Since neither of these metaphors, organic or inorganic, is drawn
from the human realm, they both exist in dissonance with human meta-
phors like foe or glutton, the first suggesting self-war (by contrast to the
self-nurturing implied in self-substantial fuel), the second self-cannibalism.
As the poem glides from metaphor to metaphor, it “makes sense” on
the argumentative level, while revealing, on the metaphorical level, the
author’s struggle through thickets of metaphor seeking relevant (if con-
tradictory) categorizations of the young man’s culpable inertia—which is
alternately seen as a sin of omission (buriest) and a sin of commission ( foe).
The cognitive dissonance of the metaphors presses the reader into reflec-
tion; and this technique, recurrent throughout the sonnets, is the chief
source of their intellectual provocativeness.

A willed profusion of the sort remarked in the diction and metaphors
of the sonnet is also evident in the many speech-acts of the poem (the
number here is greater than the norm in the sequence). An appeal to the
consensus gentium (“we”) is followed by an exemplum: as the riper should de-
cease, his heir might bear his memory. With the rise of temperature al-
ways implicit in the turn to direct address, the rapidity of speech-acts in-
creases with the vocative second quatrain: the little narrative (thou feed’st
thy light’s flame with self-substantial fuel) is succeeded by dependent para-
doxes of famine in abundance and cruelty in sweetness. Praise has turned
to reproach, and the two are combined in the oxymoron and paradox of
the tender churl who makes waste in niggarding. An exhortation—Pity the
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world—is followed by a prophetic threat (or else). These speech-acts will
be among those most frequent in the speaker’s repertory throughout the
sequence; in fact, we tend to define the speaker as one given to paradox, to
exempla, to appeals to the consensus gentium, to volatile changes from
praise to reproach, and to exhortation and prophecy. By showing us the
speaker in many of his characteristic speech-acts, Shakespeare continues
the display of profusion, initiates in us a further sense (beyond his fund of
metaphors) of the speaker’s typical behavior, and prepares us for the rest
of the sequence.

If we take profusion as the aesthetic intent of the sonnet, we can justly
ask whether the intent fails in any respect. An honest answer might be
that the human alternatives offered by the logic of the sonnet (“breed
or sin”) seem incomplete when measured against the reaches of Shake-
speare’s imagination elsewhere. The narrowing of profusion to these bare
alternatives makes the close of the sonnet purely conceptual and rhetori-
cal, rather than truly imaginative. And these dynastic alternatives are not
relevant to Shakespeare himself (who had already married and begotten
children). The issue of a good poem must be urgent to the poet. When
Shakespeare, after sonnet 17, abandons the dynastic question in favor of
issues of mortality and corruption, his imagination can come fully into
play.
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Most of the sonnets lend themselves to more than one schematic rep-
resentation. This one is no exception, but we may say that its primary
structure seems to be as shown in the diagram. The unexpectedness of
such a structure, in which the reproachful narrative of actuality (lines
5–12) straddles the octave and sestet, shows Shakespeare’s inventiveness
with respect to the continental sonnet structure. Many of Shakespeare’s
sonnets preserve (except for rhyme) the two-part structure of the Italian
sonnet, in which the first eight lines are logically or metaphorically set
against the last six. An octave-generalization will be followed by a particu-
lar sestet-application, an octave-question will be followed by a sestet-
answer (or at least by a quatrain-answer before a summarizing couplet). In
such poems, we can see to what an extent Shakespeare had internalized
the two-part structure of so many of his predecessors, Italian, French, and
English. On the other hand, he finds a strenuous pleasure in inventing as
many ways as possible to construct a fourteen-line poem; and I think it is
no accident that the first sonnet in his sequence avoids the two structures
a reader might expect—the binary structure of the Italian sonnet, and
the quatrains-in-parallel of the English sonnet. (The quatrains here are
not parallel, since direct address does not appear until after the first-
quatrain, which, unlike the other two quatrains, is phrased in the first per-
son plural.)

Because the ghost of the Italian sonnet can be said to underlie all the
sonnets in the sequence, a “shadow sonnet” often can be intuited behind
the sonnet we are reading. To give only one example of how such a ghost
is felt here, let us imagine a sonnet more equally balanced, in which the
initial reproaches to the young man are followed by a sestet of positive ex-
hortations: [So thou, fair youth, must bear an heir to be / An ornament, as thou
wert, to the spring]. The place of such expectable lines of positive injunc-
tion is usurped, as it were, by the reiteration in Q3 of the narrative of re-
proach already heard in Q2; and the “fact” of such usurpation is made evi-
dent by the tormented brevity of the single positive exhortation, Pity the
world. The profusion so “normal” in this sonnet (as we have seen) is thus
sharply prevented from exhibiting itself in positive terms at the close by
the distorting “overabundance” of the narrative of reproach.

A confidence in the social norm of reproduction (from which the
young man’s deviancy is measured) exists, here as later, in tension with a
confidence in the young man, so that even in the two small reproach-
narratives, the terms of reproach ( famine, waste) are preceded, as if invol-
untarily, by a rhetoric of praise. It is as though, before coming to the
point, the speaker had to delay in wonder and admiration: “Thou—that
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art now the world’s fresh ornament and only herald to the gaudy spring—buri-
est thy content.” It is easy to imagine a more mitigated praise; but here
the praise is unqualified, as though social morality might reproach, but
not dim, beauty. If Shakespeare (and the social world linking the third
quatrain and the couplet) are here the owners and deployers of judg-
mental language, the young man is the sovereign over descriptive usage:
he compels it to be beautiful, even when it is describing a sinner.

Couplet Tie: world [-’s] (9, 13, 14)
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When forty winters shall besiege thy brow,
And dig deep trenches in thy beauty’s field,
Thy youth’s proud livery so gazed on now
Will be a tottered weed of small worth held:
Then being asked, where all thy beauty lies,
Where all the treasure of thy lusty days,
To say within thine own deep-sunken eyes
Were an all-eating shame, and thriftless praise.
How much more praise deserved thy beauty’s use,
If thou couldst answer, “This fair child of mine
Shall sum my count, and make my old excuse,”
Proving his beauty by succession thine.

This were to be new made when thou art old,
And see thy blood warm when thou feel’st it cold.
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This sonnet raises the question of the locus of self-worth: Does it lie
in the self, or in the world’s opinion of the self? We see for the first

time in the sequence the technique of double exposure, by which Shake-
speare offers two alternative scenarios both responding to the same situa-
tion. The structure may be roughly mapped as shown in the diagram.

Q2 says, in indirect discourse, that the young man may give, at forty,
two possible answers to the question [“Where lies thy beauty, / Where all the
treasure of thy lusty days?”]. The two answers are unequally sketched in Q2
and Q3. The first brief answer, [“Within [my] own deep-sunken eyes”], is
summarily dismissed in a reported judgment by the world echoing the
gluttony and waste of sonnet 1: To answer thus were an all-eating shame
and thriftless praise. The second, better, longer answer, “This fair child
. . . ,” evokes a two-part judgment, one from the world, one from the
speaker. Should the young man give the second answer, he would deserve
more praise from the world, first of all; then the speaker adds a judgment
perhaps more persuasive, because of its narcissistic interest to the young
man (repeating the subjunctive were to parallel the world’s earlier judg-
ment): This were to be new made. Shakespeare experiments here with a
“bottom-heavy” structure, in which the alternative scenarios of young
man’s answer / others’ judgment are linked powerfully together by paral-
lelism and chiasmus: say, were shame, praise, // more praise, answer, were to
be new made. This renders the answers and judgments (of lines 7–14) the
“long sestet,” so to speak, responding to the “short octave” of the fu-
ture question put in lines 1–6. Or one could say that the opening lines
(1–6) of prophecy/question are an initial sestet followed by an octave of
answers/judgments (lines 7–14): an indication, in its topsy-turvy structure,
that Shakespeare intends to experiment with the conventional Italian
structure, here by turning it upside down and writing the “sestet” first.

Since the young man’s two answers, like the world’s putative ques-
tion, are hypothetical, they are phantoms of the future. The world’s and
the narrator’s judgments on these answers are, however, transcendental
and based on values assumed to be permanent; and the necessitarian
prophecy of the eventual dimming of physical beauty is likewise certain.
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Alternative Structure for Sonnet 2
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World’s Judgment 1:

(8) were shame / praise



In this respect, another mapping of the sonnet becomes possible, as
shown here; uppercase is used for suppositional or hypothetical events,
and one should read down on the left, then on the right. Both the opening
eight-line “octave” and the closing six-line “sestet” would then each ex-
hibit a hypothetical middle answer (here in uppercase), framed by unhy-
pothetical parts (statements of natural fact or transcendental judgment).
To unfold a purely hypothetical future situation is a frequent enterprise in
the sonnets, assuring the literally infinite possibility of their continuance.
Whether anyone would ever actually ask the unmarried young man, in his
fortieth year, where all his beauty and youth lie, scarcely matters. The ex-
trapolation of mutually exclusive future alternatives is, after all, a guide
for the present.

The words put in the young man’s mouth, both indirectly (To say . . .)
and directly (This fair child of mine . . .) are the first of a great many to be
ascribed to him in the course of the sequence. Ascribing words to him or,
later, to the “dark lady,” is one way of building up a credible existential
character for these dramatis personae over time.

The sonnet offers two motives for action. The first arises from a social
morality dependent on others’ response, in which one acts so as to avoid
shame, or receive praise, or make excuse. The social morality of the body of
the poem, however, is displaced in the closing couplet by an appeal to in-
dividual pleasure: the reward for reproducing and the source of self-worth
is now narcissistic (warm blood, new self ) rather than social, and, if not
purely intrinsic, at least entirely self-referential.

This sonnet derives its aesthetic claim on us by the variousness of its
suppositional moves. The variables (social / personal; right answer / wrong
answer; favorable judgment / unfavorable judgment) make for those rapid
conceptual shifts of which poetry is enamored. Are we to be in the social
world of shame and praise or the world of narcissistic happiness? Of
childlessness or reproduction? Of waste or of treasure? Of growing old
or being new-made? As the alternative scenarios are expounded by the
speaker, they are made, by their parallel constructions, palimpsests of
each other rather than side-by-side pictures. What we see is a double ex-
posure: the forty-year-old sunken-eyed bachelor feeling his blood cold
in his veins superimposed on the forty-year-old proud father seeing his
blood warm in his son. The poem exerts aesthetic power in compelling us
to see both at once.

Finally, this sonnet introduces into the sequence those metaphors of
seasonal destruction (winters besiege thy brow), Time’s delving (dig deep
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trenches), and usury (thy beauty’s use) that will be elaborated in other son-
nets.

Couplet Tie: were (8, 13)
old (11, 13)
make [made] (11, 13)
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Look in thy glass and tell the face thou viewest,
Now is the time that face should form another,
Whose fresh repair if now thou not renewest,
Thou dost beguile the world, unbless some mother.
For where is she so fair whose uneared womb
Disdains the tillage of thy husbandry?
Or who is he so fond will be the tomb
Of his self-love to stop posterity?
Thou art thy mother’s glass, and she in thee
Calls back the lovely April of her prime;
So thou through windows of thine age shalt see,
Despite of wrinkles, this thy golden time.

But if thou live rememb’red not to be,
Die single, and thine image dies with thee.
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No single repeated significant word links the couplet of sonnet 3
to the body of the poem; this absence is very unusual. Shakespeare

is thus at pains to emphasize here the logical disjunction between the
body of the sonnet and its couplet; and even a hasty reading shows that
the sonnet falls logically into an exhortation to breed (in the quatrains)
followed by the couplet-result—phrased almost as a death-curse—if the
advice is not followed:

But if thou live rememb’red not to be,
Die single, and thine image dies with thee.

On the But of the couplet the whole poem appears to turn; the body of
the poem would seem to be devoted to life, the couplet to death.

However, a second reading shows smaller “deaths” scattered through-
out the poem; and the sonnet, instead of being mapped,

(1–12) [ Reproduce ]
[ If not, die ] (13–14)

can also be seen as a continuing offering of alternatives, both life-giving
and death-dealing, as italicized in the diagram opposite. However, to di-
vide the complicated second quatrain into the simple alternatives of hus-
bandry/tomb does not do it justice. A better mapping of the second quat-
rain would show how each of its two rhetorical questions embodies both
death (to disdain husbandry, to stop posterity) and life (since no woman, it is
presumed, will be so mistaken as to scorn the young man, nor will any
man be so fond as to make himself his own tomb). The second quatrain,
then, is the “knot” thematizing in little the larger contrast between life
and death, between the body of the sonnet and its couplet. In acting as a
mini-thematizer of the whole, the second quatrain draws attention to the
dédoublement, or aesthetic self-reflection, so frequent in the sonnets.

In this sonnet, the young man’s face is compared to that of his mother;
one might more properly expect a comparison with that of his father:
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[Thou art thy father’s glass, and he in thee
Calls back the lovely April of his prime.]

It has been suggested (mistakenly, I think) that the young man’s father
must be dead (you had a father, sonnet 13), and that this fact explains the
invoking of his mother as his model. It seems more likely that Shake-
speare transforms the putative future bride-mother of line 4 into the actual
mother of line 9 in order ostensibly to connect octave and sestet; the anal-
ogy with the mother’s face is also relevant to the young man’s possession
of a woman’s face (sonnet 20). The octave and sestet are connected not only
by the word mother, but also by the word glass (Look in thy glass . . . thy
mother’s glass) and by the idea of regarding one’s face in a mirror. To the
idea of replication-by-breeding this sonnet adds the idea of replication-
in-a-mirror, combining the two in a single image of dynastic representa-
tion (Thou art thy mother’s glass). The image is further complicated by the
idea of an adult see[ing] through windows of his aged eyes his own child, the
incarnate image of his youth. It is as though two forms of glass—the un-
silvered one of the cornea permitting a mental representation, the sil-
vered one of the mirror permitting a visual replication—were to confront
each other. Already Shakespeare is classifying forms of representation, an
interest reaching its apogee in the eye/heart sonnets.

Sonnet 3 reads like a series of sketches for future sonnets. The lovely
April of her prime is a sketch for the seasonal poems, the tomb a foretaste
of the memento mori sonnets; the chain of alliterative or prefix-iterated
signifiers ( face, form, fresh, fair, fond; be-guile, be, be; un-bless, un-eared;
re-pair, re-newest, re-memb’red) and the graphic or phonetic puns
(till-age/age/im-age; husband-ry; g-old-en time) betoken better efforts
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Tell face in glass
time to make another

fair womb . . . husbandry
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2
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2
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to come. The public-gesturing rhetorical questions about disdainful
maidens and foolish self-entombers presage far more agonizing “real”
questions to come: Ah, wherefore with infection should he live? or Wherefore
says she not she is unjust? The principle of predictable dynastic recurrence
in breeding (thou . . . shalt see [again] . . . thy golden time) is of no permanent
interest to Shakespeare, and will soon fade from the sequence in favor of
the contemplation of unique beauty. The couplet—which speaks not of
breeding but of being remembered—hints at the emphasis on memory
that will replace, after sonnet 17, the emphasis on physical reproduction
(itself subordinately present in re-mem-bred in the Quarto spelling). And
the separation, in line 14, of the young man into himself and his image is
one of the most fruitful strategies of the sequence, generating a score of
poems in which image and embodiment shadow each other in aesthetic
play.

Couplet Tie: None (see opening of commentary). But there are
couplet ties of a hidden sort, such as tillage/age/image

(6, 11, 14), and repair, renewest, rememb’red (3, 3, 13).
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Unthrifty loveliness, why dost thou spend
Upon thyself thy beauty’s legacy?
Nature’s bequest gives nothing, but doth lend,
And being frank she lends to those are free:
Then, beauteous niggard, why dost thou abuse
The bounteous largess given thee to give?
Profitless usurer, why dost thou use
So great a sum of sums yet canst not live?
For having traffic with thyself alone,
Thou of thyself thy sweet self dost deceive:
Then how when Nature calls thee to be gone,
What acceptable audit canst thou leave?

Thy unused beauty must be tombed with thee,
Which usèd lives th’executor to be.
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C apitulating to paradox, Shakespeare produces a series of
showy compound epithets characterizing the young man: unthrifty

loveliness, beauteous niggard, profitless usurer. The three nouns, charged (like
all nouns) with bearing essence, establish the beloved’s beauty, his miserli-
ness, and his (figurative) financial profligacy; the three adjectives, charged
(like all adjectives) with bearing qualities, establish his (figurative) finan-
cial profligacy, his beauty, and his profitlessness. We are hard put to know
whether he is a beauteous niggard or a niggardly beauty, and the very un-
certainty as to essence and accident contributes to the confusion attend-
ing on any definition of the young man’s ethical status.

The model of ethical value set up in the sonnet is drawn from the be-
havior of Nature, who benevolently circulates her currency: she lends . . .
bounteous largess, or she gives it to the young man for him to give in turn;
being frank, nature lends to those who are free, and her legacy is to be freely
bequeathed to others. The young man’s unacceptable behavior is both
usurious and profitless; he unjustly hoards his beauty unused and spends it
on himself. Like an unprofitable steward, he cannot leave an acceptable
audit, and he has no executors. The speaker’s “innocent” introduction of
legal and banking language, especially when he speaks about Nature’s
loans, suggests that he can appeal to the young man only in the contami-
nated language the young man understands—the language of social, not
natural, exchange.

This sonnet is a homily, and behind its vocatives, its hectoring ques-
tions, and its final proposing of strict alternatives for choice, lies the relig-
ious genre of the reproach of the cleric to the sinner. But of course true
homiletic vocatives (“O miserable sinner”) would not melt into the re-
lenting dazzled oxymorons of unthrifty loveliness and beauteous niggard.
Only the third vocative, profitless usurer, is a true homiletic vocative-to-
the-sinner, in which both essence and accident are reproved. In this poem,
homily has been secularized. Not God, with the divine command “In-
crease and multiply” as in sonnet 1, but rather organic Nature here pro-
vides the motive for reproduction; and the speaker’s own ethical double
standard in judging the “sinner” is visible in the first two vocatives of per-
plexed adoration and in the reference to “thy sweet self”—a double stan-
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dard unthinkable in a priest. The recommended normative behavior of
this secularized homily is not even ethically derived: it is drawn partly
from the biologically normative circulation of life (visible in Nature’s ac-
tions) and partly from the self-serving prudential counsel of worldliness
(which advises an acceptable audit).

This sonnet, like others appearing early in the sequence, forecasts
problems to come. The increasingly uncomfortable attempts of the
speaker to sort out his own principles (and attendant questions both ethi-
cal and aesthetic) will motivate, psychologically speaking, many future
sonnets. The sequence will contain other “homilies,” and more interest-
ing ones (such as sonnet 129). The boy’s autoerotic traffic with [himself ]
alone is an early parody of the many true reciprocities envisaged in the se-
quence (those between mother and child, father and son, lover and be-
loved, poet and subject of celebration, friend and friend). The formal
mark of reciprocity here is the reflexive verb-sequence having traffic with
thy self alone thou dost deceive thy sweet self of thyself, an “enacting” process
bettered in later sonnets. The rhyme use-abuse will turn up later, as will
the subject of usury; and the audit will recur in the last of the sonnets to
the young man (126), where it must be answered with Nature’s surrender-
ing of the young man to Time.

The aesthetic value proposed here is a rigid isomorphism (each of the
four hectoring questions occupies two lines, and three of the questions
use the same phrase, why dost thou). In the Sonnets, Shakespeare varies be-
tween being pleased with the idea of isomorphism (see, e.g., the repeated
one-line indictments in 66, Tired with all these) and being driven by it to
cunning variations within it; here, after an almost perfect isomorphism in
the first three questions, to wit:

he turns impatiently in the fourth question (lines 11–12) to a different
form, omitting the vocative and asking how and what instead of why, but
retaining still the two-line frame. The scattering of isomorphic questions
through the three quatrains of the sonnet (1–2; 5–6; 7–8; 11–12) means that
in its rhetorical structure this sonnet is distributively “Shakespearean”
rather than contrastively “Italian”; but the “Italian” residue remains pres-
ent in the fact that the first three “perfectly” isomorphic questions, which
occur in the octave, have to do with spending, whereas the last ques-
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tion, which occurs in the sestet, has to do with nature’s calling in her ac-
counts—an audit instead of an expenditure. The “Shakespearean” distrib-
uted syntactic structure of the four questions, then, offers itself against
the “Italian” two-part thematic structure of expense and audit; and one of
the perpetual sources of aesthetic play in the sonnets is precisely this offer,
to the attentive reader, of two sonnets in one. The anomalies in phrasing
and content of the fourth question disturb the very syntactic isomorphism
which seems at first to be the structuring plot of the poem—which we at
last see to be a double plot in which repetitive querying reproach for
spending meets profligacy finally called to account. The double plot is
mimed in the macaronic pun on use/executor in line 14 (representing a
satisfactory audit) versus the other appearances of evil use, abuse, unused,
and usurer.

Couplet Tie: beauty [-’s], [beauteous] (2, 5, 13)
use (7, 14), abuse (5), usurer (7), unused (13), usèd, executor

(14)
live [-s] (8, 14)
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Those hours that with gentle work did frame
The lovely gaze where every eye doth dwell
Will play the tyrants to the very same,
And that unfair which fairly doth excel;
For never-resting time leads summer on
To hideous winter and confounds him there,
Sap checked with frost and lusty leaves quite gone,
Beauty o’ersnowed and bareness every where:
Then were not summer’s distillation left
A liquid prisoner pent in walls of glass,
Beauty’s effect with beauty were bereft,
Nor it nor no remembrance what it was.

But flowers distilled, though they with winter meet,
Leese but their show; their substance still lives sweet.
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This beautiful sonnet is the first to exploit the powerful seasonal
metaphor which will animate other sonnets like 73 (That time of

year) and 97 (How like a winter), setting the inexorable destructions of time
against an apparently available defense here named “distillation.” Sonnet
5 is also the first impersonal sonnet, deliberately eschewing any personal
pronouns (I, you, we); in this respect it may be compared with 129 (Th’ex-
pense of spirit). Wholly impersonal sonnets are very rare in the sequence,
and are all the more telling when they appear, since the Sonnets is a vol-
ume dominated by personal shifters, especially by thou, you, and I. (“Shift-
ers” are pronouns whose reference depends on the person uttering them.)

Sonnet 5 experiments with falling silent before it has reached its logi-
cal end in an expected hortatory direct address (which is postponed to the
beginning of the linked sonnet 6). One may choose to regard sonnets 5
and 6 as a single, logically complete, poem; but since it is true that 5 is cer-
tainly a complete poem in itself, I prefer to see it as a poem requiring
from its reader a silent extrapolation of its syllogistic warning logic into
completion-by-exhortation, thereby generating sonnet 6. Let me sketch
it, and the hortatory extrapolation (in brackets) that it calls for:

1. The same hours that framed a lovely gaze will unfair it,
2. (For time leads summer on to winter and its destructions):
3. Then were not summer’s distillation left, beauty would cease to ex-

ist;
4. But flowers distilled keep their substance (if not their show) after

winter has come.
[5.] [So you, too, must be distilled before your winter comes.]

The fifth of my units above, missing in the poem, makes explicit, in voca-
tive address, the parallel that lies implicit in the threatening exemplum of
the flower. This missing fifth unit becomes the opening of sonnet 6:

Then let not winter’s ragged hand deface
In thee thy summer ere thou be distilled:
Make sweet some vial.

The aesthetic advantage to sonnet 5 of not ending with the explicit direct
address is that of closing with metaphor rather than with literal biological
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advice. Even the extrapolation in 6 remains at the level of metaphor: make
sweet some vial is not translated into the crude bodily terms, “impregnate
some woman.”

It must quickly be added that the flowers of the couplet of sonnet 5 are
not metaphorical in the same way that the earlier sap, leaves, and per-
fume of lines 7, 8, and 10 are metaphorical. The couplet imitates the
pointed brevity of proverb (“Flowers distilled lose show, not substance”);
and since nouns in proverbs are already generalized into analogical fixities
(the eggs all in one basket having lost any of the pictorial or culinary par-
ticularity of real eggs), one wants to distinguish the proverb-flowers of
the couplet from the pictorial ingredients of the poem—sap, frost, lusty
leaves, snow, and bareness—as well as from the stunning phrasing of the
liquid prisoner pent in walls of glass, a self-reflexive figure literally picturing
perfume, but analogically picturing the emotionally labile contents of any
sonnet as they preserve their mobility within the transparent walls of pre-
scribed length, meter, and rhyme. Degrees of metaphoricity in the Son-
nets, from the sensuously pictorial to the proverbially emblematic to the
analogously symbolic, are very gradually nuanced. They vary from the
most strikingly individual (liquid prisoner) through the sufficiently-
particularized-but-conventional (sap, frost) to the proverbially fossilized
(lilies that fester). The latter are meant not as visual images but as mne-
monic adages.

Shakespeare is attracted to all levels of the metaphorical, from the fan-
ciful through the sublime, not excepting the fossilized, the mythical, and
the figure referred to as the pathetic fallacy. Even his returns to a discur-
sive mode are likely to bring with them some lingering fragrance of the
metaphorical, as, indeed, in the ending of sonnet 54 where one reads not:

And so of you, beauteous and lovely youth,
When that shall die, my verse will show your truth,

but rather vade (or fade) and distils. Thus, in 54, the couplet’s initial literal
drawing of the analogy from flower to youth (and so of you) is itself by vade
and distils made metaphorical, thereby suggesting the mutual permeabil-
ity of the literal and figurative, and forbidding any too-easy distinguishing
of tenor and vehicle. Flowers and beauty both fade and go; perfumes and
verse both distil.

In sonnet 5, we can see Shakespeare experimenting with a technique
very frequent in the sequence—having his speaker say “the same thing”
twice. The first time, the speaker says it fairly “neutrally,” “objectively,”
or “scientifically”; the second time he says it with emphatic emotionality.
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What was repressed in the first account bursts out, with sudden power, in
the second:

1. Those hours . . . will play the tyrants and will unfair the lovely gaze.
2. For never-resting time leads summer on to hideous winter and confounds

him there . . . bareness every where.

To play the tyrants and to unfair are fairly colorless phrases for tempo-
ral destruction; but the more radically metaphorical second formula-
tion—with its seasonal decline into catastrophe and its suggestions of de-
ception and torture on the part of time—puts back into the poem the
anguish concealed under the previous verbal play of unfairing the fair.
There is, we feel, an equable rhythmic measure to the balanced early lines
in which the hours

Will play the tyrants to the very same
And that unfair which fairly doth excel.

But the second quatrain shows its distress by its enjambment (leads sum-
mer on / To hideous winter); and its initial iambics of ritual inevitability
are followed by “wintry” rhythmic irregularities (initial and final spon-
dees—sap checked and quite gone—and an initial trochee—beauty). The dis-
tress is enacted as well by parallel “wintry” events in Q2, in which the ini-
tial noun of the first three meets with catastrophe:

sap checked with frost
lusty leaves quite gone
beauty o’ersnowed
bareness every where.

We remark the “false parallel” of the fourth phrase, bareness every where,
which lacks either a “good” natural noun like sap or leaves or a “good” ab-
stract noun like beauty. It also lacks a participial adjective of the sort pos-
sessed by its three predecessors; the first three phrases enact a presence
denied, while the fourth exhibits an absence now absolute.

It is also true that the speaker’s first, neutral statement in Q2 is enunci-
ated in a demarcated tense-structure: the hours once did frame the gaze
which now doth excel, and they will unfair it in the future. But the speaker’s
second, far more intense enunciation, in Q2, by resorting to the present
tense of habitual action, makes the destructive process ever-present: time
leads summer on (always) to hideous winter.

In both quatrains, no possibility is envisaged other than a destructive
slope ending in confounding catastrophe. Since Nature is being used here
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as a figure for human life (which is not reborn), the poem exhibits no up-
ward slope in seasonal change. It cannot be too strongly emphasized that
nothing can be said to happen in a poem which is not there suggested. If
summer is confounded in hideous winter, one is not permitted to add, irrele-
vantly, “But can spring be far behind?” If the poet had wanted to provoke
such an extrapolation, he would by some means have suggested it. Here,
by the insistence on instrumental distillation as the only possible preserv-
ing of beauty, he explicitly forbids any recourse to the idea of a recurring
organic spring. Though nature is in fact cyclical, not all metaphorical uses
of nature in poetry invoke its cyclicity, not by any means. Context con-
trols the extent of reference, both here and, e.g., in sonnet 73.

The splendidly achieved aesthetic shape of sonnet 5 is conferred by
the speaker’s stereoptical comprehension (with “divining eyes”) of past,
present, and future time in one gaze. Schematically, the shape of the
poem looks like that shown in the diagram below.

As the apparently inexorable prophecy of future destruction in lines
1–8 yields to a hypothesis of an alternate future, the speaker’s stereoptical
gaze turns out to be also an optative one, with an optimistic shadow-
future glimmering beyond his pessimistic prediction in Q2.

Shakespeare’s description in Q3 of the predicted future without distil-
lation is radically stripped of metaphor, stripped of anything but that bare-
ness everywhere which it enacts. If distillation were not to occur,

Beauty’s effect with beauty were bereft,
Nor it nor no remembrance what it was.

The almost total semantic bleakness of that empty language is yet orna-
mented by the alliteration and word-repetition characteristic of almost all
the Sonnets.

The emptiness is at last countered and redeemed by the mimetic play
of distilled / still lives in the couplet, and by the sonnet’s lingering liquid
close on the assertion that beauty’s substance still lives sweet. But this assur-
ance is won only by the principled sacrifice of the sentimental—with re-
spect to human beings—hope for the natural rebirth of a loved form. Dis-
tillation destroys form, says the speaker, asserting the nonmimetic nature
of even “mimetic” art. Show cannot be preserved, but substance can—a
hope that successive sonnets will continue to explore.
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Couplet Tie: winter (6, 13)
distillation/distilled/still (9, 13, 14)
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Aesthetic Shape of Sonnet 5

Time (lines 1–8)

Past Present Future

hours did frame gaze lovely gaze where every eye
doth dwell

hours will play tyrants

gaze fairly excels hours will unfair gaze

[spring] summer hideous winter
summer confounded

sap sap frost checks sap

lusty leaves leaves leaves gone

beauty beauty o’ersnowed

vegetation vegetation bareness every where

Beauty’s Future (lines 9–14)

Future without distillation Future with distillation

beauty bereft summer’s distillation

beauty’s effect bereft as well beauty’s effect remains

no remembrance remembrance of
beauty

lost show living substance

sweet [odor]
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Then let not winter’s ragged hand deface
In thee thy summer ere thou be distilled:
Make sweet some vial; treasure thou some place
With beauty’s treasure ere it be self-killed:
That use is not forbidden usury
Which happies those that pay the willing loan;
That’s for thyself to breed another thee,
Or ten times happier be it ten for one;
Ten times thyself were happier than thou art,
If ten of thine ten times refigured thee:
Then what could death do if thou shouldst depart,
Leaving thee living in posterity?

Be not self-willed, for thou art much too fair
To be death’s conquest and make worms thine heir.
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Sonnet 6 takes its origin directly from 5, and begins by completing
the analogy between natural summer and a human summer, evoking

the prospect of the de-facing of the lovely gaze by the hand of winter.
(The odd ragged hand of winter may be partially explained by the fact that
in the Quarto spelling, ragged and winter visually alliterate: winters wrag-
ged hand.) However, 6 then departs entirely from the organic ground of
distillation from nature to take up the inorganic metaphor of treasure.
This strange move (repeated in sonnet 65) is perhaps explicable here
by the difficulty of manipulating perfume into any interesting activity,
whereas treasure—as a metaphor for the semen that can invisibly act
(treasure, verb) to create a child (treasure, noun)—can be put to use, and
(literally) is, in the enacting of money’s breeding money in lines 5–10.
Happies, happier, happier, goes the breeding; forbidden, ten, ten, ten, ten, ten;
times, times; leaving, living.

In this rather labored conceit of interest-bearing funds, a play—delib-
erately situated in the tenth line—on a posterity of ten producing a pos-
terity of ten times that number reveals the degree to which Shakespeare
could be entranced by fancifulness. The poem’s opposed alterna-
tives—make sweet some vial or make worms thine heir; make a willing
loan or be self-willed; be distilled or be self-killed—are not very interest-
ing, and the climax Then what could death do (had you ensured your poster-
ity) is less than convincing.

These are the projections of interest-production:

another thee
ten for one
ten times thyself
ten of thine ten times refigured thee.

They “breed” the young man in an astonishing growth of an economic
base; Shakespeare here reverses the one-in-ten rate of highest permit-
ted interest, as Kerrigan suggests. This growth is permitted because the
young mother is happy, as is posterity, to pay the young man back in bio-
logical interest—children. These operations of the fancy will not detain
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Shakespeare long. The formal scheme, frequently found in homily,
frames positive exhortations (lines 3–12) with opening and closing nega-
tive brackets Let not (1–2) and Be not (13–14)—a firm if uninventive struc-
ture.

Couplet Tie: make (3, 14)
will [-ing] [-ed] (6, 13)
death [-’s] (11, 14)
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Lo in the orient when the gracious light
Lifts up his burning head, each under eye
Doth homage to his new-appearing sight,
Serving with looks his sacred majesty;
And having climbed the steep-up heavenly hill,
Resembling strong youth in his middle age,
Yet mortal looks adore his beauty still,
Attending on his golden pilgrimage:
But when from highmost pitch with weary car
Like feeble age he reeleth from the day,
The eyes (fore duteous) now converted are
From his low tract and look another way:

So thou, thyself outgoing in thy noon,
Unlooked on diest unless thou get a son.
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Like many of the Sonnets, this one is organized around a principle
that for convenience of reference I call the use of a key word. In

its simplest form, this principle requires that each of the four units of the
sonnet contain (at least once per unit) the same (meaningful) word, a the-
matically significant one. The word may appear in its root form or a vari-
ant thereof. In 7, the word is look, and it appears in the forms looks
(Q1), looks (Q2), look (Q3), and unlooked (C). Here in 7 (and in 32
as well), the principle has an added constraint: The key word must ap-
pear in the latter half of each unit in which it appears; and so we find it in
lines 4, 7, 12, and 14, rather, say, than in lines 2, 5, 9, and 13. Absurd though
such principles of composition may seem to nonpoetic eyes, poets find
them appealing (as such forms as sestinas and pantoums bear witness).
Shakespeare often brings the key word to several elaborate heights of
ingenuity (see, e.g., sonnets 50, 55, and 105, and the total list in Appen-
dixes 1 and 2).

There are, besides the key word, other forms of wordplay in this
sonnet, but it is perhaps better to sketch first its double structure, in
which a little narrative about the sun—its rising, its noon glory, and its
setting—is matched by a second little narrative in tandem with it—one
which recounts the changes in human looks that follow the sun’s course,
as they at first render homage and adore, gradually lose interest, and
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finally look away. After every two lines about the sun (the word sun is
never, for reasons we shall come to, used in the poem) there are two lines
about looks. Finally, the witty couplet, with its quick bolthole pun (son),
offers a last-minute escape from the doom of solar analogy (by which a
childless man would set, like the sun, and be found by onlookers to be
of no social consequence). The poem can be mapped as shown in the
diagram.

There are some odd words in the poem—among them fore duteous and
tract—which beg for explanation. It becomes evident, as one reads the
sonnets, that as Shakespeare begins to follow out a given verbal scheme,
the constraints on language grow as the sonnet in question progresses to
its end. Nothing in the requirements of meaning or sound alone would
have prevented Shakespeare from writing:

The eyes [once] duteous now converted are
From his low [path] and look another way.

Neither fore nor tract can be explained by semantic, alliterative, or pho-
netic needs. At the risk of seeming overingenious, I can only suggest that
the golden sun generates, throughout the sonnet, French puns on or:
orient, adore, mortal, and—our point of origin—fore; and that the central
image of the sun’s car generates anagrammatically scrambled cars else-
where: in gracious, sacred, and—our point of origin—tract. The aging of
the sun in the poem seems to generate homage, age, golden pilgrimage,
and (once again) age; and the long and (to the reader, intolerable) sup-
pression of the word sun of course makes the word son, when it finally
leaps off the page as the closing word, entirely inevitable.

The rigid left-right optical symmetry of the poem, as the sun visible in
the “left” half of each quatrain is mirrored by the looks on the “right”
(explaining why the key word appears always in the second half of each
member), perhaps suggested some of the mirror-resembling acts with
words. I do not believe anagrams to be common in the Sonnets, but nei-
ther do I believe they were beneath Shakespeare’s interest (see 20 for
hue/hew, another example). The degree of verbal fancifulness in the son-
nets to the young man lessens as the subsequence advances and imagina-
tion supervenes on mechanical fancy. (This is perhaps one reason for be-
lieving that most of the sonnets in this initial subsequence were composed
in the order in which they appear, even if later revised.)

Sonnet 7 has little to recommend it, imaginatively; both the conceit of
the sun’s predictable day-long jour-ney (another French pun) and the con-
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ceit of the fall of favorites from public respect are well-worn topics. It was
perhaps because his topics here were so entirely conventional that Shake-
speare looked to word-games to put him on his mettle in composing the
poem. He certainly enjoyed the obstacle of shaping his four parts around
a single key word enough to propose it to himself later many times.

key word: look [-s] [unlooked]

Couplet Tie: look [-s] [unlooked ] (4, 7, 12, 14)
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Music to hear, why hear’st thou music sadly?
Sweets with sweets war not, joy delights in joy:
Why lov’st thou that which thou receiv’st not gladly,
Or else receiv’st with pleasure thine annoy?
If the true concord of well-tunèd sounds
By unions married do offend thine ear,
They do but sweetly chide thee, who confounds
In singleness the parts that thou shouldst bear;
Mark how one string, sweet husband to another,
Strikes each in each by mutual ordering;
Resembling sire, and child, and happy mother,
Who all in one, one pleasing note do sing;

Whose speechless song being many, seeming one,
Sings this to thee, “Thou single wilt prove none.”
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It is not Shakespeare’s use of the commonplace conceit single
life : married life : : single string : consort (see Evans on its use in Arcadia,

etc.) that here requires comment, but rather the increasingly fantastic
prolongation of this commonplace through the last ten lines of the son-
net. The conceit is made the more fantastic by being elaborated not in
solitary meditation or sustained public oratorical argument (where a con-
ceit can easily take on a growth disproportionate to its origins), but rather
in the intimate address of one person to another.

The pretext for the conceit is the young man’s uneasiness as he listens
to sweet music. This untoward response gives Shakespeare the opportu-
nity (more stringently practiced in sonnet 40) to give his speaker balanced
half-lines enacting the figure of opposition. I show in parentheses the
number of syllables per half-line:

Music to hear (4) why hear’st thou music sadly? (7)
Sweets with sweets war not (5) joy delights in joy (5)
Why lov’st thou that (4) which thou receiv’st not gladly (7)
Or else receiv’st with pleasure (7) thine annoy? (3)

It is clear that Shakespeare is here intent on deliberate caesural variation
(which would be evident even if my placing of the caesura were slightly
modified). The rocky disequilibrium of this quatrain could be charted
metrically in the initial trochees of the first two (or three) lines and in the
spondees of sweets war not; or it could be shown phonetically in the ca-
cophony of lovst thou that which thou receiv’st, etc. The metrical and pho-
netic disequilibrium is meant to enact the dis-ease of bachelorhood. By
contrast, the family harmony which would exist were the young man to
marry and beget a child generates the flurry of puns on harmonic unison,
the graphic anagram of “unions”: tunèd, unions, one string, all in one, one

pleasing note, seeming one. Bachelorhood contrasted with marriage gener-
ates the contrastive monodic pun on single and sing (singleness, do sing,
song, sings, single). A fundamental appeal wants to turn the young man’s
not (line 2) to a note (line 12).

The “invention” at work in the elaborate conceit of harmony (lines
5–14) is the decision to divide music into its three parts: its sounds or aural
effect (lines 5–8); its strings or medium (lines 9–12); and its song or content
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(lines 13–14). This sort of logical division of a single entity into multiple
(and therefore elaboratable) aspects is one of Shakespeare’s most common
inventive moves, widely shared with his contemporaries and borrowed
of course from commonplace logical training. (For Shakespeare’s most
searching critique of the belief that everything can be classified by aspec-
tual definition into parts, see sonnet 129.) Here, although the division of
music into sounds, strings, and song is an intrinsically and materially ra-
tional one, the insistently developed conceit of married (and childbearing)
strings is not. Shakespeare’s procedure thus foregrounds the extent to
which interpretation of a phenomenon (here, music) is determined by the
context in which it is investigated. Were it not for the speaker’s wish
(whether commissioned or not) to incite the young man to marry, he
would scarcely continue to insist, when hearing music, on the conceit of
“married” sounds. As it is, his preexisting concern shapes his analysis of
the aspects of music into his conceit. As sounds, the ingredients of music
are simply married. As strings, one first becomes sweet husband to another
and, as another instrument is added, they resemble sire, and child, and
happy mother (where the happiness of the “mother” and the presence of
the “child” are equally preposterous). Finally, as song, they are “lent” by
the speaker a putative message for their literally speechless song, a message
which taunts the young man for his nullity (“one,” being single, cannot be
a number, the concept “number” being regarded as solely plural). The
projection of human motive onto the sounds (They do but sweetly chide thee)
is a step up in invention from the young man’s being (apparently irration-
ally but really understandably) annoyed by their “married” presence; and
the projection into the sounds of chiding words (line 14)—words which,
we are given to understand, they have been singing to the young man
from the very beginning, causing his sadness and “annoy”—is a further
escalation of invention.

The original dramatic situation of paradox (lines 1–4), in which sweets
meet sweets sadly, seems more successfully worked than the rather tor-
tured subsequent explanatory conceit. However, the resolution of many
parts in one unison / (being many, seeming one) is of obvious relevance as
an aesthetic principle for the Shakespearean sonnet, which, because of its
four discrete parts, runs an inherently greater risk of disunity than does
the Italian sonnet.

The assumed preestablished harmony between music and a harmoni-
ously ordered human soul exists in the young man; he loves music, and
normally receives pleasure from hearing it. Shakespeare (characteristi-
cally) gives several verbal formulations of reciprocity to the philosophical
dissonance which provokes the sonnet:
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1. The young man, though his effect is the same as that of music, hears
music sadly.

2. The young man (a “sweet”) wars with another “sweet” (music).
3. The young man (a “joy” to others) normally would delight in music

(a “joy” to him) [but does not].
4. The young man, hearing music, receives pleasure, yes, but along with

it, annoy[ance].
5. Concord offends [his] ear.

Equally characteristically, Shakespeare varies the rhetorical form: a single
question, two proverbs, a double question, a hypothesis. Both of these
tactics—giving several conceptually different formulations of a problem,
and embedding them in different rhetorical formats—are well-known
strategies in persuasive oratory. They are made fresh here by the psycho-
logical presence of the philosophical problem of the Many and the One,
as embodied in the young man’s sulk at the prospect of his Oneness hav-
ing to turn into Manyness. Shakespeare’s reconciliation of the problem
via music (perhaps borrowed from the Arcadia) is not new, but his strad-
dling of the solution is: the strings sing one note, in truth, but the sound
they make only seems one, and is many. Both oneness and manyness exist,
existentially, in the music, in equal dominance. This is (or ought to be) re-
assuring to the young man; it clearly is to Shakespeare.

Shakespeare’s strategies for unifying sonnet-parts into a true concord
. . . by unions married are enormously varied, and can be clarified by a dia-
gram. Here, one strategy of unification is to continue the musical lexicon
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through all fourteen lines; another is to sustain till the end the initial
speech-act of direct address. The conceit of married sounds chiding sin-
gleness unifies lines 5–14; lines 8–14 are connected by the pun on single
and sing; and lines 9–14 are connected by the puns on one/none. This prin-
ciple of overlapping connections is one of the strongest and most fre-
quently used in the composition of the Sonnets. A map of 8 (see the dia-
gram) will clarify its overlaps.

Shakespeare’s persistent willingness to be fanciful (frequently criti-
cized by modern critics in, e.g., 99) represents delight in invention for its
own sake. Shakespeare is careless, almost, of where fancifulness might
lead. Its whimsical excesses are an index to the nature of imagination in its
most visually accessible form, the fanciful (the sublime imagination, by
contrast, is harder to track). Dr. Johnson’s acute remark in his Preface on
Shakespeare’s fondness for a quibble can be enlarged to extend to more
than puns: Shakespeare, for a moment, can treat any fantastical element
of invention as all-important. It could be a conceit, as here; it could be the
talismanic letters in car, as in sonnet 7; it could be the fascination of a sym-
metrical word like widdow (Quarto spelling), as in 9; or it could be the
false “etymological” resemblance of sing [� singan] to single [� singulus].
(For another instance of this latter practice, see 24, where the sun delights

to peep, although delight [� delectare] has no etymology in common with
light [� lux, leukos].) In short, any linguistic phenomenon can “distract”
the verbal imagination from its supposed message.

Dr. Johnson’s simile of Atalanta shows that he regarded as a distrac-
tion this glancing-aside of the Shakespearean imagination. I would sug-
gest, by contrast, that the true intent of the verbal imagination is always to
make a chain of interesting signifiers, with the “message” tucked in as best
the poet can. My formulation is as exaggerated, in its way, as Dr. John-
son’s, but it represents a serious view—that the verbal imagination lives in
and by engagement with its medium. As the painter must serve color, and
the sculptor volume, the poet must serve language. A poem that does not
serve language is no poem, and when the opportunity for servitude to
w—or mastery of the use of w, since the two come to the same
thing—presents itself as a possible exercise, the verbal imagination cannot
resist it, as we shall see in the next sonnet.

Couplet Tie: sing, [song], sing [-s] (12, 13, 14); sing [-le] [-leness] (8, 14)
one (9, 12, 13)
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Is it for fear to wet a widow’s eye
That thou consum’st thyself in single life?
Ah! if thou issueless shalt hap to die,
The world will wail thee like a makeless wife,
The world will be thy widow and still weep,
That thou no form of thee hast left behind,
When every private widow well may keep,
By children’s eyes, her husband’s shape in mind:
Look what an unthrift in the world doth spend
Shifts but his place, for still the world enjoys it,
But beauty’s waste hath in the world an end,
And kept unused, the user so destroys it:

No love toward others in that bosom sits
That on himself such murd’rous shame commits.
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This “Fantasy on the Letter W” (as it could be entitled) arises, I be-
lieve, from Shakespeare’s fascinated observation of the shape of the

word widdow (the Quarto spelling):

The initial and final w’s of widdow are mirror images of each other, and its
middle letter is repeated—dd—in self-identity. The only letters in the al-
phabet which are mirror images of themselves are (roughly speaking, and
disregarding serifs) i, m, o, u, v, w, and x. A word having i, o, u, v, or x both
fore and aft is almost impossible to find, unless it is a proper name, an in-
vented word, or slang (e.g., Ubu, Xerox, or obbo [for “observation,” as in
the idiom “keeping obbo”]). A word with a mirror-letter fore and aft and a
middle repeated letter is even harder to find. The word willow (which
Shakespeare uses in Othello) is another one of the rare natural instances of
almost perfect symmetry. Shakespeare, delighted with the properties of
the word widdow, and with the fact that w is a double u (and that v is inter-
nally printed u, and v is used for initial u in Elizabethan printing), sets off
in a flurry of w’s, u’s, and v’s. Words containing more or less symmetrical
parts like issulesse and makelesse and unused and bosome arise in the train of
widdow. The poem needs to be read in the Quarto spelling, since in mod-
ern spelling some of the symmetries disappear (compare widow and wid-
dow, issueless and issulesse). I have put the w’s, letters that would be v’s in
modern spelling, and u’s in boldface; it will be seen that every line has at
least one of these, and most lines have several:

Is it for feare to wet a widdowes eye,
That thou consum’st thy selfe in single life?
Ah; if thou issulesse shalt hap to die,
The world will waile thee like a makelesse wife,
The world wilbe thy widdow and still weepe,
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That thou no forme of thee hast left behind,
When euery priuat widdow well may keepe,
By childrens eyes, her husbands shape in minde:
Looke what an vnthrift in the world doth spend
Shifts but his place, for still the world inioyes it
But beauties waste hath in the world an end,
And kept vnvsde the vser so destroyes it:

No loue toward others in that bosome sits
That on himselfe such murdrous shame commits.

Whatever the charms of mirror-image letters and symmetrical words,
the poem has to mean something too, and has to have a general shape.
Categories familiar in the age of Shakespeare have now often fallen into
desuetude; it has not, I think, been recognized that the shape of this son-
net depends on the contrast between a sin of omission (octave) and a sin
of commission (sestet). This theological contrast (see the New Catholic Ency-
clopedia, 1967, s.v. “Omission”) is foregrounded by the octave-words of
negativity or absence (issueless, makeless, no form) contrasted with sestet-
words implying action (spend, waste, user, destroys, murd’rous, commits). The
change in metaphor from the octave (a husband who leaves his widow
childless) to the sestet (a hoarder who destroys beauty and murders him-
self ) reinforces the distinction between omission and commission, as does
the change from the octave’s second-person address (thou consum’st thyself )
to the sestet’s third-person examples (an unthrift . . . the user . . . on him-
self ). In sonnet 9, with its many differences demarcating octave from ses-
tet, Shakespeare comes as close as he ever does to approximating the in-
ternal form of the Italian sonnet.

The sonnet at first presumes a love toward others (mentioned in line 13)
as a natural quality in the young man, preposterously suggesting that he
may have chosen to refrain from marriage so as not to make his future
widow unhappy if he dies. One can read this as a reply sonnet:

Young Man: I’m not going to marry: how could I forgive myself if I were
to die and leave my wife a widow? I love others too much to do that
to her.

Speaker: Is it really for fear of grieving your widow that you don’t marry?
Is it really love of others? Whether or not you leave a widow, the
whole world will mourn your death, so you’ll be grieving people by
your death whether you’re married or not. No love toward others sits in
your bosom, because self-love (according to the commandment to
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love others as yourself ) has to precede love of others, and you commit
murder[-ous shame] on yourself.

The “sin of omission” in the octave (thou consum’st thyself ) advances to-
ward the “sin of commission” in the couplet (the man refusing marriage
commits murd’rous shame on himself ) via the odd modulatory metaphor of
circulating capital in Q3. Money, because it is a medium of exchange, is al-
ways afloat in society as a value. But beauty—another form of social capi-
tal—cannot be transferred, and can be spent only by its owner. Shake-
speare’s interesting perception of the comparability of different forms
of social capital, tangible (money) and intangible (beauty), brings them
together only to divide them: [use]/[money]/enjoy � unuse/beauty/destroy, a
difference foregrounded by the rhyme enjoys it / destroys it.

Couplet Tie: no (6, 13). Normally, such a small and insignificant word
would not “count” as a Couplet Tie. However, since
one of the themes of the sonnet is omission, the
adjective no is a strongly thematic word. Also, in its two
occurrences it appears in the same sort of phrase (No x

� preposition � personal pronoun)—no form of thee (6)
and no love toward others (13), so that the word no
becomes mnemonically foregrounded by patterning.
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For shame deny that thou bear’st love to any,
Who for thy self art so unprovident.
Grant, if thou wilt, thou art beloved of many,
But that thou none lov’st is most evident;
For thou art so possessed with murd’rous hate,
That ’gainst thy self thou stick’st not to conspire,
Seeking that beauteous roof to ruinate
Which to repair should be thy chief desire:
O change thy thought, that I may change my mind!
Shall hate be fairer lodged than gentle love?
Be as thy presence is, gracious and kind,
Or to thy self at least kind-hearted prove:

Make thee another self for love of me,
That beauty still may live in thine or thee.
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Shakespeare is especially concerned, I think, to punctuate his se-
quence with moments of visible drama. It is on these dramatic “turns”

that all putative reconstructions of the “narratives” behind the sequence
have been based. Sonnet 10 is the first poem to use the first-person singu-
lar, I and me. Such a moment in lyric is the equivalent of the entry of a
new dramatis persona on the stage: its effect cannot be overestimated. In
what asks to be taken (because of the contrast with preceding sonnets
voiced in a generalized “we”) as a startling moment of personal sentiment,
the speaker cries at the volta, O change thy thought, that I may change my
mind! Later he asks the young man to breed, for love of me. Since the aim
of the poem is to enact the speaker’s plea that the young man change from
hate to love, it has recourse to such matched pairs as art beloved / none
lov’st, ruinate/repair, hate/love. The Quarto spelling of thyself as two words,
thy and selfe, allows for the presence of the key word “self” (lines 2, 6,
12, 13), distributed between thy self and another self, so as to enact the
identity-in-difference of father and child.

The logical quibble on which this (rather uninteresting) sonnet turns
is the distinction between love of self and love of others (continued from
sonnet 9), and depends on the injunction, “Thou shall love thy neighbor
as thyself.” This moral obligation stems from the concept of distributive
justice, by which we are forbidden to hoard goods to which others have
a right. The speaker’s sophistical argument, which wishes to force the
young man to admit that he is moved to single life not by self-love but by
self-hatred, runs through the following changes of hortatory verb:

[Admit that thou dost not love anyone at all]
Deny that thou bear’st love to any
Since thou art so unprovident even toward [what should be the first

object of thy love] thy self.
Grant thou art beloved of many,
But [grant also that] thou lov’st none at all.
For thou art so possessed with murd’rous hate,
That thou dost not hesitate to conspire even against thy self . . .
Change thy thought from hate to love (that I may change my

opinion of thee)
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Be [to all] gracious and kind,
Or at least to thyself prove kind-hearted:
Make thee another self for love of me,

thine
That beauty still may live in or

thee.

Sonnet 10 serves as a means to absolve the young man from the accu-
sation that he loves himself alone. Sonnet 9 had accused him of having no
love for others, with the implication that he spent his love on himself
(as had been said explicitly in 4, where he was accused of having traffic
with [him]self alone). Sonnet 10, by contrast, “proves” sophistically that the
young man cannot be accused of self-love, since he exhibits a self-hatred
leading to self-murder. This fiction marks the beginning of much sophis-
try about the young man’s deeds. It is, among other things, the cunning
verbal management of such sophistical arguments by the speaker of the
Sonnets that leads us to distinguish Shakespeare the ironic author from his
(deceived-and-self-deceiving) speaker.

key word: self

Couplet Tie: self (2, 6, 12, 13)
love (10, 13)
beauty [beauteous] (7, 14)
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As fast as thou shalt wane, so fast thou grow’st,
In one of thine, from that which thou departest,
And that fresh blood which youngly thou bestow’st
Thou mayst call thine, when thou from youth convertest:
Herein lives wisdom, beauty, and increase,
Without this, folly, age, and cold decay;
If all were minded so, the times should cease,
And threescore year would make the world away.
Let those whom Nature hath not made for store,
Harsh, featureless, and rude, barrenly perish:
Look whom she best endowed she gave the more;
Which bounteous gift thou shouldst in bounty cherish:

She carved thee for her seal, and meant thereby
Thou shouldst print more, not let that copy die.
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T he early sonnets represent begetting both by organic metaphors
and by inorganic ones. The organic metaphors are self-evident:

they are drawn from vegetation, agriculture, husbandry, and physiology
(flowers in sonnets 1, 3 and 16; corn in 12; the store of 11 and 14; the blood of
11). Among the inorganic metaphors, at least two are scarcely avoidable
by any poet treating begetting: the first is the dynastically conventional
one of the house that the young man should repair, not ruinate (10, 13); the
other is the punning conceit on son and sun (7). Other inorganic meta-
phors give freer play to Shakespeare’s invention: they include the looking
glass of 3; the vial of perfume of 5 and 6; the “good” use of money of 4, 6,
and 9; the musical strings of 8; and the seal of the present sonnet. “Genera-
tion” of a second object (these inorganic metaphors tell us) can come
about through various processes: mirror-reflection, distillation, money-
lending, musical harmonization, printing. It is typical of Shakespeare’s
constantly analytic mind that he would press into use so many differ-
ent inorganic as well as organic categories by which one thing “begets”
another, and that he would discriminate tonally among (a) those happy
instances which produce the new without themselves being diminished
(e.g., the happy strings in their married concord); (b) the happier in-
stances where the original is augmented (as in the loan repayment by
which ten of thine ten times refigured thee, in sonnet 6); and (c) those elegiac
instances which introduce nostalgia (as the mother’s glass in 3 calls back the
lovely April of her prime).

Shakespeare often works to bring his inorganic metaphors to life; fre-
quently, though he creates them inanimate, he animates them by meta-
phorizing his metaphor (as the inorganic instrument-strings are made to
marry each other and beget new sounds, or as the inorganic distillate be-
comes a liquid prisoner pent). In 11, however, the inorganic metaphor of the
seal remains inanimate: the young man is urged to use himself as a seal to
print copies of himself. The seal itself is not animated by any anthropomor-
phic device comparable to marriage or imprisonment. And because the
rest of 11 is so resolutely biological (as the fresh blood of the descen-
dant replaces the progenitor, and nature’s biological intent of store is ex-
pounded), the intransigently inorganic seal of the couplet comes as a
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shock. How, then, is the action of copy-printing to be made vividly repro-
ductive?

To answer this question—which represents the aesthetic problem
Shakespeare here set himself—we must look, for a moment, at the whole
of 11. The closing image—by which the seal prints copies of itself—is a
steady-state image of reduplication; the seal is not diminished or added to
by its copies. However, the governing image of the body of the sonnet is
that of inversely proportional decline and increase. (As 12 will shortly put
it, sweets and beauties die as fast as they see others grow.) Sonnet 11 says,
“As fast as thou shalt wane, so fast thou grow’st.” As the young man wanes,
he will grow in the person of his child. The metaphor of waning and
growing is very far from the metaphor of undiminished copy-printing.
The two metaphors—organic and inorganic—exist in tension with each
other, and the poem has obligations to enact each of them. Shakespeare
will “do” waning-and-growing first; then he will “do” printing. If it is en-
tertaining to watch him doing them, as I believe it is, it must have been far
more entertaining for him to think up how to do them; sonnets such as
this rejoice in their own athleticism.

The waning-and-growing is done three times over. The first time, it is
done triply in small—wane/grow/wane/grow/wane—in a personal narra-
tive: “As fast as thou shalt wane so fast thou grow’st [from what] thou de-
partest; fresh blood thou bestowest when thou from youth convertest.” The sec-
ond time it is done more slowly as grow/wane in impersonal and
epigrammatic terms:

Herein lives wisdom, beauty, and increase, [grow]
Without this, folly, age, and cold decay. [wane]

The third time it is done yet more expansively as wane/grow in general-
ized terms referring to men in general:

If all were minded so, the times should cease,
And threescore year would make the world away.
Let those whom Nature hath not made for store,
Harsh, featureless, and rude, barrenly perish.

[wane]

Look whom she best endowed she gave the more. [grow]

The poem now returns to the personal narrative with which it began,
but it does so while largely abandoning the constitutive organic metaphor
of waning and growing which it has been so patently enacting. It turns in-
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stead to a “better” metaphor which will not require the disagreeable wan-
ing of the beloved—the inorganic metaphor of the seal that prints succes-
sive copies. And in its last four lines, the sonnet begins to print copies of
its own words: gave, gift; bounteous, bounty; more, more; shouldst, shouldst;
carved, copy; meant, print. The process of “copying” is enacted before the
reader’s eyes.

However, the inorganic process of copying does not entirely efface the
initial organic metaphor of waning and growing, breeding and perishing;
rather, it is ultimately subsumed within the larger structure of that or-
ganic metaphor. The initial biological model of a selective group of supe-
rior beings kept by nature as store (breeding-stock for future generations)
and the subsequent aesthetic model of a carved seal are brought together
in the final adjuration: “[Do not] let that copy die.” Printed copies do not
die. “Copy” in this sense forcibly recalls its etymological root, copia, and
thus puns on the semantic import of increase and bounty, those signs of na-
ture’s cornucopia.

The whole poem can be divided under the two heads Increase and
Perish:

Increase Perish

As fast as thou shalt wane,
so fast thou grow’st / In one of thine from that which thou departest,
And that fresh blood which youngly

thou bestow’st
Thou mayst call thine when thou from youth convertest:
Herein lives wisdom, beauty, and

increase
Without this, folly, age, and cold

decay;
If all were minded so, the times

should cease,
And threescore year would make the

world away.
Let those whom Nature hath not

made for store,
Harsh, featureless, and rude,

barrenly perish:
Look whom she best endowed she

gave the more;
Which bounteous gift thou shouldst

in bounty cherish:
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Increase Perish

She carved thee for her seal, and
meant thereby

Thou shouldst print more, not let that copy die.

Printing (and reading) the sonnet in this way emphasizes how much it
is a piece of verse, in the old etymological meaning of the back-and-forth
turning of the plough (versus). The successive turns—from increasing to
perishing and back again—become visible, establishing the conclusive per-
sistence of the metaphor waning/growing as a structuring principle. At the
same time, printing out the sonnet in this way makes us realize how early
its own reduplicative copy-printing is inserted in the sonnet, long before
the copy-metaphor is voiced: we notice as fast, so fast; from that, from youth;
and, most strikingly, the three parallel triads: wisdom, beauty, and increase;
folly, age, and cold decay; harsh, featureless, and rude.

Shakespeare introduces the ruling goddess Natura in the sestet as
a contrast to his concentration in the octave on reproductive decision-
making by human beings. Natura’s interest in keeping the world going
makes her do two things: in her capacity as generation-goddess she selects
a breeding stock, and in her capacity as supreme artist she carves a seal.
(We shall see Natura as artist again in sonnet 20). It is a more serious
thing, we gather, to disobey Natura than to indulge one’s own wish not to
breed; and it is (the climax suggests) more serious to disobey Natura the
artist than Natura the engenderer. Natura the artist has transferred her
own initial agency (“she carved thee”) to the young man (“and meant
thereby / Thou shouldst print more”); this transfer imposes on the young
man the responsibility of Natura naturans. With the introduction of the
word print, we begin to approach the emphasis on the eternizing power of
art which will, after sonnet 17, supplant breeding altogether.

A few remarks on verbal and technical interconnections of 11 to other
sonnets may be useful. The words increase and cease echo sonnet 1 (in-
crease, decease) and anticipate 13 (lease, decease) and 15 (increase, decrease). I
believe Shakespeare could not have been unconscious of the anagram
seale/lease, since lease (13) springs into view so shortly after seale (11,
Quarto spelling). Because seale is in every way a surprise when it occurs (in
its inorganic nature, its failure to seem necessitated by alliteration or
rhyme), it is foregrounded, and provokes special attention. It is because
we are forced to pay attention to it that we are led to perceive the contrast
between the organic and the inorganic, between man’s proposing and Na-
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tura’s disposing. And we are led by it as well into perceiving the poem as
a seal which generates within itself copies of its own stylistic features.
Whether the foregrounding of seale is remembered when one encounters
that beauty which you hold in lease in 13 perhaps depends on whether the
reader shares with Shakespeare the Renaissance fascination with the way
words look when printed. A purely oral poetry can have no interest in
anagrams; but Shakespeare belongs to the world of print, a world in
which anagrams were recognized and enjoyed.

Finally, a word on feminine rhymes. They are relatively rare in the
Sonnets, and I think have no strong aesthetic import unless they dominate
(as they do in 20 and 87). However, because feminine rhymes such as those
here (departest, convertest; perish, cherish) are more undulant or pliant than
stiff monosyllabic masculine rhymes, they convey something of a dying
fall, appropriate both here and in their occurrence (pleasure, treasure)
in 126.

Couplet Tie: more (11, 14) The sonnet in little.
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When I do count the clock that tells the time,
And see the brave day sunk in hideous night,
When I behold the violet past prime,
And sable curls all silvered o’er with white;
When lofty trees I see barren of leaves,
Which erst from heat did canopy the herd,
And summer’s green all girded up in sheaves
Borne on the bier with white and bristly beard:
Then of thy beauty do I question make
That thou among the wastes of time must go,
Since sweets and beauties do themselves forsake
And die as fast as they see others grow,

And nothing ’gainst Time’s scythe can make defence
Save breed to brave him, when he takes thee hence.
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F or the first time, the speaker’s first-person pronoun dominates a
poem. (In sonnet 10, the “I” fell into a subordinate syntactic position:

“O [do thou] change thy thought, that I may change my mind . . . / [Do
thou] make thee another self for love of me.”) With this poem, there enters
into the sequence the animating speaker-and-meditator whom earlier
readers like Wordsworth called “Shakespeare.” Our age wishes rather to
call him “the speaker” or—when he represents himself as a writer—“the
poet,” reserving the name “Shakespeare” for the writer who invented
these fictions and figures, a writer aware—as his speaker seems often not
to be—of various sophistries and self-deceptions in his speaker’s words.
“Shakespeare” is the proper name for the author who, by imaginative and
writerly means (from structure to puns to meter to syntactic schemes)
renders the utterance of his fictional protagonist a literary one. Here, the
I of the speaker begins its ascendancy in the drama of the sequence which
it will come to dominate.

To my mind, the phrase in sonnet 12 that most demands explanation
and rewards attention (one can unravel the whole poem from it) is the
cluster sweets and beauties. Beauties is clear enough from many anterior ref-
erences in the sonnet; but what does Shakespeare mean us to understand
by sweets? To answer this question, I must glance at the organization of
the whole.

Sonnet 12 opposes two models of Time. The first is the gradually van-
ishing conceptual entity registered by the poem’s aurally and visually tick-
ing clock (When I do count the clock that tells the time). The second model is
represented by the aggressive emblem-figure of Time with his scythe.
These models of Time in turn call up two models of death—an intransi-
tive one in which things, as the clock ticks, all by themselves sink, go
among the wastes of Time, grow barren, and die; and a transitive one in
which Time the reaper actively cuts them down and takes them away. In
the first death-model, death occurs of itself, gradually and innocently, if
sadly; in the second, death occurs because life has been murdered.

The innocence of the first death-model accounts for the elegiac sub-
mission that characterizes the first twelve lines of the poem. The extraor-
dinary poignancy of these lines arises from the list of intransitively fading
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beauties (the brave day, the violet, sable curls, summer’s green). For the
moment, we tend to assimilate to this list of beauties the lofty trees that
come between the sable curls and summer’s green, and we rather skip
over those unexpected dramatis personae, the herd (sheep or cows). The
sestet continues the emphasis on beauty: “Then of thy beauty do I question
make.” It is only in line 11 that we come to a phrase that is clearly in-
tended as a summary of what has gone before: sweets and beauties. We ex-
pected the summary noun beauties, but we did not expect to find it pref-
aced by another summary noun, sweets.

Sweetness and beauty are two of Shakespeare’s constituting categories
of value, standing respectively for inward virtue and outward show (see 54).
We recognize that they occur in sonnet 12 as a compliment to the young
man. If the speaker were reminded of the young man’s fate only by things
that resembled him in beauty (as first seems likely in the coordinating em-
phasis on thy in “Then of thy beauty do I question make”) he would be
treating the young man solely as an aesthetic object, not as (also) a moral
subject. By adding sweets as a category which reminds him of the young
man, the speaker tells us that he is struck by good things that disappear as
well as beautiful ones; and when we look back to see what proof we have
of that interest in the poem, we behold, as if for the first time, the kindly
trees sheltering the grateful herd. Kindness to a flock of animals on the
part of trees is a strange sweet, but it was aesthetically necessary that the
subtly proffered proleptic example of a sweet not appear to break the list of
beauties; and trees keep company unobtrusively with the day, the violet,
and summer’s green growth. Insofar as the lofty trees are now barren of
leaves, they participate fully in the list of fading beauties; insofar as they
canopied the herd from heat, they stand for something “sweet” (virtuous)
as well as beautiful.

The two involuntary models of death alluded to above—the inno-
cently declining one (expressed in the adjectives sunk, past, silvered, barren,
and borne) and the murderous one (caused by Time’s taking of victims) are
both compatible with the disappearance of beauties. The two models are
in tension, surprisingly, with a third model, one making the candidate
for destruction a moral subject, able to choose to disappear. In this third
model, death is freely and reflexively elected in response to the sight of a
new generation growing up:

. . . sweets and beauties do themselves forsake [the only
enjambment]

And die as fast as they see others grow.
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Those others are able to grow not only because their progenitors have
chosen to forsake themselves and die, but also because the progenitors
have chosen to breed, so that Death’s power may be at least braved, if not
evaded. Had the young man not been created a moral subject by the in-
clusion of the trees’ sweet kindliness to the herd, and its retroactive fore-
grounding by the subsequent appearance of the category sweets, he could
not be expected to undertake the inward free moral choices of breeding
and accepting his own mortality.

The major aesthetic inventions of sonnet 12 are thus the decision to
add sweets to beauties, and its corollary, the model of freely chosen acquies-
cence in one’s own death in favor of one’s children’s life. I call the sec-
ond the corollary of the first because both arise from a moral perception
deeper than that generating earlier conventional reproaches addressed to
the young man. If the young man is to be a creature of human worth, he
must be virtuous, must not rail against but must acquiesce morally in his
own extermination, and must defy, by biologically reinforcing Nature’s
increase, the power of Time to decrease value. Against the euphemistic
view of Time by which things are said merely to sink or fade past their
prime, the poem bravely faces up to the aggressive destructive power
manifesting itself through Time the reaper; and against an aestheticism
that would deplore only aging and the loss of beauty, the poem sets a
moral elegy that deplores the eventual disappearance of sweet virtue, as
well. In the pun connecting the body of the poem to the couplet, the in-
transitive sinking of the brave day is braved by the transitive act of beauty
voluntarily bred anew.

Sonnet 12 is unlike some later sonnets in allowing its three models of
dying—vanishing, being scythed down, and freely choosing to breed and
be willing to die—to melt insensibly from one to the next (the scythe, e.g.,
being anticipated by the sheaves), without harsh juxtaposition or acknowl-
edged conflict. Sharply juxtaposed and conflicting models of Time, life,
and death will arise later in the sequence (in sonnets 60 and 73, for in-
stance).

Shakespeare’s lists almost always exhibit disproportion in verbal quan-
tity as well as variety in example, and the list of beauties and sweets here is
no exception to the rule. The first quatrain gives each of its three items
(day, violet, curls) only one line apiece, but the second, broadening, quat-
rain gives each of its items (trees, green) two lines. The items in Q1 are
seen only in their present decayed state (sunk, past prime, silvered o’er); but
Q2 accords a full backward glance away from decrepitude (barren, bier) to
Nature’s prime (leaves which erst . . . did canopy . . . summer’s green.) The de-
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gree to which the more leisurely sketch of a pastoral landscape in Q2
broadens and extends the rapid inventory of Q1 is itself a sign of nostalgia
and maturing reflection, as is the checking of the initial indulgence in af-
fective language (brave, hideous) by a more philosophical and resigned
meditation (Then of thy beauty do I question make). The repeated linguistic
sign in the poem is the phrase Noun � Past Participle (or Adjective), en-
acting the collapse of value: day sunk, violet past, curls silvered, trees barren,
green borne. But the horror of this collapse is eventually subdued into
moral necessity: thou . . . must go. The pained farewell to the paternal white
and bristly beard seen for the last time is, by the end of the poem, con-
verted into a generational energy which, though it cannot yet find a visual
counterweight to borne on the bier, can be announced as a conceptual coun-
terforce: breed to brave Death.

The sonnet embodies a precarious moment of pure regret, a precious
moment when, as yet, the young man is still all virtue, all beauty, and the
speaker all tenderness, all grief. The anthropomorphizing of nature—in
which trees are barren (not “bereft”), the day is brave, the sheaves borne
on a bier (which in the Quarto spelling, beare, so resembles the anthropo-
morphic beard)—arises from this suffusing regret, a regret as ready to hu-
manize vegetation as to sympathize with the uncomfortable shade-
seeking herd. The doubly-orphaned Keats wrote in anguished protest, in
the margin of his copy of the sonnets, now in Harvard’s Houghton Li-
brary, next to the account of summer’s bier, “Is this to be borne?
Hark ye!”

Couplet Tie: brave (2, 14)
time (1, 10, 13)
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O that you were your self! but, love, you are
No longer yours than you yourself here live;
Against this coming end you should prepare,
And your sweet semblance to some other give:
So should that beauty which you hold in lease
Find no determination; then you were
Your self again after yourself’s decease,
When your sweet issue your sweet form should bear.
Who lets so fair a house fall to decay,
Which husbandry in honour might uphold
Against the stormy gusts of winter’s day
And barren rage of death’s eternal cold?

O none but unthrifts: dear my love, you know
You had a father, let your son say so.
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In the drama of the Sonnets, this poem marks the momentous instant
in which the speaker first uses vocatives of love: he addresses the young

man as love and dear my love. It is an unforgettable change of address even
from the earlier vocatives such as tender churl (sonnet 1), unthrifty loveliness
(4), and music to hear (8); and although the injunction to breed (still the pu-
tative motive for the speaker’s utterance) will persist for a few poems yet,
this poem sets a new tone of personal intensity with respect to an envis-
aged personal loss.

The sonnet is an Italianate one, in which the octave argues for preser-
vation of the individual self, the sestet for preservation of family lineage.
The word linking octave and sestet is hold, and its initial h is graphically
foregrounded as well; the beauty which you hold in lease (individual) be-
comes in the sestet the dynastic house . . ./Which husbandry in honor might
uphold.) Argument links the two parts of the poem, argument pulling out
so many stops that we feel uncertain which parts of it are intended to
carry the most weight. The speaker offers the young man many compet-
ing arguments for breeding, and inserts in them a flurry of parallel
phrases (your self, your . . . semblance, your . . . issue, your . . . form), a play on
decease and decay, a play on should (obligation and probable future), and
even such graphic overlaps as the one in determination and eternal:

1. Religious: Prepare / Against this coming end
2. Ethical/Altruistic: You should give your semblance to some other
3. Narcissistic: So should that beauty which you hold in lease / Find

no determination
4. Resurrective: You [would be] your self again after yourself’s decease
5. Aesthetic: Your sweet issue your sweet form [would] bear
6. Dynastic: Who lets so fair a house fall to decay
7. Aristocratic: Which husbandry in honor might uphold
8. Prudential: husbandry . . . none but unthrifts
9. Erotic: dear my love

10. Paternal: let your son say so

All these positive arguments taken together are less persuasive than the
single chilling phrase (marked in Keats’s copy of the Sonnets), barren rage
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of death’s eternal cold. The fulcrum-word, death, stands out as it balances
the futile energy of barren rage to its left with the ghostly numbness of
eternal cold to its right.

As I understand this poem, it is the first of many “reply-sonnets,” po-
ems which respond to an implied anterior utterance from the young man.
We are to imagine that the young man has said, in response to earlier re-
proaches, “I am myself, sufficient to myself.” The speaker replies, as the
sonnet opens, “Oh that that were true! O that you were your self [in some
permanent fashion]; but, love, you are / No longer yours than you yourself here
live.” Such “replies” to implied remarks by the young man reach their
apogee in sonnets 76 (Why is my verse), 110 (Alas ’tis true), 116 (Let me not),
and 117 (Accuse me thus), as will be seen below. The flurry of arguments
which I have spelled out above suggests a speaker uncertain which of his
competing discourses of persuasion will best convince his interlocutor.

Though fertility of invention in argument may be the logical aim of
the poem, the sudden glacial current of the voix d’outre-tombe speaking of
death’s eternal cold is its imaginative excuse for being, and represents the
sudden thrust of the participatory Shakespearean imagination triumphing
over the cleverness of position-taking.

Couplet Tie: love (1, 13). Normally, this would represent a weak
Couplet Tie, the word love being such a frequent and
expectable one in the sequence. However, used as it is
here, as the first-encountered instance of the vocative of
personal intensity, it is, of course, unusually visible; and
the two pleadings of direct address are foregrounded
positionally as well, since they open and close the
poem.
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Not from the stars do I my judgement pluck,
And yet methinks I have astronomy,
But not to tell of good or evil luck,
Of plagues, of dearths, or seasons’ quality;
Nor can I fortune to brief minutes tell,
Pointing to each his thunder, rain, and wind,
Or say with princes if it shall go well
By oft predict that I in heaven find:
But from thine eyes my knowledge I derive,
And, constant stars, in them I read such art
As truth and beauty shall together thrive
If from thy self to store thou wouldst convert:

Or else of thee this I prognosticate,
Thy end is truth’s and beauty’s doom and date.
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The speaker as philosophical mock-astrologer. Dramatically, the
first appearance in the Sonnets of the linked words truth and beauty

(a change from the previous pair, sweets and beauties). The Platonic
triad—the good (sweet, kind), the true, and the beautiful ( fair)—appears
in the Sonnets both as a whole (fair, kind, and true, 76) and in groupings of
two of its three qualities. Virtue and beauty can be coupled (sweets and
beauties, 12) or problematically disjoined (54: O how much more). Sweets in
Shakespeare tend to confer good on others, and (like perfume) to have an
extension that survives the bodily extinction of the form in which they
originate; truth tends to represent for Shakespeare the convergence of in-
ner substance with outer show, and is related to troth in personal relation.
Truth seems to be called into this sonnet by the concept of prognostica-
tion; the speaker boasts that he is a seer who can tell the truth about
the future. The poem contains a charming inventory of what people in
Shakespeare’s day, from farmers to princes, wanted from their fortune-
tellers; the speaker draws a contrast between those fortune-tellers’ local
prophetic capacities and his more philosophical ones. Like local astrolo-
gers, he “has astronomy” and wishes to predict events; like them, he scans
heavenly bodies. But while they search the stars, he gazes at his beloved’s
eyes; while they foretell particulars, he foretells the metaphysical future of
the universe. The poem carefully constructs itself on these parallels and
divergences, as shown in the diagram below.

There are, then, two kinds of astrology: from the stars one can read
the astrology of specific events (good and evil luck, dearths and plenty,
glad and sorry seasons, uncertain weather, princely vicissitudes), and from
the beloved’s eyes—those mirrors of the soul’s beauty—one can read the
astrology of the Platonic moral universe. The metaphysical astrology of
free will leaves the human subject open to choose: he may choose good
(“Truth, Beauty, and thou thyself will thrive in breeding”) or evil (“Truth,
Beauty, and thou thyself will meet a single doom at the date of your
death”). These alternative prognostications, representing two mutually
exclusive readings of the beautiful and putatively constant starry eyes,
convey for the first time in the sequence the fundamental unreadability of
the young man, whose eyes can be seen, but whose heart can only be
guessed at. The shaping of this sonnet into impregnable fortunetelling-
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parallels is the formal equivalent of a conviction that inner moral prog-
nostication is an art as secure in its procedures as astrology; in view of
Shakespeare’s perennial skepticism, we may find the speaker’s believability
impugned by his very syntactic confidence.

At least part of the charm of the sonnet lies in Shakespeare’s
enumeration-by-praeteritio of the functions of astrology in his society. An-
other charm is the run on p as the astrologer’s letter: pluck, pointing, pre-
dict, prognosticate (with plagues and princes thrown in to keep the chain run-
ning). Yet another, etymological, charm lies in the change from con-stant
to con-vert; another is the Greek pun knowledge / prognosticate; another,
the graphic overlaps among stars, astrology, constant, and art.

Couplet Tie: Truth [-’s] and beauty [-’s] (11, 14). The impossibility of
dissevering these two Platonic qualities from each other
(a fact foregrounded by their twinned repetition), and
their association with the Good (implied by the eyes’
constancy) puts into relief the anguish of the eventual
disjunction of these members of the Platonic triad in
later sonnets.
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Structure of Sonnet 14

all astrologers

Ordinary Astrologers

Pluck judgment from stars

tell:

1. of good or evil luck
(fortunes told to individuals)

2. of plagues, of dearths, of seasons’
quality (farmers’ almanac)

3. fortune to brief minutes tell, /
Pointing to each his thunder, rain,
and wind (weather forecast)

4. or say if it shall go well with princess
(court astrologer)

“I”: Speaker-Astrologer

derive knowledge from thine eyes
(constant stars)

I read such art as

1. truth and beauty shall together
thrive (if you breed)

or else of thee this I prognosticate

2. thy end is truth’s and beauty’s
doom and date.
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When I consider every thing that grows
Holds in perfection but a little moment,
That this huge stage presenteth nought but shows
Whereon the stars in secret influence comment;
When I perceive that men as plants increase,
Cheerèd and checked even by the selfsame sky,
Vaunt in their youthful sap, at height decrease,
And wear their brave state out of memory:
Then the conceit of this inconstant stay
Sets you most rich in youth before my sight,
Where wasteful Time debateth with Decay
To change your day of youth to sullied night,

And all in war with Time for love of you,
As he takes from you, I ingraft you new.
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This is the first of the Sonnets to employ Shakespeare’s grand macro-
cosmic scale, one that is more suited, in common opinion, to philo-

sophical poetry than to the love-sonnet. The stars (borrowed perhaps
from 14) preside in secret influence over a huge stage where everything
that lives has its brief day before being destroyed by Time. Even the be-
loved, alas, will have only that brief day. The subdivisions of the sonnet
are themselves wittily introduced. The octave’s two introductory verbs,
When I con-sider [� sidus, constellation] and When I per-ceive, together give
birth (by combination of their respective first and second syllables) to the
sestet’s hybrid con-ceit.

The poem is Shakespeare’s self-critique of 13. There, the young man
was told that he should uphold the beauty and lineage which he holds in
lease—with the emphasis on hold as the verb of sustaining and possessing
through time. Here, by contrast, the verb hold is despaired of from the be-
ginning: everything that grows holds in perfection but a little moment. The
reassuring feudal hold-paradigm of tenancy, possession, and prolongation
is replaced by a tragic hold-paradigm of rise and fall, proper to everything
sub sidera. For the first time in the sequence, the speaker here looks on life
from the vantage point of the stars above in his con-sideration; yet he sees
as well from a helpless human perspective below. Much of the pathos of
this and other sonnets derives from the capacity of the philosophical mind
to rise to impersonal grandeur or cold self-inspection while the sensual
mind remains below, in thrall to passion. The structure of the poem (a
structure used again in 25) narrows from the general to the particular. Just
as in 25 the speaker descends from the general category those who are in fa-
vour with their stars to the special category great princes’ favourites to the
particular instance the painful warrior famousèd for fight and thence to his
own case, so here in 15 he descends from every thing that grows to men and
plants and thence to the young man.

The thesis of 15, in its first voicing, is a broad one describing the rise
and momentary stasis that precede tragedy, and almost two lines are de-
voted to that flourishing time before the fall: Every thing that grows / Holds
in perfection but a little moment. However, in the thesis’ second voicing, the
line of rise is immediately accompanied by a fall; and the irony of fate’s
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double-natured agency is emphasized by the ominous alliteration of its
participial adjectives, cheerèd and checked:

I perceive that men as plants increase,
Cheerèd and checked even by the selfsame sky.

In the third voicing of the thesis, the rise is confined to a half-line, and the
decline and fall broaden to a line and a half. Men and plants

Vaunt in their youthful sap, at height decrease,
And wear their brave state out of memory.

The decline of the seasons, seen broadly in the octave, is narrowed in
the sestet to the short decline of a single day: the young man’s day of
youth will change (in one line) to sullied night. However, his fate is held
suspended while the speaker returns, sublimely, to his sidereal perspec-
tive, watching the great emblematic fates, Time and Decay, as they debate
the young man’s future end.

The resemblance in structure of 15 to 12 is very striking:

Sonnet 12 Sonnet 15

When I do count the clock that
tells the time . . .

When I consider everything that
grows

When lofty trees I see barren of
leaves

When I perceive that men as
plants increase

Then of thy beauty do I question
make

Then the conceit of this
inconstant stay

That thou among the wastes of
Time must go.

Sets you . . . before my sight,
where wasteful Time

And nothing ’gainst Time’s scythe
can make defense

And all in war with Time

Save breed . . . when he takes thee
hence.

As he takes from you, I ingraft
you new.

We are aided in what it means to “read” a Shakespeare sonnet by the exis-
tence of such close pairs as this one and, e.g. 116-117; similarities in struc-
ture, language, and thought virtually force us to notice changes in senti-
ment or manner. What was visually and tenderly suggested in 12 in the
emblematic intermixture of violets and curls, sheaves and beard, is in 15
curtly and propositionally asserted: men and plants share the same fate. In
a sidereal view there is no pathos available for the individual violet. But
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the perfect indifference of the sidereal perspective cannot be maintained
once the young man comes into focus. If one were to sketch the world of
15, it would narrow down rapidly from the whole universe to the young
man.

There is a precious moment in which the young man, at his height of
promise, is held in view for a moment; the paradoxical immobilization of
temporariness, the conceit of this inconstant stay, says his lover, Sets you

most rich in YOUTH before my sight. As tru-th is true-ness and streng-th is
strong-ness, so you-th is you-ness, in this adoring pun. The young man
(you) and conceptual Youth become indistinguishable; but because this
Platonic but unsidereal physical vision in close focus has been summoned
by the CONceit of this inCONstant stay, with its etymological pun on a
stay (or immobility) which is incon-stant [� stare, to stand or stay], the
speaker immediately conjures up its un-Platonic conceptual opposites,
and sees Time and Decay conspiring to destroy Youth. With this move, he
regains his sidereal perspective.

In his first position, the speaker had gazed down on earth from the
vantage point of the stars; in his second position, he is near enough to the
young man to have him (you/youth) in close-focus before his sight; in his
third position, he is able to watch horizontally, from a celestial position,
the cosmic argument between the fates Time and Decay. The last posi-
tion of the speaker is a vertically Janus-faced one, as he turns sidereally to-
ward Time to engage him in single combat, and turns earthward to the
young man to ingraft him new. (The meaning of ingraft, in the context of
plants, seems to mean “to add substance through the gardener’s efforts.”
It has been argued that nothing has yet been said in the sequence about
the eternizing power of verse, and that we should read ingraft as “urge
you to marry.” But the proximate reference in 16 to my barren rhyme
would encourage a retrospective reading of ingraft in 15 as “immortal-
ize.”)

The sudden leap from the close-focus you rich in youth to the macro-
cosmic wide-focus of Time debating with Decay depends on the words
my sight, / Where, in which my sight works first to mean “my gaze,” and
second to mean “my thought.” Thus do the verb of thought (consider)
and the verb of sight (perceive) come together to generate the single conceit
(physical and mental at once) of the beautiful beloved, subject to the
power of Time and Decay. The concluding use of verbs of active
present-tense subtraction and addition (as he takes from you, I ingraft you
new) comes as a memorable grammatical stroke, since all previous verbs
had been phrased in the habitual, not the active, present tense. (Of course,
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to be precise, it should be said that the whole sonnet is written in the pres-
ent tense of habit: “Whenever I consider this, then this conceit sets you be-
fore my sight, and I take the following action.” However, the internal
closing contrast between a forcible individual action taken—in war, I in-
graft—and the earlier habitual meditative verbs remains a marked one.)

In offering two models of human sight—the reach of thought and the
eye’s gaze—Shakespeare reminds us of the inevitable determining of our
human perceptions by the focus we adopt. In far-focus, men are simply
anonymous thing[s] that grow and their individual fates are only one of the
shows on a huge stage; in close-focus, a single life becomes a precious unit
of value, worth preserving by constant “ingrafting” effort. At the end of
the poem, the speaker sees with binocular vision: he can view the grand
celestial colloquy of Time and Decay as well as the endangered single
young man whom he engrafts anew. A structure which went from a side-
real view to close-focus and ended there would imply that the far-focus was
“inhumane” or “careless of human worth,” and that only a “humanist”
view was worthy of man. A structure which, after descending to the young
man, went back up to a “cold,” sidereal view would imply that human pa-
thos, while appealing, should be rejected for a sterner sense of universal
insignificance. Shakespeare’s genius is to participate fully, at the end, in
both the pathetic view and the sidereal view, and to find a way of fighting
to preserve private pathos while maintaining his open-lidded gaze at Fate.
The last five lines, sung under the sign of the sullying scythe, remain a
hymn to the human love-syllable, you: the conceit of impermanence

Sets YOU most rich in YOUTH before my sight,
Where wasteful Time debateth with Decay
To change YOUr day of YOUth to sullied night;
And all in war with Time for love of YOU,
As he takes from YOU, I ingraft YOU new.

The couplet rhyme, mimetically and phonetically additive to resemble
“ingrafting,” is “YOU” / “YOU new.”

A few technical matters. The destructive word n-i-g-[h]-t is probably
meant to be “vanquished” by the positive word i-n-g-[raf ]-t; such letter-
by-letter “cancelings” are not rare in the Sonnets. Nor are comparable
“matchings”; I have no doubt that night (which could be characterized by
many possible adjectives of darkness) is sullied because the young are
youthfull and time is wastfull (in the Quarto spelling, where the old-style s
of sull- even resembles the f of -full). The sonnet is bound together by one
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of those alliterative, assonantal, and anagrammatic semantic strings in
which Shakespeare delights: On the stage influenced by stars is our mor-
tal state making inconstant stay; waste debates decay to create change of a
day.

key word: you (It could be argued that this word is not present
in Q1, but I suggest it is phonetically hiding in
“huge,” chosen precisely for its anticipation of you.)

Couplet Tie: Time (11, 13). The Quarto capitalization is
inconsistent, but since in these two lines Time is
humanized (he debates with Decay, he can be warred
against), the emblematic figure seems to be intended,
and so I give the word an initial capital letter.

you [youth] [youthful] [huge] [Foregrounded by couplet
rhyme and by collocation of you/youth] (3, 7, 10, 10, 12,
13, 14, 14)
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But wherefore do not you a mightier way
Make war upon this bloody tyrant Time?
And fortify yourself in your decay
With means more blessèd than my barren rhyme?
Now stand you on the top of happy hours,
And many maiden gardens, yet unset,
With virtuous wish would bear your living flowers,
Much liker than your painted counterfeit:
So should the lines of life that life repair
Which this time’s pencil or my pupil pen
Neither in inward worth nor outward fair
Can make you live yourself in eyes of men:

To give away yourself keeps yourself still,
And you must live drawn by your own sweet skill.
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The speaker here first explicitly identifies himself as a poet, as he
speaks of his barren rhyme. The sonnet contrasts, thematically, the

superior power of the young man’s potential self-representation by bio-
logical generation to the inferior representational power of the graphic-
artist’s pencil or the writer’s pen. In addition, in a subcontrast, representa-
tion by drawing here enters the Sonnets to rival (in truth of depiction) rep-
resentation by rhyme.

The generating image of the poem seems to be the constrast between
barren rhyme and fertile bride. The virginal bride as hortus conclusus, a
maiden garden, generates the image of her children as living flowers re-
sembling the young man. It is only a step from the disparaging contrast of
barren rhyme with living flowers to the equally disparaging contrast of
an imperfect painted resemblance with perfect living flowers. Thence we
are led to the rivalry between the pain[ting] pencil of the artist and the
(less powerful?) apprentice pen of the unhappy poet, whose barrenness
connects the third quatrain, contrastively, to the putative fertility of the
bride-garden. Living flowers are contrasted with the failure of poet and
painter alike to make the young man live as he is today in the eyes of men.
The biological lines of life (perhaps with a pun on loins, probably pro-
nounced as “lines”) in sexual conjunction will repair the young man’s
mortal life. The lines of the poet and the artist are, by comparison, fail-
ures.

The argument of the sonnet seems at first, and perhaps even at last,
oddly conducted. The maiden gardens and lines of life appear insufficient
as executors of the forcible martial pressure of the urgent opening cou-
plet:

But wherefore do not you a mightier way
Make war upon this bloody tyrant Time?

In dramatic plot, this is the last sonnet to argue solely for childbearing
alone (17 will reserve that sentiment for its close, and will couple it with
an afterlife in rhyme as well). The speaker may feel his biological argu-
ments exhausted, or, as seems more plausible, a personal attachment to
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the young man may draw him away from these Erasmian adjurations to
marry.

The use of the word drawn in the speaker’s final injunction (you must
live drawn by your own sweet skill) has been reproved for vagueness. Al-
though the general meaning (“you must do your own self-perpetuating”)
is clear enough, the sweet skill referred to remains unspecified. The sense
in which biological reproduction can be termed drawing is not entirely
apparent, though comparisons of pen and pencil with “penis” are not lack-
ing (see Booth), and the pun may be intended. Shakespeare is certainly at-
tracted to words because of their capacity to participate in a verbal
scheme of some sort. I believe a scheme other than the visual and verbal
pun on the penis’ putative actual or orthographic resemblance to a pen or
pencil is in play here. The speaker’s criticism of rhymer and painter alike
says that they cannot immortalize the young man, “Neither in inward

worth nor outward fair.” I think it no accident (given Shakespeare’s eye
for letters) that ward, read backwards, yields draw, and drawn, back-
wards, yields most of inward. What artists and poets fail at, outward and
inward, the young man successfully can reverse. This is not an especially
interesting point, but it at least accounts for the presence of the odd word
drawn for that procreative activity which will reproduce the young man’s
outward beauty and inward worth. Also, inward and outward both contain
war (the initial proposed “mightier way” of action), while drawn, writes
war in reverse, undoing Time’s effect.

The mighty war against the bloody tirant Time (a graphically redupli-
cative phrase of Time’s power in the Quarto spelling) seems to have faded
from view by the time we come to the sweet paradoxes of the couplet, un-
less we remark the anagrammatic strategy (war, ward, drawn) which puts
the martial in a meaningful relation to the artistic and the biological.
We see here too, for the first time, the “phonetic anagram” time/might,
tFÀm/mFÀt, used in future sonnets.

Couplet Tie: live [living, life] (7, 9, 9, 12, 14)

your self (3, 12, 13, 13) Quarto spelling; usually conjoined
into yourself in modern spelling.

And (if allowed anagrammatically) war (draw[n], inward,
outward) (2, 11, 11, 14), and perhaps even flowers (7).
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Who will believe my verse in time to come
If it were filled with your most high deserts?
Though yet heaven knows it is but as a tomb
Which hides your life, and shows not half your parts.
If I could write the beauty of your eyes,
And in fresh numbers number all your graces,
The age to come would say, “This poet lies;
Such heavenly touches ne’er touched earthly faces.”
So should my papers (yellowed with their age)
Be scorned, like old men of less truth than tongue,
And your true rights be termed a poet’s rage
And stretchèd meter of an ántique song:

But were some child of yours alive that time,
You should live twice, in it and in my rhyme.
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SHAKESPEARE now reveals, for the first time in the sequence,
how to make the future “come alive” in a poem. He manages a grad-

ual bringing-into-focus of the envisaged future until, in line 9, it bright-
ens into sensuous being as we see my papers (yellowed with their age). This
visual penetration of the future by the rueful eye of the speaker is far more
imaginative than any penetration by thought. And yet one feels, reading
the poem, that one has already reached the climax of future verisimilitude
in lines 7–8, with the direct quotation from the age to come. (The experi-
ence of a second, unforeseen, climax in yellowed is one of the absolute sat-
isfactions of reading as of music.) The perceived shape has been com-
pleted by line 8; and then to perfection is added, in line 9, another
completion. It is perhaps the only time when one is justified in saying that
something is more perfect, because the first climax does not lose the per-
fection of its own moment by being incorporated into the motion of a
second moment—far from it. Here, the first climax (the age to come) tallies
with the end of the octave, and so is visibly an endpoint; the third quatrain
represents both an addition and a subsidence.

The poem is constructed as a series of steps ascending to the future,
and then descending from it. The poet first poses a question:

1. Who will believe my verse in time to come?
He then represents the sort of escalating praise he wants to put in his
verse; he hopes to

fill [it] with your . . . deserts
write the beauty of your eyes
in fresh numbers number all your graces.

2. The age to come is heard responding to the poems he will have writ-
ten if he succeeds in numbering all your graces. They will say,

“This poet lies [present tense];
Such heavenly touches ne’er touched [past tense] earthly faces.”

(The present tense establishes the perpetuation of the living poetic voice
in verse; the past tense establishes the irrevocable pastness of the beloved’s
youth.)
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3. The voice from the future falls silent; but the eye of the future
reader magically invades the eye of the speaker, who sees his own present
sheaf of sonnets instantly yellowed into ancientness; and by inference,
himself aged into one of those old men of less truth than tongue (a way of de-
nying his own probable death by the time his papers would be yellowed
with their age). The mention of the age to come entails three verbal conse-
quences: the age of the paper, the old manhood of the poet, and the an-
tiqu[ity] of the poet’s song. The enthralling reduplicative mimesis aimed
at by poetry would succeed if readers believed that numbers could magi-
cally and mimetically number graces; and that such heavenly touches had
touched earthly faces. But when the coming age fails to believe the truth of
the beloved’s true rights, mimesis has failed: the verse has become a tomb
that, instead of revealing “high deserts,” hides noble parts. From the direct
quotation of future readers, and the visionary and vivid perception of yel-
lowing pages, we descend to indirect quotation (be scorned, be termed) as
the future becomes less vivid, declining to the colorless phrase, that time.

The poem is full of echoes, which enact mimesis empowered and
then mimesis undone (even stretchèd is the echo-antithesis of touched). It is
probably not accidental that the denigrating “stretchèd” miter (of the
Quarto spelling) is triumphantly revealed, in the end-word anagram of
the couplet, to contain both time and rime, and perhaps, graphically, mFÀt.

Couplet Tie: time (1, 13)
life [alive, live] (4, 13, 14)
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Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day?
Thou art more lovely and more temperate:
Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May,
And summer’s lease hath all too short a date;
Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines,
And often is his gold complexion dimmed;
And every fair from fair sometime declines,
By chance or nature’s changing course untrimmed:
But thy eternal summer shall not fade,
Nor lose possession of that fair thou ow’st,
Nor shall Death brag thou wand’rest in his shade,
When in eternal lines to time thou grow’st.

So long as men can breathe or eyes can see,
So long lives this, and this gives life to thee.
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To come , as a commentator, on this—the most familiar of the po-
ems and the most indisputably Shakespearean, Elizabethan, and

sonnetlike—is both a balm and a test: what remains to be said? In its prof-
fering of love and fame, it stands with sonnet 12, free of that fear of the
beloved’s corruption which enters the sequence at least as early as 24
(Mine eye hath played the painter). There are many things to praise here,
but I will use this poem as an instance of one of Shakespeare’s greatest
compositional powers—his capacity to confer greater and greater mental
scope on any whim of the imagination, enacting that widening gradually,
so that the experience of reading a poem becomes the experience of push-
ing back the horizons of thought.

Many of Shakespeare’s sonnets are constructed, like this one, on a very
common cultural contrast (here, the temporality of physical existence and
the eternity of verse). But where another poet might begin by showing his
hand in a topic sentence, saying, “Things mortal pass away, but rhymes
remain,” such is not Shakespeare’s way. He begins with a trifle—a youth
and a day and an apparent whim of the inventive mind:

Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day?

It is gentle, light, innocuous, dulcet; and its expansion seems at first dul-
cet, too: lovely, temperate—these are self-reflexive adjectives for a wooing
song. Even the rough winds leave the darling buds on the branches, merely
shake[n], a danger evaded; and it is only with the short date on summer’s
lease (Thy end is truth’s and beauty’s doom and date; sonnet 14) that a somber
quality enters, and we realize that from the lovely day we have come far,
to the end of a season. A quick graph of lines 1–12 will show their inexora-
ble widening of scope and deepening of gravity:

thee and a day (1–2)
a month (May) (3)
end of a season (summer) (4)
the eye of heaven (sun, ordainer of seasons) (5)
the weather itself (hot or dimmed) (6)
the decline of every beauty (7)
the operations of chance (8)
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the changing course of nature (8)
an eternal summer (9)
an unfading fair[ness] (9–10)
the foiling of Death (11)
eternal art (12)

It is a long way from an apparently fanciful natural simile to eternal art,
and yet Shakespeare traverses it in twelve lines. Only in the couplet
does he concede that art has human perpetuity rather than transcendent
eternity.

One can imagine hundreds of ways of proceeding for a poem begin-
ning Shall I compare thee to X? One evident structure could be to continue
by saying Or rather should I compare thee to Y? or Z? with a list of pretty
things, a way of proceeding that Shakespeare will satirize in 21 (So is it not
with me) and 130 (My mistress’ eyes are nothing like the sun). It is only when
we see that such a list is not forthcoming in 18 that we realize that such a
listing has already taken place. Shall I compare thee to a rose? Too thorny.
To a dawn? Too brief. To a spring day? Too uncertain. What is the most
beautiful thing, the summum bonum, in an (English) world? A summer’s
day. And then we see that by taking the pinnacle of perfection as his stan-
dard of comparison, the poet/lover, convinced that nothing can outstrip
or even equal his beloved, must begin to denigrate his perfect metaphor:
ah, but a summer’s day could have a wind, could be hot, could be cloudy.
Its very inhabitants, the rosebuds and the sun, which reminded him of the
beloved in the first place, can be endangered or can play him false; and,
once started, the process of impugning the perfect cannot be arrested un-
til it runs the whole gamut of decline. As one uncertainty tumbles into an-
other, and as uncertainty wrecks itself in misfortune, we see Shakespeare’s
tendency to concatenation (cf. 129) in full spate, mimicked phonemically
by chance or nature’s changing course. Other concatenations: shake, short,
shines, complexion, shade; day, darling, dimmed, declines, Death; lovely, lease,
lose, lines, long, lives, life.

Although the ostensible (and perhaps actual) structure of the sonnet is
one of contrast (the mutable versus the eternal; chance or nature’s changing
course versus eternal summer in eternal lines), the principle of expansive
claim is as strong, structurally, as the principle of contrast. Such, at least,
is the original triumphant tonality of the sestet: But thy eternal summer
shall not fade . . . Nor shall Death brag. But there is an urbanity, and tem-
pered measure, about the subsequent couplet that makes the end of the
poem not so far from the beginning as it would have been had it ended on
such a note of apparently pure triumph. Even in Q3, the triumph is tem-
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pered: the eternity of the beloved is paradoxically expressed in intrinsi-
cally limited seasonal terms, as an everlasting brevity (eternal summer) and
the eternal lines grow to time (i.e., within duration). The couplet carries
the tempering of triumph yet further: the lines last only so long as there
exist, among the men who can breathe, eyes that can see this poem. Only
so long will the putatively eternal lines live in time. The urbanity of the
iambic tune of the couplet

So long as men can breathe or eyes can see,
So long lives this, and this gives life to thee

is itself temperate, moderated by the evenness of the clock that tells the
time, not driven by the wind of prophecy. Even the prophetic tense—shall
not fade, shall not brag—gives way to a a possibility (can) deceptively ex-
pressed in two rhyming present-tense verbs, lives and gives: this lives, this
gives life. The temperate has proved the temporal, in Shakespeare’s (cor-
rect) etymology, and to be more temperate than natural loveliness one must
escape natural chance and the cycle of natural change altogether. It is to
Shakespeare’s eternal credit that he invented the eternal season growing
to time in eternal lines potentiated only by a (finally finite) succession of
human readers, thereby entwining, in perpetual paradox, the brevity of
love, temporal truth, and the fragile strength of art before its extinction.
It is probably needless to praise him again for what has so often been
praised, the noticing of the particular (the wind-shaken buds) in such gen-
eral yet observant terms that they spring to every reader’s mind every May
in the temperate zones. And it is probably just as unnecessary to remark
his ability to step through time:

Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines,
And often is his gold complexion dimmed,
And every fair from fair sometime declines,
By chance or nature’s changing course untrimmed.

From one sun to every fair, from sometimes to often, from dimmed to un-
trimmed—by one great agency or another, things are undone: it is the
pace of Necessity itself.

It should be noticed that in the Quarto spelling, lines and liues differ
only by the turning upside-down of one letter, making a quasi-punning
Couplet Tie.

Couplet Tie: eye [-s] (5, 13) and, phonemically, I (1)
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Devouring Time, blunt thou the lion’s paws,
And make the earth devour her own sweet brood,
Pluck the keen teeth from the fierce tiger’s jaws,
And burn the long-lived phoenix in her blood,
Make glad and sorry seasons as thou fleet’st,
And do whate’er thou wilt, swift-footed Time,
To the wide world and all her fading sweets:
But I forbid thee one most heinous crime,
O carve not with thy hours my love’s fair brow,
Nor draw no lines there with thine ántique pen;
Him in thy course untainted do allow
For beauty’s pattern to succeeding men.

Yet do thy worst, old Time: despite thy wrong,
My love shall in my verse ever live young.
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The disproportionate imaginative efforts in the octave and sestet of
this sonnet have been remarked (Kerrigan). It is hard, perhaps, to

accept the appearance of wrinkles in a young man’s brow as the superla-
tively most heinous crime on the part of Time, occupying the climactic po-
sition after a list of Time’s potential actions which includes apparently
more serious crimes. The murderous vitality of the opening quatrain is-
sues, one might say, from the Shakespeare of the tragedies, while the rest
of the poem lies more equably—with its mentions of swift-footed Time and
the world’s fading sweets—in the elegiac mode.

It eventually becomes clear that the logical structure of the sonnet
runs as follows, as the speaker addresses Time:

Do not carve my love’s brow. That is the most heinous crime I can
imagine you committing.

What would be the hierarchical order of Time’s crimes?

(But these acts are tame, and fall within the laws of nature. We
know these crimes. What even worse transgressions can we imag-
ine Time undertaking?) Well, Time could act contra Naturam: it
could undo nature’s laws:

(But though these are acts directed against the “noblest” species
[lion, tiger, phoenix, earth’s sweet children], there is a yet nobler
creature, the young man, who is a member of no species but rather
the Platonic pattern for a species—mankind.)
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Ordinary
crimes of
Time’s

nessswift

1. to make sorry seasons (we always want only
glad ones)

2. to make the world’s sweets fade
3. to erode the world itself

1.

Crimes
contra
Naturam

1. blunt the lion’s paws
2. make the earth devour her own brood
3. defang the tiger
4. kill the phoenix



In a sense, the speaker has already, in thought, enumerated the ordinary
crimes of Time’s swift[ness] voiced in Q2 before he bursts out with Q1,
which represents the second, worse level of crime, crime contra Naturam.
“All right—do (besides your ordinary crimes) even crimes contra Natu-
ram,” says the speaker, “and of course I know you’ll go on doing your or-
dinary things anyway.” Thus, he tucks Q2 in after the dramatic Q1. The
concessions of the octave—yes, do this or that—prepare for the apparent
prohibition of Q3 (I forbid thee) which almost immediately cringes into a
prayer. Yet even the worst level of crime is reluctantly conceded in the
couplet; the young man will be destroyed as an organic form, and the lo-
cus of pattern must shift from body to verse.

Whether or not the poem is fundamentally incoherent, it is interest-
ing in the chaos of its multiple senses of Time’s powers. To begin with the
proverbial and Ovidian topos of devouring Time is conventional enough,
but Time is soon seen doing very odd things. The might of Time is em-
phasized, but not in the usual way; in other sonnets, Time does what is
natural to it (it overthrows monuments, etc.), but here it does, in the first
quatrain, exclusively unnatural things, de-lionizing the lion, de-tigerizing
the tiger, de-maternalizing Mother Earth, and de-immortalizing the
phoenix. These are not devourings—nor are they things that, in the nor-
mal course of time, Time does; and contra Naturam is one of the most
powerful accusations available to Shakespeare’s Renaissance speaker.

We must deduce that even Time is not allowed these acts in the ordi-
nary governed course of Nature; a tiger with blunted paws, a devouring
Gaia, a toothless tiger, and a mortal phoenix would each be a lusus Natu-
rae. Such acts on Time’s part would be genuine crimes against Nature, as
making lions grow old, e.g., would not be. We are to deduce that the
young man, as beauty’s pattern, would in the course of things be naturally
exempt, as a Platonic form (a being nobler even than the phoenix), from
Time’s destruction. Consequently, the most heinous crime is not per se the
wrinkling of a young man’s brow, but the destruction of one of the forms
that Nature needs as patterns to create more creatures from: She carved
thee for her seal, and meant thereby / Thou shouldst print more, said the ver-
sion putting the responsibility of self-reproduction on the young man
(sonnet 11), but here the responsibility for the perpetuation of pattern is
shifted to Nature and Time.
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Crime against
form by
Devouring Time

So the highest crime is pattern-destruction.



The second quatrain attempts to do Shakespearean justice to Time,
by admitting that in its swift[ness] (the quality dominating Q2) it makes
glad as well as sorry seasons. But this brief impulse of justice toward the ad-
versary does not extend to indulging the crime of form-destruction. It is
because the contemplated crime against the young man is the destruction
of form that Time is suddenly transformed into an artist—a sculptor and
then a painter, defacing Nature’s masterpiece with his antique pen. Un-
tainted—resembling antique in some phonetic respects—also suggests, in
the context pen and pattern, the word unpainted, and will in fact seem to
“generate” painted in sonnet 20. We now see that the Ovidian epithet de-
vouring applies properly only to the envisaged disappearance of the be-
loved.

The couplet (with its implied contrast between corporeal life and life
in verse) suggests that physical pattern-destruction is indeed, and always
has been, within old Time’s power. The pattern of beauty may indeed be
destroyed in embodied Nature by an unnatural crime committed by a
false artist, Time; yet language can preserve the pattern that flesh has for-
gotten. (It is not necessary to imagine, as Kerrigan does, that time’s worst
is the actual death of the young man; his death would be anticlimactic,
since it is his beauty, as pattern, which is the precious form of which the
destruction would be time’s worst act.)

The almost blustering bravado of uttering, in the face of Time, both
positive concessions (blunt, make, pluck, burn, etc.) and negative com-
mands (I forbid thee . . . carve not . . . draw no lines) must, of course, subside.
Yet do thy worst (“even if you do the worst you can”) allows the transition
from the realm of flesh to the realm of art, as defeat conceded in one
sphere (the commanding of Time) is avoided by triumph in another (liv-
ing verse).

The notion that Nature makes a mental pattern and then replicates it
in the flesh is fancifully mythologized in the following sonnet, 20. In 19
it is taken for granted rather than made explicit, and the imaginative ef-
fort expended on pattern-creation in 20 is here spent on the great hard
words, with their frequent trochaic or spondaic emphasis: blunt, paws,
brood, pluck, keen, teeth, tiger’s jaws, burn, blood. Devouring Time . . . the
earth devour . . . with thy hours tolls the progression that turns devouring
Time to swift-footed Time and then to old Time; by the end all values have
been jettisoned except beauty’s pattern, young in verse.

Couplet Tie: Time (1, 6, 13)
love [-’s] (9, 14)
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A woman’s face with Nature’s own hand painted
Hast thou, the master-mistress of my passion;
A woman’s gentle heart, but not acquainted
With shifting change, as is false women’s fashion;
An eye more bright than theirs, less false in rolling,
Gilding the object whereupon it gazeth;
A man in hue, all hues in his controlling,
Which steals men’s eyes and women’s souls amazeth.
And for a woman wert thou first created,
Till Nature as she wrought thee fell a-doting,
And by addition me of thee defeated,
By adding one thing to my purpose nothing.

But since she pricked thee out for women’s pleasure,
Mine be thy love, and thy love’s use their treasure.
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This little myth of origin arises, probably, from the idea (in sonnets
11 and 19) that Nature, as sculptor or artist, conceives a mental pat-

tern from which she then prints or models her creatures. The charming
notion that between the moment of pattern-conceiving and the moment
of its fleshed accomplishment Nature could change her mind is the idea
generating the sestet of the sonnet, which is offered as an explanatory
myth to account for the young man’s startling simultaneous possession of
a man’s penis and a woman’s face. To the speaker, it is inconceivable that
anyone could fail to fall in love with that face, even if the beholder were of
the same sex as the face. “If I, a man, could fall in love with that face, even
though it belongs to one of my own sex, so could Nature (a woman) also
fall in love with it, even though in the original pattern it were a woman’s
face.” By this back-formation of myth, Nature, astonished by her own
success in pattern-making, conceives a same-sex attachment, so to speak;
but she (ah, fortunate Goddess) has the power to make the body attached
to the face she falls in love with of the right sex for heterosexual inter-
course. “I have fallen a-doting,” says Nature, “and must have this creature
for my pleasure”; and so she adds, in finishing the embodiment of her best
pattern in flesh, a prick for her own use. The speaker who has fallen a-
doting on a face of his own sex has, alas, no such divine transformative
powers.

The poem is a jeu d’esprit, as all such myths of origin are (how the rose
became red, etc.), and its lack of inhibition is partly due to its (eventual)
lightness of expression in the sestet. However, before its resolution in fan-
cifulness, the poem vents a good deal of aggression.

The untainted pattern of sonnet 19 may have provoked the pure (with
Nature’s own hand painted) pattern of the master/mistress. But the octave
of this poem is first a denigration of ordinary women, saying that they are,
for the most part, false. The true pattern of woman can be discerned in
the woman’s face and woman’s gentle heart present in the master/mis-
tress. A hierarchy of aesthetic and moral value is established by the com-
paratives—more bright (outward), less false (inward).

There are some difficulties of language, notably the climactic empha-
sis on hues (line 7) and the odd -eth endings on verbs (gaze, amaze) that
could apparently have ended as well in -es. Bizarre as it may appear, the
poem seems to have been created in such a way as to have the individual
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letters of the word h-e-w-s (the Quarto spelling) or h-u-e-s in as many
lines as possible (I have not checked all the Sonnets, but the random
checking of a few has not turned up another sonnet of which a compara-
ble assertion could be made). The list of available letters (not words) in
each of the fourteen lines (Quarto spelling) is as follows: hews, hues,
hews, hews, hews, hew[z], hews, hews, hews, hews, he[ ], hues, hews, hues
(with a phonetic pun on use). The h needed for hews is contributed in line
8 by amazeth, thereby perhaps explaining the -eth endings. Hew is climac-
tic in line 7 because it is the word by which the master/mistress controls
almost all the other lines. The high proportion (2.7 percent) of w’s in the
total of letters in this sonnet is also explicable by the necessity of making
hew as often as possible. Though neither hew nor hue can be found com-
plete in line 11, which contains only an h and an e, there are of course two
hew’s in line 7, preserving the proportion of one hew per line, all in his con-
trolling. If this anagrammatic play is in fact intended, the sonnet becomes
even more fantastic than its theme suggests.

The speaker’s sterile play of the master/mistress against the putative
falsity of women can be explained by his anger at women for not being the
young man, at the young man for not being a (sexually available) woman.
Frustration summons the fantasy of not having to be frustrated, of wield-
ing a power as strong as Nature’s—and so the little myth of original tam-
pering by Nature is fantasized into being. Though Galen thought all em-
bryos were originally female (see Evans), it is Shakespeare who creates
the causal myth that the change to maleness in this case arises from Na-
ture’s falling in love with the projected female, and therefore rendering her
male. Under all the play, one is only sure that the speaker, too, has fallen
a-doting; and the rather bitter wit—on acquainted [cunt], “one
thing” / “no-thing,” and prick (Nature’s joke on the speaker)—is the last
flicker of the helplessness of one who cannot play fast and loose, as he
would like to, with a physical body. The couplet’s defiant final scission of
love from intercourse will determine a good deal in the later Young Man
sonnets. Once one has separated love from the act of sex, love can—in-
deed must—eventually stand alone, hugely politic, inhabiting the realm
of the Forms. It certainly no longer inhabits the realm of the flesh,
though it pervades the emotional and erotic imaginative life entirely.

The feminine rhymes throughout the sonnet—a unique case—have
often been remarked. The Quarto spellings rowling and controwling help
contribute the necessary w’s for hews.

key word: woman [women]

Couplet Tie: woman [-’s] [women’s] (1, 3, 4, 8, 9, 13)
hues (use) (7, 7, 14)
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So is it not with me as with that Muse
Stirred by a painted beauty to his verse,
Who heaven itself for ornament doth use,
And every fair with his fair doth rehearse,
Making a couplement of proud compare
With sun and moon, with earth and sea’s rich gems,
With April’s first-born flowers, and all things rare
That heaven’s air in this huge rondure hems.
O let me true in love but truly write,
And then believe me, my love is as fair
As any mother’s child, though not so bright
As those gold candles fixed in heaven’s air:

Let them say more that like of hearsay well,
I will not praise that purpose not to sell.
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There are several firsts here: sonnet 21 is the first of the Muse po-
ems (see also 38, 78, 79, 82, 85, 100, 101, 103); the first sonnet offering

comparison with rival poets (see also 78–86, except for 81); the first to
make the conventional paradoxical announcement that truth in loving
leads to a poetics of truth in representation, countering epideictic hyper-
bole; the first to condemn the hearsay of “heavenly” praises, proposing by
contrast to restrict itself to earthly seeing. Since the word heaven is re-
peated in each quatrain (lines 3, 8, 12), I believe one expects heaven again
in line 13; Let them say more that like of hea-, but the expectation is wittily
tamed into hearsay, which is Shakespeare’s final judgment of the tendency
of artificial poets to rehearse (line 4) (or to re-hearsay, so to speak) things
heard. It is impossible for me not to find heare-say (the Quarto) a deriva-
tion from reherse (also Quarto spelling), thereby accounting for the rather
odd presence of heare-say in line 12. The artificial rival poets have been
condemned for extravagant hyperbole in the octave, yet not until line 13
do we learn that they have not invented their hyperboles, but have imi-
tated them by saying their piece from hearsay (the hyphenated Quarto
word heare-say emphasizes a listening to the sayings of others). The sestet
advocating truth enacts—by repeating in its rhyme-words (fair and air)
rhyme-sounds and rhyme-words from the “artificial” octave ( fair, fair,
compare, rare, air)—what it is to correct falsehood by true writing. (It
was forbidden, in Italian poetics, to repeat in the sestet a rhyme-sound
or rhyme-word from the octave; Shakespeare’s transgression here fore-
grounds his intent to “correct” his hyperbolic octave-rival.) The rival po-
et’s proud but inane compare, rehearsing his fair with every other fair and
with all things rare under heaven’s air, is replaced by the speaker’s calling
his love (a) as fair as any mother’s child (a positive simile), but (b) not so
bright as stars in heaven’s air (a negative simile), thus drawing a distinc-
tion between horizontal (human) and vertical (transcendent or “heav-
enly”) “compare.” A beloved can properly be called as fair as any one else’s
beloved (a personal human value), but not so fair as April’s flowers, or a
pearl, or stars. The latter practice compares things incomparable, setting
objectively rare or beautiful objects against the personal value set on a be-
loved person. Shakespeare is here affecting a pedantry in metaphor that
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he does not actually practice, but the poetics-by-contrast that structures
the sonnet (So is it not with me; O let me . . . but truly write) permits him an
excess of litotes to counter the rival poet’s excess of hyperbole.

The last accusation against false poets (after the accusations that they
compare incomparable things, debase heaven to their own uses, and pla-
giarize from hearsay) is that their tone is that of a pander, who exaggerates
praise in order to sell. If one doesn’t have selling in mind, there’s no need
for such hyperbole, says the true poet-lover.

The poetasters have no real sense of heaven—for them it is a conven-
ient poetic ornament. The speaker is shocked by this appropriation: to use
heaven itself for ornament is sacrilege. He himself has two (proper) senses
of heaven; one is a cosmic sense that it is the enclosure or hem that sur-
rounds everything in the huge rondure of the earth (the huge stage of son-
net 15). The other is a visual sense, that heaven is the place where those
gold candles, the fixed stars, shine.

Sonnet 21 is the first sonnet not to suggest by its surroundings the sex
of the beloved. In the next fifty sonnets, only 26 (Lord of my love), 33 (Full
many a glorious morning), 39 (O how thy worth), 41 (Those pretty wrongs), 42
(That thou hast her) 54 (O how much more), 63 (Against my love), 67 (Ah
wherefore) and 68 (Thus is his cheek) have unequivocally male pronouns.
However, since no poem has been inserted in the sequence to make a
reader think that any of these love poems is directed to a woman, and
since the male pronouns regularly recur to keep us in a male frame of ref-
erence, and since the tonality and imagery of so many of the sonnets of
second-person address match the tonality and imagery of the sonnets us-
ing male pronouns, those critics who wish to reserve male reference only
to sonnets with visibly male pronouns should bear the burden of any
proof that the neutrally pronominal “you” sonnets in 1–126 should not be
viewed as addressed to a young man. There are too many verbal and
imagistic links in the subsequence of 1–126 for the arrangement to be con-
sidered entirely arbitrary or random.

Couplet Tie: This is one of the few sonnets which exhibit no verbal
tie between the body of the sonnet and its couplet. If
one allows the punning anagrammatic relation (in the
Quarto spelling) between reherse (4) and heare-say (13),
then that serves (as I think it does) as the Couplet Tie.
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My glass shall not persuade me I am old,
So long as youth and thou are of one date,
But when in thee time’s furrows I behold,
Then look I death my days should expiate:
For all that beauty that doth cover thee
Is but the seemly raiment of my heart,
Which in thy breast doth live, as thine in me:
How can I then be elder than thou art?
O therefore, love, be of thyself so wary
As I not for myself but for thee will,
Bearing thy heart, which I will keep so chary
As tender nurse her babe from faring ill:

Presume not on thy heart when mine is slain;
Thou gav’st me thine not to give back again.
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The invention in this sonnet is engaged in going backward. Events
in time are told in reverse order. In chronological order, they would

(properly) go as follows:

1. I gave you my heart [presupposed].
2. You gave me yours, not to be given back again [line 14].
3. I bear your heart tenderly, as nurse to babe, to prevent ill [lines

11–12].
4. Do the same for yourself, bear yourself carefully lest you come to

age and harm [lines 9–10].
5. For as long as you preserve your youth and health, my heart in your

breast is likewise clothed by that seemly raiment, your body, and is
therefore young [lines 5–8].

6. But if you grow old and furrowed by time, I too will think myself
old and expect to die [lines 1–4].

What, then, is the formal meaning of this process, which is a whimsical
lyric version of Hamlet’s mocking words, “You yourself, sir, should be
as old as I am if, like a crab, you could go backward”? Backward pro-
gresses are usually self-explanatory (cf. sonnet 20, and its backward prog-
ress eventually explaining the presence of male genitals on a body with a
woman’s face and heart). The whole of 22 springs from the fear that the
young man is about to slay the speaker’s heart (a fear not enunciated, of
course, until the couplet), and on the conceit that if the young man slays
the speaker’s heart, which resides in the young man’s breast, the young
man will become literally (as well as emotionally) heartless, since the
speaker will refuse to return, from his own breast, the young man’s heart.
The mutual exchange of hearts (Q2) is one of the received Renaissance
symbols for reciprocity, but Shakespeare’s tendency to literalize conceits,
as he investigates their intellectual and expressive potential, leads him
to the mannerist visualizing of his literal enclosed heart clothed with
someone else’s flesh, with interesting consequent possibilities for murder,
death, and aging.

The fantasy of mutual care for the other’s heart is exploded in the
asymmetry of the described caretaking; the young man, bearing the
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speaker’s heart, is to take good care of himself for his own (not the speak-
er’s) sake, while the speaker takes good care of the young man’s heart for
the young man’s sake. Nobody is caring for the speaker’s heart for the
speaker’s sake; indeed, it is in danger of being slain. Frightened of this ap-
proaching murder-by-violence, the speaker substitutes for it the less im-
minent aging-and-death-by-attrition with which the sonnet opens. We
become able, I think, to see Q1 as a euphemized defense, and Q2 as a fan-
tasy, when we become aware of the asymmetrical caretaking in Q3 and the
fear of murder in the couplet (with its implicit threat of a retaliatory re-
tention by the speaker of the young man’s heart).

A backward motion that never arrived at an explanation of the obscur-
antism, fantasy, and self-deception of the first two quatrains would of
course be uninteresting. Shakespeare’s backward-moving sonnets tend to
become (as here and as in 62 [Sin of self-love]) exposés of their own false
beginnings; or they can offer a gradual revelation of secret desire—as, I
think, in 20, the myth of Nature’s freedom to turn a young woman into a
young man is the revelation, however trifling, of the speaker’s wish for the
freedom to turn the young man into a young woman, so that intercourse
could be accomplished and Platonic “love” between men could add to it-
self a non-Platonic fleshly form.

Couplet Tie: heart (6, 11, 13)
thine (7, 14)
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As an unperfect actor on the stage,
Who with his fear is put besides his part,
Or some fierce thing replete with too much rage,
Whose strength’s abundance weakens his own heart;
So I, for fear of trust, forget to say
The perfect ceremony of love’s rite,
And in mine own love’s strength seem to decay,
O’ercharged with burthen of mine own love’s might:
O let my looks be then the eloquence
And dumb presagers of my speaking breast,
Who plead for love, and look for recompense,
More than that tongue that more hath more expressed.

O learn to read what silent love hath writ:
To hear with eyes belongs to love’s fine wit.
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This sonnet is built on one of Shakespeare’s impregnable logical
structures. (I represent the sonnet with the emended reading looks

in line 9, following Evans, though plausible arguments have been made
for the Quarto’s books.)

In this sonnet’s system of alternatives, the poet, unable to speak (either
from fear or surplus emotion), and fearing to be rejected in favor of a rival
tongue that more hath more expressed, pleads for his preferred form of com-
munication, looks, hoping that his beloved will be willing to read in lieu of
listening. Silent reading carried in Shakespeare’s day a powerful reminis-
cence of oral reading (to oneself or an audience), and the number of audi-
tory puns in the Sonnets testifies to Shakespeare’s own ever-active ear,
trained, of course, by his constant writing for oral delivery on the stage.
Given Shakespeare’s stage labors, it is even surprising that the Sonnets re-
tain so many visual effects (e.g., the anagrams in 7 or the plays on w in 9).

And so, dissatisfied with the minimal plea, “O learn to read what silent
love hath writ,” the poet asks for a paradoxical finer competence: “To hear
with eyes belongs to love’s fine wit.”

The idea of hearing with eyes has been prepared for by the idea of
speaking in silen[ce]; the looks, pleading and looking, are the dumb presagers
of the lover’s speaking breast: to speak by heart, not only to hear with eyes,
belongs to love’s fine wit. (Note the congruence by letters of silent love

. . . writ and love’s fine wit.)
This elegant mutual solution—the speaking breast of silent love heard

with eyes that read what it has writ—occupies, however, only the sestet.
The octave is about being tongue-tied, and it is one of Shakespeare’s most
memorable psychological summations: one is tongue-tied when one has
either too little or too much to say. The actor who in fear forgets his part
because the presence of the audience provokes stage fright, and, more cu-
riously, some fierce thing with too much strength’s abundance in his heart for
utterance, occupy Q1. (We can explain the presence of the choked silent
beast by the speaker’s fear that his tongue-tied lack of language reduces
him to a subhuman species.) The actor and beast are summoned only to
serve as analogues to Shakespeare’s double-edged analytic presentation in
Q2 of human love’s agonized lack of words:
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So I, for fear of trust, forget to say
The perfect ceremony of love’s rite,
And in mine own love’s strength seem to decay,
O’ercharged with burthen of my own love’s might.

In a passage such as this, the (inevitable) distance between composing
author and fictive speaker narrows to the vanishing point. It is easy to be-
lieve that Shakespeare, the master of expression, would tell himself that
a perfect ceremony for love could be invented, and that he could find it
if only he looked long enough; it is equally easy to believe that Shake-
speare, the possessor of imagination and language in superabundance,
would find himself with too many things to say at once. The double stran-
glehold—not enough and too much at once—is an extremely interesting
case, and only a mentality at home with paradox could recognize and ar-
ticulate this simultaneity of apparently opposite states.

Though the octave seems to imply that the cause of the tongue-
tiedness lies in the psychology of the speaker-poet, citing as analogues the
psychological inhibitions of the actor and the fierce thing, Q3, in hinting at
the beloved’s preference for a rival poet, ascribes the tongue-tiedness of
the speaker to his new perception of the debased aesthetic judgment exer-
cised by the beloved. At first, for fear of trust (line 5) might seem to mean
“fearing to trust my own powers,” like the frightened actor who with his
fear can’t recite. But when the unnamed rival with the ready tongue is
mentioned in line 12, we see the tongue-tiedness rather as a fear of trust-
ing the audience—the potentially faithless beloved. The pathos of the
personified looks who plead for love, and look for recompense is expressed in
the sonnet’s rhetorical turn from description (As an unperfect actor . . . so I
. . . forget) to plea: O let my looks . . . O learn to read. At the same time, the
stately verbal parallelism of the octave is replaced by a far more irregular
line-motion, as agitation, repressed in the (temporary) mastery offered by
the first eight lines of explanatory simile-making, returns in full force.

The schematization of the octave appears in the diagram with parallel
phases underlined. Two lines for A, two lines for B, two lines for A�, two
lines for B�. Love is the one word A and B have in common. Careful paral-
lels are drawn between A and A� by fear and perfect (unperfect), between B
and B’ by strength and own (his/mine). Whenever Shakespeare sets up Pro-
crustean beds of such exact framing, one knows that something is about to
burst loose. Here it is the letters l and o of the love shared by both lack and
excess:
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O let my looks be then the eloquence
And dumb presagers of my speaking breast,
Who plead for love and look for recompense,
. . . . .

O learn to read what silent love hath writ;
To hear with eyes belongs to love’s fine wit.

But there are many other signs of passion in the sestet besides the liquid
repeated l’s; there is the Latin / Anglo-Saxon pun on eloquence and speak-
ing, the play on dumb and speak, the false wisdom-root sage in presagers, the
rhymes of looks and look, plead and read, the primary derivation of wit from
writ, the assonance between eyes and fine, the suggestion of longs in belongs,
and the graphic resonance of writ with rite (line 6), the latter a homonym
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communication of love

Expression (by Lover) Reception (by Beloved)

speech glances hearing reading

(tongue) (looks) (ears) (eyes)

Schema of the Octave, Sonnet 23

causes of speechlessness

A. Fear (1) B. Repleteness (1)

As an unperfect actor on the stage,
Who with his fear is put besides his

part,

Or some fierce thing replete with too
much rage,

Whose strength’s abundance weakens
his own heart;

A�. Fear (2) B�. Repleteness (2)

So I, for fear of trust, forget to say
The perfect ceremony of love’s rite

And in mine own love’s strength seem
to decay,

O’ercharged with burden of mine own
love’s might.



of right. (I refuse the suggested homonym with write, since a verb cannot
substitute for a noun.) The frustrating speechlessness of the lover, forced
into his plea for “hearing eyes,” has suddenly found a way of talking
by deviating into the third person in the surprising and beautiful final
line: To hear with eyes belongs to love’s fine wit. This is a new-coined “prov-
erb” invented by the lover, impersonal in its third-person phraseology
(unlike the first- and second-person utterance of the rest of the sonnet).
Folk genius does not invent generous proverbs like this one (“real” prov-
erbs being characteristically mean-spirited). Receptive love has a sharp-
ened wit: love’s fine wit must have echoed in George Herbert’s mind when
he wrote, “And if I please him, I write fine and wittie.” The conclusive-
ness of impersonal epigrammatic utterance has just that happiness of the
trouvaille that enables the speaker to forget his shyness and cap his plea
with his “proverb.” The proverb contains a compliment: “Love’s fine
wit—there, that’s what you can give me to make up for my inade-
quacy—and I found a proverb with the words for it!” Joy, pride, power,
and an end to the poem. The faulty Quarto spelling in line 14 (wit for
with, and wiht for wit) suggests that even the compositor’s eye was dis-
tracted by the play of with and wit in the one line.

defective key word: love (absent from the “speechless” Q1)

Couplet Tie: love [-’s] (6, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14)
rite/writ (6, 13)
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Mine eye hath played the painter and hath stelled
Thy beauty’s form in table of my heart;
My body is the frame wherein ’tis held,
And pérspective it is best painter’s art.
For through the painter must you see his skill
To find where your true image pictured lies,
Which in my bosom’s shop is hanging still,
That hath his windows glazèd with thine eyes.
Now see what good turns eyes for eyes have done:
Mine eyes have drawn thy shape, and thine for me
Are windows to my breast, wherethrough the sun
Delights to peep, to gaze therein on thee.

Yet eyes this cunning want to grace their art,
They draw but what they see, know not the heart.
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This sonnet turns on the etymological pun perspective � see through
[� per-spicio]. As the painter-lover must employ perspective (his best

art), to represent the beloved, so the beloved must employ per-spective to
see into the painter to find his own image engraved on the painter’s heart;
so also must the sun find his means of “per-spective” to gaze through the
windows of the lover’s eyes, glazed with the reflection of the beloved’s eyes,
to peep at the image of the beloved hanging in the bosom’s shop of the lover.
This is all so foreign to a modern reader that the charm of rococo fantasy
may be overlooked in a revulsion against seeing a grown man (as cliché
would say) writing such “drivel.” The poem has its own terrible pathos at
its close, however; the painter-lover, though he can employ perspective in
his representation, has himself (unlike the beloved or the sun) no capacity
for perspective in its etymological sense of looking-through; his eyes draw
but what they see, know not the heart. He cannot look through appearance
to reality. In a bitter self-commentary (foregrounded by a transgression
of sonnet rules against rhyme-repetition) the couplet repeats, in reverse
order, the main rhyme (heart/art) of the first quatrain. The boast that
pérspective it is best painter’s art—whether it means that a good painter can
paint in perspective, or that looked at perspective-wise the picture is ex-
cellent—collapses into the want of cunning in the painter-lover, unable to
know the heart of the enigmatic beloved.

This is one of the many sonnets of asymmetry which stand over
against the sonnets of reciprocity, of mutual render, only me for thee (125).
Although there lurks a possible model here for complementary reciproc-
ity (I paint, you gaze), it becomes asymmetrical in its expansion (I paint
you, you gaze at you) and grows finally even more asymmetrical (I paint
you, you gaze at you; the sun gazes at you through my eyes glazed with
you). The poor painter: no one is installing his portrait in a bosom-shop,
no one wants to gaze on him, neither his beloved nor the sun.

Of course, in the usual epideictic tradition, such objections of asym-
metry would not arise, since praise in that genre always originates de
bas en haut. But the stubborn wish for mutuality in the sonnets will not
permit the hierarchical relation (the poet who praises, the lord who is
praised) to survive unchallenged. Eventually (123, 124) the putatively infe-
rior poet becomes the only visible object in the world: the pyramids may
change, but he does not; all alone his absolute love stands hugely politic.
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The beloved does not even figure in these two “late” poems; and in 126,
the adieu, the young man is finally only a plaything of Nature, a minion of
her pleasure (with a backward glance to 20, she pricked thee out for women’s
pleasure). Of all things, only Love is not subject to Nature; it nor grows
with heat, nor drowns with show’rs (124). This is the final asymmetry to
which the early asymmetries, tilted in the other direction (toward the
speaker’s abjectness and the beloved’s perfection), finally, bleakly, tend.

Sonnet 24 is the first extended meditation in the Sonnets on represen-
tation, and on the curious stratagems to which it is driven. Paradoxically,
in representing the beloved, the painter-lover distances him at one re-
move; it is not thyself, says the painter, but thy beauty’s form, your true im-
age pictured, thy shape which I have drawn. These second-order expres-
sions outnumber the single first-order reference: that the sun delights to
gaze therein on thee (not thy image). Representation, though intended as
an homage reproducing the whole beloved, turns out to produce, almost
unintentionally, a two-dimensional image for public consumption (the
sun comes to gaze). The mutual gazing-in-each-other’s-eyes in which lov-
ers delight is turned from a “liberal” action (i.e., one with no end in view)
to a “practical” action (Now see what good turns eyes for eyes have done). The
painter uses his practical skill to draw the young man’s shape (doing him a
good turn by enabling him to see himself represented) and the young man,
by impressing his eye’s reflected image on the painter’s eyes, has glazed
those windows to the painter’s bosom with his own overlaid image (pre-
sumably beautifying them: his good turn). The sun thus apparently sees a
double image: first, the young man reflected in the glazing of the painter’s
cornea, and second, the young man pictured in the heart’s painted image.
The resemblances among glaze, gaze, and grace remind us that a gaze can
lack the grace of cunning (as it does in the pained painter), that a glaze can
be a means to a gaze (as it is with the sun). No satisfactory relation is es-
tablished (in spite of the factitious enthusiasm of Now see) among gaze,
glaze, and grace. The failure of representation (even while it produces a
true image of beauty’s external form) to produce a true image of beauty’s
heart restricts representation to that outward fair (16) belonging to the eye.
The collapse of drawing’s power creates the pang at the close.

key word: eye [-s]

Couplet Tie: eye [-s] (1, 8, 9, 9, 13)
draw [-n] (10, 14)
see (5, 14)
heart (2, 14)
art (4, 13)
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Let those who are in favour with their stars
Of public honour and proud titles boast,
Whilst I whom fortune of such triumph bars
Unlooked for joy in that I honour most.
Great princes’ favourites their fair leaves spread
But as the marigold at the sun’s eye,
And in themselves their pride lies burièd,
For at a frown they in their glory die.
The painful warrior famousèd for fight,
After a thousand victories once foiled,
Is from the book of honour rasèd quite,
And all the rest forgot for which he toiled:

Then happy I that love and am belovèd
Where I may not remove, nor be removèd.
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Like sonnet 15 (When I consider every thing that grows), 25 narrows
from a grand conspectus to a single focus, from those who are in fa-

vour with their stars (all of the lucky) to great princes’ favourites (some, a sub-
class), to the painful warrior famousèd for fight (one, a single example). (I ac-
cept the emendation fight for the Quarto worth, preferring it to might
because it joins the alliterative chain in f so important to the sonnet.) Af-
ter Q1’s initial contrast between the boastful lucky people and the qui-
etly content speaker, Q2 and Q3 offer exempla of the reversal of fortune
when the stars withdraw their favor. In order to differentiate his exempla,
Shakespeare writes one in the plural ( favourites) and one in the singular
(warrior); he ascribes to favorites an unreal “voluntary” death when they
sense their prince’s favor withdrawn (in themselves their pride lies bur-
ied, / For at a frown they in their glory die), but he also shows the warrior
subjected to a violent exterior erasure ( from the book of honour rasèd quite).
The “voluntary” versus involuntary removal is echoed conceptually in the
couplet: I may not remove nor be removèd. Both the triumph of line 3 and the
public honour of line 2 are rendered hollow, since they can be so easily lost.
The lover’s joy in that I honour most becomes thus the true center of value
(not the stars’ favour nor the favour of princes, nor the famous history of
the warrior in the book of honour). The various relations between stars
and men, princes and favourites, the public and the warrior—all of them
hierarchical relations of power—are rejected in the couplet in favor of
perfect reciprocity, that quality beloved of the early sonnets—I . . . love
and am belovèd, / . . . I may not remove nor be removèd. (These ideas and
rhyme-roots [love, remove] will recur with especial irony in 116 [Let me
not]; at this stage in the sequence, they are read innocently, as is the rejec-
tion of court intrigue in favor of private mutuality. The rejection of court
intrigue in 124 [If my dear love] is a far lonelier affair.)

Sonnet 25 ends with a private boast (Then happy I), countering the
public boasts of the stars’ triumphant favorites. The implicit irony in the
fact that the speaker-lover does not expect a reversal of fortune in his own
case suggests that he thinks he can hide from the stars, which is the most
foolish boast of all. The complacency of the speaker in boasting of (puta-
tive) reciprocal bliss would have been evident to any Renaissance reader,
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as would the genre of the last two lines—a clear boast rivaling those of the
publicly lucky. Yet the wish to make something be so by declaring it to
be so lies behind the boastful couplet and gives it pathos; the couplet-
sentiment is so far from being harnessed to the determinism of the body
of the sonnet that there is no substantive Couplet Tie in this poem at all.
The aristocratic words honour (2, 4, 11), pride [proud] (2, 7), and favour[ites]
(1, 5) form, however, a system of overlapping value-words contrasted with
the couplet’s reciprocal and private love/belovèd; and the body of the son-
net exhibits one of Shakespeare’s longest alliterative meaning-chains, the
connective tissue of lines 1–12 of the poem, telling its plot in little: favour,
fortune, triumph, favourites, fair, from, painful, famousèd, fÀght, foiled, forgot.

Couplet Tie: None
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Lord of my love, to whom in vassalage
Thy merit hath my duty strongly knit,
To thee I send this written ambassage
To witness duty, not to show my wit;
Duty so great, which wit so poor as mine
May make seem bare, in wanting words to show it,
But that I hope some good conceit of thine
In thy soul’s thought (all naked) will bestow it,
Till whatsoever star that guides my moving
Points on me graciously with fair aspéct,
And puts apparel on my tottered loving,
To show me worthy of thy sweet respect:

Then may I dare to boast how I do love thee,
Till then, not show my head where thou mayst prove me.
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The first epistolary sonnet. One of the pieces of wit (in this sonnet
professing want of wit) is that although the key word, appearing

in each quatrain and the couplet, is show, its context is always either a
personal inability to show, or an ascription of show to another agency: “[I
send this letter] not to show my wit; wit want[s] words to show [duty]; [I need
your aid] Till [my] star . . . puts apparel on my . . . tattered loving / To show
me worthy; Till then [I dare] not show my head.”

This showy nonshowing and not-as-yet showing is one example of the
many ways in which the sonnets foreground their technical expertise as
tours de force, expecting readers to notice the ironic discrepancy (present
in all works of art) between expressive immediacy and technical media-
tion. The careful scheme of a written ambassage precludes spontaneity, as
the stately measure of this letter bears witness; but the solemn protesta-
tions of duty and modest denials of wit conflict with the joyous presence
of several forms, hidden and apparent, of the very word wit:

[The] written [letter will serve] to witness duty, not to
show my wit;

Duty so great, which wit so poor as mine
May make seem bare, in wanting words to show it,
But that . . . [thy conceit] will bestow it . . .
[Till my star] points on me graciously with fair

aspect . . .
To show me worthy of thy sweet respect.

The closing “boast” of 25 is here rendered more cautiously; the letter
writer hopes that he may in the future dare to boast how I do love thee, but
claims no requited love.

The bare, naked duty which is all that the writer professes to be able
to express will, it is hoped, be clothed by two agents: in the future, the
writer’s guiding star will, he hopes, put apparel on his tattered loving;
but for the time being, he implores his lord to bestow on the poet’s naked-
ness some good conceit of thine / In thy soul’s thought. This saintlike action—
“clothing the naked,” one of the seven corporal works of mercy—is predi-
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cated so equally of the beloved and the guiding star as to make them by
succession one.

Structurally, the sonnet is divided into apology (lines 1–6), hope (lines
7–13), and a second apology (line 14), as shown in the diagram. This un-
usual and irregular structural division suggests that an experiment with
rhetorical structure is one of the compositional motivations of this sonnet
(which is not notable for imagination). The degree to which, in the course
of the sequence, Shakespeare engages with play in finding ways around
the 4-4-4-2 sonnet structure is very striking. Here, lines 5–6 are connected
to Q1 by the strong verbal parallel (duty/wit; duty/wit) linking line 5 to line
4. The lines of hope in Q2 (7–8) are linked forward to Q3 by the parallel
acts of a patron’s conceit bestowed on nakedness and a star’s putting apparel
on tattered loving. And the single line of hope (13) in the couplet is linked
back to the hope in Q3 by the repetition of loving (line 11) in love (line 13).
These internal semantic and rhetorical connections prevent us from read-
ing the three quatrains and the couplet as separable entities, and encour-
age us to group lines together, as I have said, in “unorthodox” ways.

Lines 1–6 are conducted in a stilted, rhetorically balanced, and alter-
nately end-stopped way; but the diapason (lines 7–12) beginning with But
that I hope and swelling to respect has recourse to Shakespeare’s usual for-
mal equivalent for swelling feeling, enjambment. (See, e.g., similar en-
jambed moments describing the lark arising in 29 and the mistress’ eyes as
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sun and star in 127.) In one of the ironies already crowding into the se-
quence, the speaker who predicted that the beloved’s youth would be-
come “a tottered weed of small worth held” (sonnet 2) has now, in the
abjectness of love, become unworthy of respect himself because of his
“tottered loving,” looking to a better fortune to enable him to raise his
head. The attempt to suggest that the young man has more wit (good
conceits in the thought of his soul) than the writer is one that will not re-
cur; it was perhaps improbable enough to deter its future use even in in-
fatuation. The truest mark of infatuation is the pretense in the couplet
that prove me rhymes with love thee.

key word: show

Couplet Tie: love [-ing] (1, 11, 13)
till (9, 14) (foregrounded by repetition of initial
line-position)
show (4, 6, 12, 14)
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Weary with toil, I haste me to my bed,
The dear repose for limbs with travel tired,
But then begins a journey in my head
To work my mind, when body’s work’s expired;
For then my thoughts (from far where I abide)
Intend a zealous pilgrimage to thee,
And keep my drooping eyelids open wide,
Looking on darkness which the blind do see;
Save that my soul’s imaginary sight
Presents thy shadow to my sightless view,
Which like a jewel (hung in ghastly night)
Makes black night beauteous, and her old face new.

Lo thus by day my limbs, by night my mind,
For thee, and for myself, no quiet find.
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The first of the travel sonnets; the first instance of insomnia. The se-
quence is forever providing these small dramatic incidents as fresh

soil for meditation; its drama is not narrative so much as scenic. Nothing
much happens by way of events; but there is an inexhaustible supply of
fresh scenes (a characteristic proper to lyric, and visible in sonneteers
from Petrarch on, as we see the lover on horseback, or sleepless in bed).

The speaker’s night of habitual unrepose is bracketed by brief refer-
ences to days of equal unrepose, and the summary in the couplet shows
that Unrepose (no quiet) may be said to be the governing concept for the
sonnet:

The three parallelisms of the couplet might suggest an even distribution
of dramatic interest in (a) day and night; (b) limbs and mind; and (c) thee
and myself. In point of fact, no such distribution exists in the body of this
splendid nocturne, which is almost exclusively concerned with the night,
the mind, and the speaker, rather than the day, the limbs, and the beloved.
It is true that the first two lines preserve a chiastic bal-
ance—weary : bed : : repose : tired—between day and night:

But in the second two lines, the receding day “owns” only two words,
body’s work:
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But then begins a journey in my head
To work my mind, when body’s work’s expired.

From then on, the poem is a pure nocturne, one retelling an increasingly
spiritual work of the mind replacing the body’s work. Wittily, the night’s
work is called a journey (French: jour, day), and the speaker is thus by
night a journeyman of a different sort from the one his toil makes him dur-
ing the day. The mental work begins in the head, is internalized to the
mind, is desubstantialized as thoughts, and is spiritualized into a zealous pil-
grimage resulting in the soul’s . . . sight.

Invention’s task here is to enact both the frustration of insomnia and
the creative zeal of the soul’s pilgrimage. In its counterpoint of exhaustion
against exaltation, the poem is one of the most tonally resonant among
the sonnets. The exhaustion is conveyed by the line-by-line étapes of the
night travail: But then begins a journey . . . / To work my mind . . . / For
then my thoughts . . . / Intend a . . . pilgrimage . . . / And keep my . . . eyelids
open . . . / Looking on darkness. . . . / Save that my soul’s . . . sight / Presents thy
shadow . . . / Lo thus . . . no quiet. Stage follows stage, with no respite of dear
repose. On the other hand, the ecstatic paradoxes of erotic vision are remi-
niscent of those of religious rapture: night, says the speaker, keeps

my . . . eyelids open wide,
Looking on darkness which the blind do see;
Save that my soul’s imaginary sight
Presents thy shadow to my sightless view,
Which like a jewel (hung in ghastly night)
Makes black night beauteous, and her old face new.

The words see, soul, sight, shadow, sightless view form a minor strain of mu-
sic in the counterpoint, within which the negatives shadow and sightless
frustrate the full seeing of the soul’s sight.

The sonnet raises minor questions of word choice that a careful look
at Shakespeare’s technical work helps to resolve. Why zealous? Why
imaginary? Why jewel? Why ghastly? Explanations of the presence of these
words might differ, but the wish to explain them is provoked by their odd-
ity or by their tendency to suggest shadow-words appropriate to the
poem. Behind zealous glimmers jealous; behind ghastly, ghostly. Jewel fits
into a phonetic cluster with view and beauteous (as a replacement-word like
planet would not). Here, e.g., is a rewriting that does not significantly
damage the message, only the poetry:
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my thoughts . . .
Intend an eager pilgrimage to thee, . . .
Save that my soul in fair phantasmic sight
Presents thine image to my sightless view,
Which like a planet (hung in hideous night)
Makes black night lovely, and her old face new.

The sentiment—and it is abstracted sentiment which critics have mistak-
enly persisted in overpraising in Shakespeare—remains relatively undis-
turbed, I would say, by these substitutions. But we lose phonetic and
graphic chains of binding significance (zealous/eyelids; imaginary/shadow;
view/jewel/beauteous; soul/sight/shadow/sightless). We lose the “double”
words like zealous/jealous and ghastly/ghostly; and we even lose the five
scrambled letters-held-in-common (s,g,h,t,l) by sightless and ghastly.

In another experiment, one could rewrite the sonnet to eliminate jeal-
ousy and frustration from the night-vision, and make it purely rapturous:

my thoughts . . .
Intend an eager pilgrimage to thee,
And keep my drooping eyelids open wide,
Looking on images which lovers see;
Ah then, my soul’s all-visionary sight
Presents thy visage to enraptured view,
Which like a jewel (hung in wakeful night)
Makes black night beauteous, and her old face new.

Such rewriting makes clear Shakespeare’s subversion of the exalted
night-vision, a subversion accomplished by zealous, darkness, blind, imagi-
nary, shadow, sightless, and ghastly.

The inner evolvings represented by such verbal concatenations keep
the night-journey going, and keep it consistent. Without such enactings,
the conventional sentiment (insomniac conjuring-up of the beloved’s
presence) would not make a memorable poem.

One last surprise of pathos and irony has been reserved by Shake-
speare for the couplet—the apparently innocuous phrase for thee. The be-
loved is no doubt safely asleep in his bed, far from where the speaker
abide[s]. But the speaker wants to believe that the spirit of the beloved is,
at least by his summoning, rendered as full of disquiet as his own insom-
niac self, and the expression of apparent compunction in for thee is in fact
a claim. (See 61 for a reworking of this sentiment: For thee watch I while
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thou dost wake elsewhere, which has there degenerated into suspicion of the
young man’s consorting with others.) The notion that the beloved (in his
shadow-guise) is also engaged in the kind of mind’s work exhausting the
speaker is supported by nothing in the description of the spiritual night-
journey, and is therefore convicted, by the poem itself, of being a fantasy.
(It is possible I have made too much of for thee, and that it should be taken
to mean only “on account of thee,” but its strict parallel with for me
authorizes the meaning “for your far-away self.”)

Couplet Tie: limbs (2, 13)
mind (4, 13)
night (11, 12, 13)
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How can I then return in happy plight
That am debarred the benefit of rest?
When day’s oppression is not eased by night,
But day by night and night by day oppressed;
And each (though enemies to either’s reign)
Do in consent shake hands to torture me,
The one by toil, the other to complain
How far I toil, still farther off from thee.
I tell the day to please him thou art bright,
And dost him grace when clouds do blot the heaven;
So flatter I the swart-complexioned night,
When sparkling stars twire not thou gild’st the even:

But day doth daily draw my sorrows longer,
And night doth nightly make grief’s strength seem

stronger.
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Like sonnet 27, this poem, with its comparably unhappy ending,
turns on the indistinguishability of day and night; they were both

occasions of work in the former poem, but here they are both occasions of
torture. Day and night are surely natural enemies. How can it be that they
have now become allies so that they do in consent shake hands to torture me?
It is because of their absence from the beloved that the speaker’s per-
sonified days and nights are enraged, and wreak their vengeance upon
him; he attempts to pacify his torturers by assuring them that they, unlike
himself, are in effect in the presence of the beloved. They refuse to be-
lieve such sophistry, and their torture goes on.

This exaggerated projection onto cosmic powers (Day and Night) of
the tortures of absence suggests that the young man himself is a fellow
god of theirs, and that when the sovereigns Dies and Nox are deprived of
his exalted company, they torment the oppress[ed] speaker because of their
deprivation. The day tortures the speaker by toil, the night by making him
complain of distance from the beloved.

The abject position of the tortured servant-speaker is manifest in his
cringing flattery. To the day (to please him and make him stop the torture)
the speaker says, “The young man is really with you; when clouds blot the
heaven, he shines and does you grace.” To the night, the speaker says,
“The young man is really with you; when the stars are not visible, he gilds
the evening.”

The little story of 28 is not told by the speaker about himself in a nar-
ration, but rather in a second-person address to the beloved; and so the
compelled lies to the torturers are told to the young man as if he were a
sympathetic auditor of the speaker’s stratagems:

I tell the day, to please him, that you [the object of the day’s love
and the absent cause of his rage] are bright and do him grace on
cloudy days;

[In the same way] I flatter the swart-complexioned night, saying to
him that when the stars are invisible you [the object of the night’s
love and the absent cause of his rage] gild the evening.
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We are to infer that the days are cloudy and the nights starless because
sun and stars alike are sulking in their tents, hating their separation from
the beloved youth. But all the abjectness does the speaker no good; the
torturers resume and intensify their torture, and sorrow and grief expand
in suffering. (I accept the emendation of length to strength in line 14,
largely because a stronger length seems unidiomatic.)

In its fiction, the poem suggests that the speaker has received a letter
from the beloved, saying, “I hope you will return in happy plight.” The
speaker then bursts out in grievance with his opening reply, which con-
tains an indirect quotation from the beloved’s letter:

How can I then return “in happy plight”
That am debarred the benefit of rest?
When day’s oppression is not eased by night,
But day by night and night by day oppressed.

The double emphasis on feeling oppressed suggests that the speaker in
truth feels oppressed by the beloved who has sent him away, perhaps, on
this errand. But the complaint is deflected (as so often in the Sonnets) onto
agents who are in fact innocent (here, day and night), and the words di-
rected at the beloved must be, can only be, words of praise: thou art bright,
and dost sun-like grace to a cloudy day; thou gild’st the even in lieu of the
stars.

It is a mark of the impossibility of his speaking candidly to the beloved
that the speaker has to invent his improbable and contrived fable of pla-
cating his torturing oppressors. The degree of contortedness in any given
invention always measures its departure from the right angle of truth (see,
e.g., 138, When my love swears, for a comparable set of contortions). Those
who object to sonnets like this as “contrived” or “artificial” cannot see
that a “contrived” and “artificial” repression of mutual candid speech is
what has engendered such oblique fables, and that what is being enacted
is the torment of deflected complaint.

It probably goes without saying that the sonnet first distinguishes
Night and Day, the two opposite sovereigns (enemies to either’s reign), and
then joins them in a plural verb (shake hands), to represent their joint sav-
aging of the speaker. At the end, they are acting once again separately-
but-in-conjunction. In the diagram, my medial arrows represent the di-
rection of aggression; the vertical arrows represent the countermovement
of the line’s progress. The last sentence, though distributive (Day doth;
Night doth) makes its two coordinate statements so resemble each other
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in vocabulary, parallel syntax, and effect that the shak[ing] hands to torture
is once more enacted in spite of the return from a joint verb (shake hands)
to separate verbs (doth draw; doth make).

Such rather formulaic ways of enacting content by form are more
typical of the earlier sonnets in the sequence; and though nobody would
choose this sonnet (or other such sonnets) as among the best, they are in-
teresting as proving-grounds for Shakespearean convictions about the ne-
cessity of poetic enactment. And even the most formulaic sonnets do not
lack an imaginative thrust; one does not forget the tortured vassal utter-
ing desperate flattery against the cruelty of overcast days and sullen
nights.

Couplet Tie: (as might be expected)
day [daily] (3, 4, 4, 9, 13, 13)
night [nightly] (3, 4, 4, 11, 14, 14)
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When in disgrace with Fortune and men’s eyes,
I all alone beweep my outcast state,
And trouble deaf heaven with my bootless cries,
And look upon myself and curse my fate,
Wishing me like to one more rich in hope,
Featured like him, like him with friends possessed,
Desiring this man’s art, and that man’s scope,
With what I most enjoy contented least;
Yet in these thoughts myself almost despising,
Haply I think on thee, and then my state
(Like to the lark at break of day arising
From sullen earth) sings hymns at heaven’s gate,

For thy sweet love rememb’red such wealth brings
That then I scorn to change my state with kings.
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The sonnet begins with a great opening opposition of two models of
“reality” (as conceived by the Renaissance), which are summoned

by the speaker in order to define his own position: the hierarchical social
world and the imitatively hierarchical world of nature. (A third model, in
the couplet, will unite nature and society.) A scheme deduced from items
in the octave could begin as follows:

The drama of the poem occurs in the speaker’s moving himself out of the
first (social) world and into the second (natural) one; the puzzle of the
poem, solved in the couplet, is how he manages to pull himself up by his
own bootstraps, mired as he is in the social world. But he not only moves
into and up through the second world, that of nature; he also, by casting
retrospective glances back at the social world, relates the two models to
each other. The poem consequently ends with an integrated model of the
“whole” world, one which reveals itself as a third model by using, as did
the other two, the word state to place the speaker’s relation to the rest of
the world:
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Sullen earth

Hierarchy of the Natural World
state



The enjambment of the lark arising / From sullen earth has of course been
noticed, as has the opposition of the receptive heaven’s gate to unrespon-
sive deaf heaven, and that of sings to bootless cries. But how are we to ac-
count for the (apparently fortuitous) Haply I think on thee, on which the
whole transformation turns? By means of that thought, the man who once
wished to exchange his state with almost anyone (like to one . . . / like him,
like him) now scorns to exchange even with kings. How did the fulcrum-
thought arise?

As so often in Shakespeare, the analytic moment (here, line 8) in the
sonnet becomes the fulcrum of change. The active narrative in the habit-
ual present tense (I . . . beweep, [I] trouble, [I] look . . . and curse, wishing,
desiring) yields to a stunning moment of self-analysis: With what I most en-
joy contented least. The ostentatious chiastic paradox—most enjoy contented
least—by foregrounding the two thematic verbals enjoy and contented, and
the two adverbial brackets most and least—forces us to recognize that
this speaker has implicitly done an inner inventory, a triple list: [what I
enjoy; what I more enjoy;] what I most enjoy. He has, however, remained
bad-tempered through all his lists of (conventional) good things. It is in-
conceivable that the speaker’s inventory of good things, no matter how
glumly conducted, should not end up in the possession of the be-
loved—and so the haply is not so unexpected or fortuitous as it might first
seem. Discontent with [what I enjoy] has mounted to even less content
with [what I more enjoy], and has arrived at being least content with [what I
(think I) most enjoy]. But this paradoxical sullenness is broken into by the
implied next item on the list: the super-superlative [what I most most en-
joy]—the beloved (cf. your most most loving breast, 110). It is probably not
accidental, either, that one of the envious wishes had been to be possessed
of friends, like someone else. The haply is engendered by that train of
thought, as well: [Yet I do possess a friend!] But the haply could not occur
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without the moment of bitter chiastic self-reflexive self-mockery in line
8’s analytic fulcrum. The self-pity of the opening is based on genuine mis-
fortune, if the domestic fiction of the sonnet is to be believed; we do not
doubt that the speaker is outcast, in disgrace not only vertically with For-
tuna but also horizontally with men’s eyes, the social world. We can well
believe, listening to his wishes, that the speaker may be more ill-featured
than some men, may lack the art or scope or hope of others, but it is hard
to believe that he is utterly destitute. In fact, as he realizes in his self-
analytic moment, he is not destitute—he does have things he enjoys; it is
just that at this moment he is vexed enough to refuse any enjoyment at all.
This childish repudiation is what is analyzed in the chiasmus most enjoy
contented least, representing a movement up (most), a plateau (enjoy con-
tented), and a movement down (least). This analytic recognition allows
true enjoyment to burst forth: “Ah, but I do enjoy something more than
‘most’—I think on thee!” In the most joyous play of the poem, the dis-
gruntled present participles—wishing, desiring, with their “wrong” ar-
rangement of letters—suddenly give rise to new present participles where
the letters are arranged “right”: despising, arising, and then the verb
sing—sing, sing, sing! The poem fairly carols. Even the first line of the
couplet (in brings—“rings!”) makes the air resound; but at the end, in the
scorned kings, the word sing lies scrambled again, as it did in wishing and
desiring. As he integrates the world of kings with the world of nature, lo-
cates his superlative friend, and, as a lark, finds a listening heaven, the
poet rediscovers an integrated mental state.

defective key word: state (missing in Q2, which describes
the state of others, not his own)

Couplet Tie: state (2, 10, 14)
sing (-s), [-sing] (9, 11, 12)
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When to the sessions of sweet silent thought
I summon up remembrance of things past,
I sigh the lack of many a thing I sought,
And with old woes new wail my dear time’s waste;
Then can I drown an eye (unused to flow)
For precious friends hid in death’s dateless night,
And weep afresh love’s long since cancelled woe,
And moan th’expense of many a vanished sight.
Then can I grieve at grievances foregone,
And heavily from woe to woe tell o’er
The sad account of fore-bemoanèd moan,
Which I new pay as if not paid before.

But if the while I think on thee (dear friend)
All losses are restored, and sorrows end.
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Shakespeare here, as in many other sonnets, takes pains to con-
struct a speaker possessing a multilayered self, receding through pan-

els of time. We might give such temporal panels the names “now,” “re-
cently,” “before that,” “yet farther back,” “in the remote past.” It is hard
to construct a credible present-tense self in the short space of four-
teen lines; to construct a richly historical present-and-preterite-and-
pluperfect-self in such a space is a tour de force. The speaker of sonnet 30
is (he tells us) a person who has long been stoic, whose tears have for a
long time been unused to flow. In the situation sketched in the poem, he
begins by deliberately and habitually making these tears flow again; he
willingly—for the sake of an enlivened emotional selfhood—calls up the
griefs of the past. In receding order, before the weeping “now” (T5, where
T � Time), there was the “recent” dry-eyed stoicism (T4); “before that,”
the frequent be-moanèd moan (T3) of repeated grief; “further back in the
past,” the original loss (T2) so often mourned; and “in the remote past”
(T1), a time of achieved happiness, or at least neutrality, before the loss.
These panels of time are laid out with respect to various lacks, grievances,
and costs, as we track the emotional history of the speaker’s responses to
losses and sorrows (the two summarizing categories of line 14).

The initial, habitual “now” of weeping, T5, is at the end surprisingly
transformed into a final, actual “now” T5, which resembles T2—that re-
mote happy past when one had love, precious friends, and the full enjoy-
ment of those vanished sights, before sorrow entered, extended itself in
mourning moans (T3), and (even worse) hardened the soul into stoicism
(T4). The act described in the sonnet—a deliberate, willed, and habitual
turn from the stoic T4 back to T3 (mourning)—is the only way the
speaker has found to reconstitute the pre-stoical feeling self. However,
this technique turns out to be a dangerous one. In line 12, we see the
speaker not self-consciously remourning a woe that he knows to be an old
one, but pitched, beyond his original intention, into a grief that no longer
is aestheticized, but rather seems rawly new, original, horrible: “I new pay
as if not paid before.” The pay / not paid locution cancels out the previous
locutions in which the second use of a verb or noun positively intensifies
the first one, as in “grieve at grievances” or “fore-bemoaned moan.” It is
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now then
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things past

I sigh lack of things
sought

things sought and
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pre-seeking

new wail old woes / waste pre-woe

can drown eye unused to flow dead friends friends pre-friends

weep afresh cancelled
love-woe
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moan vanished sight sights present pre-sight

grieve grievances
foregone

grievances happiness pre-happiness

tell o’er account bemoanèd moan wealth pre-debt
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(lack of things sought)
(dead friends)
(vanished sights)
(accounts payable)
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(moanings)

end



this wholly unexpected result—as an aestheticized, voluntarily summoned
memory of “paid” grief turns into real “not paid” grief—that pitches
thought into “I think.” The speaker calls a halt, even if in supposition, to
the “sessions of sweet silent thought” because they have grown suddenly
painful.

The intricacy of the temporal scheme is pointed out by the sonnet it-
self, in its ostentatiously repetitious Q3 (grieve at grievances foregone . . .
fore-bemoanèd moan . . . pay as if not paid). The overlap of successive
thoughts is also emphasized by various phonetic concentrations of
“thought-strings,” of which I list the chief ones:

sessions remembran-ce woes flow drown lack a-precious
sweet sin-ce wail friends death’s love’s a-fresh
silent can-ce-lled waste long
summon expen-se woe losses
sigh grievan-ce-s woe
sought woe
sight sorr-ow
since
sad

One could say (especially given the Renaissance confusion of sigh and
sight, recalled by Kerrigan) that Shakespeare is here inventing a new verb:
sigh, sight, sought. A sigh is the eventual result of a sight sought.

The ingenuity of this sonnet has not prevented generations of readers
from being drawn into its vortex. The increasing psychological involve-
ment, as the quatrains proceed—I summon up . . . Then can I . . . Then can
I—acts as a present vertical emotional intensification balancing the hori-
zontally broadening panorama stretching into further panels of the past.
To be able to find pleasure in resummoning griefs that were once an-
guishing indicates, in itself a loss of perceptual freshness. This is, how-
ever, balanced by the genuine pathos of the elegiac recollection (precious
friends). The hardness of long-maintained stoicism ( foregone, cancelled, un-
used) threatens the capacity both to mourn the past and (most especially)
to love afresh. Altogether, 30 is not only one of the richest sonnets of the
sequence, but also one of the most searching, in its analysis of inevitable
emotional phases, and of the dangerous delectation (whether morose or
not) of reexperienced grief. In the exactness of Shakespeare’s psychologi-
cal portraiture, the roaming generalities of Q1 (things past . . . many a
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thing . . .old woes) yield to the greater specificities of Q2 ( friends, love, van-
ished sight[s]), which yield in their turn to the accelerating intensifications
of Q3 (grieve-grievances, woe-to-woe, fore-bemoanèd-moan, pay-paid).

And yet the successive phases of feeling (so well enacted by the gen-
eral, the particular, and the rapidly intensified) seem to melt into one an-
other because of the resemblance of their syntactic structures, as if they
were all one long process, each generating the next. Shakespeare respects
the fluidity of mental processes (exemplified in lexical and syntactic con-
catenation) as much as the division of those processes (for analytic pur-
poses) into phases reaching from a present into four layers of the past.

The credibility of the couplet depends on the probability that once
the things summoned up in thought become rawly painful, the speaker will
in reaction turn to the (recent) friendship with the young man (“I think on
thee”), at which event the unexpected renewed pain of the speaker can be
consoled. It is important that the consolation itself is expressed in the pas-
sive voice in one verb and intransitively in the other: “If I think on thee,
losses are restored and sorrows end.” No agency is ascribed to the young
man. Not “You restore all losses; you end my sorrows.” The speaker does
not dare to claim any active participation by the young man in the resto-
ration of happiness.

It is in such simultaneous marshaling of temporal continuity, logical
discreteness, and psychological modeling that Shakespeare’s Sonnets sur-
pass those of other sonneteers. His enormous power to order intellectu-
ally recalcitrant material into lyrically convincing schemes is nowhere
more visible than in this example.

key word: woe [-s] (the last is a pun: sor-woes)

Couplet Tie: thought/think (1, 13)
friend [-s] (6, 13)
woe [-s] (4, 7, 10, 10, 14)
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Thy bosom is endearèd with all hearts
Which I by lacking have supposèd dead,
And there reigns love and all love’s loving parts,
And all those friends which I thought burièd.
How many a holy and obsequious tear
Hath dear religious love stol’n from mine eye,
As interest of the dead, which now appear
But things removed that hidden in thee lie.
Thou art the grave where buried love doth live,
Hung with the trophies of my lovers gone,
Who all their parts of me to thee did give;
That due of many now is thine alone.

Their images I loved I view in thee,
And thou (all they) hast all the all of me.
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The precious friends hid in death’s dateless night of 30 are resurrected,
so to speak, in this sonnet. The sonnet turns on the substitution of

the resurrective claim buried love doth live (in the solemn vocative of line 9)
for the expected phrase “love doth lie” (the word lie being already present
in line 8, which hidden in thee lie). Line 9 hails the beloved:

Thou art the grave where buried love doth live.

The astonishing joy, as the probable grave . . . buried love . . . lie is replaced
by love doth live [love � lie � live], lasts only briefly. Keats remembered
Thou art the grave where buried love doth live / Hung with the trophies of my
lovers gone as a piece of somber coloring:

His soul shall taste the sadness of her might,
And be among her cloudy trophies hung.

(“Ode on Melancholy”)

And in fact the somber quality of this sonnet never entirely vanishes: even
in the couplet, the mournful phrase Their images I loved weighs down, in
its elegiac gravity, the phrase I view in thee, its resurrective counterpart.

The reassembling of parts into wholes (bones into bodies) at the gen-
eral resurrection is the conceit (parts / all the all) on which the poem is
founded, as the resurrection of Christ is the doctrine on which, in Chris-
tian literature, resurrection in any other form is based. These two theo-
logical doctrines (of general and personal resurrection) are so weighty
that it is only with difficulty that they can be coerced into the form of a
love-compliment. Inside this complimentary sonnet lies a powerful meta-
physical one (on the order, perhaps, of Not mine own fears, [107], or Poor
soul [146]) trying to get out. Shakespeare’s philosophical sonnets, one
feels, came later in the sequence of composition than the complimentary
ones. The visible wrestling of two genres here lends 31 an especial inter-
est. It becomes as much a Liebestod as a love-poem.

This sonnet depends on a claim of double restitution. It is asserted
that the present beloved contains all previous lovers; and that he also con-
tains all the parts of the speaker (“love’s loving parts . . . parts of me”) previ-
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ously vowed to former lovers. These restitutive assertions first occur in
lines 1–4 and 7b–8.

The lines (5–7a) occurring between the two restitutions contain the
small narrative of the grieving past, the interim of weeping before the ad-
vent of the present beloved. That time of loss, paid for with tears as inter-
est of the dead, is buried, literally, in the middle of the poem; but it should
be noticed that the elegiac tone of the whole sonnet stems from the pres-
ence of a burial in each of its three quatrains: Q1—dead, buried; Q2—dead,
things removed, lie; Q3—grave, buried love, lovers gone. The poem thus en-
acts its statement that the beloved (as figured in each of the three descrip-
tive quatrains) is the grave of buried love.

The poem also enacts one of the forms of apparent “reciprocity” in
which the Sonnets abound. There are two sets of directed-vector actions:
the speaker views the hearts and images of former lovers in the beloved;
dead lovers give their trophies of the speaker to the beloved. The
couplet-summarizing of the actions, if it were to agree with the actions as
hitherto described, “ought” to go as follows: [I view their images in you;
they give you me.] But instead, a different form of reciprocity is put in the
couplet:

I view [in thee] their images;
Thou hast all the all of me.

On the one hand, we find I view, and, on the other, thou hast, linked by the
and of parallelism and inner symmetry. The true former parallelism—I
view [hearts]; they [former lovers] give [parts]—has vanished in favor of an
appearance of the speaker’s desired reciprocity between himself and the
beloved. They (former lovers) have been demoted to a passive position as
viewed images, no longer as active giv[ers]. Often, the sonnets propose by
grammar the appearance of reciprocity, as in this couplet, without any
real reciprocity being present. Here, the beloved gives nothing, but re-
ceives everything.

key word: love [-’s] [-rs] [-d]

defective key word: all (missing in Q2, which concerns
absence and removal, rather than
presence)

Couplet Tie: love [-’s] [-ers] [-d] (3, 3, 6, 9, 10, 13)
all (1, 3, 4, 11, 14, 14, 14)
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If thou survive my well-contented day,
When that churl Death my bones with dust shall cover,
And shalt by fortune once more re-survey
These poor rude lines of thy deceasèd lover,
Compare them with the bett’ring of the time,
And though they be outstripped by every pen,
Reserve them for my love, not for their rhyme,
Exceeded by the height of happier men.
O then vouchsafe me but this loving thought:
“Had my friend’s Muse grown with this growing age,
A dearer birth than this his love had brought
To march in ranks of better equipage:

But since he died and poets better prove,
Theirs for their style I’ll read, his for his love.”
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The speaker of 29 had fretted that he was least contented with what
he most enjoyed; but having in his inventory of enjoyments arrived

at his beloved (that which he super-superlatively most most enjoys), he
was supremely contented, no longer in disgrace with Fortune. In 32, he
can therefore speak of his “well-contented day” of death, regretting only
that he may not, by that day, have perfected his verse, and that Fortune
(chance), causing his beloved to reread his lines, may once again dis-
grace him.

This is the first sonnet to envisage the speaker’s own death (elided in
17 in favor of his papers yellowed with their age). The invention of future
events (whether of a putative child of the young man, or of yellowed papers,
or of a future reading of these lines) is so frequent an event in the Sonnets as
to rival the creation (as in 30) of a multilayered past. Shakespeare often
enacts the future as having happened, rather than leaving it solely as a
prediction or a wish, where it would remain an uncertainty. He does this
here, as in 17, by putting words in future mouths. In 17, future readers of
his lines said, This poet lies. Here in 32, the beloved says, reading the poet’s
lines after his death, “Had he lived, he would have done better than this;
but although he died inferior to our present poets, I’ll read their poems
for their style, his for his love.” Now this loving thought in the act of read-
ing this very sonnet (wishing for “a dearer birth than this very poem”)
is exactly what the poet had earlier recommended in his hypothetical
conjecture: “If thou shalt resurvey these lines, compare them with the
bett’ring of the time, and though they be outstripped by every pen, re-
serve them for my love, not for their rhyme.” The exact match created
between events as foreseen by the poet (his death, the increasing poetic
sophistication of the age and consequently of the beloved’s taste) and the
beloved’s conjectured thought as he rereads the poet’s verse makes intelli-
gible Shakespeare’s choice of a structure of superposition (in which lines
9–14 [beloved’s thought] repeat lines 3–8 [speaker’s wish]). A diagram
shows the double-exposure parallel formulations of present wish and fu-
ture “event”:
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Wish “Event” of speech-act
If thou resurvey these lines A dearer birth than this
of thy deceasèd lover since he died . . . his love
the bett’ring of the time poets better prove . . . this growing age
reserve them for my love his for his love

The fact that Shakespeare closes his poem with the (fancied) quoted
thought of the beloved means that we end in the future. There is no re-
turn to a closing statement by the poet in the present, e.g. (with my apolo-
gies): “If thou wilt read me thus, I’ll not repine, / For all I think and all I
write is thine.” No: we end in the future; the poet is long dead, already
dust, and his friend (we hear his internal voice) is speaking, saying in
thought (ah, with what judgment and love combined!) exactly what the
poet asked him to say, years before, when he wrote this sonnet. Such sym-
metry of wish and event is another token of the longed-for reciprocity
that animates many of these “early” sonnets. Of course, since the future
“event” is grammatically contained within the sentence of wish—O then
vouchsafe me but this loving thought: / “Had my friend’s Muse . . . love.”—the
superposition is actually that of fantasy on fantasy, but it simulates the su-
perposition of later fulfillment on earlier prophecy, in the classic enacting
power of the word. However, the baleful separation of style (rhyme) from
content (love) in the modesty topos cannot be long sustained in any seri-
ous way by Shakespeare.

(There are minor gestures enacting the persistent comparative thrust
of the sonnet: we see graphic and thematic comparative “increase” in the
alliterative height of happier; grown . . . growing; dearer; bett’ring, better, bet-
ter; and in the punning production of the written page in equipage.)

key word: love [-r] [loving]

Couplet Tie: love [-r] [-ing] (4, 7, 9, 11, 14)
better [bett’ring] (5, 12, 13)
Death [died] (2, 13)
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Full many a glorious morning have I seen
Flatter the mountain tops with sovereign eye,
Kissing with golden face the meadows green,
Gilding pale streams with heavenly alchemy;
Anon permit the basest clouds to ride
With ugly rack on his celestial face,
And from the fórlorn world his visage hide,
Stealing unseen to west with this disgrace:
Even so my sun one early morn did shine
With all triumphant splendour on my brow;
But out alack, he was but one hour mine,
The region cloud hath masked him from me now.

Yet him for this my love no whit disdaineth,
Suns of the world may stain, when heaven’s sun staineth.
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Like sonnet 32, this poem depends on a structure of superposition.
This time, however, it is not a superposition of future event on pres-

ent wish, as it was in 32. Here, a single marked preterite event (my sun one
early morn did shine . . . but . . . the region cloud hath masked him) is superim-
posed on a frequent habitual happening (Full many a glorious morning have
I seen flatter . . . anon permit the basest clouds to ride. . . disgrace).

Now, the “normal” lyric way of presenting such an analogy is to give
the literal version (“He has forsaken me”) followed by the metaphorical
version that one conjures up to clarify the literal one (“as the sun forsakes
the world”). There is even a “normal” way of reversing the “normal”
presentation, one which “telegraphs” the arrival of the metaphorical by
the simile-signal “just as”: “Just as the sun sometimes forsakes the world,
so he has forsaken me.” However, by suppressing the analogical signal
“just as,” or “as,” at the opening of the poem, Shakespeare lets us see the
octave as a “pure” and literal landscape. Its figurative language (glorious,
flatter, sovereign, kissing, heavenly, alchemy, permit, basest, celestial face, visage,
hide, stealing, disgrace) thus remains putatively innocent, a form of poetic
license in natural description.

With Even so, the poem formally becomes analogical and formally an-
nounces the coming superposition. The superposition, considering that it
retells a bitter experience of human disappointment, is curiously bare, in
three of its four lines, of ornament; most of its words are ethically neutral:

Even so my sun one early morn did shine
. . . on my brow;

But out alack, he was but one hour mine,
The region cloud hath masked him from me now.

The single moment of ornament in Q3—with all triumphant splendor—en-
larges, in a burst of glory, on the recent past; but the rest is colorlessly
said. We notice that the blame is here placed solely on the cloud: sun did
shine : cloud hath masked him. Of course, the effect of the superposition
means that the initial octave “landscape” has taught us how to read the ac-
tual Q3 “story,” and that in the bare narrative of Q3 we are meant to insert
the vocabulary already made available in the octave:
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Even so my sun (glorious, golden, sovereign) one early morn did
shine (flattering, kissing, alchemizing) with all-triumphant splendor
on my (pale) brow; but out alack, he was but one hour mine, the
(basest) region cloud (permitted by him to ride with ugly rack on his ce-
lestial face) hath masked him (hiding his visage) from ( forlorn) me
now (as he steals in disgrace away).

This accusatory version is a conflation of the superposed opening—an
ethically “neutral” habitual landscape—and the professedly nonaccusa-
tory event-narrative (which accuses only the cloud, not the sun).

It is of course always possible to draw a necessitarian parallel between
a social phenomenon (a friend gone) and a natural phenomenon (the ob-
scuring of sun by clouds). The event happens in nature; therefore, why
not in social relations? It is to this deterministic position that the sonnet
gradually retreats (or advances) in the couplet:

1. Totally anthropomorphized parallel (Q1, Q2);
2. Partially anthropomorphized parallel (Q3);
3. Deanthropomorphized parallel (C).

The anthropomorphizing words (from eye and face to kissing and basest) of
the octave are very visible; in Q3 the sun/friend, though still literally spo-
ken of as a sun, is called “my sun,” and the obscuring cloud is given active
power (not he is masked by the cloud but the cloud hath masked him). By the
last line, however, we have abandoned both anthropomorphized land-
scape and human narrative for the realm of proverb (cf. what the world well
knows, 129); and the choice of the verb stain (meaning take a stain) is, in
this passive sense, ethically blameless: Suns of the world may stain, when
heaven’s sun staineth. Here, the parallel of social phenomenon to natural
phenomenon appears in pure form, its purity evidenced by word-identity
and positional analogy among the deanthropomorphized words, all puta-
tively “neutral”: sun, world, stain; heaven, sun, staineth. (There is no
justification for invoking, as Kerrigan does, the meaning “diminish by its
brightness all other light” for the word stain. “Be obscured” is the only
meaning of stain that fits the octave’s pictorial narrative and the sestet’s
moral application of that meaning as “basely obscured.”)

This sonnet displays a progressive acceleration of its narrative from
eight lines to four lines to one line, as the accompanying diagram makes
clear. By the end we are down to half-line eclipses, whereas the first narra-
tive of eclipse had taken eight lines, the second four. Love and its eclipse
will soon, we feel (extrapolating from the hastened trajectory of the
poem) accelerate from “one hour” to the wink of an eye.
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The chiastic structure of the whole poem (heaven’s sun : sun of
world :: sun of world : heaven’s sun), with its great disproportion of at-
tributed lines (8 : 4 :: 1

2 : 1
2 ) accounts for the unease we feel when given

the neat “proverb” of line 14 as a theoretically satisfactory wrapping-up of
the case presented. The explanatory insufficiency of pat analogy (as in the
closing proverb) demonstrates the real rhetorical usefulness of the narra-
tive of analogy as a form of implicit accusation. The archness of the prov-
erb, and its removal from the world of feeling fully represented in the oc-
tave (and briefly in the splendor of Q3) serves, in one possible reading, as
an urbane self-removal from the anguish of the octave. In another, and
more probable, reading, the proverb can be seen as a self-reproach: what
all the world well knows should have been foreseen by the naively unwary
lover of the recent past, who felt all triumphant once, and felt forlorn later.
Is irony, lover of proverbs, a better state than hopeful attachment and an-
guished loss? The poem has the power to present irony as its last resort,
without impugning the felt reality—still felt—of either glory or anger.
Dramatically, this is the first sonnet to remark a true flaw in the friend.
Even so, it is stated as a flaw by omission (permit) rather than a flaw by
commission.

Couplet Tie: heaven [-ly] [-’s] (4, 14)
sun [-s] (9, 14, 14)
world (7, 14)
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Acceleration of the Narrative in Sonnet 33

A. cloudedHeaven’s sun

B. cloudedSun of the world

good 4

bad 4

good 2

bad 2

Yet him for this my love no whit disdaineth:

when
suns/world

stain
heaven’s sun

staineth
1
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Why didst thou promise such a beauteous day,
And make me travel forth without my cloak,
To let base clouds o’ertake me in my way,
Hiding thy brav’ry in their rotten smoke?
’Tis not enough that through the cloud thou break,
To dry the rain on my storm-beaten face,
For no man well of such a salve can speak,
That heals the wound, and cures not the disgrace:
Nor can thy shame give physic to my grief;
Though thou repent, yet I have still the loss:
Th’offender’s sorrow lends but weak relief
To him that bears the strong offence’s cross.

Ah, but those tears are pearl which thy love sheeds,
And they are rich, and ransom all ill deeds.
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For six lines sonnet 34 continues 33. The basest clouds of 33 reappear
as base clouds causing a rainstorm through which the beloved, as sun,

breaks; and the use of the metaphorical-as-literal which we remarked in
33 (Even so my sun . . . did shine) is replayed here in the second person (’Tis
not enough that through the cloud thou break). However, after the sixth line,
the meteorological metaphor disappears, and the metaphorical appeal un-
dergoes startling changes, as follows:

A. Medicine (salve, heals, wound, cures, physic);
B. Pain, both social and emotional (disgrace, shame, grief, loss, sorrow,

relief, bear[ing] [a] cross);
C. Religion (repent, cross, ransom);
D. Sin, meaning ethical offense (offender, strong offence, ill deeds);
E. Wealth (pearl, rich, ransom);
F. Love.

Though these categories roughly follow one another, each begins in a line
where the former is still present, or recurs after another has begun, as the
diagram of lines 7–14 shows. Roughly speaking, A (Medicine) precedes B,
which precedes C, and so on; but during B’s reign of pain (lines 8–9) there
appears “belatedly” an element of A (physic); during C’s religious reign
one element of B (loss), during D’s sinful reign (lines 10–12) several ele-
ments of B (sorrow, relief, bear[ing] [a] cross, and tears) and one of C (cross),
and during F’s reign of love (lines 13–14), elements of C (ransom), D (ill
deeds), and E (rich). Shakespeare’s strategy here thus affords us a map of a
mind resorting over time from one of its compartments to another in or-
der to find adequate metaphorical expression for a shocking experience.
The success of the sonnets in constructing a credible “self” lies as much in
this portrait of a mind plunging among its categories to find resemblances
as it does in the creation of multiple temporal phases (as in 30). The
speaker constructs the relationship differently with each metaphor.

We have still to ask why it is these particular categories that appear,
and why the remarkable breaks in metaphorical consistency occur, as well
as the reason for the interconcatenation diagrammed here (in which
Medicine and Emotional Pain have been dropped by the sestet, to be re-
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placed by Religion, Sin, Wealth, and Love).* The repeated shocks of
metaphorical change force us to invent a putative motive for each shift in
the metaphorical register. I suggest that the shifts in the speaker’s meta-
phors respond to the implied words and actions of the friend. I put these
implied words and actions to the left in the following diagram, which re-
constitutes (from the evidence of the sonnet alone) the temporal sequence
of interchanges visible “beneath the surface” of the poem.

Intervention 1 by the friend, then, takes place between lines 4 and 5;
intervention 2 between lines 8 and 9; intervention 3 between lines 12 and
13. These implied interventions thus motivate the striking changes of
metaphor in Q2, Q3, and the couplet. By implying that things happen off-
stage between and within lines, Shakespeare drives the action of the poem
invisibly forward. In drama, speeches change their color in response to
the imagined or real interventions of another character in the play, and
a speech thus becomes a reply rather than merely a soliloquy. Many of
the sonnets, too, are replies, and declare their reply-nature unequivocally
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*Kerrigan suggests that, since the Elizabethans thought the dust of ground pearl
medicinal, pearl ought probably to be taken to mean “curative” as well as “precious.” On
the principle that whole pearls (tears) are not ground pearl, and that the only context
Shakespeare offers is one of rich ransom, I would continue to argue that the later com-
plex of Religion, Sin, Wealth and Love has replaced (not been added to) the complex of
Medicine and Pain.

Structure of Sonnet 34, Lines 7–14

Metaphor
Line

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

A. Medicine salve heals
wound
cures

physic

B. Emotional
pain

disgrace grief loss relief bears tears

C. Religion shame repent sorrow cross ransom

D. Sin / Ethical
offence

offender’s offences ill deeds

E. Wealth pearl rich

F. Love love



(see, e.g., 117, which begins by indirectly quoting the friend: Accuse me
thus . . . etc.). Others, by various conspicuous strategies (such as the star-
tling change of metaphors here) imply that the speaker is replying ei-
ther to a changing exterior demeanor (as here, the friend’s progress from
wordless medical solicitude to verbal repentance to weeping), or to a pre-
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Temporal Sequence of Interchanges in Sonnet 34

friend speaker

1) “I love you; fear no change,
you need not take any defense
(cloak) for your vulnerability;
I promise I will always shine
on you."

2) “Begone; you are no longer
dear to me." (Storm, rain,
obscuring of sun; the
storm-beaten face represents
wounds inflicted by friend on
speaker.) The wounds require
medicine.

storm-
beaten

wound
cure
physic private

(wounded
love, grief )

public
(disgrace, loss)

3) Speaker suffers dual damage
from “storm”

4) Friend reappears with salve,
healing wound with solicitude.

5) But speaker reminds friend that
private care doesn’t cure public
disgrace.

6) Friend goes one step further,
admits religous shame, and
verbally repents.

religion
sin

7) Speaker says shame cannot physic grief; repentance
cannot compensate for loss; offender (word generated
by friend’s use of shame and repent) in his sorrow
gives only weak relief to him who bears cross of
public disgrace.

8) Friend gives up words in favor
of tears, and weeps.

wealth
love

9) Speaker at last finds compensation in the rich pearls
of friend’s tears, evidence of friend’s emotion, love;
sees friend as self-redeemer, ransoming former ill
deeds by love.



vious utterance (as in 116, by the deployment of rhetorical devices intrin-
sic to rebuttal, e.g., “O no!”).

Because the friend’s interventions are themselves replies to what the
speaker has just said, and the speaker’s remarks are replies to the friend’s
interventions, we can see why the concatenation of categories is neces-
sary. As the salve (Medicine) is offered, the speaker counters with his con-
tinuing disgrace (Pain); the word disgrace engenders in the friend shame
and repentance (Religion), which themselves engender in the speaker of-
fence (Ethics) and cross (Religion). Diction is borrowed freely, from one
(implied) interlocutor to the other, so that it is evident that a colloquy is
going on, back and forth.

Logically speaking, the rain has come from the clouds, but pictorially
a rain-beaten face is one covered with tears; and the eventual tears of the
young man are felt, pictorially, to be a just amends because they make his
suffering visually parallel to that undergone by the speaker—tears for
tears, another example of the reciprocity desired by the early sonnets.

Although the originating metaphor of the sun (borrowed from 33) still
exempts the friend from direct blame (he “let” the clouds appear to do
their evil work), the friend’s guilty shame and repentance in lines 9ff. war-
rant the speaker’s subsequent assignment of direct ethical blame in lines
11–14, with a vocabulary of offence and ill deeds. The final line, with its in-
troduction of deeds, begins the sequence’s condemnation of the friend’s
sins of commission, opposed memorably in 94 to nonaction:

For sweetest things turn sourest by their deeds;
Lilies that fester smell far worse than weeds.

The turn in the Sonnets from sins of omission to sins of commission hap-
pens visibly here, in 34, and is continued in 35.

Couplet Tie: none (though ill [14] echoes still [10])

Logically, it is proper that there should be no Couplet
Tie, since the narrative of the sonnet divides the
couplet powerfully from the accusatory body of the
poem:

1–4: Offense described
5–8: Medicine is not enough (salve)

9–12: Remorse is not enough (shame, repentance)
13–14: Ah, but this amends (tears) is enough.
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No more be grieved at that which thou hast done:
Roses have thorns, and silver fountains mud,
Clouds and eclipses stain both moon and sun,
And loathsome canker lives in sweetest bud.
All men make faults, and even I in this,
Authórising thy trespass with compare,
My self corrupting salving thy amiss,
Excusing thy sins more than their sins are;
For to thy sensual fault I bring in sense—
Thy adverse party is thy advocate—
And ’gainst myself a lawful plea commence:
Such civil war is in my love and hate

That I an áccessary needs must be
To that sweet thief which sourly robs from me.
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In the drama of the sequence, the speaker now recognizes his own
corruption. By his sophistry of excuse exerted on behalf of the young

man, he becomes an accomplice (his word is áccessary) in the friend’s sin.
Myself corrupting salving thy amiss is the line of the poem that reaches
deepest, poetically as well as morally, and we must ask why.

This sonnet wonderfully employs self-quotation. The first four lines
are an antechamber containing past remarks by the self, quoted by the
present self who speaks from line 5 onward in mordant self-analysis. “I
have excused your sensual fault to yourself and to myself in various ingen-
ious metaphorical ways, and I remember all of them, from the most trust-
ing to the most sophisticated”:

1. Roses have thorns (even the most beautiful things in nature have in-
trinsic defects, inseparable from their being);

2. Silver fountains [have] mud (every beautiful earthly thing has a gross
base from which it springs);

3. Clouds and eclipses stain both moon and sun (even superlunary heavenly
bodies are not exempt from momentary stains of necessary physical
motions);

4. And loathsome canker lives in sweetest bud (the powers of ill have—as
even the common wisdom tells us in proverbs of this sort—a par-
ticular wish to corrupt the beautiful and good. Sweet � good or vir-
tuous, as 54 makes evident).

Thus—authórising . . . trespass with compare (to solace the friend’s ap-
parent grief at what he has done)—has the speaker reasoned in the past,
when confronted with the friend’s sensual fault. The bitter disjunction be-
tween present speech and past speech means that we should mentally put
in quotation marks the first four patently unconvincing arguments (they
are unconvincing now, to the speaker’s self-lacerating eye of hate, but they
were convincing in the past, to the eye of love):

“No more be grieved at that which thou hast done:
Roses have thorns, and silver fountains mud,
Clouds and eclipses stain both moon and sun,
And loathsome canker lives in sweetest bud.”
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All men make faults, and even I in this,
Authórising thy trespass with compare,
My self corrupting salving thy amiss,
Excusing thy sins more than their sins are.

(I accept the emendation of the first their to thy in line 8, considering their
to have as antecedent all men.)

The dédoublement by which the speaker now bitterly scrutinizes his
past exculpatory commonplaces (roses with thorns, fountains with mud,
suns with eclipses, cankers in buds) is visible chiefly in the violent depar-
ture from those Q1 commonplaces in the knotted language of Q2. The
“same person” cannot speak both the first quatrain and the second: the
speaker of the first was misguided, and even corrupt, according to the
speaker of the second. Therefore, the speaker resorts to the subsequent
analytic metaphor of civil war: the first quatrain was spoken (according to
subsequent analysis) by love (not besottedness or moral fatuity) and the
second by hate (a far cry from clear moral logic). But although the closing
judgment will name Q1 love and Q2 hate, as we actually encounter the
poem we hear the sentences of Q1 as quoted by the present speaker of Q2;
the sentences are therefore given in a foolish, flat, and debased form,
which would not convince a flea, and which in fact amount (so cunningly
is hate arranging them) to a progressive indictment of the friend (“You are
a rose with thorns, you are a fountain with mud, you are a stained sun, you
have a loathsome worm living in you”). One imagines that when these ex-
cuses were made in the true voice of love (rather than the voice of love
summarized by hate), they sounded passionate and convinced.

The octave, then, belongs to hate, who scornfully summarizes his own
former excusings of the friend, and savagely exposes his own fault in so
doing. Hate goes in two directions—toward the friend and his loathsome
canker and toward the self and its self-corruption—but the latter is the
stronger.

The rhetoric of self-hate anticipates that of 129 (Th’expense of spirit) in
affecting an apparently sober response:

All men make faults, and even I in this,
Authórising thy trespass with compare.

This sobriety may be compared to the formal equilibrium at the opening
of 129:

Th’expense of spirit in a waste of shame
Is lust in action, and till action, lust . . .
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In both cases, the next lines exhibit débordement, as the words run off on a
headlong emotional course represented by a repeated grammatical form
(here in 35, present participles; in 129, adjectives) from which the poem
cannot detach itself for some time. In 129, we see the overmastering emo-
tion in adjectival fixation on the social trespasses of lust, as it

Is perjured, murd’rous, bloody, full of blame,
Savage, extreme, rude, cruel, not to trust.

In 35, we see the overmastering emotion in the participial fixation on per-
sonal fault:

authórising thy trespass with compare
corrupting my self
salving thy amiss
excusing thy sins

The odd man out among the speaker’s participial phrases is of course
my self corrupting, in which the direct object is the reflexive my self,
whereas in the other phrases the direct object is thy (offense), in which the
offense remains unspecified, described only in general terms as a trespass,
an amiss, and some sins. Because of the asymmetry of my self corrupting in
the series, and because of the absence of a comma following corrupting,
the series may more logically be seen:

In this case, my self corrupting serves as a sort of “floating modifier,” logi-
cally modifying all three actions—authórising, salving, and excusing.

I believe that the correct reading of line 8 is Excusing thy sins more than
their sins are, in which their sins refers to the faults of all men, which were
used to introduce this quatrain. The speaker’s reasoning would then run:
“All men make faults, and I [sin] in this, corrupting my self by salving thy
amiss, excusing thy sins more than their sins are [by me excused].” This is
no more tortured than other readings of the emended line.

The powerful aesthetic effect of line 7—My self corrupting salving thy
amiss—can thus be seen to originate in part from the slight shock of the
nonsymmetry of my self corrupting with the other participial phrases as
well as the notice of intensity it conveys by continuing, as if by emotional
fixation, the participial lead of authórising. Line 7 also doubles the pace of
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my self corrupting
authórising / thy trespass
salving / thy amiss
excusing / thy sins



sin (with two participles per line—corrupting, salving—instead of one, as
in the lines preceding and following). The iron grasp of line 7’s chiasmus
(my : -ing :: -ing : thy) shows us a character trapped by relationship into a
doubly sinful action.

It is impossible not to see that by the couplet the speaker has achieved
a love-hate voice in speaking of the sweet thief that sourly robs (the metaphor
recurs in sonnet 40). Sober fact, we might say, lies in the grammatical ker-
nel: thief robs. Feeling lies in the adjective and adverb: sweet/sourly.

As usual in the sonnets, the tertium quid of the couplet becomes pos-
sible as a result of an analytic process applied to the experiential narrative,
and the usual place for the analytic process is in Q3 (see, e.g., the analytic
Q3 of 73, That time of year). The signs of analytic expression are, in 35 as
often elsewhere, analytic metaphors summing up the situation (here, a
lawsuit and civil war) and epigrammatic, often punning, verbal summary
(here, sensual and sense).* When Shakespeare uses two successive meta-
phors, he usually adds the second because the first omits some aspect
which demands recognition (see, again, 73 for its successive tries at an
encompassing true metaphor, finding a truth in the metaphysical self-
consuming fire that it was not able to find in the visual figure of autumn
and the emblematic figure of twilight).

Here, immediately after the opposition of the greater sin of reason
(sense) to the lesser sin of the flesh (sensual fault), with the usual theologi-
cal implication of the greater seriousness of the sins of the mind, Shake-
speare introduces the metaphor of the lawsuit. In the first instance, this
would seem to be a suit in which the friend is the defendant (charged with
erotic thievery) and the speaker is the plaintiff, who has been robbed. The
judge is presumably God, judging the sensual fault. But the plaintiff, thy
adverse party, suddenly turns advocate for the friend.

Then a second lawsuit supervenes on the first. In the second, the
speaker is both defendant (guilty of self-corruption) and plaintiff: [I]
’gainst myself a lawful plea commence. This is a lawful plea because the
speaker is in fact guilty of this sin (as he has admitted); and after all, is not
this self-prosecution for a spiritual sin more to the point (the beam in his
own eye) than the prosecution of the thief for a sensual fault (the mote in
another’s eye)?

The speaker wishes to make, then, three pleas:

a. the prosecution argument made by hate as adverse party against the
young man;
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b. the defense argument made by love as advocate for the young man;
c. the self-prosecution argument against the defending self, in self-

hate.

These conflicting pleas cause the metaphor of civil war to be invoked. All
pleas then disappear, and the speaker returns to complicity in fault, acqui-
escence in the status quo, self-definition as áccessary with open eyes. Anger
(which has been implied by all the metaphors of lawsuits of one sort or
another) has subsided through analysis to a recognition of a bittersweet
(here, sweet-sour) relation with a beloved deceiver. Needs must is the lan-
guage of involuntary necessity, not of fault, whether of sense or sensuality.
The facts of thievery and robbery are inarguable, as is the fact of accessory
status; but the relation between them is no longer theologically governed.
Rather, it is governed by the image of civil strife, the division of selfhood
in two, love and hate, each with a valid voice.

“I have corrupted myself” is a statement that presupposes a true
“higher” self which has, by a “lower” self, been corrupted, and which
should once again take control. Even the metaphor of lawsuits implies
that one side, in each suit, is “lawful” and should win. In the close, love
and hate have equal civil voices, and the robbed plaintiff (feeling hate) is at
the same time the willing criminal accessory (feeling love). Though this
expressed dualism cannot be called self-integration, it is an epistemologi-
cal advance over the attempt by the voice of hate to suppress, in lines 1–8,
the voice of love (which, so long as it speaks from a feeling that still exists,
cannot in poetry be suppressed without formal crime).

The difficulty of maintaining love for an unpredictably unfaithful be-
loved will henceforth preoccupy the sonnets to the friend. The speaker’s
final solution will be, in 124, to separate completely the act of love from its
object, and to make it absolute in its own grandeur, without respect to the
worth of the beloved. It is a drastic but sublime (and also tragic) solution.

Couplet Tie: sweet [-est] (4, 14)
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Let me confess that we two must be twain,
Although our undivided loves are one:
So shall those blots that do with me remain,
Without thy help, by me be borne alone.
In our two loves there is but one respect,
Though in our lives a separable spite,
Which though it alter not love’s sole effect,
Yet doth it steal sweet hours from love’s delight.
I may not evermore acknowledge thee,
Lest my bewailèd guilt should do thee shame,
Nor thou with public kindness honour me,
Unless thou take that honour from thy name:

But do not so; I love thee in such sort,
As thou being mine, mine is thy good report.
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This sonnet is painfully linked to 39, with which it shares three sets
of rhyme-words: me/thee, one/alone, and twain/remain; both also use

the word [un]divided. (The intervening 37 and 38, with their mutual use of
ten times, represent material much more closely linked to sonnet 6, with
its triple use of ten times, than to their neighbors 36 and 39.) Though
some sonnets which seem to create “breaks” in the sequence do prove, on
inspection, to have real verbal or thematic links with their neighbors, such
is not the case with 37; and 38, though it is has some matter (and the words
worth and praise) in common with 39, bears no thematic trace of the sepa-
ration of lovers which is the common content of 36 and 39. It seems to me
that a “break” such as this one lends credence to the argument (a sensible
one in any case) that in arranging his sequence Shakespeare (or another
editor) made room for some earlier and less practiced sonnets among the
ones more clearly written in close temporal sequence. The relation of fa-
ther to son, taken on by the poet with respect to the young man in 37 (As a
decrepit father), may have been more natural in one of the earlier advice-
giving moments than in later poems; see my discussion of 37. The te-
trameter sonnet 145, Those lips, is the always-cited instance of an “interpo-
lated” sonnet.

Sonnet 36 offers a difficulty, since it closes with the couplet used also
to close 96 (Some say thy fault is youth). The couplet “fits” here both logi-
cally and syntactically (“You cannot honor me except by depriving your-
self of honor; but do not so,” etc.), and is acceptable in all respects as the
end of the poem. For its more problematic location in 96, see my com-
mentary on that poem.

Sonnet 36 represents, in the ongoing drama of the sequence, the first
acceptance by the speaker of permanent division from the beloved. The
division is enacted by the way in which the first-person plural which
dominates in the octave (we, our) is replaced by the first- and second-
person singular (I, thou) which dominate in the sestet; this contrast sets up
an Italianate two-part form. In the diagram, I chart the couple’s unity
(past and present) against their divided future, calling attention to the cli-
mactic pun, hours (“ours”), in line 8. The “we” of the past hours (“ours”)
turns before our very eyes into the I and thou of the cruel future.
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Though such is the apparent poem—with its apparent speech-acts of
acceptance (Let me confess) and self-blame (my bewailèd guilt)—one de-
duces that its putative moment—the last moment in which one can possi-
bly say the blessèd word ours—has already passed. A more accurate rendi-
tion of the speaker’s plight would be one that said, [We are now twain, and I
am bearing alone, without thy help, the blots that do with me remain]. The ter-
rible division has already happened (occasioning the poem), but love’s
nostalgia prolongs the mutual past into the separating spite of the pres-
ent, and projects the actual hideous present into a threatened envisaged
future. The poem proceeds by an almost invisible alteration of tenses and
moods—from the modal necessitarian future must be to the indicative fu-
ture shall be to the indicative present doth it steal to the modal present I
may not acknowledge thee . . . nor [mayst] thou honour me. Thus the pres-
ent “real” separation which the speaker suffers and the reader intuits is
viewed in a continuum with a rhetorically envisaged future separation,
causing the poem’s intrinsic pathos. The casuistry of expression—be-
tween unified twoness and divided twainness, between an inseparable one
respect and a separable spite, between an inalterable effect of love and steal-
able [h]ours of love—reinforces the pathos by which one’s already having
been repudiated is wishfully described as present unity.
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Unity of the Couple in Sonnet 36

(Together) Past and Present (Divided) Future and Evermore

we two must be twain

our undivided loves are one so blots [remaining] with me shall be
borne

by me alone without thy help

our two loves . . . but one respect
our lives a separable spite

love’s sole effect
sweet hours [“ours”]

love’s delight
steal from

I . . . thee; my guilt do thee shame, nor
thou . . . me unless thou take from
thy name.

Do not [thou] so; I love thee . . . thou
being mine, mine thy report.



The asymmetry by which I love thee appears unaccompanied by any-
thing resembling “thou lovest me” is reinforced by the phrase thou being
mine appearing unmatched by anything from the beloved resembling “I
being thine.” I love thee; thou [art] mine; thy good report is mine are all one-
sided declarations, exhibiting no real confidence that the corresponding
declarations from the beloved will be forthcoming. Thus, the discourses
of reciprocity (the first-person plural we, followed by the symmetry of I
may not / nor [mayst] thou) collapse into the isolation of the repudiated
lover. The beloved’s act of repudiation is motivated, according to the
speaker, solely by what used to be called “respect of others” and what we
would now call concern for one’s reputation. The beloved might draw
shame on himself and take honour from his own name, might damage his
good report, in associating with the speaker. It should be noticed that the
blots may well be mutual ones, but that in dissociating himself from the
speaker’s company, the young man lets the blots remain with the speaker
alone, who must bear them with no help. If speaker and beloved were to
remain a couple, the guilt ascribed to himself by the speaker might well
become the shame projected by others on the beloved—a slippage sug-
gesting mutual anterior complicity in the blots. The suggestion of injustice
in without thy help . . . borne alone is hard to ignore.

defective key word: love [-s] (missing in Q3)

Couplet Tie: love [-s] (2, 5, 7, 8, 13). It is not accidental that the word
love is “suppressed” from Q3, in which the absence of
love (I may not acknowledge thee, nor thou honour me) is
demonstrated. Mutual loves are present in Q1 and Q2,
one-sided love (I love thee) in C; in between, there is
lovelessness.
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As a decrepit father takes delight
To see his active child do deeds of youth,
So I, made lame by Fortune’s dearest spite,
Take all my comfort of thy worth and truth;
For whether beauty, birth, or wealth, or wit,
Or any of these all, or all, or more,
Intitled in thy parts, do crownèd sit,
I make my love ingrafted to this store:
So then I am not lame, poor, nor despised,
Whilst that this shadow doth such substance give
That I in thy abundance am sufficed,
And by a part of all thy glory live:

Look what is best, that best I wish in thee;
This wish I have, then ten times happy me.
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W e find in sonnet 37 more th’s than chance would usually al-
low. Youth, worth, truth, birth, and wealth introduce the poem, as

though the talismanic thy (thy worth, thy parts, thy abundance, thy glory)
began to reproduce itself—and not only in the nouns ending in th but also
in many other words: father, whether, these, this, then, that, this, doth, that,
that, thee, this, then. It is hard to know just what Shakespeare’s principle of
composition is; here as in 77 (Thy glass will show thee), he appears com-
pelled to exhibit at least one th per line. Every line in 37 except the third
displays at least one th, and several display more than one; this happens so
flagrantly that one cannot miss the graphic repetition. Line 3, the excep-
tion, takes on in the Quarto the form of a joke: it possesses a th, indeed,
but reversed to ht in spight. The opening quatrain, in the Quarto spelling,
rhymes ht, th, ht, and th, rendering any reader more conscious of the odd
prevalence of these letters.

I think anagrammatic and graphic games of this sort (remarked al-
ready in sonnets 7 and 9 and appearing elsewhere, as in 77) were attractive
to Shakespeare as hurdles to jump and tests to set himself; they are far
more common in the earlier sonnets to the young man than in the later
ones (which deal more in puns and conceits than in letter games). The
fancifulness of 37, with its “naive” boast, So then I am not lame etc., and its
even more “naive” conclusion, then ten times happy me, demonstrates des-
perate argument in the service of sophistry. The vacuity of some lines (Or
any of these all, or all, or more; Look what is best, that best I wish in thee; / This
wish I have), together with the repetitiveness of argument, makes this a
sonnet hard to explain except as an early, unengaged effort or one con-
structed on the basis of a game I have not succeeded in finding.

It introduces, nonetheless, the ultimately fascinating play, for Shake-
speare, of shadow against substance, in which instead of substance casting a
shadow, a shadow casts substance. (See 53, What is your substance, for the de-
velopment of this conceit.) The plays by which thy parts (I accept the
emendation from their to thy in line 7) confer a part of all thy glory, and
by which abund-ance confers a subst-ance, are typical examples of Shake-
speare’s early wordplay. The first is semantic (parts/part), the second ety-
mological (since the -ance in abund-ance and the one in subst-ance are not
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etymologically parallel). The play on tenfoldness, originating in sonnet 6
(Then let not winter’s) and present in 38 as well as 37, seems a cliché of hy-
perbole, while the argument—that the decrepit, fortune-lamed speaker
is not lame, poor, nor despised—is hardly credible, and stems only from de-
sire: that best I wish . . . / This wish I have, then ten times happy me. The
promptness with which Shakespeare drops the initiating metaphor of fa-
ther and child may be contrasted to the fullness of comic development of
the analogous metaphor (with roles reversed, the speaker being the child)
in 143 (Lo, as a careful huswife).

Couplet Tie: None. Such is the force of the graphic liaisons in th
that no verbal liaison is needed.
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How can my Muse want subject to invent
While thou dost breathe, that pour’st into my verse
Thine own sweet argument, too excellent
For every vulgar paper to rehearse?
O give thyself the thanks if aught in me
Worthy perusal stand against thy sight,
For who’s so dumb that cannot write to thee,
When thou thyself dost give invention light?
Be thou the tenth Muse, ten times more in worth
Than those old nine which rhymers invocate,
And he that calls on thee, let him bring forth
Eternal numbers to outlive long date.

If my slight Muse do please these curious days,
The pain be mine, but thine shall be the praise.
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The mythological Muse appears in propria persona for the first time
(sonnet 21 had called another poet a Muse). The concept is immedi-

ately made problematic by being doubled: “my Muse,” “be thou the
Muse.” The classicizing figure of the Muse will vanish eventually from
the sequence after appearing in some sonnets of the “rival poet”
group—78, 79, 82, and 85. The fact that the Muse appears chiefly in the
context of poetic rivalry suggests that it is the use of this figure by other
poets which occasions its appearance in Shakespeare. On his own, Shake-
speare is in the Sonnets an astonishingly nonclassical poet. The gods and
goddesses who populated many continental sonnets play almost no part in
his sequence (though he briefly mentions Adonis, Saturn, and Mars, and
uses a myth of Cupid at the Anacreontic close). The impression of naked
and immediate speech conveyed by Shakespeare’s sequence is due in great
part to the absence of the stately and playful distance conferred by classi-
cal reference. Shakespeare’s declassicizing of lyric seemed to Keats to
make poetry “northern” rather than “southern” (Mediterranean, Latin,
classical); and in refusing classical reference—to Apollo, Demeter, Pluto,
and Proserpine—in his ode “To Autumn,” Keats hoped to attain a “north-
ern” quality of the sort he had found in these sonnets. The teeming autumn
big with rich increase (97) is Demeter made “northern.” The Greek
Muses—those old nine which rhymers invocate—are dismissed here as con-
ventional and no more.

As Booth has pointed out, one of the fanciful principles of invention
here is the little test “Let us have the sound to in every line in the first
quatrain”: to invent, into my verse, too excellent, to rehearse. (The pattern
continues in to thee and to outlive in lines 7 and 12.) There is a similar pat-
tern in in: invent, into, in me, invention, in worth, invocate; invent/invention
brackets the octave.

These fundamentally uninteresting aural doodles, together with the
ten times repeated from sonnets 6 and 37, betray a fanciful rather than an
imaginative state in writing, reflected, e.g. in the way a slight Muse (line
13) contains the light (line 8) given by invention; in the way that invocate
(line 10) is “Englished” by call on (line 11); and in the way that better num-
bers can be brought forth by a higher-numbered Muse (the tenth) than
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by the old nine. The structure of the first thirteen lines of the poem is os-
tentatiously chiastic: My Muse : Give thyself :: Be thou : My Muse. And this
chiastic structure is mimicked in the fourteenth line: pain : mine :: thine:
praise.

It seems to me that Shakespeare uses a fanciful poem like this not for a
“serious” purpose but in order to play with complicated syntax, especially
in the opening quatrain, which in lines 2–4 “decorates” the elements of its
opening line in a series of Chinese boxes: “How can (while thou [that
pour’st thy argument {too excellent}] dost breathe) my Muse want subject
to invent?” This is of course only the syntactic skeleton; argument is fur-
ther modified by sweet, and excellent by the rehearsal of the vulgar.

Shakespeare’s powerful invention of subordinate phrases and clauses,
as in this first sentence of 38, suggests a mind which has already seen
clearly the mutual hierarchical relations of its concerns:

The sonnet here suggests, perhaps, a too-facile separation of writing and
its content—between the poet’s argument and its thou, between the poet’s
Muse and its subject, between another’s paper and what it rehearses. (Even
here, the slipperiness of the distinctions predicts future reflection in the
area of form and matter, culminating in 86, Was it the proud full sail).

This sonnet is conscious of the relation between rehearsal (by the poet)
and perusal (by others). It emphasizes the process from invention to re-
hearsal (with only a casual mention of perusal in line 6) until it reaches its
moment of closure in the couplet, which glances at the public turning of
invention and rehearsal to please these curious days and by those pains to
garner praise. The imagining of someone (the beloved as future reader)
surveying the Sonnets is never far from Shakespeare’s mind, and is one of
the means by which a turn from the expressive-mimetic mode to the ana-
lytic mode can be produced.

“My Muse” is a phrase normally taken to mean “the spirit of inspira-
tion within me,” personified, depending on the genre produced, as Clio,
Calliope, Erato, etc., those old nine. But when the Muse is externalized and
named as the friend, an unnerving literalizing of allegory has been per-
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1. Thyself breathing and thy sweet argument [are from on high]
poured into

2. my Muse and my verse and its invented subject [yourself, who are]
too excellent for

3. the vulgar papers and their rehearsals.



mitted, and the descriptive object of the poem—the friend—alienates the
faculty of inspiration from the poet to itself. Is poetry inspired by the
swelling heart of the poet or by the excellent object to which the poet re-
sponds? In this early confrontation between aesthetic response and aes-
thetic object, Shakespeare’s vote, via his speaker, goes toward locating aes-
thetic worth, and poetic essence, in the object itself rather than in the
poet’s inner “inspiration.” The final mention of the poet’s Muse treats it
dismissively—“my slight Muse.”

Couplet Tie: Muse (1, 9, 13)
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O how thy worth with manners may I sing,
When thou art all the better part of me?
What can mine own praise to mine own self bring,
And what is’t but mine own when I praise thee?
Even for this, let us divided live,
And our dear love lose name of single one,
That by this separation I may give
That due to thee which thou deserv’st alone.
O absence, what a torment wouldst thou prove,
Were it not thy sour leisure gave sweet leave
To entertain the time with thoughts of love,
Which time and thoughts so sweetly doth deceive;

And that thou teachest how to make one twain,
By praising him here who doth hence remain.
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In sonnet 9, there was a grammatical change of person, from
second-person address to the friend in the octave (Is it for fear to

wet a widow’s eye / That thou consum’st thyself in single life?) to third-person
description of the friend in the sestet (No love toward others in that bosom
sits / That on himself such murd’rous shame commits). Sonnet 39 changes in a
comparable way from octave to sestet, while retaining throughout
second-person address. It turns in line 9 from addressing the beloved (O
how thy worth with manners may I sing) to addressing Absence itself: O ab-
sence, what a torment wouldst thou prove, etc. Since any abstraction, once ad-
dressed in the second person, is thereby made into a personage (and usu-
ally a governing personage), Absence becomes the tutelary deity of the
sestet, instructing the dutiful poet in a better way of writing, thus
fulfilling the poet’s original wish: to sing with manners the beloved’s
worth without any of the praise accruing to himself. The elevation (“O al-
titudo”) accompanying the “O Absentia!” and the paradox of fortunate
absence are marked by a madrigalesque “turn” in the prosody of the son-
net, in which two metrically irregular lines (9–10) yield to a lulling regular
music in 11–12.

9. O! mabse5nce // w7hat 5a / tkorm7ent / wo6uldst th3ou / prjove,

10. W7ere lit n4ot / tkhy sojur / lmeisu1re / gmave swjeet / lejave

11. T1o men / t3ertmain / t3he tijme / w6ith tholughts / 7of lmove,

12. Wh2ich tilme / a3nd tholughts / 5so swjeet / 6ly dmoth / d1ecekive.

In whatever way one may scan lines 9–10, the change from them to the
perfectly regular lines 11–12 marks the “mending” of the poet’s style into
one which, with perfect manners, entertains the time. (I accept the emen-
dation in line 12 by which love [not absence] doth [not dost] sweetly de-
ceive time and thoughts.)

This enactive metrical “turn” to untroubled musicality, paradoxically
afforded by the thoughts of love possible in absence, is one way in which
this poem guarantees its assertions. Another is the way in which the plot
of its final written form reverses the “experiential” temporal sequence
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which can be inferred from its narration. In the “real life” narrated by im-
plication in the sonnet, the speaker’s psychology is represented in four se-
quential temporal stages:

a. I am in torment because of this absence of my beloved and our con-
sequent separation.

b. But his absence gives me leisure to praise him as he remains hence.
c. Therefore, separation—since it gives leisure to praise not him-as-

joined-to-me but rather him-as-himself (a more convincing be-
cause less self-serving praise)—is good.

d. Therefore, togetherness is bad, since the praise it utters is contami-
nated by self-interest.

If I reduce this to its plot elements, it reads:

a. Separation � torment; but
b. Separation � leisure to sing; and
c. Separation � praise of him alone; therefore
d. Togetherness � suspect praise.

The written poem as we have it, however, reverses this “experiential” se-
quence. The poem says, in its turn:

a. How can I properly praise you, since we are so close that praise of
you seems to be praise of myself?

b. Therefore let us live divided, so I can give you your due.
c. O Absence, what a torment would I find you, were it not for the lei-

sure you afford for thoughts of love,
d. And you teach me how to offer mannerly praise by praising him

alone, dividing him from me, painful though the division is.

Reduced, this reads as a near-perfect reversal of the “lived” plot above:

a. Togetherness � suspect praise;
b. Separation � praise of him alone;
c. Separation � torment except for leisure to sing;
d. Separation � mannerly praise.

The poem as we have it starts where it wants to finish, pretending that
its “experiential” rationalization of the torments of absence (“I can praise
him more properly”) is in fact an answer to a constructed pseudo-
question: “How can I praise him in a way that does not seem to reflect
praise on myself?” This “question” never did exist in the inferred experi-
ential order, which began not in such speculation but in the raw tor-
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ment of absence. Thus, torment, by the invention of the pseudo-question,
which for its answer necessitates absence as an aesthetic and moral a priori,
is sublimated into the suffering necessary for sweet entertainment and
mannerly praise.

This poem, then, contains behind it a shadow-poem or ghost-
poem—the “experiential” lyric it could have been: “I hate our separation;
can I see any good in it? Well, I can praise him more properly when we
seem less close; good, I endorse absence on that account.” Such an “expe-
riential” narrative would produce a poem remaining on the single level of
personal meditation. The implied reworking of such a “first model” ac-
counts for three aspects of the poem: (1) the invention of the pseudo-
problem (“How can I properly praise you who are the better part of
me?”); (2) the decision for the lovers to separate being ascribed not to the
beloved (who doth hence remain and has, in logic, therefore, been the one
to bring about the separation and its continuance) but to the poet (that I
may give / That due to thee); and (3) the small ode of gratitude to Absence,
the divinity who has happily “solved,” for the poet, his aesthetic problem
of mannerly praise.

In the little lyric playlet enacted in the sonnet, the perplexed poet, dis-
satisfied with his aesthetic production, banishes the beloved (Even for this,
let us divided live) in order to praise him better, and finds with joy that his
strategy works (O absence, . . . thou [giv’st] sweet leave, etc.) This playlet is a
motivated pseudo-dramatic structure, with its little question (O how), its
resolutely “plucky” decision (let us divided live), its thanks to its tutelary di-
vinity Absence, and its final pose of humble instruction-taking. Such a
long tradition of love-plaints-in-absence lies behind it, however, that we
know we are to “hear” the “experiential” drama behind the constructed
rationalizing poem. It is in such shadow play between written lyric and in-
ner implied experience that much of the psychological richness of the
Sonnets lies; we hear the pain of the betrayed voice behind the re-formed
and rationalized whimsicality of the written praise.

Such sonnets correspond to paintings which contain a mirror re-
flecting a part of the painting, or which show an easel on which a painting
of the “real” subject is displayed. The distortion of the “actual” in the
mirror or on the easel is the measure of artifice, of which we are thus
made particularly conscious. A poet uses the conventionally expected
(here, the love-plaint in absence) as the “real”; and the measure of artifice
becomes the degree of stylized departure from it (here, the congratulation
of Absence as an aid to aesthetic propriety).

The “conjugation” live, love, leave (lines 5, 6, 10) “invented” here will
reappear as leaves, love, leave (2, 14, 14) in sonnet 73.
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Couplet tie: praise [-ing] (3, 4, 14)
one [alone] (6, 8, 13)

As I mentioned in commenting on 36, sonnet 39 repeats three
rhyme-pairs from 36 (me/thee, one/alone, and twain/remain), two of them
in the same order, with one (me/thee) reversed. That two sonnets on
the same subject, sharing three of their seven rhymes, should belong
together is given more credence by the chiastic arrangement of the
coupled rhymes when 36/39 is printed as a double sonnet:

This mirror-resemblance between 36 and 39, suggesting that they may
have been conceived as a double sonnet like 98/99, confirms one’s sense
of 37 and 38 as an interruption in the sequence.
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Take all my loves, my love, yea take them all;
What hast thou then more than thou hadst before?
No love, my love, that thou mayst true love call,
All mine was thine, before thou hadst this more.
Then if for my love thou my love receivest,
I cannot blame thee, for my love thou usest;
But yet be blamed, if thou this self deceivest
By wilful taste of what thy self refusest.
I do forgive thy robb’ry, gentle thief,
Although thou steal thee all my poverty;
And yet love knows it is a greater grief
To bear love’s wrong than hate’s known injury.

Lascivious grace, in whom all ill well shows,
Kill me with spites yet we must not be foes.
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The masochism of abjectness in love here reaches its first peak: Kill
me with spites yet we must not be foes. This poem offers also one of

those striking phrases with which the Sonnets are sprinkled, phrases which
have a greater aesthetic effect than can, at first, be accounted for: here,
the phrase is the fascinating lascivious grace. The phrase skirts blasphemy,
since the moral import of the immediately following ill and well immedi-
ately brings religious grace into earshot; and the fallen state of the infatu-
ated speaker (by comparison to his better state when he called the youth a
gentle thief ) is shown by his now making the positive word (grace) of the
characterizing phrase the noun (the part of speech which conveys essence)
with the condemnatory word (lascivious) becoming only a modifying ad-
jective. Though he adds that all ill (substance) shows (appears) well in
the beloved, this concession does not mitigate the positive force of the de-
fining noun, grace. “Graceful lasciviousness” would show a speaker prop-
erly defining the relation between graceful show and lascivious substance;
lascivious grace shows a speaker helplessly enthralled by beauty, for whom
the aesthetic is the central necessary essence and substance of anything,
and for whom other qualities, even deadly sins, are only contingent and
adjectival. All ill well shows / Kill stammers the couplet. And yet, even with
all this said, one does not at first know why lascivious falls on the ear with
such absolute rightness. It is conspicuous, of course, by being the only
“sophisticated” polysyllable in a couplet of monosyllables:

Lascivious grace, in whom all ill well shows,
Kill me with spites yet we must not be foes.

But why does lascivious fall on the ear like something expected? We can ac-
count for that, I think, only by its echo of the trisyllables of evildoing that
make up the amphibrachic ( ! . ! ) rhyme words (receivest, deceivest) of the
second quatrain:

receivest [seev-s]
thou usest
deceivest [seev-s]
refusest

lascivious [siv-s]
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It is by such confirmatory coffin nails that binding correspondences are
hammered home; and, of course, the evil grace has some hooks of its own,
not only its initial consonants and vowels which remind us of the greater
grief (line 11) that that grace (line 13) has caused, but also its possession
of the same satanic hiss that exists in receivest, usest, deceivest, refusest,
and—of course—lascivious. Lascivious grace: the phrase, gathering up so
many foregoing sounds and the damning amphibrachic foot, is like a
Hopkinsian inscape. It serves (like gentle thief, which anticipates it) as a
vocative [O] lascivious grace, [thou] in whom all ill well shows, kill me! The
phrase is like a stunning discovery, as though the speaker were for the first
time seeing that there exists a form of highest beauty (grace) intimately in-
corporating the corrupt. For someone whose ultimate value is the aes-
thetic, this is the worst possible recognition. (It was present in incipient
form in sonnet 35, which shares the words thief and rob with 40.)

The structure of 40 changes at the “turn” to forgiveness. In the octave,
left and right half-lines (loosely defined) match each other verbally and
syntactically. Sometimes they do this laterally, sometimes vertically, as
shown in the diagram. The poem, in short, encourages us to read by
half-lines, both “across”:

and “down”:

and even “aslant”:

I think the half-line effects must strike anyone reading the sonnet. It is
an interesting invention to compose a sonnet by half-lines, so to speak; it
really creates a little twenty-eight-line poem:

Take all my loves, my love,
Yea take them all:
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more than thou hadst before
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What hast thou then
More than thou hadst before?
No love, my love,
That thou mayst true love call,
All mine was thine
Before thou hadst this more.
Then if for my love
Thou my love receivest,
I cannot blame thee
For my love thou usest;
But yet be blamed
If thou this self deceivest
By wilful taste
Of what thy self refusest.
I do forgive thy robb’ry,
Gentle thief,
Although thou steal thee
All my poverty;
And yet love knows
It is a greater grief
To bear love’s wrong
Than hate’s known injury.
Lascivious grace,
In whom all ill well shows,
Kill me with spites,
Yet we must not be foes.

Of course, there are many half-lines in other sonnets that bear parallel
and antithetical relations to each other, and there are both “lateral” and
“vertical” relations of this kind elsewhere. But the half-line organization
elsewhere is fairly often interrupted by whole-line organization, and is
maintained less strictly, and with less repeated lateral and vertical fore-
grounding, than in this case. Here, the half-line organization breaks down
for a while in the sestet, where the whole-line utterance is “stronger” than
the vestiges of lateral and vertical parallelism, which nonetheless are
maintained:

I do forgive thy robb’ry, gentle thief (lateral connection)
Although thou steal thee all my poverty. (vertical connection)
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I believe that the zigzag half-line motion of this sonnet (perhaps
influenced by the Anglo-Saxon / medieval alliterative verse line, with its
strong medial caesura) formally enacts the speaker’s vacillation between
blame and excuse, and that this yes/no motion ensures the “rightness” of
lascivious grace when it erupts as the helpless unifying summary of all the
divisions preceding it.

Lines 5–8 with their long chiasmus (if : blame :: blamed : if ) are the
“knot”—a Gordian knot—which the speaker must attempt to untie:

Then

If for my love you receive my love, I cannot blame you that
you use my love.
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Structure of Sonnet 40

lateral connections

Left Right

Take all my loves my love take them all
What hast thou then than thou hadst
No love, my love thou m[a]y[st] love
my love my love
robb’ry thief
steal poverty
love’s wrong hate’s injury
kill me not foes

vertical connections

1. all my loves, my love, take them all

2. more . . . hadst before

3. love, my love, . . . love

4. All before . . . hadst . . . more

5. my love thou my love

6. blame my love thou

7. blamed this self

8. thy self

11. love knows

12. love’s wrong



But yet

If you deceive this self by willful taste of what you refuse,
be blamed.

The Gordian knot is the quatrain in which the speaker asks, “Why did
he deceive me by a relation with my mistress?” and its contortions show
the impossibility of both conjectures: “He did it because, loving me, he
wants to have the same mistress as I do; he did it because he wanted a taste
of what he had always repudiated (to me) as distasteful.” The sonnet
eventually gives up on both conjectures. “Never mind why; what am I to
do about it?” the speaker asks himself, and answers in the sestet, “I do for-
give.” The blame persists in the putatively impersonal form of a proverb:
“Love’s wrong’s a greater grief than hate’s known injury”—its epigram-
matic form marking its proverbial origin. When the speaker of a sonnet
gives up on personal utterance and resorts to proverbial form, we have
generally reached a situation that will not yield itself up to the forces of
rational analysis (as the tortures of the present Gordian knot show). A
hapless resort to forgiveness and proverb here takes the place of analytic
resolution.

Such as it is, the truncated “analytic” resolution of 40 is the acceptance
of the aesthetic paradox of lascivious grace; one is still in love with beauty,
even after seeing not only its infidelity but the corrupted form that that
beauty’s infidelity has assumed—infidelity undertaken, as it was, for wilful
taste rather than for infatuation or love. That is why the speaker admits
that all ill shows well in the young man—coldblooded ill as well as hot-
blooded, spites as well as wrong. “Though he slay me, yet will I trust in
him” (Job) is the utterance of the saints, blasphemed here in Kill me with
spites yet we must not be foes. It is a terrifying end. The “song” of Take all my
loves, my love . . . no love, my love has degenerated to Kill . . . spites . . . foes.

Couplet Tie: all (1, 4, 10, 13)
The striking absence from the couplet of the word
love [-s] (which is lavishly used ten times in the body
of the sonnet) is necessarily remarked.
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Those pretty wrongs that liberty commits
When I am sometime absent from thy heart,
Thy beauty, and thy years, full well befits,
For still temptation follows where thou art.
Gentle thou art, and therefore to be won,
Beauteous thou art, therefore to be assailed;
And when a woman woos, what woman’s son
Will sourly leave her till she have prevailed?
Ay me, but yet thou mightst my seat forbear,
And chide thy beauty, and thy straying youth,
Who lead thee in their riot even there
Where thou art forced to break a twofold truth:

Hers, by thy beauty tempting her to thee,
Thine, by thy beauty being false to me.
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The extraordinary aesthetic emphasis of sonnet 40, focusing on a las-
civious grace irresistible because beautiful in its essence, continues in

41, which begins by blaming two causes for the young man’s lapses: his
beauty and his tender years. It then personifies both causes—his beauty and
straying youth—which become the bad companions lead[ing] him in their
riot into temptation (which contradictorily follows where he is). But the
couplet, strikingly, drops all mention of tender years and straying youth.
The young man’s beauty alone reigns in full aesthetic domination, as he is
forced to break a twofold truth:

Hers, by thy beauty tempting her to thee,
Thine, by thy beauty being false to me.

The young man’s beauty here seems a magnetic energy separate from
himself; and “forced” suggests that he has no free will. Yet we must as-
cribe free will to the young man rather than seeing him as the innocent
dupe of bad companions. We have been led to believe that the young man
does have free will by the speaker’s single exception in finding excuses for
the young man’s pretty wrongs: Ay me, but yet thou mightst my seat forbear.
This protest certainly ascribes free will to the young man, who should as-
sume control (as the speaker deems possible) over his bad companions.
He should chide his beauty and his straying youth. To forbear and to chide
are just what the young man has not done, but what he could have done,
and could still do. Therefore, the subsequent statement thou art forced to
break a twofold truth, and the ascription of independent agency to beauty
(as earlier to liberty), ring not as facts but as reiterated excuses.

“And lead us not into temptation” is what Michael Riffaterre might
call the hypogram underlying this sonnet, as we can see (a) from the witty
verbal reversal of lead to follow in the octave, For still temptation follows
where thou art, and (b) from the reversion to the biblical norm in the ses-
tet: “[they] lead thee in their riot . . . tempting her.” Temptation followed
by wrongdoing is the chronological dramatic scenario of the sonnet, but
it is first played out in reverse chronological order in two scenes of “ex-
cuse,” the first general, the second specific:
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The third scene of excuse, however, is played out in “correct” chronologi-
cal order:

So is the subsequent chronologically-ordered long reproach:

The sonnet therefore may be divided into two phases, one (lines 1–6)
which goes “backward” from ill-doing to temptation, and a second (lines
7–12) which goes “forward” from temptation to ill-doing. The first phase
is a twice-reiterated process of ascribing blame for wrongs committed;
the second is a twice-reiterated re-creation of the act from start (and when
a woman woos . . . thou mightst forbear) to finish (prevailed . . . break truth).
The first phase is retrospectively analytic, the second phase chronologi-
cally dramatic. The couplet’s dry and bitter ascription of the young man’s
twofold truth-breaking to the invincible power of beauty alone shows the
speaker capitulating on the question of free will, excusing the young man
entirely.

This sonnet is perhaps a good place to glance at the way Shakespeare
contrives the effect of what Frost, in “Birches,” would call “truth [break-
ing] in.” In the midst of all the sophistry of infatuation (and Blackmur’s
phrase about the Sonnets, “the poetics of infatuation,” has never been bet-
tered), a note is struck of what, in the dramatic sense, one must call
“sincerity.” “Sincerity” and “insincerity” are mutually self-defining in any
given sonnet, and often the “sincere” outburst comes at the turn in line 9.
Whatever has preceded tends to seem like irony, ingenuity, or sophistry
by contrast to the “sincere” language that follows. Notable examples of
“truth breaking in” include:

Ay me, but yet thou mightst my seat forbear (sonnet 41)
O no, thy love though much, is not so great (61)
But when my glass shows me myself indeed (62)
But wherefore says she not she is unjust? (138)

It is therefore worth looking briefly at what precedes and follows the ful-
crum of “sincerity” in 41, while remembering that it is in the “sincere”
outburst (Ay me) that the young man’s free will is assumed, and that the
outcry therefore serves not only as an emotional or psychological or lin-
guistic fulcrum (as it does) but as a moral fulcrum as well.
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woo (line 7) prevail (line 8)

forbear lead riot [broken] truth.

wrongs commit[ted] (line 1) temptation (line 4)

won (line 5) assailed (line 6)



The first quatrain excuses the friend by the speaker’s assuming on his
own part a light, libertine, and “worldly” attitude toward pretty wrongs, as-
cribing them to an apparently desirable liberty, and minimizing their fre-
quency (sometime); the “enthusiastic” concurrence in full well (“boys will
be boys”) and the lurking presence of libertine companions
(temptation follows where thou art) serve as excuses as well. The young man
walks in a generalized atmosphere of youth, beauty, liberty, and tempta-
tions, and it is “only natural” that he will fall into pretty wrongs.

This first excuse is almost wholly incompatible with the second, which
displaces all blame onto the woman, who assail[s], woos, and prevail[s]. (I
believe that the Quarto he should be emended to she, though the wooing
woman would remain the principal agent of sin even if he is retained as
the prevailer.) The gentle and beauteous youth must acquiesce if only for
good manners’ sake; he cannot sourly leave her. It is probably the strain in
maintaining a falsely logical note (and therefore . . . therefore . . . and) as
much as the incompatibility of the second excuse with the first that makes
the irruption Ay me seem inevitable as a corrective to the preceding “lib-
ertine” sophistry and the repetition of the oldest excuse in myth, “The
woman tempted [him].”

The fulcrum of “sincerity” lasts for just two lines, and then we revert
to excuse. At first (line 10), beauty and youth are rebel powers to be
chided, but one line later they lead thee in their riot to the forbidden, but
not forborne, seat.

Metaphor is present, but in the phrase forbear[ing a] seat we are still at
the realistic level of diction, not the allegorical, When we then pass into
the allegory of [tempters] who lead thee, this change is a sign of renewed es-
trangement from “sincerity.” The couplet, verbally, has it both ways. An
“insincere” version blames the tempter (beauty) and excuses the young
man, by construing tempting as predicated of the rioter beauty: “thy beau-
ty’s tempting [of ] her.” A “sincere” version would blame the young man
himself, and would construe tempting as modifying thou: “thou tempting
her by thy beauty.” The speaker adroitly maintains himself as both ex-
cuser and potential blamer; but the reader, having once heard the “sin-
cere” voice of pain and betrayed love, sides with that implied voice over
the voice of “pretty” libertine excuse and accusation of the wooing
woman.

Couplet Tie: [tempt] [-ation] [-ing] (4, 13)
thy beauty (10, 13, 14)
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That thou hast her, it is not all my grief,
And yet it may be said I loved her dearly;
That she hath thee is of my wailing chief,
A loss in love that touches me more nearly.
Loving offenders, thus I will excuse ye:
Thou dost love her because thou know’st I love her,
And for my sake even so doth she abuse me,
Suff’ring my friend for my sake to approve her.
If I lose thee, my loss is my love’s gain,
And losing her, my friend hath found that loss,
Both find each other, and I lose both twain,
And both for my sake lay on me this cross.

But here’s the joy, my friend and I are one:
Sweet flattery! then she loves but me alone.
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These early betrayal sonnets (40, 41, 42) are usually, and probably
correctly, read against their supposedly “corresponding” sonnets in

the second half of the sequence (133, 134, 135, 136, 144, 152, etc.) and an in-
tertextual force-field is thereby created, directing in part how the reader
transfers meaning from one (twice forsworn . . . thy bed-vow broke, 152) to
another (break a twofold truth, 41). The advantage in writing a sequence
arises from the creation of this energetic force-field, in which not only in-
dividual sonnets, but individual quatrains and couplets, and even individ-
ual lines, float free, collide, combine with, or repel each other. One can
even mentally “create” entire false combinatory octaves or sestets which
sometimes seem almost as real as the true ones.

In 42, after line 9, the young man is no longer addressed in the second
person, but rather referred to in the third person (this is the reference
used throughout 42 for the mistress). By this midway change of address,
the speaker demonstrates that he is no longer in a “thou” relation to the
young man. The speaker is excluded from the relation between friend and
mistress; they become my friend and she, not thou and she. The sonnet has
first attempted to draw the mistress into the “thou” mode reserved for the
young man by attempting a second-person plural—Loving offenders, thus I
will excuse ye—but the attempt to magnetize her into the circle of the
speaker’s affection fails. She entered the poem conspicuously referred to
in the third person (“That thou hast her”), and after the brief ingather-
ing into ye she falls back into the third person—“even so doth she abuse
me”—but, disastrously, she takes the young man away with her, into her
third-person sphere.

In a final desperate attempt not to lose the young man, the speaker
moves him from the third person into the first person, arguing that he is
implicitly gathered into the accusative me, since the speaker and friend are
one: “My friend and I are one . . . then she loves but me alone.” The mis-
tress remains outside, ungathered, in her third-person she. The young
man and the speaker together are supposedly caught up into the I of the
poem.

The distribution of persons in love is brought out by the distribution
of the lurking word love itself. As the accompanying diagram reveals, the
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word love is distributed across the same frequency, so to speak, as the word
lose; and the distribution of clauses (where I capitalize forms of love and
lose) exhibits the sophistry of rationalization. I use S to represent the
speaker, M to represent the mistress, and YM to represent the young
man, as they regroup themselves during the progress of the sonnet. While
the left column gathers together the moments when the young man is
said to possess the mistress, and the right column the moments when the
speaker comments on his own position, the middle column documents
the mistress’ moments of possession as the speaker continually rephrases
them. It will be noticed that the first reference to the young man in the
third person (not thee but my friend) is made from the point of view of the
mistress as she “suffer(s) my friend for my sake to approve her.” Immedi-
ately after this, the speaker lays claim, for the last time in the poem, to
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Distribution of Love and Lose in Sonnet 42

YM in Possession of M M in Possession of YM S in (Non)-Possession

That thou hast her That she hath thee i loved her
a loss in love that

touches me

M and YM in Possession of
Each Other

loving offenders, thus I will
excuse ye:

Thou dost love her
because I love her

she doth abuse me for my sake
suff’ring my friend for my sake

to approve her
If I lose thee, my loss

is my love’s gain
and [I ] losing her

my friend hath found that
loss

Both find each other and I lose both twain

M in Possession of YM
and S

my friend and I

are one:

she loves but me alone.



his former second-person address: “If I lose thee,” he says, envisaging
his worst fear. Thenceforth the mistress’ view dominates, and the young
man remains my friend, not thee, even during the final desperate move of
ingathering him from his third-person status to first-person identity (a
move Shakespeare characterizes as self-deceiving—sweet flattery—even as
it is being made).

The third quatrain is where the feared loss occurs in actual fact, since
after its first foreboding words—If I lose thee—the second person disap-
pears, and in place of the domination of love (three times in Q2) we find
the domination of lose (loss, etc.), which I here capitalize—five times in Q3,
against one occurrence of love (there are no occurrences of lose at all
in Q2):

Q1: loved, loss, love
Q2: loving, love, love
Q3: lose, loss, love, losing, loss, lose

C : love

Shakespeare offers four models to describe the relations between the
three persons in the triangle. The models become increasingly tortured,
as the speaker tries to find a way to include himself in the relationship of
the young man to the mistress. The first model (Q1) is the apparently true
one. The young man (YM) and the mistress (M) are together in a relation
that excludes the speaker (S), who has formerly been in a relation of love
to both of them:

S:
YM has M

M has YM

In the second model (Q2), their previous relationship of love with the
speaker is the cause and very means by which the young man and mistress
have fallen into their present affair (because, for my sake, for my sake):

YM—via S—M
M—via S—YM

In the third model (Q3) their relation is the speaker’s fault: he has some-
how lost them both, because they have sought out each other—doing so
even for [his] sake, presumably to solidify their relation with him:
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loses ym

loses m
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In the last model (C), the speaker has absorbed the young man into him-
self, and the relationship therefore becomes one between himself and the
mistress, eliding the young man altogether (she loves me):

S � YM;
M loves S (YM).

By inserting himself somehow as cause or agent of the relation be-
tween the young man and the mistress, the speaker preserves a connec-
tion with the young man which (as the last fantasy of ingestion of the
young man reveals) is the overriding motive of this poem. It is the psy-
chological ingenuity of the models of possible connection—where, as Q1
admits, no such fantastic connection exists—that here controls the de-
ployment of love and lose. But the aesthetic pathos of the poem arises from
the loss of the power to say thee any longer. “Thou and I are one” is the
pathetic second-person shadow-statement, unsayable, behind the third-
person fantasy-statement, “My friend and I are one.” The loss in love that
touches the speaker most nearly is the loss of the thou of affection. In the
Couplet Tie, where we expect to find a surviving lose [loss] we find only a
pathetic love.

key word: love

Couplet Tie: my friend (8, 10, 13)
love [-d] [-ing] [-s] (2, 4, 5, 6, 6, 9, 14)
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When most I wink then do mine eyes best see,
For all the day they view things unrespected,
But when I sleep, in dreams they look on thee,
And darkly bright, are bright in dark directed.
Then thou, whose shadow shadows doth make bright,
How would thy shadow’s form form happy show
To the clear day with thy much clearer light,
When to unseeing eyes thy shade shines so!
How would (I say) mine eyes be blessèd made,
By looking on thee in the living day,
When in dead night thy fair imperfect shade
Through heavy sleep on sightless eyes doth stay!

All days are nights to see till I see thee,
And nights bright days when dreams do show thee me.
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Normally, one to three significant words used in the body of a
sonnet reappear in the couplet, forming what I term the Couplet

Tie—a locking device without which the couplet would, so to speak, fall
off. In 43 Shakespeare experiments with a substantial amount of couplet
glue: seven words used in the body of the poem (besides forms of I and
thou) reappear in the couplet. These—all, day, night, see, bright, dreams,
and show—make up, with repeats, one-half of the couplet’s words. In fact,
there are no words in the couplet except till which are not repeated from
the body of the poem (me is only a variant form of the repeated
I/my/mine). Redundancy is the experiment of the whole poem, perhaps
best seen in the play on three sounds, sh, d, and b, represented by the fol-
lowing lists:

shadow day best
shadows dreams bright
shadow’s darkly bright
show dark bright
shade directed blessèd
shines doth bright
shade day
show day

dead
doth
days
days
dreams
do

These lists of alliterating words are the “constants” with respect to which
the other words, changing as the sonnet progresses, are the variables.

Sonnet 43 looks like a poem which makes the “same” statement, more
or less, four times, a statement announced by the first line (“My eyes
see best when I am asleep”) and reiterated through the quatrains to the
couplet (“When dreams show you to me, nights are bright days”). This
absence-poem would prefer the beloved’s presence, but lacking that pres-
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ence, will make do with dreams in which the beloved object can be seen.
For all the lexical constancy evidenced by the redundancy in the word lists
and the Couplet Tie, the slippage in the phrasing of this central state-
ment, as the sonnet evolves, is extraordinary.

The slippage can be shown by isolating some main clauses about the
night seeing. I rearrange some words to display their syntactic parallelism
with other phrases:

when most I wink mine eyes best see
when I sleep in dreams they look on thee

to unseeing eyes thy shade shines
on sightless eyes thy imperfect shade doth stay
dreams do show thee

The phrasing passes from active supercompetent eyes that best see, that
look on the object; to unseeing eyes passively illuminated by a shade that
shines; to sightless eyes on which rests an imperfect shade. The poem, in
short, gets darker as the seeing eyes become unseeing and then sightless, and
as the shade darkens from shin[ing] brightness to imperfect[ion]. Finally, the
eyes disappear; dreams are the active agents which show.

Such slippage in the Sonnets invariably betrays an original self-
deception. The confident paradox When most I wink, then do mine eyes best
see, invented by the speaker to cheer himself up (“Oh well, even in ab-
sence I can see you in my dreams”), is sabotaged on all sides. A crude
sketch of the relations of day and night in the poem reveals that we are
talking about a real day (in which the beloved is absent and there is noth-
ing worth looking at), versus a hypothetical ideal day (in which the be-
loved would be present in the flesh), versus a real night (in which the be-
loved is present only in dreams). Compared with the empty real day, the
real night of vivid dreams is desirable. But compared with the plenitude of
the hypothetical ideal living day, the real night, even with its dreams, is
dead and undesirable. As the real night is first favorably compared to the
real day and then unfavorably to the better living day, it slides downward
in esteem; as the vacant real day is hypothesized into the Living Day, day
mounts upward in estimation; as the Real Presence arises in the hypothe-
sis of the living day, the dream presence fades into imperfection and loses
its brilliance. All of these slippages happen in the body of the sonnet, and
the place where they “bottom out” is the last two lines of the body:

. . . in dead night thy fair imperfect shade
Through heavy sleep on sightless eyes doth stay!
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The power of dream is still affirmed, but its radical imperfection as a
substitute for real presence is admitted. Absence is still the fact, during
the day and even during the night. What then can the couplet now say?
The couplet offers a frank longing for presence: “All days are nights to see
till I see thee.” I see thee is the kernel sentence for presence. It has hitherto
been ingeniously repressed by the displacement of agency from the per-
sonal pronoun onto the speaker’s eyes: “Mine eyes best see; they view; they
look on thee; [they] are directed; thy shade shines to eyes; mine eyes would
be made blessèd by looking on thee; thy shade doth stay on sightless eyes.”
The second line of the couplet finally admits the lack of all agency in
the self, including its (putatively hitherto active) eyes: “And nights [are]
bright days when dreams do show thee me.” Truth has arrived with a venge-
ance: “I do not see thee, not yet; my eyes do not see thee either; I am de-
pendent on dreams to show you to me.”

The psychological interest of the poem lies in its portrayal of the slip-
page from compensatory sparkle to abject admission. The aesthetic inter-
est, however, is concentrated in the fancy footwork of lines 3–8, in which
the friend’s true form (which can be seen when he is present) is con-
trasted in its illuminatory power with his shadow-image, which is seen in
dreams when he is absent. A fundamentally disappointing “night” base-
line (night/dreams . . . shade/shadow/shines) is repeatedly drawn in lines
1–5 in the present tense, and then is exceeded in lines 6–10 by a hypotheti-
cal better comparative “daylight” line drawn in some form of the condi-
tional.

The two How would conditional clauses (Q2 and Q3) destroy the
“cheerful” paradox of darkly bright . . . bright in dark of Q1, first by deni-
grating the quality of its shadowy dream-brightness in comparison to the
much clearer light of the true daylight form, and second by pointing out
the imperfect[ion] of the shadow itself and by calling night dead. The logi-
cal force of these two “destructive” quatrains is, however, overmastered
by their forceful summarizing of authentic presence in lines 3–10 by what
I can only call a staircase technique of directed aimed-and-climbing vi-
sion, which begins in line 3 (see diagram).

All these lines are “bright-directed”: they all brighten as they end.
They are directed, in their closing words, to look on thee, to be bright,
make bright, form happy show to the clear day with clearer light, shine so,
be made blessèd, look on love in the living day. This is a brightening-till-
line-end pattern we can see as well in the first line of the sonnet and
in both lines of the couplet. This driven vector-shape is contradicted, in
fact, by only two lines in the body of the poem, the relatively undeluded
lines 11–12:
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When in dead night
thy fair imperfect shade /

Through heavy sleep
on sightless eyes

doth stay!

As we might by now expect, desire and frustration both appear in the
couplet: the down-drive of depression is followed by the up-driven push
of desire. First, line 13:

All days till I see thee.
are nights to see

The complex last line of the couplet triumphantly includes motions of
frustration, desire, and a truthful end in self-perception:

[are] bright days show thee
And nights when dreams do me.
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Staircase Structure of Sonnet 43

on thee
they look

in dreams
When I sleep

directed.
(in dark)

are bright
And darkly bright,

shadows doth make bright
Then thou whose shadow

with thy much clearer light
To the clear day

happy show /
How would thy shadow’s form form

shines so!
When to unseeing eyes thy shade

in the living day
thee

By looking on
blessèd made /

[M]ine eyes [would be]



The continual upward push of the ends of most lines in 43 is the clear-
est enactment in the sonnets of the vector of desire pressing for presence.
The stammering directive of desire, its way of trying to impose its will on
recalcitrant reality, generates the “unreadability” or “unintelligibility” of
desire’s best lines: Then thou, whose shadow shadows doth make bright, / How
would thy shadow’s form form happy show, etc.

show
py

hap-
form

form
dow’s

shad-
thy

would
How

One is pressed to read the lines in this way because the monosyllabic
words how and show attract the matching monosyllabic phoneme -dow,
and the monosyllabic word thy attracts the matching monosyllable -py,
while the closing d of the monosyllabic word would attracts the matching
shad-. The line becomes a staircase of ascending phonetic monosyllables
(resembling When I sleep in dreams they look on thee) of which form form is
the model and nucleus. The absurdity of such formations is the very ab-
surdity of desire itself fantasizing its wishes into a slippery hypothetical
existence.

This sonnet is unusual in possessing two key words.

key words: day [-s]
see [unseeing] [sight]

Couplet Tie: day [-s] (2, 7, 10, 13, 14)
night [-s] (11, 13, 14)
see [unseeing, sight] (1, 8, 12, 13, 13)
bright (4, 4, 5, 14)
dreams (3, 14)
show (6, 14)
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If the dull substance of my flesh were thought,
Injurious distance should not stop my way,
For then despite of space I would be brought,
From limits far remote, where thou dost stay.
No matter then although my foot did stand
Upon the farthest earth removed from thee,
For nimble thought can jump both sea and land
As soon as think the place where he would be.
But ah, thought kills me that I am not thought,
To leap large lengths of miles when thou art gone,
But that, so much of earth and water wrought,
I must attend time’s leisure with my moan,

Receiving naught by elements so slow
But heavy tears, badges of either’s woe.
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In sonnet 27, the speaker had said his thoughts . . . intend a zealous
pilgrimage to thee, but the sad pilgrim badges in 44 mark the insufficency

of such an incorporeal pilgrimage. The obstacles of space (line 3) and time
(line 12) generate the speaker’s wish in the octave to be pure mind, not
flesh; and the descent in the sestet from the octave’s fantasy (of being
composed not of flesh but of thought) closes with the solid earth[ly] flesh
melting and resolving itself in part into the water of tears. The twin son-
net that follows (45) compares thought and desire to air and fire, thereby
making up the tally of the four elements necessary to a complete human
being. Flesh, tears, thought, desire � earth, water, air, fire. Sonnet 44 is a
poem spoken by flesh secreting tears: flesh furious at space, flesh wishing
to be pure thought.

Space is obtruded in phrases (in uppercase, below) that put distance
between speaker (I) and object (thou, thee), both in the octave-hypothesis
(If . . . my flesh were thought) and in the sestet’s admission of fact (I am not
thought):

If the dull substance of my flesh were thought,
Injurious distance should not stop my way,
For then despite of space I would be brought,
From limits far remote, where thou dost stay.
No matter then although my foot did stand
Upon the farthest earth removed from thee,
For nimble thought can jump both sea and land

As soon as think the place where he would be.
But ah, thought kills me that I am not thought,
To leap large lengths of miles when thou art gone.

The obstructive presence of physical places, physical distances, or adverbs
of remoteness in all but two of the first ten lines suggests that the wishful
hypothesis of translation in space is being destroyed even as it is being
fabricated. The fiction of spatial instantaneity is ruthlessly succeeded by
the fact of time, that ruler whose leisure the speaker must attend (cf. 58,
where the speaker calls himself your vassal bound to stay your leisure).

The substitution in line 12 of time for space entails the speaker’s reen-
try into earth and water, those heavy elements which confer on their un-
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willing subject their badge of heavy tears. Sea and land, water and earth,
are “slow” elements, in that traversing them in bodily form is a slow pro-
cess. As thought returns home from its rapid journey of desire, it marks its
homeward return by tears, badges testifying to the pilgrim-thought’s suc-
cessful journey to his absent shrine. These are badges of woe by earth,
woe by water—the speaker’s return to either element is sorrowful. The
moan of the poem echoes its cause, the word remote, subsequently trans-
lated for emphasis into removed. If it were not for sub-stance, di-stance
would not be troublesome; and if it were not for one’s killing thought (in
the sense of “reflection”) one could pretend to be pure thought (in the
sense of “spirit”).

The poem resorts to self-splitting in the usual Platonic/Christian du-
alism, contrasting my flesh with thought—significantly not “my thought,”
but “nimble thought,” referred to as he (a third-person self-distancing
which hopes to defeat the heavy flesh, but impotent against the ascription
of my to both flesh and foot). I is used to refer to the heavy thing that needs
to be passively brought to the beloved’s presence. The dualism becomes
most acute in the paradoxical line embodying the two senses of thought:

thought [reflection] kills me (the body who wishes to be thought)

that

I am not thought [spirit]

As soon as this self-reminding takes place, the surmounting of space by
thought is made ridiculous: to leap large lengths of miles sounds hare-like.
And this deflation causes the subsidence into the heavily inorganic (earth,
water) badged with tears. The dropping of slow tears, as in a clepsydra,
marks time’s leisure.

Injurious distance has mutated into injurious time, and the dj-sound
first manifested depressively in injurious and later happily revised in jump
returns to its original lugubrious import in the badges of tears.

Couplet Tie: None. The couplet indeed verbally “falls off,” via the
consciousness of temporality expressed in line 12’s time
and line 13’s slow, by contrast with the first eleven lines
concerned with space. The antonymic conceptual
relation of slow to as soon as and heavy to nimble is of
course a thematic contrastive Couplet Tie, serving in
lieu of the more usual repetitions of words.
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The other two, slight air and purging fire,
Are both with thee, wherever I abide;
The first my thought, the other my desire,
These present-absent with swift motion slide.
For when these quicker elements are gone
In tender embassy of love to thee,
My life, being made of four, with two alone
Sinks down to death, oppressed with melancholy,
Until life’s composition be recured
By those swift messengers returned from thee,
Who even but now come back again assured
Of thy fair health, recounting it to me.

This told, I joy, but then no longer glad,
I send them back again and straight grow sad.
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This twin of its two-element predecessor-sonnet commits sleight-
of-hand with tenses, notably the habitual present and the actual

present:

The other two are [always] with thee Habitual present
These present-absent [always] slide
For when [now or whenever] these are gone

My life sinks [now or whenever] down to
death

Habitual or actual present

Until life’s composition be recured by
messengers

Subjunctive future

Who even but now come [at this very
moment] back, recounting thy health;
this told, I [now] joy

Actual present

But then I send them back [as usual] and
grow [as usual] sad.

Habitual present

The object of this play with the two uses of the present tense is to mimic
the present-absent slide of the swift motion of the swift messengers air and
fire, thought and desire, now here, now there. The recursive motion is re-
inforced by the three re- words (recured, returned, recounting) in Q3, as
well as by the Couplet Tie back again.

The circuit is enacted three times, first (as Booth points out) as a
“false” circuit, in which air and fire, thought and desire, are always with
the beloved object, no matter where the speaker is; but we may perhaps
take this as the remark of the earth-and-water self who closes the previous
poem and presumably opens this one. A more truthful picture of the cir-
cuit is given in line 4, in the present-absent slide of thought and desire.
The next repetition of the circuit suggests that the lighter elements go off
of their own volition, impoverishing the self: “When these are gone, my
life being made of four, with two alone sinks down to death.” Purging fire
and slight air then return, dispersing melancholy by their arrival; the
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friend’s fair health restores life’s composition. This third rehearsal of the
circuit is the most detailed and complete, becomes a present-tense fact
(now) and in fact spills over into the couplet: This told, I joy. In the fourth
and final picture of the circuit, personal agency is at last avowed: I send
them back again. Thought and desire, no longer seemingly independent
agents, are ambassadors of the active self, who fantasizes that they are also
messengers from the friend, messengers who come back again with news of
the friend’s fair health, in reciprocity for the speaker’s earlier tender em-
bassy of love.

Come back again (line 11) is matched with send back again (line 14), as if
those who come must have been sent. We now see the reason for ascrib-
ing independent agency to the messengers. As long as the speaker imag-
ines they do their flitting by themselves, he can beg the question whether
his own embassies of love are being returned by the friend. The fatal ab-
sence of a counteragent to the closing I suggests that the assumed (and
desired) reciprocity is fantasized, not real. Returned from thee is not the
same as “sent back by thee.” But the swift motion has been believably rep-
resented. Both 44 and 45 “illegally” repeat a rhyme-word (thought in Q1
and Q3 of 44, thee in Q2 and Q3 of 45). They share rhyme-words as well:
thee and gone. These devices, as well as their logical connections, bind the
two sonnets to each other.

Couplet Tie: back again (11, 14)
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Mine eye and heart are at a mortal war,
How to divide the conquest of thy sight:
Mine eye my heart thy picture’s sight would bar,
My heart mine eye the freedom of that right.
My heart doth plead that thou in him dost lie
(A closet never pierced with crystal eyes),
But the defendant doth that plea deny,
And says in him thy fair appearance lies.
To ’cide this title is impanellèd
A quest of thoughts, all tenants to the heart,
And by their verdict is determinèd
The clear eye’s moiety and the dear heart’s part,

As thus: mine eye’s due is thy outward part,
And my heart’s right thy inward love of heart.
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This sonnet and its sequel form a double poem just as 44 and 45
do. Sonnet 46 playfully presents a mortal war between the eye and

the heart which is solved by a jury; 47 presents an equally lightly sketched
league of mutual benefit undertaken by the former enemies, eye and
heart. The conceit of eye and heart, outer and inner, is a traditional one,
and the distributive solution also is traditional (the speaker’s heart owns
the beloved’s inward heart, the speaker’s eye the beloved’s outward part),
thus reaffirming the dualism of “inner essence” and “outward show” so
often invoked by the Sonnets. None of this conceptual apparatus reveals
Shakespeare’s method, however, which is, as usual, to create a flurry of en-
tities to describe the object of the dispute between his eye and his heart.
What is it eye and heart seek possession of? Thy sight? Thy picture’s sight?
Thou? Thy fair appearance? The different names given to the desired ob-
ject suggest the obscurity of the proceeding, and explain why a quest of
thoughts has to be summoned to sort out the emotional confusion. The
jury is predisposed (since all the thoughts are tenants to the heart) to see the
heart satisfied; and in fact eye and heart are in the end both pacified, in a
Couplet Tie joining eye, heart, part and right. A simple distributive divi-
sion into inward and outward seems to do the trick, producing the symme-
tries of the couplet-verdict. If we look back to the pleas of the contestants,
we can now see that each is in the right. The eye’s assertion is true:

Mine eye would bar the sight of thy picture from my heart;
[Mine eye] says thy fair appearance lies in him.

Fair enough: to the eye belong picture and appearance. The heart-
plaintiff, wishing to forbid the eye its freedom to bar the heart from its
right, pleads that the beloved (thou) lies in him, a windowless chamber.
This claim also proves to be true, since it seems the beloved can actually
lie in one place, while his appearance is kept separately in another.

What do these sophistries add up to? In effect, the interior quarrel
represented here is Shakespeare’s recurrent one between the aesthetic
and the affective. Do I love with my eyes (and does the beloved there-
fore belong to them)? Or do I love with my heart (and is the beloved’s ap-
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pearance therefore irrelevant)? (Cf. In faith I do not love thee with mine
eyes, 141.)

Since the speaker knows he loves, his thoughts accept that fact as a
given, and then reasonably enough decide, as a jury, that the eye, like the
heart, plays a part in love. We recall The Merchant of Venice, which at one
point ascribes all love exclusively to the eye, denying heart and head any
part at all in love:

Tell me where is fancy bred,
Or in the heart or in the head?
How begot, how nourishèd? . . .
It is engend’red in the eyes,
With gazing fed, and fancy dies
In the cradle where it lies.

The aesthetic strategy of 46 might be called “dividing up.” After the
declaration of pretty hostilities (Mine eyes and heart are at a mortal war),
there come in Q1 two moments of enacted direct clash:

Mine eye my heart
My heart mine eye

(These are the only two possible permutations of head-on clash—ab : ba.
The figures represent two separate versions of clash, not primarily, as
Booth thinks, chiasmus.)

Subsequently, in Q2, a fuller (two-line) plea by the heart-plaintiff and
a fuller (two-line) denial by the eye-defendant represent a turning away
from mortal war to pacific legal means. A six-line jury trial (the impanel-
ing and verdict-determining take four lines, the rendered verdict two)
opens out yet further into distributive justice. We sense a rabbit-out-of-
the-hat preciosity in the last three lines, when they are read as legal ver-
dict, as a solution on the verbal level. But like most of Shakespeare’s lines
in the Sonnets, they can also be read as self-discovery: the eye is as clear as
the heart is dear, and as heart and part rhyme in Q3, part and heart, in an
“illegal” couplet repetition of the same rhyme, seal the chiastic pact. The
defensible wish to deny that the eye plays any part in love, to assert that
love is entirely the heart’s doing, is set gently aside: the heart must be
satisfied that it can claim a part, but only a part, in love. The eye owns
beauty. The heart owns reciprocity.

The fact that this sonnet, like its sequel, is addressed to the beloved,
means that its narrative conceals a veiled plea for love. In purporting to di-
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vide the conquest of thy sight, it in fact requests the bestowal of that precious
sight, with its attendant beauty of countenance and warmth of love. The
poem is a bagatelle to amuse, with its toy mortal war, but also an invita-
tion, a beckoning, a claim of Hertzrecht.

A few technical points. Sonnets 46 and 47 share three rhyme-words:
sight, part, and heart, and share eye and heart in their respective Couplet
Ties, reinforcing their conceptual connections.

I do not believe that the phrases thou in him dost lie and thy fair appear-
ance lies (46, lines 5, 8) contain a pun (lie � “prevaricate”). The poem
makes no sense as a whole when “prevaricate” is substituted in these lines.
I believe puns need to be able to be inserted intelligibly in the meaning of
the whole poem to be credible. This poem presumes the knowability and
reliability of the inward love of heart, and does not raise the question of the
visage’s potential falsity. I think 46 and 47 are both early sonnets, perhaps
even antedating the acquaintance with the young man. They would do as
pretty compliments composed by any young versifier. This sonnet natu-
rally possesses two key words.

key words: eye [-s] [-’s]
heart

Couplet Tie: eye [-s] [-’s] (1, 3, 4, 6, 12, 13)
heart (1, 3, 4, 5, 10, 12, 14, 14)
part (12, 13)
right (4, 14)
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Betwixt mine eye and heart a league is took,
And each doth good turns now unto the other:
When that mine eye is famished for a look,
Or heart in love with sighs himself doth smother,
With my love’s picture then my eye doth feast,
And to the painted banquet bids my heart;
Another time mine eye is my heart’s guest,
And in his thoughts of love doth share a part.
So either by thy picture or my love,
Thyself, away, are present still with me,
For thou not farther than my thoughts canst move,
And I am still with them, and they with thee;

Or if they sleep, thy picture in my sight
Awakes my heart to heart’s and eye’s delight.
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The Couplet Tie in 47 is threefold, and tells of the league between
the formerly warring parties: heart, eye, picture. As the enacting of

reciprocal good turns between eye and heart takes place, a species of
cross-minuet of mutual courtesies is danced:

when

eye is famished (line 3) or heart smothers self in sighs
(line 4)

then

[good turns]

by eye by heart

eye feasts and bids heart to
picture-banquet (lines 5–6) or

eye is heart’s guest and shares
his thoughts of love (lines
7–8)

The recitation of alternating good turns has obscured the fact that this is
actually a second-person, not a third-person, poem. The octave-minuet is
actually a claim on the absent beloved. The league betwixt eye and heart
is, it seems, a league to capture the beloved in perpetuity, even in his ab-
sence. In Q3, a second minuet, by which either eye or heart always has the
beloved in view, succeeds the first:

so

either by

(eye) (heart)
thy picture or my love

thyself away art present
thou canst not move farther than

my thoughts (I with
them, they with
thee)

The air of triumphant success in maintaining possession of the be-
loved, directly attributable to the minuet of courtesy between eye and
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heart, is a mask for the desolation of absence. The eye is famished for
a look; the abandoned heart is smothering himself in sighs. Starvation
and asphyxia are the diagnosis: the starving, asphyxiated speaker is offer-
ing himself a painted banquet. The enameled Midas-replica of true pos-
session offered by the painted banquet, repeated in the couplet’s picture,
haunts the pretended double delight of the close.

The anomalous structural division (2-6-4-2) “frames” the two minuets
fore and aft. The absence of both eye and heart in Q3, given their insistent
presence in the other three parts of the sonnet, is arresting, as the speaker
attempts to reintegrate his hitherto separate faculties of seeing and loving
into a single self (me, I), and to reintegrate the fragmented beloved, too,
into a single manifestation (thyself, thou, thee). This hope for a true reci-
procity (I, thou) disappears as the couplet once again stylizes the beloved
as thy picture, and divides the speaker again into his aspects (my sight, my
heart), relinquishing the personal pronoun.

defective key words: heart (missing in Q3)
eye (missing in Q3)

Couplet Tie: heart (1, 4, 6, 7, 14, 14)
eye (1, 3, 5, 7, 14)
picture (5, 9, 13)
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How careful was I, when I took my way,
Each trifle under truest bars to thrust,
That to my use it might unusèd stay
From hands of falsehood, in sure wards of trust!
But thou, to whom my jewels trifles are,
Most worthy comfort, now my greatest grief,
Thou best of dearest, and mine only care,
Art left the prey of every vulgar thief.
Thee have I not locked up in any chest,
Save where thou art not, though I feel thou art,
Within the gentle closure of my breast,
From whence at pleasure thou mayst come and part;

And even thence thou wilt be stol’n, I fear,
For truth proves thievish for a prize so dear.
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To a modern reader following Shakespeare’s sequence, the compara-
tively direct utterance of sonnet 48 perhaps comes as a relief after

the elaborate court-conceits of 46 and 47. The initial conceit of 48—about
keeping the beloved from being stolen—is reconceptualized at the close,
and thereby put into question. The opening conceit says, “The world is
full of thieves with hands of falsehood, and therefore when a person goes
away he must lock up his valuables. I did lock up my goods, including
even my trifles. But I did not lock up thee, my treasure, except in the
open closure of my breast, where thou art free to come and go. I am
therefore afraid some thief will steal thee.” But the couplet opens a new
abysmal possibility. Ordinary thieves are not the only danger; every pas-
serby, no matter how honest, turns thief for a prize as valuable as the be-
loved. When truth’s very self turns thievish, the whole world becomes
corrupt. The first conceit—fear that the beloved will prove unfaith-
ful—has been displaced by the more acceptable fear that the beloved will
be stolen, if not by a “vulgar thief” then by an honest-man-turned-thief-
by-desire.

As shown in the diagram, the poem is organized as a small hierarchical
comparative narrative with two pasts (one referring to jewels, one to the
beloved), two presents (with the same reference), and three envisaged fu-
tures. The paradox by which less valuable things are locked up, while the
most valuable possession is left unguarded, and may or may not continue
to reside within the breast’s closure, seems at first the motivating drama of
the poem. Will the unfettered beloved come or part? This question seems
to offer anxiety enough. But then, the couplet’s yawning possibility of ab-
solutely universal crime casts the previous restricted fear of hands of false-
hood and vulgar thie[ves] into a totalizing fear of every passerby, no matter
how upright. The truest bars themselves are untrustworthy when truth
proves thievish. It is no accident that the Couplet Tie consists of dear,
true, and thief. The confusions of the present-tense moment—now my
greatest grief; thou art left; thou art not; thou art—give plausibility to the
reluctant prophecy, thou wilt be stol’n.
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The specter of the beloved’s infidelity is so inadmissible that the
speaker would rather believe all the honest people of the world to be
thieves rather than believe the beloved capable of parting from him. Anxi-
ety permeates the self-reproachful lines, How careful was I; But thou . . . art
left the prey; And even thence thou wilt be stol’n.

The rhythmic motion of lines 11–12 (representing the beloved in the
breast’s closure) is more equable than the motion of the other lines. Lines
11–12 are true undisturbed pentameters, and resemble each other rhyth-
mically except for the penultimate foot:

Within the gentle closure 7of m!y breast
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The simple rocking heartbeat of these lines—portraying an ideal and un-
possessive love-relation—stands in sharp contrast to the more agitated
and caesura-split rhythms preceding and following. The confident se-
mantic antithesis, “From hands of falsehood / in sure wards of trust,” is de-
stroyed by the closing adage, as truth puns on the past truest and on trust:
“For truth proves thievish for a prize so dear.” (Cf. Venus and Adonis, line
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Structure of Sonnet 48

Past Present

I locked up my valuables in a chest
(lines 1–4)

My valuables are safe from false hands
(line 4)

I did not lock up my best jewel
(lines 5–8)

You are prey of every vulgar thief
(line 8)

I “locked” you safe in my breast
(line 11)

You may come and part thence
(line 12)

Future

Valuables will stay unused for my
use (line 3)

You may come and part (line 12)

You will be stolen by corrupted
truth (lines 13-14)



724: “Rich preys make true-men thieves.”) Phonetically speaking, the son-
net is bound together by all the words closing in st: truest, thrust, trust,
most, greatest, best, dearest, chest, breast, mayst. And, in a chain of significant
words, we find truest → thrust → trust → truth, rising to the final disman-
tling, in line 14, of the concept of anything lastingly true.

Couplet Tie: dear [-est] (8, 14)
true [-st], trust, truth (2, 4, 14)
thief [thievish] (8, 14)
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Against that time (if ever that time come)
When I shall see thee frown on my defécts,
Whenas thy love hath cast his utmost sum,
Called to that audit by advised respects;
Against that time when thou shalt strangely pass,
And scarcely greet me with that sun thine eye,
When love converted from the thing it was
Shall reasons find of settled gravity:
Against that time do I insconce me here
Within the knowledge of mine own desert,
And this my hand against myself uprear,
To guard the lawful reasons on thy part:

To leave poor me thou hast the strength of laws,
Since why to love I can allege no cause.
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Here we find a series of delaying protases:

Q1: Against that time
(if ever that time come)

when I shall see thee frown
whenas thy love has cast . . . sum

Q2: Against that time when thou shalt strangely pass
when thou and
when thou shalt scarcely greet me
when love . . . shall reasons find

Q3: Against that time do I insconce me here
and uprear this my hand against myself.

This entire picture—“I here and now uprear my hand against myself (be-
come my own enemy, taking your part), endorsing your right to leave me
whenever you cease to love me”—is an apotropaic charm, meant, by men-
tioning the unspeakable, to prevent it from happening. But the speaker’s
expert delineation of the phases of potential repudiation—the beloved’s
frown, the withdrawal of credit, the taking stock, the cold greeting, the
phlegmatic indifference—suggests that repudiation has already been fear-
fully observed. The hypothetical against and if ever are ways of avoiding
saying that the dreaded time has already come; but we read behind the
words to the existence of the cold distance already noticed. Cordelia’s “no
cause” is anticipated in the close, but in the sonnet it is abject rather than
noble. The Couplet Tie opposes love to law [-s] [-ful], including the pun
in allege.

The beloved’s former love has decomposed verbally into leave and laws;
and we witness the awful descent from love through the declension frown,
cast . . . utmost sum, audit, strangely pass, scarcely greet me, and shall reasons
find of . . . gravity, all the way to leave. Leave has an odd plausibility as an
imagined past tense of love, as if by a spiritual vowel-shift (cf. also 73 and
87). The commercial and legal vocabularies here, as elsewhere, have al-
ways been noticed, and serve as implicit reproach, despite the exonerating
rhetoric of no cause.
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The moments of greatest pathos occur in lines 6–7, as we notice that
the formulation is not the one which would give primacy to fact—[greet
me with thine eye (that sun)]—but rather one giving primacy to feeling:
greet me with that sun (thine eye). We also remark in the octave the most
conspicuous figure in all of Shakespeare’s repertoire—the figure of
“words fail me,” a symptom of overmastering emotion: when love, con-
verted from ——— ? In place of the dash, the speaker helplessly inserts a
place-marker for ineffability, the thing it was.

Couplet Tie: law [-s] [-ful] [al-]lege (12, 13, 14)
love (3, 7, 14)
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How heavy do I journey on the way,
When what I seek (my weary travel’s end)
Doth teach that ease and that repose to say,
“Thus far the miles are measured from thy friend.”
The beast that bears me, tirèd with my woe,
Plods dully on, to bear that weight in me,
As if by some instínct the wretch did know
His rider loved not speed being made from thee:
The bloody spur cannot provoke him on,
That sometimes anger thrusts into his hide,
Which heavily he answers with a groan,
More sharp to me than spurring to his side;

For that same groan doth put this in my mind:
My grief lies onward and my joy behind.
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Another set (like 44–45, 46–47) of paired sonnets, 50–51 are about
the speaker on horseback. In the first, the speaker is carried away

from the beloved; in the second, he envisages his return. Sonnet 50 is one
of those organized by a key word—here, the emblematically suitable
word of forward progress, on. The Couplet Tie is groan. “Onward with a
groan” sums up the poem, and the horse’s groan reminds Shakespeare that
grief lies onward:

How heavy do I journey on . . . .
The beast plods dully on . . . .
The spur cannot provoke him on,
My grief lies onward.

Horse and master are twinned:

I journey heavy
he answers heavily

[his] groan is more sharp to me
than [my] spurring is to his side

[my] weary travel
the beast, tirèd

A weary quatrain for the rider; a weary quatrain for the horse (I accept
the emendation of duly to dully, making a connection to the dull bearer of
51); and a third quatrain divided between the speaker’s attack on his horse
and the horse’s replying groan of pain. The speaker’s suppressed anger at
his banishment from the beloved’s presence breaks forth in a cruel angry
spurring of the steed. Even the horse’s pathetic groan cannot dislodge the
rider’s obsession; the horse’s quasi-human groan from his bloodied side
reminds the speaker not of the animal’s pain nor of his own cruelty, but
only, yet once again, of his distance from the beloved. The depression of
the journey is relieved only by the anger released against the horse, but it
soon relapses, via the horse’s groan, into the same dull plodding onward.
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The repetitive phonemes—miles/measured, beast/bears, woe/weight, speed/
spur, anger/answers, groan/grief—register the “sheer plod” (Hopkins) of
the lines. Nowhere is the obsessiveness of love better exemplified in the
Sonnets than in the speaker’s response to his bloodied horse’s groan. He
feels a sharp pang, but not for the horse; all that the horse’s pain means to
him is a reminder that further pain is in store for himself. We are meant, I
think, to wince at this tenacity in private grief in the presence of the
horse’s pain.

key word: on

Couplet Tie: groan (11, 13)
on (1, 6, 9, 14)
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Thus can my love excuse the slow offence
Of my dull bearer, when from thee I speed:
From where thou art, why should I haste me thence?
Till I return, of posting is no need.
O what excuse will my poor beast then find,
When swift extremity can seem but slow?
Then should I spur though mounted on the wind,
In wingèd speed no motion shall I know:
Then can no horse with my desire keep pace;
Therefore desire (of perfects love being made)
Shall weigh no dull flesh in his fiery race,
But love, for love, thus shall excuse my jade:

Since from thee going he went wilful slow,
Towards thee I’ll run, and give him leave to go.
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Sonnet 51 is sometimes emended in line 10 from perfects to perfect’st,
and in line 11 from neigh (printed naigh in the 1609 quarto) to weigh or

rein. The difficulty in conjecturing the second emendation arises from the
only vaguely specified relations between the speaker, his erotic desire, a
wingèd Pegasus-steed, and love. I do not accept the emendation to per-
fect’st (see below). The second crux may be insoluble, but I prefer weigh,
since I believe the import of the inserted word should be “employ”; the
rider needs to mount no dull horseflesh, since his desire alone will convey
him more rapidly. Compare the use of weight in 50.

The sonnet shares a number of words with its preceding brother, 50:
speed, dull (providing one accepts, as I do, the emendation in 50 of duly to
dully), bear, spur, beast, and weigh/weight, if one emends naigh to weigh. And
it uses as its Couplet Tie two markers reminiscent of the previous poem:
from thee and slow. I think Shakespeare in fact intends 51 to have slow as
its key word: slow appears as itself in Q1, Q2, and C, and appears (in
the Quarto spelling) in abbreviated nonphonetic form in Q3 as “perfects
love” (this graphic appearance of “slo” provides my argument for not
emending line 10). slo in line 10, as key word, is reminiscent of liv

in “oblivious” as key word in 55 (Not marble). See Evans for exam-
ples of “perfectest” spelled “perfects.”

The conceptual pretext for sonnet 51 is that the slow pace of the rider’s
horse requires excuse—forgiveness or apology (the word excuse appears in
each of the three quatrains). The performative act of excusing (releasing)
a horse from performing a service appears conceptually in the couplet,
making this an example of a sonnet organized around a defective

key word (excuse) which in the couplet eliminates itself in favor of a
synonymous performative act—verbally the horse will be given leave to go,
or “excused” in another, punning sense. The horse is relieved of the obli-
gation to serve, since his master has chosen to run instead of ride. There
is a peculiar insistence on the word and phoneme no, as well; it appears in
no need, no motion, I [k]no[w], no horse, no dull flesh; this may have given cre-
dence among editors to the suitability of neigh (nay), another play (like
know) on the negative. The long o of no is reiterated in the triple use of
slow, twice in the rhyme position, the second time “illegally” (slow, know,
slow, go), and in the presence of motion and going.
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There is in the couplet an air of speciously triumphant demonstration,
as though the speaker has (eureka!) solved the initial problem of “excus-
ing” the jade. This air derives from the chain of logical and temporal
signifiers—thus, when, then, when, then, then, therefore, but, thus, since—sur-
rounding the narrative. In fact, the whole “problem” of how to excuse the
horse is of course a pretext for the central demonstration of passionate
desire to see the beloved again—a desire to which a slow jade is impossi-
bly inadequate. Even the wind itself is too slow a horse for this rider
(“then should I spur though mounted on the wind”), and Pegasus himself in
full flight would seem immobile ([even] in wingèd speed no motion shall I
know). Since even the best horse, the swift extremity of the wind, or Pega-
sus’ self can seem but slow matched with the desiring speed of thought, the
speaker’s love will dispense with any mount whatsoever, and haste to the
beloved via the speedy foot of internal desire. By choosing to run toward
the beloved, the speaker can dismiss (or “excuse”) the horse—can give
him leave to go. (The horse presumably learned his willful slowness in his
former reluctant departure from the beloved.)

The poem is divided into two phases—going from thee and returning
to thee:

From thee (four lines) To thee (ten lines)

from thee } lines 1–3 return } lines 4–12
from thee } line 13 towards thee } line 14

A map of this sort reveals how much the poem is focused on the To thee
moment of return. The whole is an elaborate compliment, which empha-
sizes the speaker’s fiery desire to return by remarking that even the horse
was reluctant to depart from the beloved and by noting its obvious inade-
quacy to the speed of desire. Since even the wind, even Pegasus, would be
an inadequate steed, the poor ordinary jade can be excused or dismissed
with good will. He is given leave to go with a humorous compliment on
his previous sympathetic enactment, at the time of the original departure,
of his master’s unwillingness to depart. The speed of desire’s fiery race (the
word race meaning “movement,” not “lineage”) makes it practical in “per-
fectest love” to run rather than to ride. The amusement of writing the
poem, for a poet, lies in drawing the comic disproportion between the im-
petus of desire and any and all physical means to its accomplishment.
Even magical means (riding wingèd Pegasus, using the wind as a mount)
would seem slow to desire. The foil-vehicle for the hyperbolic valuation
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of desire is the inept jade, and the comic strategies include the joke on
the (absent) fourth excuse (leave is substituted), the joke on the (present)
fourth slow (slo), and the jokes on know (and perhaps neigh if the word is
not emended) as “synonyms” for the repeated word no.

I find neigh unconvincing not only because of the appalling sound
made in reading it aloud by those who have recorded the Sonnets, but be-
cause the analogue that some editors offer from Venus and Adonis has to
do, after all, with a stallion’s mounting a mare, and not with “perfectest
love,” a Platonic phrase. Desire, by definition here, is bodiless fire (sonnet
45), and a bodiless quality cannot “neigh,” a severely flesh-bound verb.

key word: slow [slo]

defective key word: excuse (missing in C, except
conceptually as leave to go)

Couplet Tie: slow [slo] (1, 6, 10, 13)
from thee (2, 13)
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So am I as the rich whose blessèd key
Can bring him to his sweet up-lockèd treasure,
The which he will not ev’ry hour survey,
For blunting the fine point of seldom pleasure.
Therefore are feasts so solemn and so rare,
Since, seldom coming, in the long year set,
Like stones of worth they thinly placèd are,
Or captain jewels in the carcanet.
So is the time that keeps you as my chest,
Or as the ward-robe which the robe doth hide,
To make some special instant special blest,
By new unfolding his imprisoned pride.

Blessèd are you whose worthiness gives scope,
Being had to triumph, being lacked to hope.
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After the high artifice of the horse sonnets (comparable to the high
artifice of the eye/heart sonnets), a moment of plain speaking is

as welcome in 52 as it was in 48. It appears to me that this is one of the
sonnets (like 51, with the joke on slo[w], or 55, with the joke on live in
oblivious) having a key word which is obvious in three units of the
poem, but is “hiding out” in the fourth. That word in 52 is blessèd (Q1, Q3
[blest], and C), replaced by its near homophone placèd in Q2. The line in
which placèd appears could as easily have rhymed, “like stones of worth
they thinly do appear” (for example), but the presence of the inverted
verb placèd are suggests an intended phonetic correspondence with blessèd.
There is in 52 another visible play on words: the speaker refers to the
ward-robe which the robe doth hide—the word robe is literally hidden inside
the word ward-robe (Q spelling).

This poem is a rationalization for the all-too-rare meetings between
the speaker and the beloved. We suspect—and our suspicion is confirmed
by the end of the poem—that the speaker can do nothing but helplessly
wait for these occasions of joy, granted only rarely by the beloved.

The sonnet exposes its truth gradually, through its similes. In the first,
the speaker compares himself to a rich man who deliberately rations his
glimpses of his treasure, so as not to blunt the fine point of seldom pleasure.
This aesthetic refinement and voluntary control animate, too, a simile in
the second quatrain: a jeweler, the speaker explains, places his stones of
worth or captain jewels at some distance from each other in the carcanet,
so that each may be separately prized. However, this simile is attached
to another analogy, that of the feasts of the liturgical or civic year. The
feasts come seldom (an adverb harking back to the earlier adjectival “seldom
pleasure”). They arrive predictably but cannot be commanded at will; in
this they are unlike the rich man’s viewings of his treasure. On the other
hand, feasts are also said to be set and placèd in the year, in the same way
that jewels are distributed in the carcanet. This suggests that someone
once had voluntary control over their original placement, but it is cer-
tainly not their present celebrants, who rather must await (at Christmas,
at Easter) their coming. Rich man and jeweler are in control; the cele-
brant of the occasional feast in the long year is not. In the third quatrain,
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this uncertainty between predictable awaiting and complete controlling is
tilted in favor of helpless and unpredictable waiting. Time is the chest
that keeps the jewel, or the wardrobe (room, “garderobe”) that conceals
the robe: only at Time’s pleasure is the imprisoned pride revealed. The
sweet up-lockèd treasure is indeed under lock and key; yet it is not the
speaker who owns the key, as we thought in Q1, but rather Time, the
time that keeps you. The last line swiftly sums up the only two possibili-
ties—possession or lack. Treasure causes triumph; lack gives scope only to
hope.

The gradual fading of the original rush of joy—So am I as the rich—is
enacted in the increasing verbal distance to be covered before one attains
the desired object: we go, in fact, from possession to lack, from—in the
last line—triumph to (forlorn) hope. The Couplet Tie, reflecting that
hope, consists of blessèd [placèd] and worth [-iness]. The bifurcated couplet
shifts emphasis away from concentration on the speaker’s feelings to the
blessèd worth of the person (anticipated by treasure, feasts, stones of worth,
jewels, robe). One may see this swerve from speaker to object as a defense
against naming the unnameable possibility of total loss—a fourth possi-
bility never named in the poem but easily extrapolated from the increas-
ingly fearful possibilities that are given:

1. Seeing at will: rich man’s key; treasure and triumph
2. Seeing on schedule: (predictable) feasts; joy
3. Seeing at whim of time: luck, hope
4. ?

The missing fourth possibility is “Never seeing again at all.” The shift of
agency from I—So am I as the rich—to you—Blessèd are you—leaves open
item 4, total separation, as a “ghost” behind the couplet officially endors-
ing hope.

key word: blessèd [blest] [placèd]

Couplet Tie: blessèd [blest] [placèd] (1, 7, 11, 13)
worth [-iness] (7, 13)
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What is your substance, whereof are you made,
That millions of strange shadows on you tend?
Since every one hath, every one, one shade,
And you, but one, can every shadow lend:
Describe Adonis, and the counterfeit
Is poorly imitated after you;
On Helen’s cheek all art of beauty set,
And you in Grecian tires are painted new;
Speak of the spring and foison of the year:
The one doth shadow of your beauty show,
The other as your bounty doth appear,
And you in every blessèd shape we know.

In all external grace you have some part,
But you like none, none you, for constant heart.
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There seems an arbitrary pattern in vowel/diphthong plus n—an/
en/on/oun (eighteen such phonemes)—running through the poem,

perhaps as a reflection of the millions of strange shadows cast by the
object:

1. -stance
2. -ions, on
3. one, one, one
4. one, lend
5. -on-, -oun-
7. On Helen’s
9. -on

10. one
11. -oun-
14. -one, -one, -onstant

The philosophical basis of the sonnet is drawn from the Platonic con-
trast between substance and appearance. Substance was conventionally
considered to be simple and indivisible, a problem when appearance is
multiple and contradictory. (“Or maybe substance can be composite,”
says Yeats in “A Bronze Head”; “Profound McTaggart thought so.” Yeats’s
poem asks 53’s question again, this time concerning Maud Gonne:
“Which of her forms has shown her substance right?”) What sort of sub-
stance can it be that can manifest itself in so many shapes? (According to
Aristotle, substance confers form on matter.) The final quatrain-claim of
53, “You in every blessèd shape we know,” allows for no exceptions, and
this hyperbole is reiterated in the couplet opening: “In all external grace
you have some part.” This explains why the Couplet Tie should be the
two words you and all: they sum up the claim.

The question of the first line—“What is your sub-stance?”—is an-
swered in the last line: a “con-stant heart.” This illogical para-
dox—“Though you cast millions of shadows, you do so because you have
a faithful heart”—is the “scientific” explanation for the anomalous powers
possessed by the beloved. The punning on -stant enables the passage from
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substance to constant, making the philosophical suggestion that ethics,
rather than metaphysics, is the guarantee of formal stability.

On the other hand, although the poem appears at first to be about
those anomalous powers, it turns out in fact to be about the perceiver of
those powers. That is, the poem is about the speaker more than about
the beloved. Although the poem first gives active agency to the young
man—“you can lend every shadow”—it passes to a generalized mental hy-
pothesis—[Let anyone] Describe Adonis, and the counterfeit / Is poorly imi-
tated after you—and ends with the active agency of the perceiver—“We
know you in every blessèd shape.” And the very last statement is a remark
by the speaker about how he perceives other people: “none [are] like you
for constant heart.”

Probably the easiest way to perceive the motive underlying this struc-
ture is to track the implied state of the speaker. As I see it, the closing line
is propitiatory—the speaker hopes, by uttering praise of a putative “con-
stant heart,” to bring about the very fidelity he praises but which he fears
is not to be found in the young man. The captivating variety in the ap-
pearances of the beloved suggests that millions of adorers may hover
about him together with his millions of seductive shadows. The beloved
has an androgynous beauty that is as suitable to a portrait of Helen as to a
portrait of Adonis, thus doubling the potential number of his admirers.

In the series of neutral hypotheses of representation—describe Adonis,
set out on Helen’s cheek, speak of spring and harvest—we recognize things
that Shakespeare (or Marlowe) has already done. The writer-in-love
writes a poem about Adonis, and behold, the fictive Adonis turns out to
look exactly like the actual beloved; the playwright adorns his portrait of
Helen, and behold, Helen uncannily resembles the beloved; the speaker
looks at spring flowers and will say to his beloved, They were but sweet, but
figures of delight, / Drawn after you, you pattern of all those (98); he speaks of
harvest, and it becomes the beloved’s bounty (cf. Antony). In short, in
every act of literary representation—mythical (Adonis), literary-historical
(Helen), or natural (spring and harvest)—one has ended up, willy-nilly,
representing the single beloved.

The experimental interest of this poem lies in part in its structure
(which is repeated, more or less, in the following sonnet 54). Between the
introduction (Q1) detailing both the centripetal attraction (tend) and the
centrifugal powers (lend) of the beloved, and the closing couplet explain-
ing those powers, Shakespeare places the eight lines concerning represen-
tation (describe, set, speak). This conceptual structure (4-8-2) is one of the
more unusual ones in the Sonnets, violating as it does both the Italian
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structure (8–6) and the English structure (4-4-4-2). The central eight-line
passage on representation has a nicely intricate bifurcation-structure of its
own:

On the left we have Adonis, on the right we have Helen; on the left we
have spring, on the right, autumn. Left, beauty; right, bounty: everywhere
we recognize you. This is a structure that confers an appropriate left-
right gestural omnipresence, rather than an unfolding narrative tempo-
rality, on the philosophical question of multiple appearance.

key word: If one is prepared to find it orthographically hiding, as
well as phonetically present, one [on]: millions (2),
one (4), Adonis (5), on (7), foison (9), one (10),
none (14), constant (14).

Couplet Tie: all (7, 13)
one (3, 3, 3, 4, 10), none (14, 14)
art (7), heart (14)
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O how much more doth beauty beauteous seem
By that sweet ornament which truth doth give!
The rose looks fair, but fairer we it deem
For that sweet odour which doth in it live.
The canker blooms have full as deep a dye
As the perfumèd tincture of the roses,
Hang on such thorns, and play as wantonly,
When summer’s breath their maskèd buds discloses;
But for their virtue only is their show,
They live unwooed, and unrespected fade,
Die to themselves. Sweet roses do not so,
Of their sweet deaths are sweetest odours made:

And so of you, beauteous and lovely youth,
When that shall vade, my verse distils your truth.
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B e a u t y has been a major component in the sequence beginning
with the first sonnet, where we desire that beauty’s rose might never

die. Beauty has been thematized together with truth before (see sonnet 41),
but in 41 truth means troth, and in (for example) 21, the truth in question
(true, truly) belongs both to the writer’s fidelity and to his veracity. In
41, truth and beauty were unproblematically linked as clear attributes of
the beloved, just as sweets and beauties are linked as things of comparable
worth in 12. Sonnet 54, however, is a dark reprise of sonnet 5, in which the
distillation of perfume, used as a metaphor for reproduction, was predi-
cated of all flowers:

. . . flowers distilled, though they with winter meet,
Leese but their show; their substance still lives sweet.

Shakespeare now divides the universal flowers of 5 into two subspecies:
true roses (with odor) and canker roses (without), the first a source of dis-
tilled perfume, the second not. By a further symbolic elaboration, hue is
equated with merely outward beauty, and organic odour (sweetness) with
inner truth and substance. The Couplet Tie, naturally, consists of beauty
and truth.

Truth here is not propositional truth, but rather what we would call
virtue. Once truth and beauty have been conceptually separated, the pos-
sibility of representational falsity—the flower that looks like a real rose
but isn’t—enters the sequence, and will lead to other poems about de-
ceived husbands, perjured eyes, and so on.

This sonnet sets the erotics of the eye against the erotics of the heart;
and the deceiving eye is helplessly given the ravishing poetry. Before our
eyes we see emblem-poetry metamorphosing into “naturalistic” poetry,
as lines 1–4 (with their moralizing adage-plus-exemplum) yield to the
astonishing eroticism of the wanton beauty of deep-dyed blooms. The
identity-in-all-but-odor of the canker blooms with real roses means that
the only words in Q2 not belonging to both categories of roses are canker,
perfumèd, and tincture. The effect of the passage with its “excessive” femi-
nine rhyme is heady and disturbing, as it defends the swoon of the eye be-
fore the visual seduction of the canker blooms. The rather prim correc-
tion that follows in lines 9–10 suggests repression: it certainly has not
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occurred up till now in the poem that the canker blooms live unwooed.
On the contrary, they have seduced the sight with their wanton play and
deep-dyed hue. With summer’s breath standing in, so to speak, for the
missing odor, one could certainly woo and even succumb to the canker
blooms.

After the sensuality of Q2 the poem resumes its allegorical mode, en-
acting in verbals the logical downward slide of unreformed sinners:

But for their virtue only is their show,
they live unwooed,
and unrespected
fade,
Die.

The contrast to this richly various “harlot’s progress” of verbals is the ad-
jectival but invariant endurance of sweet roses via the sweetest odours made
from their sweet deaths; the adjectival repetition mimics the increasing
concentration of distillation. (Cf. 67–69 for related themes of substance
and show.)

It is the undeniability of visual beauty that gives it its aesthetic force.
Shakespeare never even hints that the beauty of the beloved might not be
universally acknowledged: on the contrary. There is no allowance for an
alternate ideal of beauty, or, later, for a dissent from the speaker’s con-
demnatory verdict. As roses are universally admired, so, says Shakespeare,
is human beauty; it is instantly recognizable and without exception pow-
erful. The canker bloom is, however, not precisely analogous to human
corruption, in that the roses’ lack of odor immediately betrays that their
“show” is all they have to offer. Sight confronted by roses may be briefly
misled—and how seductively that brief misleading moment is de-
scribed!—but the distinction between canker blooms and “real” roses is
not only soon perceived, it is already known, horticulturally speaking.
However, no such anterior scientific knowledge or immediate sense-
perception warns those who approach a beautiful (but faithless) human
being; and the rage of the deceived lover breaks out in many later sonnets,
especially in those closing the Dark Lady sequence (e.g., 147):

For I have sworn thee fair, and thought thee bright,
Who art as black as hell, as dark as night.

The major theme of the sonnets, more powerful even than the themes
of friendship, love, death, and time, is the deception purveyed by appear-
ance. The Elizabethan consciousness of appearance (supported by sump-
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tuary laws, patronage, attendants, ritual, glorification of power by
commissioned artworks, etc.) entails an equal consciousness of dis-
appearance, as in Lear’s disrobings, but also entails an especially acute
consciousness of appearance as dis-guise. The parable of the wolf in
sheep’s clothing (the folk allegory of false guise) will appear in sonnet 96;
and it is here, in the canker blooms of sonnet 54, that this rich vein of the
imagery of deception is fully opened. Later in the sequence, the images
will become more galled, acerbic, hard-edged; but here the senses still
swoon under the lavish spell of the canker blooms, even emerging briefly
to defend their charm: the canker blooms, after all, have full as deep a dye as
. . . roses, hang on such thorns, and play as wantonly. Who could be blamed
for yielding to them? The touch of genius comes in the brief ascription to
the canker blooms of a borrowed sweet odor: [they] play as wan-
tonly / When summer’s breath their maskèd buds discloses. Summer’s “honey”
breath (as it is called in 65) momentarily sweetens the canker blooms by
borrowing for its lines the very sound of the rose’s perfume (the k-sound
of the preceding tincture) in maskèd and discloses. Early on, the poem had
represented its own confusion between canker roses and real roses by
melding their naming sounds:

the canker blooms perfumèd tinctIure

k nker b oom per Iumed tink Iur

Now, as the summer’s breath does duty for the (missing) perfumèd
tincture, the shared canker/tincture k-sound reappears in discloses and
maskèd, with overtones of damasked (used of “real” roses in 130).

If we return to the compositional problem of the sonnet—how to
use the “drier” language of moral discourse against the sheer onslaught
of sensual seduction—we see that the sensual language of the canker
blooms’ appeal is allowed to return, but in a morally directed way, in the
appeal to distillation with its triple sweet. Real roses are sweet in life, sweet
in death, and sweetest in their posthumous existence as perfume. How-
ever, this moral sweetness of odor has absolutely no visual appeal, and we
lose the deep dye, the wanton play, the disclosèd buds of visuality. Can
ravishing beauty be well-lost for invisible odor? Is virtue as appealing
as—more appealing than—heartstopping beauty?

The poem reaches its honesty about distilled odor-sans-beauty gradu-
ally. The speaker first envisages truth/odor as something added to beauty,
an ornament which confers a more, a comparative degree, on beauty in the
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positive degree, the addition being enacted by the doubling of the word
beauty: “O how much more doth beauty beauteous seem!”

We proceed with “that sweet ornament which truth doth give”: truth is
an ornamental addition. Next, to the visual fairness of the rose is added
(by the second comparative, fair . . . fairer) the increment of sweet odour;
odor is here a contributor to superior fairness, and the speaker proposes
that moral goodness is itself an aesthetic intensifier:

The rose looks fair, but fairer we it deem
For that sweet odour which doth in it live.

The small life history of the canker rose, ending in its unrespected death,
is given in the six and a half lines following. (This non-Italian, non-
English structure—in which the most interesting part of the sonnet is a
large central block flanked fore and aft by its preparatory and concluding
material, will recall the structure of the preceding sonnet 53.) By intro-
ducing the fact of death in the emphatic reversed initial foot of line 11
(Die to themselves), the poem wipes out its entire initial comparative con-
ceits, by which truth is something superadded to beauty, or a contributor
toward it. When the positive degree of the canker rose, (beauty, fair) van-
ishes, the comparative degree (more beauteous, fairer) must vanish along
with it.

The conceit must then be adjusted, and truth can no longer be seen as
an additive to beauty. Instead, it is the constitutive essence of the (real) rose,
whose visual beauty is now shown to be (in philosophical terms) mere ac-
cident rather than substance, show, not essence. Both beauty and odor
are, in the language of the poem, virtue (i.e., power or strength); but the
virtue of show is temporary, while the virtue of substance is permanent. The
comparative degree of the earlier, erroneously predicated relation be-
tween beauty and truth—that truth is the comparative form of beauty,
more beauteous, fairer—is replaced by the superlative degree in sweetest:
odor-bearing roses are sweet (positive degree); their sweet deaths (playing a
quasi-comparative transitional role) certainly yield sweetest odors, pure
substance, all virtue—but can yield no visual pleasure. Truth, now, is
definitively separable from the beauty of appearance, but not from a dif-
ferent, still aesthetic, gratification, that which is provided by a sweet (and
lasting) odor. Shakespeare will not admit an unaesthetic “truth”; truth it-
self is always aesthetic.

We may expect this poem to end with an admonition to the beauteous
youth: Live in such a manner that you may die a real rose and not a canker
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bloom. Instead, truth is predicated as already extant in the youth, and
he is said to be already lovable (“beauteous and lovely”: see oed definition
2). The canker roses, unlovable, are neither wooed, nor respected, nor
partnered. The lovely young man is unlike them. The speaker relies on
verse—which must, unlike painting, work with the invisible—to distill the
truth of the young man when his beauty shall vade (a pun on the canker
rose’s fade). And yet, by splitting the youth’s qualities into the two separa-
ble aspects, show and substance (beauteous and lovely), the poem, though
preserving in him something distillable after beauty goes, endorses the es-
sential separability of sensual eroticism from the devotion of true love,
and maintains the perplexity with which it began. By rhyming youth and
truth, the couplet attempts to affirm the identity of the two nouns—but
the two separable adjectives beauteous and lovely impugn the effort. The
major aesthetic effect of the sonnet is the reluctant relinquishing of the
spectacularly visual language of aesthetic resonance in Q2 in favor of the
redundant and aesthetically inward language of invisible “sweetness.”
The language of moral virtue, in what we might call the Cordelia effect,
renounces external aesthetic and linguistic (sweet . . . sweet . . . sweetest)
variety.

I adopt my (in lieu of Q’s by) in line 14 because outside agency is pre-
sumed in the distillation of line 12. (By implies that the young man’s truth
distills itself.)

Couplet Tie: beauty [beauteous] (1, 1, 13)
truth (2, 14)
fade [vade] (10, 14)
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Not marble nor the gilded monuments
Of princes shall outlive this pow’rful rhyme,
But you shall shine more bright in these conténts
Than unswept stone, besmeared with sluttish time.
When wasteful war shall statues overturn,
And broils root out the work of masonry,
Nor Mars his sword nor war’s quick fire shall burn
The living record of your memory.
’Gainst death and all oblivious enmity
Shall you pace forth; your praise shall still find room
Even in the eyes of all posterity
That wear this world out to the ending doom.

So, till the Judgement that your self arise,
You live in this, and dwell in lovers’ eyes.
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One chief ingenuity of 55 lies in its bestowing grandeur on entities
when they are connected to the beloved, but bestowing squalor on

the very same entities when they are mentioned in connection with ordi-
nary objects. Thus, in Q1, memorial edifices are grand marble or gilded
monuments when they are compared to the verse immortalizing the be-
loved, but when they are connected to sluttish time the very same splendid
monuments become unswept stone besmeared. In Q2 the same technique re-
appears: When battle occurs against the mortal monuments of princes,
the conflict is represented as a vulgar one between low objects: wasteful
war overturns (unelaborated) statues; broils root out the (laborer’s) work
of masonry. But when battle occurs against the young man’s immortal
verse-memorial, the foes are immediately ennobled and the memorial
preserved: the earlier wasteful war becomes war’s quick fire and the earlier
broils become Mars his sword, while the verse becomes the sacred living
record of your memory. The youth’s nobility ennobles his contexts, by a
beneficent moral contagion. The palpable scorn of the speaker in calling
memorial monuments unswept stone besmeared with sluttish time and calling
the agents destroying such monuments wasteful war and root[ing] broils
raises by contrast the tone of adoration of the attempt to perpetuate the
being of the young man, and even the tone of destructive conflict when it
touches the young man.

The other chief ingenuity of the sonnet is the gradual transformation
of a memorializing and commemorative impulse into a resurrective one.
Does one perpetuate a memory, an image, or a person? Is it the record
that lives, or the dead beloved in propria persona? It is no accident (this
poem being about a record which will be read) that the Couplet Tie con-
sists of live and eyes. This is, I believe, one of the sonnets composed
around a key word, though at first the word—live—seems absent in
Q3. It is visibly present in Q1 (“outlive),” Q2 (“living”) and C (live);
but it is not until we search Q3, alerted by these precedents, that we find it
hiding in “oblivious”—one of Shakespeare’s ingenious jokes. How does
living outwit oblivion? We can see a tension in Q1 and Q2 in the two for-
mulations of the young man’s survival: “You shall shine in these conténts
more brightly”; “war shall not burn the living record of your memory.”
These two formulations ask: Does the person [you] remain alive in the
contents, or does only a record [of your memory] remain?
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Q3 offers a second set of formulations, revealing the same tension but
in an acute fashion. No longer confined to shin[ing] in these conténts, the
beloved—especially in the conspicuous enjambments—lives and moves:

’Gainst death and all oblivious enmity
Shall you pace forth.

On the other hand, posterity reads a written record: Your praise shall . . .
find room . . . in the eyes of all posterity.

The couplet solves the tension by assigning “real” living to the day of
the Last Judgment, when indeed all shall be raised incorruptible:

So, till the Judgement that your self arise,
You live in this, and dwell in lovers’ eyes.

The inertness of your memory and your praise have both fallen away as
modes of phrasing in favor of three active verbs: till your self arise, you live,
[you] dwell. The intensive your self of the Last Judgment—your very self,
your physical self—allows the subsequent you/[you] to take on various
meanings: your mortal self, spiritual self, inscriptive self, verbal self. The
hyperbolic claim of pace forth has been deferred to the aris[ing] of Judg-
ment Day: even the somewhat less hyperbolic shine bright has been re-
duced to the more natural live and dwell. The hyperbolic audience of all
posterity has been reduced to the more probable audience for sonnets, lov-
ers. And the truth-claims for where the beloved will live are believable
ones—in the rhyme, in the eyes of those reading it, in this, in lovers’ eyes.
Even the shades of final meaning are delicately drawn: you live (i.e., “are
immortalized”) in this, and dwell (i.e., “have a habitation,” however tem-
porary) in lovers’ eyes. Whenever a Shakespearean hyperbole is allowed
to dwindle down to a more modest formulation which counters the po-
et’s compelling drive to contest time’s power with emotional lies (’Gainst
death . . . shall you pace forth), we are brought to admire the way in which a
middle terrain is found that both emotionality and accuracy can inhabit.

The chiastic structure of the octave—noble contest : base con-
test :: base contest : noble contest—shows the initial wish for a noble lie
against time, reasserted in the excesses of Q3 with its pace forth and all pos-
terity. It is not till the happy “solution” of the Last Judgment (“I don’t
have to keep him alive; God will do that for me”) that the poet can temper
his language to the level of modest truth.

key word: live [outlive] [living] [oblivious]

Couplet Tie: live (2, 8, 9, 14)
eyes (11, 14)
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Sweet love, renew thy force, be it not said
Thy edge should blunter be than appetite,
Which but today by feeding is allayed,
Tomorrow sharp’ned in his former might.
So, love, be thou: although today thou fill
Thy hungry eyes even till they wink with fullness,
Tomorrow see again, and do not kill
The spirit of love with a perpetual dullness:
Let this sad int’rim like the ocean be
Which parts the shore, where two contracted new
Come daily to the banks, that when they see
Return of love, more blest may be the view;

As call it winter, which being full of care,
Makes summer’s welcome, thrice more wished, more rare.
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W ith respect to the sad int’rim represented here, the octave stands
for time (today, tomorrow), and the third quatrain stands for space

(the ocean . . . which parts the shore). The couplet offers a mediating ter-
tium quid: not the impossible succession of reassuringly identical days of
love—today, tomorrow—prayed for in the octave, nor the desolate daily
vacancy of the ocean endured in Q3, but rather the succession of spa-
cious contrasting seasons (winter followed by summer). The Couplet Tie
is hopefully constituted of fill [ full, fullness], come [welcome], and more:
there is also a persistent repetition throughout the sonnet of the words be
(being in the couplet) and love. “Come, being, fill love with more,” is the mes-
sage of the words reiterated in the couplet, reinforcing by repetition the
import of the body of the sonnet. One can see be as a key word.

The cause of the sad int’rim separating the lovers is not specified, but
its result is a fear that love may have lost its force. This fear is (some-
what unbelievably) displaced from suspicion of the waning affection of
the other onto the fidelity of the self. If physical appetite needs daily food,
should love be any the less desirous? How can love lose its appetite? Can
love-hunger become a blunted edge? (This odd connection—through the
idea of sharp[ness]—of love-appetite to a knife with a potentially blunted
edge turns up more mysteriously in 95.) These questions are those one
asks when one has been deserted; they are asked normally of the absent
other, not of the self. In addressing his own power to love as sweet love, the
speaker can indirectly address the beloved in a concealed plea.

The shift from time (Q1 and Q2) to space (Q3) tracks the modulation
from physical appetite allayed by feeding to hungry eyes assuaged by see[ing],
a change which responds to an adjustment of argument from physically
appetit[ive] corporeal force, to contract[ual] (personal, marital, legal) love. In
this manner the speaker shifts from a model of lust to one of love.

When one metaphor (two lovers contracted new who come daily hoping
to see each other) displaces another (love needing to fill its appetite every
day) it is because something in the first metaphor seems inadequate in de-
scriptive amplitude or accuracy—notably, here, its emphasis on physical
appetite alone. When the second (more satisfactory because personal)
metaphor (the daily looks of betrothed lovers on opposite banks of the
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ocean) is itself newly displaced by a third metaphor (summer after win-
ter), we have to ask what has been unsatisfactory about the second.

We discover that the second, spatial metaphor is unsatisfactory be-
cause it, like the first, temporal one, cannot guarantee the return of love.
The fear in the octave has been that of a “perpetual dullness,” in which the
appetite for love would never reappear. The metaphor of Q3 has spoken,
more favorably, of a sad int’rim between presence and return of presence,
but the interim has been of an unspecified duration. The final couplet-
metaphor here (like that of the seldom coming, but nonetheless joyfully
predictable feasts of the year in 52) is that of a foreseeable return at a
confidently known seasonal time—the return of summer after winter.

The full[ness] of care in winter makes one long even more for eyes
fill[ed] with fullness of seeing. The eye as a vessel that can be filled till it
winks with fullness (cf. 114), brimming with tears of joy, may have sug-
gested the waters of the separating ocean. The gluttony of physical appe-
tite has been chastened, by the end, into a legitimized happiness at
the re-fruition of the earth at a seasonable time after the depriva-
tion—care—of winter.

The only guarantee that the force connecting two persons is that of
settled love, not temporary lust, is the willingness to enter into a contract
to marry and to remain together in perpetuity, ensuring by legal means
that tomorrow will resemble today—or, at the least, that return of pres-
ence will arrive as predictably and joyfully as summer follows winter. The
yearning of a heterodox form of attachment to be a socially sanctioned
one is visible here, as elsewhere in the sequence (e.g., 116).

key word: be [-ing] (Normally, a word as common as be is not
sufficiently foregrounded by the poem to take on
salience in the reader’s mind. In this sonnet, however,
it is initially foregrounded by a trochaic rhythm—
Sweet love, renew thy force, bé it not said—and later by
alliteration: blunter be, blest may be. It is also used as
the rhyme-word in line 9.

Couplet Tie: fill [ full-ness, full] (5, 6, 13)
come [wel-come] (11, 14)
more (12, 14)
be [-ing] (1, 2, 5, 9, 12, 13)
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Being your slave, what should I do but tend
Upon the hours and times of your desire?
I have no precious time at all to spend,
Nor services to do till you require.
Nor dare I chide the world-without-end hour
Whilst I (my sovereign) watch the clock for you,
Nor think the bitterness of absence sour
When you have bid your servant once adieu.
Nor dare I question with my jealous thought
Where you may be, or your affairs suppose,
But like a sad slave stay and think of nought
Save where you are how happy you make those.

So true a fool is love that in your will
(Though you do any thing) he thinks no ill.
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Do and think and no: You do as you please; what should I do
while you do that? Should I think no ill about you as you do it? The

Couplet Tie do and think and no summarizes the sonnet: “in your will, /
(Though you do any thing) he thinks no ill,” says the couplet, punning,
like several other sonnets (58, 89, 135, 136, 143), on the writer’s name. But
this servant, this slave (as he is misleadingly called in 58 as well), sad while
watching through an absence like the sad int’rim of the preceding poem,
reproaches his “sovereign” even as he affects a tone of servile abjectness.

The anaphora in nor constructs a set of alternatives to the present en-
slaved attendance on the hours and times of the sovereign’s desire. In fact,
the writer is neither servant nor slave: being your slave modulates into the
more accurate like a sad slave, which in itself yields to the better represen-
tation of the speaker as a true fool in love. The alternative forms of behav-
ior, detached from their anaphoric nor’s, show what the speaker should, as
a free man, be doing with his time: he should

spend [his] precious time;
do [other] services;
chide the world-without-end hour of clock-watching;
think the bitterness of absence sour;
question with his jealous thought the place or affairs of the

“friend”;
depart (implied by his choice to stay).

The inner dismissal of all these free alternatives is the speaker’s act of
self-enslavement, and his appropriation of the term slave leads us less to
pity him than to resist his equation between real slavery and his own in-
fatuation. In lieu of independent action, the speaker passively stay[s], and
thinks of nothing except how happy the beloved, wherever he is, must be
making other people. (What is the beloved doing to make them so happy?
A curtain is drawn over the speculation.) The love-besotted speaker says
he is determined to think no ill. But because the strategy of the sonnet is
to show the speaker meaning the opposite of what he says, we take it that
the speaker is in fact thinking nothing but ill.

Several of the sonnets construct ironic shadow-poems (here, one of
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reproach and suspicion) lying behind their actual statements (“I do not
chide,” “I think no ill”). The speaker’s slippage into the vocabulary of the
truth of his situation (world-without-end hour, my jealous thought) gives us
permission to read the shadow jealousy-poem behind the abjuring-of-
rights poem. The two remain equally present, and the end result is a dou-
ble hologram-image, winking on and off as we tilt it in one direction (to-
ward suspicion) or the other (toward abjectness). Above all, one hears the
suppression of impulse as the psychological beat of the poem: no, nor, nor,
nor, nor, [n]or, nought, no. Against all this negation in the speaker appears
the licentious contrastive phrase of line 14: any thing. It belongs, of course,
to the doings of the absent sovereign.

Couplet Tie: do (1, 4, 14)
think [thought] (7, 9, 11, 14)
no (3, 14)
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That god forbid, that made me first your slave,
I should in thought control your times of pleasure,
Or at your hand th’account of hours to crave,
Being your vassal bound to stay your leisure.
O let me suffer (being at your beck)
Th’imprisoned absence of your liberty,
And patience, tame to sufferance, bide each check,
Without accusing you of injury.
Be where you list, your charter is so strong
That you yourself may privilege your time
To what you will; to you it doth belong
Yourself to pardon of self-doing crime.

I am to wait, though waiting so be hell,
Not blame your pleasure, be it ill or well.
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The slave of 57 reappears, rhyming for his couplet hell and well in-
stead of their cousins will and ill of 57. The hell/well rhyme will re-

turn in the couplet of 129, and the will/ill of 57 has already been intro-
duced into the sequence by 12 and 22. The complex will/ill/hell/well
shared by 57/58 seems to have a life of its own, as its components add to
themselves other conceptually related words: in 40, we find ill/will/kill;
in 89, ill/will; in 112, ill/well; in 119, ill/evil; in 121, vile/will/evil; in 144,
ill/evil/devil/hell. In 121 Shakespeare clearly recognizes that evil (so spelled
in the Quarto version of 119, though not in that of 121) is an anagram of
vile; and in the quarto spelling of 121 and 144 evill contains ill, while devil
(divel), contains—depending on the spelling—a direct or an anagram-
matic form of evil.

Sonnet 58 is a sardonic fantasia on the words you and your, with seven-
teen instances in fourteen lines. “Only you are in control. I am not allowed
to control, to crave, to accuse, to blame: I am to stay, to suffer, to bide, to
wait.” The verb chains, negative and positive, of the forbidden and the ex-
horted connect the parts of the poem to each other. In effect, 58 is a
topsy-turvy revision, in literary terms, of the explicit patience and implicit
accusation of 57; here, the accusation has come into the open, as though
the “sovereign” had read 57, and objected to its implicit blame. Sonnet 58
has the air of a response to an anterior utterance. The anterior utterance
by the young man seems to have been on the order of: “You have no right
to ask me why I was away so long, or what I was doing, or to blame me for
finding pleasure elsewhere.” “Oh yes,” says the speaker, “God forbid that
you should have to account for your doings, or that I should blame your
pleasure.” The bitter intonation on the speaker’s part—not employable,
needless to say, by any genuine slave—is conveyed chiefly by the reiter-
ated your and you; and the substance of the reproach is carried by the Cou-
plet Tie pleasure (2, 14), as well as by the word time[s] (2, 10), which con-
nects Q1 to Q3. If the young man, as has been suggested by Booth, has
been spending his time with women (hours/whores), we may read a pun
on cunt in cont-rol and ac-count.

Whereas Q1, Q2, and C are concerned with the behavior of the vassal-
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slave-attendant, Q3 is the speaker’s resentful picture of the absolute sover-
eignty of the feudal lord. He is self-licensing, self-privileging, self-doing.
The vocabulary approaches the theological: words like “self-begotten”
and “self-sustaining,” used of God, come to mind. But the godlike self-
referring words in the poem are tainted by the addition of two denigrat-
ing words: crime and self-pardon. This sovereign is godlike only in the
scope of his power, not in the substance of what he does.

The vassal’s two be phrases—being your vassal, being at your beck—are
contrasted to the reflexive be phrase of the sovereign: Be where you list (an
echo of divinity once more: “The spirit bloweth where it listeth”). Q1 is
about the slave’s duty, but Q2, the place where interesting writing occurs,
concerns the slave’s suffering. Patience is derived from patior (“I suffer”),
and is the doublet of suffer/sufferance. (Shakespeare puns macaronically on
patior/suffer not only here but also in Troilus and Cressida I, i, 27–28.) The
two phrases that most attract commentary are suffer . . . th’imprisoned ab-
sence of your liberty and patience, tame to sufferance, bide each check. Booth has
rung the changes on possible meanings, but what is striking in the phrases
is the necessity to condense so much in so little. What drives this com-
pression?

The phrases of the speaker’s possible revenge, of actions-that-might-
be-taken—[to crave] th’ account of hours, [to] blame your pleasure—show no
such condensation-fusions at work. It is, then, not anger but suffering
that causes the verbal meltdown: the representation of the inner chaos of
suffering cannot offer a clear logical outline. The repetition of suffer/pa-
tience/sufferance shows clearly enough what is at issue, conceptually speak-
ing; but what does it feel like? It feels the way these bizarre accusatory
phrases feel. Your liberty—Yes, he has a right to go and come at will, he’s
free. Imprisoned—Well, if I too am theoretically a free agent, why do I feel
bound hand and foot? Absence—Why, if he is away, do I interpret it, bit-
terly, as absence, referring it to my own location rather than as liberty, refer-
ring it to his location? (Absence is the grammatical object of suffer.) The
suffering turns into sufferance (endurance) after a series of repeated in-
sults. The point of words like patience, tame, sufferance, bide, and each is to
enact the slow and horrible passage of time, and make a single neglect, at
first considered a nonce “check,” mount up into a series of inflicted inju-
ries. Being, bound, bide, blame: the conjugation of the verb of suffering.
The helpless submission of the speaker to the principle of absolute feudal
sovereignty—still a political and theological reality in the sixteenth cen-
tury—is at least as strong as his wounded accusation of his beloved’s be-
havior. Charter, privilege, pardon, crime are words from the legal system,
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and the speaker resorts to public discourse both to excuse and to indict his
beloved, unsure where his own rights lie.

Since the god . . . that made me first your slave is Eros, the arbitrariness
and cruelty conventionally ascribed to Eros are easily transferred to the
sovereign. The closing distinguishing of ill from well—“Your pleasure, be
it ill or well”—has become a distinction without a difference, as it had in
40: “Lascivious grace, in whom all ill well shows, / Kill me.”

Couplet Tie: pleasure (2, 14)
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If there be nothing new, but that which is
Hath been before, how are our brains beguiled,
Which, labouring for invention, bear amiss
The second burthen of a former child!
O that recórd could with a backward look,
Even of five hundred courses of the sun,
Show me your image in some ántique book,
Since mind at first in character was done,
That I might see what the old world could say
To this composèd wonder of your frame:
Whether we are mended, or whe’er better they,
Or whether revolution be the same.

O sure I am the wits of former days
To subjects worse have given admiring praise.
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Former is the Couplet Tie of 59, promising a backward-looking
scan. The artificial pretext for the scan is literary economy: If some-

one like the beloved did exist in the past, and had been described by a wit
of former days in some antique book, then the poet’s work has already
been done for him, and he need not (punningly) labor for invention, since
he would simply, in producing a description of the beloved, be bearing, to
no purpose, the second burden of a former child—repeating a previous, his-
torically successful, labor and delivery. This playful pretext in Q1 gives a
plausible practical motive for the actual desire and practice of the poet-
lover—to read, habitually, his predecessor-poets in their acts of praising,
and see his present beloved continually exceeding their former ones. (A
rewriting of this sonnet is presented in 106, which repeats the couplet
rhyme days/praise used here.)

This is a poem embodying the old quarrel between the Ancients and
the Moderns: it concerns written representation, past and present. It ex-
hibits some uncertainty as to what representation represents: Is it the sub-
ject’s image? or mind? or frame? Is it the visual, intellectual, or corporeal
self? It is in fact all three: representation aims, as the couplet says, at the
portrayal of the whole subject.

The speaker’s desire for a backward look at the actual (now dead) sub-
jects of representation is frustrated, and the writer must go on bearing his
burden of invention. He cannot know what the old world would have
said of the present beloved, whether our writing is better or whether they
excelled us, or whether each age expresses wonder at the same level of ex-
cellence in its subjects of representation. Since we cannot see former
beauties, we have to think up a probable answer to our unanswerable
speculations. The couplet asserts that (as the poet knows from his read-
ing) there was plenty of admiring praise written in former days, but it was
all, he contends, lavished on worse subjects. No age could have contained a
paragon equal to ours; consequently no former praise—no matter how
admiring—could equal ours, since earlier writers had not the subject, or
the image, or the mind, or—most excellent of all, and surely unique—the
composèd wonder of your frame. The elaborateness of this phrase proves that
this eighth wonder of the world is chiefly a corporeal presence, rather
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than a visual or a mental one. The wit of the poem lies in the elaboration
both of the speculation and of the defensive answer-on-no-evidence, jus-
tifying the continuing production, by the poet-speaker, of admiring praise
for his historically unparalleled subject.

The “backward look” of fantasy occupies lines 5–10; and though it is
motivated by erotic response to beauty, it stimulates the poet-speaker to
the larger speculations of lines 11–12, on the shape of the history of litera-
ture: whether it is a history of progress, or of decline, or of a steady-state
of perennial sameness. The two quatrains concerning literary produc-
tion, Q1 and Q3, both conclude by suspecting that the true account is
the steady-state one—a fearful conclusion for the speaker, who wants to
believe that his love, and consequently his own literary production, are
unique. Therefore the speaker defends his own necessity of writing by
an over-assertion of the inferiority of the past, “O sure I am,” in the cou-
plet. Both Q1 and lines 11–12 are phrased in the first-person plural—“our
brains,” “whether we are mended.” These are the steady-state intellectual
portions. The first-person portion is not intellectual, however, but infatu-
ated, refusing to credit the steady-state conclusion to which reason has
led the poet when he considers himself as one of a transhistorical band of
writers. Speaking as we, he is a mind; speaking as I, he is a lover. These
pronominal shifts account in part for the odd structure of the sonnet: 4-
6-2-2, where the longest portion is the erotic backward look in the first
person, in which the tone of wonder prevails; this tone contrasts sharply
with the tone of the first-person couplet, where the focus has shifted, al-
most petulantly, to the subjects worse, ranked dismissively lower than the
young man. The desperate uncertainty underlying O sure I am is pitted
against the intellectual juggernaut of recurring sameness.

Behind this sonnet lie two conceptions of history: the classical, which
believes that there is nothing new, and that all returns in cycles of time;
and the Christian, which believes that there was once a unique interven-
tion in history, the Incarnation of Christ, preventing all mere recurrence.
In positing the young man’s uniqueness, and denying that historical revo-
lution is the same, the speaker is offering a (blasphemous) analogy to the
Christian paradigm. I think we are expected to perceive the analogy.

Couplet Tie: former (4, 13)
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Like as the waves make towards the pebbled shore,
So do our minutes hasten to their end,
Each changing place with that which goes before,
In sequent toil all forwards do contend.
Nativity, once in the main of light,
Crawls to maturity, wherewith being crowned,
Crookèd eclipses ’gainst his glory fight,
And Time that gave doth now his gift confound.
Time doth transfix the flourish set on youth,
And delves the parallels in beauty’s brow,
Feeds on the rarities of nature’s truth,
And nothing stands but for his scythe to mow.

And yet to times in hope my verse shall stand
Praising thy worth, despite his cruel hand.
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Like 73, sonnet 60 is one of the “perfect” examples of the 4-4-4-2
Shakespearean sonnet form. Each quatrain introduces a new and im-

portant modification in concept and tone, while the couplet—here a “re-
versing” couplet contradicting the body of the sonnet—adds yet a fourth
dimension. One member of the Couplet Tie is the enemy, time [-s]. The
other is the word on which the reversal pivots: stand [-s].

And nothing stands but for his scythe to mow.
And yet to times in hope my verse shall stand.

Stand is the one thing that the three quatrain models—waves, light/life,
and the vegetation of the earth—cannot do: waves hasten to their end,
light/life is undone by crooked eclipses, and vegetation is scythed down.
The way in which verse stands (with its feet, perhaps?) is different from
the way material things stand only to be mowed down.

Three models of what life is like are offered in the three quatrains.
Q1, derived from Ovid, could be spoken by a preacher: his model of
steady-state change is orderly, horizontal, sequent. Life is divided into
equal temporal segments, minutes, each knowing his expected toil and his
place within it. Above all, according to the preacher, the motion of our life
is natural and is voluntary (hasten); it is as physical and predictable as the
waves, as orderly as a choreographed dance in which each partner changes
place with that which goes before. We associate this model with ritual and
with repetitive narrative.

The second model is the one we associate with tragedy: the fall
of princes. We have in Q2 a single changing protagonist, nativity-
becoming-maturity. The narrative of his rise and fall is tracked by the
paradigm crawls/crowned/crookèd/confound. The apogee and eclipse occur
at the very same moment in the immediate affronting of crowned by
crookèd, and of gift by confound. In this model, existential change is unnatu-
ral (eclipse, not sunset), involuntary, and destructive; it is ascribed to an
agent, Time, who is at first generous (gave) and, at the end, malign (con-
found).
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In the third model, Time is exclusively malign, and existential disaster
is, temporally speaking, incessant. Time is now unrelentingly rapid in its
destructiveness. Whereas the waves took a full quatrain to change places,
and nativity took three lines to be confounded, the catastrophic events in
Q3 take place one per line. Time doth transfix, delves, feeds on, and will mow.
If the first model was sequential and narrative, and the second dramatic
and tragic, this third model is exclamatory and almost cartoonlike, the
carnage speeded up until it begins to lack the human dignity so visible in
Q2. In Q3, to summarize it crudely, youth is transfixed, beauty is delved,
truth is eaten, and nothing stands but to be mown. A death per line is the
norm.

If youth, beauty, and truth are extirpated, what can stand? The answer
(as in 54) is that only worth can survive to be praised by verse. Time the de-
stroyer is replaced by times in hope, the future.

Nonetheless, although the intent of the couplet is certainly one of re-
versal (nothing stands . . . And yet . . . verse shall stand), a couplet in which
the optimistic reversal were formally enacted as well as semantically as-
serted would read in “upbeat” fashion:

[And yet to times in hope standing ’gainst dearth,
My verse, despite old Time, shall praise thy worth.]

The “bad” would be tucked somewhere in the middle (“despite old
Time”), and the couplet would close with a resounding positive value. In
the sonnet as we have it, the triumphant my verse shall stand, / Praising thy
worth is followed by the deflating admission of Time’s cruel hand, with
cruel being the last echo of the destructive cr- words (crookèd, etc.) of the
tragic paradigm.

The interesting writing in Q3 needs some commentary. I said “to
summarize it crudely” earlier because time’s actions—transfixing, delving,
and feeding on—do not have the simple direct objects I originally gave
them. Time transfixes not youth but the flourish [which has been] set on
youth; it delves not beauty but the parallels in the brow [belonging to] beauty,
it feeds not on truth but on the rarities of the truth [present in] nature. What
can these nested structures mean? They enact, I think, the gradualness
and selectivity of tempus edax even in the rapidity, unpredictability, and
cruelty of its assaults. Time begins its attack on youth by piercing its
decorative accessories, its flourish; it begins its attack on beauty at one lo-
calized site of loveliness, the brow; it begins its attack on nature at the
most distinctive and rare representations of nature’s genius. Instead of
watching single waves in motion or a single heavenly body in its rise and
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eclipse, as in Q1 and Q2, we see many valuable things being directly and
destructively, if selectively and stealthily, attacked.

It is also worth noting that Shakespeare’s first three formulations in
Q3, unlike those in Q1 and Q2, put the destructive action (transfix, etc.) be-
fore the thing destroyed, so that we are not allowed to see youth health-
fully flourishing before it is transpierced. We see the waves mak[ing] to-
wards the shore before they end, and we see nativity in the main of light
before catastrophe occurs. If Q3 maintained this former vectored
“beauty-then-destruction” model, it would have to read something like
this:

[We know one flourish, and our youth’s deflowered;
And beauty’s brow is delved with wrinkles slow;
The rarest truths of nature are devoured,
And nothing stands but for Time’s scythe to mow.]

By reversing in lines 9, 10, and 11 this chronological model to a post hoc
model, where, horribly, transfix actually precedes flourish, Shakespeare
gives us his own analytic and philosophical model in place of the victim’s
own chronological one. We read our own lives chronologically, but the
philosopher reads them analytically, perceiving the undeflectable end
even in the flourishing beginning. The ensuing philosophical despair
(“and nothing stands except to be mowed down”) is consequently believa-
bly motivated, and the suggestion of malign destiny (“nothing stands but
for his scythe to mow”) is made plausible.

The several reversed initial feet (Like as, So do, Crawls to, Crookèd, Time
doth, Feeds on, Praising) draw attention to the hastening of the waves, the
attacks by eclipses and by Time, and the countervailing praising by verse.

Couplet Tie: stand [-s] (12, 13)
Time [-s] (8, 9, 13)
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Is it thy will thy image should keep open
My heavy eyelids to the weary night?
Dost thou desire my slumbers should be broken,
While shadows like to thee do mock my sight?
Is it thy spirit that thou send’st from thee
So far from home into my deeds to pry,
To find out shames and idle hours in me,
The scope and tenure of thy jealousy?
O no, thy love, though much, is not so great;
It is my love that keeps mine eye awake,
Mine own true love that doth my rest defeat,
To play the watchman ever for thy sake.

For thee watch I, whilst thou dost wake elsewhere,
From me far off, with others all too near.
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An “Italian” structure of question-octave / answer-sestet organizes the
speaker’s insomnia in the beloved’s absence; the theme is summa-

rized in the Couplet Tie: watch, wake, far. The couplet itself emphasizes
nonreciprocity between speaker and beloved: the speaker watches (keeps
vigil) while the beloved wakes (carouses)—far off from the speaker, but all
too near others. The beloved wakes; the speaker is awake.

If it were not for the scorpion’s sting in its tail—with others all too
near—we could read this sonnet innocently as one in which the speaker
conceived his beloved’s imagined jealousy as the cause of his own insomnia.
A first reading of the sonnet follows the author’s lead in construing the
poem along those lines, at least until the last five words of the couplet re-
veal the speaker’s own torments of jealousy. A second, parallel reading
then construes (and “rewrites”) the octave as a projection of the speaker’s
own agony; Q2 would then say:

[It is my spirit that I send from me
So far from home into thy deeds to pry,
To find out shames and idle hours in thee,
The scope and tenure of my jealousy.]

Only such an implicit undersong justifies the apparently otiose repetition
of two nearly synonymous questions in the first quatrain, and the sinister
elaboration that takes place in the second quatrain under the guise of a
further question:

1. Is it thy will thy image should keep open my
eyelids?

2. Dost thou desire shadows like to thee to mock my sight?
3. Send’st thou thy spirit to pry into my deeds and

find out shames in me?

Question 2 is almost synonymous with question 1; but question 3
makes the spirit-envoy an active spy rather than a mere eidetic image.
The expansion of question 3 beyond two lines (the length of questions 1
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and 2) to a prying four lines marks the intrusion of the speaker’s own pro-
jected jealous agitation.

Just as behind the second interrogative quatrain, putatively about the
beloved’s jealousy, we read a declarative ghost-quatrain actually about the
speaker’s jealousy, so, behind the speaker’s declaration of love in Q3, we
can, on a second reading, hear a ghost declaration of jealousy rather than
love:

[It is my fear that keeps mine eye awake,
Mine own dark fear that doth my rest defeat,
To play the watchman ever for thy sake.]

Finally, the assertion Thou dost wake . . . with others is framed neither as
fear nor as suspicion, but as fact.

Often, in scanning the sonnets, one feels one is reading two poems at
once: the actual poem, and the ghost-poem behind it. The actual poem is
the sayable one: the ghost-poem is for various reasons indecorous, sham-
ing, or accusatory. Nonetheless, we are almost invariably given enough
information to construe the ghost-poem from the actual one. Here, the
assertion of the beloved’s night-carouse with others gives us license to
read the speaker’s jealousy and fear in the ghost-poem (“the scope and
tenure of [my] jealousy”; “[fear] . . . keeps mine eye awake”). The beloved
waking-with-others is not likely to have undertaken any of the haunting
and spirit-prying of the octave, which we conclude, on second reading, to
be entirely a projection on the part of the speaker.

In this light, the most pathetic phrase in the poem is the concessive
which opens the sestet: O no, thy love, though much, is not so great. Since
“great love” is in the sonnet a synonym for imputed jealousy and
fear—neither of which is exhibited by the beloved—the quality of the be-
loved’s putative much love for the speaker is left entirely undescribed, and
is in fact vitiated.

The chief aesthetic effect in the poem is the illustration of slow “un-
conscious” slippage of expression in the apparent synonymy of lines 1–8.
Dost thou desire would normally be taken as synonymous with Is it thy will,
just as shadows like to thee would seem synonymous with thy image, and so
on. But the gradual increase in purposiveness from Is it thy will to Dost
thou desire to Is it thy spirit that thou send’st from thee alerts us to the compa-
rable differences between an “image that keeps eyelids open” to “shadows
that mock sight” to a “spirit sent to pry to find out.” As pieces from ques-
tion 1 are putatively reinforced by pieces of questions 2 and 3, we may
note at first the reinforcement rather than the distinctions. But the third
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question has moved away from the insomniac broken slumbers and
mock[ing] shadows which disturb the speaker, to center on the (putative)
prying and jealousy on the part of the beloved. The poem is no longer at
all synonymously explaining first-person insomnia, but has slipped into a
whole other realm, one investigating second-person motivation. By com-
parable incremental slippages and creepings, the words will and desire and
jealousy turn into the second-person word love in line 9, consequently in-
fecting the subsequent first-person uses of love in lines 10–11.

It is worth remarking the structure of 61, since it demonstrates Shake-
speare’s spatial sense of sonnet writing. The initial questions are sequen-
tially answered below:

1. Is it thy will thy image
should keep my eyelids
open? (1–2)

O no . . . it is my love
that keeps mine eye
awake. (8–9)

2. Dost thou desire my
slumbers should be
broken? (3–4)

Mine own true love that
does my rest defeat . . .
sake. (10–12)

3. Is it thy spirit . . . far from
home to pry? (5–8)

For thee watch I, whilst
thou dost wake . . . far off.

(13–14)

This structure—A, B, C : A�, B�, C�—will also appear in 146, where the
latter part of the sonnet is spatially “arrayed” as a set of “right-hand” re-
plies to a set of “left-hand” questions.

Couplet Tie: watch [watch-man] (12, 13)
far (6, 14)
[a-]wake (10, 13)
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Sin of self-love possesseth all mine eye,
And all my soul, and all my every part;
And for this sin there is no remedy,
It is so grounded inward in my heart.
Methinks no face so gracious is as mine,
No shape so true, no truth of such account,
And for myself mine own worth do define,
As I all other in all worths surmount.
But when my glass shows me myself indeed,
Beated and chopped with tanned antiquity,
Mine own self-love quite contrary I read;
Self so self-loving were iniquity.

’Tis thee (my self ) that for myself I praise,
Painting my age with beauty of thy days.
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The dramatic scenario which sonnet 62, by its oddity, encourages
us to reconstruct has consisted, we deduce, of four chronological

phases:

1. The speaker (flattered by being loved by the young man) has en-
gaged in physical, intellectual, and moral vanity and complacency,
forgetting his true age, looks, and inadequacy;

2. He then looked in the mirror and, seeing how greatly his outward
looks belied his inner complacencies, felt himself a fool;

3. Seeking an explanation for his former fatuousness, he realizes he
has so identified with the beloved as to have formed a delusory in-
ner self (a self as young and beautiful and worthy as the young man
is) in order to believe in the young man’s affection for him;

4. Upon the controverting of this fantasized narcissistic self-image by
the mirror-image, he is disgusted with himself, and condemns him-
self for the sin of pride and self-love.

The poem, for reasons we must examine, rearranges these chrono-
logical steps: Q1 � 4; Q2 � 1; Q3 � 2; C � 3. But Shakespeare’s strategy
is not simply one of rearrangement; he represents the early narcissis-
tic phase through the lens of later judgment, deliberately making it ab-
surd. In the octave of the poem, the speaker judges the psychology of his
self-flattering Phase 1 with the mortified hindsight of Phase 4, calling
Phase 1 “sin” but leaving its inner fatuity mimetically visible in Q2. Since
in Phase 1 (in “real” time) the speaker is still engaged in his own preening,
to conflate the later with the earlier phase as Shakespeare does causes a
cognitive dissonance in the reader. The poem (in chronological logic)
should present the unjudged (deluded) self-love first:

Methinks no face so gracious is as mine.

This should be followed by the disillusioning glance in the mirror:

But when my glass shows me myself indeed;

and that should be followed by the conviction of sin:

Sin of self-love possesseth all mine eye.
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But by the time the poem begins, this whole process has already taken
place, and yet the vanity and complacency that we see mimetically repre-
sented in Q1 and Q2 seem to be continuing unabated.

What is being presented, then, is what the moralists call habitual sin.
The speaker admits as much in saying (blasphemously) that this sin is so
much a part of his identity that there is no remedy for it. (Kerrigan cites
the Prayer Book “grafted inwardly in our hearts.”) Two blasphemies are
evident here: one says, without exception, “I surmount all other in all
worths;” the other alludes in lines 1–2 to the commandment, “Thou shalt
love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with
all thy mind” [Matthew 22:37].

By allowing an unrepentant confession of sin (Q1) to precede both an
enacting of the sin (Q2) and a revelation of the nature of the sin (Q3)
Shakespeare enters the cycle of habitual sin at the endpoint (self-
judgment), which nonetheless (cf. the couplet of 129) precedes a new begin-
ning of the vicious circle. The inner identification of the beated and chopped
speaker with the youthful beauty of the young man is reenacted in the in-
fatuated thee (myself ) of the couplet, and in the key word “self.”

To love and be loved by the young man to the point of identity makes
one feel, indeed, superior to everyone else—in looks, in form, in charac-
ter, in worth. But the self-justification is here phrased in comparative
terms, in a comic mounting concatenation: “Compared with others, there
is no face so gracious, no shape so true, no truth of such account, as mine.”
To this comic self-exaltation, the mirror comes as an astringent correc-
tive. And at the end, the speaker’s identification with the young man is
recognized as superficial maquillage—the speaker’s true age is said to be
painted over with the beauty of youth’s young days.

It is not only by logic that the three quatrains (acceptance of habitual
sin, sinning by vanity, renewed judgment of sinfulness) are distinguished.
Each has its own chief register(s) of diction: Q1, theological; Q2, aes-
thetic/intellectual/moral; Q3, naturalistic. The arrangement of Q2 is cun-
ning, borrowing the members of the Platonic triad—the Beautiful (gra-
cious face), the True (true shape, truth of such account), and the Good
(worth)—and arranging them in a hierarchy of total vanity.

The collapse into reality here (But when my glass shows me myself indeed)
links this sonnet to 138, which, as we will see, exhibits a similar collapse:

But wherefore says she not she is unjust?
And wherefore say not I that I am old?

Like 62 (and 129), 138 exhibits a state of habitual sin, and its octave is
structured to present the same cognitive dissonance as that of 62, for
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the same reason: both speakers knowingly practice, again and again, a
self-deceptive illusion, compulsively complying with it rather than giving
it up.

The couplet of 62 presents, as Booth suggests, an alternative reading
of the “sin” of Q2. It is not really himself the speaker has been earlier
praising, but rather the young-man-in-himself, a cosmeticized inner self,
painted with the young man’s beauty. Perhaps the speaker is not iniqui-
tous after all: he loves not himself but the friend. Yes, self so self-loving were
[would be] iniquity—but the alternative proffered in the couplet allows the
“virtue” of love of the friend to supplant the vice of self-love. In this way,
the dramatic scenario is further complicated, making this sonnet that of a
man vacillating between two readings of his (former and habitual) self-
love as he stands before his mirror. Reading 1 is that of Q1: he is guilty of
the (habitual) iniquity of self-love. Reading 2 is quite contrary: he is con-
sumed not with love of self but with praise of the young man, whose
semblance he has assumed inwardly through love. The “contrary read-
ings”—backward to vice, forward to virtue—make this sonnet an exem-
plary instance of Shakespeare’s recognition that it was possible to write
two poems in one by—in this instance—rearranging the chronological
ordering of experience. Yet he does not show merely the repentant sinner;
he shows the complacent habitual sinner in full erotic illusion (Q2) as well.

key word: self (1, 7, 9, 11, 12, 12, 13, 13) (The Quarto prints
self-love as one hyphenated word, but my self and self
loving as two words. Following Evans, I retain the two
word my self only in line 13.)

Couplet Tie: (because of thematic emphasis) myself (7, 9, 13)
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Against my love shall be as I am now,
With Time’s injurious hand crushed and o’erworn;
When hours have drained his blood and filled his brow
With lines and wrinkles, when his youthful morn
Hath travelled on to Age’s steepy night,
And all those beauties whereof now he’s king
Are vanishing, or vanished out of sight,
Stealing away the treasure of his spring:
For such a time do I now fortify
Against confounding Age’s cruel knife,
That he shall never cut from memory
My sweet love’s beauty, though my lover’s life.

His beauty shall in these black lines be seen,
And they shall live, and he in them still green.
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One who has been crushed by time’s injurious hand speaks the poem,
looking at the way individual beauties vanish as youth fades, and ask-

ing how beauty can be preserved. The poem, recalling the ruined self-
image of 62, rewrites 60 in first-person form. The two poems share the
words confound and cruel, Time and hand, brow, beauty, and youth; and they
share as well the image of a youthful man traveling on to age. In 63,
Time’s hand holds not a reaping scythe as in 60, but a cruel knife (the word
cruel, with its etymological meaning of “bloody,” is retrieved from Time’s
cruel hand in 60). It is now Age, rather than Time, that confounds. It is typi-
cal of Shakespeare’s capacity to change his mind that he could, in 60, think
of Time as delving parallels in beauty’s brow (harrowing a blank field), and
in 63 speak of Time as filling the brow with lines and wrinkles. Time is
writing on a blank page—the metaphor finds the phoneme “ink” in the
Quarto’s wrincles, and prepares us for the “black lines” of the couplet.

The savage imagining in Q1 of the young man’s eventual destruction
by Time is framed in a deliberate incoherence of metaphor, as all the lov-
ingly invented metaphors for the young man’s state—his morn of youth,
his royalty, his resemblance to treasure, his springtime, his summer’s
greenness—are obliterated in one rout and ruin. He (like the speaker) is
at once crushed (as by violence) and o’erworn (as by attrition); and he is at
once drained and filled. (I read the Quarto fild as “filled,” not as “(de)filed,”
largely because of the antithetical play with drained.)

The metaphors pass from the inorganic to the organic. The drainings
and fillings speak of mechanical work; the travel of morn to night speaks of
astronomy; beauties of which he is king speaks of feudal hierarchy; treasure
speaks of wealth; but spring is ostentatiously organic. Though life can
be cut down by Time’s knife, beauty can be preserved in black lines.
Though the lines are inorganic in their color—the color of Age’s steepy
night—their continued life, though an inorganic life, paradoxically pre-
serves in memory the organic green of spring.

The avoidance of end-stops mimics the unstoppable advance of time,
as does the self-correcting variation are vanishing, or vanished (Kerrigan).
The unusual distribution of clauses over lines disturbs the equilibrium we
are used to in the line-management of the Sonnets: in the octave, the
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clauses occupy, respectively, 2, 1½, 1½, and 3 lines, resulting in a very
rocky rhythm mimicking the disturbance of the natural order. And the
use of enjambment to represent never-resting time (resembling its use in
sonnet 5: For never-resting time leads summer on / To hideous winter and con-
founds him there) is repeated here often enough (lines 3, 4, 6, 9, 11) so that
it becomes, together with the irregular length of the clauses, symbolic of
the rapid and unpredictable pace of aging:

Clause 1: When hours have drained his blood and filled his brow / With
lines and wrinkles,

Clause 2: when his youthful morn / Hath travelled on to Age’s steepy
night,

Clause 3: And all those beauties whereof now he’s king / Are vanishing,
or vanished out of sight, / Stealing away the treasure of his
spring.

In the context of the extreme orderliness of some series that appear in the
Sonnets (see, e.g., 66), a series such as this—which ranges in length from a
line and a half (When hours have drained his blood . . . wrinkles) to three full
lines (the last item)—is meant to be taken, representing Time’s ravages, as
expressing Pelion piled on Ossa.

Though the octave is concerned with gradual decline and entropy, the
sestet is concerned with the speaker’s concession to his lover’s eventual
death at the hand of Age and his cruel knife, its steel adumbrated in stealing.
This distinction of emphasis between octave and sestet accounts for the
double personification employed by the poem: personified Time stands
for gradual destructive motion, while personified Age stands for instant
and total cessation. These two personifications (for both of which I retain
the Quarto’s initial capitalization) animate the octave and the third quat-
rain respectively. Once both these enemies are worsted, the poem can
move on to its resurrective couplet.

The very deft couplet resurrects the young man by incremental
stages. His beauty shall be seen (by readers) in Shakespeare’s printed lines;
and the lines shall live; and he [shall live] still green in them. To find a way
from the initial part (his beauty) to the final whole (he . . . still green) the
path must go through the living lines. These are regarded as the deposit
of, and stimulus to, memory, the only final repository of beauty. I suspect
Shakespeare felt the need to rewrite 60 because he realized that in its cou-
plet the sentiment (my verse shall stand, / Praising thy worth) was subverted
by the closing phrase, his cruel hand, which leaves us with Time’s cruelty as
the last poetic image. In 63, by contrast, the last image—he in them still
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green—enacts, in its positive organic image, the resurrective assertion of
the couplet. (Or, if we disregard the order of the Sonnets, we can see 60 as
a pessimistic revision of 63.)

The words of the Couplet Tie—representing the things that survive
the physical wreck of both lover and beloved—are lines, beauty, and life
[live]—all transgeneric concepts (the first punningly) which are used
equally of physical and literary entities.

Couplet Tie: lines (4, 13)
beauty [beauties] (6, 12, 13)
life [live] (12,14)
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When I have seen by Time’s fell hand defaced
The rich proud cost of outworn buried age,
When sometime lofty towers I see down razed,
And brass eternal slave to mortal rage;
When I have seen the hungry ocean gain
Advantage on the kingdom of the shore,
And the firm soil win of the wat’ry main,
Increasing store with loss, and loss with store;
When I have seen such interchange of state,
Or state itself confounded to decay,
Ruin hath taught me thus to ruminate:
That Time will come and take my love away.

This thought is as a death which cannot choose
But weep to have that which it fears to lose.
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Like 60, 64 works the form of the Shakespearean sonnet to great ad-
vantage. Ruin, it says, takes place in two ways; and this sonnet, pro-

gressing inductively, acts out the two forms of ruin—later summarized as
state confounded to decay (Q1) and interchange of state (Q2)—before arriving,
by way of ruminate (a word of Latinate grandeur), at the naked childlike-
ness of Time will come and take my love away.

The writing throughout is exceptionally interesting, both locally and
structurally. Locally, Time’s hand and confounded link this sonnet to 60 and
63, and the ocean and main connect to the waves and main of 60 as well.
To 60’s three clear models of life-process (narrative, tragic, and propheti-
cally cartoonlike, as I have called them), this sonnet opposes its own two
equally clear models of change (which is now unequivocally called ruin).
The first model, later generalized as state . . . confounded to decay, is shown
in Q1 by a series of visually appropriate diagrams of either (a) architec-
tural construction followed by destruction, or (b) destruction actually
preceding, syntactically (as in defaced), the construction it presupposes (as
in Q3 of 60):

When lofty trees I see barren of leaves, Shakespeare wrote in sonnet 12, in-
stantly despoiling the trees he had lifted aloft; here, in When sometime lofty
towers I see down razed, he tears down the towers he has just erected. These
are examples of what Q3 will call state confounded to decay.

What disturbs Shakespeare even more than these enumerated jolts of
cultural decline and mortal destruction is the suspicion that Fate makes
these changes without purpose or end. (Even a destructive purpose would
be philosophically preferable to change with no purpose at all.) Purely
meaningless change is what the speaker perceives in that horizontal phe-
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nomenon he calls the interchange of state between natural entities (ocean
and shore), in their endless physical battle of tidal ebb and flow, with now
the ocean gain[ing] advantage, now the firm soil win[ning]. The speaker
manifests his horror at this purposeless exchange of terrain by his unpara-
phrasable summary line, Increasing store with loss, and loss with store. Loss is
added to store; and loss is increased by store. Loss wins in both cases. It is
of course impossible to increase abundance with loss, and equally impos-
sible to increase loss by adding abundance to it. Behind such a line—store
with loss, loss with store—one sees Time’s purposeless playing at ruin:
and by our almost instinctive deletion of m, ruminate comes to contain ru-
inate, in the last philosophical observation of the body of the poem:

Ruin hath taught me thus to ruminate,
That Time will come and take my love away.

The collapse into (often monosyllabic) truth—one of the salient
features of the Sonnets—usually follows earlier (often polysyllabic) protesta-
tions and ruminations, which are often revealed as defense-reactions by
their complications of language. After the philosophical Latinity of Ruin
hath taught me thus to ruminate, we expect something equally Latinate, like
[Corruption and mortality prevail]. Instead, we see the naked primary de-
fenselessness of Shakespeare’s helpless monosyllables: Time will come and
take my love away. In its collapse, its unprotected vulnerability, and its dis-
mayed adolescent simplicity of rhythm, this line feels like a death.

The Couplet Ties are, wittily enough, have and lose [loss], and have,
the ironic key word, is used punningly. After all the auxiliary haves
(when I have seen, thrice repeated), the nonauxiliary use, weep to have,
comes as a shock. The ruminative When I have is answered by the declara-
tive weep to have: you have not, even as you think you have.

The ruin of the three quatrains pertains to the inanimate world; the
couplet departs from this to the true concern of the speaker: the death of
his living beloved. In retrospect, we can see the first twelve lines as a long
defense—by thinking about the end of inanimate things—against think-
ing about the death of a living person.

It has always been noticed that the generalizations stand in a chias-
tic relation to their exempla. State confounded (Q1) : interchange of state
(Q2) :: interchange of state (line 9) : state confounded (line 10). This arrange-
ment has the rhetorical advantage of putting the initial generalization of
line 9 directly after its ocean/shore exemplum of interchange in Q2—and
indeed immediately following the line 8 summary of that exemplum (store
with loss and loss with store), which itself exhibits chiasmus, always an ana-
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lytic trope. It is also true that any chiastic structure exerts a visual
“wrap-up” effect, rounding on itself—as decay at the end of the chiasmus
(line 10) echoes defaced at the end of line 1, where the chiasmus began.

Within the larger conceptual pattern of the twelve-line body of the
sonnet (decay : interchange :: interchange : decay), there are other pat-
terns of conceptual, verbal, and phonetic chiasmus. The inner chiastic
pattern noticed in Q1—defaced : cost :: towers : razed—is repeated in both
Q2 and Q3: ocean : shore :: soil : wat’ry main is followed by store : loss :: loss :
store, followed in its turn by interchange : state :: state : decay. This chiastic
pattern represents resolved thought, thought which has already come to
its conclusions, which has imposed its conceptual organization on linear
or fluctuating nature.

But this chiastic pattern of wrapped-up conclusions has been accom-
panied here by a different pattern, the linear pattern representing en-
tropy: towers become down razed; brass becomes slave. In the last three
lines, this “natural” pattern of unreversed ruin “defeats” the intellectual
mastery-by-chiasmus, as the concept of gradual leakage comes to repre-
sent personal loss. Time takes love away, a thought is like a death, one
weeps to have what one fears to lose. In fact, the striking parallelism of
the last line—weep to have . . . fears to lose—is the direct syntactic antithesis
of chiasmus. Hav[ing] while fear[ing] to lose is already a form of losing,
imaginatively speaking, and the “leakage” represented by the several in-
stances of unmastered linearity in the couplet—where nothing curls,
gathers in, or rounds off—shows Shakespeare’s choice of a rhetorical
figure of decline for apprehensive and doomed possession, which even a
“philosophical” view cannot succeed in defeating.

key word: have (because of pun on auxiliary and full use)

Couplet Tie: have (1, 5, 9, 14)
lose [loss] (9, 9, 4)
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Since brass, nor stone, nor earth, nor boundless sea,
But sad mortality o’ersways their power,
How with this rage shall beauty hold a plea,
Whose action is no stronger than a flower?
O how shall summer’s honey breath hold out
Against the wrackful siege of batt’ring days,
When rocks impregnable are not so stout,
Nor gates of steel so strong, but Time decays?
O fearful meditation: Where, alack,
Shall Time’s best jewel from Time’s chest lie hid?
Or what strong hand can hold his swift foot back,
Or who his spoil of beauty can forbid?

O none, unless this miracle have might,
That in black ink my love may still shine bright.
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Sonnet 65 reconsiders decay, and admits, with regret but with stoi-
cism as well, that in order to combat decay the poem must leave the

natural order altogether. The body of 65 demands some form of hold[ing]
in the contest that it imagines beauty will have to wage against Time.
How shall beauty hold a plea (Q1), how shall summer’s breath hold out (Q2),
what swift hand can hold back Time (Q3); the rage, the siege, the spoil
must in some way be contested. Some sort of holding action by some
strong hand is in order. We might expect to find the couplet playing on
hold, too, somewhat as the couplet of 60 plays on stand. But the couplet
abandons the physical means of holding called for by the body of the son-
net, realizing that in the natural order there is no hope for winning that
future battle. Instead, the couplet departs from the natural order alto-
gether, putting its hope in miracle. I call this sort of arrangement that of a
defective key word, since Shakespeare has trained us, through
his repeated construction of key word sonnets, to expect hold in C
once we have found it in Q1, Q2, and Q3. (The same is true, e.g., for excuse
in 51.) We are then forced to ask what, in the member missing the key

word, takes the key word’s place. Here it is miracle; (in 51 it is leave
to go).

There is a second defective key word in this sonnet: it is
strong[-er]. Like hold, strong is absent in C, because it too
belongs to the (mistaken) hope that Time’s depredations can be prevented
by opposing to them some contrary strength that exists in the inorganic
or organic order. When this hope of physical survival is abandoned in fa-
vor of the virtual order of miracle, the strong hold of physical force
disappears as well.

After the powerlessness of organic nature has been acknowledged, the
beloved cannot be said to live . . . still green organically in black lines (63);
but if one leaves the realm of nature for the supernatural realm of miracle
(etymologically, “that which is to be wondered at”), the beloved may still
shine bright in black ink, inorganically, as a jewel or star might. The might
of the auxiliary may can be said to be the generative pun of the couplet
(noted by Booth). It is not until we notice the sounds and letters held in
common by miracle and black inck (Quarto spelling) that the conjunction
of miracle and black in[c]k makes poetic sense.

When we look at the view of the natural order that precedes the cou-
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plet’s trust in miracle, we find that Time, like Proteus, has more than one
form: there are two enemies to permanence. The first is sad mortality, or
entropy, which is more powerful than all those inorganic forms previously
named in sonnet 64, even the most architecturally enduring (brass, stone)
and the most extended (earth, boundless sea). The second enemy to perma-
nence is rage, which seems to be (as in 64) the martial version of natural
destructiveness. This rage, once named, is presented again in the periph-
rasis the wrackful siege of batt’ring days (the word rage may be said to be the
portmanteau version of wra[ckful sie]ge). Rocks and gates of steel are as un-
able to resist wrathful Time as stone and brass were unable to outface sad
mortality. It will be observed that Time’s combats with brass, stone, earth,
boundless sea, rocks, and gates of steel have already happened: Time’s
combats with the organic flower and its honey breath are yet to come
(shall), and their outcome is feared by the speaker, given Time’s success
against stronger opponents. The organic order, summoned up in the oc-
tave, is the chief casualty of the sestet, which must reenvisage beauty in
inorganic terms, as a jewel which can shine in black ink. This sonnet aban-
dons, with the poignant valedictory allusion to summer’s honey breath, any
hope of an organically analogous eternal summer (sonnet 18).

Though Time was first entropic mortality, then martial rage, it soon
becomes a force that decays; and finally it is feared as a possible de[spoil]er
of beauty whose swift foot eludes restraint. When we attempt to account
for these changes of metaphor, we see that Protean Time seems to change
his ways depending on his opponent, using mortality, battering, or decay
as he sees fit; but there is something disproportionate about imagining his
heavy artillery being expended (as the speaker fears it will be) against the
delicate and the evanescent. Precisely this disproportion causes the pathos
of the envisaged ill-matched contests of Time with flowerlike beauty and
summer’s sweet fragrance in Q1 and Q2. In Q3, by contrast, in the wake of
beauty’s transformation into an inorganic jewel, Time suddenly becomes
a majestic victor claiming the spoils of war—an opponent worthy of his
envisaged prize (not, interestingly, the “vulgar thief” feared in sonnet 48).

In the major aesthetic internal rearrangement of the poem, the speak-
er’s hopes have shifted from the organic to the inorganic: although a flow-
erlike beauty may not endure the envisaged future contest with time,
he hopes that a diamondlike beauty-as-jewel may; and in a coordinate
change, beauty (whose action is no stronger than a flower) need no longer
be its own defender, but gains a champion who will dispute Time on
beauty’s behalf. This champion will have to be the poet, who is at first
awed by his own venture: O fearful meditation: Where? . . . What hand? . . .
Who? . . . O none, unless—.

The final change in tone from the lament for organic fragile beauty
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and evanescent fragrance to the strong hope for inorganic miracle is a
marked one. It entails abandoning the three organic uses of hold, one per
quatrain: that flowerlike beauty hold a plea (impossible); that fragrance
hold out (impossible); that a hand hold back (impossible for an organic
hand; possible only if the strong hand found to work the miracle is a pun-
ningly inorganic one). The mira of miracle may have appealed to Shake-
speare as an anagram of rima (rhyme), as he decided to assert that human
literary powers could o’ersway sad mortality, martial rage, and Time’s swift
foot. What is preserved in black ink is not solely the quality of beauty,
however, but the poet’s entire beloved—in his carbonized allomorph as
jewel. The changing of beauty from organic to inorganic form enables
Shakespeare to “save” the beloved, but at the cost of admitting as well the
inorganic nature of writing (hand as “handwriting”) and what is preserved
in it. The contrast of the chiastic order of the octave (strong things :
beauty :: beauty : strong things) with the linearity of the sestet once again
(as in 64) exhibits the “collectedness” of chiastic philosophical meditation
compared to the linearity of “presentness” in thinking. It should be no-
ticed that of the three questions—Where? What hand? Who?—the author
modestly answers only the first, but by his answer—in black ink—implies
the answers to the other two: “my hand,” “I.”

The break between octave and Q3 here is marked by the ejaculation O,
but the break does not disturb the twelve-line pattern of interrogatives
constructing the body of the poem: how (twice), where, what, and finally
who. The chiastic Since : how :: how : when of the octave again serves to
define it as a philosophical construct against the immediacy of Q3; but the
increasingly shorter line-lengths of the questions (4-4-2-1-1) join the oc-
tave to Q3 in an accelerando.

The effects of sound in the poem are notable—rage/wrackful/siege/bat-
tering/rocks impregnable, steel so strong, etc.—especially when contrasted
with the innocent hum of summer’s honey breath. The prosody too claims
attention, especially in the retarding spondees of the monosyllabic Or
what strong hand can hold his swift foot back. (I accept the emendation “spoil
of beauty”.)

defective key words: hold (missing in C)
strong[-er] (missing in C)

Couplet Tie: steel, still (8, 14).
Also, if one accepts phonetically anagrammatic Couplet
Ties, Time, might [tFÀm, mFÀt] (8, 13). In this phonetic
case, the two possessive Time’s do not enter into the
Couplet Tie.
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Tired with all these, for restful death I cry:
As to behold desert a beggar born,
And needy nothing trimmed in jollity,
And purest faith unhappily forsworn,
And gilded honour shamefully misplaced,
And maiden virtue rudely strumpeted,
And right perfection wrongfully disgraced,
And strength by limping sway disablèd,
And art made tongue-tied by authority,
And folly (doctor-like) controlling skill,
And simple truth miscalled simplicity,
And captive good attending captain ill.

Tired with all these, from these would I be gone,
Save that to die, I leave my love alone.
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T ired with all these—with what? The poem answers with a
masquelike procession of ill-doing which contains sixteen people

(more or less, depending on how one sees certain lines). The figures pass
before the speaker, and he describes them for us. Halfway through the
procession, the look of the masque changes: the figures begin to pass by in
twos—master and slave—instead of by ones. What does this mean?

“A couplet preceded by its expansion” might be the most accurate
structural description of 66. Here is its couplet-summary:

Tired with all these (i.e., lines 2–12) from these would I be
gone,

Save that to die, I leave my love alone.

By the pre-positioning of the deictic these in the first line of the poem, be-
fore its referents have been named, Shakespeare makes his speaker one
who is summing up a list of anterior experiences which, as we are to learn,
have exhausted his faith in justice and his hope for a better society. Suicide
would be his choice except that to leave his love the prey of others in such
a savage social world would be a betrayal of his sole anchor of value, fidel-
ity in love. The burden thereby placed on that value is evident.

Although the eleven-line procession of social crimes (one per line) at
first appears random, it is not. As I have said, in the major modulation of
the poem, which occurs at line 8, the nature of the one-by-one proces-
sional masque of victims and profiteers changes: now the victim at last be-
gins to be accompanied by the victimizer. We no longer see maiden virtue
rudely strumpeted without being told who was responsible: instead we see
strength disablèd accompanied by the person, limping sway, who did the dis-
abling, and so on. Who makes art tongue-tied? Authority. Who controls
skill? Folly. Who is in charge of limping sway, censor-authority, and doc-
torlike folly? Captain ill. Whereas the first half of the sonnet engaged only
in lament, the second half, naming the criminals, says “J’accuse.” With re-
spect to its speech-acts—lament followed by resolve—this poem resem-
bles its predecessor, 65.

The organizing grammatical figures of the poem are the past partici-
ple and the present participle: the speaker, powerless to intervene, can
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only behold what has already happened and what is happening before
him.

In a “neater” version of this poem, the octave would show only unac-
companied persons, and the third quatrain would show victims-plus-
victimizers. Instead we see the coupled victim-plus-victimizer entering
one line too early (in the last line of the octave), and the third quatrain
making up for this proleptic insertion by possessing a strayed “victim-
only” line (line 11). So too, in a neater version, the past participle would
“own” the octave, the present participle the third quatrain. Instead, the
past participle “spills over” into the sestet, in a Shakespearean example of
the volta, a characteristic figure for feeling overflowing its banks. It is as
though the speaker in line 8 “accelerates” by anticipation his saved-up
J’accuse (in showing the victimizer with the victim), and in line 11 “over-
spills” his original single-figure procession of victims into his later cou-
pled one. Also, a “neater” version would have populated the octave with
victims alone, whereas Shakespeare shows us people unjustly raised up
(needy nothing . . . gilded honour) as well as those unjustly cast down. He
thus shows himself to be concerned with two kinds of injustice, in which
elevation of the undeserving is as reprehensible as the victimizing of the
innocent.

Past and present participles come attended (lines 4 –7) by adverbs of
indictment—unhappily, shamefully, rudely, wrongfully—which suggest that,
to the speaker’s mind, there does exist a real social alternative: the happy
alternative to the unhappy, the pure alternative to the shameful, the cour-
teous to the rude, the right to the wrong—an alternative by which faith
could be honored, honor justly bestowed, virtue preserved, and perfection
exalted. The corrupt society is being measured against an independent
morality firmly held to be self-evident. The many prefixes of undoing
suggest a perversion in the social order: un-happily, for-sworn, mis-placed,
dis-graced, dis-ablèd, mis-called.

The overwhelming cry—How? Why? By Whom?—is at first repressed
as the allegorical procession of social crimes begins to pass by us. Worth
(desert) files by in beggar’s robes; he is followed, in contrast, by (as the
context makes clear) a worthless person dressed in fine clothes; next
comes faith, betrayed; next a courtier who does not deserve the gilded hon-
our awarded him; next a prostituted girl once a virgin; next a virtuous per-
son now wrongfully disgraced. None of this is explained. Finally the cui
bono bursts out: Sway limps, and would be worsted by strength unless it
took pains to disable that strength; authority is false, and its falsity would
be exposed by art’s disclosure, except that art has had its tongue tied (in a
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spondee) by that very authority; skill would excel except that the docti, or
learned fools, control it institutionally; simple truth would prevail were it
not labeled (by those same docti, no doubt) “naiveté”; and good would exert
its power were it not held captive by the evil (ill) who is everywhere the
prince of this world. The diabolic is here naturalized and secularized as
captain (i.e., chief ) ill. It is implied that any deserving, rightly perfect,
good, virtuous, faithful, honorable, strong, skillful, and truthful person
will soon find himself caught by one of the victimizers. And who, under
such conditions, could justify leaving his love—somewhere in the proces-
sion—alone?

As the poem progresses, passing in its paratactic and . . . and . . . and
from social, moral, and political wrongs to aesthetic, cognitive, and lin-
guistic evils, we see that the speaker has a hierarchy of social abuses in
mind. These roughly parallel the Christian hierarchy of sins, in which
sins of the flesh are ranked as less serious than sins of the will and the in-
tellect. For Shakespeare (the artist in language) miscall[ing] is the greatest
sin, and is therefore placed in the climactic position, closely preceded by
the pretense of learning (doctor-like folly) and censorship of art.

If indeed art has been rendered tongue-tied, the poem cannot afford
to appear “eloquent.” What would a tongue-tied art sound like? It would
sound (to use a modern simile) like a needle stuck in a groove, which is
precisely what this wearily reiterative and syntactically poverty-stricken
and . . . and sonnet offers as utterance. It is so tired, and so tongue-tied,
that it sounds repetitive and anticlimatic: the Couplet Tie is tired with all
these and death [die]. Even its generalizing lack of specificity is tongue-tied;
and the un-Shakespearean tri- and quadrisyllabic rhymes (jollity, strum-
peted, disablèd, authority, simplicity) make lines end weakly. The sonnet
“comes alive” only if readers “animate” it by reflecting, as each character
in the masque passes by, on the contemporary face they would attach to
each personage. The poem then becomes acute, relevant, and painful.

Since this is the most visible instance of Shakespeare’s use of one-line
units in the sonnets, I should perhaps say that his more usual strategy is to
use one-line units to precede two-line and/or three- or four-line ones.
See, e.g., 130 (My mistress’ eyes are nothing like the sun), which allots one
line to eyes, lips, breasts, and hair; then two lines apiece to cheeks, breath,
voice, and gait. The putatively early tetrameter “Hathaway” sonnet (145)
is partitioned into units as follows: 3,4; 1; 4,2, where the one-line unit rep-
resents the mistress’ change from I hate to I hate not you: the free-standing
line says the mistress taught [her tongue] thus anew to greet. Point-making
of this sort is the usual dramatic function of one-line units: Music to hear,
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why hear’st thou music sadly? (sonnet 8), O change thy thought, that I may
change my mind! (sonnet 10) Since one is accustomed to the innate drama
of the one-line unit by the time one arrives, in reading the sequence, at 66,
its one-line units seem designedly pointed, and, by their superfluity of
presence, designedly exhausted.

Couplet Tie: Tired with all these (1, 13)
death [die] (1, 14)
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Ah wherefore with infection should he live,
And with his presence grace impiety,
That sin by him advantage should achieve,
And lace itself with his society?
Why should false painting imitate his cheek,
And steal dead seeming of his living hue?
Why should poor beauty indirectly seek
Roses of shadow, since his rose is true?
Why should he live, now Nature bankrout is,
Beggared of blood to blush through lively veins,
For she hath no exchequer now but his,
And ’priv’d of many, lives upon his gains?

O him she stores, to show what wealth she had,
In days long since, before these last so bad.
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Sonnets 67 and 68 are in some sense the “same” poem, bearing the
“same” couplet:

O him she stores, to show what wealth she had,
And him as for a map doth Nature store
In days long since, before these last so bad.
To show false Art what beauty was of yore.

The beloved has outlived the Golden Age, his era; he is a museum piece, a
living relic, maintained alive by Nature as her exhibit of what beauty and
truth once were, when they were conjoined in one person. It is that para-
disal conjunction of beauty-and-truth which is the governing idea of both
67 and 68, as of 54 (roses against canker blooms) and 14 (Thy end is truth’s
and beauty’s doom and date). Various metaphors about the decay of nature
are loosely (and perhaps incoherently) associated in 67: health has yielded
to infection, piety to impiety, grace to sin, the true to the false, substance to
shadow, living hue to dead art, creation to imitat[ion], directness to indi-
rect[ness], gains to beggar[y], use to usury (gains). The chief incoherence
seems to lie in the abrupt change from the moral (Q1) and aesthetic (Q2)
contexts of the young man’s life to the financial and mythological contexts
of the sestet (associated with bankrout Nature). I am not entirely sure
of the aesthetic motivation for this change. It certainly serves to defuse
(through mythological play in the personification of Nature) the indig-
nant horror of the first quatrain, which betrays, by its inner and outer
rhymes and its repetition of with, the false young man’s collusion with sin:

He [does] live with infection and grace impiety;
Sin [does] achieve advantage and lace itself with his society.

The rhyme of impiety with his society suggests that they resemble each
other, and the end rhyme of he live / sin atchive (Quarto spelling) rein-
forces the association of the young man with sin.

The pained outcry against the young man’s habits of evil company is
rapidly deflected onto the acts of his bad coevals false painting and poor
[imperfect] beauty, who use cosmetics to acquire the beauty which in him is
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natural. Wherefore should he live with infection? finally modulates into Why
should he live? as the disturbed question of Q1 becomes mock-aggression.
The Latinate eloquence of infection and impiety declines into the bald
statement these bad days. The sestet’s Euphuism—bankrout, beggared, blood,
blush—suggests a deflection of the poem into fancifulness, away from in-
tensity.

The rhetorical structure—four questions plus a couplet-answer—piles
up rhetorical suspense, or would do so if the poem did not appear, after
Q1, to be toying with its own queries. The proportioning of the questions
(4-2-2-4) exhibits a chiastic symmetry that ultimately “calms down” the
genuine agitation of Q1.

Though there is no unmistakable Couplet Tie, there are several as-
pects linking the couplet to the body of the poem. One link is a phonetic
one, sin, present in line 3 and hidden in line 14’s since. The use of stores in
line 13 is, as Booth notes, “not idiomatic”; I suspect that here, as else-
where in the sonnets, store is used because it is a word that contains within
itself the letters of rose. (Roses of shadow, since his rose is true [line 8] rather
drags the rose in where it is not expected.)

Defective

key word: live [-s] [-ing] (missing in C). This is a
defective key word sonnet, since we expect,
after seeing live [-ing] [-s] in Q1, Q2, and Q3, to find
some variant of live in C. We discover, by its absence
in C, that the young man does not really “live” in the
present, rather, he is a preserved relic of the past.
Nature is now bankrupt, and would not now be able to
produce another such as the young man; so she
“stores” him, whom she created long ago, as an
exemplum of her past wealth. The “deletion” of live
from the couplet makes us realize, as nothing else
could, the museum-piece nature of the young man.
“Why should he live with infection? Why should he
live?” Answer: “He does not live; he is store[d].”
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Thus is his cheek the map of days outworn,
When beauty lived and died as flowers do now,
Before these bastard signs of fair were borne,
Or durst inhabit on a living brow;
Before the golden tresses of the dead,
The right of sepulchres, were shorn away,
To live a second life on second head;
Ere beauty’s dead fleece made another gay:
In him those holy ántique hours are seen,
Without all ornament, itself and true,
Making no summer of another’s green,
Robbing no old to dress his beauty new;

And him as for a map doth Nature store,
To show false Art what beauty was of yore.
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S tore (repeated from 67) may be employed, as I have said, because it
contains the letters making up rose. Four other words in this sonnet

(in the Quarto spelling) also contain the letters for rose: shorne, flowers,
howers, and others. These, with store, compose a bouquet of five invisible
roses—in fact, one might say, roses of shadow (67). Sonnet 68 may be taken
as an expansion of Q2 of 67.

The ostensible plan of 68 is to praise the young man as a living exam-
ple of the Golden Age. This praise is the way the octave begins; this praise
(after the “derailing” in lines 3–8 of the octave’s original intent) also marks
the fresh start undertaken in the sestet. But the sestet too is “derailed”
away from praise, and into satire of the present, even faster than the oc-
tave was.

The octave begins with two lines comparing the natural flourishing of
beauty in the Golden Age to the life and death of flowers in the present;
but this positive aspect of the present is replaced by a series of contrasts
which denigrate the present. In these, the poem ceases to be a praise of
the young man and becomes instead “a satire to decay” (100). The critique
of the present progresses from the vague (these bastard signs of fair) to the
specific (the golden tresses of the dead . . . on second head), reintroducing the
poor beauty of 67 which has to rely on stealing adornment for itself.

The octave, concerned with the extinction of living beauty in the
criminal present age, plays repeatedly on the words live and die, both in its
initial statement and in the three Before, Before, Ere clauses that follow:

“when beauty lived and died” (the natural paradigm)
“bastard signs borne . . . inhabit on a

living brow”
(contamination)

“tresses of dead shorn away” (violation of corpse)
“to live a second life” (violation of natural order)
“beauty’s dead fleece . . . another gay” (profit from grave-robbery)

The three “before” clauses might seem merely a bizarre excursus into
the evils of wig-making were it not for lines 5–6, with their expression of
the felt physical pang of the golden tresses of the dead, felt even more in the
parallel passage from The Merchant of Venice III, ii, 72–101. This speech of
Bassanio’s follows the song “Tell me where is fancy bred,” which imputes
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all phases both of passion and of the extinction of passion to the eye alone.
Bassanio, before repudiating the golden casket, discourses on the horrify-
ing noncoincidence of appearance with reality; one of his examples is fair
(but false) hair worn by a deceiving woman:

So are those crispèd snaky golden locks,
Which make such wanton gambols with the wind
Upon supposèd fairness, often known
To be the dowry of a second head,
The skull that bred them in the sepulchre.

But it is not only the sensuous actuality of the reminiscence embodied in
the golden tresses of the dead that gives 68 seriousness; a different sort of
gravity underlies the phrase the right of sepulchres. This phrase summons
up the demarcation of sacred ritual space: it is not only robbery to steal
the tresses of the dead—it is profaneness (� pro-fanum, outside the
shrine).

Once the octave’s deviation into indictment of the present as a grisly
grave-robber has been completed, it would seem that the speaker should
be able to resume, in the sestet, his original intent—to praise his friend.
But once again the nostalgically positive beginning (holy ántique hours)
yields to a reference to contemporary ornament, contrasting a garishly be-
decked present to the unadorned past. Finally, another accusation of rob-
bing recurs, as Q3 veers to accusation of present thieves who rob the old
and dress themselves in others’ green.

Even Nature (as we see from the couplet) is not immune from con-
tamination by the present. She keeps the young man, not, as in 20, for her
own doting, but rather for defensive and public purposes of bitter con-
trast—To show false Art what beauty was of yore.

In its repeated fall, in both octave and Q3, from positive praise into sa-
tiric contrast, the poem enacts the present impossibility of lasting Edenic
beauty. The peculiarly reductive comparison of the young man’s cheek
(line 1) and then the young man himself (line 13) to a map (rather than to,
say, a statue) suggests that the whole rich three-dimensional being of days
outworn can be stored in him only in a schematic and flat way. Therefore,
praise cannot be “rounded,” but continually skids off into satiric contrast.

key word: beauty [-’s]

Couplet Tie: map (1, 13)
beauty [-’s] (2, 8, 12, 14)
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Those parts of thee that the world’s eye doth view
Want nothing that the thought of hearts can mend;
All tongues (the voice of souls) give thee that due,
Utt’ring bare truth, even so as foes commend.
Thy outward thus with outward praise is crowned;
But those same tongues that give thee so thine own,
In other accents do this praise confound
By seeing farther than the eye hath shown.
They look into the beauty of thy mind,
And that in guess they measure by thy deeds;
Then, churls, their thoughts (although their eyes were kind)
To thy fair flower add the rank smell of weeds:

But why thy odour matcheth not thy show,
The soil is this, that thou dost common grow.
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W e encounter here the conventional Renaissance inherited lists,
physiological and psychological, of the parts of the human form.

We hear in Q1 of eyes, thoughts, hearts, tongues, souls; and in Q3 these as-
pects are further complicated by the introduction of beauty, mind, and
deeds. These terms exist not in isolation, but rather in intense social and
psychological interaction. Hearts produce loving thoughts, which normally
attempt to mend the lacks perceived in the looks of ordinary beloveds.
(Only in the young man’s exterior do they find nothing to mend.) But cer-
tain souls, though they use tongues to praise the young man’s beauty, do so
unwillingly and scantily (even so as foes commend), because they see into the
young man’s nature, as the more distant world’s eye cannot.

If most of the octave is devoted to the (indubitable presence of ) exter-
nal beauty in the friend, Q3 (really beginning with the But of line 6) is de-
voted to a measurement (necessarily indirect) of his interior mind. Its
state—is it beautiful? is it ugly?—can be measured only by the external
evidence of the young man’s deeds; and though the eyes of others are still
delighted by his beauty, the thoughts of others ascribe to him the rank smell
of weeds. The couplet affects to explain (solye—the Quarto spelling—is a
crux) the disparity between the praise recorded in the octave and the dis-
praise of Q3, between show and substance (odour), blaming the production
of weed-deeds on the commonness (perhaps the infected and impious society
of 67) in the young man’s growth (a pun on “common soil,” terrain held in
common, may be suggested if one interprets solye as soil).

Shakespeare’s representations of both the viewers and the young man
can be schematized as a set of concentric circles, as shown in the diagram.
The synecdochic eyes and tongues of the viewers organize the poem, both
of them commending the young man’s outward beauty, but the tongues
finding they must, at least in their hearts’ thought, condemn the young
man’s mind. The sonnet’s play on a mismatch between substance and ap-
pearance, odour and show, looks to 54 and to 94: the canker rose, the fester-
ing lily, the flower in the bed of weeds, belong to the same image-cluster.

The Couplet Tie, emphasizing the deceptiveness of appearance, is
show [-n]. The very proportions of the sonnet betray the governing power
of judgmental soul-tongues over the power of the visible parts, how-
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ever beautiful, of the young man. The young man’s outward parts govern
the first two lines; the charily praising tongues the next two. Thy out-
ward (crowned with outward praise) governs line 5, but condemning
tongues-thoughts govern lines 6–12, clearly tipping the scale of proportion
increasingly in favor of moral condemnation.

The naked confrontation here between the Platonic conviction that a
beautiful body necessarily betokens a beautiful mind, and the Christian
conviction that solely by a man’s deeds may his inner beauty be measured,
is only feebly resolved by ascribing the young man’s defects of mind to his
environment (as he grows common) rather than to himself. The careful
avoidance of the word soul (“essential form”), after its first occurrence in
line 3, suggests that the speaker flinches from the ascription of the young
man’s evil deeds to a corrupt soul within. It is less damning to ascribe them
to an [un]beauti[ful] mind. But the repressed word soul arrives, perhaps,
in the solye (variously emended) of the close. (Shakespeare’s early editor,
George Steevens, chose sole as his emendation, perceiving perhaps how
the word mind has repressed the expected soul in line 9. Shakespeare puns
on soul/sole in Merchant of Venice, IV, i, 123, and in Romeo and Juliet, I, iv,
15. The consensus of editors has been that the printer incorrectly set soyle;
but even that word harks back to the souls of line 3. I adopt soil, though I
think Steevens’ sole is also persuasive.)

This poem exhibits the word eye(s) in each member except the cou-
plet, making this a defective key word poem. One must ask why
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eye, present in Q1, Q2, and Q3, should be omitted from C, and what re-
places it. The sonnet concerns the puzzle to perception set by the disso-
nance between the young man’s looks and his deeds. All would-be judg-
ments of his corruption are baffled by the eye’s involuntary capitulation to
his beauty. As long as the eye is in the picture, the judgment remains am-
biguous. Even the churls can only guess the nature of the young man’s
mind. But, alas, by the time of the couplet no ambiguity remains: the
speaker bluntly concedes that thy odour matcheth not thy show. This moral
verdict is made without the distraction of the eye; it is made by the cogni-
tive mind, judging virtue (odour). The eye is shut, and vanishes from C.

defective key word: eye [-s] (missing in C)

Couplet Tie: show [-n] (8, 13)
eye [-s] (1, 8, 11, 14)
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That thou are blamed shall not be thy defect,
For slander’s mark was ever yet the fair;
The ornament of beauty is suspéct,
A crow that flies in heaven’s sweetest air.
So thou be good, slander doth but approve
Thy worth the greater, being wooed of time,
For canker vice the sweetest buds doth love,
And thou present’st a pure unstainèd prime.
Thou hast passed by the ambush of young days,
Either not assailed, or victor being charged,
Yet this thy praise cannot be so thy praise
To tie up envy, evermore enlarged:

If some suspéct of ill masked not thy show,
Then thou alone kingdoms of hearts shouldst owe.
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The Couplet Tie here is suspéct (a noun meaning “suspicion”). This
reinforces the theme of ill-doing, which the speaker does his best to

dismiss by a succession of sophistries addressed to the young man: The
fair, like you, are always blamed; Slander, seen to be false, will improve
your reputation; Even if ambushed by vice, you have emerged victorious;
and so on. Though one might expect some warning (as in sonnet 94) to
the young man to mend his ways so as not to give occasion for slander, no
such advice is offered. Instead, the poem ends in a final economic sophis-
try, saying that the young man would exert a monopoly over all hearts,
more or less (whole kingdoms of hearts), leaving few hearts available for
others, were it not that some people are deterred from loving him by the
suspéct of ill detracting from his appeal.

The aesthetic dynamic here is based on a mock battle of words. As
soon as a “bad” word enters, a “good” one springs up to refute it. A fusil-
lade begins the poem: blamed, defect, slander. Fair, ornament, and beauty
leap to the defense. Suspéct and crow are countered by heaven’s sweetest air.
Slander (in its reappearance) is bracketed by good on the left, worth and
wooed on the right; canker vice is followed by sweetest buds and pure un-
stainèd prime. Passed by precancels ambush, which is further canceled on
the right by not assailed and victor being charged. The doubled praise (line
11) struggles hard, but loses to its wonderfully onomatopoetic “bad” foe,
envy, evermore inlarged (Quarto spelling), which enacts the ever-widening
crescendo of “slander.” This envisaged defeat of ever-redoubled praise by
the chorus of “envious” tongues poisons, by retroactive implication, the
whole anterior part of the poem. The fair will continue to be branded by
suspéct and slander, heaven’s sweetest air will contain more and more
cawing and obscuring crows, canker vice will eat away more and more of
the sweet buds. Less and less will one hear of the young man’s victories
over ambush, more and more will one hear reports that stain his prime.
Suspéct of ill is permanent. It masks not his true substance, as we would ex-
pect his defender to assert, but his show—a curious evasion of a discussion
of his inner merit. The evasion is particularly telling since the poem has
progressed to questions of virtue in Q2 (good, worth, pure, unstained) after
having dwelt on questions of appearance ( fair, beauty) in Q1, with sweetest
the adjective ambiguously shared—since it can mean aesthetically “loveli-
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est” as well as virtuously “best”—by both quatrains. By resolving itself
only on the aesthetic side (“Your beauty would win you all hearts were it
not for the suspicion of evil masking your appearance”), the poem betrays
its speaker’s terror of investigating too closely the moral purity of his be-
loved. The mark of line 2 becomes the mask of line 13, a near Couplet
Tie. Masked shares the kt end-sound with defect and suspéct, a “suspicious”
sound when compared to the open, “candid” vowel sounds found in
words like pure and fair.

The organization of 70 in two-line units represents another of Shake-
speare’s structural experiments. Though two-line units occur very often
in the Sonnets, only a limited number of the poems have as their logical
construction seven two-line units; usually at least one of the quatrains
spreads itself, logically, over four lines. Among those constructed in two-
line units (e.g., 4, 36, 75, 133, and perhaps 148), it is here in 70 and in 75
that Shakespeare most exploits the potential of two-line units for antithe-
sis, using them to represent the back-and-forth of inner division. In 75,
for instance, we see in two two-line units, the miser uncertain, from line
to line, whether to enjoy his wealth or fear its loss, whether to remain
alone with it or show it off:

Now proud as a enjoyer, and anon
Doubting the filching age will steal his treasure;
Now counting best to be with you alone,
Then bettered that the world may see my pleasure.

The zigzag from line to line visible in 75 is complicated here in 70 by
the wish to refute the slanderers in their own coin—the coin of “every-
body says.” To this end Shakespeare resorts to proverbs. We might re-
point the sonnet thus, as Shakespeare thinks of old saws to quote back to
the slanderers (and to his own suspicions):

[That thou art blamed shall not be thy defect,
For “slander’s mark was ever yet the fair”;
“The ornament of beauty is suspéct”
(A crow that flies in heaven’s sweetest air).
So thou be good, slander doth but approve
Thy worth the greater, being wooed of time;
For “canker vice the sweetest buds doth love,”
And thou present’st a pure unstainèd prime.]
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The line-by-line back-and-forth movement of these two-line octave-
units and those of the sestet (except for the enjambed lines 11–12) make
the distinct “evermore enlarged” crescendo pattern of lines 11–12 doubly
foreboding by contrast. The rationalizing couplet may obscure, but not
obliterate, the conclusion that praise, however prolonged, cannot restrain
the malice of “slandering” tongues. The speaker’s equivocation in line
9—has the young man been assailed or not?—suggests that he has a less-
than-perfect knowledge of the young man’s past, and therefore an inse-
cure base for his praise.

Couplet Tie: suspéct (3, 13)
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No longer mourn for me when I am dead
Than you shall hear the surly sullen bell
Give warning to the world that I am fled
From this vile world with vildest worms to dwell;
Nay, if you read this line, remember not
The hand that writ it, for I love you so,
That I in your sweet thoughts would be forgot,
If thinking on me then should make you woe.
O if (I say) you look upon this verse,
When I (perhaps) compounded am with clay,
Do not so much as my poor name rehearse,
But let your love even with my life decay,

Lest the wise world should look into your moan,
And mock you with me after I am gone.
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The double sonnet 71–72 rehearses reasons it would be better for
the beloved to forget the speaker after the speaker’s death.

C. L. Barber’s discussion (in his edition of the Sonnets) of Shake-
speare’s capacity for selflessness is to the point in considering these po-
ems, more to the point than Booth’s finding “narcissistic smugness” and
“a cosmic caricature of a revenging lover,” or Kerrigan’s suggestions of
“arm-twisting.” The hyperboles of love say something to us about passion
itself; and critics’ uneasiness with (overmastering) passion means an un-
easiness with Shakespeare’s Sonnets themselves. It is true that there is
irony in the Sonnets—both irony openly voiced by the speaker himself
(as in 138) and authorial irony suggested at the expense of the (deceived)
speaker (as in 67). But there are also, I believe, sonnets of hapless love—
intended as such by the author, expressed as such by the speaker. Shake-
speare does not encourage us, in such cases, to second-guess the speaker
(as he does, for instance, by the “rhyming” of the young man’s action [live]
with the actions of sin [atchive] in 67). Judging the presence or absence of
authorial irony is a matter of poetic tact in reading. Thematic irony (by
contrast to the necessary temporal irony implicit in the formal written
representation of anterior experience) does not always improve a poem;
on the contrary, if present, it would vitiate any poem dealing with capitu-
latory love, where the author’s aesthetic aim is the reader’s sympathy with
the speaker, not an adverse or ironic judgment on him.

A separate question, often confused with the former, is the presence
of self-consciousness (not to be thought always identical with thematic
irony) in every poetic text. Every poetic text has an object of representa-
tion, which it is concerned to represent, and which it takes enormous
pains to represent accurately and interestingly. Self-abnegation in love to
a hyperbolic degree can of course be represented either sympathetically
or satirically. Ideally, the author should control the context sufficiently to
direct readers to the desired stance: on the evidence of Booth’s and Ker-
rigan’s readings, either sufficient controls are not present here to guaran-
tee a “sympathetic” reading, or Booth and Kerrigan are inexplicably im-
mune to controls which have worked, in the past, well enough to generate
the (historically) sympathetic response to these poems by expert readers
like Barber.
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The Couplet Tie sums up the poem: look, mourn [moan], world (also,
perhaps, you and I [me] foregrounded by repetitive pairing). I hear, behind
the successive posthumous scenarios of the speaker’s quatrains, an imag-
ined desired dialogue: this dialogue (as reconstructed below) begins with
the poet’s threat of suicide, and continues with a series of follow-up ques-
tions:

Poet: I am going to flee this vile world, preferring a dwelling with vil-
est worms to any further existence here. What will you do after
my death?

Beloved: I will mourn you forever.
Poet: No, mourn for me no longer than it takes to toll my passing bell.
Beloved: Well, then I will read your lines, and grieve while reading them.
Poet: Nay, if you read this line, remember not the hand that wrote it, if

that memory would cause you grief.
Beloved: Then I will, from love, mention your name to others.
Poet: No, do not rehearse my name, but let your love for me cease when

my life does.
Beloved: Why do you forbid me to remember you, grieve for you, read you,

name you?
Poet: Because the world, which has so mocked me, will then associate

you with me, and you will find yourself mocked by association.
[This reading of mock you with me seems to me more probable
than “taunt you by mentioning me.”]

The bitterness of the speaker against the vile wise world and its mockery
is not to be doubted, and can be compared to his outcries in other son-
nets against his disgrace in men’s eyes (29), and his branded name (111).
The personified surly sullen bell, ungenerous to its parishioner even in the
hour of his death, epitomizes the reach of social disapproval. If, when the
speaker dies, even the church’s charity is compromised into sullenness,
the beloved cannot expect, once linked to the speaker, to be gently treated
by society. The speaker’s fears for the beloved’s future do not seem chi-
merical, given his own implied social suffering. And since being mourned
by the survivor can be of no personal benefit to one who is dwelling with
worms and compounded with clay, the only object of the poet’s concern
must be the beloved’s own future.

It may seem unnecessary to rehearse such obvious thematic content,
but the speaker’s forgoing of the only kind of posthumous life he envis-
ages in the Sonnets—the record of memory—is the ultimate self-sacrifice,
and presented as such: I love you so [much] that I . . . would be forgot.
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An important consideration in reading such a poem ought to be its
management of tone. What is most noticeable in the posthumous hy-
potheses offered by the quatrains is the increasing self-consciousness of
utterance. Q1 presses on (when punctuated logically, rather than with the
rhetorical comma of the Quarto after line 1) without hesitation through
to its end. Q2 narrows the question from general mourning over the poet
to mourning over the hand that wrote a line. Q3 narrows from the hand to
the mere name—as if to render the mourning ever more tenuous, while
having the beloved still enact the putatively wished-for behavior. The
negatives (no longer mourn, remember not, do not . . . rehearse) presuppose
the beloved’s positive impulses to mourn and moan; the speaker then for-
bids those impulses (as my imaginary dialogue proposes).

It is of course possible, and even likely, that the cold-hearted beloved
will have no impulse to mourn at all, and it is equally likely that the
speaker knows and fears this. We may read this poem, then, in a second,
and truer, way—as a defensive construct hoping to awaken in the shallow
young man the very depths of mourning that it affects to prohibit. This in
fact seems to me the most probable reading, and one in which the pathos
of the unloved speaker is most nakedly exposed. As the poet reduces his
requests for mourning—“Mourn me; or at least mourn my poet’s hand; or
at least say my name once more”—we see how little he dares ask for, even
as he declares he does not ask it. The “thinning down” of request is the
principal aesthetic dynamic of the poem, and its principal result in us is
sympathy for the lover who must ask less and less, lest he find his least re-
quest callously refused. The secondary dynamic is the speaker’s increas-
ingly distanced view of himself and his utterance, foregrounded by the
self-reflexive, parenthetical I say and perhaps of Q3, and aided by the pro-
gressive “deadness” of the speaker. In Q1, he is so recently dead that his
death knell is still sounding; in Q2, the detached hand that writ it seems
long dead, but still an integral body part. But by Q3, the speaker is wholly
compounded . . . with clay, dissolved into dust. In C, he is gone, no longer
corporeal at all.

Couplet Tie: world (3, 4, 13)
mourn [moan] (1, 13)
look (9, 13)
and perhaps, because foregrounded by repetitive pairing
you and I [me] (passim)
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O lest the world should task you to recite
What merit lived in me that you should love,
After my death (dear love) forget me quite,
For you in me can nothing worthy prove;
Unless you would devise some virtuous lie
To do more for me than mine own desert,
And hang more praise upon deceasèd I
Than niggard truth would willingly impart:
O lest your true love may seem false in this,
That you for love speak well of me untrue,
My name be buried where my body is,
And live no more to shame nor me nor you:

For I am shamed by that which I bring forth,
And so should you, to love things nothing worth.
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The mockery of the beloved by the vile world, feared by the speaker
in sonnet 71, is here permitted to occur on the stage of his imagina-

tion before he begins to speak sonnet 72. I offer this imaginary scenario:

The world to the beloved: “What merit lived in your dead poet
that you should still love him?”

The beloved offers a virtuous lie, an exaggerated—even untrue—set
of praises, beyond the poet’s desert.

The world: “These are lies. Your love was based on nothing, if
these asserted virtues were its base, since your friend did not
possess them. It was a false, not a true, love.”

Stipulating that the works he bring[s] forth are things nothing worth, the
poet denies his own merit as a beloved, as though he and his works were
the same thing. The poem modulates stealthily from “You in me can noth-
ing worthy prove” to “You should be shamed to love things nothing worth.”
The forsaking of the last shred of corporeality in 71 animates 72: the poet
hopes that the beloved will remember him, and that after the poet’s death,
he will want to recite, even to exaggerate, the poet’s merits to an unfeeling
world. But whereas the successive hopes in 71 become increasingly at-
tenuated—from mourning the poet himself, to remembering his hand, to
rehearsing his name—72 has turned away from the wan and slim hopes of
71 to a strong hope for posthumous aggressive defense by the beloved of
his worth—even to the point of exaggeration. Real love, the poet has
come to think, would not only mourn for him but would rise to his active
defense. The absolute unlikelihood of the faithless beloved’s doing any
such thing causes the (necessary) defensive excuse that any such recitation
of praise is impossible, given the absolute unworthiness of the poet and
his creations. The extent of doubt about the beloved’s fidelity creates the
proportional degree of abjectness in the speaker, as the degree of failed
hope creates the degree of deployed fantasy. In both directions, 72 is an
exaggeration of 71, displaying the usual Shakespearean tendency to pur-
sue any thought to its logical end.

By contrast to the long, temporally linear chains of hypotheses that
compose 71, with its speculations on future exercises of grief, the body of
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72 has the chiastic structure characteristic of a thought-through conclu-
siveness. The two parallel injunctions—O lest the world should task you . . .
forget me, and O lest your true love may seem false, [let] my name be bur-
ied—bracket the inner speculations about virtuous lies and excessive
praise, showing the thought to be chiastically complete even before the
poem is begun. In Shakespeare, as I have said, the chiastic version of a
poem is always a thought-through after-image of the linear version.

This may be a defective key word poem: love is missing
from Q2, perhaps to represent the speaker’s fear that he will not be loved
after his death.

defective key word: love (missing in Q2)

Couplet Tie: love (2, 3, 9, 10, 14)
shame [-d] (12, 13)
nothing (4, 14)
worth [-y] (4, 14)
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That time of year thou mayst in me behold
When yellow leaves, or none, or few, do hang
Upon those boughs which shake against the cold,
Bare ruined choirs, where late the sweet birds sang.
In me thou seest the twilight of such day
As after sunset fadeth in the west,
Which by and by black night doth take away,
Death’s second self that seals up all in rest.
In me thou seest the glowing of such fire
That on the ashes of his youth doth lie,
As the death-bed whereon it must expire,
Consumed with that which it was nourished by.

This thou perceiv’st, which makes thy love more strong,
To love that well which thou must leave ere long.
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The self-substantial fuel of the first poem of the Sonnets reappears as
the self-nourished, self-consuming fire of 73. Thou . . . feed’st thy

light’s flame with self-substantial fuel is a reproach to the young man’s re-
fusal of generative power in sonnet 1, but, since the question of breeding
is now a dead issue, self-nourishment and self-consumption can be re-
garded as the very description of life itself.

After Q1 and Q2, Q3 of 73 represents a change of mind; and 73 can
stand as an example of the sonnet of self-correction. Many sonnets of-
fer several modelings of their theme in sucessive lines or quatrains. In
some, the successive modelings reinforce each other: e.g., in sonnet 12,
the models of vanished day, faded violets, and silvered hair reinforce each
other as images of decline. But in other sonnets, a later modeling corrects
earlier ones, and this kind of correction can be illustrated by 73 (as well as
by 60).

Three models of life are proffered by the speaker: although he dis-
places them into perceptions he ascribes to the addressee (thou mayst in me
behold; in me thou seest; this thou perceiv’st), they are really self-created per-
ceptions. I will return to the problem of ascribed perceptions and ascribed
sentiments (This . . . makes thy love more strong), but for the moment I want
to sketch the three models: a season, a day, a fire. It has been noticed that
the third differs from the first two, but an accommodated criticism has
generally slighted the difference in favor of the similarities among the
models. All are models of aging, but the structuring of each is meaning-
fully different from that of its predecessor.

The first two models are linear ones—spring, summer, autumn, win-
ter; morning, noon, afternoon, sunset, twilight, night. (A poet can invoke
these models either with emphasis on potential cyclicity—“And though
the last lights off the black west went, / O morning at the brown brink
eastward springs” (Hopkins, “God’s Grandeur”)—or with emphasis on
their terminal force: “All life death does end, and each day dies with
sleep” (Hopkins, “No worst, there is none”). We are not, I think, justified
in invoking cyclicity when the poem itself does not. Shakespeare, since he is
allegorizing human life, does not say, “But the tree will have new green
leaves in the spring,” and we are not at liberty to invoke here the cyclicity
of days or seasons.)
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In the first model, the speaker has placed himself, in the time-line of
the year, at autumn. We notice that the moment in the time-span where
the speaker places himself advances in the second model: twilight is later
in the course of the day than autumn is in the course of the seasons. Nor
does the speaker look so far back in the second model as he had done in
the first; Q1’s glance back to spring, suffused with nostalgia, is not paral-
leled in Q2 by a yearning glance back to the dawn, or even to noon. In-
stead, there is a short glance back to sunset, and a willing look forward to
a future rest (where the first model could implicitly envisage in the future
only increasing palsy and cold). In spite of these advances in Q2 toward a
less wrenching nostalgia and a calm resignation, these two time-line quat-
rains resemble each other more than they differ from each other.

This cannot be said of the third quatrain, which abandons the linear-
ity—early to late—of its predecessors in favor of a stratified verticality. A
glowing fire lies on top of (upon) the ashes of youth, its eventual deathbed.
In the earlier models, the speaker’s present self-image (bare ruined choirs,
twilight) has been constructed by contrast to an earlier state (lea[fy] boughs
. . . where . . . sweet birds sang, a day and its sunset). In the third quatrain,
the speaker has redefined his self-image: by a radical reversal, he defines
himself not by contrast but by continuity with his earlier state. He is the
glowing—a positive word, unlike ruin or fade—of a fire. He is not the
ashes of a fire, or the embers of a fire—he is no longer (as he was in the
first two quatrains) a noun, but rather a verbal, an action, a glowing (not a
dying).

How did this change of mind take place—the discovery of an élan vital
within the ruin, of a steady heat in the twilight? It came about, I be-
lieve, by the speaker’s gradual withdrawal from the idealization of his own
youth. The nostalgic glance backward in Q1 is almost forgone (except for
sunset) in Q2; and by Q3 youth is viewed not as the phase of sweet birds
singing—its past reality—but in its present reality, which is ashes. Once it
is admitted that youth wanes, it is clear that the only locus of true life
is the present, which can now truthfully be called by a positive name,
glowing.

The first two quatrains fancifully posit a villain who robs the speaker
of life: if the cold did not make the boughs shake, the leaves would not
have fallen, the choirs would be entire, and the birds would still be sing-
ing. In the second quatrain, the day would still be here if black night did
not gradually take away the light and seal all up. But the third quatrain, re-
leased from a self-image as victim, can see, accurately, that there is no vil-
lain to be blamed: one dies simply of having lived, as the fire is consumed
with that [heat] which it was nourished by.
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I return to the ascribing of various perceptions and sentiments to the
beloved. The speaker’s appeal to the love of the beloved is at first an
appeal of physical pathos (ruin), and next an appeal of mental decline
(fad[ing] light). The speaker has read the text of his own aging physical
body and has seen a ruin[ed] organic object (a tree, resembling the body in
its trunk and limbs); he has gauged the emblematic mental light of his
life-span, and has seen a fad[ing] twilight. He has ascribed these readings
to the beloved to represent the beloved as a mirror perfectly reflecting the
speaker’s own self-image. But when the speaker reads the erotic text of his
emotional life, he sees a glowing. It is certainly easier to ask someone to
love a glowing rather than a ruin or a fad[ing], and the more strong love as-
cribed to the beloved is believable chiefly because the speaker has
changed his own mind about his proffered selfhood.

It has often been remarked that “lose” would make better sense in the
couplet than leave; but because everything, love included, is consumed by
that which it was nourished by, Shakespeare enacts his analytic “law of
nourishment and consumption” by reconjugating the verb “to love” so
that it reads “loving, leaving, leafless.” The Couplet Tie reenacts the pun.

Couplet Tie: leave [-s] (2, 14)
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But be contented when that fell arrest
Without all bail shall carry me away,
My life hath in this line some interest,
Which for memorial still with thee shall stay.
When thou reviewest this, thou dost review
The very part was consecrate to thee:
The earth can have but earth, which is his due;
My spirit is thine, the better part of me.
So then thou hast but lost the dregs of life,
The prey of worms, my body being dead,
The coward conquest of a wretch’s knife,
Too base of thee to be rememberèd:

The worth of that is that which it contains,
And that is this, and this with thee remains.
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The key word here might more properly be seen as a key phrase:
with thee, to thee, of thee, with thee. What is be-

ing referred to is the poet’s spirit, present in his verse, in the very line now
being review[ed]. The deictic of proximal presence, this (used in adjectival
and pronominal ways four times in the poem) is at first contrasted with
that, the deictic of distance, used initially with regard to death (“that fell
arrest”) and subsequently for the speaker’s physical body (“the worth of
that”). But by a sleight-of-hand in the couplet, turning on the relative
pronoun that which, body is sublimed to spirit:

The worth of that [body] is that which it contains [the spirit],
And that [spirit] is this [this line] and this [the poet’s spirit

embodied in verse] with thee remains.

The paradox of presence distilled from absence, as that becomes this, is
reinforced by the rhyme of away with stay in Q1.

Like 71 and 72, which imagine the beloved rereading the poet’s lines,
74 implies a hope, on the poet’s part, that the young man’s love will sur-
vive the poet’s death, and that the beloved will want to review his lines.
The view of death here resembles that in 146, in which the body is also the
prey of worms; no mention is made of the Christian resurrected body. The
disparaging of the body is done, of course, in the service of ascribing
greater value to the spirit, and the deictics at first act out the total disjunc-
tion between the two entities. Why, then, the eventual merger of that and
this in the couplet?

It is necessitated, I think, by the material and mediating function of
verse. The line is a physical container of spirit, just as the body is, and to
kill the body entirely is to render the line imaginatively dispensable too.
The line is originally presented solely as a memorial; in Q2 it becomes the
very part was consecrate to thee, my spirit, the better part of me. A certain sur-
prise, almost, on the speaker’s part is betrayed by that very; he finds that
the material line contains his devoted spirit. But the equation of line with
spirit will not satisfy Shakespeare. After the speaker’s exaggerated denigra-
tion of the body as the dregs of life, the prey of worms, the coward conquest of a
wretch’s [Time’s] knife, the body’s worth is suddenly affirmed via its con-
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tents, by which the young man is to be content[ed]. The line is then prized
as the container of what was contained by the body (if only by the slippage
between that and this at the close).

The pun that leads from the wished-for rest of 73 to the fell arrest of
74 enacts the turn from death-resignation to life-affirmation. But life is
chiefly affirmed not of the body, but (as in the glowing of 73) of the spirit.
The pun on the Latin meaning of interest (“joint being”) points out the
fact that line and life share interbeing, one disturbed only by a variation in
their intervocalic consonant. Evans’ suggested emendation of the Quar-
to’s reuew to renew is, though plausible, not finally preferable, I think, to
reviewest . . . review, used for intensification.

key word: Here, more properly, a key phrase, for which the
formula is “preposition-plus-thee”:

Couplet Tie: with thee (4, 14)
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So are you to my thoughts as food to life,
Or as sweet seasoned showers are to the ground;
And for the peace of you I hold such strife
As ’twixt a miser and his wealth is found:
Now proud as an enjoyer, and anon
Doubting the filching age will steal his treasure;
Now counting best to be with you alone,
Then bettered that the world may see my pleasure:
Sometime all full with feasting on your sight,
And by and by clean starvèd for a look;
Possessing or pursuing no delight
Save what is had, or must from you be took.

Thus do I pine and surfeit day by day,
Or gluttoning on all, or all away.
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In using the strife . . . ’twixt a miser and his wealth to illustrate his
speaker’s erotic uncertainties, Shakespeare inserts a six-line block

of contrastive pairs between his four-line introduction and his four-line
summary, one of his several reformulations of sonnet structure. Although
many of the sonnets exhibit a logical structure parallel to the rhyme-
pattern, many (e.g., 76) borrow their logical structure fom the Italian
model, and exhibit a well-defined octave. (I read 73 as such a poem, be-
cause the third quatrain departs so radically in its modeling from its
predecessors.) Yet in spite of the domination of the series by the patterns
4-4-4-2 or 8-4-2, almost every conceivable restructuring possible within
fourteen lines is invented by Shakespeare in the course of the sequence.
The 4-6-4 structure here, the 1-11-2 structure of 66 (Tired with all these),
the 8-4-1-1 structure of 94 (They that have pow’r to hurt), the 4-10 structure
of 98 (From you have I been absent in the spring), the 7-7 structure of 111 (O
for my sake do you with Fortune chide), the 12-2 structure of 117 (Accuse me
thus), are examples of this variety. Sometimes, when a sonnet seems other-
wise unremarkable, as in the present case of 75, we may suspect that
Shakespeare’s interest lay less in the theme than in structural invention.

All is the Couplet Tie, and the alternatives the speaker recounts, as he
enacts the ups and downs of possession, are characteristically all or noth-
ing, as the couplet declares. The couplet itself is an experiment in accel-
eration, summing up very quickly (pine/surfeit; gluttoning on all / all away)
what had earlier been spun out at more leisure, one line per alternative.
The Now . . . anon, Now . . . then, Sometime . . . by and by of the more lei-
surely changes speed up to a day by day change in the couplet, with an up-
down alternative crammed into each of the closing lines.

The poem begins in the joy of the beloved’s return to the starved,
parched speaker. The wish to see the beloved as an originary force, rather
than a derivative one, accounts for the revision of the initial simile of food
to the one of sweet seasoned showers, which are the necessary condition be-
fore food can even grow. (The two similes also serve to provide food and
drink.) The confusion of reference between organic food and inorganic
wealth is resolved in favor of food, through the final sestet-metaphor of
surfeit and gluttony. This metaphor changes the capital sin described here
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from the mental sin of avarice (the miser’s gaze) to the fleshly sin of glut-
tony, a “truth-correction” admitting the sensual base of the attachment,
originally said to be one of “thoughts” (line 1) rather than of the body.

It is surprising that the innocent and beautiful two-line beginning of
75 should be followed by allusions to these two of the seven “deadly” sins,
avarice and gluttony. The speaker, frightened by his own joy and grati-
tude on receiving erotic food and drink, resorts to extremes in describing
his moral behavior. His “sins” are explained only in lines 9–10, which sug-
gest that the speaker is not entirely in control, as he has seemed hitherto
to be, of the occasions of “consumption.” He is clean starvèd for a look, and
this situation seems not to be of his own contriving. It is suggested that
the beloved gives and witholds himself at pleasure, and that the pattern he
has adopted toward the speaker—feasting and starving him—has now be-
come habitual to the speaker himself. Pin[ing] when all is away, he is
forced into gluttoning while he can. The displacing of the beloved’s (vol-
untary) absence into a suspicion in Q2 of a theft by the filching age shows
the paranoia of the miser, but also the speaker’s suspicion that his beloved
is unfaithful. The speaker’s pretense that he has possession, implicit in the
Q1 figure of the miser poring over his (secured) wealth, is exposed as a
falsehood in the naked substitution of pursuing for possessing in line 11,
which we must read, “Possessing (or, rather, more truly) pursuing . . .
you.” The beloved does not bestow; in another self-correction by the
speaker, the beloved’s love is not exactly had; it must from [him] be took.
Such a relation is indeed a pursuing, not a possession.

The chiastic structure of the couplet (pine : surfeit :: gluttoning : all
away) both begins and ends with the speaker clean starvèd, thus correcting
the apparent grateful plenty of Q1.

Couplet Tie: all (9, 14, 14)
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Why is my verse so barren of new pride?
So far from variation or quick change?
Why with the time do I not glance aside
To new-found methods and to compounds strange?
Why write I still all one, ever the same,
And keep invention in a noted weed,
That every word doth almost tell my name,
Showing their birth, and where they did proceed?
O know, sweet love, I always write of you,
And you and love are still my argument;
So all my best is dressing old words new,
Spending again what is already spent:

For as the sun is daily new and old,
So is my love still telling what is told.
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Like 116, sonnet 76 has been misunderstood because its form of
speech-act has not been accurately described. It is not an apology

(Kerrigan) but an apologia, a reply in self-defense, responding to a com-
plaint by the bored young man against the “monotony” of his receiving
“old-fashioned” poems that are so tediously constant in form that anyone
can identify them as Shakespeare’s. Shakespeare repeats the charges of re-
proach:

Why [you ask me] is my verse so barren of new pride?
So far from variation or quick change?

We hear behind these and subsequent lines (as we do in 116) the very ac-
cents of the fashionable young man: “Why do you always write the same
sort of poems, why don’t you ever say anything new, why don’t you vary
your style, why don’t you try something modern, why do you stick to your
old-fashioned sonnets?” Of all the indictments that could be made against
these astonishingly inventive poems, monotony is the furthest off the
mark. Yet Shakespeare (in the person of his speaker) must endure this
criticism and somehow reply to it. The octave represents his oblique but
incredulous rephrasing of the young man’s obtuse questions, and the ses-
tet represents his pained and gently reproachful answer: If my sonnets are
“monotonous,” it is the “monotony” of fidelity:

O know, sweet love, I always write of you,
And you and love are still my argument.

So much for the thematic “monotony,” all one, ever the same. What of the
stylistic “monotony”? Here Shakespeare’s self-defense is triply formu-
lated as dressing old words new, spending again what is already spent, and tell-
ing what is told. The Couplet Ties are unusually numerous in this sonnet
(new, old, tell [-ing] [told], love, still, and so), and they clearly sum up the po-
et’s self-defense. No Couplet Tie echoes the fickle young man’s (false)
values—he likes everything exhibiting new pride, variation, quick change,
new-found methods, and compounds (strange I take to be an editorializing in-
sertion by Shakespeare, though it may be meant as étrange, “foreign,” the
young man’s “continental” desire).
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The young man is a reader who reads only for theme; and the poet
freely admits the monotony of his theme (you and love). But Shakespeare is
a writer whose eye is on style. The verbal lexicon of any language is finite,
as is the generic lexicon of any poetic: there are no words but old words.
Style is dressing them new (chiefly in the sense of the French dresser: “to
erect, to build”). Every word in the language has already been coined; but
money spent never buys the same thing twice, being a neutral medium of
exchange. In his final self-defense, Shakespeare bifurcates the significance
of the sun, and bifurcates as well his own activity:

What is told (love) is old (old is encapsulated in the very word told itself,
demonstrating the invariance of the love-genre and of its theme), but the
telling (style) is new (as in words dressed new). The sun enters the poem as
the proverbial example of the ever-new, ever-old, which everyone is glad
to see every morning, no matter how often it has been seen before. (Cf.
Wallace Stevens, in “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven,” XVI: “The
oldest-newest day is the newest alone.”) The extreme simplicity of Shake-
speare’s defense of style as the true measure of novelty marks his refusal to
concede to the young man’s standard of ever-changing fashionable elabo-
ration as the stylistic test of literary value (he has already refused the young
man’s standard of variety of subject as the thematic test of value).

The aesthetic dynamic of the sonnet takes off, of course, from the
“artless” repetition by Shakespeare of the young man’s complaining ques-
tions, which condemn the young man out of his own mouth, and explain
the deliberate contrastive plainness of the sestet. There are two defec-

tive key words. (1) new: it is missing in Q2, where the poet de-
fends its absence (in the young man’s sense) in his verse. In Q3, the poet
redefines new as “newly” saying something with old words (the young man
likes compounds strange); and in C he re-defines new as “freshly wondrous,”
but, like the sun, familiar. (2) still: it is missing in Q1 which repeats the
young man’s criteria of ever-changingness. It appears in the other three
units of the poem as the word symbolic of fidelity.
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defective key words: new (missing in Q2)
still (missing in Q1)

Couplet Tie: new (1, 4, 11, 13)
old (11, 13)
tell [-ing] [told] (7, 14, 14)
love (9, 10, 14)
still (5, 10, 14)
so (1, 2, 11, 14)
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Thy glass will show thee how thy beauties wear,
Thy dial how thy precious minutes waste;
The vacant leaves thy mind’s imprint will bear,
And of this book, this learning mayst thou taste:
The wrinkles which thy glass will truly show
Of mouthèd graves will give thee memory,
Thou by thy dial’s shady stealth mayst know
Time’s thievish progress to eternity.
Look what thy memory cannot contain
Commit to these waste blanks, and thou shalt find
Those children nursed, delivered from thy brain,
To take a new acquaintance of thy mind.

These offices, so oft as thou wilt look,
Shall profit thee, and much enrich thy book.
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Like sonnets 10, 36, 37 (if we allow for the playful reversal in spight),
54, 69, 128, and 131, sonnet 77 registers a th in every line. The reitera-

tion may be unintentional in some sonnets of this group, given the natural
recurrence in the Sonnets of thee and thou (and their variants), there, the
deictics this and that (with their plurals), and such common words as the,
with, death, breath, thought, truth, thus, doth, and though. Still, in 77 the
compulsion to mark each line with one or more words including th be-
comes evident through such odd expressions as “mouthèd graves,” “thy di-
al’s shady stealth,” and “time’s thievish progress.” The repetition of the sin-
gle sound th (principally through deictics and possessives) seems to me
one of Shakespeare’s arbitrary self-testing games, but here it also reflects
the sonnet’s principal aesthetic figure, which is incremental repetition.

The poem concerns three objects—a mirror (glass), a sundial (dial),
and a blank notebook (vacant leaves)—the latter a gift from the speaker,
with the sonnet as accompaniment. The mirror and sundial are already, it
seems, in the possession of the young man, and are always referred to by
the possessive adjective: thy glass, thy dial. The notebook, on the other
hand, is referred to by proximal deictics: this book, these waste blanks. (The
vacant leaves are attached proleptically to the deictic—the leaves of this
book—until the last line, when the gift has become thy book.) Gradually,
each object receives more structural space:

Whereas the glass or dial can serve only as a gloomy memento mori—call-
ing up wrinkles, day’s shady stealth, and the thievishness of time—the gift-
book promises (it is a blank book offered by a poet, who has himself no
doubt used such a book to write in) procreation of thought and literary
enrichment. The notebook enriches itself, as the thoughts inscribed
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in it breed new thoughts. The phrase much enrich by its vowel and
consonant-rhymes with children, bears out the speaker’s assertion (from
his own experience) of intellectual procreative profit, now preferred to
the biological children of the early sonnets. Though there is certainly a
growth in knowledge enabled by the glass and the dial (as the enlarging
incremental repetition of the poem shows, and as words like memory and
know assert), the notebook offers even “more” growth—eventually occu-
pying four lines to the dial’s and glass’s two, just as it had occupied two
lines to their earlier respective one. The profit to the young man in
knowledge, and the enrichment of his book, are comparatively valued by
their enacted relative proportions in the poem. The offÀces oft done will
profÀt the young man—another concatenation of sounds “acting out” the
link between symbolic possessions, contemplations of their significance,
and incremental spiritual growth.

Couplet Tie: book (4, 14)
look (9, 13)

Couplet Tie: These two elements of the Couplet Tie are
foregrounded by being linked to the most important of
the three proposed spiritual “offices,” and by being the
rhyme-words of the couplet itself.
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So oft have I invoked thee for my Muse,
And found such fair assistance in my verse,
As every alien pen hath got my use,
And under thee their poesy disperse.
Thine eyes, that taught the dumb on high to sing,
And heavy ignorance aloft to fly,
Have added feathers to the learnèd’s wing,
And given grace a double majesty.
Yet be most proud of that which I compile,
Whose influence is thine, and born of thee:
In others’ works thou dost but mend the style,
And arts with thy sweet graces gracèd be;

But thou art all my art, and dost advance
As high as learning my rude ignorance.
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Shakespeare excels in a form of verbal emphasis pointing up the
conceptual oppositions of his verse. His mind operates consistently

on the basis of antithesis, and the antitheses are carried by paired, point-
edly antithetical words as well as by paired concepts. (His love of antithe-
sis is so great that he employs it even within analogy. “You are like the best
thing I can think of, a summer day,” he muses, on beginning 18, and im-
mediately is compelled to create an antithesis between the young man and
the day, the very terms of his original comparison: “Thou art more lovely,
more temperate,” etc.).

In this first poem of the “rival-poet” group, a firm antithesis is drawn
between the putatively rude speaker and the other poets clustered round
the young man. They are all learnèd, practicing both style and art, while
the poor speaker’s ignorance is twice insisted on, as is his muteness (he was
dumb) before he saw the young man. The mock-débat of the sonnet is:
Should the young man be prouder of Shakespeare’s poems compiled out
of rude ignorance, or of those of his more learnèd admirers?

The mock-answer is that the young man should be prouder of having
taught a hitherto dumb admirer to sing, and of having advanced ignorance
as high as learning, because these achievements on his part testify more
impressively to his originary power than his (slighter) accomplishments
with respect to his learnèd poets—he but mends their style and graces their
arts. This debate is presented in a Petrarchan logical structure, with a
clearly demarcated octave and sestet.

The dramatization of the débat—with the young man in the middle
between ignorant Shakespeare and the learnèd rival poets—is carried by an
antithetical verbal pointing so heavy—as my is contrasted to their, igno-
rance (twice) to learnèd/learning, I to others, assistance to dispersal, my art to
[their] arts, and so on—that the rivalry is unmistakably enacted by these
persistent antitheses. That is, the poem gives us directions as to how we
should read it, which words we should emphasize.

The words of the Couplet Tie—art, high, learning [learnèd], igno-
rance—repeat in little the topics under dispute. For the poem to be credi-
ble, Shakespeare has to exhibit his present art as at least equal to that of
his rivals, and he does this first by resorting to a country-bumpkin, fairy-
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tale idiot-son role, presenting himself as a Cinderella, so to speak, raised
from the cinders to the skies. The rival poets’ improvements are minimal
compared to his: they already had grace and style and art, and though
their graces have been doubled (a fact stated in line 8, enacted in line 12)
and their style mended, these additions hardly testify to the young man’s
full power, which seems almost miraculous insofar as it has advanced
the bumpkin as high as learning. Nor has it helped the learnèd to come un-
der the young man’s aegis: they disperse their poetry, while the speaker
compiles his.

In fact, the additions that the learnèd have assumed seem impedi-
ments as much as improvements. Does the learnèd’s wing need added
feathers? Coming after the first soaring of the speaker, the heavy added
feathers and given grace seem phonetically leaden, while later the line arts
with thy sweet graces gracèd be suggests that the learnèd verse has become
surfeited with elaboration. The phonetically and grammatically tauto-
logical pun—“Thou art all my art”—which conflates the copula and its
predicate noun, enacts that plain mutual render, only me for thee (125) as-
pired to by the Sonnets, and enacts as well the poet’s simplicity contrasted
with the affectations of the learnèd.

The most interesting grammatical move in the poem is the use in Q2
of aspectual description: not “thou hast” as we would expect—to parallel
the later “thou dost” and “thou art”—but thine eyes . . . have. The eyes
govern the only four-line syntactic span (the rest of the poem is written in
two-line units). We are made to pause for a two-line relative clause be-
tween thine eyes and its verb, have; in between subject and predicate we
find, within the compound relative clause, the poet twice arising, once to
sing, once to fly:

Thine eyes, that taught the dumb on high to sing,
And heavy ignorance aloft to fly,
Have added . . .

The syntactic “lift” here (in one of Shakespeare’s few self-repetitions in
the Sonnets) parallels the one used in 29, where we also are lifted up, this
time in a prepositional phrase, between subject and verb:

. . . and then my state,
(Like to the lark at break of day arising
From sullen earth) sings hymns.

The speaker’s yearning aspectual praise of the young man’s eyes is compa-
rable to his praise of the mistress’ eyes in 132 (Thine eyes I love). The deli-
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cate difference between direct second-person pronominal address to the
beloved and third-person aspectual description of one of the beloved’s at-
tributes is exploited here and in 132.

Couplet Tie: high (5, 14)
ignorance (6, 14)
[learn] [-èd’s] [-ing] (7, 14)
art [-s] (12, 13, 13)
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Whilst I alone did call upon thy aid,
My verse alone had all thy gentle grace,
But now my gracious numbers are decayed,
And my sick Muse doth give another place.
I grant (sweet love) thy lovely argument
Deserves the travail of a worthier pen,
Yet what of thee thy poet doth invent
He robs thee of, and pays it thee again:
He lends thee virtue, and he stole that word
From thy behaviour; beauty doth he give,
And found it in thy cheek; he can afford
No praise to thee but what in thee doth live.

Then thank him not for that which he doth say,
Since what he owes thee, thou thyself dost pay.
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In this rewriting of 78, the favor of the young man granted to a
(putatively) more gifted poet causes at first a crisis of confidence in the

speaker. He counters by asserting that the rival poet deserves no thanks
for his work, since his invention is all borrowed (or stolen) from the at-
tributes of the beloved. There can be, in Platonic fact, no one pen wor-
thier than another, since all written value flows solely from the beloved.

After its brief initial narrative and disclaimer of personal worth, the
poem finds its verve in acting out its imaginative premise of robbery-
and-restitution on the part of the rival poet. Enjambments illustrate the
circuit of lendings and stealings; syntactic parallelism and unclear synon-
ymy and antonymy (rob-steal-find versus pay-lend-give) reinforce the re-
petitiveness and confusion of the rival poet’s depredations and returns.
But the chief tactic of the poem renders Shakespeare’s own outraged
mimicking of the rival’s work. We always see first the written line, and
then its living source, whence it was “plagiarized.” In the diagram, my ar-
rows represent Shakespeare’s repeated glances back and forth from the ri-
val poet’s verse to its original source in the young man. By inserting, into
the phrases in the left column, the telltale sign thee (of thee, to thee), Shake-
speare shows the encapsulation betraying the plagiarism.
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Other’s Verse Source (thee)

What of thee thy poet doth invent he robs thee of

and pays it thee again.

He lends thee virtue and he stole

that word from thy behavior.

Beauty doth he give and found

it in thy cheek.

He can afford no praise to thee but what in thee doth lie



The chiastic structure of lines 7–11 (what : virtue :: beauty : what) re-
veals totalizing generalizations including the two Platonic essentials, vir-
tue and beauty. This arrangement reveals how carefully the poet-speaker
has framed his accusation of his rival. The motion of the poem enacts the
very compulsion of “truth” itself, as it hisses, so to speak, its sotto voce en-
jambed commentary on the apparent bestowings (in reality, thefts) of the
rival poet:

The implied comparison with the (legitimate) circulation of money from
lender to borrower, and its repayment by the borrower to the lender, shows
by contrast the illegitimate “lending” of stolen goods, payment in robbed
currency, and so on, at work in the rival poet’s economy.

The apparent bestower-role of the rival poet as payer, giver, lender, sayer
is reversed in the couplet, where the young man is at last restored to
his rightful subject-position as the patron who pays, and the rival poet
is demoted to the position of one who owes. The Couplet Tie is pay,
significantly used of the rival poet in its first occurrence (line 8) and “cor-
rectly” ascribed to the young man in its reappearance in line 14. But the
poet-speaker, by contrast, has never pretended to confer (give, lend, pay)
anything, and he would never expect or accept thanks for his own verses.
Because the rival poet accepts thanks, he becomes guilty of treating as his
own largesse what in fact he only borrowed or stole, and never owned
at all.

Structurally, the sonnet falls into a 6-6-2 division, with the illegal
traffic in “invention” occupying the second block of six lines. Since this
traffic, deduced from its written result, is the chief interest of the poem, it
is worth noting that what the speaker says of his rival’s invention is (he an-
swers) equally true of his own practice—whatever he writes, he derives
from the beloved’s gentle grace.

Couplet Tie: pay [-s] (8, 14)
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He lends thee virtue (and he stole that word
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O how I faint when I of you do write,
Knowing a better spirit doth use your name,
And in the praise thereof spends all his might,
To make me tongue-tied speaking of your fame.
But since your worth (wide as the ocean is)
The humble as the proudest sail doth bear,
My saucy bark (inferior far to his)
On your broad main doth wilfully appear.
Your shallowest help will hold me up afloat,
Whilst he upon your soundless deep doth ride,
Or (being wracked) I am a worthless boat,
He of tall building and of goodly pride.

Then if he thrive and I be cast away,
The worst was this: my love was my decay.
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Once again, a vigorous antithesis of contested ground between the
speaker and a rival poet (expressed by the use of I, he, and their de-

rivatives) organizes this poem. I count pronouns here (as I usually do not)
as visible components of the Couplet Tie (he, I) precisely because of their
being set in such emphatic contrast; they are therefore mnemonically and
structurally foregrounded. The unusual logical structure (4-8-2) is caused
by the obtrusive figure of the ocean (the beloved) bearing both a saucy
bark (the speaker’s verse) and a proudest sail (the verse of the rival poet).
The proud full sail of the rival poet’s verse reappears in sonnet 86, but the
young man has there been metamorphosed into the galleon’s prize. Later,
the dark lady will be represented as the ocean (in 135 and 137).

The fear expressed in 79 (“My gracious numbers are decayed”) seems to
generate the fear of repudiation at the close of 80, as “If . . . I be cast away”
shrinks to its rhyme word “decay.” The anticipation of repudiation arises
when the speaker concedes (apparently genuinely) that the rival poet (far
from being the dishonest thief of 79) is in fact a better spirit than the
speaker himself. The rival’s power renders the poet tongue-tied (cf. 66, “art
made tongue-tied by authority,” and 85, “my tongue-tied Muse”); it makes
him faint. (This conclusion will be disputed in 86, when the speaker real-
izes that it was not the various powers of the rival poet, but rather the de-
fection of the beloved, that enfeebled his own creation.) Once it has been
conceded that the beloved now sponsors a poet of greater distinction, the
only question is whether the patron will be willing to welcome two poets
in lieu of one, in an artistic ménage à trois. If not, when the patron casts the
speaker away, whose fault will the separation be? To this there can be only
one answer: the poet would prefer to abase himself, as he does in the last
four lines, rather than criticize the young man. (It is hard to doubt, in the
light of the “Will” sonnets, that a pun is intended in line 8 on wilfully.)

The motive for the invention of the ocean metaphor is not clear.
Many other metaphors of joint-habitation in the patron’s worth could
have been found. The boat metaphor is absent in the four-line exposition,
as well as in the two-line conclusion (a castaway is a person, not a boat),
and the eight-line ocean/boat passage seems almost to have wandered in
from a different poem. Nor does the last line seem to cohere with the rest
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of the sonnet. I confess that I am somewhat at a loss here to explain what
Shakespeare had in mind. I can only conjecture that since the first, exposi-
tory quatrain suggests a power struggle of the rival poet against the writer
(he “spends all his might in praising your name to make me tongue-tied”),
Shakespeare, knowing that his speaker cannot demand the expulsion of
his rival, seeks a figure in which the two poets would not directly lock
horns. Ships side by side on the sea afford such a figure; the sea has shal-
lows for the little boat, deeps for the big one, so they are not rivals in the
same space; and they are not engaged in personal combat. If the little boat
is wrecked, it will be defeated by its own frailty, not by the proud ship.
This scenario at least removes the hazards of battle between unequally
matched powers. The last line remains disconnected, however; and
though it is probable that my love means “my affection” rather than “my
beloved” (making the line mean, “The worst aspect of my wreck was that
I, by loving, and venturing in my small craft out into ocean seas, was the
agent of my own destruction”), nobody seems to know whether the worst
was this means “the worst thing about it was” or (as Kerrigan suggests) “at
worst, I will be suffering at the hands of my beloved.” Why, one wonders,
except by a holdover from 79’s decayed, does Shakespeare use a rather un-
idiomatic word like decay for shipwreck and being cast away, when -ay is a
sound easy to find rhymes for?

Couplet Tie: worth, worthless, worst (5, 11, 14), a species of punning
Couplet Tie
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Or I shall live your epitaph to make,
Or you survive when I in earth am rotten,
From hence your memory death cannot take,
Although in me each part will be forgotten.
Your name from hence immortal life shall have,
Though I (once gone) to all the world must die;
The earth can yield me but a common grave,
When you intombèd in men’s eyes shall lie:
Your monument shall be my gentle verse,
Which eyes not yet created shall o’er-read,
And tongues to be your being shall rehearse,
When all the breathers of this world are dead;

You still shall live (such virtue hath my pen)
Where breath most breathes, even in the mouths of men.
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Investigating 81, we discover that a play on death [die, dead] in
the octave, countered by living breath [breathes] in the sestet, is the

principle of construction underlying the whole. A subsidiary game is
being played which redefines Shakespeare’s verse from its printed form
(lines 8, 10, you intombèd in men’s eyes . . . eyes . . . shall o’er-read) to its oral
recitation (lines 11, 12, 14, tongues . . . rehearse . . . breathers . . . breath . . .
breathes . . . mouths). Yet a third game, I believe, toys anagrammatically
with words-inside-words: created contains read, breathers conceals “hear-
ers,” and earth and rehearse contain “hear.” Of their respectively eight and
nine letters, rehearse and breathers have seven in common.

These words all act out, mutatis mutandis, the central paradox that two
such opposed words as death and breath differ only by their initial conso-
nants; that is, they share more than they realize, and only the poet, who
rhymes them, knows in his bones the “binding secret” (Seamus Heaney’s
words) between them. Language, and especially self-conscious rhyme,
is thus seen as an access route to paradoxical but true relations among en-
tities. Shakespeare has already (in 21, 38, and 71) employed the rhyme
verse/rehearse which he revives here; and in 21 he has put into relief the
letters shared by rehearse/hearsay—letters 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 of rehearse are letters
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 of hearsay. Here in 81, he simply does a comparable literal pun-
ning with several words at once.

The augmentative structure of 81 begins with the concept that there
are only two kinds of existence: biological (you survive) and memorial (epi-
taph, memory, intombèd in men’s eyes). At first it seems as though the be-
loved, through his own life and his potential Shakespearean epitaph (if he
is survived by the poet) will have had both personal surviv[al] during life,
and memorial proper-name existence after death—(a living name, even if
self-intombèd). But in the sestet, two more sorts of existence rise into view:
the young man gains personal literary existence in physical perpetuity (you
shall live, not solely your name), and the poet gains permanent authorial
existence himself: (“You still shall live—such virtue hath my pen”). A fur-
ther bifurcation asserts that one form of memorial existence for the young
man depends on the eyes of others, eyes which will read the gentle verse of
the sonnets and the (potential) epitaph, but this silent reading can only in-
tomb the young man in print. A more actual living existence for him
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comes about through sound, as the poem is uttered aloud and heard by an
audience: “Tongues to be your being shall rehearse.” (The young man’s
present existence is identical to his future embodiment in the tongues of
posterity, as we are told by the coincidence of his future being with their
“tongues to be.”)

Central words in the poem are phonemically or graphically linked:
the monument is an immortal and gentle one in which memory is intombèd,
rehearsed by men’s mouths. By such linkages are the poet’s sentiments
made to seem almost neurologically conclusive. In this sequence, all the
m/o/n/u/m/e/n/t responses, phonemic and graphic, are made to fire re-
peatedly (by my count, m � 8, o � 5, n � 4, u � 2, e � 7, t � 5). I some-
times suspect that the persistent appeal to poets of stanzas from six to six-
teen lines in length is that in such lengths the brain can accumulate, by
the end, a decent amount of memory pile-up, retaining what has reso-
nated before. Memory (line 3) can resonate all the way down to mouths of
men (line 14), because it is helped by the other m/e links along the way.
Could the resonance survive through, say, twenty-five lines? I suspect not,
even if a reader had undergone the intensive ear training (now vanished in
the West) of the Renaissance poet. (The period of memorial sound reten-
tion may be longer in the case of oral literature strung on a narrative plot
or on formulaic expression.)

The original pathos of the sonnet lies in the repeated (and now ironic)
assertion by the poet of his own ignominy and anonymity after death:
When I in earth am rotten . . . in me each part will be forgotten . . . I (once gone)
to all the world must die . . . The earth can yield me but a common grave. There
is an interesting formal distinction in this respect, however, as the octave
progresses. The little “plot” of lines 1–2 offers alternative life-lines: Or I
shall survive you, or you will survive me. In both cases, I and you are linked
in reciprocal regard in each line. The next four lines set up a parallel alter-
nation of you (one line) and I (one line):

YOU I

From hence death cannot take
your memory

Although in me each part will be
forgotten

Your name from hence immortal
life shall have

Though I, once gone, to all the
world must die

We then expect:

When you intombèd in men’s
eyes shall lie

The earth can yield me but a
common grave
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But we get the reversal:

I YOU
The earth can yield me but a

common grave
When you intombèd in men’s

eyes shall lie.

Formally speaking, we notice that this makes Q2 repeat in reverse (Your
name : I :: me : you) Shakespeare’s initial chiasmus in Q1 (I : your :: you : I).
In Q1, the speaker “embraces” the young man; in Q2, the young man
“embraces” the speaker. Their mutual intertwining as poet and that
which is “poeticized” is thus enacted.

The introduction of posterity, the tertium quid, in line 8 gives the ses-
tet three entities, rather than two, to handle. Still, the intertwined you-
and-I-in-one-line of lines 1–2 reappears in lines 9 and 13: “Your monu-
ment shall be my gentle verse”; “You still shall live—such virtue hath my
pen.” The theme of the poet’s disappearance—so firmly emphasized in
the octave—vanishes utterly in the sestet, where, by the invention of me-
morial utterance as well as memorial reading, the poet and the young man
together are given perpetual spoken life by posterity until the end of time.
Booth notes at the opening of the sestet the coincidence for the first time
of a common destiny for your and my—Your monument shall be my gentle
verse—after the repeated antitheses of the destiny of the two persons in
the octave.

The opening of this sonnet has been criticized for its putative banality.
Of course it is self-evidently true that of any two people, one will survive
the other. But to assert this obvious proposition is not the intent of lines
1–2. Rather, the sentiment arises from the poet-lover’s meditation, “Per-
haps one day I will have to write my beloved’s epitaph” (a normal fear
in Shakespeare’s era, when life-expectancy was short). The writer then
thinks, “Or perhaps it will be the other way around, and he’ll outlive me.”
This prospect inspires fear: will the young man then lack, his poet being
dead, a fitting epitaph? No; because the poet’s sonnets exist, the beloved
already has a monument. The poet’s wish to furnish an epitaph, his reali-
zation that he may not live to do it, and his further recognition that he has
already provided a monument in his sonnets, are all, to my mind, genuine
and nonbanal psychological motions.

Couplet Tie: live [life] (1, 5, 13)
men [-’s] (8, 14) and perhaps [monu-men-t] (9)
breath [-es] [-ers] (12, 14, 14)
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I grant thou wert not married to my Muse,
And therefore mayst without attaint o’erlook
The dedicated words which writers use
Of their fair subject, blessing every book.
Thou art as fair in knowledge as in hue,
Finding thy worth a limit past my praise,
And therefore art inforced to seek anew
Some fresher stamp of the time-bettering days.
And do so, love; yet when they have devised
What strainèd touches rhetoric can lend,
Thou, truly fair, wert truly sympathised
In true plain words by thy true-telling friend;

And their gross painting might be better used
Where cheeks need blood; in thee it is abused.
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Like 116, with which it shares the metaphor of marriage, this poem
is a reply to an anterior utterance by the patron, which itself is a

reply to an anterior utterance by the speaker. The antecedent scenario
implied by the sonnet is this:

The poet-speaker, who has seen a new book of verse by another poet
dedicated (with the patron’s permission) to the young man/patron, ex-
presses his wounded sense of having been cast aside: “You have moved
into loving association with another Muse!” The young man, to the im-
plied reproach of infidelity, replies, “I’m my own master. After all, I’m not
married to your Muse; you’re acting as though I’ve committed adultery.”
The poet replies, “I grant that you were not married to my Muse”—and
the poem begins.

The sonnet opens with an apparent exculpation of the young man,
who, since he is not “married,” may without offense read (o’erlook) other
authorial dedications to himself and commend (bless) a new book (or sev-
eral or indeed every one). The second quatrain offers a further exculpation
of the patron: the young man is forced to seek a better poet who can
do justice to his worth and knowledge as well as to his beauty (hue). In
the sestet, exculpation yields to apparent outright permission: And do so,
love—but the speaker’s anger against rival poets (to whose work he hith-
erto granted apparent respect as a fresher stamp of the time-bettering days)
bursts out in the abusive term their gross painting.

The pathos of the wish to excuse the straying of the unfaithful young
man reaches its most abject note in the volta—And do so, love—producing,
by reaction to that abjectness, the same kind of self-asserting rebound
that appears in 121 (’Tis better to be vile than vile esteemed): No, I am that I
am. The role played there by the repetition of the divine I am is enacted
here in 82 by the fourfold repetition of the word true, used to stand for the
identity, at once, of the truly fair youth, the truly sympathizing poet, the
true words of the poet’s verse, and the tru[th] contained as their matter or
“argument.” Matter, verse, poet, youth—the four points of the poetic
world-compass—are here united in a poetics of truth, which is opposed to
one of servility, exaggeration, devices of rhetoric, and hypocritical strain.
The “dispassionateness” of lines 9–12 after the pitiful concessive volta re-
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veals a shift from the young man as an active subject of verbs (may’st . . .
o’erlook) or as the passive subject of them (art enforced to seek) to the young
man as passive subject of a purely passive verb (wert sympathised), putting
the poet in the logically “active” role. We expect, from the prior sen-
tences, something like [thou . . . wert truly pleased to hear] after the previous
pattern of active verbs. Instead we find wert sympathised, as the young man
is caught up, in lines 11–12, in an ever-expanding and enjambed protest of
troth/truth (in every sense) on the poet’s part. The Couplet Tie, empha-
sizing the contrast in poetics between the true poet and the rival poets, is
use [M-use] [ab-use-d] (1, 3, 13, 14). The phonetic connection between at-
taint and painting connects the young man to the corrupt court-poets
even while seemingly excusing him.

In a move unusual for the Sonnets, the young man is here praised for
his knowledge—though that knowledge is seen as another aesthetic accou-
trement rather than as an intellectual virtue: “Thou art as fair in knowl-
edge as in hue.” Knowledge has appeared in the sonnet because the young
man has been representing himself as a literary connoisseur, seeking new
and fresher books and commending (blessing) them, if (as the speaker im-
plies with every) too promiscuously. Since the young man is interested
in literature only insofar as it engages in better praise of him than the
speaker has been able to provide, his knowledge is undermined by his taste
(at last revealed) for strainèd touches and gross painting.

The passage from books (literal) to painting (figurative) in the couplet
suggests that false representation is more palpable in visual form than in
verbal form, since the eye can make a direct comparison between the liv-
ing model and the painted portrait. If the young man cannot perceive—in
fact takes pleasure in—the flattering hyperbole in verbal portraits, per-
haps he can be reminded of truth by a mention of the well-known, and ri-
diculous, flattery of their subjects practiced by portrait-painters to the
rich. The apparently modest self-dismissal as the speaker admits that
finding [the young man’s] worth [is] a limit past my praise seems to justify the
efforts of more ambitious others; but such an admission properly licenses
greater artists, not gross ones. The use of the word hue here (cf. sonnet 20)
suggests once again that it may bear some occult reference (now lost) to
the young man’s name.

Couplet Tie: use [-d] [ab-use-d] [M-use] (1, 3, 13, 14)
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I never saw that you did painting need,
And therefore to your fair no painting set;
I found (or thought I found) you did exceed
The barren tender of a poet’s debt:
And therefore have I slept in your report,
That you yourself, being extant, well might show
How far a modern quill doth come too short,
Speaking of worth, what worth in you doth grow.
This silence for my sin you did impute,
Which shall be most my glory, being dumb;
For I impair not beauty, being mute,
When others would give life, and bring a tomb.

There lives more life in one of your fair eyes
Than both your poets can in praise devise.
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Acontinuation of the self-defense in 82. Again, this is a reply-sonnet
implying a whole antecedent scenario (as do 82, 110, 116, 117,

125, and 130, among others). The preceding events might be conceived as
follows:

Convinced of the beloved’s self-sufficient beauty, and of his own mod-
esty of powers, Shakespeare has not recently written poems about the
young man. The young man complains, noticing Shakespeare’s muteness,
“Why don’t you write me any more poems? I haven’t heard a word out of
you. While my other poet has written poems praising me, you have slept
in my report, and that is a sin for a poet.” Shakespeare replies: “I find you
ascribe to me not imputed grace or glory, but imputed sin. But let me de-
fend myself: I never saw that you needed to be decorated with praise”—and
thus the poem begins.

The sonnet’s past-tense narration is shaken by the present need for
self-defense: “I found—or thought I found—that you did not require praise,
being so wealthy in worth that any praise could add nothing, would be
only a barren tender.” The facts are therefore not in dispute between the
young man and his poet; the poet has been silen[t], mute, dumb. The only
question between them is whether the accusation “You have slept in my
report” is the right description of the poet’s silence, and whether sin is the
correct judgment of that act of omission. In one concession, the poet de-
cides to let the description pass—I have, he agrees, “slept in your report,”
but he refuses the judgment: not sin, he counters, but glory. The salvific
Christian resonance here is deliberate. The chiasmus silence : sin :: glory :
dumb “jams up” sin against glory for greater shock. A phrasing in parallel
construction—“This silence you imputed as my sin, / But being dumb
shall rather be my glory”—would have lost the direct retort-force of glory
against sin. Similarly “You impute; I impair not” perhaps suggests, by a
back-formation, you impair; and the internal rhyme between beauty and
mute in line 11 suggests they “belong together” (at least for the purposes
of this poem), especially since those who are not mute are succeeding only
in burying the young man in the tomb of their leaden verse instead of im-
mortalizing him.

Of the significant words shared by sonnets 82 and 83 (painting, find,
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fair, worth, and devise) devise is contaminated by its association in 82 with
the strainèd touches of rhetoric. The bizarre hyperbolical isolating of one of
your fair eyes (since nobody ever wrote an ode to the beloved’s left eye)
suggests that “devisèd” (i.e., ingeniously rhetorical) praise by any poet (or
even two together, Shakespeare and one of those leaden others) will origi-
nate in a desire to shine technically, rather than to represent accurately.
The Couplet Tie—fair, poet’s [poets], life—resumes the question of the
contest: Which life—your natural one or a rhetorically poetic one—best
exhibits your fair self? The “painting” done by the “colors of rhetoric” in
praise loses the contest. Booth points out the play by which the syntax of
line 8 “comes too short” to quite make sense, bearing out the insufficiency
of the modern quill.

Couplet Tie: fair (2, 13)
[poet] [-’s] [-s] (4, 14)
life [lives] (12, 13, 13)
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Who is it that says most which can say more
Than this rich praise – that you alone are you,
In whose confine immurèd is the store
Which should example where your equal grew.
Lean penury within that pen doth dwell
That to his subject lends not some small glory,
But he that writes of you, if he can tell
That you are you, so dignifies his story:
Let him but copy what in you is writ,
Not making worse what nature made so clear,
And such a counterpart shall fame his wit,
Making his style admirèd every where.

You to your beauteous blessings add a curse,
Being fond on praise, which makes your praises worse.
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The speaker has conjectured an explanation of the young man’s will-
ingness (82) to let many poets dedicate their work to him, of his

blessing every book: the young man wants to see who can say most. But noth-
ing, says the speaker, that even the one who says most can say can exceed
the rich praise that you alone are you. Therefore, by initiating the competi-
tion for praise outbidding praise, the young man has, far from blessing
every book, added a curse to them, since each is aesthetically more deplor-
able in hyperbole (worse) than its predecessors.

Like 82 and 83, sonnet 84 opposes rival poets, but suggests that there is
a unique poetics appropriate only to the young man. The rival poets, who
follow epideictic convention, believe that their pen should lend glory to
their subject, otherwise their pen would betray penury of means. But the
young man, like God, cannot have qualities added to his (already unique
and superlative) glory: You alone are you. (We would nowadays say, “Only
you are you.”) This exhibits the tu solus frequent in the liturgy (“Tu solus
sanctus, tu solus dominus,” etc.); and the tautology of you are you (like the
I am that I am of 121) suggests a uniqueness normally reserved to the De-
ity. The emphasis on unique personal identity in both the poet (in 121)
and the young man (here in 84) dominates the Sonnets’ investigations of
subjectivity. The young man is incomparable: no one can example where
[his] equal grew, since in himself is immurèd the whole stock from which
someone like him could grow (a conclusive statement giving up on the
hope of children expressed in the “breeding” sonnets). The new poetics
then, will not be one depending on contrastive comparison, that resource
of all epideictic verse (“I sing of a maiden / That is makeles”; “O my love’s
like a red, red rose”). Elsewhere, Shakespeare reproves “false compare”
(130), but here he reproves “compare” of any sort. The new poetics is a
poetics of identity: copy, counterpart. Still, in the pun on copia (left over
from the “breeding” sonnet 11, line 14) we see that in copying the young
man’s store, we are rich in praise already.

The difficulty of the poetics of pure description, deprived of simile
and metaphor, is acknowledged in the if and can of line 7: “If he can
tell / That you are you.” The duty of the copyist is to reproduce the writ-
ing of nature. The young man, as anterior text (what in you is writ), must
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be copied without error. Since he cannot be bettered by the copyist-
scribe, he resembles the archetype of such sacred texts, the word of God,
faithfully recopied in scriptoria before the advent of printing. In appro-
priating a pre-Gutenberg scribal process as the appropriate one for the
transmission of the sacred text of the young man, Shakespeare suggests
(as he has elsewhere) that the young man is a precious and not-to-be-
altered relic of a former age.

The danger for the poet of this “new poetics” of copying is that his
paltry descriptive powers, deprived of the rhetorical resources he might
normally fall back on, will mar, make worse, their high subject. Since the
matter of the new poetics is invariant (you alone are you), its only resources
are those of sedulous fidelity, which will be esteemed as style and wit, upon
which the future fame and admiration given to the poet must rest. Polo-
nius’ “More matter with less wit” is exaggerated here into a poetics of
“pure matter with no wit,” a Shakespearean reproach to the flattery of
commendatory verse.

The interesting word dignifies enters 84 as a Latin pun on the repeated
English root worth in 83. The word worth could not enter 84 since it would
clash graphically with the emphatic use of make worse (which, together
with praise, is the significant Couplet Tie). The glory here desired by epi-
deictic poets and their greedy subjects had been rejected for the glory of
silence in 83; but the new poetics fortunately allows one step up from si-
lence: not glory, but the dignifie[d] story of the perfect copy. The possibility
of a perfect copy is not yet brought in question: as soon as the new poetics
extends its ambition to copying the (hidden) inward moral nature of the
young man, its hope for an exact descriptive poetics will collapse.

Couplet Tie: praise [-s] (2, 14, 14)
make [-s] [-ing] worse (10, 14)
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My tongue-tied Muse in manners holds her still,
While comments of your praise, richly compiled,
Reserve their character with golden quill
And precious phrase by all the Muses filed.
I think good thoughts, whilst other write good words,
And like unlettered clerk still cry “Amen”
To every hymn that able spirit affords
In polished form of well-refinèd pen.
Hearing you praised, I say, “’Tis so, ’tis true,”
And to the most of praise add something more;
But that is in my thought, whose love to you
(Though words come hindmost) holds his rank before.

Then others for the breath of words respect,
Me for my dumb thoughts, speaking in effect.
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Against the inkhorn style of precious phrase the poet reverts, as in 83
and 84, to silence, but here it is a silence broken by a serio-comic

scene of ratification, as the speaker repeatedly assents to the praise offered
the young man by others (Amen, ’Tis so, ’tis true), like an ignorant lis-
tener in church assenting to the splendid phrases of the prayers or ser-
mon. Each quatrain juxtaposes the style of the poor unlettered poet’s dumb
thoughts to the style of the rival poets’ precious phrase.

But—in the subversive wit of the structure—the space occupied by the
aureate style dwindles with each successive quatrain: that inflated style oc-
cupies the last three lines of Q1, the last two lines of Q2, and only a tauto-
logical two phrases (praised, the most of praise) in Q3. Q1 contains ornate
diction, literally rich and golden and precious; Q2 offers only good words, able,
polished form, and well-refinèd (qualities which seem accomplished rather
than truly valuable); and Q3 offers only praised, and the most of praise. In
the couplet, aureate diction is no longer even honored as good words, and
has become simply the breath of words. Love in the speaker will always pre-
cede his inadequate words; these latter will come (in a splendid pun on
serflike praise) hind-most (Quarto spelling).

Frequently, when quatrains seem to repeat the same sentiment, one of
the thematic constants (here, aureate diction) turns into a linguistic vari-
able before our very eyes, dwindling into moral insignificance while re-
taining its position as a thematic and structural anchor. The comic image
of all the [other] Muses busy filing (polishing) precious phrases, while the
poet’s poor Muse is tongue-tied, allows the poet’s thoughts no dramatic
vehicle of action; and so, to find such a vehicle, in Q2 the original con-
struction of antithetical competing Muses gives way to that of the unlet-
tered clerk and his inadequate phrases of assent to the words of others.
But just as the aureate diction becomes a variable that declines, so the
whole structure with respect to the speaker is subtly incremental, as a
tongue-tied holding-still is joined by good thoughts, which are amplified by
the ratifying speech-act verbs cry, say, and add. Finally, the hold[ing]-still of
the speaker’s beginning is replaced by the hold[ing of love’s] rank before all
words. In the wit of Q3, the apparent superlative most of praise turns out to
be bettered by the comparative more of the speaker. As aureate diction de-
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clines, the speaker rises in our esteem. His thoughts speak in effect, in the
ex-facio of sincerity.

The Couplet Tie—[other] [-s], words, and thoughts—encapsulates, as so
often, the thematic material. The defective key words, by their
absence in Q1, enact the poet’s silence.

defective key words: words, thought [-s] [think]
(missing in Q1, the quatrain
representing the poet’s Muse’s
tongue-tied still[ness] while listening to
others’ comments)

Couplet Tie: other [-s] (5, 13)
words (5, 12, 13)
thought [-s] [think] (5, 5, 11, 14)
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Was it the proud full sail of his great verse,
Bound for the prize of (all too precious) you,
That did my ripe thoughts in my brain inhearse,
Making their tomb the womb wherein they grew?
Was it his spirit, by spirits taught to write
Above a mortal pitch, that struck me dead?
No, neither he, nor his compeers by night
Giving him aid, my verse astonishèd.
He, nor that affable familiar ghost
Which nightly gulls him with intelligence,
As victors, of my silence cannot boast;
I was not sick of any fear from thence.

But when your countenance filled up his line,
Then lacked I matter, that enfeebled mine.
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This , the most famous of the “rival-poet” group, probably derives
its popularity from its great rhetorical sweep attempting to account

for the poet-speaker’s silence:

Q1: Was it X (the rival poet’s verse)?
Q2: Was it Y (his spirit-taught spirit)? No, neither

X (he), nor Y (his compeers);
Q3: Nor X (he), nor Y (ghost)—No.
C: But it was your infidelity with him.

The individual items in this sequence are all constructed with the poet’s
silence as their climax:

Was it his verse that struck me dead?
No, neither he nor his compeers my verse astonishèd.
Nor he, nor his familiar ghost of my silence cannot boast:
But your presence in his verse enfeebled mine.

This remarkable degree of parallelism both in content (as the answers in
lines 7–12 to the two opening questions repeat the content of the ques-
tions) and in form (as the periodic questions and sentences conclude each
time in the poet’s silence or enfeeblement) ensures the memorable quality
of the sonnet, as do the dramatic enjambments of lines 5, 7, and 9, enact-
ing the demonic energy contributed to the rival writer by his ghostly col-
laborating compeers. The turbulence of this poem springs largely from
the way the speaker’s original involuntary admiration for the proud full sail
of the rival’s great verse modulates into scorn for a writer who profits from,
and is gulled by, the nightly intelligence of an affable familiar (and cor-
rupting) ghost (perhaps the ghost of Homer, with whom Chapman had
claimed to converse, as commentators have remarked).

There is an inverse relation between the state of the rival poet and the
state of the speaker. As the presence of the rival poet dwindles linguisti-
cally in power and force (from a splendid galleon to a writer dependent on
compeers to the gull of a ghost), the condition of the poet himself also
varies. First, his brain is a chiastically enclosed hearse and tomb for poten-
tially ripe thoughts that remain unborn in the womb; next, in the most se-
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rious result, he himself is struck dead; but a partial recovery then begins to
take place: his verse is astonishèd (thunderstruck), he is silent, he is sick, and
finally his line is enfeebled from lack of matter. There is clearly a direct
proportion (which Shakespeare must have enjoyed devising) between awe
of the rival and extinction of self; and as awe of the rival declines, the self
proportionally recovers—if not to health, then certainly to something
better than a corpse. Although the poet’s line is enfeebled, he is, by the
end, alive and even an active writer, though of “enfeebled” verse. Since
the poem is written in the past tense, the poet’s silence may be thought to
have ended.

The long twelve-line suspense as to the cause of the writer’s ills gives
the couplet a greater prominence here, and emphasizes the unusualness of
the 12-2 logical construction (used again in another effect-to-cause son-
net, 147, in which the speaker’s long description of his sickness—My love is
as a fever—finally closes with an explanation of his madness: For I have
sworn thee fair, and thought thee bright, / Who art as black as hell, as dark as
night).

Sonnet 86, in attempting to account for the power of the rival poet’s
verse, ascribes it at first to almost any quality in him of internal manner or
external motive: pride, expansiveness, covetousness, inspiration by spirits,
help by compeers, illegal “intelligence.” The one explanation that is suc-
cessfully fended off for twelve lines is the question of the rival poet’s mat-
ter. When, after all the flurry of alternative explanations, the dread ques-
tion of matter raises its head, the poet is defeated: the rival poet was not
only bound for the young man—he has him. The sinister echo of the “full
sail” in the “filled-up line” clinches the couplet. Even though the rival poet
has been scornfully reduced to a spy’s gull, the speaker’s line cannot regain
its full strength, since its matter is gone. The young man is conceived of
here as a quantitatively limited substance who cannot bilocate; to the ex-
tent that he is absorbed by the rival, he is lost to the speaker. Countenance
also implies “favor”; and the emphatic pronouns—“when your counte-
nance filled up his line”—convey the poet’s incredulity. The world is out
of joint: wombs are tombs, mortals write above a mortal pitch, ghosts gull
human beings; but of all these signs and wonders, the most untoward is
that your countenance should appear in his line. His line, filled with you,
was able to swell to a full sail: mine, matterless, grew enfeebled. Full-ness
and feeble-ness arise in the two poets in inverse proportion relative to their
possession of the young man; he was the missing link in the whole rivalry
of inverse proportion that occupied the body of the poem. The spirits,
compeers, and ghosts vanish—seen as the rigged defenses they were—
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once the new inverse proportion, dependent on the young man’s “counte-
nance” (in both senses), is admitted. Once upon a time the speaker’s verse,
too, was full; but we see in the declension full, filled, enfeebled the trajec-
tory of his decline. The resemblance in sound between affable (� fari, “to
speak”) and enfeebled offers a second Couplet Tie.

Couplet Tie: full [ filled] (1, 13)
and perhaps
af-fable [en-feeble-d] (9, 14)
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Farewell, thou art too dear for my possessing,
And like enough thou know’st thy estimate;
The charter of thy worth gives thee releasing:
My bonds in thee are all determinate.
For how do I hold thee but by thy granting,
And for that riches where is my deserving?
The cause of this fair gift in me is wanting,
And so my patent back again is swerving.
Thy self thou gav’st, thy own worth then not knowing,
Or me, to whom thou gav’st it, else mistaking;
So thy great gift, upon misprision growing,
Comes home again, on better judgement making.

Thus have I had thee as a dream doth flatter,
In sleep a king, but waking no such matter.
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B esides the master-mistress sonnet (20), 87 is Shakespeare’s chief
experiment in feminine endings (though in this poem, two of the

rhymes are masculine—estimate and determinate). (Booth mistakenly says
that 87 uses “feminine rhymes throughout,” but Kerrigan gets it right.) In
20, the feminine rhymes enact the originally intended feminine sex in Na-
ture’s creation of the young man. Here, as in 126, where they appear strik-
ingly though intermittently, feminine endings enact the poet’s unwilling-
ness to let the young man go, a lingering farewell to his pliant self.

The deposed-by-daylight king of the last line generates the several
puns of the closing: mist-a-king, m-a-king, w-a-king, the “nutshells” hid-
ing the nut, a king, which is, phonetically speaking, close to “aching.” Ten
of the fourteen rhyme-words end in -ing, so that the rhyme internally
present in a king and waking (the only internal words in the poem ending
in -ing) is therefore necessarily foregrounded, rendering the pun notice-
able—though it does not seem, for all its flagrantness, ever to have been
noticed. A king is the single Couplet Tie (a phonetic, not semantic one),
which foregrounds it all the more.

This sonnet imitates (if one imagines it as a current coursing back and
forth between two poles labeled “speaker” and “young man”) the giving-
and-recalling, or swerving, of what was (or seemed to be) a gift. The mel-
ancholy repetition of forms of that word (give [-s], gift, gav’st) five times in
fourteen lines is countered by the hard legal imagery of financial transac-
tions—estimate, charter, bonds, determinate (i.e. “short-term”), riches, pat-
ent—and of course dear and worth in their financial senses. The diagram
shows the back-and-forth movement between the two poles, after Fare-
well sets the occasion.

“Back again swerving” is the name of the imitative aesthetic of this
sonnet. What is carefully avoided in every line is the explicit form of accu-
sation [You took back your gift]. In order to avoid the (true) implication of
direct action on the part of the young man, inanimate things take on life:
a charter . . . gives, a patent . . . is swerving, a gift . . . comes home, a dream . . .
flatter[s]. Shakespeare is so expert at representing mental defenses that we
cannot suppose him unconscious of his own cunning. The stratagems of
the mind’s excuses are one of the great themes of the Sonnets, as are—in
the best sense—the stratagems of intense speculative thought (as in 73
or 129).
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The fantasia in this poem on the “meanings” that -ing can possess is a
measure of Shakespeare’s persistent meditation on linguistic structures.
Here is a rough sketch of these “meanings” of -ing:

possessing noun: a state of possession
releasing noun: potential of being released
granting noun: act of gift
deserving noun: capacity for inner desert
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Structure of Sonnet 87

Young Man Speaker

Farewell,

thou art too dear for my possessing,

And like enough thou know’st thy estimate;

The charter of thy worth gives thee releasing [from me];

in thee My bonds

are all determinate.

thy granting? For how do I hold thee but by

And for that riches where is my deserving?

this fair gift The cause of

in me is wanting,

back again is swerving. And so my patent

Thyself thou gav’st [to me],

thine own worth then not knowing,

Or me to whom

thou gav’st it else mistaking;

So thy great gift [to me]

upon misprision growing, [of me]

Comes home again,

on better judgement making.

Thus have I had thee

as a dream doth flatter,

In sleep a king,

but waking no such matter.



wanting adjective: state of lack
swerving verb: action of turning
knowing adjective: habit of knowledge
mistaking adjective: attribute of mistake in other
growing adjective: action of enlargement
making noun: action
king noun: person
waking adverb: at the time of the end of sleep.

The phoneme -ing can participate in all these parts of speech—noun,
verb, adjective, adverb—and its unstable linguistic shifting acts out, per-
haps, the unpredictability of the young man’s impermanent gift.

Because no gift of love can entail guaranteed permanence, the with-
drawal of a beloved’s affection is something everyone has feared or felt.
The universal appeal of this much-anthologized sonnet springs from its
very lack of particular detail: there are no sexually precise pronouns, no
references to a new sexual or affectional or poetic rival, and (because of
the modern persistence of most of its legal vocabulary) no estranging his-
torical allusions. The chief metaphorical range remains accessible to the
modern reader, who feels competent (even if mistakenly so) when en-
countering estimate, charter, bonds, and patent. The idealization consequent
to love has made every lover feel the beloved is too dear for . . . possessing.
This sonnet fulfills the apprehension of separation in 49 (Against that
time), and through its legal imagery and sense of fate bears out the couplet
of 49: “To leave poor me thou hast the strength of laws / Since why to love
I can allege no cause.”

The sobriety of the legal excuses for the young man’s actions is bro-
ken, to great effect, four times in the sonnet, when the speaker’s emotions
of loss “show through” his bare and precise language: that riches, this fair
gift, thy great gift, and a king. We are encouraged, in reading the poem,
to think that giftand its variants [gives] [gav’st] will be a key

word since it appears in each successive quatrain (3, 7, 9, 10, 11). Its con-
spicuous absence in the couplet, making it a defective key word,

speaks silently of the gift withdrawn.

defective key word: gift [gives] [gav’st] (missing in C)

Couplet Tie: a king [mist-aking] [m-aking] [w-aking]
(10, 12, 14, 14)
(a phonetic, not semantic, Couplet Tie)
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When thou shalt be disposed to set me light,
And place my merit in the eye of scorn,
Upon thy side, against myself, I’ll fight,
And prove thee virtuous, though thou art forsworn:
With mine own weakness being best acquainted,
Upon thy part I can set down a story
Of faults concealed wherein I am attainted,
That thou in losing me shall win much glory;
And I by this will be a gainer too,
For, bending all my loving thoughts on thee,
The injuries that to myself I do,
Doing thee vantage, double vantage me.

Such is my love, to thee I so belong,
That for thy right myself will bear all wrong.
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As in 49 and 87, the speaker in sonnet 88 has already decided that his
own desert (49) / deserving (87) is so minimal that he cannot protest

when he is deserted. But this sonnet goes beyond not only the apparent
acquiescence of 87 but even the defense of the young man’s position in 49,
where the speaker uprears his hand against himself to guard the lawful rea-
sons on the young man’s part. Whereas 49 ended with the aggression of
the self against the self, 88 restricts this act, as a major theme, to the oc-
tave, and surpasses 49 in asserting in the octave that, far from losing by
this self-injuring act, the speaker is double vantage[d], made a gainer.

Sonnet 88 is rather flatly said, and flatness of expression is usually, in
the Sonnets, a warning that emotional expressiveness is not the aim a par-
ticular poem has in mind. What, then, is governing the choice of words, if
not expressiveness?

The “doubling” vantage that is the theme of the sestet of 88 helps to
organize the whole sonnet. Booth notes the play of set (1, 6) place, and dis-
posed (� ponere, “to place”) but does not associate it with the wish to enact
doubling. Set (1, 6) is repeated in identical form; pose/place is an etymologi-
cal doubling; upon thy side is repeated by upon thy part (a doubling with
variation); eye/I is a phonetic doubling; though thou (echoed by thoughts) is
a stuttering repetition as is loving/love; being best is a frustrated repetition;
will/will is an identical repetition like set/set and all/all; to/too/to returns
on itself; thee/The bridges a line break, as does do/Doing. Do/doing/duble
(Quarto spelling) is the most attention-getting self-repetition, with the
double repetition of vantage setting it off: I do/Doing thee vantage,
duble-vantage me. Such/so is perhaps another instance, as is against and a
gainer. All of these doubles add up to the all wrong borne by the speaker, so
that the young man can possess the right.

The crucial phrase of the whole poem is, of course, the quiet bomb-
shell in line 4—though thou art forsworn. This can be taken as fact, in the
reading of a certain future: “When, in the future, you scorn my merit, I’ll
fight on your side and prove you virtuous, even though in fact you are for-
sworn.” But it can also be taken as the reading of a hypothetical situation:
“Whenever, if ever, you scorn my merit, I’ll nevertheless prove you virtu-
ous, even in the extreme case of your being forsworn.” The second read-
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ing is the more likely, perhaps; but the startling thou art forsworn takes on
the force of a factual accusation, justifying the speaker’s merit, so scorned
by the young man.

The masochism which the speaker exhibits as he fights against him-
self, sets down the story of his own hidden faults, and does himself nu-
merous injuries, bearing all wrong, is offered as a proof of love (Such is my
love), but also as a claim of belong[ing]. The propitiatory octave is “bal-
anced” by the witty arithmetic of triumph in double vantage, but en-
sconced in the arithmetic is an abdication of personal subjectivity on the
part of the speaker. Since all [his] loving thoughts are bent on the beloved,
that which benefits the beloved accrues by an automatic spiritual osmosis
to the spirit of the speaker, whose injured self has now been completely
split off from his loving thoughts. The depersonalization of the speaker,
his thoughts on the young man’s right, his self bearing all wrong, is, as the
last line shows, now complete.

Couplet Tie: love [-ing] (10, 13)
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Say that thou didst forsake me for some fault,
And I will comment upon that offence;
Speak of my lameness, and I straight will halt,
Against thy reasons making no defence.
Thou canst not (love) disgrace me half so ill,
To set a form upon desirèd change,
As I’ll myself disgrace; knowing thy will,
I will acquaintance strangle and look strange,
Be absent from thy walks, and in my tongue
Thy sweet belovèd name no more shall dwell,
Lest I (too much profane) should do it wrong,
And haply of our old acquaintance tell.

For thee, against myself I’ll vow debate,
For I must ne’er love him whom thou dost hate.
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The doubling of 88 is continued in 89, with several words carried
over from 88 ( fault, against, love, will, acquaint, wrong). Other forms

of doubling also occur (I include antonyms): fault/offense, lame/halt, lame/
straight, disgrace/disgrace, thy will/I will, acquaintance/acquaintance, stran-
gle/strange, halt/walk[s], wrong/hap, for thee/against myself, love/hate.

Sonnet 88 had found a way to keep utterance afloat: the speaker will at
least be able to set down a story by echoing—and in fact inflating—the vi-
cious story the young man is telling about him. (The rhyme story/glory
was ironically repeated from 84.) Sonnet 89 begins with the same wish to
prolong utterance by repeating the young man’s story: “‘Say’ thus and so,
and I will ‘comment.’” But after these two transitional lines, the speaker
seems to accept a silence foretold by the phrase no defense. Strangle is
strangulated into strange, and it is asserted that in my tongue thy . . . name
no more shall dwell. As Kerrigan points out, vow debate can be nonverbal,
and here probably is.

The structure of 89 exhibits an unusual enjambment between Q2 and
Q3, when the speaker, seeing that his beloved wishes to disgrace him,
vows he will outdo his beloved in self-disgracing: “Knowing thy will, / I
will . . . look strange, / Be absent,” etc. The enumeration that begins here
halfway through line 7 occupies (in my pointing) 5½ lines, and swells to an
increased resolve. The distinct enjambment of Q2 with Q3 effectively
makes them, together, an “octave,” and we could say that this structure,
4-8-2, represents Shakespeare’s experiment with an octave of silence
bracketed, fore and aft, with the separated parts of a “sestet” of external
and internal speech (comment, debate).

The pathos of the speaker’s remarks springs from his successive fall-
back positions in the face of the young man’s unexplained withdrawal.
Say, speak of, [reveal] thy reasons, he pleads. The silence continues. He then
indirectly implores to know the will of the young man, what changed form
he envisages for their relationship, vowing that once he knows the young
man’s will, he will disgrace himself more effectively than the young man
could disgrace him. Silence still greets him. He goes his past offer one
better: he will abolish (not simply change) the relationship, a form of self-
murder, as he will strangle acquaintance and be absent. More silence. He of-
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fers up all he has left, his memories; he will not even tell of that old ac-
quaintance before it was strangled. More silence. He now realizes the
depth of the young man’s animus: the young man must hate him. What
has the speaker left to offer by way of love except a congruent self-hate,
euphemized as ne’er love. The coercive power of the young man’s contin-
ued silence motivates all the desperate stratagems of the speaker. The mi-
metic object of the sonnet is propitiatory speech as it becomes more and
more abject.

The Couplet Tie of both 88 and 89 is love, but the speaker finally in 89
admits—after the euphemisms of 88 (set me light, attainted of faults)—that
what the young man feels for him is hate. This word, hate, ushers in the
last of this group of attainder poems, 90.

Couplet Tie: love [belovèd] (5, 10, 14)
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Then hate me when thou wilt, if ever, now,
Now while the world is bent my deeds to cross,
Join with the spite of Fortune, make me bow,
And do not drop in for an after-loss.
Ah do not, when my heart hath scaped this sorrow,
Come in the rearward of a conquered woe;
Give not a windy night a rainy morrow,
To linger out a purposed overthrow.
If thou wilt leave me, do not leave me last,
When other petty griefs have done their spite,
But in the onset come; so shall I taste
At first the very worst of Fortune’s might;

And other strains of woe, which now seem woe,
Compared with loss of thee will not seem so.
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Sonnets 87–90 make up a small group which turn on the young
man’s repudiation of the speaker. The true organizer of 90 is the word

woe. Its essential graphic components, in both true and reversed order
(wo, ow), are sprinkled eleven times through the poem: now, now, world,
bow, sorrow, woe, morrow, overthrow, worst, woe, woe. Seven of the eleven
instances appear in the rhyme position, in both phonemic possibilities,
“oh” and “ow,” and the usage is thereby conspicuously foregrounded.

When Shakespeare, later in the sequence, wants to refer to the young
man’s “unkindness” related in sonnet 90, he repeats his “woe” rhymes.
(Sonnet 120 repeats exactly, in the same position, the Q1 rhyme now/bow,
of 90; it also repeats woe and sorrow (twice), and adds wounded.) The Cou-
plet Tie of 90 is woe and loss, both of them rhyme-words in the poem.

The sonnet is logically organized, it would seem, into octave and ses-
tet (an 8-6 structure) by its two “if” hypotheses: If ever, now (line 1) and If
thou wilt leave me (line 9). On the other hand, it is also rhetorically organ-
ized by its “[do] not” sequence: do not drop in, do not . . . come, give not, do
not. A set of negative injunctions (lines 4–10) is bracketed on either side by
positive injunctions: hate me, join, make me on the left, and come on the
right, suggesting a 4-6-4 structure. From another point of view, though,
the do not . . . come in the rearward of line 6 matches the in the onset come of
line 11, the climax of the poem; this suggests a 6-6-2 structure rather than
an octave/sestet structure.

However, the single most powerful organizing force in the sonnet is
the account of the wrongs suffered by the speaker up to the present.
These are “compulsively” repeated and rephrased, a sign of the speak-
er’s wounded response to the earlier indignities he has suffered from the
world. The aesthetic intent in piling up these world-inflicted indignities
is ultimately to diminish them, as the diagram demonstrates. The tiny
phrase loss of thee, when placed on the scale, so outweighs all the might and
spite on the other side, that the former indignities now not only seem petty
griefs (as they began to seem when the desertion of the young man grew
more fully imagined), but they are even denied the name of woe. There
really are not any strains of woe other than the loss of the beloved; there is
only real erotic woe, alone and huge.
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The odd move, in this socially phrased poem, is the resort to a natural
proverb: Give not a windy night a rainy morrow. This plea to the young
man seems irrelevant: What difference does it make whether his deser-
tion comes first or last? The justification for the plea, summed up in
taste/worst/first, is explained as being a Mithridates-prophylactic against
all other sufferings, and therefore as an effective obliteration of that heap
of present strains of woe. This poem is—or wishes to be—a self-destroying
artifact, in which seeming woe no longer seems so, overborne as it will be
by real woe.

The psychological effect hoped for is pity: Could anyone—the young
man especially—bear to add to the strains of woe so enumerated? The
move from reality (other strains of woe) to appearance (which now seem woe)
is followed by a move to the abolition of reality by change of appearance:
woes will not seem so (will not appear as woe), and therefore will not be
woe. The restriction of the meaning of the word woe to mean loss of thee
leaves those other strains of woe insusceptible to a category name, even one
so apologetic as petty griefs. The draining of meaning from the (usual) ap-
pearances of the word woe is enacted in the deletion of “woe-ness” phrase
by phrase in the couplet.

Couplet Tie: other (10,13)
woe [6, 13, 13] In the form of [wo-][-ow]—an
orthographic tie—see also (1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 12)
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Seeming Woe (Now) Real Woe (To Come)

world, bent to cross deeds hate
the spite of fortune
[loss] after-loss
sorrow
a conquered woe rearward [woe]
windy night rainy morrow

purposed overthrow
petty griefs last [worst] [grief ]
spite
[fortune’s might (bad)] very worst of fortune’s might
strains of woe
seem[ing woe]
[no woe] loss of thee
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Some glory in their birth, some in their skill,
Some in their wealth, some in their body’s force,
Some in their garments, though newfangled ill,
Some in their hawks and hounds, some in their horse;
And every humour hath his adjunct pleasure,
Wherein it finds a joy above the rest;
But these particulars are not my measure:
All these I better in one general best.
Thy love is better than high birth to me,
Richer than wealth, prouder than garments’ cost,
Of more delight than hawks or horses be;
And having thee, of all men’s pride I boast:

Wretched in this alone, that thou mayst take
All this away, and me most wretched make.
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Curling round on its punning fulcrum better (verb) / best
(noun) / better (adjective) in lines 8–9, this sonnet lets Q3 ostenta-

tiously repeat Q1 as particular pleasures are resumed in one general best:

some in Q1: birth; wealth; garments; hawks; horse
I in Q3: high birth; wealth; garments’ cost; hawks; horses

The positive, comparative, and superlative degrees of comparison or-
ganize this witty sonnet: the pride of other men represents the positive
degree; the surpassing of them by the speaker’s possession of the young
man’s particular qualities represents the comparative degree (better); and
the young man’s love, in itself absolute, is the general best, the superlative
degree. But there is another set of positive and superlative degrees: the
speaker is wretched now in the fear of loss, and lives in anticipation of the
superlative most wretched if love is withdrawn. The phonetic play between
richer (line 10) and wretched (lines 13–14) links the two degrees of compari-
son, positive and negative, in an alarming and foreboding way.

The Couplet Tie—all these and all this—links the positive of others
and the superlative of the speaker. From the proverbial vocabulary of con-
sumer relish (every humour hath his adjunct pleasure), the poem has passed
to its own mounting triad cost, boast, most. But instead of the climactic
most attaching itself, as we would expect, to the superlative degree of
the positive pride of cost, attended by its comparative (above the lot of
others) boast, most turns out to be—horribly—the superlative culmination
of wretched [more wretched].

The amused social observations of the speaker about the different hu-
mour[s] of human beings and his repudiation of them in favor of love is
reminiscent of the Platonic choice of the spiritual over the material; but
in choosing the erotic rather than the spiritual, the speaker leaves open
the possibility that he too has merely put on garments newfangled ill rather
than a lasting vesture. His scorn for the weakness of others in their tem-
porary “adjunct pleasures” suddenly rebounds against himself as he imag-
ines himself stripped of all this and newly wretched.

The assertion—in Elizabethan society—that thy love is better than high
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birth to me presages the fall in the couplet. High birth cannot be taken
away, but love can be. As soon as the speaker prefers the ephemeral (love)
to the inalienable (high birth), he begins to weep to have that which he
fears to lose. It is tempting to think that the lapsus linguae in the Quarto—
thy love is bitter—was a Freudian slip of Shakespeare’s own.

defective key word: all (missing in Q1, the account of some)

Couplet Tie: richer [wretched] (10, 13, 14)
all these [all this] (8, 14)
all (8, 12, 14)
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But do thy worst to steal thyself away,
For term of life thou art assurèd mine,
And life no longer than thy love will stay,
For it depends upon that love of thine.
Then need I not to fear the worst of wrongs,
When in the least of them my life hath end;
I see a better state to me belongs
Than that which on thy humour doth depend.
Thou canst not vex me with inconstant mind,
Since that my life on thy revolt doth lie:
O what a happy title do I find,
Happy to have thy love, happy to die!

But what’s so blessèd-fair that fears no blot?
Thou mayst be false, and yet I know it not.
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The threat of 91—that the young man will withdraw his love, mak-
ing the speaker most wretched—is now, by one of the most extrava-

gant volte-faces in the Sonnets, rendered impotent by the declaration that
the speaker will die at the instant of the lessening of love. Fear/fair—the
Couplet Tie—summarizes the flaw in the possession of any beauty. This
flaw is revealed only in the couplet (and expanded on in 93).

The word humour, repeated from 91 but here applied to the young
man, reveals him as one of the inconstant minds which tend towards revolts
rather than fidelities. And the superlative worst (twice used), matching
most wretched in 91, reveals that we are approaching not the general best of
possession, but the worst of wrongs, total withdrawal of love. Even the least
blot on the relation—foretelling its imminent end—will, the speaker de-
clares, end his life. The superlatives here—worst, least—betray the hys-
teria of the speaker faced with the young man’s infidelity.

The speaker’s threat of suicide (if that is what it is) is a form of emo-
tional blackmail. If it is a statement of believed physical fact (“I shall die
on the spot if you begin to love me less”), it will still serve as emotional
blackmail if it is addressed to the young man. On the other hand, many of
the sonnets of apparent direct address may be read as internal meditations
silently directed toward the image of the young man. In that case, we read
the sonnet differently, not as emotional blackmail but as a form of defen-
sive and sophistical self-persuasion. Of course, this delusion of control-
by-dying-on-the-spot collapses in the couplet, which introduces the idea
of an infidelity that is not suspected.

What causes the collapse of the “happy” delusion that the end of love
will be the end of life? It is the subterranean logical progress from the
worst of wrongs to the least of [wrongs] to the implied missing third term [no
wrongs]. But there is no human being who never commits wrongs, so pre-
sumably the young man has already committed wrongs. The perfect bet-
ter/blessèd state with no blot is—on theological grounds, even on moral
ones—unattainable.

The concatenation by which the futile self-persuasion here proceeds
is as follows: “Thou art mine for life, because life depends upon thy love; in
the least of wrongs (from you) my life ends. A state in me that depends on thy
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humor is replaced by a better state in me which does not depend on an-
other’s inconstant mind; rather, my new state is one in which my life lies on
thy revolt, and death, once that revolt occurs, will occur instantaneously.”
The speaker’s specious “happy” alternatives—a life of untroubled posses-
siveness of a blameless lover or a death at the instant of the least of
wrongs—are the content of the body of the poem, lines 2–12. The ex-
clamatory climax in the three uses of happy—O what a happy title, happy to
have, happy to die!—is linked by its use of infinitives, even if unwittingly, to
the only preceding infinitive in the poem: to fear. In this interesting reve-
lation of the persistence of memory traces in the speaker’s mind—as the
use of an infinitive brings an earlier infinitive use (line 5) to mind—we see
why fear rises to the surface in line 13. It collects around itself the two al-
literating adjectives fair and false. These connections give the couplet its
telling and convincing power to bring down the previous defensive house
of cards.

Since 92 is one of the sonnets in which the couplet is opposed to the
body of the poem (a 1-11-2) structure, it is important that the couplet be
able to bear the stress of “outweighing” something almost six times its
size. The strong religious overtones (noted by Booth) surrounding a better
state, happy, blessèd, and fair suggest that the speaker is already viewing
himself from a posthumous perspective. This perspective gives lines 11–12
their air of unreality, a willed complacency instantly undermined. The
synonymy in the couplet between blot and false probably proceeds by way
of the invisible middle term between them, fault[s]. Similarly, the word lie
is a telling reduction of life, just when love and life try to become inter-
changeable. Even the phonetic pun in “know [no] it not” suggests the slip-
periness of reasoning underlying all these slippages of language.

One would expect, finding LIFE present in Q1, Q2, and Q3, to find
it in the couplet. Its absence in lines 13–14, after its appearance in lines
2, 3, 6, and 10, means that with the suppression of love (present three
times in the body of the poem, in lines 3, 4, and 12) comes the instant
death prophesied in the sonnet. Therefore, the absence of LIFE is fore-
grounded in the couplet, which consequently shows the speaker to be
erotically “dead.”

defective key word: life (missing in C)

Couplet Tie: fear [ fair] (5, 13, 13)
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So shall I live, supposing thou art true,
Like a deceivèd husband; so love’s face
May still seem love to me, though altered new:
Thy looks with me, thy heart in other place.
For there can live no hatred in thine eye,
Therefore in that I cannot know thy change;
In many’s looks, the false heart’s history
Is writ in moods and frowns and wrinkles strange,
But heaven in thy creation did decree
That in thy face sweet love should ever dwell;
What e’er thy thoughts or thy heart’s workings be,
Thy looks should nothing thence but sweetness tell.

How like Eve’s apple doth thy beauty grow,
If thy sweet virtue answer not thy show!
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The speaker’s play on appearance and reality recalls 54 (O how much
more doth beauty beauteous seem), but we find Eve’s apple (with its

implied serpent) substituted for the deceptive canker blooms, perhaps by
transit through the canker worm. The Couplet Tie is both the phonetic
-eive/Eve [deceivèd, Eve’s] and the semantic sweet [sweetness]. The play on
Eave (Quarto spelling) is reinforced by the presence of the same letters in
heaven. The hate of 89 and 90 reappears here as hatred; the false of 92 re-
curs in 93; and the play on live and love is like that on life and love in 92.
The appearance of Eve may have been caused by the eave in heaven, or by
the thought of the tree of knowledge, itself suggested by the repetition
with reversal of no/know from 92, and by the Edenic suggestion of no blot
(� Latin macula, spot: “immaculate” � sinless, without blot).

The categories organizing the sonnet are external qualities like face,
looks, eye, beauty, show on the one hand, and internal qualities like heart,
thoughts, virtue, true on the other. Sweet love (line 10) is the ambiguous es-
sence yet to be assigned to one side or the other. Of these words, beauty,
true (truth), sweet, virtue, show, and love (as lovely) appear also in 54, rein-
forcing the connection between the two poems and perhaps anticipating
the recurrence of canker and rose in 95. But whereas 54 presented itself
as a parable about true and false roses, with a final analogizing moral
drawn between the true rose and the “virtuous” young man, this sonnet
has abandoned the flower-parable. Here, the “true” are, paradoxically,
those whose heart’s history (whether virtuous or immoral) manifests itself
on their faces. The “false” are those whose faces always look sweet, but
whose show does not correspond to their hearts. The word alter—to be-
come so important in 116—appears here in conjunction with the startling
simile of cuckoldry, like a deceivèd husband.

In deciding to live in pretense, like a deceivèd husband, the speaker con-
sents in Q1 to a permanent disjunction between looks and heart. Quatrains
2 and 3 utter a heartbroken hymn to the surpassing beauty of the young
man, which can survive even the depredations of inner falsehood. Thine
eye, thy creation, thy face are stressed contrastively against the behavior of
those ordinary many who evince their hearts’ falsity by moods and frowns
and wrinkles strange. In this sonnet, one of those structured with an “oc-
tave” in the middle (4-8-2), the deceived husband plays the role of Adam,
reaching toward a beautiful apple (a descendant of the canker bloom),
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while suspecting that its show covers not sweet virtue, but rather its oppo-
site. The word hatred conceals the word heart; or we could say the heart
has added a new ingredient, d, changing itself to hatred. Because no h-a-
t-r-e-d can live in the young man’s eye, his h-e-a-r-t cannot live in his eye
either.

The oddity of phrasing in line 14 of the couplet needs remarking. A
more logical way of putting it would be, “If a sweet virtue” or “If some
sweet virtue.” The predication “thy sweet virtue” is a tenuous remnant of
the asseveration in the couplet of 54 that the youth is beauteous and lovely,
possessed of truth.

The speaker’s acceptance here of the habit of suffering—after the spe-
cious declaration in 92 that life would end on the spot once falsehood was
suspected—is the most painful aspect of the poem. The prediction So shall
I live, supposing and the habitual present tense of “how . . . doth thy beauty
grow” consort with the hymn to the young man’s face as proof that the
speaker is still caught in the toils of a beauty so powerful that alone it cre-
ates love.

The aesthetic disgust exhibited in the phrase moods and frowns and
wrinkles strange partially explains the love-stricken tone of the hymn to
the young man’s face, a face which tells, always, only, nothing . . . but sweet-
ness, making it the idol of every lover of beauty.

Since the original organization of the poem operated from a single
disjunction, that between the young man’s looks (appearance) and his heart
(feelings), the late introduction of the young man’s mind (“thy thoughts”)
needs some explanation. With the introduction of thoughts, a more con-
sidered realm is brought into play. Since sins of the intellect are ranked by
moralists as more serious than sins of the flesh, the young man’s vices
are—being lodged in his thoughts and not only in his heart—shown to be
habitual and conscious rather than impulsive and fleeting.

The rhyme change and strange is repeated from 89, the sonnet of the
young man’s hate. This poem offers another case of foregrounded ab-
sence, another defective key word set, looks/heart. This
pair, present as the violated ideal in Q1, Q2, and Q3, disappear when the
speaker gives up, in the couplet, the hope that looks and heart will
match.

defective key words: looks, heart (missing in C)

Couplet Tie: sweet (10, 12, 14)
dec-eiv-èd [Eve] (2, 13)
and perhaps an orthographic tie,
[h]eave[n] Eave (Quarto spelling) (9, 13)
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They that have pow’r to hurt, and will do none,
That do not do the thing they most do show,
Who, moving others, are themselves as stone,
Unmovèd, cold, and to temptation slow—
They rightly do inherit heaven’s graces,
And husband nature’s riches from expense;
They are the lords and owners of their faces,
Others but stewards of their excellence.
The summer’s flow’r is to the summer sweet,
Though to itself it only live and die,
But if that flow’r with base infection meet,
The basest weed outbraves his dignity:

For sweetest things turn sourest by their deeds;
Lilies that fester smell far worse than weeds.
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This powerful and much-commented-upon poem, turning oddly
from pow’r to flow’r (lines 1, 9), is remarkable for its structural ex-

periment, by which Shakespeare “splits” the couplet into two separate
lines, each of which gives closure to a different segment of the poem. Line
13 sums up the human octave of pow’r, which turns on the word do and its
derivative deeds; line 14 sums up the following vegetative quatrain of flow’r,
which turns on a botanical hierarchy of weeds and their vegetative superi-
ors (in general, flowers, specifically lilies). The sonnet thus contains two
mini-poems, represented by the several elements of the Couplet Tie: do
[deeds] and thing [-s] for the first, human mini-poem; weed [-s] for the sec-
ond, vegetative one; and sweet[-est] as the ambiguous Couplet Tie belong-
ing to both mini-poems, linking people and flowers.

Octave: Social Realm (pow’r) Q3: Vegetable Kingdom ( flow’r)

line 1: pow’r, do line 9: flow’r, sweet
line 2: do, do, thing, do line 11: flow’r
line 5: do line 12: weed

½ Couplet: Social Realm ½ Couplet: Vegetable Kingdom

line 13: sweetest things turn sourest
by their deeds

line 14: lilies that fester smell far
worse than weeds

This is, so far as I can tell, the only experiment with a split couplet in
the sequence. It will be seen that sweet [sweetest] is the only word that
“crosses” from the “flower side” (right, line 9) to the “power side” (left,
line 13), though things is so vague it too belongs implicitly to both.

The split couplet, and the remarkable and unforeseen substitution in
Q3 of the vegetable kingdom for the social realm described in the octave,
suggest something intractable and insoluble about the argument as it is
first formulated. Although the ideal of mutuality is the one that informs
the sonnets, mutual render, only me for thee (125), an aristocratic social or-
der is based not upon mutuality but upon a system of asymmetrical rela-
tions. If one expects mutual render from an aristocrat, one will be disap-
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pointed. An aristocrat takes, but does not give. Should we resent this?
After all, the speaker muses, there are many things in the natural order
from which we expect no consideration of our wishes or needs—e.g., a
flower. We benefit from the summer flower’s mere existence, and we do
not reproach it for its self-directed life. Perhaps (the speaker thinks) that
is how he should regard the aristocratic young man: as a beautiful object,
indifferent to others, in whose presence the lover should bask without any
expectation of its paying attention to him.

Some such train of “logic” lies behind the poem, which is, like 129, an
impersonal sonnet. The mask of impersonality is always assumed for a
reason—at least in a sequence so determined to use personal pronouns
throughout. Because the young man’s ill deeds are as yet concealed (they
will erupt as vices in 95), he seems on the surface irreproachable. There-
fore, the first generalized description of people resembling him can offer
only the reproach of the asymmetrical absence of mutuality: moving oth-
ers, they are themselves unmoved; they are lords, others but stewards.
The description can also point out a discrepancy between appearance and
action: they do not do the thing they most do show. Linked to 93 by face and
show and sweet, heaven, husband, and live, 94 puts these words into question
afresh.

The reproach implicit in the simile of stone and the adjective cold yields
to the kinder metaphor of the flow’r by a process of thought in the speaker
not overtly revealed. The suspicion of vice in the young man by others,
who to his fair flower add the rank smell of weeds (69), recurs here, but the
metaphor of the flower is put to different use. The rhyme deeds/weeds has
been revived from 69, but is here more deliberately organized. The rapid
degeneracy of flow’r, fester, smell, and weeds proves that the qualification to
temptation slow is disbelieved even as it is uttered.

The mixed feelings toward the unnamed powerful they that have
power to hurt press for resolution. Are they good (they are apparently fa-
vored by heaven and responsible to nature, as well as sparing of their
power) or are they bad (in their deceptive appearance, their coldness, and
their immobility)? Balked on this level, the speaker attempts to shift the
venue of description, and brings forward a new hypothesis: How would I
feel (speculates the speaker) if he really were (as I have already named him
in 69) a flower? By this move, the speaker makes a bid to take metaphor as
the literal truth. If the young man is a flower, then how would one feel
about his indifference?

Most of the putatively admirable qualities mentioned in the oc-
tave—discretion in the exercise of power, resistance to temptation, frugal-
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ity in the expenditure of nature’s riches—drop away, in Q3, as irrelevant.
The only qualities persisting into the quatrain of the flower are heaven’s
graces and self-possession, proving those to be the crucial qualities the
speaker cannot bear to be without. The flower, wholly the owner of its
face, living and dying only to itself, is nonetheless a balm to those moved
others (here generalized into the season, the summer) surrounding it.

The speaker’s powerful set of mixed responses to the beautiful but in-
different young man has led to a self-protective retreat from the social to
the vegetative realm—to the invention of the flower and its adoring sum-
mer. But contaminating that idyllic scene—drawn from the lilies of the
field of Jesus’ parable—is the repressed suspicion of 93, that the infection
of the flower has already taken place. By phrasing this intuition as a hy-
pothesis (“But if that flow’r”), the speaker attempts to preserve his sweet
flower, and to blame, in the event his suspicions prove true, the flower’s
corruption on a meeting with base infection, the villain of the piece. The
speaker admits that he himself is a base weed by comparison to his aloof
flow’r; but even if he should be the basest weed, he would be higher in the
order of vegetation than an infected flower. There is a retort to the young
man here embedded in the word outbraves: “You have in the past scorned
me (perhaps defensibly); but if you have now sinned, your sweetness is
lost, and I outrank you in dignity.” The double superlatives predicated of
things (sweetest, sourest) act out the proverbial corruption of the best into
the worst, and connect semantically and phonetically the sour (formerly
sweet) flow’r to the pow’r of the octave. The concluding proverb reveal-
ingly leaves out any mention at all of base infection: lilies can fester (in the
sense of “decay”) all by themselves. The retaliatory overturning of normal
vegetative hierarchy in the last line is connected to outbraves in Q3, while
the lingering look at deeds in the penultimate line connects its sweetest
things—a last nostalgia—to the undone “shown” thing which now—un-
specified—must have been done. (Cf. Othello, to “do the deed of dark-
ness.”)

The shift from pow’r to the alternate venue of flower-metaphor has
been proved unavailing: both “lines of thought,” the social one and the
flower one, have ended up in the same place, a place where no excuses for
the young man persist. By deeds, things have become sour, and festering
flowers smell worse than the weeds around them. With the failure of 94’s
hopeful diversion into organic metaphor, the accusations suppressed in 93
and 94 can burst out in full cry in 95: O what a mansion have those vices got /
Which for their habitation chose out thee! The fiction of the external villain
that chose out and corrupted the young man is hard to maintain, but still
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clings in 95. The sternness of tone in 94—a tone not of infatuation but of
social reproof and moral authority—grows in the sequence from its ori-
gins in such poems as 66 through its exertions in 94 on to such famous
sonnets as 116, 124, and 129.

defective key word: do [deeds] (missing in Q3, the flower
quatrain)

Couplet Tie: do [deeds] (1, 2, 2, 2, 5, 13)
thing [-s] (2, 13)
sweet [-est] (9, 13)
weed [-s] (12, 14)
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How sweet and lovely dost thou make the shame
Which, like a canker in the fragrant rose,
Doth spot the beauty of thy budding name!
O in what sweets dost thou thy sins inclose!
That tongue that tells the story of thy days
(Making lascivious comments on thy sport)
Cannot dispraise but in a kind of praise;
Naming thy name blesses an ill report.
O what a mansion have those vices got
Which for their habitation chose out thee,
Where beauty’s veil doth cover every blot,
And all things turns to fair that eyes can see!

Take heed (dear heart) of this large privilege:
The hardest knife ill used doth lose his edge.
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H idden evils, full or partial, here carry out the theme of concealed
vices. The two graphemes of evil—the ev (Eve) part and the il (ill)

part—keep cropping up, as do its four component letters: lovely,
lascivious, ill, vices, vaile (Quarto spelling), cover, every, privilege, ill, (and
perhaps knife ill ). In the couplet of 40, lascivious was paired with ill and
kill, and prefaced by receivest and deceivest, keeping “evil” sounds in view.
The same sort of play on evil will also occur in 121 (’Tis better to be vile than
vile esteemed) where the words in question embodying either the il or the
ev motif, or both, include the evil-vile anagram, receive, sportive, level, bevel,
ill, wills, frailties, and frailer.

The imaginative strategy of 95, often recommended in sermons—to
hate the sin and love the sinner—is here extended to a blasphemous eroti-
cism and aestheticism. The disharmony between show and substance is
complete, and in the several exclamations of dismay within the poem,
various displacements of guilt from the young man to something else—to
a shame, a canker, a spot, a blot, a set of vices—are brought forward in
company with the more directly accusatory thy sins and thy sport.

The octave concerns the young man’s name (the word is thrice re-
peated), while Q3 emphasizes his physical beauty. Q1 and Q3 are helplessly
exclamatory: How sweet and lovely! O in what sweets! O what a mansion! The
problem of this sonnet resides in the couplet. It is clear that privilege ap-
pears in the couplet as the overlapping embodiment of [ivil] [vile], and
that ill reinforces the letters shared by evil and vile. And the juxtaposi-
tion of heart and hard[est] concocts perhaps the underlying phrase hard-
hearted. The identical spelling of knife edge and priviledge in the Quarto
suggests that a privy edge, as well as a private law, privy-lege (lex, legis), is
in question (Booth, quoting Lanchy, notes the phallic implication of the
knife).

The theme of 95 is the hiddenness of vice: the canker in the rose, the
spot in the bud, the sins in the sweets, the vices in the mansion, the blot in
the beauty. The Couplet Tie ill (and lose if one counts the lose in inclose)
points out one (or two) hidden syllables to look for, to which I have added
ev/iv. Vices in a mansion may call up vices in a man, and the habitation,
as Booth notes, can enclose a habit; edge is enclosed in priviledge (Quarto
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spelling), praise in dispraise, and name in naming. In is even redundantly
present: “O in what sweets dost thou thy sins inclose!” This habit of en-
closure suggests that an outer skin, peeled off, shows something under-
neath; when priviledge loses his edge, what is left is no longer private, or
privy, but seen. Blots and spots will show; with sweets stripped away, sins
show through.

What is interesting about the structure of the poem is the interruption
of the speaker’s helpless exclamations of wonder and dismay in Q1 and Q3
with the small narrative of Q2, which concerns the gossip about the young
man’s sport. This narrative clarifies words that precede and follow it like
shame and eyes, revealing that the speaker’s final warning concerns not
only the young man’s vices, but also the public knowledge of them. The
paradox by which an ill report is blessed if it contains the young man’s
name, and dispraise is covered by praise, duplicates the young man’s eerie
power to veil every blot (resurrected from 92) with beauty. The continual
tropes of enclosure—orthographic and metaphorical and epideictic—act
out the persistent theme of cover-up.

Line 12 reads oddly until one realizes that the subject of turns (sin-
gular) is beauty’s veil; “properly” rearranged, lines 11–12 would say:

[Where beauty’s veil doth cover every blot,
And turns all things to fair that eyes can see!]

The awkward (and misleading) pre-positioning of the direct object all
things has been done, we realize with hindsight, in order to make this
two-line summary a chiastic one:

To achieve chiasmus—the signal that the speaker has passed from narra-
tion to analysis—Shakespeare is even willing to subvert “readable” syntax.

Couplet Tie: lose [inc-lose] (4, 14)
ill (8, 14), and perhaps priv-il-ege (13)
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Some say thy fault is youth, some wantonness,
Some say thy grace is youth and gentle sport;
Both grace and faults are loved of more and less:
Thou mak’st faults graces that to thee resort.
As on the finger of a thronèd queen
The basest jewel will be well esteemed,
So are those errors that in thee are seen
To truths translated, and for true things deemed.
How many lambs might the stern wolf betray,
If like a lamb he could his looks translate!
How many gazers mightst thou lead away,
If thou wouldst use the strength of all thy state!

But do not so; I love thee in such sort,
As thou being mine, mine is thy good report.
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The couplet which 96 shares with 36 seems in 36 to follow logically
from the body of the sonnet. It fits 96 less well, especially since it re-

peats the rhyme in -ort used in Q1 of 96. (Kerrigan points out that 36 and
96 both close groups critical of the young man, and that the couplet-
repetition might therefore be meaningful.) The gossip about the young
man’s faults mentioned in 95 is here inquired into not from the point of
view of the young man’s reputation, but from the point of view of the
lambs who admire this wolf. The comparisons appearing in Q2 and Q3
epitomize the speaker’s own conflict about the young man: Is he a thronèd
queen or a stern wolf? Is his baseness an extrinsic addition, like a queen’s
ring, or an intrinsic viciousness, like that of the wolf in lamb’s clothing?
The verbal link between these two comparisons—queen and wolf—is the
word translate (lines 8, 10), a Latin version (trans-ferre) of the Greek meta-
pherein, to carry across, whence translation � metaphor. We need to re-
late these quatrains to each other and to the one which introduces them,
as well as to see what Shakespeare may be implying about metaphor itself.

The first quatrain, using the sleight-of-hand by which two things
equal to the same thing are equal to each other, makes (by the middle
term youth) faults into graces, as their gradual physical rapprochement in the
quatrain makes clear. Line 1 contains fault and youth, line 2 grace and
youth, line 3 grace and faults, and line 4 faults graces. Shakespeare’s punning
(“Thou mak’st false [those] graces that to thee resort”) suggests the evapo-
ration of (true) graces in the presence of such faults. Because all classes
(more and less) love the young man, line 4 might insinuate not only that he
turns faults in himself into graces, but also that all those graces (in others)
that resort to him are thereby converted into faults.

In Q1, the errors of those who (like the speaker in line 4) interpret
faults as graces are merely indulgent social and aesthetic mistakes. But in
Q2 the errors concerning the base jewel take on a more intellectual tinge
within the word cluster esteemed, errors, truths, true, translate, and deemed.
Then in Q3 we pass from the intellectual to the moral, in the context
of betray and lead away; the errors of the lambs become mortally danger-
ous to them. In the back-and-forth between reference to others and ad-
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dress to the young man—some say and thou mak’st (Q1), the queen and er-
rors . . . in thee (Q2), the wolf and mightst thou (Q3)—one can perceive an
instructional aim, in which the speaker, warning the young man, thrice il-
luminates text by gloss. Yet the “instructor” has not admitted his own
complicity-by-obfuscation in the young man’s deception: the curious pre-
dominance of the passive voice—are loved, will be well esteemed, are seen,
[are] translated, [are] deemed—suggests that a euphemizing vagueness is
covering the speaker’s participation in these errors of perception and
judgment. (Later, in 114, a truer outburst suggests that the young man is a
poisoned cup, and the active voice will be used by the speaker, indicting
aspects of himself: “If it be poisoned, ’tis the lesser sin / That mine eye loves
it and doth first begin.”)

It is the discrepancy in 96 between the speaker’s wish to impart moral
instruction by exempla and his refusal to repudiate the company of the
sinner that causes the uneasiness of the exhortations. The Couplet Tie,
love and sort [re-sort] is for once uninformative, except that it calls atten-
tion to the unusual repetition of a Q1 rhyme-sound in the couplet. One
should notice how an emphasis on seeing (the vehicle of aesthetic decep-
tion), in the words seen, looks, and gazers, unites the affective, aesthetic, in-
tellectual, and moral errors of the body of the poem.

The concern with metaphor in the sonnet is evoked by the initial be-
wilderment of the speaker with respect to substance and accident. A fault
is a rift in substance; a grace (as used here) is an ornament of the surface.
The buzz of social commentary about the young man centers first on
what is wrong with him: some say he is simply immature, some say he is
wanton. If the first judgment is correct, the fault is temporary and repara-
ble; but if the second is correct, the fault is dangerous. The second camp
of gossipers say the young man’s impulsiveness is charming and his ac-
tions playful; they speak of appearance (grace) rather than substance. It is
left to the speaker to decide whether the qualities visible in the overlap-
ping category (youth) are substantial or accidental, charming or degener-
ate. So far, the question raised is a logical one of the proper ascription of
qualities to essence; but the case is immediately complicated by the intro-
duction of emotion. We suspect that the love streaming toward the young
man from all is an illusion projected, by the speaker, from his own hapless
infatuation. Because love enters the equation, substance and accident be-
gin to be indistinguishable, but only in one direction: the young man
makes (substantial) faults into (superficial) graces. The converse—that he
makes graces into faults, which may be only too true—is carefully not
said.
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The odd and unexpected introduction of the ornamental queen re-
verses the speaker’s suspicion that the young man’s substance is fault, or-
namented with graces. The queen is a respectable queen, whose essence is
unimpugnable; but her ornament is contemptible, both in itself and in its
effect. One might say that analogically the queen represents estimable
matter adorned with debased tropes. The underlying question is why the
queen would lend herself to such a hoodwinking of her subjects, who
think her ring valuable only because it is on her finger. If metaphor is the
dulce to the utile, why should the utile need it at all, especially if its effect is
a contemptible one?

The wolf examines, analogically, a second possibility of style. The
matter may be base, and capable of betraying the innocent: Is the use of
metaphor to gild, say, sexual seduction any recommendation for meta-
phor? Are in fact tropes—adornments, garments, things transferred onto
an underlying body (of fact or of idea)—necessary at all? If bad, like the
queen’s ring, they may degrade virtue; if attractive, they may adorn vice.
The speaker offers no counterexamples—of good tropes exalting virtue
(the true ring on a true sovereign), of good tropes exposing vice (the child
exposing the emperor’s new clothes). It is preferable, according to this
speaker, that the queen be ringless and the wolf naked. In pleading with
the young man not to use the strength of all [his] state, the narrator equates
the errors . . . seen in the young man with the later-mentioned lamblike
looks, confusing once again faults and graces, and making them both into
forms of strength over others.

Transparent selfhood—in which the queen displays nothing unsuited
to her dignity, and the wolf is always visibly a wolf—is both a utopian
moral wish and an indictment of rhetoric, especially of tropes. It is not
a position that Shakespeare can defend for long, and the awkwardness
of the two metaphors for the young man—queen and wolf—reveals the
speaker’s unease. The nontroped account of the young man attempted in
84—You alone are you—coupled with a nonrhetorical poetics of praise, led
to the necessity of silence on the poet’s part in 85, broken by the re-
proaches of betrayal in subsequent sonnets. If unitary selfhood cannot be
predicated of another, Shakespeare reflects, it can perhaps be predicated
of oneself. The defense of a unitary and non-aspectual and non-troped
selfhood is carried to its utmost extreme in 121 (’Tis better to be vile than
vile esteemed), which, like 96, concentrates on the estimation of others. No,
I am that I am is the speaker’s defiant response there; but that response ne-
cessitates the withdrawal from the social world of estimation and suspéct
(70) into the solitude of 123 and 124, together with the scornful dismissal
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of that last estimator, the suborned informer of 125. In the solitary unity of
the speaker, he is transparent to himself, and can go ringless and gar-
mentless; but the social world generates ornamental rhetoric and tropes
embroidering suspicion as readily as it generates rings on queens and
sheep’s clothing on wolves.

Couplet Tie: love [-d], 3, 13
sort [re-sort], 4, 13 [cf. sport/resort (Q1) with sort/resort

(C)]
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How like a winter hath my absence been
From thee, the pleasure of the fleeting year!
What freezings have I felt, what dark days seen!
What old December’s bareness every where!
And yet this time removed was summer’s time,
The teeming autumn big with rich increase,
Bearing the wanton burthen of the prime,
Like widowed wombs after their lords’ decease:
Yet this abundant issue seem’d to me
But hope of orphans, and unfathered fruit,
For summer and his pleasures wait on thee,
And thou away, the very birds are mute;

Or if they sing, ’tis with so dull a cheer
That leaves look pale, dreading the winter’s near.
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K eats remembered 97 so well that he transmuted it into his ode
“To Autumn.” Its intransigent modeling of the relation between

imagined/perceived reality and factual reality has made it famous. A fac-
tually “normal” rendition of its content would read, “I was absent from
you in the summer; yet it seemed like winter.” In fact, such a model of fac-
tual reality followed by imagined reality is indeed offered by Q2. But the
model offered by Q1 privileges imaginative reality, which precedes, in
the unrolling of the poem, factual reality—a topsy-turvy beginning. Q2,
therefore, with its corrective “and yet” plays the pivotal role between two
models of reality construction—an earlier one (Q1) in which imagination
thrusts itself forward first and governs perception; and a later one (Q3) in
which imagination rises, in a second correction, to correct the previously
asserted reality of Q2. This accounts for the two adversative yet’s (lines 5
and 9), the first “correcting” Q1, the second “correcting” the corrective
Q2. The mind of the speaker is thus shown by Q3 to be dissatisfied with
both earlier models of “reality,” the “imagined” one of Q1 and the “fac-
tual” one of Q2. The Couplet Tie winter exhibits this nakedly: in its first
appearance (line 1) the word refers to “imagined winter,” but in line 14 it
refers to “factual winter.”

Within these quatrains, the references to reality and appearance are
willfully confused. The sentence “What freezings have I felt, what dark
days seen!” though factually phrased, refers only to imagined reality. And
the most reliably factual statement is itself doubly referent to two seasons
at once: this time . . . was summer’s time, / the teeming autumn. In no time,
this “fact” embroiders itself into the fantastic simile making autumn into a
widow bearing posthumous children to a dead father. (Shakespeare is
drawing on the old generation-myth of “mother earth” impregnated by
the sun, her “paramour,” as Milton will say in the Nativity Ode.)

The statement about mute birds, too, presents itself as bare fact: thou
away, the very birds are mute. But by now, the mind of the speaker is suspi-
cious of what it perceives as “reality”—and the “reality” of mute birds
(which we know to be factually false in summertime) is corrected by a
“truer reality,” the factual dull cheer of the birds, which is itself immedi-
ately sicklied o’er by the imagined reality of a sudden ghastly pallor in the
leaves. The sonnet’s instabilities of reference, meaning, perception, and
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factuality are put into relief by the phonetic pun on bare/bear, which is
used to mean both the barren (bareness, line 4) and the fruitful (bearing,
line 7). The phrase bareness every where is repeated from sonnet 5, just as
the phrase widowed wombs after their lords’ decease harks back to sonnet 9:
Every private widow well may keep, / By children’s eyes, her husband’s shape in
mind.

Because one rhyme-sound of Q1 (year/where) is repeated in the cou-
plet (cheer/near), and because the winter of line 1 is repeated in line 14, the
sonnet seems to come full circle: the cycle whereby imagined appearance
replaces evidential reality is ready to begin once again. Shakespeare’s dis-
covery that the mind can entertain mutually incompatible models—“It is
winter, yet it is summer”; “It is summer, yet it is autumn” (or “I am a ruin;
I am a glowing” in 73)—is his richest invention with respect to the con-
struction of subjectivity. And the rapidity of these changes—“the very
birds are mute, / Or if they sing”—argues for the mind as a place of rapid
vacillation, oscillation, and self-correction.

The repeated subversion of any pleasure—as teeming and rich yield to
widowed wombs and decease, as abundant issue becomes orphans and unfa-
thered fruit, as singing turns to dull cheer—suggests the final power of the
imagination over what might be called objective reality. The power of
feeling over perception also puts the very notion of “objective reality”
into question, since what the speaker (in reality) feels is freezings, what he
(in reality) sees are dark days. In spite of his attempt to be factual in re-
sorting to phrases such as like or seemed to me, a moment later the birds are
mute, and the leaves look pale. The final perceived reality is a dull cheer
which, though asserted as true, immediately provokes the little playlet of
imaginative pathos as the leaves grow pale with dread. The tautology by
which “summer and his pleasures wait on thee, . . . the pleasure of the . . .
year” shows the impossibility of escaping from the cycle of perception-
controlled-by-imagination into the cycle of seasonal factuality.

Though there have been earlier sonnets (e.g., 73) where a later quat-
rain corrected an earlier one, this is the first in which Shakespeare at-
tempts double corrections, as Q2 corrects Q1, and Q3 corrects Q2, return-
ing us to the stance of Q1 again. Such cycles demonstrate that for the
mind there is no eventual point of rest, since mental frames, driven by
feeling, are engaged in continual corrective replacement of each other.
This replacement can be cyclical (as suggested here and in 129, where by
the end a given process is about to repeat itself ) or linear (as in 73, where a
final emotionally satisfying resting-place is achieved).

Couplet Tie: winter [’-s] (1, 14)
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From you have I been absent in the spring,
When proud-pied April (dressed in all his trim)
Hath put a spirit of youth in every thing,
That heavy Saturn laughed and leapt with him.
Yet nor the lays of birds, nor the sweet smell
Of different flowers in odour and in hue,
Could make me any summer’s story tell,
Or from their proud lap pluck them where they grew:
Nor did I wonder at the lily’s white,
Nor praise the deep vermilion in the rose;
They were but sweet, but figures of delight,
Drawn after you, you pattern of all those.

Yet seemed it winter still, and, you away,
As with your shadow I with these did play.
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This seems a simpler version of 97, exhibiting the same summer,
seemed, winter, and away, and exhibiting as well two comparable ad-

versative yet’s, one at the beginning of Q2, the other at the beginning of
the couplet. It is tempting to think that 98—with only one self-reversal,
despite its two adversatives—was written first, and that 97 represents a
more complicated evolution of the theme. The proud lap of 98 represents
an earlier stage of the widowed wombs, and the undifferentiated lays of birds
seem a simpler version of the mute / sing / dull cheer of 97.

Though even heavy Saturn has been persuaded by April to laugh and
leap, the gloomy speaker has not; and the persuasions of birds and flowers
in Q2 are no more successful than those of proud-pied April in Q1. As C. L.
Barber remarks in his edition of the Sonnets, it is implied in Q3 that the
speaker’s normal response would have been to wonder at the lily’s white, to
praise . . . the rose; therefore we conclude that his faculty of admiration has
been drawn away from shows and figures to be absorbed by the true pat-
tern of delight, the young man. In spite of the preceding refusals to be at-
tentive enough to birds and flowers to laugh or leap or wonder or praise, the
speaker concedes that he did play with all these flowers, as representations
(shadows) of the young man. We are not told here of what the play con-
sisted, but we are about to see an example of it in 99. What we do know is
that p-lay is a compound by which the lay of a bird has been prefaced by
the consonant (p) associated throughout the sonnet with the young man
and the season, and visible in proud-pied, April, spirit, leapt, proud lap pluck,
praise, deep, pattern, and play. (This erotic use of p will reach its phallic
apogee in 151, where it mutates into cynicism.)

Shakespeare has tended to ban mythology from his Sonnets; in fact,
his avoidance of myth is one of his chief corrections of the continental
sonnet. The rarity of an appearance of a mythological or astronomical
figure suggests we should take Saturn within the context of psychology, as
representing the heavy Saturnine temperament. Lap, play, and leapt were
probably generated from April. The pattern by which the mind is led
from the opposed genii of the place (April and Saturn) to earth (birds and
flowers) and thence to a focus on two single flowers (lily, rose) represents
Shakespeare’s frequent narrowing and focusing of the poetic gaze. The
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key word and Couplet Tie is you [youth] [hue], emphasized by the
repetition in you, you (line 12) and by the pattern from you . . . after you . . .
you away.

Structurally 98 (showing a 4-6-2-2 pattern) suggests that Shakespeare
is trying out a double-couplet structure. The poem could in fact end,
logically, with its coupletlike summing up in lines 11–12. Instead, it tacks
on a “second” couplet, lines 13–14, introducing the perceptual contradic-
tion summer/winter of which 97 makes so much. The couplet, however,
surprises us by negating all the former negations: the speaker did in fact
“play” with all of spring’s manifestations. We “believe” the couplet be-
cause we have seen the speaker betrayed into a moment of sensual delight;
even as he declares he did not praise the deep vermilion in the rose, he is
noticing it with relish.

key word: you [youth] (Q1); hue (Q2); you (Q3, C)

Couplet Tie: you [youth] [hue] (1, 3, 6, 12, 12, 13)
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The forward violet thus did I chide:
“Sweet thief, whence didst thou steal thy sweet that smells,
If not from my love’s breath? The purple pride
Which on thy soft cheek for complexion dwells
In my love’s veins thou hast too grossly dyed.”
The lily I condemnèd for thy hand,
And buds of marjoram had stol’n thy hair;
The roses fearfully on thorns did stand,
One blushing shame, another white despair;
A third, nor red nor white, had stol’n of both,
And to his robb’ry had annexed thy breath,
But for his theft, in pride of all his growth
A vengeful canker eat him up to death.

More flowers I noted, yet I none could see
But sweet or colour it had stol’n from thee.
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The first “quatrain” of 99 has five lines, rhyming ababa. The first line
serves as an introduction to both (a) the directly quoted chiding

(lines 2–5) administered to the precocious violet; and (b) to the indirectly
reported subsequent chiding (lines 6–7) of the lily and marjoram, intro-
ducing Q2. The second chiding reveals to us that the poem, rather than
being solely the narrative it first appeared to be as it referred to the be-
loved in the third person (my love’s breath), is in fact an address to the be-
loved (thy hand . . . thy hair). At the same time, the narrative component is
maintained even in the second-person address as a concatenation of sev-
eral myths of origin (comparable to that in 20 explaining the paradoxically
androgynous nature of the young man).

The several myths of origin here are partly grouped around two ques-
tions: How did certain plants get their sweet odor? How did certain flow-
ers get their colour? The couplet summarizes the results of the mock-
investigation: all the flowers stole their attributes, “sweet or colour,” from
some aspect of the beloved. The chiastic treatment in 99 of “different
flowers in odour and in hue” (as 98 had called them) makes clear that the
relation of buds of marjoram to the beloved’s hair (debated by various edi-
tors, cf. the Variorum and Kerrigan) is exclusively one of odour (not, as
Kerrigan suggests, one of “fairness” and “thickness of growth”). A neatly
symmetrical chiasmus occupies lines 2–7:

A. odor: violet’s sweet . . . that smells love’s [sweet] breath
B. hue: violet’s purple . . . complexion love’s veins
B. hue: lily’s [white] [love’s] hand
A. odor: marjoram’s [fragrance] [love’s] hair

After this six-line odor-plus-hue chiasmus on the violet, the lily, and
marjoram, Shakespeare writes a six-line excursus on the hue of roses, con-
taining two myths of explanation: How did the roses acquire their sepa-
rate colors (red, white, or particolored)? And why has the particolored
rose alone died? The speaker tells the young man that the roses stand-
ing fearfully on their thorns have taken on their color either from shame
(red) or despair (white)—with an extended courtesy-meaning of blushing to
cover all acquisitions of emotional color. The shame and despair, if we
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follow the logic of the poem, arise in the roses because they fear to be
condemned as thieves by the speaker, since they, like the lily, have stolen
their colour from the young man’s red and white.

It is at this point, where Shakespeare has apparently abandoned odour
in favor of hue, that odour returns with a vengeance. The wicked particol-
ored rose had not only stolen both red and white, combining them, but
had also, like the forward violet, stolen a sweet odor from the breath of the
young man. The lily and marjoram have committed only one robbery, ei-
ther of color (lily) or of fragrance (marjoram), and the violet has stolen
only a single color (purple) and a single odor (sweet that smells.) But the
particolored rose, the chief villain, has stolen one odor and two colors.
His pride (line 12) in his threefold theft, verbally linked to the purple pride
(line 3) of the violet drawn from the young man’s veins, has caused the
particolored rose, unlike the other lesser criminals, to be eat[en] up to death
by the worm. (I retain the Quarto spelling eat for “ate” because of its
graphic overlay with death.) This warning to the young man—that the
pride gained by means of greed and thievery leads to fear, shame, and de-
spair, and ultimately to death by worms—presages 146:

Why so large cost, having so short a lease,
Dost thou upon thy fading mansion spend?
Shall worms, inheritors of this excess,
Eat up thy charge? Is this thy body’s end?

In spite of these warning undertones, 99 returns demurely to the con-
ventions of compliment in its close. It touches, however, a series of explo-
sive feelings, expressed by too grossly of Q1, by condemnèd of Q2, by the
pride of Q1 and Q3, by the chiding of thieves, and by the myths of stealing
and vengeful death. The robbery and stealing are shared with 79 (he robs
thee of . . . he stole that word), and perhaps the flowers here resemble
the poems (poetry/poesy/posy) of the rival poet, ornamented with rhe-
torical colors not their own. The short life of the mixed two-color sweet-
smelling particolored rose is summed up by the allegorizing end-words of
its quatrain: both, breath, growth, death; and seeing this, we may be encour-
aged to read a punning sense as well into the end-words of the violet’s
quatrain: smells, pride, dwells, died (Quarto spelling). There is reason for
the roses to stand fearfully, given nature’s vengeance on theft.

However, as the pervasive key word (steal/stol’n) suggests,
there are no noncriminals in the world of 99, and so the couplet serves as a
general exoneration: since all are guilty, none is. The implied beauty and
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virtue of the beloved are acted out in terms of the beauty and fragrance of
flowers, but as the playful speech-acts of chiding and condemning give
way to the terminated life of the unhappy triply-thievish rose, a sinis-
ter suggestion of thieves stealing too many of the young man’s beauties
creeps in, not to be entirely dismissed by the placating couplet. From now
on in the sequence, Shakespeare writes a narrative of self-blame rather
than blame of the beloved. The experiment with a sonnet of fifteen lines
is not repeated.

key word: steal [stol’n]

Couplet Tie: sweet (2, 15)
steal [stol’n] (2, 7, 10, 15)
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Where art thou, Muse, that thou forget’st so long
To speak of that which gives thee all thy might?
Spend’st thou thy fury on some worthless song,
Dark’ning thy pow’r to lend base subjects light?
Return, forgetful Muse, and straight redeem
In gentle numbers time so idly spent;
Sing to the ear that doth thy lays esteem,
And gives thy pen both skill and argument.
Rise, resty Muse, my love’s sweet face survey,
If Time have any wrinkle graven there;
If any, be a satire to decay,
And make Time’s spoils despisèd every where.

Give my love fame faster than Time wastes life;
So thou prevent’st his scythe and crookèd knife.
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The Muse of 79 reappears here in a group of sonnets—100, 101, 103;
her sins increase as the poems succeed each other. In 100, she is ad-

dressed as the forgetful Muse; in 101 as the truant, neglectful, and silent
Muse; and in 103 as an impoverished and marring Muse. However, at first
her case is not hopeless: she is adjured in the first two sonnets to im-
prove her performance. The third sonnet, by contrast, is addressed to the
friend, and apparently gives up on versing altogether. All of these sonnets
represent the displacement of the poet’s anxiety of performance onto his
surrogate the Muse.

Sonnet 100 is organized by the various capacities of the Muse: she can
speak of a subject; sing to an audience; survey a visual object; be a satire to a
disagreeable event; and give fame. Sonnet 100 is almost a paradigmatic
case of the poem produced by schematic “invention,” itself stimulated by
going through the familar logical “places” of speak: to whom, of what, in
what manner, to what end, etc. The poem (after the opening reproachful
question of Q1) is one long series of adjurations (return, redeem, sing, rise,
survey, be, make, and give) followed by a result-clause concluding not in
the optative or the future but in the congratulatory present tense of narra-
tion: So thou prevent’st his scythe and crookèd knife.

The concatenation of words in which the sonnet abounds suggests
a firmly back-stitching logic; forget’st, forgetful; spend’st, spent; song, sing;
gives, give; time, Time, Time’s, Time; my love’s, my love; Muse, Muse, Muse;
any, any. There is an unusual amount of graphic and phonemic repetition
of all sorts here as well, down to such “hidden” effects as graven and
prevent’st, spoils (pronounced spiles) and despisèd, and faster and wastes.

The two aspects of the Muse’s work emphasized here are her skill and
her argument—her technical resources and her theme, as we might today
call them. Both are dependent on the friend’s esteeming ear, since as long
as he is favorably disposed, the Muse has a worthy incentive to excellence
and a worthy subject. The young man, the Muse’s true argument/subject,
can inhabit two possible states: he can be young and beautiful, or else he
may already be undergoing the process of decay. In the first instance, the
Muse’s skill will be employed on praise (envisaged in the gentle numbers of
the octave, stimulated by the sweet face of line 9); but in the second in-
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stance (wrinkles), the Muse’s skill will be spent on satire and commination.
The aggressive might, fury, and power ascribed to the Muse when she is in-
troduced in Q1 seem somewhat inexplicable there, even though she is said
to be expending them perhaps on unworthy subjects. The gentle numbers
of Q2 seems a more probable epithet for composition even on base sub-
jects when lending them the light of praise.

We understand the early emphasis on might, fury, and power only
when we come to Q3, and its appalled supposition that the young man al-
ready exhibits decay. Since that is so, the (dormant) fury ( furor poeticus) of
the Muse, latent while she was singing in gentle numbers, can believably
lash out in satire and despising. After that exercise of her might in aggres-
sion against Time (that phonetic reversal m%Át/t%Ám which appears so often
in the Sonnets), she can exercise the splendidly invented third skill-mode
(neither gentle nor satiric) of the couplet: a competitive mode, in
which—as Time entropically wastes life—the Muse energetically gives
fame, faster. (I accept the emendation of prevenst to prevent’st.) The Muse’s
victory is enacted by the accretive v/f schema, give, love, fame, faster, by
contrast to the relatively weak, because phonetically almost unreinforced,
Time wastes life; but there is also a suggestion of perpetual standoff in the
equal length of f-aste-r and w-aste-s.

Why, one wonders, has the Muse so long forgotten the friend? The
only answer suggested by the sonnet is that the friend has begun to age; a
wrinkle has been graven on his sweet face. Other, perhaps unwrinkled
faces—base subjects—seem recently to have had a greater appeal to the
speaker’s Muse. If she is to return to her “worthy” subject, the young man,
she will have to turn herself from a Muse of epideictic poetry into a Muse
of satiric poetry, reproaching Time. The “reversion” to fame-giving in
the couplet is pointedly not a reversion to praise of the young man’s sweet
face as such. Instead, the couplet proposes a species of alchemical trans-
mutation of elements in the young man, so that by the time the scythe and
knife reach any part of him, it will already be all fame and no flesh. It
seems that the loving gentle numbers of the idyllic first phase of unravaged
beauty can really never return, as they are commanded to do in Q2. In-
stead, the competitive and public “third skill” of eternizing—which draws
on power and might more than on gentleness—will replace both private
lyric (sung to the esteeming ear of the friend) and public satire of decay.

Time appears in Q2, Q3, and C, but not as such in Q1. However, if one
wants to consider might (m%Át) a phonetic anagram of time (t%Ám), as I think
Shakespeare does, then one could say that time/might is the key

word of the poem.
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possible (anagrammatic) key word: time/might

defective key word: time [-’s] (missing in Q1)

Couplet Tie: give (8, 13)
my love (9, 13)
Time [-’s] (6, 10, 12, 13)
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O truant Muse, what shall be thy amends
For thy neglect of truth in beauty dyed?
Both truth and beauty on my love depends;
So dost thou too, and therein dignified.
Make answer, Muse; wilt thou not haply say,
“Truth needs no colour with his colour fixed,
Beauty no pencil, beauty’s truth to lay;
But best is best, if never intermixed”?
Because he needs no praise, wilt thou be dumb?
Excuse not silence so, for ’t lies in thee
To make him much outlive a gilded tomb,
And to be praised of ages yet to be.

Then do thy office, Muse; I teach thee how
To make him seem long hence as he shows now.
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Though the actual presence of the beloved in the world may be
entirely sufficient for the moment, the world needs art to keep his

appearance alive in the future, after his death. The Muse errs, says the
speaker-poet, by forgetting her future usefulness. There is, however, no
real need for her in the present, according to this poem. Eternizing be-
comes here the sole function of art; the other three functions named in the
poem (mimetic representation, adornment, and praise) have no present
use, since, with respect to the first, the world can behold the beloved (and
needs no substitute image of him); and with respect to the others, the be-
loved is too beautiful to need adorning or praise.

Shakespeare invents a colloquy to constitute the poem:

Poet: O truant Muse, what will you say to explain your neglect and
silence? You exist only to attend him.

Muse: But he doesn’t need ornament, he doesn’t need an image of
himself; he is self-sufficient.

Poet: a. It’s not a question of need; of course, he doesn’t need our
praise, but we should still respond with outbreaks of grateful
commendation; and

b. You can make him eternal; you can guarantee that his praises
will continue after he is dead, so

c. Your duty is to make such a good image of him that it can
serve, in the future, as a stand-in for the presence we now
enjoy.

The two reasons for the Muse to speak—to utter praise and to construct
an icon—are both borrowed from the motives given for religious art: to
praise God (who, in Milton’s words, “doth not need / Either man’s work
or his own gifts”) and to perpetuate visually the presence of Jesus and
the saints after their departure from this earth. To the extent that these
are recognized by the reader as reasons transferred from theological dis-
course, they will appear (designedly) blasphemous.

Aesthetically, the interesting doctrine of the poem appears in lines
6–8, where the Muse’s discourse is imagined. She sums up the Platonic
triad in three epigrams—one about truth, one about beauty, and one
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about “the best,” or “the good” (as we call it in the positive degree).
The Muse emphasizes the self-sufficiency of each member of the Platonic
triad (invoked again in, e.g., 105):

1. Truth needs no colour with his colour fixed. This is a repudiation of the
“colors” of rhetoric when applied to a true proposition.

2. Beauty [needs] no pencil to lay beauty’s truth. This second use of the
word truth means “representationally exact image.” The speaker
declares the origin’s independence of the icon. The icon may be
absolutely accurate—the pencil does not lay “beauty’s shadow” or
even “beauty’s image,” but rather “beauty’s truth,” an absolute and
faultless delineation—but nothing in the self-sufficient original
presence requires that it be aesthetically reproduced for present
consumption.

3. Best is best, if never intermixed. Value (which here includes beauty
and truth, since this epigram also serves as a summary of the two
preceding ones as well as a remark about “the good”) is diminished,
rather than augmented, by aesthetic interference. The dangers of
contamination, pollution, and adulteration of “the best” are all sug-
gested by the word intermixed, and the Muse rightly quails before
the idea that her earthly intermixing could be salutary to the Pla-
tonic absolutes.

The poet grants the truth of all that the Muse says, and consequently
founds his argument on (a) the Muse’s obligation in gratitude to praise,
and (b) the future usefulness of mimesis. Ultimately, the Muse’s argument
is Plato’s (as the play on truant and truth might suggest), denouncing art
as the copy of a copy, inevitably debasing the original Form. By refuting
what he “knows” the Muse will say, the poet shows himself a revisionist
anti-Platonist, urging mimesis as the way to satisfy the legitimate desire
of times to come to see vanished beauty.

The beloved is described from the outset as the locus of value: truth
and beauty depend on him for their existence (as sonnet 14 had said), and
the Muse (whose dignity depends on having a worthy, not a debased, ob-
ject) should make a song that would be, like the young man, truth in
beauty dyed—mimetic accuracy steeped in eloquence. Interestingly, the
anxiety of the poet—“Can I rise to such a task?”—is displaced onto the se-
verity of repudiation by the Muse-Oracle: “Truth needs no orator-Muse;
Beauty needs no artist-Muse; Best never should have intermixture.”
Where does the poet find strength to repudiate these austere refusals? He
finds it in a turn away from the self-sufficiency of the supreme Platonic
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Form to the choral duty of acolyte-subordinates, a duty required not only
now but in the future. The poet, by “demoting” his Muse from god-
dess or oracle to feudal subordinate, gives her the incentive to praise and
thereby make possible the praises of future generations. The Muse must
“do her office”—behave as a good functionary—instructed by that other
(superior) functionary, the poet, who will teach [her] how. The young man’s
present show will become his future seeming: here, show is reality, while
seem is mimesis.

There is an internal joke on a-mend-s and make. To make is the office
of creation; to mend what is marred is a lesser act (cf. 103). The Muse will
amend her neglect by making (line 11) the beloved outlive death and mak-
ing (line 14) him appear in the future as he now looks.

The aesthetic mainspring of the poem is the invention of the Platonic
epigrams for the Muse; everything else leads up to, or away from, them.

defective key word: muse (missing in Q3). Q1, Q2, and C
all contain the word Muse, which is
missing in Q3, the “dumb,” “silent”
quatrain. But there we find a ghost of
her in her silent form: excuse.

Couplet Tie: Muse (1, 5, 13)
make (5, 11, 14)
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My love is strengthened, though more weak in seeming;
I love not less, though less the show appear:
That love is merchandised whose rich esteeming
The owner’s tongue doth publish every where.
Our love was new, and then but in the spring,
When I was wont to greet it with my lays,
As Philomel in summer’s front doth sing,
And stops her pipe in growth of riper days:
Not that the summer is less pleasant now
Than when her mournful hymns did hush the night,
But that wild music burthens every bough,
And sweets grown common lose their dear delight.

Therefore like her, I sometime hold my tongue,
Because I would not dull you with my song.
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In this , one of the rare sonnets obliquely invoking myth, the poet
likens himself to the classical Philomel (� Greek, “lover of sweet-

ness”), voicer of mellifluous mournful [summer] hymns [that] hush the night,
while the rival poets are the subsequent singers of a harsh song, intro-
duced in a phrase full of stops and clashing sounds—But that wild music.

Philomel, however, appears only in line 7. The poem begins and ends
in a self-justification on the literal level, which replies to an implied accu-
sation by the beloved: “You love me less, your love has weakened, I ha-
ven’t had any poems from you lately. Has my attractiveness diminished?
Why do you hold your tongue?” The concessions (though . . . though) in
the sonnet are the poet’s way of remaining polite while defending himself,
and he engages in both positive (strengthened) and negative (not less) refu-
tation of the antecedent accusations:

My love is strengthened, though [I grant you] more weak in
seeming;

I love not less, though [I grant you] less the show appear:
. . . . .

Therefore . . . I sometime hold my tongue,
Because I would not dull you with my song.

This clear skeleton of refutation or rebuttal (cf. 76, 116, 117, etc.) is an-
chored by the exemplum of Philomel, who is said to sing only in the early
summer, ceasing to sing in riper days. Strictly speaking, the analogy alone
should suffice as explanation, since Philomel is the archetype of Voice,
and what she does any lesser voice is justified in doing.

Q3, however, invents a motivation for Philomel. Why does Philomel
sing in early summer and fall silent in riper days? Not, certainly, because
of any diminished beauty or pleasantness in the summer itself; no, it is the
cacophonous chorus of the other birds which leads her to withdraw. The
rara avis will not descend to join the common flock, since (proverbially)
sweets grown common lose their dear delight.

The genre we originally ascribe to the poem—a self-defense for si-
lence—thus changes (by this ascription of scornful motivation to Philo-
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mel) into a rebuke of rival poets. It fades back into self-defense in the cou-
plet, using for its diction not the public diction of Q1 (seeming, show,
merchandised, esteeming, owner, publish) but rather the private I-you joined
by song, the latter phrased as dull anticlimax because it is here mimetic of
silence. The private I-you couplet is not, however, intimate, because it
represents a falling-off (in its splitting into I and you) from the ecstatic
moment of “we-ness” represented nostalgically in lines 5–6:

Our love was new, and then but in the spring,
When I was wont to greet it with my lays.

The lays have ceased because the intimacy represented by our love has
been intruded on by the rival flock of poets burdening every bough. As
the young man has moved into their company, we has given way to a new
grouping:

(you � they) (I)

and the myth of Philomel is introduced to explain the new configura-
tion to one who can scarcely be unaware of the change in his company,
and whose initial reproach—“Why don’t I hear any singing from you
lately?”—is thereby shown to be disingenuous.

The three competing discourses in which the poet speaks are of inter-
est: one is the discourse of reminiscent nostalgia (Our love . . . Philomel . . .
summer . . . mournful hymns did hush . . . night); another, the discourse of
self-defending logic (strengthened, though; not less, though; Not that . . . but;
Therefore . . . because); and the third, and most revealing, is the discourse of
proverb, when the poet steps out of both his elegiac love-narrative recall-
ing the beloved’s former affection and his defense of the logic of his own
present silence to appeal to the consensus gentium by way of his two warn-
ing “proverbs”: “Published love is merchandised love,” and Sweets grown
common lose their dear delight. Both of these appeals to proverbial wisdom
come as “clinchers” to their respective arguments—the argument in pro-
pria persona (lines 1-4) and the argument as Philomel (lines 6–12). By posi-
tioning these proverbs as the most persuasive of his reasons (the most per-
suasive reason always being placed at the climax of the argument), the
poet suggests that they are the sort of argument the beloved is likely to
find most convincing (cf. Lilies that fester smell far worse than weeds, 94).
The person who finds proverbs (which are usually a minatory form) more
convincing than a personal plea is a person whose eyes are on his audi-
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ence. “You wouldn’t want to seem covetous and vulgar in being fond of
overt praise, would you?” the poet implies by his first proverb about mer-
chandised and published love; and “You wouldn’t want to join the com-
mon crowd (by being the topic of a lot of common singers), would you?”
he implies by the second proverb about sweets grown common. The young
man’s character is frequently revealed in the speaker’s use of just those
rhetorical strategies which are most likely to convince him. The “imper-
sonal” effect as the poet turns to his proverbs—saying, in effect, “In guid-
ing your conduct, believe, prudentially, in the shrewd and undeceived
wisdom of that consensus gentium you care so much about, even if you
won’t believe in or act on the pleas of your friend”—is one of the more
chilling effects produced, frequently and resignedly, by the speaker of the
Sonnets.

The resort to both proverbs and exemplum (Philomel) shows how
much the intimate discourse of colloquy (I-you) needs now to explain and
defend itself by auxiliary discourses. Even these auxiliary discourses can
show inner proliferation: for instance, the Philomel-discourse appears
first as a natural seasonal phenomenon (she sings, then stops); second as
an externally motivated voluntary cessation (as she disdains to join the ca-
cophonous chorus of the common flock); and third as an inner-directed
active holding-of-the-tongue to protect the young man (which turns
Philomel into what Keats called “a tongueless nightingale” [“Eve of St.
Agnes”]), thereby increasing the pathos of the poet’s silence. Punningly,
the innocent agricultural discourse of the “growth of riper days” is re-
placed by the debased social fact of “sweets grown common,” just as, allit-
eratively, what can privately give dear delight can, in a debased social sys-
tem, dull its object. As Shakespeare’s lines slide from one discourse to
another, from one form of growth to another, even from one dl to another,
the poem achieves its definition. Of course the norm to which all the
other discourses are referred is set by the elegiac onomatopoetic hum of
Philomel’s lost summer. (I accept, for consistency, the emendation of his
to her in line 8.)

Couplet Tie: tongue (4, 13) and sing/song (7, 14), showing the extent
to which Philomel is the structural base of the poem.
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Alack, what poverty my Muse brings forth,
That, having such a scope to show her pride,
The argument all bare is of more worth
Than when it hath my added praise beside.
O blame me not if I no more can write!
Look in your glass, and there appears a face
That overgoes my blunt invention quite,
Dulling my lines, and doing me disgrace.
Were it not sinful then, striving to mend,
To mar the subject that before was well?
For to no other pass my verses tend
Than of your graces and your gifts to tell;

And more, much more than in my verse can sit,
Your own glass shows you, when you look in it.
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Once again, in this poem referring to but not addressing the Muse,
the poet reveals that the beloved has been reproaching him for his

silence, and he bursts out, in the exclamation-fulcrum (line 5) that spills
over the quatrain limits:

O blame me not if I no more can write!

Because the poem re-begins after this outburst, and re-begins as self-
defense (after originally beginning—Alack—in lament), the sonnet exhib-
its an anomalous structural division: 5 � 7 � 2.

The lament says, establishing a hierarchy of value:

The subsequent self-justification continues the hierarchizing impulse in
such phrases as [your imaged] face . . . overgoes my blunt invention, and [your
glass shows you] more, much more than in my verse can sit.

We see, then, that this is a sonnet of competing representations, but
not the simple one “yourself versus my verse.” No: it is “your imaged self ver-
sus my verse.” The beloved is placed before a mirror, so that he can gaze
on two representations of himself—one in the mirror, one in the poet’s
verse—and judge which is superior. In this Judgment of Paris between
Mirror Image and Invented Image, the Mirror Image (which may, here,
be taken to stand for a perfect mimesis) succeeds where the image which
is dependent (even in part) on invention must fail. The lover watching the
beloved regarding her/his face in the glass had been used before, notably
by Sidney in Certain Sonnets. It is not a new motif. What does Shake-
speare do with it?

The Couplet Tie in 103 is unusually full—and I include in it the two
pronominal adjectives your and my, since they are present in contrastively
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accentuated positions—“my verse,” “your glass”—which transforms the
feet in which these words appear from iambs to spondees:

A4nd mlore, mmuch mmore th1an 6in m.y vekrse c5an sjit,

Ymour omwn glkass shkows y4ou w7hen y1ou lmook 7in lit.

The dialectic organizing the poem (stressed in the couplet) is that be-
tween my verse and your glass, both of them instruments of representation,
but the second (mimesis by reflection) putatively exceeding the first (mi-
mesis by invention). The beloved stands behind both, as a face to the mir-
rored mimesis, the argument to the poetic invention, the subject to the
mending, the graces and . . . gifts to the tell[ing].

The poet’s self-condemnation for the inadequacy of verse is made
most damningly in the only two “impersonal” lines in the sonnet:

Were it not sinful then, striving to mend,
To mar the subject that before was well?

The proverbial and theological base of this question means that the con-
ventional triad make/mar/mend (drawn on, e.g., by George Herbert in
“Love (III)” and elsewhere) is in question; and since its ultimate referent
is the Fall of Man, the word sinful (inappropriate in the epideictic register)
slips in without difficulty. In referring to invention as the effort to mend,
rather than to make, the poet gives priority to God’s making (of the face,
the argument, the graces, and the gifts). In this view, lowly verse is a mere
addition of praise, a mending of what, since it does not need mending, is
therefore more marred than mended or made by verse. Verse is a more;
and the pun on more as additive (more worth), and more as “longer” (I no
more can write) sees the impossibility of addition as the cause of the impos-
sibility of creative prolongation. The added pun on the near-homophone
mar means that the more of verse is actually harmful. And the poverty of
the Muse seems to generate a string of p-words to accompany itself: pride,
praise, pass.

The attempt to blame the Muse (a screen, a displacement of culpabil-
ity) occupies the first quatrain, and makes the poet able to join with the
beloved in lamenting the absence of new poems. The daunting scope of
the beloved’s gifts turns the Muse’s potential pride to poverty, just as the be-
loved’s graces dis-grace the poet.

The series of “greater than” and “less than” assertions organizes the
sonnet both when the poet hides behind his Muse and when he subse-
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quently (line 5) takes personal responsibility (after which the Muse van-
ishes from the poem). The reiteration of the substantial inferiority of
praise, invention, lines, and verse reaches its keenest point in the paradox
by which the grace of the beloved does disgrace to the poet. The actual
phrase is not “doing my verse disgrace” but rather “doing me disgrace”;
and the substitution of the poet’s self for his art (which occupies the infe-
rior position in all the other hierarchical comparisons) is placed in the
sensitive climactic moment of the octave. The personal fall from grace—
as the poet is dis-graced—generates the parallel to Adam’s fall from grace,
and introduces the theological analogy.

The narcissistic chiastic circle in the couplet—glass : you :: you : it—
leaves the beloved in a self-contemplating closed circuit, in which neither
the excluded poet nor his excluded verse can find a point of entrance. Al-
though the poem has begun with what the Muse brings forth, it slides to
the face of the beloved and to its image in the glass as principal subject. Its
arch argument—“I would sin before heaven and thee to attempt to mend
(only to mar) what God hath made”—is of course one of the sophistries of
the Sonnets, used to imply that the divinely created beloved needs no
reflection other than the one in the mirror.

But the theory of art here expressed—that art is entirely ancillary
rather than constitutive, that it becomes even destructive in its attempts
to be constructive—will change entirely by sonnets 124–125.

key word: more/mar (if the near-homophone is allowed)

Couplet Tie: more (3, 5, 13, 13, with a near-homophone in mar, 10)
verse [-s] (11, 13)
glass (6, 14)
show [-s] (2, 14)
look (6, 14)
your (6, 12, 12, 14)

foregrounded by contrast
my (1, 4, 7, 8, 11, 13)
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To me, fair friend, you never can be old,
For as you were when first your eye I eyed,
Such seems your beauty still. Three winters cold
Have from the forests shook three summers’ pride;
Three beauteous springs to yellow autumn turned
In process of the seasons have I seen;
Three April perfumes in three hot Junes burned,
Since first I saw you fresh, which yet are green.
Ah yet doth beauty, like a dial hand,
Steal from his figure, and no pace perceived;
So your sweet hue, which methinks still doth stand,
Hath motion, and mine eye may be deceived;

For fear of which, hear this, thou age unbred:
Ere you were born was beauty’s summer dead.
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The acceleration in the pace of transience is enacted in the three
transformations narrated:

1. spring summer autumn winter
(winter shakes summer’s pride
from forest) (endpoint at end of year)

2. spring summer autumn winter
spring turned to yellow autumn (endpoint earlier in year)

3. April May June . . . [December]
June burns April perfumes (endpoint yet earlier)

The first change mentioned is a gross change: the trees lose their leaves.
The second is still a visible one: the leaves turn yellow. The third is an in-
visible but perceivable one; in June one can no longer smell the perfume
of April flowers. Because the series is an increasingly accelerating one,
one can extrapolate to the next events in it: first, some loss that would take
place between April and May—say, the disappearance of primroses; and
next, some vanishing between April 1 and April 15—say, the fading of vio-
lets; and eventually something that would disappear between April 1 and
April 2—if only April 1 itself.

Booth, commenting on 128, calls 104’s repetition eye I eyed a “self-
conscious rhetorical gimcrack.” But in Laurence Olivier’s recitation of
this poem to Katharine Hepburn (in the movie Love among the Ruins),
these (apparently) awkward repetitions in line 2 were revealed as the
stammering of a lovestruck boy, astonished at his first glimpse of the po-
tential intercourse of love:
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In its serving as the resonant Couplet Tie, summer (4, 14)—that season
which the speaker would like to believe eternal—is in the end shown to be
transient. Process and pace are put in tension with perceiv[ing], and Q3 is or-
ganized around the contradictions among (acknowledged) seasonal fact,
(limited) sensory perception, and (desire-driven) conclusions, as shown in
the diagram.

After this statement—that appearances may be wrong—the poem can
no longer address the “eternally young” friend, who has in effect died as
soon as his beauty is seen to have motion. The maw of accelerative process
has engulfed him (its pace quickening from line 7 onward), and his sum-
mer, as soon as it is perceived to be seasonal, is in fact dead. The stunning
“turn” by which the young man “dies” in the space between Q3 and C is in
fact the major aesthetic achievement (along with the speed-up of change
which caused it) of the poem.

The couplet thus, in the lyric “now” of the poem, has to call out to the
age about to be conceived; before the nine months of its gestation are ac-
complished, the young man’s summer flourishing will be dead. (The rapid
succession of unbred, born, dead perhaps taught Yeats, in “Sailing to Byz-
antium,” to denominate the age unbred as “Whatever is begotten, born,
and dies.”) The cruel undoing of a generation in three words enacts, in
104, the theme of the transience of mortal forms.

Couplet Tie: summer (4, 14)
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Structure of Sonnet 104, Quatrain 3

beauty doth steal from his figure (fact)

no pace [is] perceived (perception)

Your sweet hue (as object of mistaken
conclusion)

doth stand (methinks)

(as subject) hath motion

and

mine eye may be deceived (speculation)
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Let not my love be called idolatry,
Nor my belovèd as an idol show,
Since all alike my songs and praises be
To one, of one, still such, and ever so.
Kind is my love today, tomorrow kind,
Still constant in a wondrous excellence;
Therefore my verse, to constancy confined,
One thing expressing, leaves out difference.
“Fair, kind, and true” is all my argument,
“Fair, kind, and true” varying to other words,
And in this change is my invention spent,
Three themes in one, which wondrous scope affords.

“Fair,” “kind,” and “true” have often lived alone,
Which three till now never kept seat in one.
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The Couplet Tie—fair, kind, true, one (alone, wondrous), three—sums
up the whole argument about unity and Trinity enunciated and en-

acted in the poem. Because of its absence of metaphor, the sonnet has
been called “dull” and “tautologous” by several of its critics (Weiner,
Vickers, and Kerrigan among them) who prefer a visibly imagistic poetics
to a poetics of wit. Of the early editors, only Wyndham (1898) saw its Pla-
tonic implications.

The poet here rebuts an antecedent reproach from a putatively Chris-
tian onlooker: “Your love seems to me idolatry, a religion worshiping a
competing and different divinity.” The poet’s refutation depends on our
perceiving that the accuser is a Christian who worships one God in three
persons and who recites, in church, the doxology, “Glory be to the Father,
and to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit; as it was in the beginning, is now
and ever shall be, world without end, Amen.” The poet responds to his
accuser, “No, mine is not a different religion, it’s just like yours. My songs
are directed to one divine being, who is ever the same, just as your Divine
Being is; and my object of worship is also triune (fair, kind, and true) as
your Trinity is; and in fact my trinitarian doctrine (three qualities in one
person, hitherto never seen together) is very much like yours, in which
three persons keep seat in one God.”

This witty refutation—“The object, structural form, and ritual words
of my religion are indistinguishable from yours, and therefore you can’t
call my practice ‘idolatry’”—depends first of all on the reader’s recogniz-
ing the speaker’s inventive transmutation of Christian Trinitarian theol-
ogy and of the doxology. But this substantial piece of cleverness is accom-
panied by others. First of all, by identifying his beloved’s qualities ( fair,
kind, and true) as those of the Platonic Triad (the Beautiful, the Good, the
True), the poet opposes to his accuser’s Christian Trinity an equally pow-
erful, but classical, cultural totem as an emblem of the divine. The early
Christianizing of the Platonic Triad had somewhat muted the contrast
between classical and Christian values, but Shakespeare here restores
them to full opposition. He points up the opposition by having his poet-
speaker change his original order of value. At first (in the octave), he gives
precedence to the Goodness of the beloved:
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Kind is my love today, tomorrow kind,
Still constant in a wondrous excellence.

But in the sestet, the poet-speaker reverses his order of precedence, plac-
ing the Beautiful three times above the Good:

“Fair, kind, and true” is all my argument,
“Fair, kind, and true” varying to other words,
. . . . .

“Fair,” “kind,” and “true,” have often lived alone . . .

Whereas the Good is the highest value in Christian practice, Shakespeare
decides to make the Beautiful the highest value in his formulation of
the Platonic Triad. (A counterargument proposing that Fair, kind, and
true represents a climactic order privileging true seems to me implausible
in face of both the poem’s earlier privileging of kind, and the emphasis
throughout the Sonnets on the physical beauty of the friend.) Shakespeare
thus produces a clear cultural opposition of the (Christian) priority of the
Good to the (aesthetic) priority of the Beautiful, and lets his speaker
(as he enunciates his parodic version of accepted belief ) expose the ten-
sion between two sovereign cultural systems, a tension often obscured in
Christianized neo-Platonism. (Cf. also the confrontation of the Petrar-
chan with the Pauline in 116.)

The wit of the sonnet further resides in devoting one segment of the
poem to each part of the total trinitarian concept. The octave is con-
cerned with one-ness; Q3, in its first three lines, is concerned with three-
ness; and line 12 and the couplet are concerned with three-in-one-ness.
The sonnet consequently is what it describes: a combination of one and
three to make up three-in-one.

Moreover, this is a sonnet—the only one of its kind—in which Shake-
speare doubly repeats a key word in each of the four units of the son-
net. Here the key word (one) appears graphically or phonetically
twice in each member:

Q1: to one, of one
Q2: wondrous, one thing
Q3: in one, wondrous scope
C: alone, in one.

It is of course a joke that in a poem about three and one, the word one
should be repeated two times in each segment. The clause “My verse, . . . /
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One thing expressing, leaves out difference” thus becomes a joke not only
with respect to the gross differences among octave, Q3, and couplet (one,
three, three-in-one), but also with respect to the concealed presence of
“two” in a four-times-repeated twice-ness. Since the two members of the
“couple” represented by the one/won-pair cannot be distinguished from
each other, this may be a same-sex couple.

Of course, explaining these charming changes in this heavy-footed
way robs them of the esprit they display as they succeed each other on the
page. The poem is one of Shakespeare’s many witty defenses of the (ap-
parently) invariant matter and form of the Sonnets, warning his readers
that if they are to find the poetry within his sequence, they will not find it
either in “tautologous” subject matter (love; belovèd; to one; of one; still such;
ever so; kind today; tomorrow kind; constant; wondrous; constancy confined; one;
fair, kind, and true; fair, kind, and true; three; one; wondrous; fair, kind, and
true; alone; three; one) nor in the Shakespearean sonnet “form” as such (the
formal segmentation, the invariant rhyme scheme). Invention in this se-
quence lies deeper; and the strategies of this sonnet—its reprise of the
cultural oppositions between Christianity and an aesthetic Platonism, be-
tween the Good and the Beautiful; its clever invention of an erotic relig-
ion structurally and ritually indistinguishable from Trinitarian Christian-
ity; its enacting of trinitarian relations in its triune segmentation of
octave, Q3, and couplet; and its playful insertion of the key word

“one” in groups of two—show us what Shakespearean invention is.

key word: one [alone] [wondrous]

Couplet Tie: fair (9, 10, 13)
kind (5, 5, 9, 10, 13)
true (9, 10, 13)
one [al-]one, won[-drous] (4, 4, 6, 8, 12, 12, 13, 14)
three (12, 14)
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When in the chronicle of wasted time
I see descriptions of the fairest wights,
And beauty making beautiful old rhyme
In praise of ladies dead and lovely knights,
Then in the blazon of sweet beauty’s best,
Of hand, of foot, of lip, of eye, of brow,
I see their ántique pen would have expressed
Even such a beauty as you master now.
So all their praises are but prophecies
Of this our time, all you prefiguring,
And for they looked but with divining eyes,
They had not skill enough your worth to sing:

For we, which now behold these present days,
Have eyes to wonder, but lack tongues to praise.
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As commentators have long noted, the basic conceit here is that of ty-
pology. Just as certain characters or events in the Old Testament

truly foretell by anticipation events in the life of Christ (as the sacrifice of
Isaac is a type of Christ’s sacrifice, or the regurgitation of Jonah by the
whale a type of Christ’s resurrection), so certain beautiful men and
women described in ancient chronicles are types, or authentic pre-
images, of the beloved.

There is an interpretative crux in lines 11–12. The ancient chroniclers
are said to have looked with divining eyes. This, to my view, likens them to
the ancient Hebrew prophets who were, before the appearance of Christ
in propria persona, able to typify and describe him truly because they were
divinely inspired. Accepting the emendation of still to skill, I therefore be-
lieve that, of the two competing readings of these lines—

A. And had they not been possessed of (authentically) divining eyes,
they would not have had the skill to sing your (present) worth;

B. And, because they looked only with guessing eyes,
they had not skill enough to sing your eventual worth;

—A is to be preferred, as keeping the analogy between the verse-
chroniclers and the divinely inspired and visionary prophets who had the
skill to sing—as, say, Isaiah did—of the worth of Jesus before his Incarna-
tion. Prophecy and prefiguration are serious and validating words. God is
visible in prophecies and prefigurings. The old verse-chroniclers, too, saw,
divined, and sang. They sang the Platonic absolutes: fairest, best. In the
reading which denigrates the precursors—“they did not have skill enough
to sing your worth”—the analogy of types and figures has no point, and
the sacrilegious wit of the sonnet is lost.

The linkages between typology and poetry are made by a semantic se-
ries: praise, expressed, praises, prophecies, prefiguring, present, praise. If one
chooses, one can see praise(s) as the key word. Here praise is “con-
cealed” in Q2 in expressed:

Q1: praise
Q2: [ex]press[ed]
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Q3: praises
C: praise

“Seeing” and “singing” organize this poem: to be a poet it is necessary
to see (as the speaker does in the main verb of Q1 and Q2) but it is also nec-
essary (Q3) to sing (as the apologetic speaker cannot, but as the ancient
chroniclers, in their beautiful old rhyme, did).

This is a poem—one of countless in the lyric tradition—saying “I can-
not write a poem.” Commentators sometimes find this paradoxical; but
we are always entitled to separate the narrative fiction of a poem from the
existence of the artwork itself. Otherwise we could not have the fiction,
common in lyric, that a dead person is speaking. Here, a “dumb” or
“mute” person is speaking, one who deplores the fact that although he
sees supreme beauty he cannot praise it in song; he and his contemporar-
ies lack the tongues of the old minnesingers and trouvères. The word
beauty (3, 3, 5, 8) and its synonyms, fairest (2), lovely (4), and best (5), prolif-
erate in lines 1–7; they are “replaced” in lines 8–12 by you (8, 10) and your
worth (12); but they are desolately absent from the couplet, which lacks
both you and value. We may behold the young man and his worth, but we
cannot enunciate or enact them, tongueless as we are.

There are incidental felicities and inventions here. Time has a
chronicle (Greek kronos); time is wasted, but you master. When we ask why,
after the phrase fairest wights, the phrase that occurs is not the parallel one
“ladies sweet and lovely knights,” but rather the unsettling ladies dead, we
see that ladies generated dead; wasted time is set against our time; the muta-
tion from the private I see to the plural we behold occurs in order to form a
contemporary plural complement (we) to the ancient chroniclers (they).
The chronicle insensibly is personified (via “their ántique pen”) into
chroniclers, as the present mute poet summons up his singing ancestors as
exemplars.

In this meditation on tradition, the central assertion is that beauty in
its object makes rhyme beautiful—in other words, that content has some-
thing to do with aesthetic worth, that descriptions of the fairest wights are
something to which the beauty-seeking eye of a latter-day reader might
be drawn. At the same time, description alone does not suffice; the old po-
ems were also praises—that is, examples of a rhetorical genre. By insisting
on the contribution of not only content and rhetoric but also poetic sound
(this is, after all, “old rime” made to sing the subject’s worth) Shakespeare
suggests that what is degenerate now is both contemporary rhetoric and
contemporary rhyme; singing praise cannot be found, though the object
(the friend as fairest wight) is certainly present, and beheld.
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As shown in the diagram, the structure of 106 is organized, by its ty-
pological analogy, into “Type (Then)” and “Antitype (Now),” and the en-
tire octave is devoted to a huge chiasmus [I see : in praise :: in blazon : I
see] building up to the eventual Messiah-like incarnation of the Anti-
type—You—as he bursts on the scene—now, in this our time. The anticli-
max of the couplet (lacking, as I have said, you and any noun associated
with the friend) is all the more shaming, given the actual glory of the
young man’s presence in the now and his typologically prefigured beauty
in the then. Without the typological splendor climaxing in line 8, and the
contrasting diminished couplet, the sonnet would not have enacted its
own impoverishment. Shakespeare’s blasphemy in secularizing Messianic
prophecy would have been clear, of course, to any contemporary reader.

key word: praise [-s] [express’d]

Couplet Tie: now (8, 13)
eye [-s] (6, 11, 14)
praise [-s] [ex]press[’d] (4, 7, 9, 14)
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When I see descriptions
and

beauty . . . rhyme
in praise of ladies and knights

Then in the blazon of beauty’s best
I see . . . pen would have expressed

such beauty as you master now

So
All their praises are prophecies of this our time
All prefiguring you

And [unless]

they had looked with [truly] divining eyes,
they would not have had the skill to sing your worth

For
although we behold these days
and have eyes to
wonder, we lack
tongues to praise.

Structure of Sonnet 106

Type Antitype
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Not mine own fears, nor the prophetic soul
Of the wide world, dreaming on things to come,
Can yet the lease of my true love control,
Supposed as forfeit to a cónfined doom.
The mortal moon hath her eclipse endured,
And the sad augurs mock their own preságe,
Incertainties now crown themselves assured,
And peace proclaims olives of endless age.
Now with the drops of this most balmy time
My love looks fresh, and Death to me subscribes,
Since spite of him I’ll live in this poor rhyme,
While he insults o’er dull and speechless tribes.

And thou in this shalt find thy monument,
When tyrants’ crests and tombs of brass are spent.
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In the second quatrain of 107, the sound of satisfaction, as Booth
notes, governs four neat assertions, themselves grouped in two two-

line accounts of event and adjunctive speech-act:

event speech-act

The mortal moon has
endured her eclipse;

and the augurs mock their
own presage.

Incertainties crown
themselves assured;

and peace proclaims olives.

The event and the speech-act immediately reporting it are cast in the
same general syntactic pattern: three of these subject-predicate groups in
Q2 append a direct object; one (incertainties . . . crown themselves) also ap-
pends a predicate adjective. Because of these similarities, we feel that
speech-acts advance pari passu with events. The duration allotted for each
speech-act (one line) is exactly the same as the duration allotted to its
predecessor-event. These complacent symmetries appropriately “stand
for” the moment when the in-certain becomes the sure.

This moment of certitude in Q2 is flanked by Q1 and Q3, each consid-
erably more complex syntactically. The single complex sentence compos-
ing Q1 has a compound subject ( fears and soul ) with a single verb (can con-
trol); by contrast, the single compound-complex sentence of Q3 has a
double subject/predicate, event/speech-act, kernel:

My love looks fresh, and Death to me subscribes.

We notice that this kernel repeats the Q2 structure by which speech-act
follows event (moon has endured and augurs mock, etc.), and so we are
justified in taking death’s subscribing as another verbal event following a
“real” event; the pun on “scribe” assures this interpretation. Death in Q3 is
the word which clarifies all the vague foreboding words of Q1: fears, things
to come, a cónfined doom. With this in view, we can see that the quatrains
make up a small poem in themselves, in which the real conflict is that be-
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tween life and death, between the author living in love-rhyme, and the al-
ternate powerful scriptor, Death. The external victories (the moon, the
assured events, whatever they may refer to) “guarantee” the poetic victory
of the author: “Death to me subscribes, / Since spite of him I’ll live in this
poor rhyme.” There is even an echo of the assured incertainties in the tri-
umphant since and the insults of death, just as I’ll live echoes the peace-
proclaimed olives, and now (line 9) repeats the now (line 7) of Q2.

In this view, the couplet then apparently becomes an afterthought, al-
most a footnote. For the first time, the friend is mentioned. If verse is for
the author a vehicle of immortality (I’ll live), it is for the friend (who will
be dead) at least a monument more lasting than the crests and tombs of ty-
rants. The two immediately evident structures of the sonnet, then, look
something like I and II in the diagram. There is yet a third structure (III in
the diagram)—already mentioned, but at first almost invisible—in which,
following the introductory quatrain, events are followed by speech-acts,
always introduced by and. There are four ands in the sonnet, each of
which introduces a speech-act. This structure (4-10) makes the couplet
not an afterthought, but an integral part of the whole. The partitionings
12-2, 10-4, and 4-10 are thus the three main overlapping structures of 107.
The first is a pronominal structure of love-colloquy (I/thou), so frequent
in the Sonnets; the second a conceptual structure (love/verse) setting feel-
ing/content next to rhyme/form; and the third (after the introduction)
a grammatical structure (x and y, in which x is always an event, y a
speech-act), representing the way words comment on history. Such over-
lapping structures on different planes of thought and feeling are one of
the great strengths of the Sonnets as poems.

Within these overlapping structures, Q2 plays the normative syntactic
role:

Event Report
Event Report.

Q2 is offered as a series of “proofs” to support the boast in Q1 of the supe-
riority of love’s fate over the ill-wishing of its inner and outer enemies.
The boast (“Neither my own fears nor the world’s soul can control my
love’s duration”) turns, by Q3, into fact: “My love looks fresh.” This in
turn “guarantees” the triumphant prophecy “I’ll live.” The expected co-
prophecy “You’ll live,” last pronounced in 81, is no longer viable, because
verse itself has begun to take priority over mimetic reproduction. (By 121,
the Sonnets use, instead of live, its anagrams vile and evil.)
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Opposed, conceptually, to the dull and speechless tribes whom death in-
sults (another speech-act) are all the “speakers” of this sonnet: the prophetic
soul of the world, the presag[ing] augurs, the peace which proclaims, and
the rhym[ing] author. “As I am superior to (mortal) speechless tribes, so
your verse-monument is superior to the (mortal) crests and tombs of ty-
rants.” The tyrants are wonderfully reduced, by their association with the
tribes with which they alliterate and assonate, to inferior species.

The lexicon of this sonnet is extremely ornate and Latinate. There
are of course many Anglo-Saxon derivatives too, but the presence of the
augurs gives prominence to the classic (Latin or Greek) and French-
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Structures of Sonnet 107

Structure I
Author vs. friend

12-2 division

Structure II
Love vs. verse
10-4 division

Author
1–12

Love
1–10

Friend
13–14

Rhyme
11–14

Structure III
Event followed by speech-act

4-10 division

(1–4)
(5–14) Events and speech acts:

Introduction

moon
incertainties

love
I’ll live

augurs mock
peace proclaims
death subscribes
thou shalt find

and

and

and

and



derived words. These include prophetic, control, supposed, forfeit, cónfined,
mortal, eclipse, endured, augurs, mock, presage, incertainties, crown, assured,
peace, proclaims, olives, age, balmy, time, fresh, subscribes, spite, poor, rhyme, in-
sults, tribes, monument, tyrants, crests, tombs, spent. The Latinate ring of the
sonnet seems to be its chief lexical strategy, coordinating with its impulse
toward a macrocosmic scale by which to measure the survival of love,
verse, and the author. The microcosmic personae are I, mine own fears, my
true love, this poor rhyme, tribes, and thou. The macrocosmic personae are
the prophetic soul of the wide world, the mortal moon, incertainties, peace, this
balmy time, Death, and (at first sight) tyrants. In the couplet, micro- and
macrocosmic words change places: the microcosmic this poor rhyme be-
comes the macrocosmic thy monument, while the (formerly) macrocosmic
tyrants see their crests and tombs of brass now spent and microcosmically
negligible.

The necessity of the opening complex syntax can now be seen: it
serves to “zoom up” from the microcosmic scale (mine own fears) to the
highly expanded macrocosm (the prophetic soul of the wide world, dreaming
on things to come.) The large arc of Q1 is never repeated in the poem, but
the cumulative macrocosmic “proofs” of Q2 become the guarantors of
the microcosmic my love looks fresh. The greatest topsy-turvy reversal of
micro- and macrocosmic occurs when Death—one of the macrocosmic
personae—doffs his hat, so to speak, to the simple poet and his “poor”
rhyme. Death usually insults o’er, and does not subscribe to. The reversal of
power decisively reverses the importance of the poor rhyme, so that it can
justifiably be called a monument of superior survival value.

Shakespeare cannot resist various “puns” between and among words.
Prophetic and proclaim use two different pro’s: the first means “earlier”
in Greek and the second is a Latin intensifier. Supposed presages subscribes.
Control prefaces cónfined. Presage (which calls out to prophetic and
proclaim) contains within itself not only the sages (augurs) but also its son-
net rhyme-word age. Confin’d (Quarto spelling) yields its nonetymologi-
cally related homophone find (the Couplet Tie) and its graphically related
indured, while etymologically it generates endless. Incertainties generates
assured; and crown, crests. Olives creates I’ll live, and incertainties creates
since and insults. Rime even contains me, visually, so that “I’ll live in this
poor rime” becomes a self-guaranteeing statement. It is easy to see that
some of these jokes are semantic (cónfined/endless); some etymologi-
cal—both false (prophetic and proclaim) and true (supposed and subscribes);
some are visual (olives, rime); some alliterative (dreaming, drops; crown,
crests); some assonantal and alliterative (tribes/tyrants); some more gener-
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ally phonetic (ince-, since, ins-), some portmanteau-ish (presage/age).
(Portmanteau tricks are most interesting when the smaller word is ety-
mologically unrelated to the larger one; sage and age are not etymological
cousins, but expressed and pressed are, and would not make such an inter-
esting portmanteau rhyme as expressed and rest would.)

There are of course other words which call out to each other in the
poem. The words with prefixes and suffixes make an audible polysyl-
labic and usually classical under-song: pro-phetic, con-trol, sup-posed, for-feit,
cón-fined, ec-lipse, en-dured, au-gur (avis � gerere), pre-sage, in-certainties,
as-sured, pro-claims, end-less, sub-scribes, in-sults, speech-less. The largely
monosyllabic couplet distinguishes itself from the body of the poem by
having no such prefixes or suffixes attached to its words, I suppose be-
cause monuments are fixed, and prefixes and suffixes generally denote
some dynamism of more and less, upper and under, earlier or later.

Couplet Tie: [cón]fin[e]d, find (4, 13)

Note: Booth says one can’t assure incertainties, that to say that
incertainties are assured is to assert there is nothing sure. But of course
the inserted “now” makes the line mean “[Former] incertainties are
now assured things.” The outcome of a war was an uncertainty
yesterday, but now that the war is over, victory is an assured fact.
Shakespeare’s meaning need not be tortured to make a poem
interesting.
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What’s in the brain that ink may character
Which hath not figured to thee my true spirit?
What’s new to speak, what now to register,
That may express my love, or thy dear merit?
Nothing, sweet boy; but yet, like prayers divine,
I must each day say o’er the very same,
Counting no old thing old, thou mine, I thine,
Even as when first I hallowèd thy fair name.
So that eternal love in love’s fresh case
Weighs not the dust and injury of age,
Nor gives to necessary wrinkles place,
But makes antiquity for aye his page,

Finding the first conceit of love there bred,
Where time and outward form would show it dead.
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The aural pun on wrinkles and ink (like wrinkles and writ in 93 and
the conceptual puns on wrinkle and pen and graven in 100); the pun

on writ in spirit and merit; and the fact that bred includes read (preterite)
suggest the anxieties of writing aroused by the sweet boy who wants nov-
elty from his poet. The Couplet Tie is first and love, and the poem argues
that all love is first love, that love never ages. The bred/dead rhyme occurs
as well in 104 and 112, with the same paradoxical chime, and, coming after
the book-word page, the read in bred may make itself felt. The k-sound in
ink, character, speak, counting, case, wrinkles, antiquity, and conceit serves to
join these words together so that we can see that in a loose way they all
suggest inscription.

The question of Q1—“What’s new to think, write, speak, regis-
ter?”—which we understand as one originally posed by the sweet boy but
echoed in verse by the poet, receives first a tentative (but eventually mis-
taken) answer in Q2. “I cannot say anything new; I can only say the same
old things.” Q3 finds a better way of formulating the problem: it re-
fuses to accept the young man’s enslavement to novelty (and thus to tem-
porality); and, against both new and old, it introduces the concept of the
eternal. Under the rubric of the eternal, the old (age, wrinkles, antiquity)
is no different from the new (love’s fresh case), and the couplet conse-
quently announces the logical identity of ancient conceit[s] of love (which
judged by time and outward form appear dead) with the poet’s own fresh
verses.

How is this plotted out poetically? We first notice the enslave-
ment of the whole poem to repetition, both semantic and syntactic, pos-
ing the critical question: What does it mean to repeat? So much of art is
repetition—of themes, conventions, motifs, rhyme schemes—that the
sulky weariness of the young man (“What, another sonnet?”) mirrors the
jadedness, in all ages, of the novelty-seeking public itself. Therefore, to
argue for his own poetics, the poet exaggerates his compulsion to re-
peat, positionally as well as semantically, syntactically, and phonetically.
There are successive overlaps, as shown in the diagram.
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The couplet tie is first and love, as I have said, but this is also a sonnet with
a key word, “love,” which appears in all four members (4, 8, 9, 9,
13). love “hides” in Q2 in the form of hallowèd, where the presence of
an “extra” v in the w would not have lessened Shakespeare’s joke, any
more than the absent e in oblivious did in 55.

The force of the poet’s rebuttal to the young man’s implied reproach,
“Don’t you have anything new to show me?” is felt in the not of the open-
ing question of the sonnet: “What hasn’t my brain used to explain my-
self?” The subsequent abjectness of Nothing, sweet boy is only apparent (as
it turns out), but it is dramatically real when it appears, as the poet seems
to abjure invention altogether. After the rhythmic abruptness of the first
4½ lines, the monotony early established in Q2 is striking:

I mmust ea1ch dlay b6ut yjet, li3ke prkayers d1ivkine,

6I mmust ea1ch dlay s3ay o’jer t3he vjer1y sakme.

The poet’s inner “rebellion” against acquiescence in the young man’s
judgment of monotony is first felt in the initial trochees of lines 7 and 8,
repeated in lines 9 and 13. Yet the singsong of traditional repetition—
n!o ojld th5ing okld, t7hou mkine, 4I thjine—resumes its counterpoint, as it will
throughout.

The quatrain of eternity, Q3, requires something different from either
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Overlaps in Sonnet 108

What’s in the brain

What’s new to speak

What’s new to speak

What now to register

may, may, prayers, day, say, name, case,
weighs, age, place, page

count, no, old, thou

thou mine, I thine

eternal love, love’s fresh case

age, page

first, first

my true spirit?

thy dear merit?

thy fair name



the abrupt demands for novelty in Q1 or the monotone of liturgy in Q2.
How will Q3 enact eternity? First of all, it assures us of the persistence of
repetition: this is the only quatrain in which love appears twice, the first
time in the form -al love (eternal love) to make us notice, if we haven’t al-
ready, the play on hallowèd that preceded it. Also, this quatrain plays on a
variety of words meaning both temporality and lack of temporality, but
which are all etymologically related: eternal, age, and aye are all derivatives
of aevum and aeon.

The meaning of Q3 has seemed obscure to commentators. Both Ker-
rigan and Booth follow previous editors in interpreting page as “servant
boy,” and antiquity as “old age.” As I understand it, the word page here
means not “a serving boy” but rather the page one reads; and “to make
antiquity one’s page” is to choose to read love poems by early authors, as
in When in the chronicle of wasted time (106) just preceding, which mentions
the ántique pen of earlier writers. Poring over the pages of antiquity, one
finds ladies who are, though dead (106, 108) in terms of time and outward
form, still visible in the blazon of sweet beauty’s best (106).

The first conception of love is to be found in the pages of old authors,
and one can do no better in affirming the eternal nature of true love, as it
appears in a fresh instance, than to see how accurate to one’s own feelings
(no matter how old one’s beloved is, how wrinkled, how injured by age;
and no matter how overlaid with dust old books may be) are the love-
encomia found in antiquity’s pages. That is, literary convention is the true
repository of the eternal, since the persistence of convention makes antiq-
uity’s page understandable to, and moving to, the modern reader.

I take Q3 as in part an admonition to the sweet boy so that he will love
his aging poet as well as prize the (apparent) repetitiveness of the poet’s
sonnets. “Eternal love, when it arises in a new instantiation, does not take
into account age and wrinkles, but instead sees how analogous the eternal
youthfulness of personal feeling is to the paradoxical freshness of feeling
encoded in old books by and about people long dead.” The interesting
phrase necessary wrinkles not only represents Shakespeare’s liking for put-
ting a grandly Latinate adjective with an Anglo-Saxon noun, but may also
recall the Renaissance meaning of necessary as “fated.” (See the etymologi-
cal relation between necesse and the Greek ananke [Necessity, Fate] in The
Oxford Latin Dictionary, s.v. necesse.)

The syntactic grandeur of the single long sentence comprising Q3 and
C contrasts with the fretful echoed questions of Q1 and the repetitive say-
ing and counting of Q2. The interminableness of this sentence, with its
triple main verb (weighs not, nor gives place to, but makes), and its long sub-
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ordinate participial phrase ( finding, etc.), itself containing an adverbial
clause (there . . . where), which itself contains a double subject (time, form),
is as good an enactment of “eternity” as one could make. It ends only with
the ending of the poem. Once again, as in 105 and 106, sonnet 108, in its
“hallowing the name” of the young man instead of the name of the Deity,
finds its wit in blasphemy.

key word: love [-’s] [hallowèd]

Couplet Tie: first (8, 13)
love [-’s] hal[-lowè-]d (4, 8, 9, 9, 13)
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O never say that I was false of heart,
Though absence seemed my flame to qualify;
As easy might I from my self depart
As from my soul, which in thy breast doth lie:
That is my home of love; if I have ranged,
Like him that travels I return again,
Just to the time, not with the time exchanged,
So that myself bring water for my stain.
Never believe, though in my nature reigned
All frailties that besiege all kinds of blood,
That it could so preposterously be stained
To leave for nothing all thy sum of good:

For nothing this wide universe I call,
Save thou, my rose; in it thou art my all.
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This , like the preceding and following sonnets, is a rebuttal to an
implied antecedent utterance by the young man. The young man

has said to the speaker, “You are false of heart; you have ranged; you have
left me.” The speaker replies, O never say that I was false of heart, etc., and
repeats the same syntactic form of injunction in Q3, Never believe, etc. The
Couplet Tie is for nothing (12, 13) and all (which occurs not only as itself in
lines 10, 10, 12, 14, but also, in hidden guise, in false, qualify, and call). The
opposition in nothing and all is one concept governing the sonnet, while
another is the climactic word stain (line 8; appearing in line 11 as stained)
which, as it also governs phonetically, generates the peculiar series of
six end-rhymes in Gan or Gan[g]ed: ranged, again, exchanged, stain, reigned,
stained. The vowel sound “Ga” is kept alive, so to speak, by its running ap-
pearance in say, flame, and frailties, as well as in the rhymes. Only in the
couplet is the “stain” of Ga—rising in Q1, dominating Q2, and present in
Q3—wholly absent, suggesting that it has been removed by love, that the
water brought to the poem by return and repentance has made the stain
disappear.

Sonnet 109 and the following 110 both refer to the breast of the be-
loved as the home to which the speaker returns. In 109, ranging is ex-
punged by returning; to return on time is to be faithful. This “solution” is
possible because the speaker admits to no sin except that of absence. The
beloved has suggested by his accusation of fals[ity] of heart that the speak-
er’s absence was caused by the wish to join another lover, but the speaker
denies the inference. The only stain in the octave is that of absence, reme-
died by his return when promised, just to the time.

However, Q3 introduces ideas of sin, a fall from grace, bodily frailty,
the unruliness of the beloved, etc. When blood and stained are juxtaposed
as end-words, falseness is not far away. The most conspicuous word in Q3
is preposterously, which matches in its prepost- the nothing all of the follow-
ing line. There is a strange current running through the sonnet—my
flame, my self (the Quarto reading), my soul, my home, my self (Quarto), my
stain, my nature, my rose, my all—emphasizing the fluent and changing im-
port of the first-person possessive adjective. Is my stain mine in the same
way as my self or my nature is? Does my all subsume my home and my soul?
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What the sonnet presents us with, by means of all the nouns preceded by
my, is the picture of a speaker ringed round with qualities:

Couplet Tie: my flame
my self
my soul
my home
my self
my stain
my nature
my rose
my all

These qualities suggest a plethora of self-definitions: I am a lover (my
flame); I am a self; I am a soul; I am a home-dweller; I am a stained person;
I am a natural being; I am the possessor of a rose; I am the estimator of
value (my all). One of the reasons we “believe in” Shakespeare’s speaker is
that his “I” is so variously defined.

The reign of frailties here will return in 121. The pun on love and
leave in 73 recurs here (lines 5, 12). There is a pun on “no-thing” and
“uni[one]-verse,” and it is hard to believe that Shakespeare would not have
intended a pun on uni-verse (Latin: one turn) with respect to both the turn
in pre-post-erously (back to front) and with respect to verse.

The conceptual wit in the sonnet depends on the fallen nature of man.
The speaker represents himself as the weakest in virtue of all men, willing
to grant that in his nature reign all frailties that besiege all kinds of blood.
Yet though all men (theologically speaking) are sinners, forsaking the
summum bonum (sum of good) through frailty, this frailest of all will never
disobey the evidence of Reason and forsake his All for nothing. This pro-
test virtually exempts the speaker from the fallen state he has conceded is
his. In short he has it both ways—“Yes, I am the sinner to outdo all sin-
ners; but this sin of falsity I haven’t let my nature be stained by.” This
paradox is reflected in the admission of (a minor) stain (line 8) while deny-
ing a stained (line 10) nature.

Couplet Tie: all (10, 10, 12, 14), as well as false (1), qualify (2), and call

(13)
for nothing (12, 13)
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Alas ’tis true, I have gone here and there,
And made myself a motley to the view,
Gored mine own thoughts, sold cheap what is most dear,
Made old offences of affections new.
Most true it is that I have looked on truth
Askance and strangely; but, by all above,
These blenches gave my heart another youth,
And worse essays proved thee my best of love.
Now all is done, have what shall have no end:
Mine appetite I never more will grind
On newer proof, to try an older friend,
A god in love, to whom I am confined.

Then give me welcome, next my heaven the best,
Even to thy pure and most most loving breast.
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Probably related (by its nature as a reply to accusation and by the
mention of breast) to 109, this sonnet is organized not only by tense

changes—present perfect (lines l-6), preterite (lines 7–8), present (line 9),
future (lines 10–12), all in the indicative—but also by mood changes from
the indicative to the imperative (have, line 9; give, line 13).

The couplet tie—best (8, 13), most (3, 5, 14, 14), love [loving] (8, 12, 14),
and give [gave] (7, 13)—is a complex one, and suggests, in its superlatives
best and most, the strenuous efforts of the speaker to reduce experience
into the simple categories that pervade the sonnet: here and there, cheap
and dear, old and new, worse and best, newer and older, best and most most.
The assertive comparisons (ranging from positive to comparative to su-
perlative to super-superlative) enact the self-in-repentance protesting that
he has repossessed the one, true (and simple) value system, and knows
each of its hierarchical levels. This simplification of experience betrays it-
self as the desperate remedy that it is by putting the friend, momentarily,
in the position of the Deity with power to set the limits of the moral uni-
verse: he is a god in love to whom I am confined. The unwilling word
confined arises from the speaker’s overly simple polarities for moral experi-
ence. The no end of return is also a con-fine-ment, a Latin pun on finis,
“end.” The blasphemy a god in love is rapidly withdrawn as the friend is
denominated next best to the speaker’s personal salvation (my heaven); but
the super-superlative most most once again replaces the friend in a quasi-
divine position above all human beings, even the most loving. Within breast
is contained the rest the speaker seeks after going here and there; in his
looking on truth st-range-ly is contained his rang-ing described in 109.

Sonnet 110, by admitting infidelity (evaded in 109), becomes a
stronger outburst than its predecessor. Among the speaker’s conces-
sions, only lines 1–2 seem to repeat an accusation made by the young
man—“You’ve ranged all over and made a fool of yourself.” One senses
from subsequent lines that the speaker has been reviling himself inwardly
with accusations quite different from the one of self-exposure voiced by
the young man. The self-reviling inner accusations are: “I have gored my
own thoughts, I have sold my dearest things for a farthing, I have taken up
new affections, and the truest accusation of all is that I have avoided tell-
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ing the truth.” These inward-looking thoughts are brought outward again
as the speaker spends the rest of the poem reiterating the increased love
that his offense has awakened in him, bringing the poem back from moral
to emotional concerns.

Underneath the admitted actions of the octave lies the motive for
them, unrevealed until line 10: the sharpening of the speaker’s appetite on
worse essays. Until then, the offenses seem aimless and unconnected—go-
ing here and there, goring his thoughts, selling dear things cheap, acquir-
ing new affections, looking askance on truth. These actions are called
blenches (blinks) and essays—trivial categories. It is only with the vow of re-
pentance—“I never more will grind my appetite on newer proof to try an
older friend”—that we learn that the motive was “sadistic” appetite, and
that the essays were really (punningly) trials aggressing against the friend.
The appetite is shown to be the cause of the new affections, and the de-
mands of appetite (� petere, “to ask for”) cause the eventual “all is done” of
the affections (� facere, “to do”).

The saccharine quality of the couplet arises from the extirpation of all
complex value in favor of the highly oversimplified value of repentance.
Repentance rises to its peak in the exaggerations of 111, where every pen-
ance is redoubled.

Couplet Tie: best (8, 13)
love [-ing] (8, 12, 14)
most (3, 5, 14, 14)
give [gave] (7, 13)
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O for my sake do you with Fortune chide,
The guilty goddess of my harmful deeds,
That did not better for my life provide
Than public means which public manners breeds.
Thence comes it that my name receives a brand,
And almost thence my nature is subdued
To what it works in, like the dyer’s hand.
Pity me then, and wish I were renewed,
Whilst like a willing patient I will drink
Potions of eisel ’gainst my strong infection;
No bitterness that I will bitter think,
Nor double penance to correct correction.

Pity me then, dear friend, and I assure ye
Even that your pity is enough to cure me.
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“Do not chide me (as you have done, making me respond with 109
and 110); rather chide Fortune, who made me as I am. She is the

guilty one, not I.” That is the octave; the sestet changes the impera-
tive from an upward-directed one (“chide the goddess”) to a downward-
directed one (“pity me”), twice repeated. (I accept the emendation of wish
to with in line 1.)

The cure for the speaker’s state seems at first to lie in a hope that For-
tuna will reverse for him the motion of her wheel. He himself has had no
luck in chiding Fortune; perhaps the friend will encounter better success,
and relent from chiding the speaker in favor of chiding Fortune.

What causes the speaker, then, to change his mind until he sees not
Fortuna but the friend as the agent of his potential cure? The speaker’s
metaphorical criminality (harmful deeds) in the octave is exchanged for his
(guiltless) infection in the sestet, and, by this change in self-representation,
the poet’s disorder has become humanly curable, not requiring divine in-
tervention. Geoffrey Hill’s etymological reminder that infection derives
from inficere, to dye [The Lords of Limit, p. 153], shows that the Anglo-
Latin “macaronic” pun dye/infection makes possible the change in self-
representation.

The metaphor of infixing or dyeing or double-dipping till the color
“takes” produces the many doublings in the sonnet (some of them noted
by Booth, but without causal explanation). A list follows, using Quarto
spelling:

th: the, that, than, thence, that, thence, the, then,
that, think, then, that

Double letters: goddesse, harmfull, deeds, better, manners,
breeds, pitty, willing, eysell, bitternesse, bitter,
pennance, correct, correction, pittie, assure, yee,
pittie, mee

Chiastic arrangements
of letters (abba):

goddesse, deeds, better, willing, bitternesse,
pittie, pittie
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Word repetitions,
exact and inexact:

for . . . , fortune . . . , for my life;
my sake . . . my . . . deeds . . . my life . . . my

name . . . my nature . . . my . . . infection;
better . . . bitterness . . . bitter
public . . . public
means . . . manners
pity . . . pity . . . pity
willing . . . will . . . will
patient . . . potions
correct . . . correction

And then there are the many alliterations, including such an unusual
one as fortune/chide/nature. There are also “visual alliterations” like the
repeated initial w’s in with, which, what, works, wish, whilst, will, will. And
there is the play on Shakespeare’s “branded” name, willing, will, will.
These indelible “dyes”—persisting down to the couplet with its two ap-
pearances of pittie, not to speak of the couplet-rhyme yee and mee—sug-
gest that no cure is to be found for this plague, which, unlike the “real”
plague, will not yield to medicinal eisel.

Couplet Tie: pity me then (5, 13), [pity] (14)
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Your love and pity doth th’impression fill
Which vulgar scandal stamped upon my brow,
For what care I who calls me well or ill,
So you o’er-green my bad, my good allow?
You are my all the world, and I must strive
To know my shames and praises from your tongue;
None else to me, nor I to none alive,
That my steeled sense or changes right or wrong.
In so profound abysm I throw all care
Of others’ voices, that my adder’s sense
To critic and to flatterer stoppèd are.
Mark how with my neglect I do dispense:

You are so strongly in my purpose bred
That all the world besides methinks th’are dead.
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The difficulties caused by both line 8 and line 14, and the argu-
ments for and against the emendation of line 14, are well laid out by

Booth, though I cannot agree with his retention of y’are; I have adopted
Evans’ th’are (“they are”). Booth has also written illuminatingly on the
sonnet’s various schemes of antithetical words (love/pity, well/ill, bad/good,
shames/praises, right/wrong, critic/flatterer, alive/dead). The central word
linking octave and sestet is sense, which in its first appearance is general in
meaning (Steevens in 1780 translated steeled sense as “stubborn resolution,”
as Booth notes), but in its second appearance denotes the single sense of
hearing, predicated of the adder which could stop its ears at will. Though
Booth suggests possible puns on world/word, sense/sins, and voices/vices,
such hovering puns, if they exist, do not help to explain the presence in
the poem of such strange words as steeled, abysm, adder’s, dispense, and
so on.

It may be the speaker’s self-representation as a deaf adder that intro-
duces these words, with their persistent use of s and its compounds, as an
onomatopoetic suggestion of a snake’s hiss: impression, scandal, stamped,
calls, so, must, strive, shames, praises, else, steeled, sense, changes, so, abysm,
others’ voices, adders, sense, stopped, dispense, so, strongly, purpose, besides, me-
thinks. There are other sonnets with equal numbers of s’s and sh’s, of
course, but the sounds are perhaps more audibly foregrounded here by
such unusual words as abysm and adder’s sense, and by the visible chain of
initial st words (stamped, strive, steeled, stoppèd, strongly).

The antitheses scattered through the sonnet are placed both within
and outside the speaker, and their equivocal locations seem to populate
the world with either/or choices. Only the beloved seems at first to recon-
cile these antitheses, expressing both love (for the good in the speaker)
and pity (for the speaker’s “brand”), overgreening the speaker’s bad and
allowing his good.

Yet soon the beloved, too, joins in the either/or world, uttering mixed
shames and praises to which the speaker must attend by responding with
changes in his otherwise “steeled” sense. In this uncertain world (the
poem suggests), one never knows, even with one’s beloved, whether one
will hear shames or praises, criticism or flattery. A later sonnet (121) will
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reply to worldly criticism, No, I am that I am, and will not resort, as this
one does, to sequestering the self privately with the beloved. If 112 did not
include shames, the sonnet could have preserved a safe place to hide within
the dyad of lover/beloved. While the beloved was content to o’er-green the
bad, instead of blaming it, the speaker was safe; but surely to know one’s
shames from another’s tongue is to hear blame expressed by that tongue.

The reiterative nature of the sestet—it reinscribes Q2’s you are and all
the world, and repeats Q1’s what care I as I throw all care; it repeats Q2’s
steeled sense as adder’s sense—suggests that something vital has not yet been
said in Q1 and Q2. The octave had carefully distinguished between the be-
loved and everyone else, asserting that the speaker would attend only to
the beloved. Q3, on the other hand, with its image of the totally deaf
adder, suggests that the speaker refuses to hear any voice at all. Perhaps
this change occurs because the speaker has realized he will have to hear
shames as well as praises from the beloved. In any case, while in the octave
the speaker was exclusively listening to the beloved, he now seems to be
neglecting the beloved’s voice (whether it appears as critic or flatterer,
shaming or praising) along with all the others.

This necessitates the apology in lines 12–14. How do I explain my ne-
glect of you as well as of everyone else? I do it thus: you are already within
me, not outside me. The two phrases you are and all the world were con-
joined in the octave: you are my all the world. Yet in the couplet, they have
been disjoined, with you are in line 13 and all the world in line 14, where all
the world now excludes the beloved. Earlier, the speaker had said “I am
alive to none except you.” Now he is saying, “No one is alive to me but
you, because you are within me.”

It is a backhanded way to make the beloved be the speaker’s all-the-
world. The dyad now, on both sides, excludes everyone else; and the
speaker lays entire claim to the beloved. Bred/dead has occurred as a cou-
plet rhyme before, in 104 and 108, and the paradoxical conjunction of ori-
gin and end clearly appealed to Shakespeare.

To make You are so strongly in my purpose bred mean “You are so
strongly incorporated in myself” is probably no more tortured than other
readings of the couplet. After all, the young man has been busy with
love and pity, filling in the brand of scandal, “o’ergreening” the speaker’s
faults. He has shown himself (except when recalling shames) to be strongly
bred in the purpose of the speaker. As for the speaker’s explanation in the
couplet, it is difficult to see why the speaker should have to excuse himself
to the beloved for “neglect” if he has been neglecting only other people.
All the world . . . methinks th’are dead is another way of saying line 7, None
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else to me, nor I to none alive, preserving the dyad. If everyone else is dead,
shames are no longer relevant.

The attempt to reduce the world to the I-you dyad tries to salvage
some remnant of society for the speaker. The living couple in the dead
world is a prize requiring a self-mutilation and species-reduction on the
part of the speaker, as he demeans himself by resigning his sense of hear-
ing and turning himself emblematically into an adder, deaf to the social
world. For a writer (especially a dramatist) to stop listening to the world is
to dry up a vital source of language. If he were merely adopting an atti-
tude of indifference (what care I who calls me well or ill), he would hear
voices and disregard them. But the intensification of what care I into “In
so profound abysm I throw all care” entails the willed deafness which re-
places indifference. Thus is constructed the paradox you are my all the
world ending all the world besides . . . th’are dead. All the world is mightily
shrunken; and it will eventually shrink to a world of the speaker alone in
sonnet 124, though the dyad returns almost hopelessly in 125.

Couplet Tie: all the world (5, 14)
you are (5, 13)
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Since I left you, mine eye is in my mind,
And that which governs me to go about
Doth part his function, and is partly blind,
Seems seeing, but effectually is out;
For it no form delivers to the heart
Of bird, of flow’r, or shape which it doth latch;
Of his quick objects hath the mind no part;
Nor his own vision holds what it doth catch:
For if it see the rud’st or gentlest sight,
The most sweet-favoured or deformèd’st creature,
The mountain, or the sea, the day, or night,
The crow, or dove, it shapes them to your feature.

Incapable of more, replete with you,
My most true mind thus maketh mine eye untrue.
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The aesthetic effect here arises from the contrast between octave
and sestet. In the octave, the speaker, away from the beloved, is sim-

ply incapable of registering the outside world at all. Not only does the eye
not deliver to the heart or the mind the quick objects of its sight, but it can-
not hold onto those objects even for its own vision, so preoccupied is the
speaker with his inner sight of the beloved.

The sestet explains why the sight itself does not properly retain its ob-
jects: it transforms every object, however unlikely, into something resem-
bling the beloved. The faithful mind, filled to repletion by the image
of the beloved, can hold nothing else. (I accept the usual emendation, in
line 14, of mine to mine eye; and the emendation of sweet-favour to sweet-
favoured, for parallelism with deformèd’st creature.)

By calling the transformative eye untrue at the end, the speaker labels
metaphor a falsification. As the eye lights on a dove, it says, “In this way
the dove resembles my beloved”; it no longer sees, but sees as. The objects
named in the octave are common, natural, agreeable objects of metaphor,
to which Shakespeare has himself often resorted. One can accept the gen-
eralization of such gentle and sweet-favored form[s] as bird or flower as
metaphors for the beloved, but it is harder to imagine (and the next son-
net immediately raises the question) how rude or deformed creatures, in-
troduced in the sestet, can serve the metaphorical purpose of assimilating
all that is seen to some version of that Platonic form, the friend.

Blindness to form organizes the octave, whereas distortion of form
(deformation) organizes the sestet. The inner disturbance aroused by the
recognition of distortion (“untruth”) causes the sestet to instance the
rud’st sight first, thus setting the chiastic pattern noted by Booth (rud’st,
gentlest, sweet-favoured, deformèd’st; day, night, crow, dove), in which the sec-
ond chiasmus reverses the bad/good order of the first, making the trans-
formations even more unsettling. As Booth notes, there is a speed-up in
the instances of transformable sights in the sestet, and this too suggests
the lightning sleight-of-hand by which every perception is reshaped into
a simulacrum of the friend. The octave, by contrast, is concerned exclu-
sively with lack expressed in negatives: sight delivers no form to the heart;
mind has no part in sight’s objects; nor does the eye’s own vision hold onto
what it catches.
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This lack is, in effect, blindness; but blindness is perhaps preferable to
the dizzy prestidigitations of Q3. The word linking the octave and Q3 is
shape[s]; it is a stable noun in the octave, but an active verb in the disturb-
ing Q3. The couplet sums up the octave by another lack-word: the mind
is in-capable (� capere, “to catch”) of more (sights). It sums up Q3 by a
fullness-word, replete (� replere, “fill up”). You in line 13 now means “you
in all the metaphorical shapes I have cast you in, using every perception of
the world that my eye has taken in since I left you.” The eye, no longer
objectively seeing the world, is now untrue, as by a pathetic fallacy it
shapes its every sight to one feature.

There is a complacency in the final paradox which will not be allowed
to persist. (Sonnet 114 will disengage the sense of madness which dis-
torted vision brings with it, and will question further the veracity of meta-
phor.) In structure, 113 uses a shape like that of 66, a vastly unsymmetrical
proportion of 1-11-2. The last line (as emended) arrives at a near-chiastic
symmetry: true, mind, mine eye, untrue. After the initial statement of visual
dislocation (eye in mind), the poem devotes itself to the consequent irregu-
larities of perception. The last line does not dispute the vagaries of visual
response (it concedes that mine eye is untrue) but the epigrammatic com-
placency of 1. 14 suggests that this is no longer matter for anxiety, as it was
earlier. The speaker is reassured by realizing that his mind is still most
true, and that it is in fact the troth of the mind that is responsible for the
untru[th] of perception. These concerns will be raised, far more darkly, in
114, 148, and 152.

Couplet Tie: eye (1, 14)
mind (1, 7, 14)
you [your] (1, 12, 13)

The symmetry of this Couplet Tie supports the
emendation eye in line 14.
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Or whether doth my mind, being crowned with you,
Drink up the monarch’s plague, this flattery?
Or whether shall I say mine eye saith true,
And that your love taught it this alchemy,
To make of monsters, and things indigest,
Such cherubins as your sweet self resemble,
Creating every bad a perfect best
As fast as objects to his beams assemble?
O ’tis the first, ’tis flatt’ry in my seeing,
And my great mind most kingly drinks it up;
Mine eye well knows what with his gust is ’greeing,
And to his palate doth prepare the cup.

If it be poisoned, ’tis the lesser sin
That mine eye loves it and doth first begin.
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The too easy explanation in 113 of visual falsification—“My eye,
while you’re away, shapes everything to your feature and reports a

world identical to you”—is here replaced by a tenacious fear of being
given, by the eye, a permanently false view of the objective world. This
fear is no longer visual, however, but moral. Has moral sight been de-
ceived by visual sight? To transform a “rude creature” like a crow into
one’s beloved (“The glossy wing of the crow is his raven hair”) has no
ethical import. But what if one’s eye deliberately misrepresents the moral
monsters and things indigest of the world as harmless or beautiful so as to
make them agreeable to the obsessed mind? This alchemy is dangerous,
even poisonous.

The interesting asymmetrical structure of the sonnet, 2-2-4-6, displays
its logical alternatives, as shown in the diagram.
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The eye, a servile courtier, serves up to the mind what will please,
what the mind demands. The mind has become a monarch to whom the
truth is never disclosed; the monarch is told only what he wants to hear,
shown what he wants to see. Here, he drinks the cup prepared to his lik-
ing by the servile eye. (The phrase drink up—phonetically incorporating
cup in line 2, though not in line 10, where it appears as drink it up—and the
words flattery, mind, and eye link the octave and Q3.)

His in lines 11–12 refers to the mind; the eye, knowing the taste (gust)
of the mind, prepares the cup to suit the mind’s palate. But the couplet
adds the sinister fact that the corrupt servitor has even preceded his mas-
ter in relishing the poisoned cup. The complex Couplet Tie (’tis, 9, 9, 13;
mine eye, 3, 11, 14; love [-s] 4, 14; first, 9, 14) in effect emphasizes the conclu-
sion “’Tis mine eye loves first.” The anterior corruption of the eye is sug-
gested by the rhymes of Q2, resemble and assemble, both incorporating
the French root sembler, meaning “to seem”; and the apparently perfect
graphic congruence between the endings of re-semble and as-semble dis-
simulates their different etymological provenances (the first from similis,
“similar,” the second from simul, “together”). The sound pattern in un-
voiced and voiced k/g (suggested perhaps by the word king) may help to
explain some of the odder word choices: crowned, drink, plague, alchemy,
creating, objects, great, kingly, drinks, gust, greeing, cup.

The moral inquiry of the poem, as the speaker catches himself creat-
ing perfect best from every bad, ends in a moral suicide; the mind knowingly
drinks the poisoned cup, calling that moral monster, the young man,
a cherub (the cherubim are the most exalted of the nine orders of an-
gels). Such, at least, is the speaker’s underlying fear, though the poem still
strives, by separating the idea “I transform monsters into cherubim” from
the idea “cherubim resemble you,” to separate monsterhood from the
young man.

The strategy of separating the ego into mind and eye (successful in 113,
where the only appearance of the undivided ego occurs in the first line,
Since I left you) cannot be sustained in 114, where the integrated ego tries
to decide between the alternatives offered in Q1. This dilemma of the
disintegrating ego is emphasized by the pun which distinguishes-while-
identifying mental and visual activity (I say/eye saith): “Or whether shall I
say mine eye saith true.” The “I” must, it thinks, decide between truth and
falsity, and its intolerable alchemical attempts at turning “lead” monsters
into “gold” cherubim, bad into best, must be brought to an end. The
speaker’s decision that his eye does not see true, that he will continue to
accept flattery, is thus justly seen as suicidal (poison) to the would-be inte-
grated ego. The speaker abandons his original reputation-saving division
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between mind and eye, as both are now seen to be corrupt. Originally, the
eye was thought to be a passive learner from love: your love (with the usual
ambiguity—“my love of you,” “your love of me”) taught it (mine eye) this
alchemy—but now the eye itself is seen to be the agent of appetite (mine
eye loves it). The moral outrage of being taken in by monsters and things in-
digest, which has briefly appeared in Q2, is stifled in the cup of continued
and acquiescent erotic self-deception, guided by slavish visual worship,
the eye’s initial capitulation to the physical beauty—resembling that of
the cherubim—of the young man. Infatuation is preferred to moral acu-
ity, and by the end, self-loathing for immoral complicity has replaced the
original moral loathing of monsters like the young man.

Though the speaker still proposes the flattering unction that sins of
the flesh (here, the eye) are lesser than sins of the mind, the cup of flattery
has been prepared by the eye to accord with the palate of the (sardonically
described) great mind; and so we may deduce that the mind has become as
corrupt as the eye. The sonnet exposes a sin of the spirit as much as of the
flesh, and the couplet’s excuse has been vitiated by the picture of the ac-
tively cooperating mind in Q3. (Booth is surely wrong to call this an-
guished and self-lacerating poem an “inevitably barren, self-consciously
cute, basically frivolous exercise in intellectual ingenuity.”)

Couplet Tie: mine eye (3, 11, 14)
love [-s] (4, 14)
’tis (9, 9, 13)
first (9, 14)
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Those lines that I before have writ do lie,
Even those that said I could not love you dearer;
Yet then my judgement knew no reason why
My most full flame should afterwards burn clearer.
But reckoning Time, whose millioned accidents
Creep in ’twixt vows, and change decrees of kings,
Tan sacred beauty, blunt the sharp’st intents,
Divert strong minds to th’course of alt’ring things—
Alas, why, fearing of Time’s tyranny,
Might I not then say “Now I love you best,”
When I was certain o’er incertainty,
Crowning the present, doubting of the rest?

Love is a babe: then might I not say so,
To give full growth to that which still doth grow.
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The major aesthetic strategy in 115 is the change in love-analogy be-
tween the body of the sonnet and its couplet. The body of the poem

resorts to standard metaphorical descriptions of love (a burning flame,
lovers’ vows), while the couplet resorts to the mythological image of Cu-
pid (love is a babe) in order to solve its mock-dilemma, “Why was it ille-
gitimate of me in the past to write ‘Now I love you best’?” The poem
is also structured by the speaker’s mock-search for an appropriate verb
for “love.” He tries burn (attended by Shakespeare’s usual formula for am-
plitude, a comparative—clearer—tacked amendingly onto a superlative—
most full), and he makes various hyperbolic declarations—“I could not love
you dearer” and “Now I love you best”—but finally settles on a verb of pro-
gressive action, grow. To grow (like to brighten, to wane, etc.) is a word-in-
motion with a potentially infinite extent: one cannot give “full growth” to
grow. Whereas the body of the poem attempts to fix love in temporality,
in a “now,” the couplet offers it an open-ended perpetual crescendo.

The problem is phrased as a problem first of writing (writ) and then of
saying (said); the implied fixity of writing is rejected in favor of the provi-
sionality of saying. One can perhaps see say as a key word, appearing
thrice as itself (said, say, say) and once, in Q2, in covert form within sacred
(cf. oblivion in 55).

Everyone has remarked the ungrammaticality of Q2, unanchored as it
is to the rest of the poem. It is worth saying that the sense of the poem is
entirely complete without Q2, and that we cannot explain its presence in
terms of logic alone. Q2 is one of the quatrains which immensely enlarge
the scope of the poems in which they occur, like Q1 of 19, Devouring Time.
Here, Q2 brings in monarchic authority, religious images, and intellectual
power, all powerless against the effects of reckoning Time.

Judgement, knew, reason: these three judicious words bound the rational
world, but Time’s calendrical reckoning is of a different order of reason en-
tirely. Logically speaking, the poem is torn between its intuitions about
Time (which run to destructiveness) and its surprise that Time has for
once acted creatively, causing love to grow. The lover’s wish to fix the day
of greatest happiness before time’s accidents creep in ’twixt vows has made
him write a false poem, saying, “I could not love you dearer,” the cause of
his Alas. The undisturbed growth of love, however, simply means that it
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has so far escaped an encounter with one of Time’s millioned accidents, its
tyranny. The factual growth of love has absolutely no stabilizing effect on
the speaker’s metaphysical knowledge of Time’s destructive potential, and
so the unsettling effect of the poem remains in place, with fact (growth)
and possibility (accidents) in perpetually unstable relation to each other.

One can’t doubt that the “best writing” in the poem comes in the
rapid and savage inventory of Q2, with its successive verbs and verbally
derived words. These words are so metaphorically incoherent that they
forbid all attempts at intelligible reconstruction. On the one hand, time
reckons, a word suggesting intelligibility; but on the other hand, its occur-
rences are accidents (� ad � cadere, “how things fall out”), and these acci-
dents, in a wonderful series of catachreses, variously creep, change, tan,
blunt, and divert. Because there are million[s] of these accidents, we are to
understand that the list of catachrestic verbs could be infinitely extended.

The millioned accidents in Q2 are played off first against Q1’s emo-
tional stasis. That stasis was expressed by the denial of comparative in-
crease to the lover’s superlatives (the most full flame could not burn clearer,
he could not love him dearer). Accidents are also played off against C’s
predictable-in-a-babe physical growth, which is far more stable than love’s
possible growth. In short, the incompatibilities of the poem arise from a
confusion of categories. Emotion is made by Q2 into simply another vul-
nerable temporal event, but made by C into a knowable biological devel-
opment. The underlying question, then, is “Under which categorical ru-
bric is ‘Love’ best placed?” The lover has been thinking of it as a temporal
event, like vows, subject to Time’s tyranny; now he learns he is to think of
it in mythological terms, and consider it a biologically growing infant in
mythological (Cupid) guise. He neglects to say whether mythology is
subject to Time’s tyranny, however, and the couplet seems a forced com-
pliment rather than a satisfactory ending.

As we read Q3, it sounds like (and is, in part) a reprise of Q1. However,
if we fit an overlay of Q3 on Q1, we see that a new ingredient—present at
the time of Q1 but omitted (repressed?) in the formulation of Q1—has
been added. This new element is represented by the words fearing of Ti-
me’s tyranny, incertainty, and doubting of the rest. In short, as we hear Q1, it
tells of a lover who, knowing no reason why his love should ever be
stronger, celebrates that climactic moment in a jubilant verse. As we read
Q3, it tells of a lover who, fearing that his love can only go downhill from
its present strength, commemorates the peak moment elegiacally. The
chaotic set of fears expressed in Q2 thus can be seen as the real motive for
Q1; repressed in Q1, fear bursts out in the ungrammatical and unanchored
But of Q2.
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The encouraging and complimentary emphasis of Q1, then, must turn
mournful and foreboding in its reprise in Q3. C returns to the judgement
and its reasons: “Now I know a reason my love can burn clearer as time
goes on: because it’s governed by a waxing verb, grow, rather than by a
steady-state verb, burn. Back then, my judgement knew no reason why.” The
“reason” is given by the perhaps proverbial Love is a babe, triumphantly
“quoted” as if now a sufficient “reason” has been found never again to
write, either jubilantly or elegiacally, “Now I love you best.”

defective key words: then, love (both missing in Q2,
the quatrain interrupting the narrative
of love as it was then)

key word (perhaps): say [said] [sacred]

Couplet Tie: then (3, 10, 13) (listed because
emphasized)
love (2, 10, 13)
say [said] (2, 10, 13) and possibly
sacred (7)
full (4, 14)
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Let me not to the marriage of true minds
Admit impediments; love is not love
Which alters when it alteration finds,
Or bends with the remover to remove.
O no, it is an ever-fixèd mark
That looks on tempests and is never shaken;
It is the star to every wand’ring bark,
Whose worth’s unknown, although his heighth be taken.
Love’s not Time’s fool, though rosy lips and cheeks
Within his bending sickle’s compass come;
Love alters not with his brief hours and weeks,
But bears it out even to the edge of doom.

If this be error and upon me proved,
I never writ, nor no man ever loved.
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This famous almost “impersonal” sonnet on the marriage of true
minds has usually been read as a definition of true love. That is,

most readers decide to see the poem (guided by its beginning) as an exam-
ple of the genre of definition, and this initial genre-decision generates
their interpretation. Let me begin by saying that I read this poem as an
example not of definition but of dramatic refutation or rebuttal.

The aesthetic motivation governing 116 springs (as I hope to show)
from the fiction of an anterior utterance by another which the sonnet is
concerned to repudiate. My interpretation—suggesting that the usual in-
terpretation is untrue, and not simply incomplete—springs from reading
along a line of difference: the quatrains differ powerfully from one an-
other. Also, there are too many no’s and nor’s, never’s and not’s in this
poem—one nor, two no’s, two never’s, and four not’s—for it to seem a se-
rene one. The prevalence of negation suggests that this poem is not a
definition, but rather a rebuttal—and all rebuttals encapsulate the argu-
ment they refute. As we can deduce the prior utterance being rebutted
(one made, it seems reasonable to assert, by the young man), it has gone
roughly as follows:

“You would like the marriage of minds to have the same perma-
nence as the sacramental marriage of bodies. But this is unreason-
able—there are impediments to such constancy. After all, persons
alter; and when one finds alteration, one is himself bound to alter
as well; and also, people (or some qualities in them) leave, and
one’s love is bound to remove itself when the qualities of one’s lov-
ers remove. I did love you once; but you have altered, and so there
is a natural alteration in me.”

It is the iambic prosody that first brings the pressure of rhetorical
refutation into Shakespeare’s line: “Let me not to the marriage of true
minds / Admit impediments.” The speaker says these lines schematically,
mimicking, as in reported discourse, his interlocutor’s original iron laws
of expediency in human intercourse: “To find alteration is to alter; to see a
removal is to remove.” (This law is, on the part of the young man, a self-
exculpating move; we see in it a grim parody of the laws of true reciproc-
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ity proposed throughout the Sonnets.) And yet we are struck by the dread-
ful plausibility of the young man’s laws: they read like laws of mathemat-
ics. Alter the left side of the equation, and you will alter the right; remove
X from the left, and of course something must vanish from the right. Al-
teration causes altering; removers cause removing.

On the other hand, it is not very clear what the young man has had in
mind in framing his laws. What is all this vague talk of altering and re-
moving? Of course one who argues as the young man does has something
specific in mind (usually a new erotic attachment), but prefers to cloud it
under large self-excusing generalizations. And the one who disingenu-
ously argues for “impediments” must have some of his own in mental re-
serve.

The speaker’s first technique has been to replicate the dishonest dis-
course of his interlocutor by mimicking it, even quoting it:

Let me not to the marriage of true minds
Admit “impediments”: love is not love
Which “alters when it alteration finds,”
Or “bends with the remover to remove,”
O no!

However, the speaker’s own denial, using the given schematic terms of
his opponent, is unsatisfactory, because it simply accepts the terms (“al-
tering,” “removing”) already established by another, giving them the lie
direct. Shakespeare therefore makes his speaker move (in obedience to
well-known oratorical principles) away from the negative refutation of his
opponent to a positive refutation couched in new terms, apparently his
own—“O no, it is [rather] X.” The speaker leaves behind the as-yet-
unclarified abstractions of vague “alterations” and “removers” in favor of
his own emblematic North Star, a navigational fixèd mark. (I see no reason
to interpret mark as “lighthouse”; when Shakespeare means “lighthouse”
he says sea-mark.) We can see, however, that even that star-symbol has it-
self been conjured up by his opponent’s terms. Alteration has engendered
ever-fixèd (used proleptically of the fixed North Star); and against the lin-
ear remove, the speaker sets a circular wandering that may err but cannot,
thanks to the star, ever be permanently lost. Love, in terms of this positive
refutation, is said to be able to look unshaken not only on those vaguely
euphemized “alterations” and “removes” but on very tempests. And love
does not fall within those grimly calculable materialist laws invoked by
the young man: though it is describable, it is inestimable.
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We now come, pursuing a reading for difference, to a reinscription in
the poem of a previous pattern: the third quatrain repeats, in briefer form,
the pattern of negative refutation followed by positive assertion which the
preceding two quatrains had initiated. In this way, as reinscription, this
quatrain initiates our sense of the poem as repetitive—as something that
is reinscribing a structure which it has already used once. The poem says
yet again, “Love is not X, but rather Y.”

But the third quatrain is not simply a rhetorical restating of those
two threatening words alter and bend (so undefined in the young man’s
utilitarian rhetoric). The two words are now unpacked in their full sig-
nificance as they are reinscribed in the poem. The remover who bends
turns out to be the grim reaper, Time, with his bending sickle. What alters
are Time’s brief hours and weeks. (The indignant speaker will not dignify
time with seasons and years, not to speak of epochs and ages; time, so im-
portant to the young man, is to be denigrated, to be denied all majesty
and power.) Only the Day of Judgment (invoked from the sacramental lit-
urgy of marriage) is the proper measure of love’s time. The speaker calls
on Saint Paul as witness that love bears all things (the Geneva Bible had
“endureth”; the Authorized Version only later [1611] substituted “bears”).
What then is this talk of removal?

Q3 departs from its function as reinscription of Q2 in considering the
merit of the young man’s view. It begins by keeping up the vehemence of
refutation, remaining within the debater’s genre; but suddenly, a new con-
cessive appears as one had earlier—in line 8’s although his heighth be taken.
The young man is granted another point. Something in fact, it is true, is
removed; something, it is granted, comes into the bending compass of the
sickle. The thing that the young man values, that he has in mind with
his occluded talk of “alteration” and “removes,” turns out to be physical
beauty, rosy lips and cheeks, which, it is conceded, fall to Time’s sickle. The
speaker cannot deny the actual truth of those removals, but the conces-
sion is a painful one. The young man, even though concealing his motives
behind his euphemizing vagueness, has been exposed (by this unpacking-
by-reiteration of his very words alters and bends) as a man in thrall to the
sensual bloom of youth; when he sees the sickle bend, he must, he has
said, bend with it, remove himself when he sees beauty removed, and find
another as-yet-unreaped beauty. (The speaker’s tenderness toward the
young man forbids his showing narratively, or in prophecy, the destruc-
tion of sensual beauty in the young man; he admits here only the general
law, that within the compass of the sickle all sensual beauty falls.)

Once the speaker has admitted the tragic law of the destruction of
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physical beauty, he cannot forget it. Love can now no longer be the super-
lunary fixed star contemplating from above even tempests unmoved; it
becomes instead, in the second positive refutation, the human endurer,
bearing it out, in the same horizontal plane in which life is lived, even to
the edge of doom. In changing its mind about the proper description of
love, this sonnet of reinscription (wherein the early impediments cited by
the vague young man are resummoned and made explicit in their specific
reference to time and physical aging) also exhibits an authorial penti-
mento, by which a love first described in transcendent vertical terms as a
secular Petrarchan fixed star subsequently takes on the immanent hori-
zontal Christian Pauline form of stoic fidelity in endurance.

The couplet of this sonnet is at once a legal challenge in equity and a
last refutation (and implicit condemnation) of the position of the young
man. The young man has, after all, said, “I did love you once, but now im-
pediments have arisen through alterations and removes.” The speaker ar-
gues by means of the couplet that the performative speech-act of Platonic
fidelity in quasi-marital mental love cannot be qualified; if it is qualified, it
does not represent love. Therefore, if he himself is in error on the subject
of what true love is, then no man has ever loved; certainly the young man
(it is implied) has not loved, if he has not loved after the steady fashion
urged by the speaker, without alteration, removals, or impediments. The
poem entertains, in the couplet, the deconstructive notion of its own
self-dissolution; the impossibility of error is proved by the contrary-to-
fact hypothesis, I never writ. The triple negative here (never, nor, no) is the
last signal of the refutational rhetoric or the poem, linking the couplet to
all the O no’s, never’s, and not’s that precede it.

I think it important that we see the speaker savagely clarifying, with
his rephrasing into the visibly pictorial emblematic form of Time, the
vague “alter” and “bend” of the disingenuous young man. But of course
the hyperbolic, transcendent, and paradigmatic star is the casualty of the
refutational reinscription contained in the third quatrain. The vertically
conceived star cannot be reinscribed in the matrix of the metonymic
hours and weeks of linear sublunary mortality. Stars are not present at the
edge of doom; the burdened pilgrimage to that utmost verge is human,
stoic, and linear. The star lingers, semi-effaced, a rejected model.

Without the differential model of refutation, reinscription, and
authorial rethinking, the poem is imperfectly seen; we cannot judge its
representational aim. No reader, to my knowledge, has seen Let me not to
the marriage of true minds as a coherent refutation of the extended implied
argument of an opponent, and this represents an astonishing history of
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critical oversight, a paradigmatic case of how reading a poem as though it
were an essay, governed by an initial topic sentence, can miss its entire
aesthetic dynamic. Because many readers still seek, in the anxiety of read-
ing, a reassuring similarity of patterning among quatrains rather than
a perplexing difference, and prefer to think of the Sonnets as discursive
propositional statements rather than as situationally motivated speech-
acts, we remain condemned to a static view of any given sonnet. It is as
useful to ask of each sonnet what form of speech-act it performs as to ask
what aesthetic problems generated the poem as their exfoliated display;
but these are not the same question, though they are often related. Here,
the speech-act we call refutation could equally well, for instance, have
been carried out entirely in the first person, as it is in the following sonnet
(Accuse me thus). To discuss the aesthetic problems set by Shakespeare in
writing the sonnet, we must ask first the reason in decorum for the use of
the impersonal definition-form governing the middle ten lines; next the
reason for the necessity of doubling the definition-form, so as to offer
negative definitions as well as positive ones; and third, why the negative-
positive arrangement had to be done twice, so as to make two negative and
two positive refutations in lieu of one of each. There are various answers
to these problems; I am concerned only that they should be named as
problems. We can perhaps see the indecorum of insisting entirely in the
first-person singular on the exclusive worth of one’s own fashion of loving
(though the speaker resorts to that move in the couplet); but the problem
of the two refutations doubled is a more interesting one, as is the neces-
sity for the reinscription (as I have called it) of the young man’s vague
words (alter, bend) in the full clarity of their exposure as they are given, in
the person of the grim reaper, emblematic form.

The chilling impersonality of the hideous implied “law of alteration
and removal” gives a clue to the sort of language used by the young man
which is here being refuted, just as the speaker’s first refutational meta-
phor, the metaphor of transcendent worth, establishes another form of
diction wholly opposed to the young man’s sordid algebraic diction of
proportional alteration. The second refutational passage, in the third
quatrain, proposes indirectly a valuable alternative law, one approved by
the poet-speaker, which we may label “the law of inverse constancy”: the
more inconstant are time’s alterations (one an hour, one a week), the more
constant is love’s endurance, even to the edge of doom. The impersonal
phraseology of law, at first the young man’s euphemistic screen for his
own infidelity, is triumphantly but tragically modified by the speaker into
the law of constancy in trial. That is, the reinscription (using alters and
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bending, adapted from alters, alteration, and bends), not only brings out the
latent significance of these euphemistically disguising words, but also (by
proposing a different “universal” law) reinscribes with new significance
the very structural form (an invariant law) of the young man’s objections.
The model which I call “reinscription,” then, consists here of a first mes-
sage about alteration and bending inscribed in the implied form of a self-
serving law, and a second message about alteration and bending inscribed
in the form of a constancy-law. We can now see why the transcendent
metaphorical star alone could not refute the young man: he had to be re-
futed in his own temporal and metonymic terms, as the identical form (a
“law” of physical necessity) of the reinscribed message indicates.

The young man, by his mentioning of “impediments,” has announced
the waning of his own attachment to the speaker, dissolving the “marriage
of true minds.” It is not surprising to see, in the following sonnets, the
young man’s attempts to project the blame for his own faithlessness on
the speaker (117), and the speaker, taking his cue, acting out his own
infidelities (118).

defective key word: love [-d] (missing in Q2) (Since I can
see no cause for its absence in Q2, I
conclude this effect may be accidental.
On the other hand, a portmanteau lover
may have been expanded in Q2 into look
never.)

Couplet Tie: love [-d] (2, 2, 9, 11, 14)
no (5, 14)
never (6, 14)
ever (5, 14)
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Accuse me thus: that I have scanted all
Wherein I should your great deserts repay,
Forgot upon your dearest love to call,
Whereto all bonds do tie me day by day;
That I have frequent been with unknown minds,
And given to time your own dear-purchased right;
That I have hoisted sail to all the winds
Which should transport me farthest from your sight.
Book both my wilfulness and errors down,
And on just proof surmise accumulate;
Bring me within the level of your frown,
But shoot not at me in your wakened hate:

Since my appeal says I did strive to prove
The constancy and virtue of your love.
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Sonnet 117 offers, like 116, a rebuttal of an anterior discourse by the
young man, who has said, in rather artificially equalized two-line in-

dictments:

“You have scanted all wherein you should repay my great des-
erts. You have forgotten to call upon my dearest love, to which all
bonds tie you day by day. You have been on familiar terms with un-
known minds, and given to time the hours which are my dearly
purchased right. You have hoisted sail to all the winds which would
transport you farthest from my sight.”

The sonnet spends its whole octave quoting the reported discourse of
the accusatory young man, in another of Shakespeare’s wonderfully de-
vised strategies of having him condemn himself through his own mean-
spiritedness. It is only after the octave that the speaker’s voice proper,
heard up to now only in the first three words of the poem, enters in sum-
marizing fashion, continuing the series of concessive verbs that began
with Accuse, saying,

“Yes, [accuse me in all these ways,] do an inventory of my willful-
ness and errors, heap up suspicion on the basis of what you’ve
found, frown on me, but don’t shoot at me in hate. My defense is
that I did what I did as a test of the constancy and virtue of your
love.”

The overlap between 117 and 116 in topics, diction, and imagery,
noted by Booth, is used by Booth to comment that “in 116 the speaker is
grand, noble, general, and beyond logic; in 117 he is petty, particular,
and narrowly logical.” To my mind, neither characterization is true. Son-
net 117, like 116, is an exposure of the young man’s ignoble nature. The
speaker never quite admits guilt. His appeal asserts only that he strove to
prove the young man virtuous and constant, but he gives no particulars of
his own actions. He invites the young man to accumulate surmise (conjec-
tural inferences), but only upon just proof. No just proof has been proffered
as yet by the young man, at least not in the discourse we have heard re-
ported. The young man has accused the speaker of insufficient attendance
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upon him, of spending hours away from him (perhaps with others, but the
young man seems unable to name them), of engaging in undertakings that
have distanced him from the young man. None of this “proves” anything
about the speaker’s previous whereabouts and company; it suggests only
that the young man is feeling insufficiently courted. Both the vehemence
of the young man’s apparently groundless accusations (since absence does
not necessarily denote either lustful wilfulness nor moral errors) and the
extent of his own self-regard (“You have scanted my great deserts,” etc.)
lead us to question his position. He is an accuser uttering without proof
his bill of attainder; he is full of suspicion (accumulating surmises); he is
setting himself up as a judge ( frown; appeal); he even sets himself up as a
potential executioner, ready to shoot with hate. He may even have em-
ployed spies (“You have been frequent with unknown minds,” says he;
how does he know?).

The young man has invited no explanation from the speaker, has prof-
fered in friendship no plausible excuses for him, has not tendered forgive-
ness. He has, in short, shown no signs of past, present, or future love for
the speaker. Instead, he has shown fury (hate), suspicion, jealousy, and
wounded self-esteem.

In his sestet of response, the speaker recalls to the young man his (pre-
vious) oaths of constancy to the speaker and virtue in love. The speaker
thus utters the only rebuke possible to his superior’s great deserts. To be
upbraided in this fashion by a superior, and to be unable to defend oneself
(except by the quiet insertion of just and proof into this atmosphere of
vague hyperbolic accusation) is to find no solution except to call upon the
strength of the beloved’s past vows of constancy. (I take “accumulate sur-
mise on just proof” to mean “on just proof, if you have it.”)

Even if one adopts an alternative explanation—that the speaker is
guilty as charged, and is blaming himself, and that such words as great des-
erts and dearest love are editorial interpolations by the speaker into the
young man’s reported discourse, still the young man’s accusations come
thick and fast, with not a mention of excuse, forgiveness, love, or wel-
come.

The speaker’s eleven-line string of apparent abject concessions, posi-
tively phrased (accuse, book, accumulate, bring) is counterweighted, before
the couplet, with one closing negative plea (shoot not), so that the rhetori-
cal structure of the sonnet becomes 11-1-2.

The Couplet Tie is love (3, 14) and prove [proof ] (10, 13), suggesting the
quarrel between the young man’s absence of proof and the speaker’s appeal
to some proof of love. It is the vulgarity of the young man’s diction that
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chiefly condemns him. (He sounds like an irate parent, quoting proverbs,
“You’ve hoisted sail to all the winds,” and haranguing, “God knows with
whom you’ve been spending your time,” and “Is this what I deserve from
you?” etc.) By contrast, the dignity of the language of the speaker—“I
strove to prove your constancy and virtue”—while it may represent a spe-
cious excuse, still appeals to a side of the young man that his hectoring ac-
cusations have not revealed.

Couplet Tie: love (3, 14)
prove [proof ] (10, 13)
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Like as to make our appetites more keen
With eager compounds we our palate urge,
As to prevent our maladies unseen
We sicken to shun sickness when we purge:
Even so, being full of your ne’er–cloying sweetness,
To bitter sauces did I frame my feeding,
And, sick of welfare, found a kind of meetness
To be diseased ere that there was true needing.
Thus policy in love, t’anticipate
The ills that were not, grew to faults assured,
And brought to medicine a healthful state
Which, rank of goodness, would by ill be cured.

But thence I learn, and find the lesson true,
Drugs poison him that so fell sick of you.
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The specious argumentation of 118 is a form of apology for infidel-
ity. Its strategy for excusing the taking of malign drugs, or sampling

other loves, is based on its alternation of various “non-I’s” with the “I.” Q1
refers to what we normally do to aid health in the habitual present, and Q2
follows this with what I did of that sort, but smoothly translated to the
emotional realm, as though such a translation (highly dubious) went with-
out saying. Q3 then says what policy in love did (phrasing it in the past tense
so that we assimilate Q3 with the past-tense Q2, even though Q3 has aban-
doned the first person of Q2). Finally, C returns in line 13 to the first per-
son, as the I affirms the lesson learned; and then the lesson is summed up
in line 14 in a third-person “objective” form.

The aesthetic problem posed by such a structure is that of the anom-
aly of Q3. The “normal” structure of such a poem of self-defense would
be “Just as ‘we’ do this in ingestion, so ‘I ’ did it in love; but I have learned
it doesn’t work in love as it does in ingestion.” A reader is thrown off
stride by the departure of Q3 from the first person, and further disturbed
by the strange interpenetration in Q3 of metaphorical and literal ele-
ments, preventing a distinct picture of the two analogized units, ingestion
and love.

The confusion arises in part because the generalized “ingestion of
drugs,” a supercategory, is never mentioned at the start. Rather, two of
its subcategories are invoked as if in improvisational fashion, an excuse
“making itself up as it goes along.” The speaker first mentions the inges-
tion of an appetite stimulant (an eager compound) and next, the ingestion of
a laxative (a purge). The structure imposed by this imagery is as follows:

Ingestion of Drugs

Appetite Stimulant Laxative
1–2 (eager compounds) 3–4 (purge)

Love Stimulant Disease
5–6 (bitter sauces) 7–8 (diseased)

So far, the analogies between ingestion and misbehavior have, with some
strain, been maintained: the bitter sauces resemble the eager compounds, and
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diseased ere . . . needing matches sicken to shun sickness. However, Q3 moves
away from the vocabulary of appetite and sickness into a more com-
plex vocabulary mixing cunning (policy), moral evaluation ( faults, good-
ness), medicine (medicine, healthful, cured), and the grandly applicable-to-
all-realms ill(s).

At this nexus, the carefully drawn like as . . . even so pretense that diges-
tion and sexual morality are separable realms which can be made analo-
gous to each other breaks down. The genre of homily demands exempla,
of which lines 1–8 offer a fair sample; but poetry prefers the undifferenti-
ated—and therefore mentally stimulating—chaos of the mixed metaphor,
found in the nexus of Q3. Though C returns to an apparently tame “les-
son” couched in the single compartment of medicinal terms (drugs, poison,
and sick), abandoning the decompartmentalizing of Q3, the sting in its tail
is the word poison, pointing to a degree of “ill” not previously envisaged. If
not dying, the speaker is at least poisoned; the word poison generates its
etymological source-word, potion, in the next sonnet.

The analytic mode adopted by 118 mimics, in genre, the explanation
of a penitent who has “learned his lesson.” It therefore follows various ex-
culpatory defensive moves:

1. My sexual peccadillo is really as minor as what we all do in drinking
an apéritif or taking a preventive laxative;

2. After all, you can metaphorize infidelities as “feeding on different
sauces” or “preventive purges”;

3. I thought infidelity was a “medicine” I was taking, and I thought if I
took up other attachments it would either help our love toward
keener appetite or prevent our becoming too “involved.”

Casting these arguments in the “we” or “policy in love” or “he” form,
in lieu of the “I” form, makes them of course both slippery and self-
serving; and we can scarcely trust the tortured logic that produces phrases
like full of your nere [Quarto spelling] cloying sweetness (which must be tran-
scribed ne’er but may allow for the pun on near), sick of welfare, and rank
of goodness. The speaker’s real motives for the new attachments (sexual
pleasure? boredom? a desire for variety? self-advantage?) cannot be ad-
mitted to the patron, ever, and so various transparently false motives
are adduced, bringing with them their contorted analogies to palate-
stimulations and preventive purgings.

Various plays on words link the parts of the sonnet. The word
maladies contains etymologically the French version mal of the words
most repeated in the poem: sick [-en] [-ness] and ill(s). True needing and les-
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son true have their antonym in faults (a homonym of false); full is echoed in
healthful, and welfare contains well within it. Q3 conspicuously does not
exhibit the word sick so prominent in Q1, Q2, and C; but it seems haunted
by the phoneme [si], unable to attach [k] to its several appearances in
policy, anticipate, and medicine, but letting [k] erupt in the violently unex-
pected word rank.

The phrases sick of welfare and rank of goodness sum up the psychologi-
cal knot confronted by the poem. How can one tire of well-being and
goodness? How can one turn against them and seek out “diseased” loves?
The psychological mastery of the sonnet lies in its seeing one’s ennui with
welfare as itself a sickness, like loss of appetite or indigestion. When puta-
tive health is a sickness, and cures are disease[s], there is scant hope for a bet-
ter future state. And indeed, all hope of the future, after the chaos of Q3, is
given up in the couplet, where the anterior lovesickness, bad enough in it-
self, has led to the drugs by which the speaker announces that he has been
poison[ed]—apparently a terminal state, since no prospect of cure is an-
nounced. This confession of infidelity forbodes the end of the Young Man
sonnets.

defective key word: sick [-en] [-ness] (missing in Q3, the
quatrain describing the state anterior to
the ingestion of the sickness-producing
drugs)

Couplet Tie: sick [-en], [-ness] (4, 4, 7, 14)
true (8, 13)
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What potions have I drunk of Siren tears
Distilled from limbecks foul as hell within,
Applying fears to hopes, and hopes to fears,
Still losing when I saw myself to win!
What wretched errors hath my heart committed,
Whilst it hath thought itself so blessèd never!
How have mine eyes out of their spheres been fitted
In the distraction of this madding fever!
O benefit of ill: now I find true
That better is by evil still made better,
And ruined love when it is built anew
Grows fairer than at first, more strong, far greater.

So I return rebuked to my content,
And gain by ills thrice more than I have spent.
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In sonnet 119, the speaker’s use of the present perfect (have drunk,
hath committed, have been fitted) in the “sinning” octave “sets up” the

enlightened now of the sestet. This is, then, a post-facto description of in-
fatuations which have led one away from true love and have even ruined
true love in the process. Before this poem of retrospect begins, however,
the ruined love (according to the speaker) has been built anew, and has im-
proved its former status (fair, strong, great) to an increasingly superior
present condition ( fairer, more strong, far greater). There is something
voulu about this assertion.

The triple gain (“gain thrice more”) mentioned in the couplet is gener-
ated not only by the triple comparatives, just mentioned, of line 12,
but also by the triple “evils” of the octave: (1) drinking potions, (2) com-
mitting errors, (3) allowing one’s eyes to be distracted (� dis-trahere, “to
drag”). A large amount of self-exculpation enters into this confession of
“evil”: the Siren tears had presumably the power of magic over the help-
less speaker, the imbibing heart was deceived (thinking itself blessèd), and a
madding fever was the infectious agent of the eyes’ (involuntary) distrac-
tion from their spheres.

Sonnet 119 is one of those poems which, like 30, set up a many-
paneled past. Here, reading backward from a “now” established in the
first line of the sestet, is an analysis of the successive time-frames of the
poem:

T5 T4 T3 T2 T1

Now Rebuilding
Phase

Phase of
Ruin

Phase of
Ruining

Intact Love

love
fairer
more strong
far greater

love built
anew

ruined love tears,
errors,
fever

love
fair
strong
great

The multiple temporal phases are kept in play all through the sonnet;
even the couplet moves from the present tense return to a backward
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glance—via the last verb, the present perfect have spent—at the present
perfects of the beginning (have drunk, hath committed).

Booth gives a convincing account of the multiple puns in benefit, bene
fitted (Quarto spelling), and made better; and of the play on hell/ill/evil. It
remains to be added that ill seems to govern the running choice of many
words: distilled, hell, still, whilst, ill, evil, still, built, ills.

On the octave’s temporal structure of multiple phases of past time is
superimposed another structure, this time the structure of illusion versus
reality:

Q1 Q2 (lines 5–6) Q2 (lines 7–8)

Illusion: seeing oneself
winning

thinking self
blessèd

[“love”]

Reality: losing committing
wretched
errors

eyes out of
spheres by
fever

It will be seen by the bracketed word [“love”] under “Illusion” in Q2 that
by the time of the third stage of “evil,” there is no illusion left: the speaker
does not say, “How have mine eyes been fitted out of their spheres by this
fever [while all the time I thought I was seeing heavenly sights].” The interest-
ing use of the present perfect (have drunk, etc.) instead of the possible
preterite [“What potions did I drink; what errors did I commit; how were
my eyes fitted”] puts the sonnet into the “waking-up” phase, where one is
within a durational moment that contains past action as still included
within present contemplation.

In terms of syntactic structure, three sentences compose the octave,
each ending with a question mark in the Quarto (lines 4, 6, 8), but now
conventionally given an exclamation point. (One might prefer to retain
the question mark, if one wants to read this, as the present perfect sug-
gests, as a waking-up poem, asking “What have I done?”) Each of the
three exclamations describes one of the “evils” committed by the speaker,
and they chart, taken together, the coming-to-consciousness of the
speaker—who may remind us of the implied speaker of 129. Because 119,
like 129, opens in self-disgust, Q1 gives most of its lines, in general, to
self-rebuke, and the bliss and joy that 129 will recall as authentic parts of
lust creep here into Q1 only in the brief close I saw myself to win. Q2 begins
with rebuke but immediately adds deluded nostalgic reminiscence, While
it hath thought itself so blessèd never! One might expect by sequential ex-
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trapolation that lines 7–8 would be all nostalgic reminiscence, but instead
they are all rebuke, with no recollection at all of the rewarding illusions
(winning, blessedness) of the madding fever. In short, the delights of in-
fatuation (including those hopes that alternated with fears) are tucked away
in the middle of the octave, and the octave as a whole is framed by repen-
tance. The early frenzied alternation of infatuation and withdrawal is
mimicked by the poultice-like circular act of Applying fears to hopes, and
hopes to fears. This gives way to the simultaneous overlay of (a) illusory
conviction (“I saw myself to win”) on fact (losing); and (b) illusory estima-
tion (“my heart thought itself blessèd”) on fact (errors). These in turn are
followed by the suppression of any mention of internal illusion at all in
lines 7–8.

This gradual waking-up to the utter disappearance of illusion, enacted
by the theatrical octave, prepares the way for the sobriety of the sestet,
which presents the simple word ill (line 9) as the true name for all the pre-
vious melodramatic words: potions . . . of Siren tears, wretched errors, mad-
ding fever. The anterior appearances (chiefly in distilled and still) of ill have
prepared us for the word ill in line 9, and account for the conclusive sound
of the word ill when it first falls on our ears.

When we compare the exclamatory, theatrical, self-dramatizing oc-
tave to the sober, “adult,” proverbial sestet, we see that the person speak-
ing has not integrated the two selves represented by the two halves of the
poem. The sober, rebuked, bettered self hardly knows, any more, the ear-
lier deluded, thrashing, fevered self. Self 2 simply abjures self 1. In 129, the
structure of the ego is far more complexly presented, and the putative
speaker knows all the sides of himself equally—retrospectively, chrono-
logically, and ironically.

The speaker resorts to the proverbial to exemplify the repentant self
in the sestet of 119 (see Evans, and cf. Herbert, “Fractures well cured
make us more strong”). And the tone of the proverbial is very strongly
conveyed by the gnomic formulation of line 10—better is by evil still made
better—for which, though no one among sonnet editors has found such a
proverb, one can imagine various proverbial forms (“Better is bettered by
evil”; “Evil makes better better,” etc.). The introduction to line 10, Now I
find true, alleges that this is an old saw which has now been proved true
upon the pulse of experience. The closing line, “[I] gain by ills thrice more
than I have spent,” also has, with its fairy-tale thrice, a folk-wisdom ring.
Use of the proverbial about himself by a speaker is always a sign of his re-
joining common wisdom, of leaving the error of his former ways (as a
rolling stone or a too-early counter of eggs), of acquiescing in the conven-
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tional. No irony is here attached, I think, to this acquiescence. But the
strain of abjuring the former self pictured in the octave “shows through”
in the two too-brief “proverbs” of the sestet.

If we attempt to distinguish among the three “proverbial” moments of
the sestet, those threefold gains of the repentant lover, we can see that the
first and third are the more “proverbially phrased”—epigrammatic, bal-
anced, shrewd. But the second is descriptive, eloquent, and fresh—what
Herbert would call “new, tender, quick”:

And ruined love when it is built anew
Grows fairer than at first, more strong, far greater.

Shakespeare takes advantage here of the progressive sense of grow as he
had used it in 115 (that which still doth grow) and adds to it the persistent
comparatives ( fairer, more strong), ending in an intensified comparative,
far greater. When he made up his own “new” proverbs (lines 10, 14),
Shakespeare made them rhetorically “proverbial”; but when he took an
old proverb, he vivified it into a growing beauty of love, as each phrase
enacts the continued development not only of grandeur (from fair to
strong to great) but also of intensity of growth (-er, more, far -er). If it were
not for this enactment of hope, one would scarcely credit the economy of
better made better by ill.

key word: ill (if one accepts its “hidden” forms below)

Couplet Tie: ill [-s] (9, 14); see also distilled (2), hell (2), still (4, 10),
whilst (6), evil (10), built (11)
have I [I have] (1, 14)
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That you were once unkind befriends me now,
And for that sorrow which I then did feel
Needs must I under my transgression bow,
Unless my nerves were brass or hammerèd steel.
For if you were by my unkindness shaken
As I by yours, y’have passed a hell of time,
And I, a tyrant, have no leisure taken
To weigh how once I suffered in your crime.
O that our night of woe might have rememb’red
My deepest sense, how hard true sorrow hits,
And soon to you, as you to me then tend’red
The humble salve which wounded bosoms fits!

But that your trespass now becomes a fee;
Mine ransoms yours, and yours must ransom me.
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Like 90, this is a fantasia on wo[e] (line 9), adding to it now, sorrow, bow,
how, sorrow, wounded, now. The imaginative fiction is a parodic ren-

dition of mutual render (125) in which what is here rendered is trespass for
trespass, transgression for transgression, as the past unkindness of the
friend is recalled to excuse the recent unkindness of the speaker. Yet even
in this episode of specious reciprocity, trading wrong for wrong, we find a
modulation in Q3 toward mutuality, in the brief pang of recourse to the
first-person plural, our, which intimates a juncture between lovers rather
than the distributive I-you pattern which rules the rest of the poem. If we
ask why the moment of juncture, of “we-ness,” can arrive only in Q3, we
immediately see that what distinguishes Q3 from the other parts of the
sonnet is its absence of blame. Phrases elsewhere—You were unkind, my
transgression (Q1); my unkindness, I a tyrant, your crime (Q2); your trespass,
mine (C)—imply legal, religious, and social sanctions which have been
violated. But Q3 refers—in our night of woe, true sorrow, humble salve,
wounded bosoms—only to the realm of feeling, in which regret for causing
emotional sorrow overpowers all ideas of what is owed or due by relig-
ious, legal, or social standards.

This isolation of pure woe in Q3, once we have noted it, puts into ret-
rospective relief the anticipatory verbal presence of forms of woe in the
earlier “offense” quatrains of the poem—in Q1, the references to un-
kind[ness], sorrow, and nerves; in Q2, mention of unkindness and suffer[ing].
C, however, is ruled by “offense” and its cancellation (trespass, fee, ransom),
suppressing emotional “woe” in favor of legal, economic, and social refer-
ence. This, then, is the “partitive” conceptual structure of the sonnet:

Q1: woe/offense
Q2: woe/offense
Q3: woe
C: offense/cancellation of offense

What this “gross structure” omits is the appearance, in Q3, of the “solu-
tion” to offense, which is the humble salve of sympathy. The friend had
tend’red (the pun is deliberate) this sympathy to the speaker in the past,
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but the speaker has so far omitted to soothe with that salve his transgres-
sion against the friend. The contrary-to-fact framing of Q3 (“O that our
night of woe might have remembered . . . and . . . tend’red”) means that the
opportunity of mutual render on the level of “we-ness” has been missed.
The couplet therefore must return to the I-you pattern, dropping all
mention of salve, and simply urging that comparable trespasses must be
allowed to cancel each other out. The must is a plea, not a necessity, un-
like the earlier must (line 3).

The arrangement of the poem interweaves two situations: (A) your
(past) trespass; and (B) my (recent) transgression. (A) took place then; (B) has
recently taken place; and the time of the poem is (T) now. In the diagram,
I have placed the implied within brackets, and the hypothetical and opta-
tive in italics.

The poem is a deliberately confusing one. It shuttles to and fro among its
three time zones, (A), (B), and (T); and also shuttles, rhetorically, among
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Structure of Sonnet 120

(a) “your trespass” (b) “my transgression” (t) now

You were once unkind befriends me now

I did feel sorrow my transgression I must bow

I was shaken by yours If you were shaken by my
unkindness y’have passed a
hell of time[I passed a hell of time]

I suffered in your crime . . . how you have
suffered in my crime

I, tyrant, have taken no
leisure to weigh . . .

You to me tendered salve O that our night of woe
might have remembered my
deepest sense, how hard true
sorrow hits, and tendered
salve

your trespass becomes fee

(ransoms)
yours mine

(must ransom)yours me



the narrated, the implied, the contrary-to-fact, the hypothetical, and the
optative. It also shuttles between I/you and our. It connects abuse (ham-
merèd, hell, hard) with remedy (humble). And even in its final mutuality-
of-offense-and-ransom, it confuses by its pronominal asymmetry. The
couplet “should” read in one of two ways:

[Mine ransoms yours, and yours must ransom mine.]
or

[Mine ransoms you, and yours must ransom me.]

Instead, it puts the whole selfhood of the speaker en jeu: “Yours [your tres-
pass] must ransom me.” The final me looks back to the initial befriend[ed],
me; the speaker realizes that he needs not only to be befriended but also to
be ransomed. The friend needs only to have his offense ransomed, but the
speaker needs to be ransomed in his entire self, bought back into the cur-
rent of love.

Commentators have sometimes seen a Christian allusion in ransom; its
derivation from redemption (“buy back”) suggests the self-sacrifice that the
offended and unsalved friend must make to let the memory of his own
former trespass persuade him to restore the speaker to his wounded bosom.
In that sense, there is a play on the economic and religious meanings of
ransom:

[My trespass] “buys back” yours,
and

[Your memory of your trespass] must “forgive/save” me.

The mixture of self-accusation (my transgression) and accusation (your
crime) in the octave contributes to the mixed tonality of the poem, which
breaks out of its neat antitheses of then and now, mine and yours, with star-
tling and “excessive” phrases:

nerves [of ] brass or hammerèd steel
by my unkindness shaken
a hell of time
I, a tyrant
your crime
how hard true sorrow hits

The resulting aesthetic effect is one of schematic rationalization achieved
over a distraught undertone. The surprise of finding weigh how once I suf-
fered where one expects “weigh how you must be suffering” reinforces the
illogical logic of repentance, accusation, plea, and self-reproach all com-
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bined, retained even in the unsettling asymmetry of the apparently “pat”
couplet. The must of the couplet, though deceptively phrased like the
must of must bow in line 3, is in fact quite different: the first must is one of
necessity (needs must) while the second, as I have said, is an implicit plea
for a future pardon. Shakespeare puns even on auxiliary verbs.

Couplet Tie: now (1, 13)
must (3, 14)
It might be proper to add, since they here bear
emphatic weight:
you [-r] [-s] (2, 5, 6, 8, 11, 11, 13, 14, 14)
I [me] [my] [mine] (1, 2, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 14, 14)
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’Tis better to be vile than vile esteemed,
When not to be receives reproach of being,
And the just pleasure lost, which is so deemed
Not by our feeling but by others’ seeing.
For why should others’ false adulterate eyes
Give salutation to my sportive blood?
Or on my frailties why are frailer spies,
Which in their wills count bad what I think good?
No, I am that I am, and they that level
At my abuses reckon up their own;
I may be straight though they themselves be bevel;
By their rank thoughts my deeds must not be shown,

Unless this general evil they maintain:
All men are bad, and in their badness reign.
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The tissue of language in 121 is more than usually complex. In the
Quarto spelling we see (a) a gradual play on the word vile, (b) a

chain of r’s and b’s, and (c) a scrambling of the elements of raigne, the clos-
ing word.

vile receives better straight [r-a-i-g]
vile reproach be generall [r-a-g-n-e]
receives reckon be raigne [r-a-i-g-n-e]
sportive rancke being
frailties raigne by
frailer by
wils blood
levell bad
selves be
bevel be
evill bevel

by
be
bad
badness

a-buses

Live hovers unseen, I believe, under vile, and the concealed key

word “il[l]” plays hide-and-seek throughout the poem. Even the -ign
of raigne is only the transposal of the -ing in being, seeing, feeling. Against
these orthographic intricacies the opening of the sestet—No, I am that I
am—rings out with all the force of its stark biblical language. (It does not,
I think, benefit from Booth’s suggestion of the pun “I am will I am”;
this is too stark a moment for concealed levity. There may, however, be a
pun in the preceding line: “Which in their wills count bad what I [Will]
think good.”)

The sonnet revolves around statements of what is count[ed] bad versus
what is bad (“All men are bad”), around perceived ill-doing (vile esteemed)
and true ill-being (be[ing] vile). Appearance and reality, old themes in
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the Sonnets, but earlier expressed in metaphors like show versus odour or
shadow versus form, are now thrust nakedly and literally on the page. The
speaker’s defiant urge to bareness of expression (I am that I am) reduces
even the loftily literary evil to the low vernacular bad at the end. But
against these very plain moments (“be vile . . . vile esteemed”; “not to be . . .
being”; “[they] count bad what I think good”) are set the arabesques of con-
trasts, relative valuations, distinctions, questions, subordinate clauses,
compound verbs, etc. It is an amazing counterdance, which sets the se-
mantic simplicity of the counters (bad, good; being, esteeming; being, not be-
ing; feeling, seeing; straight, bevel; thoughts, deeds) against the paradoxical
propositions made with them (lines 1–2, 9–12).

The personal relations between others (they) and the speaker (I) re-
vealed in Q2 have, it appears, stimulated the impersonal bitter generaliz-
ing of Q1. This back-to-front arrangement, whereby judgment (Q1) pre-
cedes motivation (Q2), keeps the “mystery” of the assertions in Q1 afloat
through the two questions of Q2. However, there is a discrepancy be-
tween the situation described in Q1 and that in Q2: in Q1 the others seem
morally neutral, merely onlookers who are esteeming the speaker to be
vile. In Q2, the speaker asserts that it is they who are vile, with their false
adulterate eyes, and their constitutions frailer than his own. He offers, of
course, no proof for this assertion; it is projected from his anger at their
estimate of him. So far, the sonnet consists of accusation and counter-
accusation, both unsupported.

Q3 introduces a cleverer account of the situation: “By accusing me,
they indict themselves.” The opening choice—“’Tis better to be vile than
vile esteemed”—is forsaken in favor of the choice to be one’s moral self
(sportive, perhaps; with frailties, perhaps; but not vile, escaping vileness al-
ways by a significant graphic fraction). I am that I am is indisputable; I may
be straight is also indisputable unless the axiom “All men are bad”—the
implicit motto of the calumniators—is true. The couplet would there-
fore read:

Unless this general evil they (of the rank thoughts) maintain:
“All men are bad,” and in their badness reign.

The sonnet is overwhelmingly concerned with valuation: its verbs of
choice are esteem, reproach, deem, spy on, count bad, think good, reckon up, and
show. “Their estimate of me,” “My estimate of them”—how are these re-
lated, and by what standard can that relation itself be judged? The just
pleasure we receive from being judged correctly by others is useless as a
moral confirmation of our own worth, since we may well never receive it.
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If moral beauty lies in the eye of the beholder, then it will never be found
by these calumniators, who project their own rank thoughts on what the
speaker think[s] good. The persistent sestet association of evil—and its ana-
grams and analogues—with those “others” (in level, -selves, bevel, and evil)
exonerates the speaker from connection with the bad, rendering the ca-
lumniators’ motto untrue (since the four total letters of “evil” are never
associated with the speaker).

Booth thinks that I am that I am makes “the speaker sound smug, pre-
sumptuous, and stupid.” I cannot agree: to me the speaker sounds as if he
is getting a third wind. The first “wind” was, “I’d rather be vile”; the sec-
ond was the semi-apologetic “I may be sportive and possess frailties, but
they are adulterate and false and frailer”; the third jettisons both (1) having
the game if you have the name, and (2) admitting to minor degrees of
“vileness,” in favor of (3) pure recognition of independent moral self-
identity. I take abuses to be set in the quotation marks of indirect reported
discourse: “They that level at my [so-called] ’abuses’ [really] reckon up
their own.”

The anger in 121, marked by its bitter paradoxical opening, its indig-
nant questions in Q2, and its resolute declarations in Q3, is converted to a
sardonic irony in the strange and unexpected couplet, which in effect
adopts satirically the motto of the calumniators, All men are bad, and
makes the whole world subject to the evil others, they. There are two ways
of reading line 14, depending on what you think the others’ motto is: either
they maintain that “All men are bad and in their badness reign” or they
maintain that “All men are bad” and therefore the speaker concludes that
they (the others) are the sovereigns of this kingdom of bad men, in which
(by definition via their motto) both they themselves and the speaker are
included. I am inclined, in spite of the absence of medial line-punctuation
in the Quarto, to the second reading because of the speaker’s former Un-
less; he would not necessarily be convicted of evil if the others simply ut-
tered line 14 as their motto; but if they both utter the short motto All men
are evil and also reign in their badness, then they win and the speaker
loses. The Couplet Tie their (8, 12, 14) and bad [-ness] (8, 14, 14) empha-
sizes the link between badness and “them,” acting as a sly ratification of the
innocence of the I.

The moral desperation driving the first line of the sonnet—“’Tis better
to be vile than vile esteemed”—shows extreme vulnerability to the judg-
ment of others, one which reveals itself again in the phrase my frailties and
the sentence I may be straight (in place of [I am straight]). I think that
somewhere behind this sonnet lies the parable of the woman taken in
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adultery, and Jesus’ adjuration, “Let him who is without sin cast the first
stone.” The closing motto of the evil men here says, “Anyone may cast a
stone at the sins of others, because no one is virtuous; all are bad.” One
can read the couplet as the speaker’s own suspicion that in fact no one, in-
cluding himself, is innocent; after all, the others have not enunciated their
own motto—he has invented it for them. In that case, his initial despair at
being judged evil, and even his defense of a transparent selfhood (I am
that I am), are undermined.

Couplet Tie: their (8, 12, 14) (because of emphasis)
bad [-ness] (8, 14, 14)
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Thy gift, thy tables, are within my brain
Full charactered with lasting memory,
Which shall above that idle rank remain
Beyond all date, even to eternity;
Or, at the least, so long as brain and heart
Have faculty by nature to subsist;
Till each to razed oblivion yield his part
Of thee, thy record never can be missed.
That poor retention could not so much hold,
Nor need I tallies thy dear love to score;
Therefore to give them from me was I bold,
To trust those tables that receive thee more:

To keep an adjunct to remember thee
Were to import forgetfulness in me.
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The word rank, appearing with different meanings in 118 and 121,
makes a third appearance (in a new meaning) here, confirming the

way in which Shakespeare’s mind dwelt on the potential semantic riches
in a single word.

The speaker apologizes for having given away thy gift, thy tables, and
offers two (ingenious and perhaps specious) reasons for his “offense”: (1)
his memory can store more than the tables’ poor retention; (2) he could be
accused of indifference to the young man—a willingness to forget him—if
he needed to keep his tables to remember him by. Booth comments on
the reversal of normal order by which one has to wait until line 11 to dis-
cover that the speaker has given away the young man’s gift, and com-
ments, too, on the deflation which occurs between lines 4 and 8, wherein
the original claim—that memory will last beyond all date, even to eter-
nity—declines into the claim that memory will, at the least, last as long as
brain and heart have not yielded memory and affection to razed oblivion.
But Booth does not comment on the cause for such deflation, nor on its
connection with other oddities in the poem.

The poem is constructed around what is today called an absent center.
The (legitimate) question of the young man, “Why did you give away my
gift to you?” expects a factual and circumstantial answer; but of course no
circumstantial answer—“I forgot they were a gift”; “They were useless
to me”; “Someone asked me for them”—could be other than insulting.
And so the circumstantial true answer is never given, and remains absent,
stimulating substitutes for itself. Q1, for instance, acts as a deflecting ges-
ture into the rhetoric of “eternizing poesy,” ending in an adjectival and
adverbial crescendo which begins with lasting, moves into beyond all date,
and climaxes with to eternity. As an answer to “Where are the tables I gave
you?” this reply hovers at a plane far above that of the question.

The interrogator, with his factual question, no doubt responds with a
lifted eyebrow to the hyperboles of Q1, prompting the decline into the
somewhat chastened “realism” of Q2—“Well yes, I know, my brain and
heart are only mortal, and so my record of you isn’t of course eternal.”
From lasting to at the least is the measure of collapse here; and the poetic
Latinate diapason of Full charactered with lasting memory subsides into the
scholastic Latin tedium of Have faculty by nature to subsist.
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Anticlimax is the trope of Q2; the enjambments lead to collapses. We
can see this best if we fill in what an “eternizing” diction (in square brack-
ets) might have said in Q2 versus what actually is said:

The denigration of the young man’s gift in lines 3 and 9 (that idle rank,
that poor retention) is not exactly a winning stroke in explaining the ab-
sence of the tables. Q3 eventually departs from its disparagement of the
gift—by which the tables were, by comparison to the brain, denigrated
(“poor retention”)—and moves to a rephrasing by which, in the sestet, the
gift-tables come to occupy a neutral plane (tallies, them, an adjunct) while
the brain-tables come to occupy a comparative plane of advantage: they
receive thee more. The gift is thereby rescued from depreciation as such,
and regarded as simply a mnemonic superfluity. In its final phase, the son-
net invents a playful compliment: “How could I ever forget you? To keep
tables on which to tally your dear love would be to assume I need remind-
ers of you—a clearly inconceivable situation.”

These shifts by the speaker from strategy to strategy are Shakespeare’s
way of mimicking social unease, an unease prompted by the unanswer-
ability (in factual terms) of “Why did you give away my gift?” As though
to insist, over and over, that memory constantly renews the image of the
young man, the poem emphasizes the particle -re-, present in remain,
record, retention, receive, remember, score, therefore, more, and were.

A larger import hovers behind the specific question of the given-and-
regiven tables. The Sonnets have consistently linked love to various mate-
rial signifiers—the song of birds, the odor and hue of flowers, the distilled
perfume of roses, the beauty of the Young Man’s face, even the yellowed
pages of the poet’s verse in times to come. The end of the young man se-
quence, however, engages in a divestment of love from all such signifiers,
as it rises above Time and its records (123), and all alone stands hugely
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So long as brain and heart
[love on as strongly as they now do]

have faculty in nature to subsist

Till each to razed oblivion
[yields, but with defiance and resistance]

yield his part of thee

Thy record
[will endure forever]

never can be missed



politic (124). Eventually (126) it divests itself even of the young man in the
two “missing” lines of the envoy. There is literally no more to be said af-
ter the young man himself is “rendered” by Nature to Time. The tablets
may simply have been the first divestment, ending all materiality as a
means of significance in order to pass to a nonmaterial and virtual realm
builded far from accident (124). One could hardly explain such a motive to
the young man.

Couplet Tie: re- (passim, because of emphasis)
memory [remember] (2, 13)
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No! Time, thou shalt not boast that I do change:
Thy pyramids built up with newer might
To me are nothing novel, nothing strange;
They are but dressings of a former sight.
Our dates are brief, and therefore we admire
What thou dost foist upon us that is old,
And rather make them born to our desire
Than think that we before have heard them told.
Thy registers and thee I both defy,
Not wond’ring at the present, nor the past,
For thy recórds, and what we see, doth lie,
Made more or less by thy continual haste.

This I do vow and this shall ever be:
I will be true despite thy scythe and thee.
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The zigzagging changes of person here from singular to plural are
very visible, and establish the poem at once on two planes:

What does the plane of common wisdom (we) have here to do with the
plane of personal resolve (I)? Usually in poetry, and even in these Sonnets,
the plane of common wisdom reinforces (by aphorism, apothegm, epi-
gram, proverb, or ethical reflection) the “message” of the poem. Here,
however, the I finally separates himself from the we of the common herd;
the latter are deceived by “novelty,” and do not realize there is nothing
that history has not seen before. This would be clearer in the poem if the
Q1 statement Thy pyramids . . . / To me are nothing novel were followed by a
third-person contrastive statement, saying [The fools of Time are those who
do admire / What thou dost foist upon them that is old.] Instead, the speaker
includes himself among those who are deceived by Time: Our dates are
brief, and therefore we admire / What thou dost foist upon us that is old. In
short, he is telling us of his own past: [I have admired] / What thou [hast
foisted on me] that is old, / And rather made [it] born to [my] desire / Than
think that [I] before have heard [it] told. But this newly wise speaker has lived
through one cycle of “novelty,” and so can, in the disabused Q1, call the
new pyramids but dressings of a former sight. In the past, the speaker has
been impressed, but no longer; he asserts a superior view—that there is
nothing new under the sun.

In his second (Q2) invoking of the first-person plural, the we repre-
sents the (visually) deceived but mentally undeceived: What we see doth lie.
Although the poem represents our deception as one arising from both
sight and hearing (we before have heard them told), sight plays a larger part
than hearing, a part reinforced by the persistence of rhymes in FÀ: might,
sight; admire, desire; defy, lie. These make the final standoff—I . . . despite
. . . thy scythe—the more salient.
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The sonnet is organized by rapidly altering temporal perspectives, as
shown in the diagram.

The constant perceptual shuttling between present and past that orders
the main body of the poem is contained by firm future brackets, fore (line
1) and aft (lines 13–14), encapsulating Time’s boast of the speaker’s poten-
tial infidelity and the speaker’s present vow which binds his personal fu-
ture. I do change is punningly repudiated in I do vow, where the tense of do
has changed from its implied future in I do change (since do is governed by
shall not) to a present in I do vow.

Similarly, the comparative in newer, reinforced by the graphically par-
allel (noncomparative in meaning but “comparative” by the -er of its or-
thographic form) former, is canceled out by the denial of all meaningful-
ness to degrees of comparison in line 12: things and records are not really
more or less, but are only made to appear so by the repetitive cycles of time
foisted on human beings of such brief dates.

The Anglo-Latin pun we admire / Not wond’ring is appropriate to this
sonnet of nil admirari, as are the comparable pairings newer/novel and built
up / dressings (� French dresser, “to erect”). Time always brings out the
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Structure of Sonnet 123

Past Present Future

shalt not boast
I do [in future] change

pyramids
are nothing novel
are dressings

former sight are / admire / foist

make / thinkwhat is old

before heard told

thy registers
defy / not wondering at

present
nor past

thy recórds what we see / doth lie

made more or less
do vow

shall ever be
I will be true



Latin side of Shakespeare, as his mind instinctively goes to Ovid, but then
his English begins to confront it. Time’s attributes are, in sequence, thy
pyramids, thy registers, thy recórds, and thy continual haste—and though haste
is Germanic, the others are suitably Egyptian and Latin. It is Tempus we
meet in these attributes; but when we come to the last attribute, thy scythe,
we meet the Anglo-Saxon Time.

The poem is a contest to decide which speech-act will win—Time’s
boast that the speaker, like everything else in Time’s registers, undergoes
change, or the speaker’s vow not to change. Since Time’s ultimate law is
that of change, and since the speaker will change physically (he is subject to
Time’s scythe, like everything in Time’s registers), his only available resis-
tance is the verbal one symbolized by the performative vow, which as a
speech-act and promise, inhabits that virtual realm where the scythe of
material ruin has no power. The vow, or votum, is Latin; true, its content,
is English.

Because lines 1–7 are concerned with monuments, the appearance in
lines 8 and 10 of registers and recórds is at first puzzling. Registers and rec-
ords are the apparatus of human chronicling, of history, rather than of
Time per se. It is easy to say that because of the brevity of our temporal
existence (dates), we don’t recognize that this is not the first time pyramids
have been erected. As long as sight alone is in question, we can be de-
ceived. But do not registers and records exist precisely to inform us that
nothing is really new? It is as though the significant rhyme old/told in line
8 has summoned up—through the old in told, and through the faculty of
listening-to-chronicles (heard) rather than seeing-sights—the question of
the contents of registers and records. The first explanation of our credu-
lity given by Q2 is our brief dates; but I suggest that Q3 elaborates the sec-
ond explanation (given in the latter two lines of Q2) that even when we
hear it told by chroniclers that there have been, e.g., former instances of
pyramids, we would rather believe that we were the first ever to see pyra-
mids. Like the speaker, we therefore defy registers, and decide that recórds
lie, because that is the way we would prefer to have things. The scorpion
sting in Q3 is the joining of both these lies: the lie that there are new things
(the lie offered by what we see) and the self-deceiving belief that the recórds
lie (because we want to be the first to see pyramids). The mixed true-and-
self-deceiving state of mind with which the speaker utters the summary
crucial line, For thy recórds, and what we see, doth lie, is the aesthetic tri-
umph of the sonnet. What we see is made more, magnified by our willed ig-
norance that Time has actually done this pyramid trick before; thy recórds
are made less by our wish to believe ourselves the first to see pyramids.
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The continual haste of time both obliterates former sight[s] and allows the
compiling of chronicles, which are repellent to our desire to inhabit first-
ness, not to be belated. At the same time, the chronicles lie because they
record nothing but change, and the speaker is proposing that there are
some things, like his vow, that do not obey the “universal” law of change.

At first, the speaker seems to be adopting the distanced perspective of
Time itself, to whom nothing is novel, nothing strange. The conspectus of
all history seems to lie before the speaker’s eyes. And yet, by Q3, we see
that Time’s haste, its continual change of things to more themselves or less
themselves, makes historiography the most unreliable of witnesses, as un-
reliable as our brief view of things during our lifetime. The speaker posits
a perspective, finally, outside both that of Time itself and that of Time’s
chronicles: this is the virtual perspective of the immobility of the devoted
will, which admits of no haste, no changing. This perspective is indeed
born to [his] desire, a phrase implicitly redefined (by the couplet) from a
state of self-deception to a state of “resolvèd will. ” “I will be true; this I do
vow.” When desire becomes will, when vow[ing] replaces yearning, then
one has entered a nonmaterial realm of fidelity independent of mutability.

Couplet Tie: I do (1, 13)
Insofar as antonyms form a conceptual Couplet Tie, lie
(11) and true (14) should be noticed here.
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If my dear love were but the child of state,
It might for Fortune’s bastard be unfathered,
As subject to Time’s love, or to Time’s hate,
Weeds among weeds, or flowers with flowers gathered.
No, it was builded far from accident;
It suffers not in smiling pomp, nor falls
Under the blow of thrallèd discontent,
Whereto th’inviting time our fashion calls.
It fears not Policy, that heretic,
Which works on leases of short-numb’red hours,
But all alone stands hugely politic,
That it nor grows with heat, nor drowns with show’rs.

To this I witness call the fools of Time,
Which die for goodness, who have lived for crime.
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The diction in the refutational middle of 124 (lines 5–12) is
imitation-biblical, as the speaker says of his immutable love:

The two positive claims (it was builded, [it] stands) enclose the three nega-
tive claims (suffers not, nor falls, fears not) in what would be a satisfactory
quasi-chiastic pattern, were it not for the “dangling” “extra” dependent
clause of line 12 concerning growing and drowning. This latter clause
oddly reverts from the architectural solidity of lines 5–11 to the vegetative
realm of line 4. Such an unexpected reversion requires explanation.

In small, this “extra” clause in line 12 shows us the superabundance
here of “change passages”—those which present seesaw effects. Theoreti-
cally, the seesaw unreliability of state status, Fortune’s favor, and Time’s
love has been covered (and denied) by the contrary-to-fact supposition of
Q1, which precedes the refutational body of the poem. Someone has (pre-
sumably) said, “Well, love is uncertain; it changes with changes in status,
in fortune, and in time,” to which the speaker replies, with an emphasis
on were, “If my love were the offspring of state or fortune or Time, yes, it
might be changeable, [but it is not]; No, it was builded far, etc.” The refu-
tational energy in 124, as in 116, is marked by all the negatives: one no, two
not’s, three nor’s. But whereas the doubled structure of 116 tended to shore
up a negative refutation with a subsequent positive one, here the sturdy
positive refutations (builded far . . . stands) alternate (with no climactic
place-holding) with the negative ones, which keep reminding us of the al-
terability of other “loves.” We amass many remarks about these more or-
dinary “loves,” which form a shadow-poem behind the present one:
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nor falls
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But . . . stands hugely politic
That it nor grows nor drowns.



False “loves”:

they are children of “state”;
they are likely, given a change of Fortune, to be repudiated as

illegitimate;
they are as subject to Time’s hate as to its love;
they can be categorized as weeds one day, flowers the next;
they are built subject to accident;
they endure smiling pomp one day, fall under the blow of

discontent the next;
they fear the pressure of Policy;
they grow with heat and drown with showers;
they are the fools of time;
they live for one thing [crime], die for another [goodness].

There may well have been some (lost) proverb—about people living
for crime and dying for goodness—which symbolized all those—“Time’s
fools”—whose values change with the weather. This seems to me at least
as likely as the long-continued scholarly hunt for historical personages
(Jesuits et al.) who could be said to satisfy the conditions sketched in the
couplet. The paradox of the intermingling of goodness and crime appealed
to Shakespeare: Cf. All’s Well, IV, iii, 71 ff.: “The web of our life is of a
mingled yarn, good and ill together: our virtues would be proud, if our
faults whipt them not, and our crimes would despair, if they were not cher-
ish’d by our virtues.” Cf. also Henry V, IV, i, 4–5, 11–12: “There is some
soul of goodness in things evil would men observingly distil it out . . . Thus
may we gather honey from the weed, and make a moral of the devil himself.”
The fools of time, who have lived for crime (expedient inconstancy in
love) may serve one good purpose, if by their deaths they bear witness to
the folly and criminality of infidelity and inconstancy. They die for the
good (to us) of being exempla here of crime. (Booth, without drawing this
inference from it, notes the closing congruence of witness and goodness.)
They die for the goodness of witnessing to their own criminality. They (at
least) die to some moral purpose, having wasted their lives on crime. (The
air of differentiation created by which /who instead of who /who in line 14
may bear out this reading.)

The speaker’s fascination with the seesaw of mortal behavior
(love/hate, weeds/flowers, smiling pomp / thralled discontent, grow/drown,
heat/showers), summed up in the word fashion, is rebuked, I think, by the
“good distilled out of evil” in the couplet. Here alone, the appearance of
seesaw (goodness/crime) does not represent the repetitive cyclicity of For-
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tune’s wheel, state’s caprices, or Time’s fickleness. Instead it represents a
providential finality: even though Time’s fools have lived for crime, their
deaths serve goodness. Cf. the proverbs “Fools live poor to die rich” [Ox-
ford Dictionary of Proverbs, s.v. “die”] and “They live well that die well”
[ibid., s.v. “Die well”].

The curious anticlimactic quality by which the fourth line in each
quatrain of 124 is logically unnecessary is “repudiated,” I believe, by the
couplet, in which the last phrase is logically indispensable. One might call
the structure of the quatrains, in which line 4 of each quatrain reechoes
the seesaw motif, the structure of temporality, contingency, policy, and
heresy; then the structure of the couplet, in which witness and goodness
are distilled, in the end, out of crime, is the structure of eternity, necessity,
constancy, and revealed truth. The price of this stability is of course the
forsaking of the pathos of the organic in favor of the asceticism of the ar-
chitectural: true love is builded and stands hugely politic. It has therefore
removed itself utterly from the biological ( flowers, weeds, children, what
grows) and from the expedient (policy, that heretic) and has constructed
itself as a Platonic form, virtual, biologically uninhabitable, and aloof,
all alone.

defective key word: time (missing in the “immutable” Q3)

Couplet Tie: Time (3, 3, 8, 13) [might, (2)]. If one
wishes, given the constant proximity of
the words time and might in
Shakespeare, to see them as phonetic
reversals or anagrams of each other [tFÁm;
mFÁt], one can add line 2 to this Couplet
Tie list.
call [-s] (8, 13)
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Were’t aught to me I bore the canopy,
With my extern the outward honouring,
Or laid great bases for eternity,
Which proves more short than waste or ruining?
Have I not seen dwellers on form and favour
Lose all, and more, by paying too much rent,
For compound sweet forgoing simple savour,
Pitiful thrivers, in their gazing spent?
No, let me be obsequious in thy heart,
And take thou my oblation, poor but free,
Which is not mixed with seconds, knows no art
But mutual render, only me for thee.

Hence, thou suborned informer! A true soul
When most impeached stands least in thy control.
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Shakespeare seems to be making puns of doublets here. Some
are English (seen/gazing); some are Anglo-Latin (extern/outward,

waste/spend, impeached [im-pedicare]/stand); some are Latin (form/informer,
compound/mixed, rent/render—both from the Latin rendere); some are
“false” (bore/suborned); some are etymological (oblation is derived from the
Latin word for “to bear” [ferro, ferre, tuli, latus] and is therefore con-
nected etymologically to the preterite bore); some are conceptual (dwellers
pay rent).

One aesthetic strategy of 125—seen at its height in the ostentatiously
Latinate sequence obsequious . . . oblation—is to alternate Latinity with
simplicity, the compound with the simple. This is the reason for such an
early foregrounded linguistic contrast as extern/outward, which no reader
can overlook.

Thematically, 125 expresses unequivocally its preference for the sim-
ple. Nonetheless, when it engages in its self-offering to the beloved (Q3),
it surprisingly uses Latinate phrases, not only obsequious and oblation but
the conclusive phrase mutual render. However, it either “translates” such
phrases (as it translates the Latin mutual render into the English me for
thee) or follows them up with immediately designifying modifiers; the
speaker will be Latinately obsequious [“following after”] only invisibly, in
thy heart; and his oblation will be inconspicuous and of no monetary value,
poor but free. The English true soul of the couplet could not be more differ-
ent from the Latinate suborned informer [� sub � ornatus, “adorned,” and
informare, “to give a form to a legal charge against someone”]. The strug-
gle between the informer’s (Latinate) attempts to impeach [� impedicare,
“fetter the feet of”] and control [� contra � rotulus, “check the account
of”] and the true soul’s victoriously English continuing to stand sums up
the final contest. The couplet’s declaration that it is when the Latinate is
being most Latinate that the English is least threatened shows the relation
between the two linguistic usages to be one of inverse proportionality
rather than one of equality.

In retrospect, one can perceive the abrupt jolts from “Latinity” to
“Anglicism” throughout, as great bases for eternity jolts into more short than
waste; as form and favour jolts into lose all and more. The poem, it turns out,
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is an anathema: “Hence, thou evil one!” and its form of “exorcism” is ei-
ther to turn away from “Latin” into “English” (extern to outward) or to
translate or denature Latinity (which belongs by definition to conspicu-
ous consumption) into a modest and “English” internal version of itself.
In this way, the young man still receives the ceremony (obsequious[ness] �
oblation) that is his due, but receives it in an inward, “English” way. The
final “foot” pun, impeached/stands, shows how quickly, and how deftly, the
speaker can “disarm” and “Anglicize” any word thrown at him by the cor-
rupt Latinate court and its canopied ceremonies.

The couplet intimates that someone—an “informer”—has said that
the speaker’s motives in cultivating the young man are mercenary—that
he wants to curry favour, to thrive, to bear the canopy. Against the whispers
of this slanderer standing by, the speaker addresses the young man di-
rectly, disclaiming all base motives (those associated with Latinity) and
defending his own “English” troth. Yet he pays a price for this stance: he
(willingly) forfeits his eternizing habit, laying great bases for eternity, be-
cause he has lost faith in that eternity. In words reminiscent of earlier son-
nets, he condemns eternity because it proves more short than waste or ruin-
ing. He thereby forgoes eternizing art, placing it among other memorial
monuments, and relinquishes the consolations of art’s eternal summer. In
turning back to simple savour, away from compound sweet, the speaker pre-
fers the ethical to the gazing aesthetic, and offers an oblation of punning
double denial, one that “knows no art.” The “Retro me, Satanas!” of the
couplet confirms the ethical position. Perhaps there was no way to bid
farewell to the lovely boy (126) without this repudiation of the aesthetic
gaze and its compound sweet, Latinity.

Couplet Tie: bor [-e], suborned (1, 13) [a “false” etymology]
form, informer (5, 13)
and perhaps
more [most] (4, 6, 14)
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O thou my lovely boy, who in thy power
Dost hold Time’s fickle glass, his sickle, hour;
Who hast by waning grown, and therein show’st
Thy lovers withering, as thy sweet self grow’st;
If Nature (sovereign mistress over wrack),
As thou goest onwards still will pluck thee back,
She keeps thee to this purpose, that her skill
May Time disgrace, and wretched minutes kill.
Yet fear her, O thou minion of her pleasure,
She may detain, but not still keep, her treasure!
Her audit (though delayed) answered must be,
And her quietus is to render thee.

( )
( )
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This odd six-couplet poem “feels like” a sonnet because the first
eight lines—a single sentence—become a perfect octave in senti-

ment, if not in rhyme. Lines 9–12 read as the “sestet,” introduced as a re-
prise by a repetition (line 9) of the O thou with which the poem begins. In
this farewell to the lovely boy, the sovereignty of Time over even Nature
herself is the philosophical point, but the psychological point is to show
the boy as a catspaw in the unequal power game between Time and Na-
ture. As long as she can, Nature keeps back her choicest morsel (one of the
rarities of nature’s truth; 60), but must surrender him at last to the superior
power of Time. The endgame is delayed and detained in this poem as long
as possible—render thee being the last two words—and is sustained by the
complex retarding mechanisms of the opening address, with its several
dependent clauses, which themselves have compound objects and com-
pound verbs. The kernel structure of the octave addressing the boy is: “O
thou [who, etc.], if Nature still will pluck thee back [as thou goest on-
wards], she keeps thee that her skill may disgrace and kill Time.” Though
Nature is the subject of the whole sentence, she does not appear in “Q1,”
so that the young man seems to be the sole agent of power there: he holds,
he has grown, he shows, and he grows. In “Q2,” Nature is the agent of
power: she plucks back, she keeps, she [acts in order that she] may disgrace
and kill. The subsequent effect, in “Q3,” of the defeat of the agency of
both boy and Nature is eerie because Time is never invoked there by
name. The last uses of her show agency shifting from Nature to an (un-
named) power, who can demand of her both an audit (the audit of her) and
a quietus (the quietus from her). The other possessive her’s in the poem
(her skill, her pleasure, her treasure) mean “belonging to Nature, pos-
sessed by Nature,” but the her’s attached to audit and quietus show her as
the debtor to Time: she owes, she does not own.

There are two remarkable technical features to this “sonnet.” One is
the extraordinarily dense texture of alliteration and assonance joining al-
most every word to one or several other words. The second is the notice-
able presence of disyllabic words, a presence affecting our scansion of
the poem.
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On the following page is a map of the chief phonetic interrelations,
including the rhymes. It will be seen that the deadly word quietus partici-
pates in four phonetic groups that precede its own appearance: the k
group of sickle/fickle/pluck/back, the large FÀ and Ge groups, and the -s group,
making it possess a conclusive set of anticipated phonemes. Render, by
connecting to wretched/wrack, gains a meaning wholly different from its
meaning in the preceding sonnet, 125, where it appeared (contrasted with
rent) in mutual render, only me for thee. Here in 126, render is likely to call
up rend (“rend asunder”), as devouring Time seizes the lovely boy for his
own. Shakespeare’s only other use of quietus is in Hamlet’s famous solilo-
quy, where it acts as a synonym for death—an overtone it possesses here,
too, for the rend[er]ing of the boy.

If we ask the reason for the sonnet’s exceptionally dense interphonetic
relations, we see that audit and answered are the only significant words
remaining relatively unpartnered phonetically, and are thereby fore-
grounded as nonce events. The seamless phonetic web of time’s onward
passage, in which the lovely boy flourishes, paradoxically waxing even
when waning, is interrupted by the last trump of the audit (Audite, “hear
ye,” the oral demand of bookkeeping) and Nature’s unwilling answer.
Because two lines have already begun with an amphibrach followed by a
caesura—

7If nkat7ure // and Y4et fmear h3er //

—the ring of H3er alud1it comes as a fatal confirmation of both the futil-
ity of natural tenacity and the ominous warning. There are (by my count)
nine other amphibrachic feet besides these three, and their presence
serves to highlight the amphibrachic conclusive word q2uiket3us.

Because of the number of significant disyllabic words accented on the
first syllable, such as answer and audit, the poem falls into a trochaic and
amphibrachic rather than an iambic pattern. (I say this because given the
two possible scansions of, say, line 5—

Iambic: If Na-/ture sove-/reign mis-/tress o-/ver wrack
Trochaic: If / Nature / sovereign / mistress / over / wrack

—I prefer the one which keeps words intact.) On this principle—and
noticing how many of the first syllables of these lines are negligible in
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relation to the import of the second and following syllables—I would scan
the lines as follows, italicizing the amphibrachs:

7O thjou // m!y lmove / 2ly bjoy // wjho 4in / tkhy pmower

D7ost / hmold Timme’s / mfic7kle / glkass // h2is skick4le / hmour

W3ho hmast / 7by wjani4ng / grkown // a7nd thjere5in / shmow’st

T6hy llov7ers / wlith’r5ing // 7as t2hy / swkeet skelf / grmow’st

7If Njat7ure // sjovere3ign / mjistr1ess / 4ov4er / wrkack

A!s thjou / go2est monwajrds / smtill w1ill / plkuck t7hee / bmack

S4he kekeps th1ee / 7to tmhis / pkurp7ose // t7hat h1er / smkill

M4ay Tijme / d1isgrkace // a3nd wrletch7ed / mjinu6tes / kjill

Y3et fmear h3er // 7O t7hou / mjini4on / 7of h2er / plkeas7ure

S4he m4ay / d1etajin // b4ut njot / smtill kmeep / h1er trjeas7ure

H1er akud2it // tho1ugh 7de / lalyed // amnsw7ered / m2ust mbe

A5nd hjer / q5uijet7us // 6is 6to / rkend1er / thjee.

The effect of the prosody is to suggest that easy conversational into-
nation in which Shakespeare excels all other poets. The enjambments of
lines 1 and 3 enact the ongoingness (as thou goest onwards) of the young
man’s apparently self-propelled growing, and that of line 7 the ongoing-
ness of Nature’s resolve to keep him for herself (the true cause of his
beauty’s preservation until now). But the strong caesuras of lines 9–11,
which check the lines’ onwardness, show these forward impulses of mo-
mentum being met by a powerful, and ultimately victorious, counter-
force. The two more regular lines closing both “octave” and “Q3”—line 8
and line 12—reestablish the status quo of Time’s dominion. The combi-
nation of extreme felicity of diction—in which almost every phoneme
chimes musically with another—and the prosodic dis-ease (with the
checking of momentum) provokes our sense that this poem is at once ele-
giac and necessitarian. The boy whose power is apparently celebrated at
the outset is, at the end, a rendered minion, the creature of a minute.
The speaker’s voice—apparently, at the beginning, the voice of indulgent
love—is by “Q3” the voice of Time itself, speaking the discourse of neces-
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sity: the audit “answered must be.” Rarely has a speaker’s voice so altered
toward its love-object in the course of twelve short lines.
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Phonetic Interrelations in Sonnet 126

Io ou FÀ Ie 3À

O thou my thee in
hold thou thy she fickle
over thou Time’s keeps his
O by thee sickle
though thy see withering
grown thy detain if
show’st Time keep mistress
grow’st delayed still
goest be will
over thee skill

quietus quietus disgrace
minutes
kill
minion
still
audit
is

m l b f p

my lovely boy fickle power
may lovers back fear pluck
may purpose
mistress pleasure
minutes
minion

g k h th w

glass fickle hold therein waning
grown sickle hast this withering
grow’st pluck that [on]wards
goest quietus
[dis]grace

s r sh t d

sweet wrack she Time disgrace
self wretched show’st Time’s detain
sovereign render she treasure delayed



Couplet Tie: None, since no couplet exists. But its absence is
compensated for by the extreme phonemic resonances
listed above. The Quarto’s two sets of eloquently silent
parentheses (which I retain) emphasize the reader’s
desire for a couplet and the grim fact of its lack. Inside
the parentheses there lies, so to speak, the mute effigy
of the rendered youth.
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-st -our -ack -ezhur

dost power wrack pleasure
hast hour back treasure
show’st
grow’st
goest
must

-r -s

Nature glass
pleasure mistress
treasure keeps
render this
power purpose
hour minutes

Phonetic Interrelations in Sonnet 126 (continued)
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In the old age black was not counted fair,
Or if it were it bore not beauty’s name;
But now is black beauty’s successive heir,
And beauty slandered with a bastard shame:
For since each hand hath put on Nature’s power,
Fairing the foul with art’s false borrowed face,
Sweet beauty hath no name, no holy bower,
But is profaned, if not lives in disgrace.
Therefore my mistress’ eyes are raven black,
Her eyes so suited, and they mourners seem
At such who not born fair no beauty lack,
Sland’ring creation with a false esteem:

Yet so they mourn, becoming of their woe,
That every tongue says beauty should look so.
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This first of the Dark Lady sonnets is in effect a myth of origin:
How did a black-haired, black-eyed woman come to be the reigning

heir of beauty? Rephrased as prose, the little myth would go as follows:

Once upon a time, “in the old age,” the archetype of beauty was
the unretouched fair woman. Then cosmetics were invented, and
now every ugly woman can make herself into a fair woman. In
shame, slandered “true” beauty “lives in disgrace,” displaced from
her wonted shrine (“profaned” [pro-fanum, “outside the temple”]).
A devotee has arisen to mourn this bastardizing of beauty; this
devotee has black eyes to symbolize mourning. She mourns be-
cause the natural order of creation has been slandered by those
who, though not fair by birth, have acquired all beauty by art.
The woe of the mourner is so becomingly expressed by her black
eyes that public opinion has now seen how beautiful “dark” beauty
can be, and therefore the type of the beautiful has been entirely
revised: the new archetype is the “black” form of beauty.

This myth of origin corresponds to that of sonnet 20, which ex-
plained how the object of the speaker’s affections happened to have a pe-
nis though the rest of him was so feminine. In each case, there is some-
thing amiss about the love-object that needs to be explained. In 20, the
undeniable sexual attraction the speaker feels for the fair youth is ex-
plained by the fact that Nature originally made the fair youth a woman,
with all the feminine attributes; the penis was a late addition, to make the
youth a suitable paramour for herself. It is Nature, then, who had had the
disorderly passion; she, as a woman, fell in love with the woman she
had created—and added the penis more or less as an organic dildo. The
speaker of 20, on the other hand, has perfectly “seemly” heterosexual de-
sires—seeing a womanly object, he fell in love with it and desired it, but
was defeated of his understandable aim (sexual possession) by Nature’s ad-
dition of a penis to the “woman.”

Now the speaker finds himself attracted not to a conventionally beau-
tiful fair woman, but to a dark-eyed woman, and must explain this aes-
thetically anomalous choice. He decides in this case, too, to declare that
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his choice is not (or at least no longer) aesthetically anomalous: every
tongue agrees with him. He disposes of other candidates for his approval
by saying sophistically that in these days of cosmetic alteration one can no
longer tell which are true beauties and which are false beauties, made so
by art. The whereabouts of true beauty are dubious; she is nameless,
ousted from her holy bower, deshrined, living somewhere out of favor.

The words placing the sonnet in the genre of myth-of-origin are
therefore (logical explanation) and suited (ascribing agency to the creator
that made the eyes black to symbolize mourning). This fact may even ex-
plain the repetition (and correction) of the description of the lady’s eyes:
first it is said that they are black, then that they are suited so (as by design,
corresponding with the use of therefore). (Some editors have unnecessarily
emended one of the eyes to hair or brows.)

The imaginative impulse toward the invention of the myth of origin
accounts for the then/now construction of the octave, and the logical
therefore of the sestet, as well as for the “folkloric” inclusion of in the old
age and every tongue says. But it alone does not account for the odd disposi-
tion of materials within these parts. The false beauties, troubling to the
mind, keep cropping up as if they cannot be discounted, and their persis-
tence from octave to Q3 is foregrounded by the reinscription in Q3 of
“their” words, slander (-ed, -ing) and false, first appearing in lines 4 and 6.
(As Booth points out, the line “Fairing the foul with art’s false borrowed
face” enacts the artificiality of cosmetic beauty.) Though the announced
intent of 127 is praise of raven beauty, praise breaks out, so to speak, only
in lines 9–10 and the couplet: the rest of the sonnet worries about change
in aesthetic standards and the unsettling democratic acquisition of nature’s
power by each hand. There is no hope, apparently, of restoring the old sa-
cred aesthetic standard; sweet beauty has no chance of regaining her name
and holy bower. The final description of false beauties, made from the
point of view of the viewing public, gives them, from that point of view,
unequivocal aesthetic value: they are such who no beauty lack. It is true that
this essential description is ringed round with qualifiers: they were not
born fair, and (according to a metaphysical norm of judgment) they are
sland’ring creation with a false esteem. But to the senses, to the eye, to the
perception, they no beauty lack. This is a very different description from
that in the octave, where the norm of X-ray judgment prevails (“fairing
the foul”). The only “victory” the sonnet can provide is the loss, by the
false beauties, of their position in the socio-aesthetic scale. They are
beautiful (undeniably) to look at, but their kind of beauty is no longer ad-
mired; instead, blackness has come into fashion, and the consensus gentium
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(every tongue) ratifies it. Nonetheless, this (potentially fickle) elevation of
an alternate aesthetic standard is no real consolation for the absolute in-
ability of the world to tell true beauty from false beauty, where “fair”
looks are concerned. (See Love’s Labour’s Lost, IV, iii, 243–267.) The cli-
mactic phrase no beauty lack points up the connection between lack and
black (also rhymed in Love’s Labour’s Lost) as though only by its lack (of
deceptive possibility) could black become fashionable. This (unpleasant)
conclusion is smoothed over by the aesthetic harmony between inner woe,
eyes’ mourn[ing], and outer black[ness], in the elevation of the (putative)
new standard. But the distress at the perfection to which aesthetic decep-
tion has been brought, bursting out in Q3, is the real motive of the myth
of origin, a distress reinforced by the Couplet Tie.

key word: beauty

defective key word: fair (missing in C, where the falsely
fair women have disappeared)

Couplet Tie: mourn [-ers] (10, 13)
beauty [-’s] (2, 3, 4, 7, 11, 14)
so (10, 13, 14)
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How oft, when thou my music music play’st
Upon that blessèd wood whose motion sounds
With thy sweet fingers when thou gently sway’st
The wiry concord that mine ear confounds,
Do I envý those jacks that nimble leap
To kiss the tender inward of thy hand,
Whilst my poor lips, which should that harvest reap,
At the wood’s boldness by thee blushing stand!
To be so tickled they would change their state
And situation with those dancing chips
O’er whom thy fingers walk with gentle gait,
Making dead wood more blest than living lips.

Since saucy jacks so happy are in this,
Give them thy fingers, me thy lips to kiss.
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This apparently playful sonnet depends on synecdoche, the trope
par excellence of reduction. The sonnet finds in synecdoche a solu-

tion to the aesthetic problem of how one represents sexual jealousy in
comic rather than tragic or satiric terms. By understanding that a problem
is being solved, we can understand the aesthetic gaiety of the comic solu-
tion, and we end by conceiving of this sonnet not as a frigid triviality (as
the more solemn commentators would have it) but rather as a triumphant
jeu d’esprit on the dangerous subject of sexual infidelity.

We recall Romeo’s wish that he could be a glove upon the hand of Ju-
liet so that he might touch her cheek. Here, the speaker’s wish to be a mu-
sical jack or key touched by his mistress’s hand is not taken literally, any
more than Romeo’s wish to be a glove. Readers can become impatient
with such a conceit; they feel they are being asked to concur in language
inappropriate to a “grown man.” But in fact there is no such “real” wish;
the object in the conceit serves as a miniature surrogate actor playing on
an invented stage the drama of physical touch that the lover wishes to act
out in “real life.” The absurdity of the drama of reduction (in which a
glove or keyboard plays the role desired by the lover) lends the fantasy its
aesthetic interest. Shakespeare prolongs his conceit for fourteen lines,
and uses it to deflect feelings of sexual competition too painful for direct
utterance.

When Shakespeare’s playlet opens, the lover is standing by his mis-
tress as she plays the virginals, wishing that he could be the blessèd wood
that resounds under the touch of her sweet fingers. The conceit of the
poem is apparently so brief—“I envy the wood that kisses your hand”—
that one principal aesthetic project here must simply be to keep invention
going. In the first quatrain, only tender words are addressed to the mis-
tress. She is herself her lover’s music, her fingers are sweet, her playing
gentle, and her touch a blessing. Scarcely a line passes without the inter-
jection of some melting word of praise. (In fact, the whole body of the
poem, before the couplet, is bracketed by the two loving words blest and
gentle: the blessèd wood becomes wood more blest, and the concord gently
swayed engenders the gentle gait near the close.)

To reinforce the apparent semantic tenderness, a mimic conjunction
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of lover and lady is played out in the poem by antiphonal pronominal
kisses—my music, thy fingers; mine ear, thy hand; my lips, thy fingers; thy
fingers, me, thy lips—thereby exhibiting the private, but frustrated, desire
for union which has engendered the speaker’s mock jealousy of the instru-
ment’s saucy jacks. The bracketing of the drama early and late by blest and
gentle and fingers tells us that the fictional situation does not change be-
tween lines 1 and 12: the wood is still blest because of the continued gentle
playing of the lady’s fingers upon it. The central project of invention, then,
is to modify, during twelve lines, the lover’s response to an unchanging
situation. It is a project so fragile that too heavy a hand will wreck it.

Shakespeare schematizes the scene, as I have said, by reduction
through synecdoche. He reduces the lady, seated, to a hand and fingers;
he reduces the lover, standing beside her, to an eye, an ear, and lips. The
courting-concert has been a rich subject for genre paintings; if we think of
the amount of decorative incident and appropriate ornament that can be
given to a room, a lady, a gentleman, and a musical instrument, we be-
come keenly aware of Shakespeare’s drastic reduction of the scene to bod-
ily synecdoche. At first, the speaker is an ear, an implied eye watching the
lady, a self referred to as I, and a pair of lips; his ear, he tells us, is con-
founded, his eye watches the nimble jacks as they leap, he envies the
wood, and his lips blush at the wood’s boldness. The first eight lines of the
sonnet are a sketch, then, in which a complex human scene is reduced to
its very few active elements. We might conceive of such a poem as a draw-
ing in which an image has been reduced to the minimum number of
barely descriptive strokes.

But there is even a reduction of this reduction. In the third quatrain
the lover is further reduced to nothing but a pair of lips, the lady to noth-
ing but a set of fingers. Here, the lover also abandons the first person, and
speaks of his lips in the third person, thereby affecting an impartial “out-
side” judgment on her fingers and his lips alike. This third-quatrain nar-
rowing and reconceiving of the conceit, done of course in the service of
erotic argument (so that the lover and the lady can equally be spectators
of the poor disenfranchised lips) turns the poem from present-time habit-
ual retrospect (How oft) to conditional-mood hopeful prospect (To be so
tickled, [my lips] would change their state / And situation with those dancing
chips).

Finally, in the couplet, the continuing synecdoche for the lady (her
fingers) is suddenly and winningly changed to an element (lips) that the
lover has already been said to own, but which the lady has not yet been
mentioned as possessing. And the lover (who in the couplet resumes his
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first-person account) has so recently been represented by his lips alone
that the plea Give . . . me thy lips is itself, by the conjunction of me and thy
lips, that desired kiss of lips to lips toward which the poem has been aspir-
ing and on which it ends. The poem is a kiss deferred and, finally, a kiss
verbally enacted; one aesthetic problem of the sonnet, successfully solved,
is that of finding a way to enact the lover’s yearning to kiss, and its final
implied success.

I have neglected till now the introductory metaphor of the sonnet, the
metaphor of music. The tonic note is sounded in the opening sigh, How
oft, when thou my music music play’st. The rest of the poem exists to amplify
the sense in which, by synecdoche, the lady can be called the lover’s mu-
sic. What is emphasized about music here is the erotic reciprocity be-
tween player and instrument (one of the countless images of reciprocity
in the Sonnets, reciprocity being one of their directing metaphors). This
reciprocity at first opposes a conventional female gentleness to an equally
conventional male bold leap to kiss; but it later adds, we should notice, a fe-
male provocative tickling and a male responsive dancing, suggesting the
lady’s deliberate unchastity. Music as we see it here is an affair of a body
that both initiates and responds, offering concord and confusion at once.

In the throes of his mock jealousy of the jacks, the lover will refer
self-deprecatingly to my poor lips; but as he prepares to argue his own case,
he calls the jacks dead wood, while he, by contrast, possesses living lips. Un-
til this moment, he had ostensibly hoped only that the lady’s fingers might
stray away from the nimble jacks and toward his lips; but now his mock-
envy turns to a mock-largesse, as he invents a more fitting cessation to the
drama. Let the music continue, he suggests, thereby satisfying the jacks
and granting the lady her desire to continue “tickling” them; but let a kiss
be offered in the lover’s direction: Since saucy jacks so happy are in
this, / Give them thy fingers, me thy lips to kiss. The jacks are allocated the
fingers as their portion; the lover hopes for the surprising lips (which until
this moment the lady did not verbally possess). The distribution of
benefits is announced, it would seem, with a happiness which is delighted
that all concerned can be satisfied at once. (Here, as elsewhere, I accept
the usual emendation of the Quarto their to thy.)

But behind the mock-envy, the mock-largesse, and the animated
fiction of the jacks that leap across the line-break to kiss; behind the self-
deprecation of mock-modesty as the timid lover stands blushing at the
sexual audacity of the jacks, there lies the recollection—ironic, of course
but touching—of the hyperbolic treasuring in adolescence of all proxim-
ity to the beloved. Doting is an emotion not much described in verse:
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adults are ashamed to dote. But this is a poem content to be abject in dot-
ing—longing to blush, to be tickled, to dance, to kiss, to worship every
motion of the beloved, even at the price of sharing her with other lovers.

The metamorphosis proposed by the lover—that his lips should
themselves change state and situation and become dancing chips in order
to receive the favors of the lady—never has to take place, but it serves to
enact the hopeless intensities of sexual jealousy on a comically reduced
plane. The jacks reap the harvest that rightfully belongs to the lover. The
lady shows no disposition to give up the kisses of the jacks—on the con-
trary, she deliberately tickles the jacks into their responsive leaps. The
first thirteen lines of the poem are, we realize at the end, an elaborate pre-
text to justify the prayer of the fourteenth; and the fourteenth rings as
conclusively as it does because it is a phonetic reinscription. It inscribes
over leap / To kiss (the action of the jacks) the homonymic phrase lips to kiss
(the hope of the lover).

In Shakespeare’s reduction, the erogenous zones (including here the
ear and the fingers, as well as the palm and the lips) eventually take on
such importance that the other parts of the body, and all surrounding
items, pale into insignificance. In the final totalization of the original
synecdoche, she is all fingers and lips, he entirely a yearning pair of living
lips. And only one action is permitted to exist—the touch of one element
to another, the kiss of fingers to wood, or lips to lips.

The problem of conveying, in a comic mode, the eroticized and tor-
mented state of the sensibility of the jealous lover has been solved both
economically and elegantly, with a leavening of bitter humor that permits
sexual suggestiveness while aestheticizing it in the convention of court-
ship by music. The terrors of infidelity, jealousy, promiscuity, and sexual
mistress-sharing are brought down to manageable proportions. Shake-
speare’s brilliant verbal solution has the tact to remain at the playful level
of the set problem—the “correct” distribution of the lady’s erotic ener-
gies. The final verbal kiss satisfies both the lady’s free will (she can still
give her fingers to the jacks) and the lover’s yearning. It is probably no ac-
cident that this displacement of jealousy into comedy is followed, in son-
nets 129 (on lust) and 131 (on the lady’s black deeds), by the furious return
of the repressed.

The usefulness of the figure of synecdoche lies not only in its reducing
to manageability the agonies of love. It lies as well in what this trope man-
ages to exclude. Fixing, as it does, on one or two elements—here, fingers
and lips—it succeeds in excluding the whole world of other, competing,
objects and essences. It suggests, in miniature, what the aesthetic of the
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sonnet sequence itself must be, as it reduces the world to a very few per-
sonages—the lover, his beloved, his rivals. To those accustomed to the
wide social sweep of fiction, this reduction may seem a defect. But it is a
mistake to think of the lyric as acting in a world smaller than that of other
literary fictions. On the contrary, it acts in the only world there is—the
world extending vertically from the Trinity (105) to hell (129), and hori-
zontally from east to west (132). Lyric enlarges its personae to fill that cos-
mic space: the personages in lyric are so great that the world can contain
only two or three of them at once. They usurp all available space. The
speaker says of his love that it fears not policy, “but all alone stands hugely
politic” (124). Shakespeare’s need to reduce suggests the anterior daunting
immensity of his theme; his frequent turn from reduction to hyperbole
implies that the innate grandeur of love will make itself felt, even when
reduced to a set of eyes, lips, or fingers. What is implicit, in this raising of
the human figure to the scale of all that exists, is the vastness, to human
consideration, of the self and its immediate concerns.

defective key word: lips (missing in Q1, which has not yet
arrived at the conceit of the jacks’ kiss)

Couplet Tie: jacks (5, 13)
thy fingers (3, 11, 14)
lips [leap] (5, 7, 12, 14)
kiss (6, 14)
leap / To kiss [lips to kiss] (5–6, 14)
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Th’expense of spirit in a waste of shame
Is lust in action, and till action, lust
Is perjured, murd’rous, bloody, full of blame,
Savage, extreme, rude, cruel, not to trust;
Enjoyed no sooner but despisèd straight,
Past reason hunted, and no sooner had,
Past reason hated as a swallowed bait
On purpose laid to make the taker mad:
Mad in pursuit and in possession so,
Had, having, and in quest to have, extreme;
A bliss in proof, and proved, a very woe,
Before, a joy proposed, behind, a dream.

All this the world well knows yet none knows well
To shun the heaven that leads men to this hell.
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Sonnet 129, though impersonally phrased, is best accounted for by
seeing it as a representation of decisive changes of mind about the ex-

perience it treats, changes predicated of a single sensibility: that is, the
text encourages us to invent such a sensibility and its changes of heart. But
if we treat it, as I want to here, as a problem of construction for the art-
ist, we see that the artist’s first choice must be whether to represent his
psychological narrative of submission to lust passionally and chronologi-
cally—just as it sequentially happened from initial excitement to shame
and analysis—or analytically and retrospectively, as one looks back on that
submission in later evaluation. Shakespeare seems at first to reject the
chronological account—attraction, appetite, enjoyment, disgust, repen-
tance, excuse, analysis—in favor of the more explosive possibilities of the
retrospective vision—the awaking to shame, blame, and self-reproach, in
a judgmental, “morning-after” account of the experience. In this respect,
129 resembles 119 (What potions have I drunk).

Shakespeare chose as his aesthetic problem the representation of one’s
changing responses to lust, and decided to enact the changes by show-
ing three different sorts of retrospection: personal-judgmental, personal-
chronological, and universal-analytic. He did this rather than demon-
strate, about lust, solely a chronological recollection, solely a judgmental
self-blame, solely an analytic totalization, or any other possible model (for
example, a rapid alternation from blame to excuse and back again, a bi-
nary model). Shakespeare also had the choice in this sonnet of using a
first-person model (his usual one for sonnets) but chose, unusually, to
speak in an impersonal voice which, though it initially mimics a philo-
sophical or homiletic tone, soon loses its initial defensive distance and be-
comes uncontrolled in its spate of adjectives of social trespass. By the
third quatrain, any pretense of the homiletic has been discarded; a cleric
might be conceived of as pronouncing the octave, but not the sestet,
which certifies lust as a bliss in proof, a dream, and a heaven.

Reading along an axis of similarity, as most critics have done, one can
see similarity displayed in the persistence, throughout the three quatrains,
of the definitional syntactic matrix “Lust is X,” from expense of spirit to
joy and dream. Reading for difference, however, we note the contrasts
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among the quatrain-definitions of lust, and therefore see the position of
the speaker as one that changes over time. The wish to define—repre-
sented by the syntax—does not change. The substance of the definition,
however, does change—from disgusting act to dream. It is the axis of dif-
ference that drives us to postulate a change of heart; the axis of similarity
(“Lust is . . . lust is . . . lust is . . .”) could belong to an impersonal treatise,
such as that of Ravisius Textor, to which some have compared this sonnet.
I should add that Shakespeare also chooses an analytic rather than a de-
scriptive model of definition; his is a philosophical model of the mean and
the extremes, of cause and effect, of before and after, of relations to self
and to others. There are of course reasons that we can imagine for such
compositional choices, as I will suggest.

To choose a retrospective judgmental view with which to begin the
sonnet is, as I have said, more dramatic than to choose a chronological re-
visiting of the experience. However, in Q2 chronological reverie begins to
supplant the retrospective judgment of Q1 (only to be supplanted in its
turn by the totalizing view of the couplet, which encompasses both the
chronological reenactment of the act and one’s retrospective judgment on
it). Shakespeare may also have chosen the retrospective judgmental view
as his beginning because it is the only angle of vision from which an ana-
lytic perspective becomes plausible.

The speaker’s choice of definition and division into parts in the decep-
tively scholastic beginning (“Th’expense of spirit in a waste of shame / Is
lust in action, and till action, lust / Is perjured,” etc.) shows us the first de-
fense of the speaker: to divide his unsettling topic into three apparently
rational parts, to distinguish its phases along a temporal axis—lust until
action, lust in action, and lust [after action], when of course it has ceased to
exist. The ego has here a vested interest in distinguishing the present
self-in-repentance from the former self-in-sin (in the model representing
the common conversion schema), and therefore it launches itself, after its
putatively tripartite beginning (in which “after action” remains an unex-
amined ghost part) into its rigid binary antitheses of before and after,
tending more and more to obliterate both the actual moment of lust in ac-
tion and the initial postulated division into three phases. We soon move
into the binary schemes of enjoyed and despisèd, hunted and hated (the lat-
ter retaining a semantic and prosodic overtone of the original tripartite
scheme by including had in its triplet of hunted, had, hated, while the syn-
tax reinforces the binary model, reinforced as well by the repetition of past
reason).

Of course both schemata—the “scholastic” one of tripartite division
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along a temporal axis, and the subsequent “repentant” conversion scheme
of binary form—disappear in the double knot where the poem is aestheti-
cally knitted together, in which all divisions collapse and in which the
original dramatic passion of self-reproach is itself at last judged: lust has
made “the taker mad: / Mad in pursuit and in possession [mad]”; lust is “had,
having, and in quest to have, extreme.” After this has been said, nothing can
be the same. While the first adverse totalizing judgment has been made
on a psychological basis—the subject is mad before, during, and after tak-
ing the bait—the second adverse totalizing judgment—extreme—has been
made on a philosophical or classical basis of means and extremes, rather
than on the basis of the social or religious or psychological objections ear-
lier displayed in the poem. Socially, lust is of course savage in its pursuit of
its object, perjuring itself, untrustworthy, and so on; religiously, it may be
an expense of spirit on base matter; psychologically, it may be the occa-
sion of shame and madness. But philosophically, it is extreme, going past
the mean of reason in all directions. I call this final totalizing judgment
philosophical rather than ethical because the vocabulary of purely ethical
judgment includes words far less neutral than Shakespeare’s carefully cho-
sen word “extreme.” (He might have said “bestial,” or “ungoverned,” or
“childish,” for instance, and still remained within an ethical vocabulary.)

In running through the whole gamut of retrospective experi-
ence—from apparent detachment to violent self-blame and blaming of
the other (who laid the swallowed bait on purpose)—and knitting it up
finally under the single rubric extreme—the word itself remembered, or
rather retrieved from line 4, as the only aesthetically productive word
from the early torrent of self-accusation—the octave is able to set out, in
little, what it is to have an extreme experience and to emerge from it full
of self-hatred and hatred of the temptress-other.

Then the poem can move on to its moment of aesthetic differ-
ence—to a different view of lust, representing it as it was felt at the time. It
can then move, in the couplet, to a totalizing encompassing of its previous
differentiations.

Let me explain. The word extreme, knitting the three temporal phases
together under a neutral rubric, enables the second part of the poem to
reverse the morning-after model of the octave. The correction proper can
now take place (though it has been in itself already a reconceiving to see
the action of lust philosophically, as extreme, instead of homiletically or
socially). The poem now, in Q3, sees the action of lust (lines 11–12) not
from the perspective of an aftermath of shame, in an alienated fashion,
but rather affectively—how the action seemed while it was being lived. First
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it seemed like a bliss, and later it turned into woe; first it seemed like a joy,
but later it seemed unreal, like a dream. This correction—as affective
chronology corrects judgmental alienation from one’s own past, as how
it felt corrects what was done—is, roughly speaking, the major aesthetic
choice of the writer. The poem gives us, in short, two absolutely incom-
patible yet two absolutely reliable retrospective accounts of lust—the ear-
lier alienated judgment given in nominal and adjectival inventory (expense,
waste; savage, extreme), and the late chronological affective tale given in a
series of nouns (bliss, woe, joy, dream), which “correct” the earlier ones, ex-
pense, waste, and shame. It thus presents us with two models of experience,
both of which we know intimately: the model of “What I think of it now
that I look back” and the model of “How it felt while it was happening.”
Usually, in simpler poems, one of these models expels the other. To keep
both in suspension, as Shakespeare does here by his cyclical couplet the-
matizing the preceding two models, is to say that both are equally true.
The poem corrects its first judgmental telling by a second, affective one,
but, unlike an overpainted painting, does not entirely obliterate the first
sketch. The couplet sums up the incompatibility between chronologically
lived affective life—the heaven that leads to hell—and the retrospective
analytical life—what the world well knows.

We see now the necessity of the authorial choice of the impersonal
mode for the purposes of this sonnet. Any existential subject would tend
to represent himself at the moment of utterance—the “now” of the
poem—as living his retrospection either judgmentally or affectively, and
this would privilege one point of view over the other. The impersonal
mode allows for the habitual incompatibility and the perpetual sequen-
tiality of both models. The couplet ironizes both models, ultimately, put-
ting both their mutual incongruity and repetitive sequentiality in a larger
cyclical totalization in which one is only the obverse of the other, both ex-
isting in a mutual temporal dependency, represented formally by the chi-
astic well knows and knows well. (The poem also comes full circle in its de-
ictic “this hell,” indicating that the speaker is back where he started in line
1.) For all that, the major aesthetic move of the sonnet is to paint over our
first impression—the shame and blame of lust—with a second, the joy and
sorrow and unreality of lust; and then to paint over that with the ironizing
and totalizing third—that no matter how much we know of the aftermath,
we will be unable to shun the joy. Through the third layer of ironic
knowledge we see still the two underpaintings—the pentimenti—the first
of a post-erotic hell, the second of a brief erotic heaven. Thus, reading
for difference among the quatrains and couplet provides a far more inter-
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esting—and I could say more “worthy”—shape for this poem than the
shape—an unvaried condemnation of lust—offered by those who read the
poem along the axis of similarity (see, e.g., Kerrigan).

A superior aesthetic value is normally ascribed to the last stage of
a painting exhibiting pentimento; and we do perhaps tend to ascribe a
higher epistemological value to the most comprehensive account in a
poem of the phases of experience that it treats. But we must recall that in
aesthetic terms we ascribe final value not to any one set of lines, but
rather to the entire sonnet. The aim of this sonnet has been to solve the
problem of representing the various mental phases aesthetically deployed
here: judgmental disgust, affective memory, and the ironic totalizing of
both. We value Shakespeare’s success in representing each, and we admire
as well the successive motivations by which each believably replaces its
predecessor stage(s). We are drawn to notice the three models because the
first careens from nouns into adjectives, the second (Q3) reverts to nouns,
and the third (C) retreats into proverbial diction (among other differ-
ences). It is these grammatical and discursive differences that warn us that
we must read along an axis of difference, if we are to understand the poem
at all. An account of 129 that never asks why its initial contained scholastic
and individual definition hurtles into a spate of adjectives of social tres-
pass; or why the initial nouns and adjectives suddenly are displaced by
past participles; or why the past participles are then displaced by a pointed
return to four nouns (bliss, woe, joy, dream) refuting the opening’s four
nouns (expense, spirit, waste, and shame)—an account not following the
conspicuous signals afforded by the poem concerning its own phases of
difference—will never see the functional aesthetic dynamic of the poem.

Couplet Tie: shun [action, possession] (2, 9, 14)
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My mistress’ eyes are nothing like the sun;
Coral is far more red than her lips’ red;
If snow be white, why then her breasts are dun;
If hairs be wires, black wires grow on her head.
I have seen roses damasked, red and white,
But no such roses see I in her cheeks,
And in some perfumes is there more delight
Than in the breath that from my mistress reeks.
I love to hear her speak, yet well I know
That music hath a far more pleasing sound;
I grant I never saw a goddess go—
My mistress when she walks treads on the ground.

And yet by heaven I think my love as rare
As any she belied with false compare.
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This sonnet is a reply-poem to a poet who has just written a sonnet
to his mistress, which reads, more or less:

My mistress’ eyes are brilliant as the sun,
And coral’s colour matches her lips’ red;
Her snowy breasts are like to others none,
And golden wires ornament her head.
A bed of damask roses, red and white,
I find within the confines of her cheeks,
And perfume’s self, conferring all delight,
Breathes in the breath that from my mistress reeks.
I love to hear her speak, and well I know
That only music hath such pleasing sound;
In walking she doth like a goddess go,
Her dainty feet scarce printing on the ground.
In all, by heaven I think my love as rare
As any she conceivèd for compare.

Shakespeare’s speaker retorts, “I don’t know about your mistress, but my
mistress is nothing like that: she’s a real woman, and doesn’t need any false
compare to distort her attractions.” And so he launches into a series of con-
trastive comparisons: “My mistress’ eyes are nothing like the sun.” The
speaker’s contrastive comparisons—“russet yeas and honest kersey noes,”
to use Berowne’s phrase when he forswears “three-piled hyperboles”
(Love’s Labour’s Lost, V, ii, 407, 413)—are deliberately down-to-earth, but
his concluding words, “I think my love as rare as any you’ve made hyper-
boles about” shows him to be “sincere” in love. This mock-blazon pre-
tends to be a denigration, but is in fact a defense of the woman as she is, as
rare as any.

The structure of the poem changes in each part. Q1 simply denies the
supposed antecedent hyperbole, but each line is an ingenious variant on
denial:
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1. eyes—sun (nothing like);
2. coral—lips ( far more red);
3. If snow is your standard for whiteness, breasts � dun;
4. If one can call hairs (by metaphor) wires, hers are black wires.

In the cleverness of this “baring the device,” Shakespeare shows that the
familiar resorts of contemporary love-poets—(1) comparison by simile,
(2) hierarchizing, (3) valuing by a standard, (4) metaphorizing—can be
preposterous when called to the bench of accuracy.

Q2 is divided between personal observation (I have seen . . . see I) and
impersonal observation (there is). The latter reorders hierarchy against
the mistress, saying perfume is sweeter than her breath, while the former
denies metaphor altogether, saying cheeks are nothing like roses.

Affect at last enters in Q3—I love to hear her speak—and continues in
C—I think my love as rare as any. The rehierarchizing begun with perfume
and breath continues with music and speech, a goddess’ locomotion and
the mistress’ treading. Here the hierarchizing reaches its humorous cli-
max: “Personally I’ve never set eyes on a goddess, unlike your privileged
self. You say your mistress glides like a goddess; well, my mistress, when
she walks, treads on the ground.”

The speaker’s submerged irritation at the excesses of love-lyric bursts
out in his final oath—And yet by heaven—and in his dismissal of his fellow
poets’ simile-making as he calls it false.

Shakespeare’s mock-blazon has sometimes been thought misogynistic,
in part because readers have formed their idea of it from its octave, where
nothing positive is predicated of the mistress. (Of course, nothing nega-
tive is predicated of her either.) In the sestet, as I’ve said, love enters (I love
to hear her speak); and the fact that music is said to be far more pleasing than
her speech (or anyone’s speech) need not be thought of as a criticism.
Speech cannot rival the aesthetic power of music, nor can anyone walk
like a goddess. His beloved, the speaker ends by saying, is as rare as any-
one else’s, the more so since the other women are actively misrepresented
(belied) in their sycophants’ verses.

When the poem is read as simple statement without contrastive em-
phasis—“My mistress’ eyes are X, her breasts are Y”—it sounds, as some
have said, like a denigration. But the couplet, in its contrastive force and
its oath, shows us how to read the body of the poem contrastively: “My
mistress’ eyes, whatever you say about your mistress’ eyes, are not like the
sun.” This is another case in which perceiving the accurate nature of the
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speech-act mimicked by the sonnet is indispensable to a correct under-
standing of the poem.

Couplet Tie: love (9, 13)
more (2, 7, 10)
A witty summation of the point of the poem: the evils
of hyperbole versus the tempered nature of believable
praise.

Note: Shakespeare is extraordinarily close to the poems he parodies.
See, e.g., one such model, from Thomas Watson’s 1581 Hekatompathia:

Harke you that list to heare what sainte I serve:
Her yellowe lockes exceede the beaten goulde;
Her sparkeling eies in heav’n a place deserve;
Her forehead high and faire of comely moulde;

Her wordes are musicke all of silver sounde;
Her wit so sharpe as like can scarce be found:

Each eybrowe hanges like Iris in the skies;
Her Eagles nose is straight of stately frame;
On either cheeke a Rose and Lillie lies;
Her breath is sweete perfume, or hollie flame;

Her lips more red than any Corall stone;
Her necke more white, then aged Swans yt mone;

Her brest transparent is, like Christall rocke;
Her fingers long, fit for Apolloes Lute;
Her slipper such as Momus dare not mocke;
Her vertues all so great as make me mute:

What other partes she hath I neede not say,
Whose face alone is cause of my decaye.

Thomas Watson, The Hekatompathia or Passionate Centurie of Love
(London: reprinted from the original edition of circa 1581 by the
Spenser Society, n.d.), vii, p. 21.
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Thou art as tyrannous, so as thou art,
As those whose beauties proudly make them cruel;
For well thou know’st to my dear doting heart
Thou art the fairest and most precious jewel.
Yet in good faith some say that thee behold,
Thy face hath not the power to make love groan;
To say they err, I dare not be so bold,
Although I swear it to myself alone.
And to be sure that is not false I swear,
A thousand groans but thinking on thy face
One on another’s neck do witness bear
Thy black is fairest in my judgement’s place.

In nothing art thou black save in thy deeds,
And thence this slander as I think proceeds.
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“Since you are so beautiful ( fair)—even if you are a brunette—why
do some people say that no one could fall in love with you (thy face

hath not the power to make love groan)? The only bad (black) thing about you
is how cruel (tyrannous) you are to me, and it is these black deeds against me
that make people say (slandering you) that your face is unlovable.”

What, we can reasonably ask, would be the speaker’s motive for saying
this to the lady? Surely it is to make her behave better toward him so that
the world will forgive her and enroll her among those attractive enough
to provoke love. He appeals, therefore, to her social self-interest to make
her cease tormenting him. (This act implies that any altruistic reason
would not appeal to her.) The speaker also represents himself as too timid
to stand up for her in public (I dare not be so bold), so that if she wants the
slander to end, she will have to begin to act lovable instead of tyrannous.

This elaborately summoned-up smokescreen of the social world—in-
corporating proud fair beauties, their lovers to whom they are tyrannous,
and the “some” who criticize the dark lady—acts to conceal the “real”
motivation of the poem: “Please stop being so cruel to me.” It will not
move the lady simply to say, “I am burdened by a thousand groans of frus-
trated love.” A reason for talking about the inner groans has to be pre-
sented, and therefore the speaker invents the putative remark by some that
behold her, “Her face has not the power to make love groan.” He also in-
vents his own social timidity, his consequently private counterswearing,
and the juridical witness of the groans to prove he has not perjured him-
self. The (actual and factual) groans are thus inserted into a whole in-
vented public/private scenario—and all to say, “I am unhappy, you are
cruel to me, please change your deeds with respect to me.” To say all
this, that is, without appearing abject, and while offering the lady a self-
interested reason to be kind to him.

The speaker, to persuade the lady, divides himself into lover, oath
taker, thinker, and judge: she is of course fairest to his heart, but public
denigration of her looks forces him privately to swear that her face can
make love groan; he thinks on her face, and the groans testify that her col-
oring is fairest—not to his heart, as he said earlier (line 4), but to his judge-
ment. He is thus making a quadruple asseveration of his fidelity via the lit-
tle narrative of public slander.
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The division of quatrains bears out the invented nature of the public
slander. Q1 simply sets the speaker’s dilemma: “Though I love you best,
you are tyrannous toward me.” His invention of a self-interested reason
for her to stop her tyranny generates Q2, allowing for the expression, in
Q3, of his true inner state of groaning frustration. The q.e.d. of the cou-
plet simply draws the moral. I do not believe that thy deeds has a wider ref-
erence than “thy tyranny toward me,” since the slander (her face is not
lovable) has no moral content. “Fair” beauties can be tyrannous with im-
punity, but “black” beauties must behave gently to be thought lovable.

In such a sonnet, propositions mean nothing; they are as likely to be
made up (some say . . . I swear [they err]) as to be reliable. Strategy, by con-
trast, means everything; and solving the motivation of propositions (“Why
is the speaker making up his little slander-story?”) is crucial to under-
standing both tone and structure.

Couplet Tie: thou art [art thou] (1, 1, 3, 13)
black (12, 13)
think [-ing] (10, 14)
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Thine eyes I love, and they, as pitying me,
Knowing thy heart torment me with disdain,
Have put on black, and loving mourners be,
Looking with pretty ruth upon my pain.
And truly not the morning sun of heaven
Better becomes the grey cheeks of the east,
Nor that full star that ushers in the even
Doth half that glory to the sober west
As those two mourning eyes become thy face.
O let it then as well beseem thy heart
To mourn for me, since mourning doth thee grace,
And suit thy pity like in every part.

Then will I swear beauty herself is black,
And all they foul that thy complexion lack.
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The swear[ing] of 131 continues here, but whereas in 131 the speaker
swore that his mistress’ face had the power to make love groan, here

he promises to swear that beauty herself is black, raising blackness to the
level of Platonic form. Once again, this is a strategic sonnet, in which he
wants the lady to change the disposition of her heart toward him. At pres-
ent, her heart torment[s] [him] with disdain; she is still being tyrannous.
Since his previous (public) scenario in 131 has apparently failed, he now
invents another self-interested reason for her to change—it will increase
her attractiveness if she suits her heart in mourning to harmonize with the
mourning guise of her black eyes. By creating a new decorum of harmo-
nized and aestheticized selfhood, she will ascend to the level of a Platonic
form, disadvantaging all competition.

This strategy is enunciated only in the second line of Q3, with the
plea, O let it then as well beseem thy heart to mourn for me. The octave dis-
guises the poem’s real speech-act (a plea) in its presenting genre, that of
praise, praise so lavish it “spills over” its putative limit, the octave, and
takes up the first line of Q3, thereby curtailing the plea from its proper
four lines to only three—tucking it in, as it were, between the copious
praise and the hyperbolic closing promise (Then will I swear).

The pathos of these two sonnets resides of course in their convey-
ing, by their convoluted aesthetic strategies, the speaker’s certainty that a
“straight” plea would have no effect on the woman. Only self-interest will
change her behavior.

The little myth-of-origin in Q1—because the mistress pities her lover,
she has garbed her eyes in black so they might mourn his pain—suggests
that her eyes were once blue but have darkened with pretty ruth on his be-
half. This small—but to the speaker large—token of sympathy on her part
(wholly invented, of course, by himself ) causes the enormous dilation of
gratitude (and truly) which causes the cosmic metaphors, their two en-
jambments, and their emphatic trochees and spondees, which subside to
iambs only at the close:

A7nd tmru4ly, n3ot t3he mmorni7ng skun 5of hmeav7en

Bektt7er 7becommes t4he gmray chmeeks 7of t3he emast,
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N4or thkat fmull stjar t7hat ukshe4rs min t4he mev7en

D7oth hmalf t7hat gjlo7ry 7to t4he msob4er wmest

A1s thkose tmwo mokurni5ng emyes 7becmome t7hy fmace.

The plea (lines 10–12) distinguishes itself from the praise by its “logical”
evenness of iambic rationality:

7O ljet 7it thken 7as wjell b1esmeem t7hy hekart

7To mokurn f4or m.e, si5nce molurni4ng dmoth th1ee grjace,

A4nd smuit t6hy mpi7ty lmike 7in meve7ry pmart,

The promise (lines 13–14) is distinguished by its trochaic reversals—

Tmhen w7ill 7I swjear bmeau7ty h4ersmelf

before it subsides to a largely iambic close:

7is bllack,

A5nd alll tmhey fmoul t7hat tlhy c7ompllexi6on lmack.

The pun on morning and mourning, the play on becomes/become/beseem,
the dividing of the lady into heart and eyes in order to plead for a recon-
ciling decorum of pity in both parts, are all playful aspects of the poem,
part of its “pretty ruth.” On the other hand, the swelling comparisons
by which those two (the number emphasized by being—unnecessar-
ily—specified) eyes are rated as equal to the sun and doubly superior to
Venus represent a moment of liberty in the poem, in which it almost “for-
gets” that it has a strategy, and wanders freely in feeling.

The poem would be complete if it ended with Then will I swear beauty
herself is black. Why draw in other beauties in line 14 in a negative com-
parison? One reason is the persistent wish to rhyme black and its “oppo-
site,” lack (as if to prove that black, by containing lack, cannot embody it).
Another is perhaps to continue the social reference found in sonnet 131.
But chiefly, I think, the other beauties are brought in so that the entire fe-
male world can be divided into two under the patronage of Platonic beauty
herself, which should perhaps be written Beauty herself: the sheep and goats
of the division are the fair black beauties and the foul lack-black others.
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This cosmic division of the (female) world matches the cosmic compari-
sons to the sun and Venus earlier, and ends the poem on the macrocosmic
scale of Idea and value.

Couplet Tie: black (3, 13)
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Beshrew that heart that makes my heart to groan
For that deep wound it gives my friend and me;
Is’t not enough to torture me alone,
But slave to slavery my sweet’st friend must be?
Me from my self thy cruel eye hath taken,
And my next self thou harder hast engrossed;
Of him, my self, and thee I am forsaken,
A torment thrice threefold thus to be crossed.
Prison my heart in thy steel bosom’s ward,
But then my friend’s heart let my poor heart bail;
Whoe’er keeps me, let my heart be his guard,
Thou canst not then use rigour in my jail.

And yet thou wilt, for I, being pent in thee,
Perforce am thine, and all that is in me.
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This sonnet of the lady’s infidelity with the speaker’s friend has
driven Ingram and Redpath to a diagram and to a comparison with

“Chinese boxes.” The word torment (reinforced by torture) is reused from
132, and groan from 131, but by the time the speaker reaches the couplet,
he has abandoned his strategy of plea, visible—in however convoluted a
form—in 131 and 132, and present in the body of 133. Here, the plea is en-
tered not for the self but for the friend, the young man now caught in the
lady’s toils.

Ingram and Redpath’s diagram, which represents the speaker as still
whole at the end of the octave—though having lost a part of himself
called myself—seems to me too sanguine. (I believe one should retain, for
the fiction of this poem to be intelligible, the Quarto spelling, my self.)
The crucial proposition is I am forsaken of him, my self, and thee. What exis-
tential status is, or can be, ascribed to the I—missing his self—who is the
speaker of this statement? Such a paradox drives us to trace the evolution
of the I in the sonnet, “a process in stages” (as Ingram and Redpath call it)
which led them to their diagrams.

As I see it, these are the stages of the octave:

1. I am separate from her: that heart (of hers) makes my heart groan.
2. I am inseparable from my friend: when she wounds, she wounds us

both at once, my friend and me.
3. He was once separate from her, when she tortured me alone. Pre-

sumably at that time he and I were one, without reference to her.
4. The friend is now enslaved by her.
5. Her cruel eye has taken the speaker from himself (me from my self ).
6. She has even more powerfully captured the speaker’s next self, the

young man.
7. In so doing, she has forsaken the speaker as her erotic object.

As I see these narrated stages, they represent a pathetic attempt by the
speaker to preserve a selfhood in the present-tense moment of disintegra-
tion (Q1). My heart, me, me—the self-namings in Q1—maintain the fiction
of an integrated self. But when the ego separates into me, my self, I, my
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next self in Q2—in its frantic attempts to adjust to the joint love-wound,
the solo torture, and the friend’s slavery—it can no longer represent itself
as whole. Its disseminated fragments, under this triple insult, constitute
only a ghost self. What is left after the torment thrice threefold when one is
forsaken by one’s self, one’s next self, and one’s beloved? Hardly an outline
in the air where once a body was. (The visual and phonetic alliteration of
thrice threefold thus is the poet’s “hard engrossing” of this torture.)

A massive attempt to reassemble the fragments in a more ego-
satisfying fashion organizes Q3. They are repackaged as a series of con-
centric spaces: imprisoned inside the lady’s steel bosom will be the speaker’s
heart; and inside his heart will lodge, in his prison, the friend’s heart.
Theoretically, this is to benefit the friend (let my heart be his guard), but
since the speaker’s heart is also a jail (as we know from bail), he has the
pleasures of intimate wardenship, and is “closer” to the friend than is
the lady.

In the couplet, the implied previous resistance and plea (“Thou canst
not then use rigour in my jail”) collapses: And yet thou wilt. The speaker is
perforce hers, causing him to be forsaken. The relation of cause and ef-
fect—as force causes forsaken—makes the result seem inevitable.

The model of thought exhibited in 133—that of a (relatively) simple
account of bad things (Q1) followed by an intolerable complication of ef-
fect (Q2), which forces a request for relief and intelligibility (Q3), which
subsides in a helpless giving-up (C)—is a small replica of the torture
chamber itself with its tightening of the screws. Initial cursing (beshrew
that heart) gives way to protesting questions (lines 3–4); accusation (5–6)
produces hopeless knotted realization (7–8); and a lost hope of negotia-
tion (9–12) finally collapses utterly. This psychological mimicry of tor-
ment—by the speaker’s successive speech-acts of cursing, interrogat-
ing, accusing, narrating (am forsaken), pleading, negotiating, conceding
(whoe’er keeps me), conjecturing (thou canst not then use rigour), prophesy-
ing, and acknowledging—makes the sonnet a torment to the reader as
well. The poem marks, by its use of words like wound, torture, slave, slav-
ery, cruel, harder, torment, crossed, prison, steel, and rigour, the first presenta-
tion of the dark lady as without redeeming qualities of beauty or “pretty
ruth.”

Couplet Tie: [per-] force, fors[-aken] (7, 14)
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So now I have confessed that he is thine,
And I myself am mortgaged to thy will,
Myself I’ll forfeit, so that other mine
Thou wilt restore to be my comfort still:
But thou wilt not, nor he will not be free,
For thou art covetous, and he is kind;
He learned but surety-like to write for me
Under that bond that him as fast doth bind.
The statute of thy beauty thou wilt take,
Thou usurer that put’st forth all to use,
And sue a friend came debtor for my sake,
So him I lose through my unkind abuse.

Him have I lost, thou hast both him and me;
He pays the whole, and yet am I not free.
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Many poems, of which this is one, end where they began; they “get
nowhere.” Such a structure puts particular stress on what happens

in the middle, since every poem has a natural pressure to “get some-
where,” and a poem’s struggle against a defeated conclusion makes for in-
teresting strategies.

Sonnet 134 takes stock of the torment of the affair between the friend
and the mistress announced in 133. The truth has settled in: So now I have
confessed that he is thine, says the speaker as the poem opens; and he closes,
after all his strategic struggles, once more confessing Him have I lost.
What has motivated the struggles in between, and how are they de-
ployed?

The motive for the tortuous middle is the attempt to rationalize the
young man’s defection. In 133, he has forsaken (a verb implying free will)
the speaker; yet he is tautologically slave to slavery, an involuntary subject
of the regime of slavery imposed by the mistress. The little fantasy in 133
of concentric jails (the young man inside the speaker’s heart, the speaker’s
heart in the steel bosom of the mistress) has not survived its small and futile
moment of hope. Sonnet 134 admits the speaker’s definitive separation
from the young man, who now is united to the mistress: he is thine. The
speaker’s new metaphor for himself is that he is a mortgaged debtor for
whom the young man has stood surety, becoming himself forfeit. No
matter how much the speaker wants to reverse the situation and forfeit
himself instead, he is powerless: the bond now bind[s] the young man as
well as the speaker. The speaker has been allowed his mortgage by the
young man’s standing surety for him; perhaps the images of prison in 133
suggested the debt metaphor of 134. Because the mistress now has two
sources of repayment instead of one, she exacts the sexual debt from the
young man, who pays. It is her beauty that gives her legal rights to the
debt of love, yet to collect the debt in this way makes her a “money-
lender,” a promiscuous sexual usurer that put[s] forth all to use, and then
collects her interest.

Use, its compound abuse, its anagram sue, and its agency-noun usurer
(along with words like surety and statute and lose) organize the music of
the latter part of the poem, rising to a climax in Q3, which foregrounds use
and abuse as rhyme-words: The statute of thy beauty thou wilt take, / Thou
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usurer that put’st forth all to use, / And sue a friend . . . / So him I lose through
my unkind abuse. This music is introduced in Q2 with surety and con-
cluded in C with the past participle of “lose,” lost. The music of the first
six lines is dominated by the -or-, -ort and -for[t] of mortgaged, forfeit,
restore, comfort, nor for, for. And there is another set of octave-sestet links
in k: confessed, comfort, covetous, kind, take, came, sake, unkind. Q2 and C “il-
legally” rhyme on the same words reversed—free/me; me/free—making an
internal chiastic “jail.” And the Couplet Tie, which embraces both free (5,
14) and lose [lost] (12, 13) has a double recall-value in its twinned phrases: he
will not be free . . . and yet I am not free; him I lose . . . him have I lost.

The asymmetry between these two doublets puts into relief the vari-
ous agents in the poem: agency is ascribed by the speaker to himself, to
the friend, and to the woman. Yet this agency is confused by the speaker’s
calling the friend “that other mine,” and averring that the friend learned
“to write for me.” A “bond . . . as fast” binds both the speaker and the
friend, who came “debtor for my sake.” The opening acknowledgment, he
is thine, hopes to find itself false by means of all the above asseverations of
bondedness and identity between the two men. Even in the prophecy The
statute of thy beauty thou wilt take, the consequent So him I lose, though ap-
parently in the present, is really in the envisaged future. It is only in the
couplet that all the strategies intervening between line 1 and line 13 are
known as futile: him have I lost, says the speaker in the present perfect, be-
fore returning to the present tense of line 1—thou hast both him and me.

All these strategies are ways of blaming the woman, rather than the
young man, for the affair. The speaker is certainly hers by his own (ap-
parently voluntary) transaction by which he became mortgaged to [her]
will. But after the opening statement in lines 1–2, the imagination of the
speaker begins to conjure up an ingenuously metaphorical excuse for the
young man’s behavior: as I have said earlier, he acted as surety, and since
the speaker could not pay, the young man became a debtor for the speak-
er’s sake, and now pays all. This description of the behavior “enforced”
upon the young man might convince, except for two of the clauses also
predicated of the young man: he will not be free and he is kind, both of them
interpretable as indications of collusion on the young man’s part. Yet each
is ambiguous enough to be taken as another instance of enforcement.
The painful oscillation of the speaker between acknowledging (however
ambiguously) the young man’s free will and sustaining the complex
bond/surety/debtor metaphor gives the sonnet its emotional tension. The
mortgaged speaker offers, futilely, to forfeit himself (but, being mortgaged,
he is already forfeit, since he cannot pay).

Shakespeare’s language for human transactions here, as elsewhere in
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the Sonnets, is ruthlessly legal, proffering words like statute and bond and
pay as appropriate terms for a certain sort of human relation. For this sort
of sex, he implies, the secular language of obligation in law, contracts,
debts, and forfeits offers the most plausible description. At the same time,
this cold language is internally rebuked by vestiges of the old moral theol-
ogy (covetous[ness] is one of the seven deadly sins) and of the old courtly
vocabulary of love (comfort, kind); the speaker is casting about within his
mind for the proper discourse to use.

Or, in the absence of a vanished moral theology, one can set up an al-
ternative system of absolutes. Here, the substituted absolute is beauty, that
self-justifying statute (the locus of appeal in law). In 133, we saw relations
of love rephrased in terms not of contract law but of feudal power (torture,
slavery, jail). Available social models are inadequate to this sexual triangle
(cf. the nutritional/medical model in 118 for another searching-out of
similes for socially dubious love-relations). The repeated attempts in the
earlier sonnets to seek models in the natural world (e.g., 18’s summer’s day)
are vitiated in the second sequence by the monstrousness of the love-
relation for which figures are being sought.

Here in 134, there seems to be a Latin pun on the sounds of utor, uti,
usus sum: statute, beauty, use, etc. In the interweaving of agency, she sues, he
pays, I lose; she is covetous, and puts forth all to use; I lose through abuse. He
is kind, my abuse is unkind. One must follow these and other such echoes
through a pronominal maze. The shuttle of relation darts back and forth
from party to party in this text of tangled anguish, with one mysterious
dart out to the “objective” bond that . . . doth bind, as though that bond
were external to all participants, though it must be the voluntary mort-
gage by which the speaker has enslaved himself to beauty.

The poem is not improved, I think, by the sexual pun some commen-
tators insist on seeing in the word whole. Surely Kerrigan is wrong when
he identifies the usurer as the young man; it is the woman who is being ad-
dressed in line 10.

Couplet Tie: free (5, 14): nor he will not be free; and yet I am not free
lose [lost] (12, 13): him I lose; him have I lost
This is a Couplet Tie of exceptionally close echoes of
whole phrases.
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Whoever hath her wish, thou hast thy Will,
And Will to boot, and Will in overplus;
More than enough am I that vex thee still,
To thy sweet will making addition thus.
Wilt thou, whose will is large and spacious,
Not once vouchsafe to hide my will in thine?
Shall will in others seem right gracious,
And in my will no fair acceptance shine?
The sea, all water, yet receives rain still,
And in abundance addeth to his store;
So thou being rich in Will add to thy Will
One will of mine to make thy large Will more.

Let no unkind, no fair beseechers kill;
Think all but one, and me in that one Will.
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This perplexing, even maddening sonnet is full of implications of a
divided subjectivity teased out, notably, by Joel Fineman in Shake-

speare’s Perjur’d Eye, where he treats it together with its companion “Will”
sonnets. Though it begins in statement, it quickly becomes, from line 5
on, a prayer; in fact, in another poem, lines 5–10 could be addressed to
God: wilt thou . . . not once vouchsafe . . . right gracious . . . acceptance shine . . .
in abundance addeth. Such echoes of liturgical prayer make the sonnet one
of several blasphemously parodying an alternate discourse. Against the
discourse of divine generosity Shakespeare sets a mercantile discourse of
addition (addeth, add) and surplus (overplus, rich, large, and more). Mediat-
ing between the “divine” discourse and the mercantile discourse is the
discourse of what might seem, as Booth suggests, natural and/or prover-
bial exemplum: the sea, all water, yet receives rain still. (In fact, the sea,
though the speaker’s phrasing is proverbial, may come from Ecclesiastes
1:6–7, “All the rivers run into the sea; yet the sea is not full.”) The second
line of the exemplum uses all three discourses: “And [the (proverbial) sea]
in [divine] abundance addeth [the linking word used in all three discourses]
to his store [mercantile].”

The difficulties raised by the conjunction of these three discourses
suggest the ontological confusions with respect to the woman. Is she an
idealized Petrarchan goddess, above good and evil? Is she a natural es-
sence, like the ocean? Or is she a calculating accumulator of goods? The
speaker perceives his own superfluity very clearly in Q1: More than enough
am I that vex thee. This superfluity is enacted by the cloying superfluity of
the rhyme in -ill, appearing in Q1, Q3 and C, and even more by the su-
perfluity, within this rhyme scheme, of the word will as end-rhyme (lines
1, 11, 14) as well as its presence as internal rhyme (2, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12,
12). The presence of thirteen uses of will in a fourteen-line poem suggests,
perhaps, that the woman, even to the end, has not accepted the speaker’s
will (which, if she had, would add one will, making a perfect parity of lines
and will). (If, on the other hand, one counts the secret “will” in wilt, the
parity hoped for is hidden in the poem.) Q1 and Q3 use the same rhyme
reversed: Will/still, still/Will, proposing a happy outcome; but the devas-
tating reversal in C—kill/Will—forbodes a worse ending, however much
the speaker implores the reverse.
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The superfluity of -ill in the rhyme is matched by the superfluity of
the sound -ous, as both Q1 and Q2 rhyme in that sound (-plus, thus, spa-
cious, gracious), which, together with their identical rhymes in -ill makes
them seem a double-quatrain parody of “overplus.” Q2 is composed of
two ironic rhetorical questions, one mirroring the ontological grandeur
of the addressee, the other her generous benevolence toward others. The
Q3 exemplum of the sea reinforces them both, the first by the sea, all water
(ontology), the second by receives rain (which is connected by alliteration
to line 11’s rich). The conclusion of Q3, So thou, repeats the pattern of the
exemplum: she is ontologically rich in Will, and can therefore generously
add one [other] will, the speaker’s own.

The couplet, by a repetition of an earlier word, fair, suggests that “fair
beseechers” (line 13) deserve “fair acceptance” (line 8). (The parallel is
made more noticeable by having both of the twin phrases prefaced by no.)
But the outcome of the plea is left in abeyance.

The alternatives after all, from the rhymes, are either kill Will or still
Will, and if still Will wins, two to one, yet kill Will has the last word. (I
agree with Evans’ support for the reading, “Let no unkind [persons] kill
no fair beseechers,” as more consonant with the Quarto’s punctuation.)

The conspicuous urbanity of this sonnet can be appreciated only
when measured against the humiliation of its putative occasion: the lover
is refused access by his mistress, though she is freely receiving at least one
other sexual partner. The “normal” requests arising in such a condition
would be either that she should dismiss the other lover or that she should
at least afford her previous lover a turn at her “rich will. ” However, the
speaker’s request is neither of these: it is that she can cram him in as well,
as lines 11–12 explicitly say. This shocking plea—shocking if it were said
less lightly—argues for the view that the speaker is aroused by participat-
ing vicariously in the promiscuity of the mistress.

key word: will

Couplet Tie: will (passim) 13 times, and perhaps meant to be seen in
wilt
no fair (8, 13)
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If thy soul check thee that I come so near,
Swear to thy blind soul that I was thy Will,
And will thy soul knows is admitted there;
Thus far for love, my love-suit, sweet, fulfil.
Will will fulfil the treasure of thy love,
Ay, fill it full with wills, and my will one.
In things of great receipt with ease we prove
Among a number one is reckoned none:
Then in the number let me pass untold,
Though in thy store’s account I one must be;
For nothing hold me, so it please thee hold
That nothing me, a something sweet to thee.

Make but my name thy love, and love that still,
And then thou lovest me for my name is Will.
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O f the several curious things in this sonnet of number, the most
cunning is the difference between Q3 (the nothing quatrain) and the

other three parts of the poem. That is, the words love and will, which are
prominent in Q1, Q2, and C, and reinforced there by words rhyming with
both will ( fulfil, fulfil, fill, still) and with love (prove), do not appear at all in
Q3, where the argument speciously suggests that there is a way in which
to love will can be considered a nothing. It is as though Q1, Q2, and C were
all composed around a major chord, of which no trace can be found in Q3.
(The word number is thought to refer only to plurals, so that one is no
number; this quibble is the substance of Q3.)

Other structures are even more salient here than quatrain structure.
The first part of the poem—about will—takes up six lines, of which the
first four are adjurations to the mistress (swear, fulfill) and the next two the
speaker’s third-person promise (Will will fulfil). After that, in line 7, the
scherzo on one and none begins, starting with a sophistic general proposi-
tion (we prove . . . one is . . . none), followed by a series of first-person pleas
(let me pass untold, for nothing hold me, make but my name thy love, love
that still).

There are, then, several overlapping ways of representing the struc-
tural divisions of the sonnet:

1. By will/love, 6-6-2
(the inner six lines have no will or love)

2. By speech acts, 4-2-2-5-1
adjuration (1–4)
promise (5–6)
proposition (7–8)
plea (9–13)
result-conclusion (14)

3. Pronominal, 6-2-6
I (1–6)
we (7–8)
I (9–14)

These overlapping structures are sensed as “turns” in the poem and
therefore as moments of emotional change in the speaker. For each
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“turn” the reader is prompted, therefore, to invent a motivation explain-
ing why the speaker has veered, now this way, now that. This pressure on
Shakespeare’s part exerted on the creative invention of the reader is one
factor in the greatness of the Sonnets. The biggest “turn” comes at lines
6–7, where the language turns away from the fantastic private artifice of
copiousness in lines 5–6, and becomes suddenly public (we)—proposi-
tional, arithmetical, and plain (if paradoxical).

The second conspicuous “turn” comes at the couplet with the recur-
rence of love and Will. Because will and one alliterate phonetically in w,
and because they are juxtaposed in line 6 (“my will one”), one becomes the
“stand-in” for will in lines 7–10; and once “one” has been proved to be
none (line 8), nothing becomes the placeholder for will and one in lines
11–12, where the juxtaposition nothing me recalls my will one. Nothing is
then “replaced” by its alliterative place-holder, name, which is then trium-
phantly revealed to be Will, bringing us back to where we started in line 2.
This series—will/one/none/nothing/name/Will—organizes this daisy-chain
of a poem. The daisy-chain effect is reinforced by the ridiculous number
of word-doublings, done often almost immediately, rarely with a delay.
The tally of multiples is as follows: thy soul (3); love [-st] (6); will [-s] (6);
fulfil [ full/fill] (4); sweet (2); one (3); thing [-s] [some-, no-] (4); number (2);
hold (2); name (2). This takes no account of near repetitions such as
suit/sweet or great/receipt/ease. This sonnet, implicitly, asks with how few
counters one can make up an account. (A pun on cunt may be intended,
along with the puns on will: see Booth.)

The odd initial appearance of the mistress’ soul begs some explanation,
since the soul drops out as a dramatis persona after line 3. As I see it, the
opening of the poem reads like a rejoinder. The lady has said: “Come not
so near—my soul rebuffs thy will,” and the speaker answers, “If thy soul
check thee that I come so near, thy soul is blind. Will is a faculty of the
soul (along with intellect); and thy soul knows (not having lost its other
faculty, intellect) that will belongs in the soul too.” After dismissing her
objection (soul is her word, not his) the speaker never reverts to it, but
speaks instead of his will finding a place not in her soul but where he
would much rather be: in the treasure of her love. This too is logical, since
the will’s function (in faculty psychology) was to love the good. The poem
wittily transfers the philosophical function of the will in pursuit of the
good into an erotic function—fil[ling] full. The slippage from the spiritual
(soul) to the philosophical (will . . . is admitted there), and thence to the
erotic (will will fulfil) is the major aesthetic gambit of lines 1–6. The erotic
then becomes the arithmetical, in the play on number, until the erotic is
restored via sweet in line 12. The rabbit-out-of-the-hat fillip at the end, by
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which the original plea—“love my will”—is reduced to “love my name”
and then the two are shown to be one, is naively triumphant (as though
the mistress hadn’t known all along what his name is).

Is there anything serious about this sonnet? Surely there is a way to
read it that makes it heartbreaking, for all its playfulness. The poignant
note, I think, is introduced by the two apparently vocative uses of sweet.
(Though it is true, as Booth says, that they don’t have to be vocatives but
can be post-positioned adjectives—meaning a “sweet love-suit,” a “sweet
something”—the vocative seems to me a far more likely reading in line 4
because the speaker is modestly unlikely to characterize his own love-suit
as sweet (that would be for the woman to decide); and the vocative also
seems more likely in line 12 because of the parallelism between a nothing
and a something.) The pathos of the double vocative sweet, in the face of
the lady’s outright originating rebuff, comes from the abjectness of the
speaker, who professes constancy even in pain. He does not say, “Swear to
thy soul that I am thy Will”; rather, he puts it in the pathetic past imper-
fect (as I understand it)—“I was [used to be] thy Will.” To urge “Thus far,
for love, indulge me” and to call her Sweet—when she has shown no love,
no sweetness—is to try to recall to her mind her recent more favorable
disposition. This abjectness continues in the plea to pass untold, to be
held a nothing, to be loved not as a person but only as a name. The “tri-
umph” at the end then becomes a wan joke, its odd “present” tense lovest a
wish-fulfillment rather than a will-fulfillment. Although sexual puns are
present here as in 135, the reduction-to-nothing of selfhood, and then its
replacement by verbal selfhood (my name), are less contrived than the
proposal (repeated from 135 in lines 5–6 of this sonnet) to fill [her treasure
of love] full with wills and my will one. Since a name cannot enter that sexual
treasure, actual sexual conquest seems forgone by the end of the sonnet, in
spite of the name’s being Will. A name can be more easily admitted to her
soul (as the first quatrain requests) than a fleshly will to her treasure. The
fantasy of multiple lovers joining together to fulfil the mistress’ will disap-
pears after these two poems.

defective key words: love (missing in Q3)
will (missing in Q3)
Both these speaker-words have to be
missing in the third quatrain, where
the speaker becomes a nothing.

Couplet Tie: love [-st] (4, 4, 5, 13, 13, 14)
will (2, 3, 5, 5, 6, 6, 14)
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Thou blind fool, Love, what dost thou to mine eyes,
That they behold and see not what they see?
They know what beauty is, see where it lies,
Yet what the best is take the worst to be.
If eyes, corrupt by over-partial looks,
Be anchored in the bay where all men ride,
Why of eyes’ falsehood hast thou forgèd hooks,
Whereto the judgement of my heart is tied?
Why should my heart think that a several plot,
Which my heart knows the wide world’s common place?
Or mine eyes seeing this, say this is not,
To put fair truth upon so foul a face?

In things right true my heart and eyes have erred,
And to this false plague are they now transferred.
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Sonnets 137 and 148 are in a sense the “same” poem. They share an
address to Love (Thou blind fool, Love; O cunning Love), and they have

in common the following words and homonyms: blind, love, eyes, all men,
false, judgement, see[-ing], fair, true[-th], foul, no [know], take [mistake], is
not, ride [aright]. They also share the if-clause and a series of persistent
questions (the two in 137 usually emended to four, and four in 148). The
most interesting verbal differences between them are the disappearance
of the word heart in 148, and the transferral of blindness from Love to the
lover. But the great imaginative difference between them is the overt
presence of moral (especially sexual) opprobrium in 137, and its relative
concealment within the more explicitly perceptual and aesthetic concerns
of 148, which I will discuss in the commentary on that sonnet. The chief
rhetorical difference between the two sonnets can be seen in the growth
of if ’s (from one in 137 to three in 148).

Sonnet 137, introducing into the Dark Lady series the concept of the
deceiving eye familiar from the Young Man series, is a new version of the
eye/heart sonnet (cf. 24, 46, 47, 93, 141, 148). (The puns critics have in-
ferred from the presence of the words bay and anchored (see/sea, tied/tide)
do not seem to me helpful to the poem, concerned as it is with eyes’ sight
and heart’s judgment, nor do they pass the test for an adequate pun—that
it be grammatically substitutable in the place of the word it puns on.) The
judgement of the heart is not reliable judgment (which is performed only
by reason). The heart not only judges here, it also think[s] and knows; the
eyes not only see but also know and say. Thus, both heart and eyes can be
said to err—a word normally used for reason but here, in its full moral
meaning of “being errant,” applicable to these faculties of sight and feel-
ing which have usurped the functions of the mind (reason) and of speech.

The desperate confusions of 137 are made visible not only by its fran-
tic questions and hypothesis and alternative proposals, but even more so
by its division into two parts: the octave blames Love, but the sestet turns
to blaming the speaker’s own eyes and heart, and Love has dropped out of
sight (Love’s reappearance at the close of 148 is one reason for seeing that
sonnet as a sequel or “completion” of 137). The other strikingly imagined
feature of 137 is its insistent changes of focus from clause to clause. The
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first quatrain—appearing as one sentence in the Quarto—makes the indi-
rect object (eyes) of the first verb (dost) the subject of the next five main
verbs, behold, see not, know, see, and take. The second sentence (Q2) uses
one subject (eyes) for its antecedent and a different one (thou [Love]) for its
consequent, with this confusion compounded by two dependent clauses,
each with yet another subject (all men; judgement). The antitheses in Q1
have been constituted in words in fairly parallel syntactic positions (behold
and see not; best and worst), but in Q2 the judgement of my heart (a subject) is
not grammatically parallel to its paired phrase, eyes’ falsehood (object of a
preposition). These confusions are furthered by the multiple vague refer-
ence of the repeated this in line 11 and the wholly unexplained reference
of things right true in line 13.

In short, this is Shakespeare’s invention of a discourse that he will
characterize in 147:

[I am] frantic mad with evermore unrest;
My thoughts and my discourse as madmen’s are,
At random from the truth vainly expressed.

To have invented a frantic discourse of unrest is one of Shakespeare’s
chief accomplishments in the Dark Lady subsequence. This discourse is
formed not only by the rhetorical, syntactic, and referential confusions
sketched above, but also—and chiefly, in 137—by the catachresis, or
mixed metaphor, in Q2, where the “philosophical” discourse of Q1 is sud-
denly submerged in an incoherent mixture of gazing, corruption, judg-
ment, and iron-forging. Q2 spurts up as in a geyser of released feeling (af-
ter the repressive “analytic” and carefully absolutist diction of see not / see;
best / worst of lines 2–4). The last agent of confusion in Q2 is the repeated
(said and implied) Why, which might be thought to introduce parallel
queries but which in fact ushers in very different sorts of questions, each
with a different grammatical subject:

Why hast thou forged hooks of eyes’ falsehood?
Why should my heart think that a several plot?
[Why do] my eyes, seeing this, say this is not?

After this linguistic reproduction of his “random” disjointed anxi-
ety and self-blame, the speaker subsides into (apparently) virtuous self-
judgment in the couplet, in which he, now alienated from his own heart
and eyes, twice chastises them as sinners (in erred and transferred ). We
can tell from the sententiousness of line 13’s “virtuous” alienation how un-
alienated the speaker was earlier, when in speaking of his heart and eyes
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he was one (in his linguistic distress) with their errancy, even when judg-
ing them corrupt.

To transfer heart and eyes to a false plague is another catachresis, mark-
ing the (newly virtuous) speaker’s reawakened agitation of feeling. The
word plague seems chosen as the last term in the alliterating sequence plot,
place, ; and also, in its ending -ue, to act as an antonym of true in
the preceding line; the word ague, visually (though not phonetically) in-
corporated in plague may also have pleased Shakespeare, given that “My
love is as a fever” (147); he would have been aware of the derivation of ague
from fièvre aigue, or “sharp fever.” The word plague itself, by its derivation
from plaga (“wound”) may have seemed apposite to an effect of Cupid’s
arrow (cf. 139, “Wound me not with thine eyes . . . / wound with cunning”).
Or plaga/wound may suggest the vulva.

key word: eyes

defective key word: heart (missing in Q1, the quatrain of
the eyes, before the speaker realizes that
love has also corrupted his heart.)

Couplet Tie: eyes (1, 5, 7, 11, 13)
heart (8, 9, 10, 13)
truth [true] (12, 13)
false [-hood] (7, 14)
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When my love swears that she is made of truth,
I do believe her though I know she lies,
That she might think me some untutored youth,
Unlearnèd in the world’s false subtleties.
Thus vainly thinking that she thinks me young,
Although she knows my days are past the best,
Simply I credit her false-speaking tongue:
On both sides thus is simple truth suppressed.
But wherefore says she not she is unjust?
And wherefore say not I that I am old?
O love’s best habit is in seeming trust,
And age in love loves not to have years told.

Therefore I lie with her, and she with me,
And in our faults by lies we flattered be.
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One might see sonnet 138 psychologically as a possible “resolution”
of the frantic disjunction between reason and passion in 137. It is

easier to suppress “simple truth” and let the rhetoric of sophistry reign.
Yet, though 138 ends where it began, with acknowledged lies (I know she
lies . . . / Therefore I lie with her, and she with me), it exposes an abyss of
truth at its very center, foregrounded by its expression in questions (while
the rest of the sonnet consists of statements):

But wherefore says she not she is unjust?
And wherefore say not I that I am old?

These devastating questions are, interestingly, mediated through re-
ported discourse. They could have read, in direct discourse:

[But wherefore says she not “I am unjust”?
And wherefore say not I “I am [now] old”?]

This “bared device” of the questions makes us realize that the whole son-
net depends on reported discourse from the beginning: Not [When my
love swears “O, I am made of truth,”] but rather swears that she is made of
truth. This habit of the poem puts into relief, over against its reported dis-
course, the actual habitual present-tense actions of the couple, presented,
till the close, in a zigzag between man and woman:

[She] swears
I do believe her
I know
She lies
She might think
She thinks
She knows
I credit
I lie
She [lies]
We flattered be

The one thing they both don’t do in the actual present is say, the simple
verb of the suppressed questions, the verb that almost burns a hole in the
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sonnet in the two lacerating implied statements of the silent simple truth:
she is unjust, I am old. We notice, when the “simple truth” is written out in
this way, that the two imagined utterances are not parallel: the more natu-
ral thing for the lady to say (if she were about to tell the truth) would be,
“I am false.” It is the speaker, wounded by her infidelity, who projects
onto her imagined speech an adjective he would like to predicate of her
himself: “She is unjust.”

The fulcrum of the poem, then, consists of the questions in which the
unspeakable simple truth is imagined as statements actually uttered; even
the imagining of this rupture with sophistry undoes the diction of the oc-
tave. The couplet, which at first seemed a reiteration of that earlier dic-
tion, must now be differently understood; and the bridge to that different
understanding is given by the “proverbial wisdom” in lines 11–12. The
first “proverb” is introduced by the “O,” which implies that lines 11–12
offer an answer to the previous questions. “Why don’t we say the true
sentences? O, it’s because . . .” The two statements of lines 11–12 are
identified as “proverbial” by axiomatic form (best habit / seeming trust) and
nugget-like chiasmus (age/love/loves/years).

Now, proverbs “let one off the hook,” so to speak, saying “’Twas ever
thus.” Both “proverbs” refer to the speaker rather than to the woman, and
are a solution to his bad faith in the octave. In that octave, the speaker and
the woman were on different “sides”: “On both sides thus is simple truth
suppressed.” But in the couplet, though we see first the I and the she rep-
resenting the two sides, they are given a single mutual verb, lie, and by the
next line they have fused (for the first time in the poem) into a we with
common (our) faults. The zigzag movements of the octave (she/I/she/I,
etc.) are thus, via the bridge of resigned acceptance of common proverbial
accommodation, resolved into the speaker’s subsidence in the couplet.

Critical opinion on this sonnet sees it either as a depraved picture of
cynical partners or as a sophisticated rendition of the (ultimately comic)
way in which all lovers flatter each other. Each reading draws more heav-
ily on one part of the sonnet than on another, the depravity-readers favor-
ing the octave, the comedy-readers favoring the sestet. If one sees, as I do,
the speaker’s gradual revision of his view (as in 129) as the dynamic main-
spring of the poem, then the bitter paradoxes of the octave, the imagina-
tive reconstruction of the unutterable in the questions, the recognition
(via the excursus into proverbs) of the general unspeakability of certain
sentences among all lovers, and the subsidence into mutual (false) faults
can be seen to inscribe a curve of feeling beginning in anger (“She is un-
just to me in being unfaithful”), continuing in suppressed anger (not say-
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ing, “You are unjust”), game-playing (“Simply I credit”), a recognition of
the absurdity of the demand for truth-telling at any cost, and an admis-
sion that they are both flattered by the status quo of suppression of frank
speech in favor of “lying” to and with each other. Her truth and his youth
are both equally lies, and his euphemism “she knows my days are past the
best” shows that he even wants to lie to himself, not merely have the
woman lie to him.

defective key word: false [faults] (missing in Q3, the
quatrain of simple truth)

Couplet Tie: lie [-s] (2, 13, 14)
false [ faults] (4, 7, 14)

Note: Printed in a slightly different form in The Passionate Pilgrim
(1599), sonnet 138 has seemed to some a place where we can see
Shakespeare reworking an earlier draft. I, like others, think the illogical
(she is young) version in The Passionate Pilgrim was reconstructed by
someone with a faulty memory. Here is the first printing (reproduced
from Rollins, Variorum, I, 353–354):

When my Love sweares that she is made of truth,
I do beleeve her (though I know she lies)
That she might thinke me some untutor’d youth,
Unskilful in the worlds false forgeries.
Thus vainly thinking that she thinkes me young,
Although I know my yeares be past the best:
I smiling, credite her false speaking toung,
Outfacing faults in love, with love’s ill rest.
But wherefore sayes my love that she is young?
And wherefore say not I, that I am old:
O, Love’s best habit’s in a soothing toung,
And Age in love, loves not to have yeares told.

Therefore I’le lye with Love, and love with me,
Since that our faultes in love thus smother’d be.
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O call not me to justify the wrong
That thy unkindness lays upon my heart;
Wound me not with thine eye but with thy tongue;
Use power with power, and slay me not by art.
Tell me thou lov’st elsewhere; but in my sight,
Dear heart, forbear to glance thine eye aside;
What need’st thou wound with cunning when thy might
Is more than my o’erpressed defence can bide?
Let me excuse thee: “Ah, my love well knows
Her pretty looks have been mine enemies,
And therefore from my face she turns my foes,
That they elsewhere might dart their injuries.”

Yet do not so, but since I am near slain,
Kill me outright with looks, and rid my pain.
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As readers have noticed, the speaker, after saying O call not me to justify
the wrong [that you do me in looking amorously at others], capitulates

and in Q3 utters precisely that justification: Let me excuse thee. What causes
this sophistical capitulation? In the capitulation itself, the mistress’ wrong
(turning her eyes away from the speaker) is ingeniously interpreted by
the speaker as an act of charity: knowing her love-looks have wounded
the speaker, she turns them elsewhere to injure others. The speaker can
therefore offer not an excuse for wrong but rather a praise for his mistress’
solicitude. In fact, unkindness thus evaporates altogether and love remains
unbreached.

The problem of the couplet now presents itself. Will it return to the
adjurations of the octave (call not me, wound me not, use, slay me not, tell me,
forbear); and if so, how? We see that in form it does: do not, kill me, rid. But
the dramatic pretext of the octave—that the lady is unkind—has been
voided by the conjecturing of her kind motive in Q3—and so the new
adjurations urge her to continue her kindness by letting her (returned)
love-looks kill him. He will expire happy in her renewed glances.

My account renders 139 more coherent than it seems as one reads it.
One source of its incoherence is its implied statement that the lady’s eyes
can wound in two ways: by commission (the dart[s] of her eye-beams
piercing the speaker) and by omission (by neglecting to glance at him, by
directing her eye-beams toward others). It has become evident to the
speaker that painful though the eye-darts are, their withdrawal is even
more painful. In between these two levels of the hierarchy of pain is situ-
ated (putatively) the pain conveyed by the tongue when it says, “I love
elsewhere”; and above all three is a pain so acute it brings death, conveyed
by false love-looks:

The wit of the closing line, which makes the least painful element (real
love-looks) into the most painful (returned false love-looks) paradoxically
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lets the killingly painful looks, in their murderous return, rid the speaker
of all pain by causing his extinction. In this flux of commission-omission-
commission (never directly expounded) lies the mobility of the sonnet,
following the mobility of the lady’s fluctuating looks. The “incoherence”
of 139 also derives in part from the alternation of positive adjuration with
negative adjuration; and it arises as well from the “interruption” of the
“rational” speech-act pattern adjuration/excuse/adjuration by the inter-
esting lapse, at the climax of the octave, into interrogation: “Why do
you need to use cunning when your weapon of might is already more
than adequate?” The foregrounding here—in the anomalous interroga-
tive speech-act—of the opposition cunning/might brings into relief the
preceding oppositions eye/tongue, power/art, and suggests the triple paral-
lel tongue-might-power / eye-cunning-art. Wound me . . . with thy tongue; use
power; tell me, the speaker urges. “Call not me to justify [your] wrong
[-doing]; you are the one who should speak up and justify yourself.”

Such has been the speaker’s implied train of thought in the octave. But
between octave and sestet comes the terrible unspoken question, “What
if she should obey me, and indeed tell me she loves elsewhere?” This
question is, so to speak, prepared for by the “harmless” question about
cunning and might, substituted for it in lines 7–8. It is the “real” ques-
tion, hiding behind the innocuous one, which prompts the speaker’s hasty
self-reversal; rather than have her tell him, he will tell her the new con-
struction he puts upon her averting of her looks: that she averts them out
of solicitude for his happiness. The “solution” he offers her “satisfies”
them both: he will bask in her restored love-looks (though expiring be-
cause of their falsity), and she will be rid of her inconvenient lover and be
free to love elsewhere.

There is a macabre comedy in all this, reminiscent of “Now see what
good turns eyes for eyes have done” (24). The sophistry by which this leg-
erdemain is carried on is belied by the pathos in the lapse into the vocative
of affection, dear heart, in the plea for decent behavior—“[At least] in my
sight, / Dear heart, forbear [temporarily] to glance thine eye aside.” It has
the same futility as Hamlet’s plea to his mother that she should at least to-
night forbear to share the king’s bed.

Couplet Tie: looks (10, 14)
slay [slain] (4, 13)
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Be wise as thou art cruel, do not press
My tongue-tied patience with too much disdain,
Lest sorrow lend me words, and words express
The manner of my pity-wanting pain.
If I might teach thee wit, better it were,
Though not to love, yet, love, to tell me so—
As testy sick men, when their deaths be near,
No news but health from their physicians know.
For if I should despair I should grow mad,
And in my madness might speak ill of thee;
Now this ill-wresting world is grown so bad,
Mad slanderers by mad ears believèd be.

That I may not be so, nor thou belied,
Bear thine eyes straight, though thy proud heart go wide.
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In sonnet 139, the speaker had at first entreated the mistress to tell
with her tongue, rather than with her averted looks, that she loves else-

where. Terrified lest she tell him indeed, he backed away from his de-
mand, restricting himself only to a plea for the return of her looks. Now, in
140, he is afraid of what his tongue might say in anger; and he advises her
not to speak out her true feelings but rather to dissemble and pretend she
loves him: “better it were, / Though not to love, yet, love, to tell me so.”

The unusual key word here, be[-], (1, 7, 12, 12, 13, 13, 14) draws at-
tention by its ordinariness in lines 1 and 7 to the complexity of its occur-
rence as the poem closes: believèd be . . . be . . . belied . . . bear. Alerted by the
chain of be’s, we pick up the other chains that ornament the poem, espe-
cially those chains of verbal and moral consequence that occur both in Q1
(sorrow words; words manner of pain) and in Q3 (despair
grow mad; madness speak ill; ill world grown bad mad by
mad believèd). These undeflectable chains stand symbolically for the ab-
sence of free will. If a certain spring is touched (if too much disdain is
manifested by the lady, for instance) everything else follows in a cas-
cade—sorrow, words, expression of pain, despair, madness, ill speech, be-
lieved slander. In short, all power is ceded to the lady; she and she alone
will be responsible for exposing her reputation to such disaster. Naturally,
this is in fact a threat: the speaker promises the results he envisages. The
wit and wis[dom] he affects to teach the lady are prudential rather than
moral, and he acknowledges the inevitable straying of her proud heart.
The hypocrisy she is urged to practice consists of bearing her eyes
straight and telling the speaker she loves him, lying after the manner of
physicians’ “white lies” to dying men.

The “prudential” diction of the octave gives way in Q3 to a pathologi-
cal picture of the world in which both speaker and audience are conceded
to be mad: Mad slanderers by mad ears believèd be. The easy slippage from
believèd to belied (by the deletion of v and the superimposition of the two
e’s) suggests how insidious the chain is from fault to slander. From manner
to madness is such a slippage, as is press to express, as is not to love . . . love to
tell, and disdain . . . despair, and no news . . . know. In suggesting that his fu-
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ture actions are out of his own control, the speaker has abandoned the
cool ironies of “choice” in 138.

key word: be

Couplet Tie: be [-lievèd ] [-lied ] [-ar] (1, 7, 12, 12, 13, 13, 14) (line 14
possesses the purely graphic Couplet Tie bear)
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In faith, I do not love thee with mine eyes,
For they in thee a thousand errors note,
But ’tis my heart that loves what they despise,
Who in despite of view is pleased to dote.
Nor are mine ears with thy tongue’s tune delighted,
Nor tender feeling to base touches prone,
Nor taste, nor smell, desire to be invited
To any sensual feast with thee alone;
But my five wits nor my five senses can
Dissuade one foolish heart from serving thee,
Who leaves unswayed the likeness of a man,
Thy proud heart’s slave and vassal wretch to be.

Only my plague thus far I count my gain,
That she that makes me sin awards me pain.
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The logical argument of the body of this sonnet says that although
ten forces (the five senses and the five wits—imagination, memory,

etc.) are arrayed against the single (one) heart, they cannot dissuade the
heart from its folly. The couplet, as Booth says, seems curiously disjoined
from this argument, but contains words (only, sin) that connect with words
in the body of the sonnet (alone, one; sensual, senses).

The imaginative arrangement of the “logical” argument alternates, in
an asymmetrical way, portions on the senses (lines 1–2, 5–9) with portions
on the heart (lines 3–4, 10–12), appending to this seesaw an apparently un-
related couplet, in which the second-person address (thee) of the body of
the poem is discarded in favor of third-person reference (“she that makes
me sin”). The senses/heart structure is thus 2-2-5-3-2 (eyes / heart / other
senses / heart / sin), while the pronominal structure is 12-2; the pronomi-
nal division 12:2 also marks a rhetorical change from assertion of erotic
slavery to evaluation of assets and liabilities. Yet another structure, 8-4-2,
is created by the radical changes of the speaker’s self-image. In the octave
the speaker is a lover; in Q3 a serv[itor]/slave/vassal wretch; in C he is a
more complex mixture of a plague victim, a sinner, a sufferer (pain), and a
beneficiary who can count [his] gain.

We are alerted to these changes in self-representation chiefly, I think,
from the unexpected substitution in line 10 of the word serving for the
word loving. “Nothing, not even ten faculties united,” says the speaker,
“can dissuade one foolish heart from—” (and, prepared by “’tis my heart
that loves” earlier, we fill in) “—from [loving] thee.” We find we are mis-
taken; and the self-degradation almost invisible in the courtier-like serving
rapidly betrays itself in the self-demotion to the almost-anagrammatic
slave and vassal. Self-hatred is openly expressed in the speaker’s admission
that his debased status has made his soul leave the likeness of a man to be-
come a slave. (Like Circe, the lady makes her lovers less than free men.)

The negative anaphoric enumeration of sense-response organizes the
body of the poem (I do not . . . nor . . . nor . . . nor . . . nor), while the cou-
plet is phrased positively (if paradoxically) as gain by pain. These closing
rhyme-words conclude a series in Ga that begins in line 6 with base and con-
tinues with taste, dissuade, unswayed, slave, plague, gain, makes, and pain.
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This we could call (for the purposes of this sonnet) the sound of folly, of
the foolish heart. But the foolish heart has another song, placed in counter-
point to its baseness, and this is a song in d: de-spise, de-spite, dote, de-
lighted, de-sire, dis-suade. The d’s disappear as dis-suade metamorphoses in
its first syllable and becomes un-swayed; the causal link between succumb-
ing to temptation and becoming subhuman is emphasized by the etymol-
ogically distinct but phonetically identical second syllable of these two
words: dis-suade (� suavis, smooth) versus un-swayed (� swey, to fall).
There is a decrescendo in d and a crescendo in Ga as the poem declines
from doting to increasing slavery and pain. In view of other such puns
(richer and wretched in 91), we may see the vassal wretch as also a “vassal
rich”; it is this pun that makes the speaker evaluate his gain. “Unpacking”
the phrase “vassal rich” means finding some gain in the plague/plaga/ague
(cf. 137); it is as though Shakespeare were confident that an unwitting or
casual pun could be mined for significance. The couplet reinforces the
masochism of the sonnet: pain is a gain. (Samuel Butler’s suggestion of
time remitted in Purgatory, approved by Booth, seems to me highly un-
likely, given the speaker’s avoidance in the Sonnets of Christian doctrine
about a personal afterlife for himself.)

The “right relation” of the faculties—implied by the painfully disor-
dered relations the speaker perceives in himself—would be one in which
the five wits and the five senses (by reporting what they find delightful
and true) cause the heart to be inclined to dote; yet this consonance be-
tween heart and senses is, in the “right” relation, to be submitted to the
reason for judgment. If reason finds no prudential or ethical obstacle, the
lover may love and retain his status as fully human. It is both the disso-
nance between senses and heart here, and the absence of any recourse to
reason, that suddenly cause the speaker to demote himself from lover—
and even server—to slave and vassal wretch, one who no longer retains his
own self-governance by reason. He still invokes the excuse of Adam: she
. . . makes me sin (line 14). I cannot agree with Booth’s suggestion that “the
speaker’s body is left unswayed—he is left a shell of a man—because his
heart has left—has departed, has gone away—to live in his lady’s bosom as
a slave.” Rather, his body is unswayed by reason; he has become less than
human.

Couplet Tie: al-[one], one, on [-ly] (8, 10, 13)
sin, [sen]-sual, [sen]-ses (8, 9, 14)
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Love is my sin, and thy dear virtue hate,
Hate of my sin, grounded on sinful loving.
O but with mine compare thou thine own state,
And thou shalt find it merits not reproving,
Or if it do, not from those lips of thine,
That have profaned their scarlet ornaments,
And sealed false bonds of love as oft as mine,
Robbed others’ beds’ revénues of their rents.
Be it lawful I love thee as thou lov’st those
Whom thine eyes woo as mine impórtune thee;
Root pity in thy heart, that when it grows,
Thy pity may deserve to pitied be.

If thou dost seek to have what thou dost hide,
By self-example mayst thou be denied.
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Both 142 and 143 represent chains of desire, 142 in bitter terms of
human beings (A desires B, who desires C), 143 in the putatively

comic terms of a little allegory of a housewife chasing a fowl, while she
herself is chased by her baby. Both sonnets enact their overlapping pur-
suits in chains of self-mirroring language. In 142 this happens in Q3 and
C; in 143, throughout.

Sonnet 142 (which begins with the speaker’s sin, where 141 closed) ex-
hibits no clear verbal Couplet Tie, but the hide and seek of line 13 direct
attention back to find in line 4, and so some care has been taken to attach
the couplet to the body of the sonnet semantically (it is linked referen-
tially by its own version of the chain of pursuit). The third-person “alien-
ated” couplet of 141 seems at first to have no counterpart in 142, which
continues in second-person address throughout; but then we notice the
number of aspectual descriptions of the lady:

thy dear virtue
thine own state
those lips of thine
their scarlet ornaments
thine eyes
thy heart
thy pity
self-example

The distancing effect of the deictic “those lips of thine” spreads to all the
speaker’s alienated references to the lady, as he points out her state, her
roving eyes, her not-yet-rooted pity. In this atmosphere we can read thy
dear virtue only ironically. The lady’s hypocrisy is at first apparently be-
lieved (“Your virtuous self hates—legitimately—my sinful loving”), but
then exposed. His state may merit reproving, the speaker concedes, but
not from her profaned lips. The blasphemy on the Song of Solomon sug-
gested by the phrase their scarlet ornaments and the word seal intimates bit-
terness even before the speaker descends into the language of commercial
transactions to characterize the lady’s sexual voracity.
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In Q3, a new law (bond) is proposed, the law of parallel sexual irregu-
larity, phrased in the language of la ronde: “Let me love you as you love
those whom your eyes woo as mine woo you.” Once again the ronde is re-
peated, but this time as a warning: “Some day you’ll need pity, so cultivate
pity for me now so that when you become pitiful you may deserve to be
pitied by others.” And the couplet does the ronde one last time, but shows
it negatively: the mistress now hides pity (for him) but will later seek to
have it (for herself ) but may be denied it (for herself ) by those who cite
her own cruel former practice as precedent. One can imagine Shake-
speare’s satisfaction in making the ronde happen three times in six lines,
once with love, once with pity, and once with cruelty.

This sonnet departs from the notion of an eternal and universal moral
law, which judges everyone equally, and can be invoked by anyone. (In
theological terms, it makes no difference if I myself am a sinner: my con-
demnation of your sin is still accurate and just. It is not the morals of the
accuser, but the tablets of the Law, that sanction the accusation.) Here,
however, sin is reduced to “personal offense”: “You can’t accuse me, since
you’re guilty too.” The erection of this new morality in place of the old is
advocated in Q3: “Be it lawful I love thee as thou lov’st those . . .” It is con-
tinued in the further quasi-legal formulations may deserve to pitied be and
by self-example mayst thou be denied. A series of new “laws” are deducible
from these remarks:

1. It is lawful for you, the speaker, to love A if A loves B the way you
love A;

2. It is to A’s advantage to pity you now so that her eventual pitifulness
will deserve a counter-pity from you;

3. It will be lawful to deny pity to A when she seeks it from you if she
has hidden it from you when you pleaded for it.

These laws of tit-for-tat are, once again, a parody of the true reciprocity-
in-love that is the ideal behind the Young Man subsequence and the Dark
Lady subsequence alike.

Couplet Tie: None
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Lo, as a careful huswife runs to catch
One of her feathered creatures broke away,
Sets down her babe and makes all swift dispatch
In púrsuit of the thing she would have stay,
Whilst her neglected child holds her in chase,
Cries to catch her whose busy care is bent
To follow that which flies before her face,
Not prizing her poor infant’s discontent:
So runn’st thou after that which flies from thee,
Whilst I, thy babe, chase thee afar behind;
But if thou catch thy hope, turn back to me,
And play the mother’s part, kiss me, be kind.

So will I pray that thou mayst have thy Will,
If thou turn back and my loud crying still.
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C learly a variant on 142, sonnet 143 enacts la ronde in even more
patterned form. The octave presents the simile (Lo, as) of the house-

wife pursuing the fowl while being pursued by her child; the sestet, with
no apparent sense of ridiculousness, applies this simile (So . . . thou . . .
whilst I) to the lady pursuing her new lover while the speaker pursues her.
The verbal parallels between octave and sestet are numerous and ostenta-
tious, and create the concatenation which is the expectable chief trope of
the poem: runs/runn’st; catch/catch; babe/babe; chase/chase; cries/crying; that
which flies / that which flies; have/have.

But aside from these links, both octave and sestet exhibit internal links
within themselves: in the octave, careful/care, catch/catch; in the sestet, if
thou / if thou, turn back/turn back. There are other linking devices such as
the visibly mimetic alliteration in c and ch; and the whole body of the son-
net, preceding the couplet, is one unstoppable sentence.

What is the point of this preposterous little allegory? It is of course
a transparently implausible attempt to justify the lady’s infidelity. The
housewife has presumably the right to set down the child she has been
carrying in order to catch her runaway creature, but such a domestic in-
terruption offers no real analogy to sexual infidelity. The only thing the
tenor and vehicle have in common is the crying baby; and though some
commentators have seen here a revelation of Shakespeare’s Oedipus com-
plex, I prefer to see it as an example of authorial irony: the sonnet is evi-
dence of the speaker’s psychological reduction to infantile and irrational
status.

The absurdity of likening the lady’s new lover to a hen causes the con-
spicuous series of evasive descriptions of that object of the housewife’s and
lady’s pursuits; in fact, the secondary trope of the sonnet, after concatena-
tion, is periphrasis:

one of her feathered creatures
the thing she would have stay
that which flies before her face
that which flies from thee
thy hope
thy Will
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As these variations mount, so do the variations on the abandoned one left
behind:

her babe
her neglected child
her poor infant
thy babe
me

The instability caused by the vagueness with respect to the pursued
new lover and the variations in the figure of the pursuing child make the
inapplicability of hen-vehicle to love-tenor only too obvious.

The couplet is given pathos because the word catch, hitherto appear-
ing in each member of the sonnet (Q1, Q2, Q3) does not make its expected
appearance (as key word) in the couplet. Substituted for it is the word
have in the subjunctive, preventing the mistress’ catching her lover, at
least in the poem. The echo of the diphthong of thou in loud tells us what
the crying longs for. A kind kiss will undo the crying, the speaker prom-
ises, but the ménage à trois he envisages is not promising.

Just as sonnet 33 (Full many a glorious morning have I seen) offered an
epic simile followed by an application, so does 143. But 33 did not “tag” its
epic simile at the beginning with Lo, as in the way that 143 does. Conse-
quently, though both are “double-exposure” poems, we read them differ-
ently. The “literal level” in 33 seems to be a story about dawn, but that
story is subsequently (Even so) revealed in fact to be the metaphorical
level, and the literal level is a story of betrayal. Here in 143, the initial Lo,
as flags the octave as metaphorical, and prepares us for the literal sestet.
Even in such small ways, we can see Shakespeare “trying on” different
techniques for the same end—here, the verbal overlay corresponding to
the (later) photographic effect of double exposure.

At the end of 143, the plaintive lover changes his plea. Originally, his
plea was “Leave off chasing my rival; let him go, and let me repossess
you.” But having despaired of success with that plea, he changes his tune
in line 10 and formulates a different plea: “Once you catch him and are
satisfied, turn back to me.” This four-line plea—phrased hypothetically,
since in the stopped caricature of the simile the housewife is still sus-
pended in pursuit of her hen—is also written as a small double exposure,
reinforcing the earlier double exposure of the chase:

if thou catch thy hope turn back to me and . . . kiss me
thou mayst have thy Will turn back and . . . still my crying
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To see the betrayed speaker vowing to pray that his mistress may have her
lover providing she will include him in her ménage is to realize the hu-
miliation that prompts his ironic self-image as an infant.

defective key word: catch (missing in C, so that the
mistress never catches her lover)

Couplet Tie: have (4, 13)
cries [crying] (6, 14)
turn back (11, 14)
if thou (11, 14)
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Two loves I have, of comfort and despair,
Which like two spirits do suggest me still:
The better angel is a man right fair;
The worser spirit a woman coloured ill.
To win me soon to hell my female evil
Tempteth my better angel from my side,
And would corrupt my saint to be a devil,
Wooing his purity with her foul pride.
And whether that my angel be turned fiend
Suspect I may, yet not directly tell,
But being both from me, both to each friend,
I guess one angel in another’s hell.

Yet this shall I ne’er know, but live in doubt,
Till my bad angel fire my good one out.
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The following remarks are equally true if one uses the
Quarto spelling.

The easy slippage between the rhyme-words fiend and friend, and the
persistence of ill, evil, and hell in the rhymes and within each quatrain, tell
the thematic story here. Still, angel, ill, hell, evil, angel, devil, angel, tell,
angel, hell, live (the anagram for evil), angel—this chain of words re-
veals how angel rhymes with hell, and how to live in doubt is to know evil.

Behind this literal story is the common medieval drama on which it is
predicated, in which good and evil angels contend for a man’s soul: at the
end, the man goes off either to heaven with the good angel or to hell’s
mouth with the bad. In his witty “rewriting” of this drama, Shakespeare
imagines a new ending, in which the good angel and the bad angel go off
together, linked in mutual sexual appetite, leaving behind the man, the
original object of their contention, who remains, gaping, at a loss.

This is the sonnet of which the poet John Berryman remarked, in his
comments on Lowell in The Freedom of the Poet, “When Shakespeare
wrote, ‘Two loves I have,’ reader, he was not kidding.” And truly, the least
strained hypothesis about the Sonnets is that they are, roughly speaking,
psychologically and dramatically “true.” Sonnet 144 has an air of confes-
sion to an unspecified other: “Let me describe for you the predicament I
find myself in.”

Q1 offers the familiar Christian model of the better angel and the
worser spirit, both prompting the speaker, but transforms these spirits
into loves, and gives them names deriving from theology: comfort (salva-
tion) and despair (the unforgivable sin). (Dis-pair, in the Quarto spelling,
is wittily if unetymologically placed between two . . . two.) The ico-
nographic description fair / colored ill supports the Christian model of an-
gel and devil.

Q2, while beginning within the Christian presumption that the bad
angel wants to win [the speaker] soon to hell, slides away from that motive in
lines 7–8, as a witty new version of the old plot emerges; the bad angel
loses interest in the speaker, and turns her interest to the better spirit.
Still, the speaker maintains the essential uprightness of his man right fair:
he is my better angel, and my saint; he possesses purity.
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In the sestet, the speaker loses the narrative certainty of the octave; he
can only suspect, guess, and live in doubt until some future revelation of fact.
The sestet of suspicion completes the change from the Christian model:
in Q3, the two spirits have, it is suspected, set up a liaison together, aban-
doning their separate intentions upon the speaker’s soul. Yet the speaker
continues to refer to the man right fair as an angel: “And whether that my
angel be turned fiend, / Suspect I may”; but the suspicion is once more re-
sisted—“I guess one angel in another’s hell.” For the first time, here in line
12, the two spirits are implicitly given the same name, angel (“one angel in
another [angel]’s hell”). Rather than say his friend has turned fiend, the
speaker prefers to turn the worser spirit into hell’s angel. By this manipula-
tion is the couplet made possible, in which the bad angel and the good an-
gel are equally named as angels; the decline is marked by the degradation
of fair (line 3) to fire (line 14), by which we infer the friend has indeed
turned fiend.

The considerable shock of aesthetic surprise in the “rewriting” of the
contention of angel and fiend for the soul of Everyman is the chief ac-
complishment of the poem, but the passage from the narrative of fact (oc-
tave) to the narrative of suspicion (Q3) to the prophecy of continued anxi-
ety (C) is another successful source of the evolving momentum of the
whole.

The rigid antitheses of the sonnet are played out in its sentence ar-
rangements, in which at first on the left (mentioned first, line 3) we find
the man right fair; on the right (mentioned second, line 4), the woman
colored ill. Soon, however, lines about the good angel begin to open with
words belonging to the bad angel: Tempteth / And would corrupt / Wooing.
Soon, the good angel begins to lean to the right of the line: my angel . . .
turned fiend; one angel in another’s hell. A reversal of this directed move-
ment is thematically suggested in the last line, by which the “good” angel
will be cast out from the hell fire into which he earlier slid; but the syntax
(left to right, directionally speaking), leaving the good one still in the right
half (of the line), suggests no change from the angel turned fiend, the angel
in hell.

key word and Couplet Tie: angel (3, 6, 9, 12, 14)
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Those lips that Love’s own hand did make
Breathed forth the sound that said “I hate”
To me that languished for her sake:
But when she saw my woeful state,
Straight in her heart did mercy come,
Chiding that tongue that ever sweet
Was used in giving gentle doom,
And taught it thus anew to greet:
“I hate” she altered with an end
That followed it as gentle day
Doth follow night, who like a fiend
From heaven to hell is flown away.

“I hate” from hate away she threw,
And saved my life, saying “not you.”
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In the contorted opening sentence that constructs itself over the first
twelve lines of this two-sentence tetrameter “sonnet,” there are no less

than fourteen subjects and verbs, a disproportion so grotesque as to ren-
der the sentence entirely unidiomatic. The sentence itself is a tripartite
one, separating its three parts with the adversative conjunction but and
the coordinate conjunctive and:

lips breathed forth sound
but mercy did come
and taught [tongue] to greet anew, [as] she altered [the sound]

This skeleton is festooned with six relative clauses (five with that and
one with who). The total list of fourteen subjects and verbs (main and sub-
ordinate) in this first sentence follows; though there are some repeats
among the subjects (three I ’s, two she’s, two mercy’s), the total number of
different subjects—ten—is still very large.

Love’s hand did make [lips]
lips breathed forth sound
[sound] that said
I hate
[me] that languished
she saw
mercy did come
[tongue] that was used
[mercy] taught tongue
I hate
she altered
[end] that followed it
day doth follow night
[night] who is flown away

This preposterous syntactic stringing-along (which does not even include
the other verbals, like giving and to greet) is made more bizarre by its six
that’s, one of them confusing the issue by being a demonstrative adjective
(that tongue) rather than, like all the rest, a relative pronoun.

The long first sentence, with its several dependent clauses (five in that,
one in when, one in as, one in who) and its dependent verb-phrase chiding,
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is further complicated by its double simile in as and like, and its “irra-
tional” doubling of gentle (in two different senses) in gentle doom and gentle
day. The woman is sometimes referred to by synecdoche (those lips, her
heart, that tongue) and sometimes simply as she; the same complication of
reference is used of the speaker (me, my state, my life), vexing reference
even further. The rhymes are—by the standards of the usual Shakespear-
ean accomplishment—“wrong”: the alternate rhymes of Q1 (make, hate,
sake, state) phonetically resemble each other too closely for comfort, espe-
cially since the first word of Q2 (straight) “rhymes” with these as well.
Sweet and greet are too close to hate, state, and straight (especially consid-
ering the possible Renaissance pronunciation of swLate and grKate, and in-
deed the same rhyme-vowel Ga is preserved in one set of the rhymes of
Q3—day and away—with the continued internal rhymes of hate and
(in the couplet) hate, hate, away, saved, saying. The effect is one of cacoph-
ony, not euphony, since rhymes recur faster in tetrameters than in pen-
tameters.

The octave is deliberately awkward as well in the noncoincidence of
its rhyme-units (4-4) with its syntactic units (3-5). And, though it can be
manipulated into logic, the double simile is initially confusing: at first the
motion goes from bad to good, as the good end that follows I hate follows
it as gentle day follows night. So far so good; but then the motion is re-
versed, as night, like a fiend, is flown from heaven to hell (a bad end fol-
lowing a good earlier state). This nocturnal reversed good-to-bad con-
fuses the earlier bad-to-good of the dawn.

The concatenation principle visible in the syntax is extremely strong
in the perversely linked members of the quatrains. The disjunction prin-
ciple (throwing I hate away from hate) governs the couplet logically; but in
construction, it too follows the principle of concatenation as the woman
makes not you “follow” I hate.

This is one of the sonnets that “ought to be” a KEY WORD sonnet:
the phrase I hate turns up in Q1, Q3, and C, but is “missing” from Q2, pre-
cisely the quatrain of relenting and “mercy” where the tongue is taught
anew. The phrase to me that languished for her sake puts the sonnet into the
tradition of Quia amore langueo, and makes it more like a madrigal than a
sonnet, to my mind. The conjecture by Andrew Gurr that hate away is a
witty pun on “Hathaway” (see Booth) is a convincing one.

defective key word: I hate (missing from Q2, as the
mistress relents)

Couplet Tie: I hate (2, 9, 13)
away (12, 13)
[say] said, saying (2, 14)
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Poor soul, the center of my sinful earth,
Feeding these rebel pow’rs that thee array,
Why dost thou pine within and suffer dearth,
Painting thy outward walls so costly gay?
Why so large cost, having so short a lease,
Dost thou upon thy fading mansion spend?
Shall worms, inheritors of this excess,
Eat up thy charge? Is this thy body’s end?
Then, soul, live thou upon thy servants’ loss,
And let that pine to aggravate thy store;
Buy terms divine in selling hours of dross;
Within be fed, without be rich no more:

So shalt thou feed on death, that feeds on men,
And death once dead, there’s no more dying then.
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Booth’s interesting discussion of the contrary pulls of this sonnet is
perhaps too greatly concerned with meaning alone. He argues that

Christian and non-Christian views of the sonnet both find warrant in its
lines, the first from the religious allusions, the second from the absence of
any reference to Christ, the Resurrection, or an afterlife. This is true
enough, but it is only globally true; that is, it is true if one wants to “sum
up” the “meaning(s)” of the poem. But such a desire is intellectual and ex-
pository. I am more concerned with the aesthetic experience one encoun-
ters temporally as one reads the sonnet. It certainly pronounces itself to
be by genre a homily to the soul (leading the reader to expect moral or re-
ligious content). Progressively more abrupt hectoring questions are ad-
dressed in the octave to the speaker’s poor soul: Why dost thou pine? Why dost
thou spend? Shall worms eat up thy charge? Is this thy body’s end? In the second
“movement,” Q3, adjurations follow the vocative, soul, repeated from the
octave: Then, soul, live thou; let that pine; buy terms divine; be fed; be rich no
more. Finally, the homiletic rhetoric concludes in the couplet with the
promise so shalt thou (comparable to religious promises such as “This day
thou shalt be with me in Paradise”). Only the last epigrammatic line—
And death once dead, there’s no more dying then—departs from the homi-
letic model, which would inevitably mention redemption, resurrection, or
heaven. The combination of the homiletic model and the religious refer-
ences to soul, sinful, fading mansion, worms, body’s end, servants, terms divine
suffices to convince some readers that they have read a conventionally
religious and unproblematic poem (one, incidentally, which would lack
any element of aesthetic originality—a characteristic perhaps preferred
by some devout readers).

The corrupt second line in the Quarto (repeating my sinfull earth) has
made the poem tantalizingly incomplete. I would like to argue for feeding
as the missing word, chiefly because it “explains” the presence of the word
fading used of the mansion. Once feeding is in place, the sonnet becomes
one exhibiting a key word, “feed [fade]”: Q1 feeding; Q2 fading; Q3
fed; C feed, feeds. Shakespeare’s attraction to such structures is amply evi-
dent, and it is oddly unidiomatic (and otherwise inexplicable) to speak of a
mansion as subject to fading.
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The other unusual word in the sonnet is aggravate, possibly present by
contamination from a poem from Bartholomew Griffin’s 1596 Fidessa (as
Kerrigan suggests) in which the body is addressed as “Untoward subject
of the last aggrievance!”—though it is hard to believe Shakespeare found
such a line worthy of imitation. I prefer to think aggravate is used to sug-
gest the awaiting grave. Booth has noticed the presence of death in dearth
and man in mansion, and I would add the quasi-presence of grave in aggra-
vate, and of end in spend, and the resemblance of lease to loss, large to charge.

The poem works by antitheses and by repetitions, of which the chief
are shown in the diagram. Encircling chiastic repetitions are particularly
marked in the sestet (Then . . . And . . . no more; And . . . no more . . . then),
while traductio and concatenation are the tropes of the Pauline couplet.

We might ask (of the emended [ feeding] sonnet) when the reader be-
gins to be surprised, since it is the mark of any good poem to be surpris-
ing. One is not surprised by the rebel (sensual) powers of the body, nor by
the reversal of the proper relation of subordination of body to soul: these
are conventional notions. The appetites demand to be fed, and the soul’s
own nurture has been diverted to them (to be rediverted to its proper des-
tination in within be fed, without be rich no more). The speaker assumes in
line 12 that external riches bestowed on the sensual body are inversely
proportionate to the proper feeding of the soul—an argument for insert-
ing feeding in Q1 to match costly gay. The religious paradoxes (large cost /
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Antitheses and Repetitions in Sonnet 146

poor/rich

earth dost thou pine within / outward costly
dearth dost thou painting within / without cost
death pine rich
dead buy
dying

[feeding] why soul buy / sell powers man-sion
fading why soul hours men
fed buy
feed
feeds

no more then array then [soul] large
no more then aggravate then [soul] charge

sell[ing]
shal[t]



short lease; buy terms divine / selling hours of dross; rebel powers / servants; etc.)
animate the homiletic solemnity of the poem, and are expectable in this
context—even the “buying” of terms divine is not unexpected, given the
medieval practice of buying indulgences.

It is in the eating-chain that the poem becomes disturbing. The soul
has been feeding its rebel powers instead of itself, and consequently it
pines within. The rebel powers eat up its store. And when the body those
powers inhabit falls victim to mortality, worms will eat up the soul’s
charge, and profit from its excess. The proposed reversal is: let thy ser-
vants’ excess pine to aggravate thy store, so that then thou mayst live and
be fed. Though we are coming close to materializing the soul here, the
verbs live and be fed (passive voice) can remain—just barely—on a meta-
physical level (in this poem of repeated materialization of spiritual rela-
tions into dearth, paint, walls, cost, inheritors, rebel powers (servants),
store, buying and selling, poor and rich).

But the active-voice verb shalt feed on, used of the soul, is hopelessly
material, especially when it is repredicated of Death that feeds on men, re-
calling the worms who eat up the body and the rebel powers that (as I be-
lieve) feed on the soul’s store. The eating-chain—first death (the worm)
feeds on men, then the soul will feed on death—puts the soul in the posi-
tion of ingesting the death-worm and his ingested men. In this little pro-
posed counternarrative, death pines along with the starved and digested
body, and the soul is correspondingly advantaged. “Who will deliver me
from the body of this death?” says Saint Paul, linking body and death as a
double prison.

Line 13 is, as I have said, conventionally phrased in the future tense of
religious promise: So shalt thou feed on death. But the rest of the couplet
consists of tense-manipulations:

so shalt thou feed : Future

death that feeds : Habitual Present

death once dead : Past Participle (completed action erasing habitual
present)

there’s : Future Masquerading as Habitual Present

no more dying : Gerund: “tenseless” verbal noun dying canceled by
no more, but with overtones of continual process;
“dying” exists in the present, not yet negated by
the fulfillment of the promise.
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The domination of the word dying in the close, joined immediately to no
more on the left and then on the right, means that whatever will happen
then (in the future), the present is nothing but dying. Feeding, painting, and
selling (the participles and gerund resembling in their suffix the gerund dy-
ing) and the participial adjective fading are in effect cover-ups for dying,
revealed apocalyptically as the “true” present-tense action of the poem.
There’s no more dying then—but there is only dying now. Live thou (by
the hoped-for reversal), the speaker says to his soul, but as things now
stand, [thou art] dying.

The speaker’s exhortations may or may not be obeyed by the soul; it is,
however, certain that as of now, death is feeding on men and the soul is
pining and suffering dea[r]th. The gloominess of this sonnet has little of
the radiance of Christian hope. Buy terms divine the speaker says, but (as
Booth notes) the divine is infinite and has no terms (limits). The divine is
quickly obscured by the Dantesque linked rapacity of the couplet. death
once dead is an encouraging remark, rather than a prophecy. Certainly
once death is dead, there’s no more dying; but will feeding on death by
starving the body kill him?

The alternation in metaphor of feeding a crew of powers and decorat-
ing a mansion (the fed/rich axis and the pine/paint axis) suggests that when
the soul is wholly well-fed by feeding on death, there will be a conse-
quent state of internal riches better than the costly gay material riches of
the body. But no positive information about this future state is available; it
is describable only by optatives (buy, be fed), and by negatives—“There’s
no more dying then.” There is no passing through, even in the imagina-
tion, to the other side of death. The terms divine are given no imaginative
realization; the corporeal and incorporeal ingestion by worms and by
death and by the soul show the imagination stopped at a dark consuming.
However, for this very reason, the poem becomes more humane as it pro-
gresses, leaving behind its tone of superiority as it concludes in a medita-
tion on the universality of death and the incorrigible materiality of the
body.

The rhythmic variants of 146 are of special interest. As the severe in-
quisition of Q1 modulates into the hectoring questions of Q2 and the ad-
jurations of Q3, there are many initial trochaic substitutions and initial
spondees to give point to reproaches, questions, and adjurations:

Pmoor smoul

Fmeedi6ng

Wkhy d7ost
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Pakinti5ng

Wkhy mso

Thjen, smoul

Sjo sh4alt

The lines in the body of the poem, when they exhibit caesura, shift the
caesural position. It occurs after syllable 1 (Then), after syllable 2 (poor soul;
shall worms; then, soul), after syllable 4 (why so large cost; eat up thy charge;
within be fed). Even when there is no obvious caesura, the word-groupings
in lines of comparable rhythm vary, as in lines 3–4:

Why dost thou pine within and suffer death
3 syllables 3 syllables 4 syllables
3 words 2 words 3 words

Painting thy outward walls so costly gay
2 syllables 4 syllables 4 syllables
1 word 3 words 3 words

Only in the closing couplet is there an almost perfect chiastic symmetry,
giving it its lulling air of promise:

Thomas Roche, in “Shakespeare and the Sonnet Sequence” (p. 84,
n. 1), thanks Walton Litz for pointing out in conversation a structural fea-
ture of 146 that seems to me undeniably present: it is that lines 1–2 gener-
ate line 9; lines 3–4 generate line 10; lines 5–6 generate line 11; and lines
7–8 generate line 12. Let me reproduce the sonnet following this model:

Poor soul, the center of my sinful
earth,

Then, soul, live thou upon thy
servant’s loss.

Feeding these rebel pow’rs that
thee array,

Why dost thou pine within and
suffer dearth,

And let that pine to aggravate thy
store;

Painting thy outward walls so
costly gay?
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line 14: 4 // 6

by words line 13: 6 // 4
line 14: 4 // 5



Why so large cost, having so
short a lease,

Buy terms divine in selling hours
of dross,

Dost thou upon thy fading
mansion spend?

Shall worms, inheritors of this
excess,

Within be fed, without be rich no
more.

Eat up thy charge? Is this thy
body’s end?

(If this structure seems a plausible one, it could be thought to resemble
somewhat the “split” structure of 94, in which the octave generates line
13, and Q3 generates line 14. Such “distributive” structures are more spa-
tial than linear.)

The word death, so carefully suppressed in the body of 146 (though
lurking in dearth) grows like a cancer in the couplet, quadrupling itself
(death, death, dead, dying). Aside from the estimable Pauline statement be-
ing made, on which commentators have relied rather too heavily for their
orthodox views of the sonnet, I find the proliferation of “deaths” unnerv-
ingly reiterative, especially after the arm’s-length euphemisms thy fading
mansion and thy body’s end which have preceded the outburst of the fatal
word.

key word: feed[-s] [fed] [feeding] [fading]

Couplet Tie: feed [-s], fed, feeding, fad [-ing] ([2], 6, 12, 13, 13)
no more (12, 14)
then (9, 14) [foregrounded by being the first and last
word of the sestet]
death, [dea(r)th], dying (3, 13, 14, 14)
men, man[-sion] (6, 13)
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My love is as a fever longing still
For that which longer nurseth the disease,
Feeding on that which doth preserve the ill,
Th’uncertain sickly appetite to please.
My reason, the physician to my love,
Angry that his prescriptions are not kept,
Hath left me, and I desperate now approve
Desire is death, which physic did except.
Past cure I am, now reason is past care,
And frantic mad with evermore unrest;
My thoughts and my discourse as madmen’s are,
At random from the truth vainly expressed:

For I have sworn thee fair, and thought thee bright,
Who art as black as hell, as dark as night.
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The feeding I have proposed for the initial position of line 2 of 146
opens line 3 of 147, pleasing the sickly appetite—one of those rebel

pow’rs of 146. The struggle between the pining soul and the prosper-
ous body of 146 has been reimagined as a struggle between the prescrib-
ing/proscribing physician Reason and a diseased patient. The account of
worsening symptoms—My love is as a fever . . . Past cure I am . . . My
thoughts and my discourse as madmen’s are—is interrupted by a diagnostic
“explanation”: Reason, the physician, has abandoned his disobedient pa-
tient, who has refused the prescribed medicine.

The body of the sonnet contains two symptomatic emphases (sepa-
rated by the account of Reason): the first is physical ( fever, disease, ill[ness],
sickly appetite), the second, more serious, is mental ( frantic mad; evermore
unrest; thoughts and discourse as madmen’s are; at random from the truth vainly
expressed). The gradually intensifying situation—as desire becomes death,
longing becomes desperat[ion], and madness supervenes on fever—reaches
its climax as both thought and speech, inner and outer expression, veer
from the truth, and—worst of all—not in a predictable way but at ran-
dom. (Booth points out the underlying French and Latin puns in randon-
née / running away and currere / dis-course.)

After the elaborate Latinity of diagnosis and explanation (preserve, un-
certain, appetite, physician, prescription, desperate, approve, desire, except, cure,
reason, care, discourse, random, vainly, expressed), the predominantly Anglo-
Saxon lexicon of the couplet comes as an enormous surprise. The couplet
is offered as an instance of how far from sanity the speaker’s thoughts and
discourse have gone; the proof that he is mad is that he has (mentally)
thought her bright and (by discourse) sworn her to be fair. The direct
second-person accusation of the last line departs from the self-diagnostic
pose of the rest, while the perfect syllabic balance—6, 4, 6, 4—of the clos-
ing two lines, coming after the irregular desperation of the diagnosis, sug-
gests a complete and “perfected” knowledge lying behind the “madness”
of thought and expression.

The central sentence in the whole poem is I desperate now ap-
prove / Desire is death. The graphic overlap among the three key words—
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desperate desperate desire
desire death death

—“proves” the assertion.
Booth and others have remarked the prolongation accomplished by

longing . . . longer, the encapsulation of ill in still, and the witty rewriting of
the proverbial Past cure, past care from its original meaning to its new role
in the allegory of the defecting physician Reason. The surprise comes in
the address of the couplet—which turns away from the anguished self in
extremis and casts a bitter glance both on past self-deception and on the
present corrupt mistress. The late introduction of direct address now “ex-
plains” the illness to the woman rather than to the self. What motivates
this gesture? It is the single most salient aesthetic choice of the poem—to
turn to address the woman (a gesture shared by 148). One suspects that
the anger ascribed to Reason against his unreasonable patient is displaced
from the patient’s anger against his deceiving mistress—and that that an-
ger finally erupts as the self-enclosure of the sickroom is broken for one
final j’accuse.

Here, as elsewhere, certain parallels in rhythm “foreground” concep-
tual resemblances. The subject phrase My reason matches rhythmically
and positionally its verb phrase hath left me; Desire is death nearly matches,
rhythmically and positionally, its parallel past cure I am. The alliterating
“semantic chain” disease, desperate, desire, death, discourse, dark tells in brief
the story of the poem. The double use of now linking Q2 and Q3 sets the
present-tense moments (approve, am) against the three present-perfect
verbs: “My reason hath left me,” “I have sworn . . . and [have] thought.” The
contrast between past-extending-into-present and the present of “now”
gives the poem its sense of temporal extension marking character disinte-
gration. The “clarity” of the couplet suddenly confers a kind of nobility
on the frantic mad speaker, who suddenly enters a moment of utter lucid-
ity even while he is offering an instance of his own past madness.

The paradox of the sonnet is that this “madman” is perfectly clear
about what the truth is: he knows that his thoughts and his discourse are
“at random from the truth.” He knows that his appetite is uncertain and
sickly (rather than thinking it healthy or good). Though he tells us Reason
has left him, we cannot believe him. He comes closer to the truth in line
9, where he says Reason is past care; he knows what Reason says, but he no
longer cares to observe its mandates. As soon as he says he is “frantic mad”
he corrects himself, saying that his words are “as madmen’s are.” Such in-
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stant self-corrections—from hath left to past care, from mad to as mad-
men’s—refuse the flattering unction of madness, and judge the self culpa-
ble rather than excusing it.

Couplet Tie: thought [-s] (11, 13)
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O me! what eyes hath love put in my head,
Which have no correspondence with true sight?
Or if they have, where is my judgement fled,
That censures falsely what they see aright?
If that be fair whereon my false eyes dote,
What means the world to say it is not so?
If it be not, then love doth well denote
Love’s eye is not so true as all men’s: no,
How can it? O how can love’s eye be true,
That is so vexed with watching and with tears?
No marvel then though I mistake my view:
The sun itself sees not till heaven clears.

O cunning love, with tears thou keep’st me blind,
Lest eyes well seeing thy foul faults should find.
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Sonnet 148 has many words in common with 137: blind, love, eyes, all
men, false, judgment, see[ing], fair, true [truth], foul. Such an overlap

sometimes suggests that one poem is a “rewrite” of the other. (Sonnet 149
also uses blind, love, all, eyes, and see; 152 uses love, all, truth, eye(s), blindness,
see, fair, foul. These, too, fall into this group concerning blindness, but as
developments rather than as revisions.) If we look into the relations be-
tween 137 and 148, we see that 137, though first ascribing blame to Cupid
in the octave, becomes chiefly preoccupied with self-condemnation. The
agency of Cupid is dropped after line 1, and agency is then ascribed to
heart and eyes, which have erred. Agency is thus continually displaced
from the integrated self, first by being transferred mythologically to Cu-
pid and second by synecdoche to eyes and heart. The integrated I never
appears to assume blame.

In Sonnet 148, some of the same strategies are followed (agency is ini-
tially and briefly ascribed to love, but passes far more rapidly to eyes and
judgement). However, the integrated I eventually appears: showing up in
disguise as eye in line 8 (repeated in line 9), it finally takes on its “true”
shape as I in line 11 and as me in line 13. (The explicit version of the pun
will arrive in 152: “For I have sworn thee fair: more perjured eye.”) In
short, 148 goes narratively further than 137; instead of stopping at self-
condemnation, it goes on to self-excuse. The excuse is triply phrased: al-
legorically, personally, and cosmically.

Allegorically: O how can love’s eye be true, / That is so vexed with
watching and with tears?

Personally: No marvel then though I mistake my view.
Cosmically: The sun itself sees not till heaven clears.

The return to the agency of love in C substitutes the woman (as “cunning
love,” the obscene pun fixing the reference) for Cupid (if we interpret the
original love that has put misleading eyes in the speaker’s head as Cupid)
and for allegorical love (love’s eye). As the reference of the word love
shifts, so does agency. At first the speaker is a victim of the love that has
put false eyes in his head; next, he is the allegorical lover, bearing love’s
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personified eye, vexed with watching and with tears. Finally agency shifts to
the cunning love who keeps him blind. He still ascribes ill-seeing to his
eyes, but has dropped words like false and true in reference to them,
and has transferred falsity to the woman in the punning phrase “thy foul
faults.”

Booth notes, in lines 7–9, “the phonetically related words not, -note, no,
and O,” and mentions the bawdy potential of O as construed by Partridge.
In fact, the sound and letters of O and no, along with eye, I, and the pun on
aye, appear prominently throughout:

1. O eyes love
2. no correspondence
3. Or
5. whereon eyes dote
6. world to not so
7. not, love doth denote
8. Love’s eye not so no

9. How O how love’s eye

10. So

11. No though I

12. not
13. O love thou
14. eyes foule should

The sound of o and the letter o, in their frequent occurence, are fore-
grounded by often appearing in the initial word (1, 3, 8, 9, 11, 13) or final
word (5, 6, 7, 8) of the line. And the fact that Q2 rhymes solely in Io calls the
letter and sound to our attention.

The rhetoric of 148 is—after the lexical overlap with other sonnets
and the insistent presence of FÀ and Io—the feature that most prominently
thrusts itself forward. The self-hectoring questions and exclamations re-
call those of 146, but the chop-logic (if they have, if that be fair, if it be not) is
foreign to the more solemn 146. The “blind” speaker of 137, 138, 149, 150,
and 152, exploring his self-delusion, brings many defenses to bear (as he
blames Cupid, the woman, his own false eyes, his judgment, his heart, and
even natural law). The specific measuring stick in 137 was an internal Pla-
tonic perpendicular: the speaker’s eyes know where beauty is, see where it lies
and yet take the worst to be what the best is. The speaker’s heart knows [the
woman’s body to be] the wide world’s common place and yet think[s it] a several
plot. His eyes see this, yet say this is not. All the standards are within the
speaker, and right true, as he admits. The word erred in 137 is not to be
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taken as meaning “made a mistake, been deceived,” but as meaning wan-
dered from the moral way, and the pun on erred (� errare) and transferred

(� ferre) makes the spatial point again, while invoking as defense the pas-
sive manipulation of the speaker’s faculties:

In things right true my heart and eyes have erred,
And to this false plague are they now transferred.

Line 13 of 137 is in the present perfect of contrition: [I] have erred. But the
second line of the couplet, with its lyric now, is in a passive present tense
vaguely unascribed to any agency. The common place of line 10 contains a
plague (line 14) to which eyes and heart are now subject.

By 148, the inner standard has been so shaken that the speaker now
looks in Q2 to an external measure—what the world says, what all men’s
eyes (ayes) affirm as true. The poem, it is true, opens with a reference to
true sight (the inner perpendicular), and it is even conjectured that the
speaker’s eyes still have a correspondence with that measuring standard (if
they have). But even if they see aright the woman’s lack of beauty, his judg-
ment errs in its censure (sin-sure, as Booth remarks) affirming the object
of sight to be beautiful. The speaker’s eyes certainly dote: and he can only
conclude, in Q3, that his eye (Love’s eye) is in the wrong, so clouded with
tears is it by the agency of cunning love. By the end, he is not only blind,
but durably kept blind, and the knowledge of her foul faults is ascribed not
to himself but to the woman herself, who has therefore blinded him lest
he find her out.

These are sophistries, yet they continue to admit one trustworthy
measure—the world’s external “true” censure—even if the speaker has
lost true sight or, perhaps, true judgment. By 149, even the world’s meas-
ure will be lost, and the speaker will align himself, in all his judgments,
with the woman, still claiming blindness for his own portion. In 150, the
inner perpendicular is again present, and the speaker knows himself to be
clearly perjured as he give[s] the lie to his true sight. The focus changes
there, from the speaker’s sin to the woman’s power. And finally, as we shall
see, in 152 the emphasis is no longer on inner judgment but on the verbal
betrayal of just discourse, to swear against the truth.

In 148, as elsewhere in the Sonnets, Shakespeare has his speaker run
through a series of logical “places” (here, eyes, head, sight, judgement, Love’s
eye, the sun, heaven). Each of these nouns summons up a host of possible
modifiers and verbs, as a whole grid of Renaissance psychology and cos-
mology comes into play. Since all of this vocabulary about eyes, true sight,
judgment, love-blindness, and so on is common coin in Renaissance po-
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etry, we must ask how Shakespeare vivifies it here. In these later sonnets
on heart and eyes, he does it in part by departing so conspicuously from
the fanciful tone of the earlier heart/eye sonnets, by refusing contrition,
and by substituting for contrition various agitations and defenses (realized
by punctuation and rhythm as well as by larger means). The speaker’s
confession of fault (by the Platonic standard of true sight, by the vaguely
religious standard of error and plague, or by the worldly standard of all
men’s eyes) normally would lead to the sort of repentance exemplified
by Petrarch and Sidney in their sequences. Shakespeare’s speaker does
not repent. He remains—no matter how perjured—confirmed in his
choice, preferring, he defiantly declares, to err, to have his heart and eyes
transferred to a false plague, to mistake [his] view, to be blind, to be a tyrant
. . . against [him]self, to give the lie to [his] true sight, to betray [his] nobler part
to [his] gross body’s treason, and finally to swear against the truth so foul a lie. At
the end there is no self-deception left, no excuses about the agency of oth-
ers or mistake or blindness. There is something heroic about sonnet 152,
as the speaker abandons all defenses and accepts the degrading equation
of “love” and clear-eyed perjury. Eyes now have no need of a postulated
inner perpendicular at all, nor of an external standard, to enable them to
judge what they see. Perception is self-ratifying. All along, his eyes saw
the foul faults of the lady; but he swore against the thing his eyes saw.
Sight is undeniable, and “blindness” is only a smokescreen. It is perjury
the speaker is guilty of. This is the sin against accuracy of discourse, the
only mortal sin for a writer. Conformity of speech to what he sees is the
writer’s chief moral obligation. Mis-representation is his evil. The soul
who speaks in 152 is damned as a writer, if still precariously alive as a lover.

It is in such groupings as that of 137, 147 (where the false swearing
that will end the cluster enters it), and 148–152 that the power of Shake-
speare’s use of the sequence-form is felt. Each of these poems gains sinis-
ter strength from its fellows in the cluster. A psychological dynamic larger
than what can be represented in fourteen lines binds the poems. The final
clear-sighted and dry-eyed embrace of complete, voluntary perjury would
lack full effect if it had not been preceded by self-deception, displace-
ments of agency, and tears.

In forsaking, in these poems, the sexual triangle, Shakespeare mimics
erotic bondage in its pure form, where infidelities with others, on either
side (see 152), are not at all the heart of the matter. The moral crux is the
fact that one “loves” the agent of degradation more than one hates self-
degradation.

The Couplet-Tie words in 148 are so numerous (eye [-s]; love [-’s];
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see[-ing]; [sees]; [sight]; O; false[-ly] [ faults]; well; tears) that one is led to sus-
pect the presence of one or more key words (appearing at least once
in Q1, Q2, Q3, and C), and in fact there are two clear ones:

eye [-s] [-’s] (1, 5, 8, 9, 14)
love [-’s] (1, 7, 8, 9, 13)

Finally, the repetition of true, false, and see [-s] [-ing] [sight] suggests
they may play the roles of defective key words, appearing in
three out of four parts of a sonnet, but suppressed in one member. This
proves to be the case. True is present in Q1, Q2, and Q3 but suppressed in
C; false is present in Q1 as falsely, in Q2 as false, and in C as faults. It is clear
that true must be suppressed in the couplet where the speaker, kept blind,
can see nothing true. But why is false suppressed in Q3? This is, we note,
the quatrain of self-exculpation: for the word false the speaker has substi-
tuted (in line 8) the euphemism not so true as all men’s. By exclaiming,
“How can such a vexed eye be true?” and by saying he mistakes his view,
the speaker protects himself against both his previously named false eyes
and falsely censuring judgment. Though he has successfully suppressed
the word in Q3, it recurs (but diverted to the woman) in C, in a perfect
and violent return of the repressed (the violence contributed by the con-
spicuous alliteration foul faults . . . find). The word see is missing in Q2,
which deserts external narration for inner debate.

One reason for thinking the suppression of a word is deliberate is that
Shakespeare, here, could perfectly well have inserted see into his quatrain
of inner debate: [“If I see fair whene’er my false eyes dote”] or [“love’s sight
is not so true as all men’s”]. The principle of inertia in writing always
presses the writer to continue in the vein in which he began. Shakespeare
plays off this principle (which leads to both key words and defec-

tive key words) against his even stronger principle: that a poem
should constantly surprise by resisting its inertial momentum. In Q2, he
marks his departure from alternative constatation of fact (“Either love has
put eyes in my head that have not true sight, or they see truly, but my judg-
ment is amiss”) to social speculation by avoiding the see of visual percep-
tion in favor of the words eyes dote and love’s eye, which clearly denote not
simple perception but biased judgment. See does not return until we meet
the fact that the sun shines only in clear weather. In the last appearance of
see, we are told that no visually factual seeing has ever taken place at all, be-
cause the lover is blind.

In the emotional tonality of 148, the agitated self-judging questions
and exclamations give way, after the invoking of the world’s judgment, to
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an apparent critique of the unreliability of love’s eye. This wonderful
“turn” is marked in a number of ways:

1. by the odd Quarto punctuation of line 8;
2. by the potential phonetic pun on no and eye [aye];
3. by defensive exact reiteration: “No, / How can it? O how can . . .”;
4. by the spondaic is so vexed;
5. by the grammatical “mistake” in paralleling a gerund (watching) to a

“true noun” (tears)—instead of [with watching and with weeping].

Shakespeare’s turn in mid-sonnet to pathos and helplessness (O how
can) will be remembered by Yeats in “Leda and the Swan”:

How can those terrified vague fingers push
The feathered glory from her loosening thighs?
And how can body, laid in that white rush,
But feel the strange heart beating where it lies?

Had Shakespeare’s sonnet ended with the almost complacent [“No marvel
then though I mistake my view / [Why,] The sun itself sees not till heaven
clears”], it would have rested in self-justification, in pathos and self-pity
buttressed by natural law (“How can I if the sun can’t?”). Why does the
couplet not continue in the same complacent vein? When we pose this
question, we notice that it is only in Q3 that tears of physical weakness are
introduced as the explanation of ill-seeing. Any overtired and grieving eye
vexed with watching and with tears will be unreliable. But this phrase sug-
gests only the proximate, bodily cause of unreliability. The physical eye
has been unmanned (and led to vigils and weeping) by the cunning be-
loved, the remote efficient cause of the speaker’s blindness, designedly
stimulating his tears so as to hide her foul faults.

The true structure of the poem, then, is a circular one:
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1–8 (Why do I act as I do?)
Because love has put

unreliable eyes or
judgment in head?

9–12
Rather, eyes are physically

(naturally) unreliable from
insomnia and from weeping
like a clouded sky.

14
Love’s low motive—to

obscure her foul faults.

13
Tears are means used by my

cunning love.



The couplet acts as a late half of a rough chiasmus:

eyes / bad sight : love and tears :: love and tears : eyes / bad sight.
1–8 : 9–12 :: 13 : 14

key words: eye [-s] [-’s]
love [-’s]

Defective

key words: true (missing in C)
false [-ly], [faults] (missing in Q3)
see [-s] [-ing], sight (missing in Q2)
One could make see into a true key word if one
were willing to include the phonetically hidden but
graphically visible see in false eyes (line 5). Cf. the
similar slo in 51’s perfects love.

Couplet Tie: eye [-s] [-’s] (1, 5, 8, 9, 14)
love [-’s] (1, 7, 8, 9, 13)
see [-s] [-ing] sight, and perhaps
[ false eyes], (2, 4, [5], 12, 14)
O (1, 9, 13)
false [-ly] [ faults] (4, 5, 14)
well (7, 14)
tears (10, 13)
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Canst thou, O cruel, say I love thee not,
When I against myself with thee partake?
Do I not think on thee when I forgot
Am of myself, all, tyrant, for thy sake?
Who hateth thee that I do call my friend?
On whom frown’st thou that I do fawn upon?
Nay, if thou lour’st on me, do I not spend
Revenge upon myself with present moan?
What merit do I in myself respect
That is so proud thy service to despise,
When all my best doth worship thy defect,
Commanded by the motion of thine eyes?

But, love, hate on, for now I know thy mind:
Those that can see thou lov’st, and I am blind.
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The reply-genre that we have seen in the sonnets to the young man
returns here. The woman has said, “You do not love me,” and the

speaker exclaims Canst thou, O cruel, say I love thee not . . . ? The body of
the sonnet is a series of “proofs of love”: the speaker voices them as indig-
nant self-defending questions, which we can rephrase as assertions:

I partake with thee against myself;
I am forgot of myself, thinking on thee, all for thy sake;
I call no one my friend who hates thee;
I fawn on no one thou frown’st on;
Nay, if thou lour’st on me I spend revenge upon myself with

present moan;
I respect no merit in myself that would, out of pride, despise

serving thee;
All my best worships thy defect, commanded by the motion of

thine eyes.

In this masochistic narrative, the speaker goes from self-criticism to self-
neglect, to social slavery, to self-cruelty, to self-degradation, ending in the
posture where all his best worships her defect, a superlative abasing itself
before a negative.

The narrative gradually focuses on seeing: She frowns on someone, she
lours on the speaker. As for him, two verbs associated with him in Q3 are
respect (� re-spicere) and despise (� de-spicere)—both deriving from spectare,
to look at—and it is her eyes that command him. (Even the verb spend as-
cribed to the speaker takes on, by its sp- alliance with respect and despise, a
“false” cognate status with the eye-words.)

The variation in length of the accusatory questions (2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 4) is
part of Shakespeare’s accuracy in the dramatic mimesis of speech, while
his “partnering” the questions two by two, or one by one, reveals his im-
pulse to aesthetic stylization.

The self-characterization of the couplet (I am blind) has been prepared
for by the speaker’s denying that he respects or despises. By refusing to re-
spicere or de-spicere he has lost the right to spectare, or look upon. The very
definition of moral blindness is to forgo the right to despise and respect.
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In the groveling of Q3 is prepared the conclusive self-diagnosis of blind-
ness. The speaker is, paradoxically, only now enlightened enough to see
that his mistress’ motive for saying (line 1) he doesn’t love her is that she
hates him: But, love, hate on. The now of knowing (line 13) replaces the then
of thinking he was beloved. She can only love independent minds—those
that can see, respect their own merit, despise slavery in service. He has lost
her love by loving her unto the very blindness she provoked in him as he
practiced (but on himself ) her cruelty and tyranny to him, in a grotesque
parody of love’s tendency to imitation, reproduction, and reciprocity. If
another person (X) hates her, the speaker (therefore) hates X; she (there-
fore) hates the speaker for his spinelessness.

Couplet Tie: love [-’st] (1, 13, 14)
hate [-th] (5, 13)
and possibly (in the Quarto): lov’st [lowrst] (7, 14)
The play on thou lour’st and thou lov’st sums up, in little,
the speaker’s fall from grace.
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O from what pow’r hast thou this pow’rful might,
With insufficiency my heart to sway,
To make me give the lie to my true sight,
And swear that brightness doth not grace the day?
Whence hast thou this becoming of things ill,
That in the very refuse of thy deeds
There is such strength and warrantise of skill
That in my mind thy worst all best exceeds?
Who taught thee how to make me love thee more,
The more I hear and see just cause of hate?
O, though I love what others do abhor,
With others thou shouldst not abhor my state:

If thy unworthiness raised love in me,
More worthy I to be beloved of thee.
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“All my best doth worship thy defect,” declared the speaker in 149, us-
ing the word normally reserved for veneration addressed to God

alone, but exceptionally included in the marriage service: “With my body
I thee worship.” The verb worship derives from the noun worth, which in
two forms replaces it, so to speak, in the couplet of 150—first, in its nega-
tive form, unworthiness as synonym to what 149 called the woman’s defect;
second, in a paradoxical use of its adjectival positive form, worthy, to imply
moral “unworthiness”:

All my best doth worship thy defect (149);

If thy unworthiness [thy worshiped defect] raised love in me,
More worthy [in my love for even your defects] I to be beloved

of thee.

The mystery of the woman’s powerful defect is in fact the opening
gambit of 150: her insufficiency has might. But 150 centrally concerns, like
the other sonnets of its group, giv[ing] the lie to true sight. Because the
speaker is not yet ready to blame himself (as he will in 152), he here dis-
places the blame onto the woman’s quasi-magical might, bestowed on her
by some yet more powerful agency, so that even she acts only as the con-
duit of a force greater than herself. In this construction of his state, the
lover is indeed wholly overpowered.

The octave of the sonnet is private; Q3 is social (as he loves what others
abhor; as she, with others, abhors him); and the couplet is once again ap-
parently private, given its manifest Couplet Tie of love [beloved]. Yet even
as we note the apparent anomalous social reference of Q3 (with its suspi-
cious double introduction of unnamed others outside the lovers’ dyad), the
very presence of the “extra” people makes us alert to the periphrases and
euphemisms—are they not social in reference also?—of Q2:

Whence hast thou this becoming of things ill,
That in the very refuse of thy deeds
There is such strength and warrantise of skill
That in my mind thy worst all best exceeds.
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Covert social reference is everywhere. (Compare Q2 of 148.) What are the
ill things she makes lovely, the deeds in which she shows such strength,
such guaranteed skill? Who are the shadowy figures possessing all best
qualities who are outclassed (to the speaker’s mind) by her worst? What
are those worst deeds?

No one knows better than Shakespeare how to prepare a dramatic ef-
fect. The dark hints in Q2 are of course subordinated to its ostensible in-
tent—to ask again the source of the woman’s might—but this time under
the rubric of the way her presence in the social world aestheticizes evil,
this becoming of things ill. Because of the sinister periphrases of Q2, we are
not surprised to find the speaker alleging that he has just cause of hate, that
others are involved in her rejection of him, and that whoredom is at the
bottom of it all, first as he is abhor[red] by the social world for his enslave-
ment to a whore, and second as she, with them, abhors him (perhaps by
playing the whore with those very others).

We now see the complex play—stimulated by the couplet’s fore-
grounding of the word worth—on worst (8), abhor/[whore] (11, 12), and
[worth] [-y] [-iness] (13, 14), manifesting the letters wor-/-hor/wor-h-,
which, together with the phoneme hIor, make the word whore flicker
through the poem.

The oddity of the sonnet is that the insistent interrogations of its
first ten lines receive no implied answer from the woman. The rhetorical
structure of the sonnet (10-2-2), departing from the two “normal” Shake-
spearean rhetorical structures (4-4-4-2 and 8-4-2), demands that we look
into these repeatedly pressed questions about the source of the woman’s
power. O from what power? . . . Whence hast thou? . . . Who taught thee how? I
will come in a moment to the odd substance of each of these queries, but
first we must notice their outcome. Balked of an answer to his first ten
lines, the speaker skitters aside and pulls in the red herring of others (lines
11–12), who play, in his mind, the contradictory parts of abhorring his
mistress and helping her abhor him. It is only in the couplet that the
speaker gives up on ascribing the mistress’ uncanny power to some supe-
rior force, admitting that he loves her not in spite of, but because of, her ill
deeds. This insight (like its concessive predecessor, though I love what oth-
ers do abhor) is admitted only in hypothetical form (if ), but its conclusive
position in the couplet, and its self-blame, give it power over the former
(fanciful) suppositions of magical power in the woman: on the contrary,
not her might but her unworthiness raised love in me. The couplet’s bitter
recognition that the speaker’s arousal depends on her promiscuity—mak-
ing, as I’ve said, the word worthy resonant with irony, and vitiating the
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very presence of the courtly reciprocal love/beloved—prepares the way for
the speaker’s final recognition of his own double immorality of word and
deed in 152.

I return to the substance of the three self-deceiving questions com-
prising lines 1–10. The first ratifies true sight, and openly admits that the
speaker’s lie is worsened by perjury, a false oath: “[I] swear that brightness
doth not grace the day.” This is of course a self-allusion to sonnet 28:

I tell the day to please him thou art bright
And dost him grace when clouds do blot the heaven.

Even when the day was cloudy, the young man was sufficient, in the poet’s
eye, to supply the absence of the sun. A negative version of this compli-
ment—now classed as a lie—is turned to the benefit of the woman of the
night: because she is dark, day and its brightness must be denigrated.

The second quatrain—in its hyperbole the most powerful—estab-
lishes a scale of comparative value. The “simple” opposition of dark and
bright organizing Q1 (and remembered from 147) is replaced by a gro-
tesque, further differentiated, hierarchy of value. At the bottom is the hu-
man good, then above it the human better, then the human best; and
above them all towers the mistress’ worst. This internal transvaluation of
moral values (in my mind) is “worse,” morally speaking, than a refusal of
accurate perception (giving the lie to true sight) prompted by the affections
of the sway[ed] heart.

How is the third quatrain related to these investigations of the faults
of (a) the heart and perception, and (b) the mind and judgment? The third
question, significantly, abandons the former comparatives (“I deny the
day brightness because I prefer the night”; “Her worst exceeds all [other]
best”), and faces not a question of comparative preference but an absolute:
the worse she is, the more the speaker loves her, in a “pure” geometric
proportionality, as escalating cause of hate � escalating love:

Who taught thee how to make me love thee more,
The more I hear and see just cause of hate?

The “stutter” in this question—thee more / The more—suggests the fixity
of the speaker in his obsession.

If, as I suggest, the three questions go from a relatively “innocent” lie
about the day to a comparative preference for the worst, and thence to an
absolute sexual intensification from repeatedly perceived promiscuity, we
can see in them the speaker’s mounting self-knowledge of his own moral
unworthiness, preparing for the sting in the final judgment that he and
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the woman are indeed birds of a feather in their degradation. But her de-
basement is primarily sexual; his, being conscious of itself and concerned
with personal moral value, is the worser ill. The sexual component of his
addiction is set forth in the sardonic phallic phrase raised love in me, to be
further elaborated in the next sonnet.

The speaker’s masochism is most fully expressed in the shameful ado-
ration of lines 5–7, where the naked clash of values is laid bare:

Whence hast thou this becoming of things ill,
That in the very refuse of thy deeds
There is such strength and warrantise of skill
That in my mind thy worst all best exceeds?

Sweetest things turn sourest by their deeds (94), we recall, and there is a sug-
gestion of 94’s festered lilies in the phrase “the very refuse of thy deeds.”
The image cluster evoked by deeds, strength, and warrantise of skill is cer-
tainly masculine, and places the lover in a position of relative-weakness-
admiring-strength. This classically “female” position is provoked, at least
in part, by the speaker’s retreat from responsibility for his own actions,
which is embodied in his “helpless” questions.

Couplet Tie: love [beloved ] (9, 11, 13, 14)
and possibly: worst [worth] [-iness] [-y] (8, 13, 14)
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Love is too young to know what conscience is,
Yet who knows not conscience is born of love?
Then, gentle cheater, urge not my amiss,
Lest guilty of my faults thy sweet self prove.
For thou betraying me, I do betray
My nobler part to my gross body’s treason;
My soul doth tell my body that he may
Triumph in love; flesh stays no farther reason,
But rising at thy name doth point out thee
As his triumphant prize; proud of this pride,
He is contented thy poor drudge to be,
To stand in thy affairs, fall by thy side.

No want of conscience hold it that I call
Her “love” for whose dear love I rise and fall.
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Love and conscience, rise (and its variants) and fall are, unsurpris-
ingly, the Couplet Tie of this enigmatic sonnet, which thematizes the

conflict openly represented in all the poems concerning the dark lady, and
at least covertly present in those concerning the young man. The ideali-
zation of the young man led to grief, as did the idealization of the mis-
tress. Shakespeare recognizes unblinkingly the enhancement of ego pro-
duced in his speaker by the idealization of the other: “proud of this pride,
[flesh] is contented thy poor drudge to be . . .,” or, earlier, “Thy sweet love
remembered such wealth brings, / That then I scorn to change my state
with kings” (29).

Because the sonnets show the cycle of idealization, infatuation, and
inevitable disillusion twice over, once with a male love-object and once
with a female (exhausting both possibilities for their speaker) their human
psychological import is essentially tragic. (The two mythical sonnets clos-
ing the entire sequence treat the cycle in the eternal comedy of Anacreon-
tic parable.) But the moral import of the sequences is mixed. The speaker
never recovers from his attachments: the last sonnet to the woman begins
In loving thee, and the last sonnet to the man opens with O thou my lovely
boy. In Christian terms, the speaker shows no “firm purpose of amend-
ment” for sexual sin in the second sequence, nor does he exhibit, in the
first sequence, a resolve to love more wisely in the future. His eye, help-
less before the snare of physical beauty, and his soul, sexually aroused by
promiscuity itself, are past cure. Reason seems unlikely to resume govern-
ance of either addicted eye or addicted soul.

The end of the physical body, in both sequences, is the worm:

Be not self-willed, for thou art much too fair
To be death’s conquest and make worms thine heir

(sonnet 6)

Shall worms, inheritors of this excess,
Eat up thy charge? Is this thy body’s end?

(sonnet 146)
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Though sonnet 146 suggests that terms divine might be had for the buying,
the soul shows no disposition in later sonnets to sell its hours of dross: on
the contrary, according to the speaker of 151, the soul is regularly be-
trayed, and betrays itself by urging the body on. This is one of two crucial
statements in 151: My soul doth tell my body that he may / Triumph in love.
The previous crucial statement is the axiom (said to be known to all)
that conscience is born of love. Eros is the cause of self-awareness through
self-reproach, and awareness points out future erotic possibility to flesh,
which responds involuntarily with erection. This is to simplify Shake-
speare (by leaving out the self’s antecedent betrayal of the soul), but it is
nonetheless true as far as it goes.

Shakespeare here admits the libidinal base of adult consciousness it-
self. The subject had interested him in Romeo and Juliet, in which love
(not simply lust, as we see from the cognitively ineffectual presence of
Romeo’s former penchant for Rosaline) awakens the full spectrum of
moral awareness and personal conviction in its two young protagonists.
(There is another Shakespearean form of awareness—Mercutio’s, Ari-
el’s—not caused by love; but it is aesthetic, nonmoral, and nonrelational,
constructive of its own fantastic world rather than immediately derived
from the human and social environment.)

The triple verbal play embodied in the word conscience—as “conscious-
ness” and “moral judgment” and “knowledge of cunt”—governs each of
its three appearances in this sonnet and draws magnetically to it its sister
word, contented/“cuntented.” Certainly in the first two lines the word con-
science possesses fully all three of its meanings (its meaning in line 13 is
more dubious).

The second-person address (“thou”) of this poem begins visibly in line
3, and seems to end with line 12, since the couplet refers to the woman in
the third person (Her). But we cannot help seeing that this is a reply-
sonnet: the woman—herself a gentle cheater, the speaker reminds her in his
retort—has complained of some amiss on the speaker’s part, which turns
out to be his addressing her as “love.” “Doesn’t your conscience reproach
you,” she says, “when you call me ‘love’? I hardly think that what you feel
for me justifies that word.” The poem begins with the speaker’s evasive
reply: Love [being a babe, cf. 115] is too young to know what conscience is. This
reply (with its subsequent threat of counteraccusations) continues gram-
matically through line 12 (“fall by thy side”). Logic makes us confident
that the same person is addressed in the couplet “[Do not thou] hold it a
want of conscience that I call”—and we expect thee instead of her. “Don’t
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think it wrong of me to call the person for whom I rise and fall ‘love,’”
says the speaker, putting his case “impersonally” and “logically.” “Doesn’t
everyone call his sex partner ‘love’? Haven’t I a right, exposing myself to
falls for the sake of her socially discredited love, to use the word ‘love’?
Can one disentangle appetite from love? Can I? Can you?”

The technical aim of the sonnet is to enact appetite and orgasm, and
to that end it might be wise to keep the Quarto’s division of the poem into
only three sentences. After Q1 (the Quarto’s first sentence), Q2 and Q3
make one long sentence in the Quarto, and it is certainly a mistake, in aes-
thetic terms, to break up this breathless sentence with periods, or even (as
Booth does) with a dash. The point of orgasm—prize/proud/pride—espe-
cially needs concatenation. The p’s obtrude themselves, beginning in
prove and part, climaxing at point, prize, proud, and pride, and falling off in
poor (with graphic reinforcement of p in triumph and triumphant). The un-
stoppability of orgasm is certainly imitated here, with “ejaculation” oc-
curing in the redundancy of proud of this pride; and orgasm is reinforced by
the flurry of sounds reinforcing the phonemes of “rising,” “raise,” and
“ride”: betraying, betray, treason, triumph, reason, rising, triumphant,
prize, pride, rise. (Between triumph and triumphant we even find the link
but rising.)

Detumescence is represented not only by the semantic decline from
proud to poor but also from tr-iu-mph to dr-u-dge, words which, with their
initial double consonants, triple final letters and common u in the mid-
dle, seem to be some sort of graphic cousins. Post-coital quiet comes in
con/[cunt]/tented, followed by an analytic third-person treatment of both
the mistress (her) and the phallus (thy poor drudge, a phrase completing the
turn from “my body” to independent third-person flesh, thence to posses-
sion by the other, “thy drudge”).

I have so far omitted, in this account, the disturbing Q2. It becomes
violently subordinated to the triumph of the flesh in Q3 and the subse-
quent urbane and bitter couplet-conclusion about one’s rise and fall at the
expense of dear love. In Q2, the sexual (because “unstoppable”) trope of
concatenation, ending in poor drudge, has begun with double betrayal: the
woman betrays the speaker, and he betrays his nobler part. The soul ad-
vises the body of his opportunity, the flesh rises to the chance, and the tri-
umphant ejaculation occurs in prize/proud/pride. The originating word
betraying spawns betray; treason is shown to contain reason; and treason, rea-
son, and rising in turn act out lexically, etymologically, phonemically, and
graphically the trope of concatenation (seen earlier in 129). Formally, the
poem’s structure is 4-8-2, with the eight-line group acting out tumescence
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and detumescence, itself bordered fore and aft by the speaker’s reformula-
tion of the woman’s reproach.

The woman is still blamed in Q2; her betrayal initiates that of himself
by the man. It is not fanciful, perhaps, to see this as a reenactment of the
primal Adamic fall (the word twice repeated, employed as a Couplet Tie,
and the last word in the poem). Though the woman first betrays the
speaker (presumably sexually), his appetite is aroused by her very promis-
cuity—and he betrays himself, an act worse than betraying another.

Nonetheless, some blame is still apportioned here to the woman, and
the speaker’s shame is covered up in the grimly “libertine” ending, in
which his nobler part has vanished, along with any remnant of the moral
sense of conscience. It is not until the next sonnet that the speaker blames
himself more than the woman, both for his moral fault and for his be-
trayal of discourse itself.

defective key word: love (missing in Q3, the quatrain of
erection, ejaculation, and detumescence)

Couplet Tie: love (1, 2, 8, 14, 14)
conscience (1, 2, 13)
rise [-ing] [p-rize] (9, 10, 14) and perhaps
[t-reason] [reason] (6, 8)
fall (12, 14) (and perhaps faults, 4)
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In loving thee thou know’st I am forsworn,
But thou art twice forsworn to me love swearing:
In act thy bed-vow broke, and new faith torn
In vowing new hate after new love bearing.
But why of two oaths’ breach do I accuse thee,
When I break twenty? I am perjured most,
For all my vows are oaths but to misuse thee,
And all my honest faith in thee is lost.
For I have sworn deep oaths of thy deep kindness,
Oaths of thy love, thy truth, thy constancy,
And to enlighten thee gave eyes to blindness,
Or made them swear against the thing they see:

For I have sworn thee fair: more perjured eye,
To swear against the truth so foul a lie.
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W ith this enormously comprehensive poem, the sequence of the
dark mistress is brought to an end. The fruit of erotic experience,

here as in the earlier sequence, is greater self-knowledge; in 151 and 152 it
provokes a bitterly shaming acknowledgment of one’s own least accept-
able sexual proclivities. To realize that one requires promiscuity in the
mistress in order to be sexually aroused is in itself horrifying, especially
when “consciously” one detests the fact that the mistress is the bay where
all men ride (137). The whole second sequence can be read as the speaker’s
gradual discovery that it is not an accident that he has found himself in-
fatuated with a promiscuous woman; his own complicity is what shocks
him, as he discovers that it is precisely her unworthiness that raises “love”
in him. This is the speaker’s discovery as a lover; but he has a further
shame to express. As a user of language, his obligation is to accuracy and
truth; his addiction has led him not only to corporeal abasement but also
to abuse of language, for a writer the profounder corruption.

Masculine and feminine rhymes alternate in the quatrains of
152—mfmf; fmfm; fmfm; the couplet has masculine rhymes, mm. The
whole makes up a somewhat chiastic pattern, with masculine rhymes
opening Q1 and C, while the two inner parts are initiated by feminine
rhymes. The unpredictability of this form, by comparison with the other
two sonnets with a substantial number of feminine rhymes—20 (all femi-
nine) and 87 (with only two masculine rhyme-words)—enacts unpredict-
ability itself, in formal terms. A perjurer is, the form would seem to say,
unreliable in his procedures.

In terms of chronology, the poem is structured from the perjured
“now” to the naive “then” and back again. If we reconstruct the speaker’s
chronology as it happened, we have this scheme:

1. I (originally) swear thee fair;
2. I swear deep oaths of thy deep kindness, oaths of thy love, thy truth,

thy constancy [protesting too much, perhaps, given the double in-
tensive deep];

3. I perceive thou art forsworn (thy marital bed-vow broke) in per-
forming the act with me;
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4. I perceive thou art twice forsworn, swearing love to me and then
vowing hate toward me;

5. I accuse thee of being doubly forsworn, but
6. I accuse myself of being twenty times forsworn, because twenty

times I have vowed to misuse thee, and I break my vow each time
by continuing to love thee;

7. In the contest of perjury, of “forswornness,” I am the winner;
8. I see thy falsity and foulness, and I have lost all my honest faith in

thee, and yet I continue to love thee.

In the poem we meet this chronology scrambled, and the means of confu-
sion are chiefly grammatical ones: the poem deliberately intertwines vari-
ous forms of presentness (present participles—loving, swearing, vowing,
bearing—and present tenses—I accuse, I break, my vows are oaths) with vari-
ous forms of pastness (past participles—broke, torn—and past tenses—I
gave, [I] made them swear). Among these are intermingled forms of the
reflexive verbs to forswear oneself and to perjure oneself; these forms are com-
posed of a present-tense auxiliary and a past participle, giving them the
curious appearance of present pastness or past presentness: I am forsworn;
thou art forsworn; I am perjured. To this mix are added present perfect
forms carrying a past action into present view (I have sworn . . . I have
sworn) and infinitives (to misuse, to enlighten, to swear): these infinitives ap-
ply respectively to the future, the past, and the metaphysical present. A
form like is lost sums up the pastness of the present view, in its combining
of a present tense and a past participle.

This sonnet, then, offers perhaps the best example of the “mad” verbal
randomness feared by the speaker in 147. Besides zigzagging unsettlingly
between the present and the past, the speaker returns obsessively to the
same words over and over: swear and its variants (swore, forsworn, swearing)
alone occur seven times (1, 2, 2, 9, 12, 13, 14); oaths four times (5, 7, 9, 10);
vow(s) (3, 4, 7), love (2, 4, 10), and new (3, 4, 4) thrice; and the punning I/eye
[-s] appears eight times (1, 5, 6, 6, 9, 11, 13, 13). Perjured (6, 13), truth (10,
14), faith (3, 8), and deep (9, 9) are each repeated once. But the distraction of
this madding fever (119) appears as well in the apparent incoherence of the
rebuke about new faith, new hate, and new love, and in the confusion
about topics suitable for oaths. It may be common to swear that one’s be-
loved is constant and true in love; it seems distinctly odd to swear deep
oaths of her deep kindness—and as for whether she is fair, that is usu-
ally taken as self-evident, not a matter for oath-taking. Sonnet 152 is, of
course, remembering 131; when bystanders said the woman’s face had not
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the power to make love groan, the lover was not bold enough to correct
them outright, but took an oath on it privately: I swear it to myself
alone. / And to be sure that is not false I swear, / A thousand groans . . . do wit-
ness bear. And 152 is also recalling, in its I have sworn thee fair, 147: For I
have sworn thee fair, and thought thee bright, / Who art as black as hell, as dark
as night. The swearing reaches its apogee, and is named climactically as an
outright lie, as the lyric sequence proper comes to a close.

Blame of the woman has faded in view of the greater blame with
which the speaker castigates himself. The self-lacerating intelligence in
the later sonnets produces a voice so undeceived about reality (the truth)
and himself (his perjured eye) that the reader admires the clarity of mind
that can so anatomize sexual obsession while still in its grip, that can so
acquiesce in humiliation while inspecting its own arousal, that can lie
freely while acknowledging the truth. To represent such a voice in all its
paradoxical incapacity and capacity is the victory of Shakespeare’s tech-
nique in the second subsequence.

key word: eye [-s], I (Normally, I would not
qualify as a foregrounded word, but the
pun with eye brings it forward.)

defective key word: swear (missing in Q2, the quatrain of
broken oaths)

Couplet Tie: eye [-s], I (1, 5, 6, 6, 9, 11, 13, 13)
swear [-ing], sworn, forsworn (1, 2, 2, 9,
12, 13, 14)
perjured (6, 13)
truth (10, 14)
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Cupid laid by his brand and fell asleep:
A maid of Dian’s this advantage found,
And his love-kindling fire did quickly steep
In a cold valley-fountain of that ground;
Which borrowed from this holy fire of Love
A dateless lively heat, still to endure,
And grew a seething bath, which yet men prove
Against strange maladies a sovereign cure.
But at my mistress’ eye Love’s brand new fired,
The boy for trial needs would touch my breast;
I, sick withal, the help of bath desired,
And thither hied, a sad distempered guest;

But found no cure: the bath for my help lies
Where Cupid got new fire—my mistress’ eyes.
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The little Love-god lying once asleep
Laid by his side his heart-inflaming brand,
Whilst many nymphs that vowed chaste life to keep
Came tripping by; but in her maiden hand
The fairest votary took up that fire
Which many legions of true hearts had warmed,
And so the general of hot desire
Was sleeping by a virgin hand disarmed.
This brand she quenchèd in a cool well by,
Which from Love’s fire took heat perpetual,
Growing a bath and healthful remedy
For men diseased; but I, my mistress’ thrall,

Came there for cure, and this by that I prove:
Love’s fire heats water, water cools not love.
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Sonnets 153 and 154 are close in plot, but not identical. Each is an
Anacreontic narrative about the unquenchability of love. According

to 153, if Cupid’s torch is put out, he can get new fire from a mistress’ eye,
which is the ultimate cure for love-sickness. Sonnet 154 omits Cupid’s
seeking new fire, and the speaker’s hope to be cured by his mistress’ eyes,
but tells the original Greek love-story common to both poems: a nymph-
votaress of Diana, vowed to chastity, quenches the sleeping Cupid’s torch
in a nearby fountain/well, which, taking on heat from the torch, becomes
a curative bath for diseased men. Both 153 and 154, unlike the epigram
from which they descend, tell two stories: the first is Cupid’s story, the
second the lover’s story. In 153 Cupid occupies the octave, the speaker the
sestet, where he becomes a “living torch,” inflamed by Cupid’s new-fired
brand. The speaker-torch goes to quench himself in the water where the
Cupid-torch was quenched but finds no cure there, and can only hope for
cure from his mistress’ eyes. The first of these two poems, then, gives
equal time to both stories. In 154, however, the lyric speaker enters very
late, cramming his story into the last two-and-one-half lines:

I, my mistress’ thrall,
Came there for cure, and this by that I prove:
Love’s fire heats water, water cools not love.

Retelling the Anacreontic parable becomes an exercise in hermeneu-
tics, as each personal “application” reinterprets the phallic myth. The
myth represents a contest of chastity against passion in which passion
wins, its heat transferred to the water that quenches it. But the “applica-
tion” in 153 represents Cupid’s brand as once more reignited, after being
quenched, and the curative bath as inefficacious in the speaker’s case. The
brief “application” in 154 leaves the original myth undisturbed, and re-
peats the inefficacy of the bath. In both the original epigram and in 154’s
interpretation of it, phallic heat is transferrable but not reignitable; in
153’s interpretation, phallic heat is an ever-renewable phoenix-fire whose
enduring seat is the mistress’ eye, rather than the phallus itself. Both ap-
plications agree on the invalidity of the Greek comic myth; the bath finds
at least one diseased man whom it cannot cure. Sonnet 153 envisages an
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ultimate cure for love (the mistress’ eye) while not obtaining it, but 154
envisages no cure at all.

The triviality of expression in these twinned poems has made them
seem odd envoys to the second subsequence, less successful surely than
was 126 as an envoy to the first. Yet the very triviality and ancientness of
these little myths—and the comic and frivolous tone with which they
treat the whole question of passion—cool down the deep oaths of the rhet-
orically fevered lyric poems. The representative mythical I of 153 and 154
is far from the historical dramatis persona who could urge the young man
to get a son, or could watch a woman playing the virginals. Comic dis-
tance is thereby gained on the realm of Eros and even on its enemy, Di-
ana. The poems de-Christianize the sequence, putting chastity and pas-
sion in a pre-Christian long focus.

Both poems resemble 145 in style, in that they are made of long chains
of coordinate and dependent clauses, with connectives like and and but. In
153, the chain runs, “A maid found . . . and did steep in fountain which bor-
rowed heat, still to endure, and grew a bath which men prove . . . But the
boy would touch . . . ; I help desired, and tried, but found no cure.” In 154,
the similar chain is, “Love-god laid by brand, whilst nymphs that vowed
came by, but fairest took fire which had warmed, and so general was dis-
armed. She quenched brand in well which took heat, growing a bath, but I
came, and this I prove.” This linear and additive dependency chain, rarely
broken by a full stop, does not represent the Shakespearean colloquial
speech-pattern, formed by dramatic writing, which prevails in the other
sonnets. My own guess would be that the Anacreontics (like 145) were
early work (on loose sheets, so to speak) and were inserted as a plausible
and conventional end-note to the abruptly terminated Dark Lady subse-
quence (perhaps because the Young Man subsequence had already been
given a formal ending by 126).

I accept (for the rhyme’s sake) the emendation of eye to eyes in line 14
of 153.
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For sonnet 153

key word: fire [-d] (3, 5, 9, 14)

defective key word: bath (missing in Q1 before growth of
bath)

Couplet Tie: found (2, 13)
cure (8, 13)
bath (7, 11, 13)
help (11, 13)
Cupid (1, 14)
new (9, 14)
fire [-d] (3, 5, 9, 14)
my mistress’ eye [-s] (9, 14)

For sonnet 154

defective key words: love (missing in Q2, the quatrain of
virgin chastity)
fire

heat [-s] [hot]
(missing in Q2, where Cupid lays by
his brand)

Couplet Tie: came (4, 13)
love (1, 10, 14, 14)
fire (5, 10, 14)
heat [-s] [hot] (7, 10, 14)
cool [-s] (9, 14)
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APPENDIXES

WORKS CONSULTED

INDEX OF FIRST LINES

f
●





APPENDIX 1

KEY WORDS

7. look [-s] [unlooked]
10. self

15. you (It could be argued that this word is not present in Q1, but I
suggest it is phonetically hiding in “huge,” chosen precisely for its
anticipation of you.)

20. woman [women]
24. eye [-s]
26. show

30. woe [-s] (the last is a pun: sor-woes)
31. love [-’s] [-rs] [-d]
32. love [-r] [loving]
42. love

43. day [-s]; see [unseeing] [sight]
46. eye [-s] [-’s]; heart

50. on

51. slow [slo]
52. blessèd [blest] [placèd]
53. If one is prepared to find it orthographically hiding, as well as pho-

netically present, it is one [on]: millions (2), one (4), Adonis
(5), on (7), foison (9), one (10), none (14), constant (14).

55. live [outlive] [living] [oblivious]
56. be [-ing] (Normally, a word as common as be is not sufficiently fore-

grounded by the poem to take on salience in the reader’s mind. In this
sonnet, however, it is initially foregrounded by a spondaic rhythm—
Sweet love, renew thy force, be it not said—and later by alliteration:
blunter be, blest may be. It is also used as the rhyme-word in line 9.)

62. self (The Quarto prints self-love as one hyphenated word, but my self
and self loving as two words. Following Evans, I retain the two-word
my self only in line 13.)

64. have (foregrounded because of pun on auxiliary and full use)
68. beauty [-’s]
74. Here, more properly, a key phrase, for which the formula is

“preposition-plus-thee”:
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98. you [youth] (Q1); hue (Q2); you (Q3, C)
99. steal [stol’n]

100. time/might [t Gim/m Git] (possible anagrammatic key word)
103. more/mar (if the near-homophone is allowed)
105. one [alone] [wondrous]
106. praise [-s] [express’d]
108. love [-’s] [hallowèd]

115. say [said] [sacred] (possible key word)
119. ill (if one accepts its “hidden” forms)
127. beauty

135. will

137. eyes

140. be

144. angel

146. feed [-s] [fed] [feeding] [fading]
148. eye [-s] [-’s]; love [-’s]
152. eye [-s], i (Normally, I would not qualify as a foregrounded word,

but the pun with eye brings it forward.)
153. fire [-d]
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APPENDIX 2

DEFECTIVE KEY WORDS

23. love (absent from the “speechless” Q1)
29. state (missing in Q2, which describes the state of others, not his

own)
31. all (missing in Q2, which concerns absence and removal, rather than

presence)
36. love [-s] (missing in Q3)
47. eye, heart (missing in Q3)
51. excuse (missing in C, except conceptually as leave to go)
65. hold, strong [-er] (missing in C, as representing the organic

order)
67. live [-s] [-ing] (missing in C)
69. eye [-s] (missing in C)
72. love (missing in Q2)
76. new (missing in Q2); still (missing in Q1)
85. words, thought [-s] (missing in Q1, the quatrain representing

the Muse’s tongue-tied still[ness] while listening to others’ comments)
87. gift [gives] [gav’st] (missing in C)
91. all (missing in Q1)
92. life (missing in C)
93. looks, heart (missing in C)
94. do [deeds] (missing in Q3, the flower quatrain)

100. time [-’s] (missing in Q1)
101. muse (missing in Q3)
115. then, love (both missing in Q2, the quatrain interrupting the nar-

rative of love as it was then)
116. love [-d] (missing in Q2) (Since I can see no cause for its absence

in Q2, I conclude this effect may be accidental.)
118. sick [-en] [-ness] (missing in Q3, the quatrain describing the state

anterior to the ingestion of the sickness-producing drugs)
124. time (missing in the “immutable” Q3)
127. fair (missing in C, where the falsely fair women have disappeared)
128. lips (missing in Q1, which has not yet arrived at the conceit of the

jacks’ kiss)
136. love (missing in Q3); will (missing in Q3)
137. heart (missing in Q1, the quatrain of the eyes, before the speaker

realizes that love has also corrupted his heart)
138. false [faults] (missing in Q3, the quatrain of simple truth)
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143. catch (missing in C, so that the mistress never catches her lover)
145. i hate (missing from Q2, as the mistress relents)
148. true (missing in C); false [-ly], [faults] (missing in Q3); see

[-s] [-ing], sight (missing in Q2)
151. love (missing in Q3, the quatrain of erection, ejaculation, and detu-

mescence)
152. swear (missing in Q2, the quatrain of broken oaths)
153. bath (missing in Q1 before growth of bath)
154. love (missing in Q2, the quatrain of virgin chastity); fire and

heat [-s] [hot] (which are missing in Q2, where Cupid lays by his
brand)

Note:

The nine sonnets containing both one or more key words(s) and one or
more defective key word(s) are: 31, 51, 100, 115, 127, 137, 148, 152, and
153.

The nine sonnets lacking a Couplet Tie are 3, 21, 25, 34, 37, 40, 44, 126 (since it
has no final couplet), and 142.
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